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 Executive Summary 
  

 

Biographical Information 

 

Faso Was Born In Massapequa, NY; Grew Up On Long Island 

 

Faso Was Born In Massapequa, NY. “Was born in Massapequa, Nassau County, NY.” [Times Union, 

5/27/02] 

 

Faso Grew Up On Long Island. “John Faso grew up in that other Long Island; his father supplemented his 

income from a small TV-repair shop with night work as a janitor at a local Catholic school, sometimes with 

his son working at his side.” [New York Post, 3/15/06] 

 

Earned His Bachelor’s Degree From SUNY At Brockport And J.D. From Georgetown 

 

Earned His Bachelor’s Degree From SUNY At Brockport And J.D. From Georgetown. “Faso earned 

his bachelor’s degree from the State University of New York at Brockport and his Juris Doctor degree from 

Georgetown University Law Center.” [John Faso for New York State Comptroller, Wayback Machine, 

archived on 6/05/02] 

 

 

40-Year Political Insider/Shady Albany and Perks/“Proud” Lobbyist 

 

1974-2016: 40-Year Political Insider; Worked In Washington, DC Until Becoming A Member Of The 

New York State Assembly And Eventually A Lobbyist 

 

1974-2016: 40-Year Political Insider. Beginning in 1974, when he worked in Washington, DC for Nassau 

County as a Washington Representative and then Congressional Aide for a member of the U.S. House, Faso 

started his career as a political insider. He later worked for the New York State bill drafting commission 

and became a member of the New York State Assembly in 1987, eventually becoming the Republican 

Minority Leader. Faso unsuccessfully ran for state comptroller in 2002 and, immediately afterwards, 

became a lobbyist in Washington, DC (he couldn’t lobby Albany state government due to a 2-year ban on 

former members of the legislature). In 2006, he unsuccessfully ran for governor and went back to lobbying, 

this time lobbying both Washington, DC and New York’s legislature, until jumping in the race for New 

York’s 19th Congressional District. During this period of time, between 2006 and 2015, Faso founded 

multiple super PACs that raised millions to influence state and federal elections. 

 

1974-78: Worked As A Grant Writer In Washington, D.C. For Nassau County. “He had moved to 

the nation’s capital after college and became a grants officer for Nassau County, helping secure federal 

funds for local projects. He became a careful reader of fine print; later, his line-by-line analysis of bills 

in the New York State Assembly would become legendary. And he marveled at what he saw as pork-

barrel spending and grants in the federal trough.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

1978-81: Was A Congressional Staffer. According to Project Vote Smart, from 1978 to 1981, Faso 

was a congressional staffer. “Professional Staff Member, United States House of Representatives, 1979-

1981[.]” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20020605084209/http:/taxpayerswatchdog.com/about.html
https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
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Worked For Congressman John Wydler. “In Washington, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Faso 

worked in Congress under Rep. John Wydler of Garden City.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1981-83: Worked For The New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. According to 

Project Vote Smart, Faso worked for the New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. 

“Commissioner, New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission, 1983-1986[.]” [Project Vote 

Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

1983: Worked For The New York Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. “Then Warren 

Anderson, the State Senate majority leader, offered him a job in Albany drafting bills. So the Fasos 

moved into a 130-year-old fixer-upper in Columbia County in 1983.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1987-2002: Represented New York’s 102nd State Assembly District. “With Schoharie native Pete 

Lopez out of the race to succeed U.S. Rep. Chris Gibson, R-Kinderhook, in Congress, the Schoharie 

County Republican and Conservative parties have thrown their support behind former state 

Assemblyman John Faso. … Faso, a resident of Kinderhook, served in the state Assembly from 1987 

until 2002. He ran an unsuccessful gubernatorial campaign against Democrat Eliot Spitzer in 2006.” 

[The Daily Gazette, 1/25/16] 

 

1998: Became Minority Leader. “An upstate lawmaker with a reputation as a fiscal conservative 

with a strong commitment to shrinking government and empowering the private sector was elected 

yesterday as leader of the Assembly Republican minority. When U.S. Rep. Bill Paxon (R-Amherst) 

suddenly announced last week he would retire from his Buffalo-area congressional seat in 

November, it set off a chain reaction that culminated with the election of Assemb. John Faso (R-

Kinderhook) as the new minority leader. Faso, a 12-year veteran of the Assembly, will replace 

Assemb. Thomas Reynolds (R-Springville), who announced he will leave the post he held for less 

than three years to run for Paxon’s seat.” [Newsday, 3/03/98] 

 

2002: Unsuccessfully Ran For State Comptroller. “Faso, who also lives in Kinderhook, served in the 

Assembly from 1998 until 2002, representing the 102nd District. He gave up his seat in the to run for 

state comptroller in 2002 but lost Democrat Alan Hevesi.” [Daily Freeman, 2/19/16] 

 

2003-13: Lobbied The Federal Government In Washington, DC. From 2004 to 2013, Faso lobbied 

the federal government in Washington, DC. [Lobbying Disclosures, U.S. Secretary of the Senate, 

accessed 7/27/16] 

 

2007-15: Lobbied New York State Government. From 2007 to 2015, Faso lobbied the State of New 

York. [New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 7/27/16] 

 

2006: Unsuccessfully Ran For New York Governor. According to the NYS Board of Elections, John 

Faso and C. Scott Vanderhoef lost to Eliot Spitzer and David Paterson in the 2006 Race for Governor of 

New York State by 1,812,374 votes or 38.58%. Faso captured 1,274,335 votes or 27.12% of the 

statewide total and Spitzer captured 3,086,709 votes or 65.7% of the statewide total. [NYS Board of 

Elections, 11/7/06] 

 

2007: Co-Founded New Yorkers For Growth PAC That Raised Money And Influenced 

Campaigns. In 2007, Faso founded a state-level PAC called New Yorkers for Growth. “The knives are 

out for the Working Families Party. … ‘We’re not going to fix this state by following an agenda of 

higher taxes and spending that will pour gasoline on the fire, and that's the Working Families Party's 

https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
http://www.dailygazette.com/news/2016/jan/25/19th-congressional-district-faso/?print
http://www.dailyfreeman.com/general-news/20160219/faso-gains-gop-support-in-race-for-ny-19th-congressional-district-seat-heaney-cites-past-scandals
http://www.elections.ny.gov/NYSBOE/elections/2006/general/2006_gov.pdf
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agenda,’ said former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso. ‘Anyone who takes their endorsement 

indicates to me a nonseriousness about trying to solve the state's problems.’ Faso, the 2006 GOP 

gubernatorial nominee, co-founded a PAC with Cox called New Yorkers for Growth. The PAC sent out 

a fund-raising appeal in July pledging to ‘expose’ the WFP as a ‘collection of spending interests 

masquerading as a political party and bleeding New York dry.’” [Daily News, 9/14/09] 

 

2014: Founded ‘New York 2014’ Super PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About Its 

Purpose And Funders, Was Described As A “Mystery” Super PAC. “New York 2014, a super PAC 

started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will support 

Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which 

candidates or how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. 

‘We are going to look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a 

‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily 

News ) The PAC made its first independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media 

buy supporting businesswoman Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time 

candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 5/22/14] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former State Assembly Speaker Starts Super PAC” [Register-Star, 5/29/14] 

 

September 15th, 2015: Announced Campaign For New York’s 19th Congressional District. “The 

2016 race for the 19th Congressional District seat is about to officially have its first candidate. Former 

assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso will announce his run for the seat on Tuesday 

morning at his Kinderhook home.” [Times Union, 9/15/15] 

 

2009: Ran For New York’s 20th Congressional District, Quickly Dropped Out 

 

January 25th, 2009: Entered The Race New York’s 20th Congressional District. “As Rep. Kirsten 

Gillibrand accepted her appointment as U.S. senator, a number of Republicans and Democrats were 

jockeying to run for her congressional seat. … [F]ormer GOP gubernatorial candidate John Faso … are 

among the Republicans who have entered the race, they said Friday. … Faso, 56, said he is seeking 

election. The Kinderhook, Columbia County, resident is a partner with the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law 

firm in Albany and New York City. He ran unsuccessfully for governor in 2006 and comptroller in 2002. ‘I 

have a proven track record of advancing fiscally responsible policies at the state level,’ said Faso, a former 

assemblyman and Assembly minority leader.” [The Journal News, 1/25/09]  

 

Had Won The Support Of Greene County Republicans. “The opening of a new Republican 

headquarters in Rensselaer County would not normally draw state Senator Betty Little, Assembly 

Minority Leader James Tedisco and former gubernatorial candidate John Faso. … Faso won the support 

of Greene County Republicans. … Former Assemblyman Faso of Kinderhook also came by. Faso lost 

the race for state comptroller in 2002 and for governor in 2006. Faso said he is contacting those who 

will make the decision and letting them know he can swiftly put together a campaign team and election 

strategy. ‘My interest in this is the issues affecting the national economy,’ Faso said. ‘I’m concerned 

about the increasing tendency to nationalize the economy.’” [Times Union, 1/25/09] 

 

January 28th, 2009: Was Beat Out For Republican Nomination. “An ebullient Assembly Minority 

Leader Jim Tedisco launched his House campaign on Tuesday, minutes after county chairmen in the 20th 

Congressional District offered their backing in the race to replace Democrat Kirsten Gillibrand. … Tedisco, 

58, bested former gubernatorial candidate John Faso as well as state Sen. Betty Little for the Republican 

slot in the upcoming election.” [Times Union, 1/28/09] 

http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Faso-to-seek-Gibson-s-seat-6504729.php
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2007: Considered Running For New York’s 20th Congressional District. “The Glens Falls Post-Star 

(5/4, Thompson) reported, ‘Former state Assembly Minority Leader John Faso (R) said he is still weighing 

the possibility of running for the U.S. House of Representatives in the 20th Congressional District next 

year, but does not expect to make a decision any time soon.’ He said that ‘a number of people have 

suggested he run, but he has other priorities right now.’” [The Frontrunner, 5/07/07] 

 

1987-2002: Skipped Nearly 1,700 Votes 

 

1987-2002: Skipped 1,696 Votes, Amounting To 6.2 Percent. “John Faso, who is seeking the Republican 

nomination for governor, skipped nearly 1,700 votes during his 16 years in the state Legislature, according 

to tallies obtained by The Post. Between 1987 and 2002, the former Assembly minority leader was AWOL 

for 1,696 votes, or 6.2 percent, records show. And while Faso, on average, missed 4 percent of the votes in 

his last four years in office, current Assembly Minority Leader James Tedisco, who also lives near the 

Capitol, missed just 15 votes - or less than 1 percent - in that span.” [New York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

1991: Missed Votes Due To His Wife’s Cancer Treatment. “Spokeswoman Susan Del Percio 

attributed what she termed Faso’s ‘small percentage’ of votes missed to his tending to his wife during a 

significant hospital stay in 1991, when he missed 254 votes, and to sanctioned excuses for legislative 

business throughout the years.” 

 

Faso Could Have Voted While Not Being Present And Lived Only 30 Miles From The Capital. “But 

aides to former Massachusetts Gov. William Weld, also seeking the GOP nod, say Faso’s numbers look 

particularly bad when one considers that his district was just 30 miles south of the Capitol. What makes it 

even worse, they say, is the fact that up until 2005 a lawmaker didn’t even have to be present in the 

chamber to vote. He wold [sic] be registered as voting in the affirmative on all bills if he simply checked in 

with a swipe card before the start of that day’s legislative session.” [New York Post, 5/08/06]  

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Missed 1,696 Votes” [New York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A Pension 

Enhancement. … There’s One Big One I Voted For”  

 

Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A Pension 

Enhancement. … There’s One Big One I Voted For.” “Let’s face it, the 16 years I was in the legislature, 

the easiest bill to vote for was a pension enhancement. And they come up every year, and they come up in 

the dead of night, and I voted against an awful lot of them. There’s one big one I voted for that I regret, and 

that was the 2000 bill.” [Rockefeller Institute Debate, 8:04-8:24, 3/23/11] 

 

2006: “Faso Supported A Couple Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements Of The Last 

Decade.” “As an assemblyman, Mr. Faso supported a couple of the most expensive pension 

enhancements of the last decade. In the interview, he said that he still supported the idea of providing 

automatic annual cost-of-living increases for retirees, because many of the older retirees had seen the 

purchasing power of their benefits eroded by inflation. But he said he had ‘‘second thoughts’’ about 

another bill he voted for, which allowed many workers to stop contributing to their pension plans after 

10 years. Mr. Faso said the state should consider creating a new tier, or pension system, for new 

employees that would in effect undo that change -- and require the contributions again.” [New York 

Times, 8/23/06] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
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Voted For “The Two Most Expensive Pension Sweeteners In Recent Memory” That Added 

Billions To New York Pension Costs; Said He Later Regretted Them. “He voted, for instance, for 

the two most expensive pension sweeteners in recent memory, even though he was one of the few 

lawmakers who usually took a tough line on increasing pension benefits. One granted retirees automatic 

cost-of-living increases tied to the rate of inflation. The other allowed most state workers to stop 

contributing to their pensions after 10 years of employment. Together, the two laws have added billions 

of dollars to the pension costs that are paid for by state and local taxpayers. Mr. Faso said that he now 

regrets supporting the pension enhancements. In this campaign for governor, he has called for allowing 

state and local governments to offer new workers 401(k)-style savings plans in place of the traditional 

pensions given to current government workers.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension. According to his 2016 personal financial disclosure, Faso collected a 

$40,000 pension in 2015 that he earned as a member of the New York State Assembly. [John Faso’s 

Personal Financial Disclosure, 1/03/16] 

 

2016: Did Not List Pension On Personal Financial Disclosure. In the personal financial disclosure he 

filed on May 15th, 2016, Faso did not include his $40,000 pension as a form of income. [John Faso Personal 

Financial Disclosure, filed on 5/15/16] 

 

1996-2002: Faso Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer Dollars As State Assemblyman, 

Received Stipend, State Vehicle, And Travel Reimbursements 

 

1996-2002: Faso’s State Assembly Office Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer 

Dollars. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso’s official office 

spent a total of $1,865,302. Below is a table that details the politically relevant expenditures 

Faso’s office made but does not include things such as office supplies. The “Total Office 

Expenditures” section includes all expenditures Faso’s office made, including those that were not 

politically relevant. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16]  

 

Expenditure Description Amount Total 

John Faso, Member of Assembly (Salary) $491,605.75   

 

$703,665.28 

 

John Faso, Leadership Stipend Payment $178,709.57  

State Vehicle (Gas/Oil; Auto Service/Repair) $5,974.96  

Travel Expenditures $27,375  

Total Office Expenditures (Includes expenditures not mentioned above) $1,865,302.95   

 

 

1996-2002: Received More Than $670K From Salary And Leadership Stipend. Between 

1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a salary of $491,605 and a 

stipend of $178,709. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

New York State Assembly Members Were Eligible For Stipends For Being In 

Leadership Position. “New York lawmakers get their base pay and $172 for each day 

they spend at the Capitol for food and lodging. If they are in leadership posts, they can get 

an annual stipend between $9,000 and $41,500.” [Democrat and Chronicle, 11/22/14] 

 

http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
http://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/local/2014/11/22/new-york-legislator-pay-increase/19369551/
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1996-2002: Used A State Vehicle, Charged Taxpayers $5,974 For Gas/Oil And Auto 

Service. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a state 

vehicle and charged taxpayers $5,974 for gas/oil and auto service/repair on that state vehicle. 

[Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1996-2002: Charged Taxpayers More Than $27K For Travel Expenditures. Between 

1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso charged taxpayers $27,375 for 

travel expenditures. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

Received Taxpayer-Funded Vehicle Despite Only Living 30 Minutes From The State Capitol 

 

Received Taxpayer-Funded Vehicle. “Albany Many lawmakers, top aides and commissioners get cars at 

taxpayer expense, a perk one group denounces[.] Not only are they among the highest paid, New York’s top 

governmental leaders also drive in style -- at taxpayers’ expense. From Gov. George Pataki and his top staff 

to more than two dozen members of the Legislature, taxpayers provide hundreds of thousands of dollars for 

wheels, and sometimes chauffeurs. … Fifteen other Assembly members are assigned state cars, including 

Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, who uses a 1998 Buick Park Avenue[.] … ‘It’s an unnecessary 

perk,’ said Brian Backstrom, vice president of Change-NY, a conservative anti-tax group. ‘If exceptions 

had to be made, the clear candidates would be Bruno and Silver, maybe Faso and Connor as well. Anyone 

else in the Legislature who has a car ... (has) one because they’ve been re-elected enough times. And that’s 

not a basis for spending taxpayer dollars.’” [Times Union, 3/05/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Many Big Wheels Get Free Rides” [Times Union, 3/05/00] 

 

Only Lived 30 Minutes From The New York State Assembly. During his years in the New York State 

Assembly, from 1987 to 2002, Faso lived 30 minutes from New York’s State Capitol in Albany. [Google 

Maps, accessed 8/29/16]  

 

2006: Would Not Forego Pay If The State Budget Was Late, Saying “I Am Not An Heir To Family 

Wealth” 

 

2006: Said He Would Not Forgo Pay If The State Budget Was Late, Saying “I Am Not An Heir To 

Family Wealth.” In 2006, when asked if he would forego his salary if the state budget was late, Faso said, 

“No. I am not an heir to family wealth and it is the Legislature’s duty to enact a budget on time by acting on 

appropriations submitted by the governor.” [Albany Times Union, 10/09/06] 

 

Said He Was “Proud” Of Lobbying Career, Wouldn’t Apologize For It 

 

Faso: “I’m Very Proud Of The Fact That I Was A Lobbyist.” “A political action committee that 

supports Republican Andrew Heaney’s congressional campaign is blasting fellow GOP candidate John Faso 

over his work as an Albany lobbyist. The PAC, called the New York Jobs Council, released a video on 

YouTube on Tuesday featuring Faso saying ‘I’m very proud of the fact that I was a lobbyist’ in a 25-second 

loop.” [New York State of Politics, 11/17/15]  

 

 

Faso Spokesman: Faso Was Talking About His Lobbying For Autism Speaks. “Faso spokesman 

Bill O’Reilly responded, calling the attack ‘sad’ given the quote the video references is Faso discussing 

his work for Autism Speaks.” [New York State of Politics, 11/17/15] 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/New+York+State+Assembly,+Lgslative+Office+Bldg,+Albany,+NY/14+Silvester+St,+Kinderhook,+NY+12106/@42.5281455,-73.8582161,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89de0a24d473a9e1:0x4330dda8b7ff6b1b!2m2!1d-73.7592889!2d42.6525475!1m5!1m1!1s0x89ddee7e75bf3bf1:0x3bb440ae1178ebf7!2m2!1d-73.698969!2d42.39299
http://www.nystateofpolitics.com/2015/11/pac-knocks-fasos-lobbying-record/
http://www.nystateofpolitics.com/2015/11/pac-knocks-fasos-lobbying-record/
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AP: 2006: Said He Was “Proud” Of Lobbying Career. “Faso said he’s proud of his public career and his 

law practice which included lobbying after he left the Assembly and an unsuccessful race for comptroller in 

2002. He adhered to a two-year ban on lobbying the Legislature under state ethics law, but lobbied for Gov. 

George Pataki in Washington on transportation issues. He lobbied the Legislature for one year before 

ending his activities last year, according to his staff.” [AP, 2/07/06] 

 

Wouldn’t Apologize For Lobbying Career. “Lobbying, Faso said, was a small part of his legal work 

last year. ‘I don’t apologize for earning a living,’ he said.” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

2003-13: Became A Lobbyist Months After Leaving The New York State Assembly, Lobbied In 

Washington, DC; 2007-15 Lobbied New York State Government 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Goes Into Lobbying Business” [Albany Business Review, 2/03/03] 

 

February 2003: Became A Lobbyist For Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Whose Clients Included Wall 

Street Firms And Large Corporations; Faso Worked Out Of Their Albany, New York, And 

Washington, D.C. Offices. “Former state Assembly Minority Leader John Faso is getting in to the 

lobbying business. Faso, a Kinderhook resident, will join the firm of Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, a 

company with offices in New York and Los Angeles. Faso, who ran unsuccessfully for state comptroller in 

2002, will work out of the firm's New York City, Albany, N.Y., and Washington, D.C. offices as a partner 

in the firms' government advocacy and policy division. … Manatt's New York clients include Allstate Life 

Insurance Co., Country-Wide Insurance Co., First Albany Corp., Fleet Bank, Lehman Brothers, Medisys 

Health System, Memorial Sloan Kettering, NYC Health and Hospitals Corp. and Pfizer.” [Albany Business 

Review, 2/03/03] 

 

2003: Worked In Washington, DC As A Lobbyist. “John Faso, a Republican who narrowly lost his bid 

last year for state comptroller, has become a partner in a politically well-connected law firm with strong ties 

in Washington, California and New York City. Faso, a former state Assembly minority leader, said Monday 

he had joined the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law firm as a partner in its government advocacy and policy 

division. … Faso said he will work out of Manatt’s New York City, Albany and Washington offices doing 

legal, lobbying and corporate strategy work.” [AP, 2/03/03] 

 

Planned To Lobby In Washington, DC Because He Couldn’t Lobby Albany. “As a former 

assemblyman, Faso is banned from lobbying the Legislature for two years, but said he plans to lobby in 

Washington, D.C. Faso will continue to live in Kinderhook while working in Albany, New York City 

and Washington.” [Times Union, 2/04/03] 

 

2007-15: Lobbied New York State. From 2007 to 2015, Faso lobbied New York State government. [New 

York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 7/27/16] 

 

Faso: “I Did Represent Some Clients In Front Of The Legislature.” “I did represent some clients in 

front of the legislature” [John Faso on Time Warner Cable, 7/01/16] 

 

Was Offended At The Notion That Corruption Permeated Albany, Said The Idea “That Somehow 

There’s Corruption Permeating The Legislature Is Wrong” 

 

Was Offended At The Notion That Corruption Permeated Albany, Said The Idea “That Somehow 

There’s Corruption Permeating The Legislature Is Wrong.” “I served in the legislature for 16 years and 

I actually have to take some umbrage that the notion that corruption permeates the legislature. I can tell you, 

http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2003/02/03/daily6.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2003/02/03/daily6.html
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/Lobbywatch/Menu_reports_public.aspx
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/capital-tonight-show/2016/07/1/capital-tonight-063016-episode.html
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I’m a partisan republican, I served as the republican leader in the Assembly, but there are many, many good 

democrats that I philosophically disagree with, but who are not corrupt. I think this broad brush that 

somehow there’s corruption permeating the legislature is wrong.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 21:00-

21:41, 9/27/13] 

 

Opposed Bill That Would Regulate Lobbying And Limit Lobbyist-Funded Perks, “Agrees With 

Lobbyists” That It Would Make “Unreasonable Demands” And Dismissed The Bill As A “Politically 

Correct” Proposal  

 

Opposed Bill That Would Regulate Lobbying And Limit Lobbyist-Funded Perks, “Agrees With 

Lobbyists” That It Would Make “Unreasonable Demands” And Dismissed The Bill As A “Politically 

Correct” Proposal. “[U]nder a bill sponsored by Assemblyman Alexander Grannis, … and hailed by so-

called good government groups, Glick and the other 210 legislators wouldn’t be allowed to accept anything 

more valuable than a golf cap or T-shirt from a lobbyist. The bill would also ban lobbyists from 

contributing to state officials during the legislative session -- or the first six months of the year -- effectively 

ending the busy annual season of fund-raising receptions in Albany. It would also give broader powers to 

the state’s lobbying oversight office. … Albany lobbyist Lester Shulklapper said the current law should be 

sufficient and he thinks it goes too far by making him reveal how much his clients pay him. A stricter law -- 

allowing audits -- is unnecessary, he said. … Assembly Minority Leader John Faso agrees with lobbyists 

who say that so-called good government groups are making unreasonable demands that won’t solve 

anything. The lobbying commission may need some better enforcement tools, Faso said, but he is wary of 

some of the ‘politically correct’ proposals such as banning fund-raisers. Faso says the Legislature should 

extend the current commission for 10 years and that can be done next year, with the extension retroactive to 

the beginning of the year.” [Times Union, 12/13/99] 

 

Eventually Endorsed A Lobbying Regulation Bill. “Falling short of the strong measures desired by 

government reform advocates, the Assembly and Gov. George Pataki agreed on a tougher lobbying law 

late Tuesday that would give the state more muscle without taking away a public officer’s ability to 

accept free meals. Unlike the gift-ban bill passed last week by the Senate, the Assembly measure would 

allow lobbyists to bestow gifts of up to $ 75 on public officials. But it would severely penalize the 

lobbyists for breaking the gift limit or for falsely reporting lobbying activities. … The Assembly bill 

represents a first, according the Assembly aides, in that Pataki, Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver and 

Assembly Minority Leader John Faso endorsed the same measure.” [Times Union, 12/22/99] 

 

Opposed Banning Albany-Based Fundraisers Hosted By Lawmakers And Attended By Lobbyists 

And Special Interest Groups 

 

Opposed Banning Albany-Based Fundraisers Hosted By Lawmakers And Attended By Lobbyists 

And Special Interest Groups. In 2006, during a gubernatorial debate, the following exchange occurred:  

 

MODERATOR: It’s a common practice for lawmakers at the capitol to hold Albany-based fundraisers and 

they’re attended by numerous lobbyists and other special interest groups. That practice has been criticized 

by some as being unseemly for Assembly members, senators, governors to meet with lobbyists on bills and 

other important issues by day and receive cash from them at night. Mr. Faso, would you advocate banning 

Albany fundraisers? There’s been some proposals to do that and what else would you do to change this 

perception that lawmakers are for sale?  

 

FASO: Well, speaking as the candidate in this race that’s raised about one tenth of what my opponent has 

raised, I have an interesting perspective on this. I don’t think doing things like banning Albany fundraisers 

http://www.wcny.org/sept-26-2013-broadcast-the-bcnys-annual-meeting-at-the-sagamore/
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fundamentally is gonna change anything. All the fundraisers will simply migrate to more than 50 miles or 

30 miles or down to New York City, that’s where they’ll all go. There’s always a way to do it. The key here 

is to have transparency in campaign contributions. [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 37:32-38:31, 

10/12/06] 

 

Opposed State Ethics Laws Requiring Legislators To Disclose Financial Interests, Described It As A 

“Hassle” And Complained Of Having To Defend Answers To The Public 

 

Opposed State Ethics Laws Requiring Legislators To Disclose Financial Interests, Described It As A 

“Hassle” And Complained Of Having To Defend Answers To The Public. “Legislators and lobbyists 

for governmental ethics laws question the worth of the new financial disclosure forms. … Not only are the 

forms unrevealing, but forcing elected and appointed officials to file them might be counterproductive, said 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Kinderhook. ‘The most effective and productive members of the Legislature 

are those with outside jobs,’ Faso said. ‘Full-time politicians know nothing about what goes on in the real 

world. I don’t believe we would be better with that.’ He predicts that the ‘hassle’ of completing the eight-

page forms and then defending to the public every answer will drive ‘bright, ambitious people away from 

government service. And in the end the form doesn’t add anything to what we know.’ That’s not a problem 

with his form. Faso reports that he works as a lawyer doing real estate closings, estates and wills for the 

Hudson firm of Rapport, Meyers, Griffen and Whitbeck. He says he is neither a partner nor shareholder in 

the law firm.” [Times Union, 7/14/89] 

 

1987: Opposed Establishing Commission To Investigate Corruption In Government 

 

1987: Opposed Establishing Commission To Investigate Corruption In Government. “State legislators 

haven’t agreed to spend $5 million on a special commission to investigate corruption in government mostly 

because they don’t understand what it will do, Gov. Mario M. Cuomo said Thursday. But Capital District 

legislators contacted Thursday said their lack of enthusiasm for Cuomo’s project is due more to what they 

already know: The panel, like others in state government, could end up duplicating the work of other state 

and federal offices. ‘I’m not really sure what the Califano Commission could do that would be different 

from what DAs and U.S. attorneys across the state are already doing,’ said Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-

Catskill. ‘I’d rather spend the money elsewhere.’ … Rather than interfering with law enforcement officials 

already probing allegations of corruption and misuse of state funds, Cuomo said, the commision’s 

investigators will focus on ethics - behavior usually legal but occasionally circumspect. And, he said, 

commissions already set up to ferret out corruption aleady have full calendars. … Faso was joined by four 

other Capital District legislators to oppose spending $5 million for the Califano commission[.]” [Times 

Union, 4/03/87] 

 

1987: Opposed Auditing The State Legislature 

 

1987: Opposed Auditing The State Legislature. “A seminar on ethics in state government turned into a 

miniature debate Saturday as Democrats and Republicans questioned each others' motives and goals. 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, R- Kinderhook, questioned the independence of fellow panel member Joseph 

A. Spinelli, the state inspector general. … Sol Greenberg, the Democratic Albany County district attorney, 

proposed that the state hire a private accounting firm to conduct an audit of the state Legislature. … Faso 

disagreed with that proposal. ‘Who’s going to conduct such an audit?’ he said. ‘There’s a real question of 

the separation of powers.’ He said he had only $30,000 for his staff and that was not enough to waste any.” 

[Times Union, 10/11/87] 

 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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1998: Said He Had “Worked Out A Deal With [Sheldon] Silver” For More Than $2.4 Million In Pork 

Spending, Silver’s Press Secretary Said, “Mr. Faso Specifically Requested Member Items This 

Year”; EDITORIAL: “Faso Is The First Assembly Republican In Recent Memory To Endorse Pork 

Barrel Spending” 

 

1998: Said He Had “Worked Out A Deal With [Sheldon] Silver” For More Than $2.4 Million In Pork 

Spending, Silver’s Press Secretary Said “Mr. Faso Specifically Requested Member Items This Year.” 
“The legislative budget before Gov. George Pataki includes at least $32 million in items he definitely won't 

veto and at least $2.5 million that conservative Assemblyman John Faso won't complain about, either. The 

funds are part of a hefty $311 million pot that leaders assigned themselves to dole out to preferred 

organizations, projects and programs. … After negotiations with Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, D-

Manhattan, Faso got $2.48 million to spread among the 53 Republican districts of the Assembly, 

particularly his own. For example, Faso has lined up $150,000 alone for community hospitals in Hudson 

and Cobleskill. … ‘Mr. Faso specifically requested member items this year; and the speaker decided to 

accommodate the request,’ said Patricia Lynch, Silver's press secretary. Faso explained he sought some 

money -- more than Silver granted -- because this year the state wasn't trying to mend a deficit and wasn’t 

raising taxes. In the past, Faso said, the Assembly Republicans have shunned taking money for member 

items. ‘Our feeling was as long as we were raising taxes it didn't make sense to participate in the process,’ 

Faso said. ‘The process cries out for reform in the way these monies are allocated. I felt that since these 

monies would be allocated we might as well get an allocation. . . . I would have preferred these monies to 

have been spent in generalized tax reduction. But as long as these monies are out there and were going to be 

spent, my position is they should be allocated to worthy projects in our districts.’ Faso said he worked out a 

deal with Silver two Tuesdays ago and then proceeded to vote against budget bills last Tuesday.” [Times 

Union, 4/17/98] 

 

Members’ Items Pot “Grew 50 Percent From Last Year” And “For The First Time In A Decade, 

The Accounts Include A Sum For Assembly Republicans, Led By Minority Leader Faso,” Which 

Broke A Tradition In Which Republicans Shunned Such Spending. “The legislative budget before 

Gov. George Pataki includes at least $32 million in items he definitely won't veto and at least $2.5 

million that conservative Assemblyman John Faso won't complain about, either. The funds are part of a 

hefty $311 million pot that leaders assigned themselves to dole out to preferred organizations, projects 

and programs. The pot, in the legislative budget that Pataki has until April 28 to approve or veto, has 

never been bigger. It grew 50 percent from last year. And for the first time in a decade, the accounts 

include a sum for Assembly Republicans, led by Minority Leader Faso of Kinderhook. After 

negotiations with Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, D-Manhattan, Faso got $2.48 million to spread 

among the 53 Republican districts of the Assembly, particularly his own. … Minority leaders 

historically have gotten meager amounts. But the Assembly Republicans have gotten nothing for their 

control since 1988 when then Minority Leader Clarence Rappleyea said he wouldn't take ‘member 

items.’” [Times Union, 4/17/98] 

 

EDITORIAL: “Faso Is The First Assembly Republican In Recent Memory To Endorse Pork Barrel 

Spending.” “Also, we ran out of space in this column last week to explain why Pataki had left Assembly 

Republicans' $2.8 million in pork barrel projects untouched while vetoing $158 million worth of everyone 

else's. We'll do that now: Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook and his GOP colleagues 

defended the governor loyally during this year's budget negotiations. … Incidentally, Faso is the first 

Assembly Republican leader in recent memory to endorse pork barrel spending.” [Editorial, Syracuse 

Herald American, 5/10/98] 

 

2007: Supported Politicians Using State Police Helicopters To Travel To Fundraisers 
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2007: Supported Politicians Using State Police Helicopters To Travel To Fundraisers; Supported 

Allowing New York Legislative Leaders To Use State-Owned Aircraft To Travel To Political Events. 
“John Faso, the fiscally conservative Republican who unsuccessfully challenged Gov. Eliot Spitzer last fall, 

supports use of state aircraft by legislative leaders like Senate Majority Leader Joseph L. Bruno for flights 

to political events. … Even as Bruno, R-Brunswick, seems to be rethinking his practice of using state 

helicopters and State Police drivers for his fundraising and state business trips, Faso said Bruno did nothing 

wrong. ‘As long as there is legitimate state business, I don’t have a problem with it,’ Faso, a lobbyist, said. 

‘I don’t think Sen. Bruno did anything wrong, nor do I think he did anything out of the ordinary. This has 

been the long-standing practice.’ He said he has no opinion of Bruno using State Police as drivers when he 

gets to Manhattan. Bruno’s staff said troopers have been driving Bruno and his aides around Manhattan 

after they get off State Police helicopters because of threats to Bruno. State Police have not explained why 

they’ve provided Bruno security and car rides since at least 2006. Spitzer has directed the agency to conduct 

a threat assessment. Faso said it’s fair to expect Bruno to provide his itinerary in exchange for traveling 

aboard state aircraft.” [Times Union, 7/16/07] 

 

Later Came Out Against Elliot Spitzer Using The State Police To Leak Information About 

Politicians Using The State Police For Political Travel. “On June 3, Gov. Eliot Spitzer's 

communications director Darren Dopp emailed Rich Baum, the governor's secretary, citing a story in 

the Albany Times Union about a federal grand jury probing Bruno's horse dealings. ‘Think a travel 

story would fit nicely in the mix,’ Dopp wrote to Baum. He clearly meant a planted story that would say 

Bruno was taking state aircraft and state police on trips that were political, not governmental, in 

purpose. … [T]he information ordered generated at the highest levels of the state police was political, 

not governmental, in purpose. To get the full irony, you need to know just a bit about Spitzer's recent 

career. … One year ago, Republican John Faso was on his way to the losing end of Spitzer’s landslide 

election. Yesterday, he was reached for comment through the law firm to which he has returned. ‘There 

is a certain poetic justice to that, I guess,’ Faso said a bit wistfully of the e-mail angle. ‘It’s clear this is a 

very serious misuse of the state police. I am flabbergasted that they did this.’” [Newsday, 7/24/07] 

 

Supported Allowing New York Legislative Leaders To Use State-Owned Aircraft To Travel To 

Political Events 

 

Supported Allowing New York Legislative Leaders To Use State Owned Aircraft To Travel To 

Political Events. “John Faso, the fiscally conservative Republican who unsuccessfully challenged Gov. 

Eliot Spitzer last fall, supports use of state aircraft by legislative leaders like Senate Majority Leader Joseph 

L. Bruno for flights to political events.” [Times Union, 7/16/07] 

 

1987: Supported Allowing State Workers To Conduct Political Activities On State Time, Said He Did 

Not “See Any Difficulty With The Fact The Resolution Does Not Specify Just How Long A Person 

Would Be Allowed To Work On Political Duties While On State Time” 

 

1987: Supported Allowing State Workers To Conduct Political Activities On State Time, Said He Did 

Not “See Any Difficulty With The Fact The Resolution Does Not Specify Just How Long A Person 

Would Be Allowed To Work On Political Duties While On State Time.” “Capital District state 

legislators were unanimous in voting for a resolution passed by both the Senate and Assembly Thursday 

that would allow legislative staffers to do political work on state time. … Assemblyman John Faso, R-

Hudson, said: ‘This is an interim step, and I think it's a needed one.’ Faso said it would be wrong for a 

legislator to hire a staff member to work strictly on campaigns, but he said he did not see any difficulty with 
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the fact the resolution does not specify just how long a person would be allowed to work on political duties 

while on state time. ‘Good sense and discretion would prevent that,’ he said.” [Times Union, 4/10/87] 

 

Argued That It Would Be “Disingenuous To Restrict Legislative Aides From Performing Any 

Campaign Work.” “Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said: ‘What we're trying to say is, it 

would be wrong to hire someone who would be doing sole political campaign work.’ But, he added, it 

would also be disingenuous to restrict legislative aides from performing any campaign work. He said 

neither the governor nor legislators were taken off the public payroll when they ran for election. ‘The 

jobs people do around here by their nature have something to do with politics, because this is 

government,’ he said.” [Knickerbocker News, 4/10/87] 

 

2001: Took Advantage Of Perks While Paycheck Was Denied Due To Budget Impasse, Received The 

Most In Reimbursements 

 

Took Advantage Of Perks While Paycheck Was Denied Due To Budget Impasse, Received The Most 

In Reimbursements. “Was anyone in New York surprised last year, or the year before, when depriving 

state legislators of their paychecks failed to speed up budget negotiations? Didn’t think so. The farce behind 

the price of a nonetheless overdue legislative pay raise enacted in a predawn session before an end-of-the-

year deadline in 1998 was clear from the start. Somehow a base pay of $79,500 -- most legislators make 

more, remember -- seemed more reasonable if the checks stopped coming during the annual budget 

impasses. … It turns out, as well, that the checks haven’t stopped entirely for many legislators during this, 

one of the most unproductive sessions in recent memory. Reimbursement for travel, food and lodging 

continues. The cost of spending a day in Albany is calculated at $116. In New York City, it’s $240. Most 

Capital Region legislators think better of claiming repayment for any such expenses. Assembly Minority 

John Faso, a Kinderhook Republican, has received the most in the way of reimbursements ($2,231) since 

paychecks stopped on April 1.” [Times Union, 6/13/01] 

 

HEADLINE: “Running Up A Tab; State Lawmakers Are Finding Ways To Live The Good Life 

Without A Paycheck” [Times Union, 6/13/01] 

 

2000: Organized Lobbyist-Funded Dinner That Was Investigated After Revelations That Faso’s 

Office Left His Name Off Of Guest List In Disclosure; Company Fined $30,000 For Misleading 

Lobbying Commission  

 

2000: Organized $2,398 Dinner Paid For By Lobbyists That Was Investigated By New York 

Lobbying Regulator. “Albany $2,398.53 dinner with John Faso, Giuliani staff and others raises 

eyebrows[.] The state lobbying commission has Microsoft in its cross- hairs for a dinner that Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso and several senior members of New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s staff 

attended last fall. … The head of the commission, who declined to comment on a ‘pending investigation,’ is 

looking at a $2,398.53 dinner at a New York steakhouse last November that Microsoft paid for, but which 

Faso’s office organized, according to Donald Clarey, lobbyist for the software firm in the state Legislature. 

… The lobbyist denies the company did anything wrong, saying it filed a list that included several wrong 

names, but that it did so unintentionally and only because Faso’s and Giuliani’s offices were unable to 

properly account for the guests who came to the dinner after a Republican fund-raiser at the upscale Water 

Club on Manhattan’s East River earlier in the evening. ‘It was an honest mistake,’ Clarey said, adding that 

‘we were relying on the city and Faso’s office to supply lists (of who attended).’ … Among the names left 

off the original list was Faso’s. … In the letter, dated March 13 and sent after the commission began 

making inquiries, Mallory wrote that Faso’s name was ‘inadvertently omitted,’ as was that of an 

assemblyman’s wife who attended. She also corrected the original filing by taking the two city officials off 
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the list and provided the names of two Faso staffers who attended but who hadn’t been named in the first 

list.” [Times Union, 3/18/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Microsoft Lobbying Investigated” [Times Union, 3/18/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Commission On Lobbying Looks Into Dinner Microsoft Bought Legislators” [AP, 

3/19/00] 

 

Faso’s Name Was Not Included On Attendee List That His Office Provided. “Microsoft Corp.’s 

lobbyists are being investigated by a state commission over a $2,399 dinner the company hosted for state 

legislators in New York City, the company confirmed. The guests included state Assembly Minority Leader 

John Faso and his Assembly members as well as staffers from New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s 

office. … Times Union of Albany reported Saturday that the state commission began investigating when it 

called some of the people on the list only to learn that they had not attended the dinner. Additionally, the 

paper reported, some of the guests, including Faso, were left off the list. … Microsoft officials said one of 

their employees had to leave the dinner early, so she got the list of attendees’ from Faso’s office. Faso, 

reached at home Saturday, denied that his office intentionally provided an inaccurate list of attendees. He 

also said the commission had not questioned him or his staff about the dinner. ‘There were people who 

were invited to participate. Some came, some did not. That’s really all there was to it,’ Faso said. ‘It’s like, 

nothing.’” [AP, 3/19/00] 

 

Microsoft Fined $30,000 For Misleading Lobbying Commission By Submitting Incorrect Guest List 

Of Dinner And Leaving Faso’s Name Off Of List. “Albany Microsoft to pay amount in a deal with state 

commission, admitting it filed a misleading guest list of officials[.] Microsoft has agreed to pay a $30,000 

fine to the state lobbying commission for filing an incorrect list of guests, including Assembly Minority 

Leader John Faso, it invited to a dinner in New York City last fall. … In a settlement reached between the 

commission and Microsoft Corp. Thursday, the world’s largest computer software company admitted it 

filed a misleading report about who attended a $ 2,398.53 dinner at a New York steakhouse last November. 

… Microsoft paid for the dinner, which was organized in part by Faso’s office and was attended by many 

state legislators as well as top officials from New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s staff. … The 

regulatory body began looking at the Nov. 15 meal, at which the computer firm picked up the tab for some 

33 people, after the company filed its 1999 annual lobbying report. The report, filed Jan. 20, included a list 

of guests who the corporation said attended. The commission checked with the guests and found that some 

of those listed did not attend while others, including Faso, a Kinderhook Republican, showed up for the free 

meal. … A spokesman for Faso said the Republican leader had been unfairly singled out in the case. ‘This 

whole thing is way out of proportion,’ said Harry Spector, Faso’s communications director. ‘We had no 

involvement in it (the filing). It was their error.’ … Clarey has said the list was wrong because he and 

Mallory relied on Faso’s and Giuliani’s offices to provide the names of guests who attended.” [Times 

Union, 5/06/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Lobby Dinner Penalty $30,000” [Times Union, 5/06/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faulty Guest List Costs Microsoft $30,000” [New York Times, 5/08/00] 

 

Faso: “I Have A Lot Of Built-In Political And Governmental Experience”; Faso: “I’m A Good Fit To 

Go To Washington” 
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Faso: “I Have A Lot Of Built-In Political And Governmental Experience.” “‘I have a lot of built-in 

political and governmental experience that will help me in this campaign and help me be a good watchdog 

for the taxpayers,’ said Faso, 48, an assemblyman since 1986.” [Times Union, 6/06/01] 

 

Faso: “I’m A Good Fit To Go To Washington.” “We have to focus on the 15 percent of the people who 

don’t have insurance or didn’t have insurance. We should preserve employer-provided exclusions from 

income from employer-provided health insurance. We need to expand community health centers for people 

that are poor, that are indigent, that can’t afford insurance. And we also need to increase the supply of 

physicians, nurse practitioners, and physicians assistants.” When the interviewer asked who would pay for 

such proposals, Faso said, “That’s going to be a state level and a federal level thing. The medical issue is 

often paid through the Medicare system. And you know New York State, this is one of the reasons why I’m 

a good fit to go to Washington because I understand the bi-play between New York State and Washington. 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 24:04, 6/16/16] 

 

Was At The Center Of Pay-To-Play Scandal That Cost His Law Firm $550,000 And A 5-Year 

Lobbying Ban; Consistently Denied Involvement In Scandal And Lobbying Ban 

 

May 2010: Faso Was Subpoenaed By New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo In Pay-To-Play 

Pension Fund Scandal Involving Law Firm That He Was A Partner At 

 

May 2010: Was Subpoenaed By New York Attorney General In Pay-To-Play Pension Fund Scandal. 
“Attorney General Andrew Cuomo slapped a subpoena on ex-GOP gubernatorial candidate John Faso in his 

probe of a massive pay-to-play pension fund scandal, the Daily News has learned. Cuomo is trying to 

determine if Faso or his law firm, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, acted as unlicensed financial brokers in trying 

to help companies win deals with the state pension fund, a source said. Several subpoenas demanding 

documents and e-mails were issued to Faso and other members of the firm late last month, a source said.” 

[Daily News, 5/20/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Ex-Governor Candidate John Faso Also Target Of AG Cuomo’s Investigation” 
[Daily News, 5/20/10] 

 

Faso Was A Partner At Manatt, Phelps & Phillips. “The settlement by Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, a 

national firm at which Faso is a partner[.]” [Times Union, 10/12/10] 

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With New York Attorney General’s Office In Pay-

To-Play Probe, Agreed To $550,000 Fine And 5-Year Ban On Lobbying Any Pension Funds In New 

York  

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Banned From “Appearing In Any Capacity Before Any 

Public Pension Fund.” In October 2010, Faso’s Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, as part of its settlement with 

the New York Attorney General’s office, agreed to a 5-year ban on “appearing in any capacity before any 

public pension fund” in the State of New York. According to the language of the settlement, 

“AGREEMENT[.] WHEREAS, Manatt wishes to resolve the investigation and is willing to abide by the 

terms of this Agreement set forth below; … Manatt hereby agrees to a total and complete ban on appearing 

in any capacity before any public pension fund within the State of New York for a period of five years from 

the date of the execution of the Assurance. The ban applies to all state, local and municipal funds including 

but not limited to New York State, New York City and NYSTRS.” [In the Matter of Manatt Phelps & 

Phillips, Attorney General of the State of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/ex-governor-candidate-john-faso-target-ag-cuomo-investigation-article-1.448147
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/ex-governor-candidate-john-faso-target-ag-cuomo-investigation-article-1.448147
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Firm-of-ex-GOP-gubernatorial-candidate-makes-a-702812.php
http://www.ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/Manatt_AOD_Executed.pdf
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October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Agreed To Abide By Code Of Conduct That Forbade It 

From Lobbying Pension Funds On Behalf Of Investment Firms. In October 2010, Faso’s Manatt, 

Phelps & Phillips, as part of its settlement with the New York Attorney General’s office, agreed to ban on 

representing investment firms in front of pension funds. “The Attorney General and Manatt hereby enter 

into the attached Public Pension Fund Reform Code of Conduct, which is hereby incorporated by reference 

as if fully set forth herein. Manatt agrees to fully abide by the terms of the Code of Conduct as it pertains to 

Manatt. … The Public Pension Fund Reform Code of Conduct accomplishes the following: … No 

Placement Agents or Lobbyists. The Investment Firm shall not directly or indirectly hire, engage, utilize, 

retain or compensate any person or entity, including but not limited to any Placement Agent, Lobbyist, 

Solicitor, intermediary or consultant, to directly or indirectly communicate for any purpose with any 

Official, Public Pension Fund Official, Public Pension Fund Advisor, or other Public Pension Fund 

fiduciary or employee in connection with any transaction or investment between the Investment Firm and a 

Public Pension Fund, including but not limited to (a) introducing, finding, referring, facilitating, arranging, 

expediting, fostering or establishing a relationship with, or obtaining access to the Public Pension Fund, (b) 

soliciting an investment or Investment Management Services business from the Public Pension Fund, or (c) 

influencing or attempting to influence the outcome of any investment or other financial decision by a Public 

Pension Fund,.” 

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With New York Attorney General’s Office, 

Agreed To $550,000 Fine And 5-Year Lobbying Ban On Pension Funds. “Former gubernatorial 

candidate John Faso's law firm has been hit with a $550,000 fine for improperly arranging meetings 

between investment companies and public pension funds in New York and California. The settlement 

by Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, a national firm at which Faso is a partner, also includes a five-year 

ban on appearing before any pension fund in New York, according to Attorney General Andrew 

Cuomo. Details of the deal were released Tuesday.” [Times Union, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Law Firm Settles In Pay-To-Play Probe” [Crain’s New York Business, 

10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former Gubernatorial Hopeful John Faso’s Law Firm To Settle In Pay-To-Play 

Scandal” [Daily Politics, 12/18/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Manatt Law Firm Banned From N.Y. Pension Fund 5-Years” [Bloomberg, 

10/12/10] 

 

Faso Was Subject To Pension Lobbying Ban As Long As He Was Employed By Manatt, Phillips & 

Phelps. “Though Faso was not named in the settlement, he was subject to its terms like the rest of the firm 

of more than 400 members. When Faso left the firm in 2013 he was no longer subject to it. Faso has said he 

never acted as a placement agent in the firm and was never subpoenaed. Bill O’Reilly, Faso’s campaign 

spokesman, has previously said the investigation into Faso was politically motivated.” [Times Herald-

Record, 5/13/16] 

 

October 12th, 2015: Lobbying Ban Expired. “A five-year ban prohibiting the old law firm of one-time 

GOP gubernatorial candidate and former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso from appearing before 

public pension funds in New York is set to expire on Monday.” [Daily News, 10/12/15] 

 

HEADLINE: “Ban On Congressional Candidate John Faso’s Old Firm Expiring” [Daily News, 

10/12/15] 

 

http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Firm-of-ex-GOP-gubernatorial-candidate-makes-a-702812.php
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20101012/FREE/101019958/
http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/gubernatorial-hopeful-john-faso-law-firm-settle-pay-to-play-scandal-blog-entry-1.1681299
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2010-10-12/manatt-law-firm-banned-5-years-by-cuomo-from-n-y-pension-fund-placements
http://blogs.hudsonvalley.com/fray/2016/05/13/faso-slaps-heaney-and-anti-faso-super-pac-with-cease-and-desist/
http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/ban-congressional-candidate-john-faso-old-firm-expiring-blog-entry-1.2393115
http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/ban-congressional-candidate-john-faso-old-firm-expiring-blog-entry-1.2393115
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2004-2010: Faso Reportedly Helped Companies Try To Win Deals With New York State Pension 

Funds As A Partner At Manatt, Phillips & Phelps Without Disclosing Activities, Earning Agents 

“Large Sums By Using Political Ties To Provide Money Managers With Access To Investment 

Funds” And Were Described As “Kickbacks” 

 

Faso Reported To Be “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist.” “Some of Manatt's efforts to secure 

investments were made by John Faso, a former state legislative leader who was the Republican candidate 

for governor of New York in 2006, according to people familiar with the matter. He was identified in the 

settlement agreement as an ‘Albany-based partner/lobbyist’ for Manatt.” [Wall Street Journal, 10/13/10] 

 

2004-2010: Faso Improperly Initiated Meetings Between Investment Firms And Public Pension 

Funds; Faso Was Unlicensed And Did Not Include These Activities On Disclosure Forms.  “Certain 

Manatt partners also introduced or tried to introduce investment firms to institutional investors, but these 

efforts did not result in any investments or any compensation to Manatt. One such partner was engaged in 

the practice of law and government relations, including lobbying, based in Manatt's Albany, New York 

offices (the ‘Albany-based partner/lobbyist’), who attempted to introduce and did introduce alternative 

investment firms to a variety of institutional investors, including the New York State Common Retirement 

Fund (‘NYSCRF’), the New York City pension funds, and the New York State Teachers Retirement 

System (‘NYSTRS’). The Albany-based partner/lobbyist was not licensed as a placement agent or securities 

broker; nor did he include these activities on his New York State or New York City lobbying disclosure 

forms. In aggregate, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist introduced or attempted to introduce no fewer than 

three investment firms to various institutional investors in New York State.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips 

Assurance of Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

2008-2010: Through Political Connections, Faso Arranged And Attended Meetings With The New 

York State Common Retirement Fund On Behalf Of An Investment Firm. “The Albany-based 

partner/lobbyist attended two meetings at NYSCRF on behalf of investment firm Kellner DiLeo & Co. 

(‘Kellner’), beginning in or about August 2008. Kellner was seeking investment in their Alpha fund, a 

securities lending vehicle. … E-mail records reflect that the Albany-based partner/lobbyist arranged the 

initial Kellner meeting with Comptroller DiNapoli himself. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist and 

DiNapoli knew each other from DiNapoli's prior service in the New York State Assembly. The Albany-

based partner/lobbyist brought Kellner principals to meet with Comptroller DiNapoli and NYSCRF 

investment staff on August 13, 2008. Following that meeting, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist 

arranged multiple follow-up meetings with NYSCRF investment staff beginning in October 2008. He 

also provided information about Kellner to NYSCRF investment staff at Kellner's direction. NYSCRF 

directed one of its outside consultants to begin vetting Kellner's Alpha fund in or about December 2008. 

… Finally, in January 2010, NYSCRF investment staff communicated to the Albany-based 

partner/lobbyist and Kellner that NYSCRF would be unable to invest in the Alpha fund because 

securities lending was not an asset class recognized by NYSCRF's investment committee. Manatt did 

not receive any compensation as a result of the Albany-based partner/lobbyist's efforts on behalf of 

Kellner.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of 

New York, 10/12/10] 

 

When NY Attorney General Began Crackdown On Pay-To-Play, Faso Tried To Cover His 

Tracks. “When the Attorney General publicly announced the indictments of Morris and Loglisci in 

March 2009, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist distinguished his relationship with Kellner from the 

placement agent relationships that were the subject of those indictments in an e-mail message to 

Kellner principals. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist wrote, ‘Obviously, our situation is totally 

different. Cuomo has comptroller’s office in crosshairs and they are worried about every move. I 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703440004575548472423433944
http://www.ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/Manatt_AOD_Executed.pdf
http://www.ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/Manatt_AOD_Executed.pdf
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think a call to [investment staff] is warranted to check in. But should come from [] you perhaps.’” 

[Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New 

York, 10/12/10] 

 

2004: Faso Initiated Meeting Between An Investment Firm And The New York State Teachers 

Retirement System, Unsuccessfully Attempted To Arrange Meetings With The New York State 

Common Retirement Fund And The New York City Comptroller’s Office. “In or about February 

and March 2004, after receiving an email indicating that a long time investment firm client of Manatt 

was seeking introductions to investors, and that the investment firm would compensate Manatt for any 

successful introduction it facilitated, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist sought to introduce the 

investment firm client to NYSCRF, NYSTRS, and the New York City pension funds. Specifically, the 

email stated that the investment firm ‘will either pay [Manatt] a finders fee, refer us deal business, retain 

us to help him with government entities ... or a combination of all of these.’ The Albany-based 

partner/lobbyist arranged a meeting for principals of the investment firm client with investment staff at 

NYSTRS on or about March 1, 2004. No investment resulted from the introduction and Manatt did not 

receive any compensation as a result of this introduction. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist also tried 

to facilitate a meeting with NYSCRF for that same day, but was unsuccessful. Although the Albany-

based partner/lobbyist stated that he could arrange a similar meeting with the New York City 

Comptroller's office, he does not appear to have done so.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of 

Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

2007: Attempted To Arrange Meeting Between Investment Firm And New York State Common 

Retirement Fund. “In or about January 2007, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist attempted to arrange a 

meeting for investment firm Wyser Pratte with NYSCRF through a contact at a consulting firm used by 

NYSCRF to evaluate the suitability of investments. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist was directed by 

his contact to arrange the meeting through personnel in the alternative investment program at NYSCRF. 

However, the meeting never occurred and no investment for Wyser Pratte resulted. Manatt did not 

receive compensation as a result of this contact.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of 

Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Served As A Placement Agent For New York Public Pension Funds, Which 

Earned Agents “Large Sums By Using Political Ties To Provide Money Managers With Access To 

Investment Funds” And Were Described As “Kickbacks.” “The settlement announced Tuesday between 

Mr. Cuomo and Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP relates to the firm's efforts to serve as a ‘placement agent’ 

for public pension funds in New York and California without a state or federal license. … The investigation 

has prompted other probes and policy changes in the use of so-called placement agents at public pension 

funds across the country. Many agents allegedly earned large sums by using political ties to provide money 

managers with access to investment funds. In New York, Mr. Cuomo, this year's Democratic candidate for 

governor, has alleged that placement fees were paid as kickbacks. … ‘Unlicensed agents are untrained, 

unsupervised, and typically traffic in political and personal connections,’ Mr. Cuomo said. ‘We have seen 

all varieties of this risky behavior, and now it includes a prominent national law firm.’” [Wall Street 

Journal, 10/13/10] 

 

Consistently Refused To Acknowledge That He Was The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” Named 

In Pay-To-Play Settlement 

 

Refused To Acknowledge Being The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” Involved In Pay-To-Play 

Scandal Despite Interviewer Presenting Him With Reports Stating Affirming It. In June 2016, when 

an interviewer pointed out that Faso was named as the Albany-based lobbyist who worked for Manatt, 

http://www.ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/Manatt_AOD_Executed.pdf
http://www.ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/Manatt_AOD_Executed.pdf
http://www.ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/Manatt_AOD_Executed.pdf
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703440004575548472423433944
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Phillips & Phelps when it settled with the New York Attorney General’s office concerning allegations of 

pay-to-play, Faso said, “The fact is, a misleading newspaper headline from years ago doesn’t obviate the 

fact that this was a smear tactic against me by Andrew Cuomo, and it didn’t work. And I’ve never been 

banned, sanctioned in any way or admonished. … … No one was fined, fined or banned. No, no one was 

fined or banned.” [FiOS1 Republican Congressional Debate, 5:32-6:30, 6/11/16] 

 

Dodged Question About Him Being The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” In Pay-To-Play Scandal, 

Claimed It Was A Smear Tactic By Andrew Cuomo. In 2016, when an interviewer asked if Faso was the 

Albany-based partner/lobbyist in the settlement between The New York Attorney General’s office and 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “The entire thing was a smear against me that was tried by the most 

vindictive man in Albany: Andrew Cuomo. And he wasn’t successful because I was dropped from the 

entire thing, I had no role in that settlement, I wasn’t part of it, and I’ve never paid any fine or been banned 

from doing anything.” [John Faso on CBS 6 News, 30:41-32:50, 6/27/16] 

 

Said He Had Nothing To Do With Appearing Before Agencies When He Should Not Have Been. In 

2015, when asked if he had anything to do with “appearing when you shouldn’t be appearing before 

agencies,” Faso said, “No. Not in the least.” [The Jewish View, 24:09, posted 10/19/15] 

 

Consistently Lied About The 5-Year Lobbying Ban And Fine That Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Was 

Subject To In Pay-To-Play Scandal; Faso Denied Habing Any Involvement With The Pay-To-Play 

Scandal Despite Reports That He Was The One Who Broke The Law 

 

2016: Blatantly Lied About Manatt, Phelps & Phillips (Including Its Employees) Being Subject To 5-

Year Lobbying Ban Despite An Interviewer Presenting Faso With News Articles Stating Otherwise. 

In June 2016, when Faso’s Republican opponent accused Faso of being part of the pay-to-play scandal 

involving Manatt, Phillips & Phelps, Faso said, “Not true. Not true. You see this, you see this right here 

Andrew? This is the symbol for Autism Speaks. When he says I was banned, I was actually the outside 

legislative counsel for Autism Speaks and had a major role in writing the law that enhanced health 

insurance coverage for children with autism, and we have thousands of children with autism, and their 

families on the autism spectrum in this district. And he says I was banned; I was never banned!” When the 

interviewer pointed out that Faso’s law firm was banned from lobbying, Faso said, “No, no. That is not true. 

That is not true. … The former firm, where I was an employee, was never banned from lobbying.” When 

the interviewer pulled up a news clip that stated the firm was in fact banned, Faso said, “The fact is, a 

misleading newspaper headline from years ago doesn’t obviate the fact that this was a smear tactic against 

me by Andrew Cuomo, and it didn’t work. And I’ve never been banned, sanctioned in any way or 

admonished.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 4:30-6:02, 6/11/16] 

 

2016: Faso Denied Involvement In The Case, Claimed That He “Never Represented Any Client – 

Paid Or Unpaid – Before The State Pension Fund.” “Now, your self-funded Super PAC has initiated 

false, defamatory and negative television ads against me. These ads are intended to mislead voters and 

since you created the Super PAC, I hold you responsible for its smear tactics. The ad alleges that ‘his 

firm was fined one of the highest pay-to-play lobbying fines in NYS history.’ This statement is wholly 

false. As an employee, I was not a party to any settlement and I never represented any client – paid or 

unpaid – before the state pension fund. Those are the facts. This entire matter was nothing more than 

Andrew Cuomo’s vindictive effort to smear my reputation; he did not succeed but now you, as a 

purported New York Republican candidate, attempt to revive the failed political smear of Democrat 

Andrew Cuomo. The truth, as you know full well, is that I have never been fined, sanctioned or 

penalized for violating any professional or ethical requirement.” [John Faso Letter to Andrew Heaney, 

2/08/16] 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part3
http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=24m9s
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part3
https://www.scribd.com/document/298702365/heaney-letter-2-8-16#fullscreen&from_embed
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2016: Claimed He Had Never Been Subject To Lobbying Ban Of Any Kind Or Even Accused Of 

Wrongdoing. In June 2016, when asked about his involvement in Manatt, Phelps & Phillips’ pay-to-

play scandal, Faso said, “It’s again more nonsense. I was an employee of a 400-member law firm. I was 

not part of any settlement that my former employer made with the then Attorney General Cuomo. I 

never paid a fine, I was never banned – I’ve never been banned, sanctioned, fined, admonished; I’ve 

never even been accused, Greg. And yet this guy comes on, runs TV ads saying I’ve been banned, that 

I’ve been sanctioned, that I paid fines, that I violated state laws – it’s all untrue. … I had no role in that 

settlement, I wasn’t part of it, and I’ve never paid any fine or been banned from doing anything.” [John 

Faso on CBS 6 News, 30:41-32:50, 6/27/16] 

 

2015: Said That The Attorney General Investigation Into The Lobbying Scandal At His Former 

Employer Was A “Political Issue.” In 2015, when asked about the pay-to-play scandal involving 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “There was an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I thought 

it was a political issue, and basically they, their decision was – and I was not part of any agreement – 

they made a business decision to end the dispute rather than potentially face litigation. So they settled 

the matter. But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party. So I really don’t 

have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 23:16, posted 10/19/15]  

 

Said He Was Not Involved In The Settlement And He Was Not Named As A Party In The 

Complaint. “But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party so I really 

don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 24:09, posted 10/19/15] 

 

2015: Acknowledged The Fact That Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With The New York Attorney 

General’s Office In Pay-To-Play Scandal. In 2015, when asked about the pay-to-play scandal involving 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “There was an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I thought it 

was a political issue, and basically they, their decision was – and I was not part of any agreement – they 

made a business decision to end the dispute rather than potentially face litigation. So they settled the matter. 

But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party. So I really don’t have any 

comment.” [The Jewish View, 23:16, posted 10/19/15]  

 

Used Autistic Children To Dodge Questions Concerning His Involvement In Pay-To-Play Scandal 

 

Used Autistic Children To Dodge Questions Concerning His Involvement In Pay-To-Play Scandal. 
“You see this right here Andrew? This is the symbol for Autism Speaks. When he says I was banned, I was 

actually the outside legislative counsel for Autism Speaks and had a major role in writing the law that 

enhanced health insurance coverage for children with autism. And we have thousands of children with 

autism, and their families on the autism spectrum in this district, and he says I was banned, I was never 

banned.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 4:30-5:06, 6/11/16] 

 

Good Headlines 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Law Firm Cuts Deal With AG” [Register-Star, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Law Firm To Pay $550,000 In Pension Probe” [Wall Street Journal, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Firm Of Ex-GOP Gubernatorial Candidate Makes Deal In Pension Probe” [Times 

Union, 10/12/10] 

 

http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=23m16s
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=24m9s
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=23m16s
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part3
http://www.registerstar.com/news/article_c88fe125-8674-5c6d-8cf2-32c885a14b76.html
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703440004575548472423433944
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Firm-of-ex-GOP-gubernatorial-candidate-makes-a-702812.php
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HEADLINE: “Lawyer Introductions Led To $550,000 Fine For Manatt Phelps In NY Pension Fund 

Case” [ABA Journal, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Law Firm Hit With Pension Fine x2” [Times Union, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Firm Makes A Pension Deal” [Times Union, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former New York Gubernatorial Candidate John Faso’s Law Firm Settles To Pay In 

Play Probe” [Daily News, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “NY’s Cuomo Secures Law Firm Ban In Pension Probe” [Reuters, 10/12/10] 

 

Reported To Be “Albany Politician” Whose Firm Accepted $18,750 From Financial Firm That Was 

Accused Of Running A “Ponzi-Like Scheme” And Using Money From Misled Investors To Pay For 

Expenses 

 

Financial Firm McGinn, Smith & Co. Used Money From Misled Investors To Pay For Lavish 

Expenses And Payroll; Described As A “Ponzi-Like Scheme” 

 

Financial Firm McGinn, Smith & Co. Used Money From Misled Investors To Pay For Lavish 

Personal Expenses And Payroll; Described As A “Ponzi-Like Scheme.” “The case was part of the 

fallout of a massive securities fraud case filed by the SEC and the Justice Department against McGinn, 

Smith & Co. and its co-founders, Timothy M. McGinn and David L. Smith, who were sentenced to prison 

terms of 15 and 10 years respectively for their convictions on fraud, conspiracy and tax evasion charges. 

Federal regulators and prosecutors accused the brokerage of soliciting business from a mix of wealthy 

investors and people who were considered unsophisticated investors. Many were unwittingly lured to invest 

in high-risk securities or misled into believing the accounts would safely yield high returns, the government 

said. The charges against McGinn and Smith said they ran a Ponzi-like scheme and that escrow accounts 

that held the investors' money were illegally siphoned to pay off other investors or to fund the brokerage's 

payroll accounts, including lavish personal expenses for the once-rich lifestyles of McGinn and Smith.” 

[Times Union, 2/26/15] 

 

HEADLINE: “McGinn Smith Actions Burned ‘Moms And Pops,’ Attorney Says” [Albany 

Business Review, 5/03/10] 

 

McGinn, Smith & Co. Lured Unwitting Investors And Misled Clients, Including A Retiree Who 

Lost A $65,000 Investment. “Federal regulators and prosecutors accused the brokerage of soliciting 

business from a mix of wealthy investors and people who were considered unsophisticated investors. 

Many were unwittingly lured to invest in high-risk securities or misled into believing the accounts 

would safely yield high returns, the government said. … One of the witnesses, Thomas Alberts of 

Philadelphia, was a chemical engineer who retired in 1997 from a consulting and sales business. On a 

questionnaire to confirm that he was financially capable of investing in some of the notes offered by the 

brokerage, Alberts alleged his broker directed him to exaggerate his net worth as between $500,000 and 

$1 million, even though it was less than $250,000. ‘Alberts made the investments (and) believed they 

were a conservative, safe investment with minimal risk and would supplement his retirement,’ the 

judge's ruling states. ‘Albert testified that Mayer did not tell him that he could lose his investment, 

though he in fact lost the full amount of his principal investment, $65,000[.]’” [Times Union, 2/26/15] 

 

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/lawyers_introductions_lead_to_550k_fine_for_manatt_phelps_in_pension_fund_c/
http://blog.timesunion.com/capitol/archives/32860/former-gubernatorial-candidate-john-fasos-firm-hit-with-pension-fine/
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/new-york-gubernatorial-candidate-john-faso-law-firm-settles-pay-play-probe-article-1.192318
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-newyork-pensionfund-firm-idUSTRE69B4YN20101012
http://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Ruling-slaps-former-brokers-6102425.php
http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2010/05/03/story10.html
http://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Ruling-slaps-former-brokers-6102425.php
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McGinn, Smith & Co. Ripped Off Unwitting Investors Who Lost Life Savings. “The largest award 

to date was to the former owners of a construction company in Coeymans called JAT Construction Co. 

Inc. The couple, Joseph and Suzanne Allegretta of Voorheesville, were seeking $8 million from 

McGinn, Smith through FINRA, which is the self-regulating body of the brokerage industry. Millions of 

dollars of the JAT Construction’s pension fund were managed by McGinn, Smith. ‘It drained our life 

savings,’ Suzanne Allegretta said Monday. ‘It’s really embarrassing.’ … A Pennsylvania doctor was 

awarded $805,110 on Dec. 31, and a Florida retiree was awarded $455,000 by FINRA on Feb. 1. 

Attorney Adam Gana, head of the securities arbitration practice at the New York City law firm Napoli, 

Bern Ripka, LLP, represented Bill Steinkirchner in the Florida case. He said McGinn, Smith invested 

nearly all of Steinkirchner’s life savings into a high-risk investment fund called Third Albany Income 

Notes LLC. ‘It virtually destroyed his retirement plan,’ Gana said. ‘He had to go back to work. Those 

guys are the worst.’” [Times Union, 4/27/10] 

 

Faso – As A Partner At Manatt, Phelps, & Phillips – Reportedly Accepted Money That McGinn, 

Smith & Co. Ripped Off From Misled Investors 

 

HEADLINE: “SEC: Mcginn, Smith Gave Investor Money To John Faso’s Firm” [Times Union, 

4/26/10] 

 

SEC: McGinn Smith Sent $18,750 To “An Albany Politician.” “On January 19, 2009, MS & Co. 

launched an offering of $1,550,000 of 9.00% three-year notes in TDMM Cable Senior Trust 09 (‘Senior 09 

Tranche’) and an offering of $1,325,000 of 11% 54-month notes in TDMM Cable Junior Trust 09 (‘Junior 

09 Tranche,’ collectively ‘TDMM Cable 09’). The Senior and Junior offerings sold out. The PPM stated 

that after MS & Co. took a placement agent fee of 5% of the amount raised for Senior 09 Tranche and 8% 

of the amount raised for Junior 09 Tranche, the balance, about $2.7 million, would be loaned to TDM Cable 

Funding, which would use the proceeds to acquire all the operating assets and customer contracts of 

Broadband Solutions LLC and HipNET LLC (both of which purportedly provided ‘triple play’ service to 

communities in Florida). The PPMs also state that TDM Cable Funding would pay MS & Co. an additional 

$400,000 for ‘acquisition negotiations, legal and due diligence activities’-- making MS & Co.’s total fee 

$583,500 or 20.3% of the gross proceeds of the offering. Not satisfied with the disclosed fees, MS & Co. 

used a total of at least 54% of the funds raised to: (i) make payments to McGinn, McGinn’s son, Smith, 

relief defendant Lynn Smith, MS Partner 4 and an Albany politician; (ii) to cover MS & Co.’s payroll 

between January and April 2009; and (iii) to pay investors in other Trust entities. The following is a 

summary of McGinn’s misuse use of TDMM Cable 09 investor funds: … McGinn also transferred … 

$18,750 to an Albany politician’s law firm[.]” [SEC Complaint, 4/20/10] 

 

Faso Was Reported To Be The “Albany Politician” Whose Law Firm Accepted $18,750 From 

McGinn, Smith & Co. When It Was Allegedly Using Investor Money To Meet Payroll And Other 

Obligations. “Since the beginning of the year, clients of McGinn, Smith & Co. have been awarded more 

than $3 million by arbitrators in connection with alleged fraud and negligence at the once-proud Albany 

brokerage house. The awards, which were made through the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, came 

in the months and weeks before the Securities and Exchange Commission moved to freeze the brokerage’s 

assets amid allegations of a $136 million investment scheme gone wrong. … Also, local attorney and 

former Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso denied any connection to the case, even though the 

SEC complaint mentions him as an ‘Albany politician’ whose law firm, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips LLP, 

received $18,750 from McGinn, Smith investment funds at a time when the distressed brokerage was 

allegedly using investor money to meet payroll and other obligations. ‘Manatt represented McGinn, Smith 

& Co., Inc. on matters unrelated to those described in the SEC complaint,’ the firm said in a statement 

issued Monday.” [Times Union, 4/27/10] 

http://blog.timesunion.com/business/sec-mcginn-smith-used-investor-money-to-pay-john-fasos-firm/19486/
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2010/comp-pr2010-62.pdf
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McGinn Smith Sent $18,750 To Faso’s Law Firm. “Court papers note that $18,750 from one trust 

went to Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, the law firm of former New York Assemblyman John Faso. A 

spokesman said the firm represented McGinn Smith ‘for a short time, on a limited basis, and on matters 

unrelated to those described in the SEC complaint.’” [Albany Business Review, 5/03/10] 

 

SEC Investigated Legal Work That Faso Did For McGinn, Smith & Co. “The attorney for McGinn, 

Smith & Co. co-founder Timothy McGinn says federal prosecutors have a grand jury ‘lying in wait’ to 

indict McGinn and business partner David Smith. … The SEC filed a lawsuit against McGinn, Smith on 

April 20, accusing the firm and its founders of mismanaging $136 million raised from clients since 2003 

through several unregistered investment funds for wealthy investors. … The SEC is also seeking any 

documents that show legal work having been done for McGinn, Smith by Albany attorney and former 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso. Faso’s firm, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP, has said that the firm was 

providing services unrelated to the SEC’s charges.” [Times Union, 5/25/10] 

 

Investigated For Pushing Legislation Without Registering As A Lobbyist, Was Later Cleared 

 

Accused Of Illegal Lobbying Activity As Lawyer For Public Asset Fund, But Later Cleared; 

Lobbying Efforts Resulted In Legislation Limiting Comptroller’s Oversight In Sale Of State-Owned 

Stock For Fund  

 

Accused Of Illegal Lobbying Activity As Lawyer For Public Asset Fund. “As several Democrats and 

civic groups called Friday for an investigation into whether John Faso, the Republican nominee for 

governor, should have registered as a lobbyist for some work he performed last year, an official at the 

state’s lobbying commission suggested that an inquiry could already be under way … Mr. Faso had been in 

constant contact with the governor’s office trying to obtain legislation last year when he was hired as a 

lawyer for the Public Asset Fund, a state entity charged with selling billions of dollars of state-owned stock. 

Mr. Faso argued that the fund was simply an arm of government, so he did not have to register as a 

lobbyist.” [The New York Times, 9/23/06] 

 

Hired To Help Public Asset Fund Push Legislation To Sell Stock, Did Not Register As Lobbyist. 

“Mr. Faso … was hired in 2005 by a little-known state entity called the Public Asset Fund to help it sell 

off its shares of stock in a health company. In that capacity, he worked with the governor’s office to 

draft legislation to allow the stock sale to move forward, but he did not register his activities with the 

state’s lobbying commission.” [The New York Times, 11/30/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Worked With The Legislature On Large State Stock Sale” [New York Times, 

9/22/06]  

 

Investigated For Illegal Lobbying Activity; Billing Records Showed Faso Worked With The 

Governor’s Office To Pass Legislation Limiting Comptroller’s Oversight of Stock Sale. “The state 

lobbying commission has found that John Faso, the Republican candidate for governor this year, did not 

violate lobbying laws when he worked on legislation to let the state sell its stock in a health insurance 

company. … The commission began its inquiry after The New York Times reported that Mr. Faso’s billing 

records showed that he played a key role working with the governor’s office to obtain the passage of 

legislation sought by the fund’s board. The law took away the state comptroller’s oversight in the hiring of 

underwriters and lawyers to handle the stock sale.” [The New York Times, 11/30/06] 

 

http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2010/05/03/story10.html
http://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Grand-jury-awaiting-McGinn-and-Smith-558631.php
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/23/nyregion/23faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
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Public Asset Fund Deemed “Closest To A State Agency” By Lobbying Commission, Faso Cleared Of 

Wrongdoing. “The state lobbying commission has found that John Faso, the Republican candidate for 

governor this year, did not violate lobbying laws when he worked on legislation to let the state sell its stock 

in a health insurance company. … ‘Whether the fund is a state agency or a public benefit corporation is not 

free from doubt,’ Mr. Grandeau’s letter continued. ‘On balance, it appears to be closest to a state agency. In 

reaching our conclusion to close the inquiry, the commission also gave weight to the fact that you have 

registered as a lobbyist on other occasions and that there was no indication that you were acting other than 

in good faith in believing that registration was not required in this instance.’” [The New York Times, 

11/30/06] 

 

Billed The State $560 An Hour. “Mr. Faso billed the state $560 an hour for his work for the Public Asset 

Fund, according to billing records obtained under the Freedom of Information Law. The records show that 

he earned more than $37,000 for his work for the fund, and that his law firm, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, 

earned much more.” [New York Times, 9/22/06] 

 

Protects Corrupt System of Money in Politics/Faso Won’t Bite the Hand That Feeds Him 

 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Suggested That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech 

 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Insinuated That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech. In 

June 2016, when asked if he thought the Citizens United decision was right or wrong, Faso said, “I think 

actually the decision was correct. And I think that, you have to be able to distinguish who has First 

Amendment rights, freedom of speech. Freedom of speech was the paramount issue in that decision[.]” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 39:10, 6/16/16] 

 

Denied That Citizens United Opened The Door To Money Being Spent Through Super PACs And 

527s. “When the reformers succeeded in limiting campaign contributions to candidates, what then 

happened? Money was driven into super PACs and 527s and housekeeping accounts in Albany. People 

falsely believe that Citizens United opened the door to this. It’s not true.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

4/07/14] 

 

2003-2005 & 2007-2010: Spent More Than $116,000 From State Campaign Accounts Despite Not 

Being A Candidate 

 

2003-2005: Spent $50,794 From State Campaign Account Despite Not Running For Office. Between 

his unsuccessful run for New York comptroller and his gubernatorial campaign in 2005, Faso spent $50,794 

from his state campaign account despite not running for any New York public office. [New York State 

Board of Elections, accessed 7/21/16] 

 

2007-2010: Spent $65,519 From State Campaign Account Despite Not Running For Office. Between 

his unsuccessful New York gubernatorial campaign and 2010, Faso spent $65,519 from his state campaign 

account despite not running for any New York public office. [New York State Board of Elections, 7/21/16]    

 

New York Times: Former State Legislators Spend Campaign Funds With “Little Or No Scrutiny.” 

“A review of campaign expenditures at the State Board of Elections found other former officeholders whose 

unused campaign cash has been put to uses that their contributors probably never envisioned — and with 

little or no scrutiny from state regulators. While the officeholders are required to report all expenditures 

from their committees to the board, purchases can be listed only by general category and, when described, 

often without much detail. … New York’s campaign finance laws have been widely criticized by public 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
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interest groups as being riddled with loopholes that permit excessive contributions from special interests and 

inappropriate expenses by candidates. Over the years, the Board of Elections has lent its approval to 

candidates who wanted to spend money on car payments and repairs, baby-sitting expenses and luxury gifts, 

provided such expenses were somehow connected to political activities. The law does prohibit candidates 

from converting campaign contributions to personal use “unrelated to a political campaign or the holding of 

a public office or party position.” But the elections board has interpreted that to mean that former 

officeholders can keep spending money on the chance, however slim, that they will one day run again.” 

[New York Times, 2/24/07] 

 

HEADLINE: “Politicians Spend Unused Campaign Funds” [New York Times, 2/24/07] 

 

2015: Paid Himself $57,938 From His Own Super PAC For “Strategic Consulting” 

 

2015: Paid Himself $57,938 From His Own Super PAC For “Strategic Consulting.” In May of 2015, 

Faso received $57,938 from New York 2014 for “strategic consulting.” [FEC, New York 2014 Campaign 

Finance Report, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

Despite Denouncing Super PACs And Their Secretive Nature, Faso Founded A “Mystery” Super 

PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About Its Purpose And Funders; 2007: Founded State-

Level PAC  

 

2016: Advocated For Immediate Transparency Of Campaign Donations To Super PACs And 

Political Groups, Said He Didn’t “Like The Use Of c4 Organizations Where Donors Can Basically 

Hide Their Identities.” In June 2016, when asked if there should be any limits or transparency 

requirements on outside spending, Faso said, “There should be immediate disclosure, and what I don’t like 

is the use of the c4 organizations where donors can basically hide their identities in a c4 situation, where the 

people don’t know and they’re a so-called social welfare organization. So I would point out though that if 

you look at the history of campaign finance reform since the 70’s, that every single reform that the left has 

brought us in this country has resulted in even more spending taking place. And one of the reasons why we 

wound up in this situation with Citizens United is because the left has consistently fought to reduce the role 

of political parties. And I think, frankly, the public would be better served if they saw that a particular ad 

was paid for, not by some amorphous-named group, but paid for by one of the political parties.” [Time 

Warner Cable Republican Debate, 37:58-39:11, 6/16/16] 

 

… But In 2014: Founded ‘New York 2014’ Super PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About 

Its Purpose And Funders, Was Described As A “Mystery” Super PAC. “New York 2014, a super PAC 

started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will support Republican 

House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which candidates or how much 

it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. ‘We are going to look to get 

into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a ‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered 

but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily News ) The PAC made its first independent 

expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media buy supporting businesswoman Elise Stefanik 

(R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 

5/22/14] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former State Assembly Speaker Starts Super PAC” [Register-Star, 5/29/14] 

 

New York 2014 PAC Spent $366,299 In Support Of Elise Stefanik, Accepted $100,000 From 

Hedge Fund Manager Paul Singer. “Paul Singer, a billionaire hedge fund manager a Republican 

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/24/nyregion/24retire.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/24/nyregion/24retire.html
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?15971203173
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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donor, has contributed to a third political action committee supporting congressional candidate Elise M. 

Stefanik. On May 14, Mr. Singer donated $100,000 to New York 2014, a PAC connected with John 

Faso, a 2006 gubernatorial candidate for New York state. New York 2014 has spent $366,299 on direct 

mail and television advertising supporting Ms. Stefanik in the Republican primary election.” 

[Watertown Daily Times, 6/20/14] 

 

New York 2014 PAC Forced Out Republican Primary Challenger, Who Blamed Ads For His 

Departure And Said Stefanik Was Backed By Washington Insiders. “Matthew A. Doheny hung up 

his political armor Friday, announcing to a small crowd in front of his office that he is abandoning his 

grail-like quest for the north country’s congressional seat. He said that out of "fairness and principle," 

he is throwing his support behind Elise M. Stefanik, who defeated him in the June 24 Republican 

primary, and asked his supporters to do the same. … [A] PAC under the direction of John Faso also 

sponsored ads criticizing the fellow Republican. Mr. Doheny, on the night of the primary, directly 

blamed the ads for his defeat, and said they proved that Ms. Stefanik is a political insider whose 

candidacy was developed in Washington, D.C., corridors of power.” [Advance-News, 7/27/14] 

 

… And 2007: Co-Founded State-Level PAC That Raised Money And Influenced Campaigns. In 2007, 

Faso founded a state-level PAC called New Yorkers for Growth. “The knives are out for the Working 

Families Party. … ‘We’re not going to fix this state by following an agenda of higher taxes and spending 

that will pour gasoline on the fire, and that's the Working Families Party's agenda,’ said former Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso. ‘Anyone who takes their endorsement indicates to me a nonseriousness about 

trying to solve the state's problems.’ Faso, the 2006 GOP gubernatorial nominee, co-founded a PAC with 

Cox called New Yorkers for Growth. The PAC sent out a fund-raising appeal in July pledging to ‘expose’ 

the WFP as a ‘collection of spending interests masquerading as a political party and bleeding New York 

dry.’” [Daily News, 9/14/09] 

 

2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money” And Said Such Money Is Free Speech; 

Criticized Campaign Finance Reformers For Lamenting “The Role Of Money In Elections” And 

Stated That Restrictions On Money In Politics Would Lead To “Tyranny” 

 

2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money,” Said Such Money Is Free Speech And 

Insinuated That Such A Reform Would Amount To Tyranny. “Congressional candidate Zephyr 

Teachout has thrown down the gauntlet to her opponents in the 19th Congressional District, calling for all 

to forego super PAC money. Her challenge comes in the face of the fact that one of the most formidable 

contenders, former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook, himself started a super PAC, New 

York 2014, in 2014. … Faso answered Teachout’s suggestion in his own letter. He suggested she was 

‘aiming at the wrong target,’ and equated the money given out by a super PAC with free speech. The 

Sunlight Foundation reported in 2014 that Faso’s PAC was funded by politically active hedge-fund 

millionaires. … ‘Self-styled campaign reformers such as yourself have since Buckley v. Valeo lamented the 

role of money in elections,’ Faso said. ‘Yet every ‘reform’ you have advanced has led to much higher 

campaign spending and the diminishment of political parties along with the rise of spending by outside 

groups. Now you are at it again with your efforts to grant additional powers to the government in order to 

restrain political speech,’ he said. ‘Most shockingly, your proposed solution to the issue of money in 

politics entails amending the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This amendment would put the 

government in complete control of the elections process and severely restrict the ability of citizens and 

groups to participate in the political process. Government control of political spending and free speech will 

invariably lead us to a dramatic reduction in free speech and could put the U.S. on the road to tyranny. I 

adamantly oppose tinkering with the First Amendment and reject your call to do so,’ Faso said. ‘I urge you 

to leave the work of James Madison, Alexander Hamilton and their fellow Founders alone. The people of 
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the 19th District need more jobs and a better economy,’ he said. ‘Amending the First Amendment is not a 

good idea and I believe most of the people in this district would share my viewpoint on the matter.’” [The 

Daily Mail, 2/04/16] 

 

Said It Was An Attempt To “Obstruct Free Speech.” “Zephyr Teachout tried to swing the 

momentum to her side early in the campaign for Congress by challenging her presumed opponents to 

reject all super PAC funds. Former Assemblyman John Faso, Teachout’s most visible foe, called her 

remarks an attempt to obstruct free speech.” [Editorial, The Daily Mail, 2/05/16] 

 

2016: Supported By Super PAC Funded By Four Wealthy Donors, Raised More Than $1.1 Million 

With Donations Of $500,000 

 

2016: Supported By Super PAC Funded By Three Wealthy Donors, Raised More Than $1 Million 

With Donations Of $500,000. According to the FEC, New York Wins PAC raised $1,175,000 million as of 

July 2016. The Super PAC was funded by three wealthy donors and spent nearly $1 million as of July 2016.  

[FEC, accessed 8/29/16] 

 

Contributor Name Employer Occupation 

Receipt 

Date Amount 

H.J.K. LLC     6/01/16 $25,000  

KALIKOW, PETER S. H. J. KALIKOW & COMPANY, LLC PRESIDENT 6/01/16 $25,000  

MERCER, ROBERT RENASSIANCE TECHNOLOGIES LLC 

FINANCIAL 

CONSULTANT 1/29/16 $500,000  

SINGER, PAUL E. 

ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT 

CORPORATION CEO 5/13/16 $500,000  

SINGER, PAUL E. 

ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT 

CORPORATION CEO 6/15/16 $100,000 

TISCH, THOMAS J. FLF ASSOCIATES 

MAMAGING 

PARTNER 6/20/16 $25,000 

Total: $1,175,000 

 

Described Monetary Restrictions On “Political Speech” As A “Dire, Dire Threat”; Believed That 

More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous” 

 

Described Monetary Restrictions On “Political Speech” As A “Dire, Dire Threat.” “The last thing I 

call is crisis of values, and by this I mean: the left’s attack on college campuses against free speech. … We 

also have a crisis where the left and Zephyr Teachout, our likely nominee against us in the fall, she wants to 

amend the First Amendment to have the government have more control over political speech. This is a dire, 

dire threat to our individual liberties[.]” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 5:22-6:10, 2/21/16] 

 

 

 

Believed That More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous.” “I’m running for 

Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that the every single so-called campaign finance 

reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for the last 40 years has resulted in more money being 

spent in the political process. … There’s always been the right of individuals to participate in the political 

process, and wealthy individuals obviously have taken advantage of that. But it’s a free speech right. It’s a 

First Amendment. … I think political speech should be unfettered. I think it also should be disclosed. And 

that’s why I don’t like the organizations that engage in the politics but who don’t disclose who their donors 

are. I think that’s wrong. But the concept that we should amend the First Amendment to give the 

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?201607159020488957
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ
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government more control over political speech, I think would be calamitous for our country.” [John Faso on 

WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept. In July 

2013, when the proposal came up of limiting the amount of money that a candidate can accept, Faso said, 

“It’s a nonsensical idea. … The fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, 

that’s what the reformers have been trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been 

utterly unsuccessful because of the First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to 

influence the process through independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in the 

U.S. and individuals and corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 45:10-

45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Argued That “Political Speech Should Be Unfettered” Because It Is A “Free Speech Right” And 

“First Amendment” Issue 

 

Argued That “Political Speech Should Be Unfettered” Because It Is A “Free Speech Right” And 

“First Amendment” Issue. “I’m running for Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that the 

every single so-called campaign finance reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for the last 

40 years has resulted in more money being spent in the political process. … There’s always been the right 

of individuals to participate in the political process, and wealthy individuals obviously have taken 

advantage of that. But it’s a free speech right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political speech should be 

unfettered. I think it also should be disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the organizations that engage in 

the politics but who don’t disclose who their donors are. I think that’s wrong. But the concept that we 

should amend the First Amendment to give the government more control over political speech, I think 

would be calamitous for our country.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice, But 

Wouldn’t Fix That Perception By Regulating Speech More. In June 2016, when asked about his 

thoughts on the argument that more money shouldn’t mean a louder voice, Faso said, “I think that it 

defies logic and common sense to think that; if that is a perceived problem, you don’t solve it by having 

the government control political speech more.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:45, 6/27/16] 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence The 

Outcome Of An Election 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence The 

Outcome Of An Election. In 2014, when asked if it was more important to protect the political integrity of 

government than allow rich donors like “the Koch brothers to spend money influencing the outcome of a 

Senate election in North Carolina,” Faso said, “Under the First Amendment, you can’t put a limit on it.” 

[John Faso on WCNY Radio, 36:20, 4/07/14]  

 

Opposed Getting Rid Of Outside Groups That Influence Elections; Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The 

Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through Independent Expenditures” And 

“Corporations … Can Participate.” 

 

Opposed Getting Rid Of Outside Groups That Influence Elections. In April 2014, when asked about 

getting rid of outside groups that influence elections, Faso said, “No. This is what you do: simply allow, 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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you go back to having complete disclosure, immediate transparency.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 31:14-

31:25, 4/07/14]  

 

Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through 

Independent Expenditures” And “Corporations … Can Participate.” In July 2013, Faso said, “The fact 

is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, that’s what the reformers have been 

trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been utterly unsuccessful because of the 

First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to influence the process through independent 

expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in the U.S. and individuals and corporations and 

unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Have Reduced Donation Limits To Politicians 

And Outlaw Soft Money, Argued That Big Money Donors And Politicians “Will Find Loopholes. 

‘Political Money Is Like Water Running Downhill. It Will Find The Path Of Least Resistance. It 

Always Has. It Always Will.’” 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Reduce Donation Limits To Politicians And 

Outlaw Soft Money, Argued That Big Money Donors And Politicians “Will Find Loopholes. ‘Political 

Money Is Like Water Running Downhill. It Will Find The Path Of Least Resistance. It Always Has. 

It Always Will.’” “The reform bill would also lower contributions to party campaign committees from 

$76,000 to $7,500, outlaw virtually unlimited ‘soft-money’ donations to political party ‘housekeeping 

accounts’ and reduce individual donations to $1,000 for Assembly races and $4,000 for statewide races. 

Candidates accepting public funding would be eligible for $2 for every $1 they raise up to $1,000 in aid per 

individual contribution. … ‘This would not cleanse, sanitize, make pure or pristine the state of the political 

system,’ said Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, arguing big money donors and 

politicians will find loopholes. ‘Political money is like water running downhill. It will find the path of least 

resistance. It always has. It always will.’ [Times Union, 5/03/01] 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Reduce Contributions To Party 

Committees By $69,000, Described It As A “Tired Old Chestnut.” “Saying they wanted to ‘give 

average citizens a voice,’ Democrats in the Assembly unveiled a sweeping campaign finance reform 

package yesterday. The proposal, which was immediately panned by Republicans and has little chance 

of becoming law, would … limit contributions to party committees to $7,500, down from $76,500. The 

legislation was proposed less than a month after the Democrat-led Assembly refused to accept a Senate 

proposal banning most gifts from lobbyists. Assembly Minority Leader John Faso (R-Kinderhook) 

slammed the proposal, calling it a ‘tired old chestnut that asks the taxpayers to pay for solutions to 

problems created by politicians.’” [Daily News, 1/13/00] 

 

2014: Donated $400,000 To American Crossroads 

 

2014: Donated $400,000 To American Crossroads. In 2014, New York 2014 donated $400,000 to 

American Crossroads, the super PAC led by Karl Rove. [FEC, New York 2014 Campaign Finance Report, 

disbursed 10/21/14] 

 

New York 2014 Spent More Than $1 Million On Congressional Race Alongside American 

Crossroads. “American Crossroads, a PAC associated with former George W. Bush adviser Karl Rove, 

and New York 2014, a super PAC headed by 2006 gubernatorial candidate John J. Faso, spent more 

than $1.2 million on the primary campaign between Ms. Stefanik and Matthew A. Doheny. [Watertown 

Daily Times (New York), 10/9/14]  
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2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC And Refused To Say Who Was Financing It. “New York 2014, 

a super PAC started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will support 

Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which candidates or 

how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. ‘We are going to 

look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a ‘mystery’ super PAC after it 

registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily News ) The PAC made its first 

independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media buy supporting businesswoman 

Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The 

Hotline, 5/22/14] 

 

Pro-Special Interests and Wall Street/Anti-New Yorkers and Middle Class 

 

2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street 

 

2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street. “A second Bush term will 

also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The president supports the notion 

of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social Security taxes is invested in 

individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such a system could be a boon to 

Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically vote against Bush initiatives in 

this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local industry and the jobs it creates.” [John 

Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

Refused To Call For Jail Sentences For Wall Street Bankers And Avoided Blaming Banks For Their 

Role In The Financial Crisis, Blamed Government For The Crisis 

 

Refused To Call For Jail Sentences For Wall Street Bankers And Avoided Blaming Banks For Their 

Role In The Financial Crisis, Blamed Government For The Crisis. In July 2016, when asked about his 

thoughts concerning the sentiment that bankers got away with murder and should be jailed, Faso said, “I 

think one of the things we have to look at, one of the ironies is that in light of the fiscal crisis, some people 

say, ‘Oh, it was just the banks’ fault and too big to fail, etc.’ The irony is, post Dodd-Frank, we’ve gone 

from seven or eight major banks to four major banks. We’ve had massive consolidations of mid-level and 

small-level banks. So, this is, what happened, big government has created a regulatory system that, frankly, 

you can only survive if you’re very big. And so, one of the ironies is that people who say, ‘Well we should 

break up banks, etc.,’ the very policies they’re pursuing have resulted in more consolidations in the banking 

sector, and I don’t necessarily think that’s healthy. It wasn’t just banks. They were aided and abetted, 

fostered by government and the Fannie and Freddie.” [John Faso on WAMC Radio, 11:49-13:09, 7/21/16] 

 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Addressed Abuses In The Sub-Prime Lending 

Market, Protected Consumers From Predatory Lenders, Closed Loopholes For Lenders, And 

Provided Additional Disclosures For Consumers 

 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Protected Consumers From Abuses In The 

Sub-Prime Lending Market. “An act to amend the banking law, in relation to high-cost home loans; to 

amend the general business law, in relation to the responsibilities of home improvement contractors; and to 

amend the real property actions and proceedings law, in relation to notice to the mortgagor or owner in a 

foreclosure action and the foreclosure of high-cost home loans[.] … The intent of this bill is to protect 

consumers against abuses in the sub-prime lending market.” [A07828, 7/17/01; A11856, 6/25/02] 

 

http://wamc.org/post/capitol-connection-1630#stream/0
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Bill Sought To Address Abuses In The Sub-Prime Lending Market, Protect Consumers From 

Predatory Lenders, Close Loopholes For Lenders, And Provide Additional Disclosures For 

Consumers. “New York State has recently witnessed a proliferation of financial institutions offering 

high-interest rate home equity loans to individuals who, for various reasons, are unable to secure loans 

at prime market rates. This practice, referred to as sub-prime lending, refers to credit extended to 

borrowers with higher probable default risk than traditional bank customers. However, a growing 

number of consumer complaints and recent litigation involving sub-prime lenders have raised concerns 

about the existence of predatory lending practices in the sub-prime market. While many sub-prime 

lenders provide a viable option for individuals who are unable to secure loans in the prime market, 

recent allegations suggest that certain sub-prime lenders may be unscrupulously targeting senior citizens 

and persons living in minority communities who have substantial equity in their homes. … It is believed 

that recently enacted State regulations provide too many loopholes for lenders who are in fact engaging 

in predatory lending. As a result, this legislation attempts to close many of the loopholes by prohibiting 

practices frequently used by predatory lenders.  This legislation also provides additional disclosures to 

consumers, counseling when applying for a high-cost home loan, and affirmative defenses in the case of 

foreclosure.” [A07828 Bill Justification, 7/17/01; A11856 Bill Justification, 6/25/02] 

 

1992: As A Member Of The Assembly Banking Committee, Faso Accepted $14,000 And A Trip To 

Florida From The Banking Industry, Admitted That “I Spoke At Their Meeting, Went To Their 

Events. And Yes, I Went To Their Dinners” 

 

1992: As A Member Of The Assembly Banking Committee, Faso Accepted $14,000 And A Trip To 

Florida From The Banking Industry, Admitted That “I Spoke At Their Meeting, Went To Their 

Events. And Yes, I Went To Their Dinners.” “Democratic challenger Joe Glazer has accused his 

opponent, Assemblyman John J. Faso, of questionable wheeling and dealing in the way he conducts his 

office. … The latest tussle happened Friday, when the Bethlehem Democrat issued a press release claiming 

perks and contributions from the banking industry had influenced Faso’s votes against bank reform. Faso, 

assemblyman in the 102nd District, is a former member of the Assembly Banking Committee who has 

accepted more than $14,000 in industry campaign contributions and a trip to Florida. … Faso, a six-year 

incumbent, said there was nothing illegal about the contributions. He said the trip was a speaking 

engagement at a professional conference and the votes were all opposing ineffective measures. … Included 

among the Glazer charges is what his press release termed the expense-paid ‘junket’ to Orlando, Fla., that 

the New York State Savings Bank Association paid for in November 1991. The same association 

contributed $1,175 to Faso between 1989 and 1992. Faso filed financial disclosures for the trip, a 

professional conference. ‘I spoke at their meeting, went to their events. And yes, I went to their dinners. It 

was all perfectly legal,’ he said. Faso also defended the $14,000 in contributions, ranging from $150 to 

$2,000, coming from 23 banks and banking political action committees from May 1989 to March 1992. He 

said they did not exceed the caps on contributions, that the sums were small compared to many 

contributions he receives and that the money had no influence on his ‘no’ votes on bills pertaining to 

banks.” [Times Union, 10/24/92] 

 

1994: Faso: “I Wouldn't Describe (Finance Industry Support) As An Ethical Problem.” 
“Assemblyman John J. Faso of Kinderhook, who's hoping for the Republican endorsement -- and the 

resulting flow of money. ‘I see myself accepting contributions which are legal and not otherwise proscribed 

by restrictions,’ said Faso, who has raised about $180,000, much of it from farmers, merchants and business 

people in and around his Columbia County base. ‘I wouldn't describe (finance industry support) as an 

ethical problem. I think those candidates and office holders who are ethical won't be unduly swayed.’” 

[Times Union, 2/06/94] 

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Consistently Opposed Efforts To Increase The Minimum Wage, Cast 7 Votes Against Such 

Legislation 

 

1995-2000: Cast 7 Votes Against Raising The Minimum Wage. From 1995 to 2000, Faso cast 7 votes 

against increasing the minimum wage. [New York State Assembly, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

Bill # Title Date 

Vote Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso 

Vote 

A05804B 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1995 6/28/1995 88/53 NAY 

A05804C 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1996 4/15/1996 76/69 NAY 

A05804C 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1996 4/15/1996 96/48 NAY 

A07892 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to $5.15 per 

hour on and after September 1, 1997 7/15/1997 133/11 NAY 

A07892A 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to $5.15 per 

hour on and after September 1, 1998 3/2/1998 136/10 NAY 

A10080 

Raises state minimum wage from $5.15 to $6.75 on and after 

1/1/2001; provides for increases on or before 1/1/2002 and 

annually thereafter based on state average wage 6/7/2000 120/24 NAY 

 

 

2000: Opposed Increasing The Minimum Wage To $6.75. “The state Assembly on Wednesday passed 

legislation that would raise New York’s hourly minimum wage by $1.60 starting January 2001. The 

measure, approved 120-24 by the Democrat-dominated Assembly, would increase the minimum wage from 

$5.15 to $6.75 beginning Jan. 1, 2001. … Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, who voted against the 

measure, said increasing the minimum wage to that level will just ‘drive people out of employment. Small 

businesses employers won’t be able to employ low-wage people who need it,’ the Columbia County 

Republican said. ‘I question if it makes sense econometrically.’” [AP, 6/07/00]  

 

2016: Claimed A $15 Minimum Wage Would Kill Small Businesses. “Cuomo’s $15 minimum wage is 

going to kill small businesses.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 4:11]  

 

2012: Argued Against The Minimum Wage By Claiming That Tax Credits Allow Families To 

Keep More Of Their Pay. “Minimum Wage Polls show that New Yorkers, when asked about raising 

the minimum wage, are strongly in favor …While the idea may be popular, is it really a good idea? … 

The discussion on raising the minimum wage rarely considers the fact that most heads of households 

with children are eligible for federal and state earned income tax credits, which greatly increase their 

take-home pay. It is doubtful that most New Yorkers responding to polls are even aware of the 

beneficial impact of these tax credits upon low-wage workers. The state tax credits alone cost our 

taxpayers almost $1 billion per year. The federal tax credits cost taxpayers an additional $3.5 billion. It 

all goes to boost incomes of low-wage families in New York.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 

12/17/12]  

 

2016 & 2006: Proposed Cutting Taxes For Corporations 

 

2016: Proposed Cutting Federal Corporate Tax Rate By 15 Percent. In 2006, according to his campaign 

website, Faso said, “Corporate tax reform should also lower maximum corporate tax rates. Our country’s 

corporate tax rate of 35% is one of the highest in the world. There is bipartisan agreement among 

economists and even in Washington that we should make our rate more competitive but they have failed to 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=4m11s
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Economics-of-minimum-wage-4125676.php
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act. A US corporate rate of 20% with fewer loopholes and deductions will encourage US companies to 

invest based upon expected economic return instead of where investments are motivated only by tax 

considerations.” [Faso for Congress website, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

2006: Proposed Cutting Taxes For Corporations. In 2006, according to his gubernatorial campaign’s 

website, Faso proposed reducing the corporate tax rate “from 7.5 percent to 6.5 percent.” [John Faso 

Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06]  

 

1998: Proposed Tax Cuts For Banks 

 

1998: Proposed Tax Cuts For Banks. “Faso and Farrell both agreed that the budget contains provisions 

that will be helpful to business, including a cut in the top corporate income tax bracket to 7.5% from nine 

percent. But Faso added the state should have cut taxes on banks in order to make New York a more 

attractive location for financial institutions to be headquartered, especially as the merger trend in the 

industry continues.” [The Bond Buyer, 4/16/98] 

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends; Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains 

Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street”  

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends. “I’ve proposed the first state in the 

nation, we should be the first state in the nation to completely eliminate taxation of capital gains and 

dividends.” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 22:00-22:07, 10/12/06] 

 

Praised President George W. Bush’s Capital Gains Tax Cut. “Mr. Faso, who narrowly lost to Mr. 

Hevesi when both men ran for the seat being vacated by Carl McCall in 2002, observed that Mr. Hevesi 

recently has taken some swipes at President George W. Bush’s capital-gains tax cut, which Mr. Faso 

said has been ‘a real revenue generator for the state.’” [New York Observer, 3/20/06] 

 

Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street.” “The dividend and capital gains 

cuts have been tremendous spurs to state and city revenue, by the way. And they’ve also helped Wall Street, 

which is the biggest spur and develop.” [John Faso on City Talk, 24:44, 5/23/06] 

 

Did Not Dispute The Fact That His Tax Cuts Would Mostly Benefit The Wealthy 

 

Did Not Dispute The Fact That His Tax Cuts Would Mostly Benefit The Wealthy. “The Faso campaign 

does not dispute Mr. Spitzer’s assertion that most of dollars from the income tax cuts will flow to the 

richest taxpayers, but it emphasizes that the Faso plan would also fully exempt from taxation individuals 

with incomes of $25,000, or families with incomes of $50,000.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Require Companies That Received Government Funds To Meet 

Established Goals Or Else Pay The Money Back, Prevent Companies From Leaving The State After 

Receiving Such Funding 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Required Companies That Received State Funding To 

Fulfill Terms Of Agreement. “The intent of this legislation is to establish clear requirements for 

companies applying for publicly funded state assistance, to ensure that companies receiving such assistance 

fulfill the terms of economic development contracts, and, during the application process for such funds, 

provide information regarding workplace safety standards, environmental standards and fair labor 

practices.” [A07931A Bill Subject and Purpose, 6/19/98] 

https://johnfaso.com/new-york-future/jobs-and-growth-for-upstate/
https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMd-xjSSdvs
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/
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Bill Was Meant To Prevent Businesses That Received State Funding From Leaving The State Or 

Not Fulfilling Its Obligations. “Businesses that receive financial incentives from the state and 

subsequently leave the state or otherwise fail to meet agreed upon targets for job creation, job retention 

or other performance objectives should be required to pay back their debt and refund money provided 

for such purposes.  Further, candidates for publicly funded economic development assistance can be 

considered a state investment in the creation and retention of important jobs and should be required to 

maintain certain workplace safety standards, environmental standards and fair labor practices.” 

[A07931A Bill Justification, 6/19/98] 

 

 

1990: Defended Yacht Tax Deduction 

 

1990: Faso Defended Pierre Rinfret For Reneging On Promise To Release Tax Returns, Said Rinfret 

Would Take Yacht Tax Deduction. “Pierre A. Rinfret today reneged on a campaign promise to release 

eight years of tax returns, releasing instead only his return for 1989. They showed that he had an adjusted 

gross income of $438,286 and paid $128,237 in Federal, state and New York City taxes. Among the tax 

deductions taken by Mr. Rinfret, an economic consultant who is the Republican candidate for governor, was 

$21,299 for interest paid on a 47-foot yacht, which he designated as his second residence. … Mr. Rinfret’s 

campaign chairman, Assemblyman John J. Faso, today acknowledged that Mr. Rinfret had pledged earlier 

this year to release tax returns dating to 1982, when his opponent, Mario M. Cuomo, was first elected 

governor. But, Mr. Faso said, ‘We changed our minds.’ While conceding that the shift might pose 

credibility problems for Mr. Rinfret, Mr. Faso said it ‘certainly doesn’t rise to the level of reneging on a tax 

cut that was promised,’ referring to a decision by Governor Cuomo and legislative leaders this year to forgo 

a $400 million cut in personal income taxes because of state budget problems. Assemblyman Faso, a 

Republican of Kinderhook, said that compiling eight years of returns would have been ‘a time-consuming 

logistical process’ and added that Mr. Rinfret did not perceive that there was great interest in his finances. 

… Assemblyman Faso said Mr. Rinfret would continue to take the yacht deduction. ‘When he’s governor 

he’ll still take every deduction that he’s entitled to,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Times, 8/04/90] 

 

2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is Allowed To 

Negotiate It 

 

February 2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is 

Allowed To Negotiate It. In February 2016, when asked if he supported the Trans Pacific Partnership, Faso 

said, “Now on TPP and trade promotion authority, I think that the TPP, a lot of what Andrew and Bob said 

I agree with. The TPP is really meant to counter-balance China[.] … But the issue I have with the TPP 

frankly is the fact that I don’t trust any agreement like this that Obama would have negotiated. … But I do 

think its, in essence, ultimately the Congress has to be the one to approve it. I don’t trust Obama and this 

agreement, so I would be very reticent and opposed to what he is trying to do right now. Put it off to the 

next administration and Congress. I believe that would be a more prudent approach.” [Dutchess County Tea 

Party Debate, 46:34, 2/21/16] 

 

July 2016: Said He “Wasn’t Prepared To Support” TPP, Claimed He Was Still Studying It. 

“Gibson is a strong opponent of the massive trade deal known as the Trans-Pacific Partnership; he said 

he has a two-page critique of it. Faso said he's still studying it. As a congressman, Gibson was able to 

read the document; Faso is still waiting for the opportunity. ‘I’m not prepared to support it at this point,’ 

Faso said. ‘It will be left to the next president and congress to decide.’” [Register-Star, 7/19/16] 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=46m38s
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2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority. In July 2016, during a 

candidate forum, Faso said, “One piece that I think though is important in this discussion is the Congress 

can’t negotiate. You can’t negotiate trade agreements. The reason we have the structure that they have done 

and it’s been in place since Reagan, the reason they have this trade structure is you can’t possibly have the 

individual legislatures of all these countries negotiating these things because nobody will put their last, best, 

final offer on the table. So the structure is the president has the authority to negotiate and Republican and 

Democratic presidents have had that authority to negotiate and some deals have been good for us and some 

haven’t. But that’s, give them the authority to negotiate but the Congress then has the up or down, yes or no 

vote. Otherwise you would have fifteen legislatures, for instance in this Trans Pacific Partnership 

arrangement, all trying to negotiate with themselves. No one would put their best final offer on the table. 

And having done many negotiations as a lawyer myself I know that that’s the way you have to do it.” 

[Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 47:46]  

 

Described Settlements Against AIG And A Stock Exchange Executive As “Bogus” And “Phony”  

 

Claimed The AIG Settlement Was “Bogus” Despite It Being Worth $1.6 Billion. “Spitzer’s Republican 

opponent for governor called the action proof of a ‘the phony nature of many cases pursued by Eliot 

Spitzer.’ ‘It’s a steady, but sure unraveling of this bogus case,’ said Republican candidate for governor John 

Faso. He notes the case began with claims of criminal and civil charges and a threat of an indictment 

against the company. ‘This case produced the largest regulatory settlement for corporate fraud in history,’ 

Spitzer spokesman Darren Dopp said in a written statement. ‘If Mr. Faso thinks that’s ‘bogus,’ he’s 

definitely not on the side of investors or workers. AIG settled with regulators earlier this year for $1.6 

billion, the largest single settlement with an individual company in history.’” [AP, 9/07/06] 

 

Called Spitzer’s Lawsuit Against Richard Grasso A “Phony Case.” “On Friday, Faso criticized 

Spitzer’s handling of a lawsuit against the former executive, Richard Grasso, in what Faso called a ‘phony’ 

case. Faso’s criticism struck at the heart of Spitzer’s reform of Wall Street, a campaign that won him much 

of his international reputation as attorney general.” [Associated Press, 8/29/06] 

 

Richard Grasso Was Chairman Of The New York Stock Exchange Who “Resign[ed] In Disgrace” 

Over His $140 Million Compensation Package. “Sept. 17, 2003. Two years to the day after his finest 

hour, a bitter Dick Grasso resigns in disgrace. In the wake of such corporate scandals as Enron and 

WorldCom --with indignation at corporate excess at an all-time high--Grasso had negotiated a new 

contract giving him a staggering $140 million payout. The news has turned him from hero to goat: The 

man who is supposed to be setting the rules for corporate America has become instead a powerful 

symbol of corporate greed. For three weeks, Grasso has tried to hold on to his job, but as the public 

outcry over his pay has mushroomed, the exchange’s board--which approved his paycheck just 41 days 

earlier--has turned against him. After submitting his resignation at an emergency board meeting, Grasso 

slips out of the exchange for the last time.” [Fortune, 10/18/04]  

 

Bad for New York 

 

1987-2002: Cast 132 Votes To Either Increase Taxes Or Extend Tax Increases 

 

1987-2002: Cast 132 Votes To Either Increase Taxes Or Extend Tax Increases. Between 1987 and 

2002, Faso cast at least 132 votes that allowed for the increase of taxes, imposed new taxes, or permitted 

previously enacted tax increases to continue. 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=47m46s
http://archive.fortune.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2004/10/18/8188087/index.htm
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Voted 44 Times To Increase Taxes Or Impose New Taxes. Between 1987 and 2002, Faso voted 44 

times to increase taxes or impose new taxes in New York State. Below is a table that details these votes. 

[John Faso Voting Record, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/26/16] 

 

Voted 88 Times To Extend Tax Increases. Between 1987 and 2002, Faso voted 88 times to extend 

previously enacted tax increases in New York. Below is a table that details these votes. [John Faso 

Voting Record, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/26/16] 

 

 

Voted For “Dozens” Of Bills That “Hit State And Local Governments With Additional Costs.” 
“Though Faso has offered several specific reforms affecting public employee expenses for state and local 

governments, he nevertheless backed many union-supported measures as minority leader of the Assembly 

from 1998 to 2002. Faso voted for dozens of bills that would, in one way or another, have hit state and local 

governments with additional costs to pay for things like pension sweeteners for certain workers, higher 

disability pay for others and mandatory binding arbitration for several different classes of employees, 

including Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority police and fire workers.” [Buffalo News, 11/01/06] 

 

Worked For Constitution Pipeline Project That Would Have Used Eminent Domain; Faso Had 

Supported Eminent Domain Prior To Working For The Pipeline 

 

Consulted For Constitution Pipeline Project That Would Have Used Eminent Domain. “He worked as 

a public affairs consultant for the Constitution Pipeline project until 2015. That project was called off 

earlier this year. The pipeline would have run through parts of the congressional district Faso now seeks to 

represent. The Constitution Pipeline Co. paid Faso for his work on behalf of the Constitution Pipeline 

project. The proposed pipeline would have transported natural gas from Pennsylvania - which allows 

fracking - through New York State - which has banned fracking. The pipeline would have transported gas 

extracted from fracking. … Homeowners would have received compensation if the pipeline crossed their 

land. If they had not come to an agreement with the company, the resident’s land could have possibly been 

used anyway through eminent domain with compensation set by a court.” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

2012: Supported Using Eminent Domain For The Constitution Pipeline. “Things normally slow down 

in the news business over the dog days of summer, although we don’t see any letup ahead, largely because 

of an upcoming flurry of activity involving the proposed $750 million Constitution Pipeline. … Along the 

tentative route for the controversial project, some 1,300 landowners would be potentially impacted, if the 

developers win approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. … At the Summit meeting, 

some residents voiced concern about the potential authority of the Constitution Pipeline to acquire property 

from uncooperative landowners’ through eminent domain proceedings. [A] lobbyist for the Constitution 

Pipeline, John Faso, the 2006 GOP nominee for New York governor, assured the gathering that those 

drawing the route want to avoid having the line run close to homes. Faso said any eminent domain 

proceeding would likely be limited to determining the amount of money the land owner should be paid for 

an easement, and would stop short of having the company try to take title of the property. In a rural area, 

where there is plenty of wiggle room for moving the pipe, he said, ‘It would be astonishing if we went to try 

to take a house.’” [The Daily Star, 6/17/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Was Paid For His Work On Pipeline Project” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

Claimed The Constitution Pipeline Was “Needed” And “In The Public Interest.” “An application 

to federal regulators for a license to construct the proposed Constitution Pipeline won’t be submitted 

http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
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until the spring, a company representative said Wednesday. The statement from John Faso, a veteran of 

New York politics hired by the company to build support for the project, is the first public 

acknowledgement that the $750 million project has been delayed from an initial schedule targeting this 

month for license filing. Before meeting with the Schoharie Board of Supervisors on Wednesday night, 

Faso told The Daily Star he is confident that the pipeline’s application to the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission will make a compelling case that the transmission system is both needed and in the public 

interest. ‘That will be all documented in the filing,’ he said.” [The Daily Star, 1/17/13] 

 

2014: Constitution Pipeline Gained Eminent Domain Authority From The Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission. “The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has approved a major pipeline 

project that will impact the Southern Tier. After nearly two years of proposals, the Constitution Pipeline 

project got the go-ahead from FERC Tuesday afternoon. … However, there is still much opposition to this 

pipeline. Some landowners along the pipeline route say the decision was made without their best interests in 

mind. ‘I grow Christmas trees and I'm no longer going to be able to grow Christmas trees over the top of 

this pipe anymore,’ said Bruce Baxter, a Bainbridge resident. What has even more landowners upset is that 

FERC has granted the pipeline company eminent domain authority. ‘It's just not right, eminent domain, I 

paid for a piece of property and now wall street can come in and tell me just because you bought the piece 

of property doesn't mean you own it,’” [WBNG, 12/03/14] 

 

2006: Faso “Cited The Need For Eminent Domain.” “GOP candidate John Faso, however, said 

government should have the power among its tools for economic development, but shouldn’t resort to it 

simply to transfer property to owners who would pay more taxes. He cited the need for eminent domain to 

take commercial properties including strip clubs and porno shops in the renewal of Manhattan’s 42nd 

Street. ‘Weld’s proposals would have precluded the redevelopment of 42nd Street,’ said Faso, the former 

Assembly minority leader, lawyer and one-time lobbyist.” [AP, 3/01/06] 

 

2006: Supported “Limited Use Of Eminent Domain.” “Mr. Faso also outlined plans for counties to 

control Medicaid and said he favors only limited use of eminent domain. … Mr. Faso reiterated his 

opposition to gay marriage and government funding of abortions for poor women and said he wanted more 

charter schools and a larger education tax credit. He said he favors eminent domain in some cases, but that 

property owners need to be protected from government seizures.” [New York Sun, 5/10/06] 

 

2007-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline On Bills That Sought To Limit Greenhouse 

Gas Emissions And Protect Drinking Water Sources; 2008-15: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Failures 

Caused $256,601 Worth Of Property Damage In New York 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline. From 2009 to 2010, Faso lobbied on behalf of 

the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, a natural gas pipeline that runs through New York State. Below is a table that 

details Faso’s lobbying history for the pipeline.  

 

Bi-Monthly Report Compensation 
Person, State Agency, Municipality or Legislative Body 

Lobbied 

Bill, Rule, or Regulation 

Lobbied On 

January - February 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES.   

March - April 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

May - June 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

July - August 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

http://www.wbng.com/news/local/New-Pipeline-through-the-Southern-Tier-284675551.html
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EIjIrunbx1BA%2biJUYnDS1BB85%2fNajeSgPN3ysDb2rfsFLX1sN6IyhMGvCqLOmqc6t%2fpvzZpBcOo1coJeBmstb6SjOAyJdd05ULP08AEkBUMl32lybLDUonJmhKtY7TlQ6Ss0HGE3qcOyvDTXP0SMm%2bUOqdZwx%2bqps6J8ZPZoF6ZIZoD5VqSFHmSEc3KDYvsX9taMjRNCkvWQnsN0PAZWmNANkoSs9oUTF1QpUSrcQz04e4rr7vauTiYK4%2b0Y2kCWM49BCiGO7QPb1BAFTrkLNGHZFyjRCjbpaE7R6J4m2p86FMIK6tStxKTohBXglGhLzA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EM3L6R%2fyTXRXUlHl%2fIIhxMbsEsry69VP0FKnX2QU3aW%2f21EUu0mHF0FaIFC9SNB0ExS%2btlxmmghjMNRZM3RYjDP3ACxkS0JcCMWMYenY2R3fNwAwv3rC3fqLRJbzVSUVujXakhMo659n%2f16T1E7rgJ9O6rmBLZDkeiKuSHhm17EdBMl0SukioL6zBE%2bI0L8asPNFiRaw8wfXQp7lPDYcSLBNo5VZgAmEL3fr%2bK6mkPj1LE1ruXqOXTlXozRLWKmKqZo5I3rDrwj9KMaOTv5iHHATY9HCsNUhL8EoQDx1gfxY0ZPGfBjwJdcleYI2%2bvpLTQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGu%2brWgkK13s%2bYU3SHpVIa%2fV6QTQGqK0ch4tsC2jb0952xYS6WwAVIF%2fUEj8uuXmDt512BEh%2fZ84T2z8QJ4Ys8uosQK4FvFLtENKkoocX%2b606emghouilD8BVnmxNaAXJCWq0LEyiSko6pCOOA1RLueVcJvcBtOA5Id6%2bB5CCz1OrkxJHlxiuUtYlgl%2bOyonJKgsHlWc2rmU%2bbtD8LS2hB55YUXUaEjzayzo8UAPBOPyP8lqmviPI0Gs04cVASaVmJ3EtQy%2by2ORobeury1Q0k%2fix8%2fFjtfBUlkvjKHJWx3ip2M%2bAEnCdYngQrY5Jzx9Yg%3d%3d
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September - October 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

November - 

December 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

January - February 

2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A 

March - April 2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 A10003 

September - October 

2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S7962-C A11529 A11507B; 

S4315A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 A10003 

Total:      $90,000 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Multiple Bills That Would Have Instituted Limits On Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions. In 2009 and 2010, as a lobbyist for the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on multiple bills 

that would have instituted limits on greenhouse gas emissions. According to the memorandum in support of 

bill number S4315, “SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: This bill would: … [R]equire the DEC, 

after a public hearing, to promulgate rules and regulations establishing a limit on greenhouse gas emissions; 

require the emissions limit to: be less than the aggregate level of emissions for 1990; - decrease by an 

additional twenty percent by 2020 and forty percent by 2030; and, - decrease by a percentage recommended 

by the climate action council and established by the Governor and legislature in 2040; and be less than 80 

percent of the initial limit by 2050[.]” According to bill number A7572, it “Relates to global warming 

pollution control; establishes greenhouse gas limits and a greenhouse gas reporting system.” [S4315, 

6/18/10; A7572, 4/20/10] 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Would Have Authorized New York’s Department of Environmental 

Conservation To Regulate Freshwater Wetlands, Which Improve Drinking Water Quality And 

Reduce The Chance Of Pollution Contaminating Such Water Sources. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to protect water sources from pollution by 

authorizing New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to regulate freshwater wetlands. 

According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE:  To provide the Department of 

Environmental Conservation with 

regulatory authority over freshwater wetlands of one acre or more in size and other wetlands of significant 

local importance. … Wetlands improve drinking water quality by providing a buffer zone to intercept 

polluted run off before it contaminates our lakes, rivers and coastal waters. Wetlands act as natural water 

filters, absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus arid other contaminants before they infiltrate 

our drinking water. … New York's DEC is currently limited to regulating mapped wetlands of a size greater 

than 12.4 acres. If we 

do not protect New York's wetlands, we jeopardize our drinking water and property values. This legislation 

gives DEC the regulatory authority necessary to protect New York's wetlands by eliminating the mapping 

and reducing the size limitations on DEC's regulatory authority over wetlands.” [S4956, 4/27/09] 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Sought To Strengthen Protections Of Freshwater Wetlands And Increase 

Penalties For Violators Who Adversely Affect Such Wetlands. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the Tennessee 

Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to safeguard drinking water sources through strengthened 

protections of freshwater wetlands and increased penalties for violators who adversely affect such wetlands. 

According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill amends the Freshwater Wetlands 

Act contained in Article 24 of the Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) to: strengthen protections for 

freshwater wetlands that are no longer protected by federal law, increase penalties for freshwater wetlands 

https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=ENnT%2bPJFp%2bM41v78yEQhXAGjfpahqMF%2f2H3XuN23sViwa1HhAYjjPmuqvPFGQ9sibGN%2fc1E6vvHLaydWMgciUV5kZsnvQ%2fQZCEd4pYfHaQq23dAZUujXzgPzBNBCENCzASb5bT4nVOEVg%2fHhy8JKD2BfXzxnlrPTcUN9wn0gVQDACSMCwHeJRtSzaWgIGUYu4WRxJWUzSKv4vXIJKORXt4MdMVtXBSqS6n6uq0ZSWTCBJxB24EmVWAE34IROqwzE%2bokEsUwuRFD%2bFcn7tMPryX1IYZ7MJYCkBt6stMHKWytRDe8m4ol8yhrffAYeQ4P4BA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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violations, establish permit application fees, and update certain other provisions. … JUSTIFICATION: This 

bill contains many important amendments that strengthen New York’s freshwater wetland protection law. 

In most circumstances, small wetlands are not currently protected by the Department of Environmental 

Conservation. This bill would allow the DEC to regulate activities impacting smaller wetlands, as well as 

charge permit fees for activities that impact wetlands and fines and penalties for violators of freshwater 

wetlands act provisions. … Protection of wetlands is critically important for New York's environment and 

future. Wetlands are vital to areas that rely on surface water supplies and groundwater aquifers for drinking 

water, and act as natural water filters and a buffer zone, intercepting and absorbing pollutants, pesticides, 

nitrogen, phosphorus and contaminants before they infiltrate drinking water and contaminate lakes, rivers 

and coastal waters.” [S3998, 4/07/09] 

 

 

2008-15: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Failures Caused $256,601 Worth Of Property Damage In New 

York. Between 2008 and 2015, the Tennessee Gas Pipeline incidents caused $256,601 worth of property 

damage in New York State. The property damage “is estimated as the sum of all public and private costs 

reported in the 30-day incident report. All costs shown are as reported by the operator at the time of the 

incident.” Below is a table that details such property damage. 

 

Date City State County Cause Sub Cause 

Property 

Damage 

(A) 

12/21/15 

West 

Winfield NY Herkimer 

Material/weld/equip 

failure Failure of equipment body $12,482  

11/27/13 La Fayette NY Onondaga 

Material/weld/equip 

failure 

Malfunction of control/relief 

equipment $88,817  

2/01/12 Carlisle NY Schoharie 

Material/weld/equip 

failure 

Compressor or compressor-

related equipment $104,300  

10/28/08 Cobleskill NY Schoharie All other causes Miscellaneous $51,002  

     Total $256,601  

[U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, accessed 

7/26/16] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Millions From New York’s Environmental Protection Fund 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Millions From New York’s Environmental Protection Fund. In 

1995, Faso authored a budget that cut funding for New York’s Environmental Protection Fund by reducing 

the amount of revenues deposited in the fund. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: 

This bill amends the Environmental Protection Act of 1993 to reduce revenues deposited in the 

Environmental Protection Fund (EPF) and expand the purposes for which the Fund can be used. 

SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS: Effective April l, 1995 this bill would: Reduce the 1995-96 deposit of real 

estate transfer tax revenues into the Fund to $25 million. Transfer tax revenues of $43.5 million would 

otherwise be deposited in 1995-96. Make technical changes with regard to the deposit of real property 

transfer tax revenue. Authorize the EPF to be used for the costs incurred to administer solid waste grant and 

open space conservation projects. Allow EPF revenues and moneys in EPF accounts to be used for any of 

the purposes authorized by section 92-s of the State Finance Law.” [A3074A, 2/01/95] 

 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Eliminated Funding For Water Pollution Control Commissions 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/operator/OperatorIM_opid_19160.html?nocache=6040#_Incidents_tab_3
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1995: Authored Budget That Eliminated Funding For Water Pollution Control Commissions. In 

1995, Faso authored a budget that eliminated funding for water pollution control commissions. According 

to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill would achieve economies in State operations 

by eliminating any requirements that New York State contribute to the operating and program costs of 

interstate water and water pollution control commissions of which it currently holds membership. 

SUMMARY OR PROVISIONS: Effective April l, 1995, this bill would eliminate any statutory 

requirements that direct the State to contribute to the cost of the Delaware River Basin Commission 

(DRBC) and Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC). EXISTING LAW: Article 21 of the 

Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) establishes State membership in these interstate water pollution 

control commissions which are dedicated to regional water pollution abatement and water resource 

management. Article 21 also requires the Governor to inform the Legislature in the budget submission of 

the amount of funding requested by the DRBC and SRBC.” [A3076, 2/01/95] 

 

 

1996: Voted Against Bill To Prevent Water Pollution 

 

1996: Voted Against Bill To Prevent Water Pollution. In June 1996, Faso voted against a bill that would 

have authorized New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to strengthen and enforce 

regulations necessary to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution. According to the bill’s memorandum 

in support of the legislation, “New York State's water quality is seriously impaired, and nonpoint sources of 

water pollution contribute significantly to the State's water quality degradation. Examples of activities that 

create nonpoint sources of water pollution include (but are not limited to) the following; 

hydromodifications, marinas, agriculture, urban, wetlands modifications, and forestry. This bill seeks to 

stem the flow of excess pollutants into the waters of the state by authorizing the DEC to strengthen and 

enforce regulations necessary to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution.” [A03964A, 6/26/96] 

 

Nonpoint Source Pollution Results From Runoff That Carries Toxic Chemicals And Other 

Pollutants. “Nonpoint source pollution generally results from land runoff, precipitation, atmospheric 

deposition, drainage, seepage or hydrologic modification. Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution, unlike 

pollution from industrial and sewage treatment plants, comes from many diffuse sources. NPS pollution 

is caused by rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through the ground. As the runoff moves, it picks up 

and carries away natural and human-made pollutants, finally depositing them into lakes, rivers, 

wetlands, coastal waters and ground waters. Nonpoint source pollution can include: Excess fertilizers, 

herbicides and insecticides from agricultural lands and residential areas[;] Oil, grease and toxic 

chemicals from urban runoff and energy production[.]” [Polluted Runoff: Nonpoint Source Pollution, 

EPA, accessed 9/06/16]  

 

2001: Opposed Bipartisan Effort To Clean Up The Hudson River By Removing Dangerously Toxic 

Chemicals From General Electric Plant; 2000-01: Accepted $2,000 From General Electric Co.  

 

2001: Opposed Dredging The Hudson River To Remove Dangerously Toxic PCBs From General 

Electric Plant. “A group of 50 Democratic lawmakers has signed a letter in support of dredging the 

Hudson River that was sent Tuesday to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Christie Todd 

Whitman. … The letter is the latest in an avalanche of correspondence sent to the EPA from New York 

state lawmakers on the $460 million proposal to dredge General Electric Co. PCBs from the riverbed. 

Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno, Assemblyman John Faso and Assemblyman John Sweeney -- all 

Republicans -- have sent letters opposed to dredging.” [Times Union, 3/21/01]  

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:#VOTE 1
https://www.epa.gov/polluted-runoff-nonpoint-source-pollution/what-nonpoint-source
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PCBs Had Severe Impacts On Wildlife And The Hudson River, New Yorkers Were Warned 

Against Swimming In The River And Eating Fish From It. “PCBs were once a key ingredient in 

GE’s manufacturing of electrical components, but the substance has been linked to cancer in animals 

and studies have shown severe impacts on wildlife. PCBs were banned in the 1970s, but not before 

GE poured tons of it into these waterways from two plants along the river. As a result, people were 

warned against swimming and eating the fish. The Hudson became a symbol for sick and polluted 

rivers nationwide. Still, when the cleanup was first proposed, it was surprisingly controversial. With 

advertising, GE convinced a lot of locals in places like Mechanicville that dredging would do more 

harm than good.” [NPR, 6/06/15] 

 

General Electric Strenuously Opposed Dredging Because It Would Cost The Company More 

Than $1 Billion. “Attorney General Eliot L. Spitzer sued General Electric today, the first time the state 

has ever taken the company to court over PCB contamination of the Hudson River, in an action that he 

says he hopes will open the door to many similar suits. … Environmentalists applauded the suit, 

predicting that it would put added pressure on G.E. to reach a settlement with the environmental agency 

for large-scale dredging of the river. The company strenuously opposes dredging, which could cost it 

more than $1 billion.” [New York Times, 11/16/99] 

 

Faso Was “Steadfastly” Against Bipartisan Effort To Remove PCBs From Hudson River 

Through Dredging. “When it comes to dredging the Hudson River, sometimes members of the same 

team are divided. The team in question? New York state’s Republicans. While Gov. George Pataki and 

U.S. Rep. Benjamin Gilman support the $460 million federal dredging proposal, U.S. Rep. John 

Sweeney, Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno and Assemblyman John Faso are steadfastly against it.” 

[Times Union, 4/16/01] 

 

2000-01: Faso Accepted $12,000 From General Electric. Between 2000 and 2001, Faso accepted 

$12,000 from the General Electric Company.  

 
Contributor Amount Contr. Date Recipient 

GE ENERGY RENTALS, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GE PACKAGED POWER, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

INTERNATIONAL INC. 
$2,500 21-Dec-00 

FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GE ENERGY PRODUCTS, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

[New York State Board of Elections, accessed 7/25/16] 

 
Contributor Amount Contr. Date Recipient 

GE FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 

HOLDINGS, INC. 
$1,000 14-Jan-00 

CITIZENS FOR FASO 

GE CORPORATE $1,000 29-Jan-01 CITIZENS FOR FASO 

[New York State Board of Elections, accessed 7/25/16] 

 

Consistently Proposed Cutting Funding For Education Or Limiting Such Funding 

 

1995: Helped Write “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” ““Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a promoter 

of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal plan produced 

during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

http://www.npr.org/2015/06/06/412335354/once-feared-now-celebrated-hudson-river-cleanup-nears-its-end
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/11/16/nyregion/state-sues-ge-over-pollution-in-the-hudson.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=99999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A00331&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=99999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
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Wrote Budget Plan That Was Described As “Austerity.” “After that 1994 defeat, Mr. Faso did 

not sulk away and lick his wounds; he became head of the team that wrote Mr. Pataki’s first budget 

as governor, an austerity plan that is revered by Republicans far more than the 11 budgets that 

followed.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

Helped Author Budget That Forced $3 Million In Cuts From Medicaid, $130 Million In Cuts 

From New York City Schools, And Increase Tuition Costs. “Looking back, almost gloating, Gov. 

Pataki said he was amazed how easy it was to restore the death penalty and pass the popular tax cuts in 

his first year in office. … ‘What we’re doing in this state is going to have a very profound impact.’ 

Perhaps most profound in New York City, where huge constituencies of hospital workers, school 

officials and Medicaid and Medicare recipients fear the Pataki budget ax. … The 1996 agenda, and 

Pataki’s sales pitch, which climaxes Wednesday in his State of the State speech, are based on nearly $2 

billion in spending cuts that he’ll try to push through the Legislature. … Pataki’s main targets are 

welfare and Medicaid, but he also wants to slash funds for schools, drug treatment centers, youth 

programs, universities and mental health facilities. … Already, the spending cuts that Pataki is pushing 

for 1996 are facing fierce opposition from labor unions, the health care industry, educators, advocates 

for the poor and some members of the Legislature. Pataki’s allies say the critics exaggerate the impact 

of his cuts to keep the money flowing. ‘The constituencies that thrive on taking more money from 

taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ said Assemblyman John Faso (R-Albany). … His 

Medicaid plan would yank more than $1 billion of state money out of the health care industry, the 

state’s largest private employer. It would also trigger about $2 billion in losses of federal and local 

matching funds to treat Medicaid patients. Industry leaders say the cuts, combined with deep Medicaid 

and Medicare reductions expected from Washington, would lead to hospital closings and tens of 

thousands of lay-offs, mainly in New York City. … Pataki’s $10 billion school aid proposal would cut 

$130 million in funds for New York City despite enrollment growing by more than 20,000 students a 

year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and state university systems would lead to a $ 250 tuition increase on top 

of this year’s $ 750 hike.” [Daily News, 12/31/95] 

 

1997: Led The Opposition Of $2.4 Billion School Bond Act. “Opponents of New York’s $2.4 billion 

school bond act, which will go before voters Nov. 4, are saying the measure is far more vulnerable than last 

year’s successful environmental bond act because state lawmakers did not enact implementing legislation 

before ending their session Monday. … In the Democrat-controlled Assembly, which voted for the bond act 

90 to 57, John J. Faso, R-Schoharie County, led the opposition. In recent interviews he said he will 

campaign against the act, both as bad policy for a state already supporting too much debt, and - because of 

the lack of implementing legislation - as a request that voters ‘accept on blind faith that the Albany political 

process will resolve this issue in a reasonable way.’” [The Bond Buyer, 8/07/97] 

 

2006: Proposed Cuts To Education Spending To Pay For Tax Cuts. “John Faso, an upstate Republican 

who is seeking his party’s nomination for governor, said yesterday that he would slow the growth of 

education spending and trim Medicaid to limit increases in the state budget. Faso said that education in 

particular is a bloated area of the state budget and he called for more productive use of education dollars, 

given the state’s high per-pupil spending. Turning to familiar GOP campaign rhetoric, the former Assembly 

minority leader said his austerity plan would also help pay for an array of tax cuts that he would implement 

if elected governor.” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Governor Candidate: Cut Education Bloat” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

2006: Said The “Most Important Thing We Can Do” For Schools Is “Trim Spending.” “Republican 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso said the state, instead of providing more money, should help the schools 
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trim spending. ‘The most important thing we can do for the small-city schools as well as all other schools is 

to give them significant mandate relief,’ from laws that drive up the cost of pensions and construction and 

puts them at a disadvantage in labor negotiations, he said. ‘Simply providing more school aid into the 

existing system is not going to be a solution financially or educationally,’ he said.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 

9/28/06] 

 

2006: Op-Ed: Faso Said “Schools Should Be Placed Under More Fiscal Discipline.” “Republican 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso says schools should be placed under more fiscal discipline, unless voters 

in particular districts support exceeding certain caps.” [Op-Ed, Poughkeepsie Journal, 10/15/06] 

 

Faso: “State Already Pays Enough For Schools.” “Mr. Faso counters that the state already pays enough 

for schools -- $32 billion a year -- and does not get sufficient value.” [New York Times, 11/02/06] 

 

2006: Vowed To Cap School Spending Increases. “Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso said he 

would greatly expand the popular STAR property tax break, while capping school spending increases. ‘We 

need to get a grip on the growth in local school spending,’ said Faso, a former Assembly minority leader 

from Columbia County. Under STAR, short for School Tax Relief, New Yorkers now get about $30,000 

taken off the assessments on their homes for school tax purposes. Faso’s plan would gradually increase the 

exemption to $60,000, and up to $100,000 for qualifying seniors. … Since STAR began, however, school 

spending has continued to rise beyond the rate of inflation, said Faso. Along with a bigger tax break, Faso 

called for school districts to hold annual increases to 4 percent or inflation, whichever was lower.” [Times 

Union, 4/07/06] 

 

Proposed Limiting Education Spending Increases. “Mr. Faso has proposed to limit education 

spending increases by school districts.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

Faso’s Plan Would Cost $7 Billion. “Mr. Faso, a former minority leader in the Assembly who left 

office in 2002, is the first candidate to link relief to an expansion of Mr. Pataki’s STAR program, which 

the governor started in 1997 and which will likely cost the state more than $4 billion this fiscal year. By 

year four of Mr. Faso’s plan, the state would be spending almost $7 billion on the program. He said he 

expected that economic growth in the state would pay for most of the added costs. ‘Historic revenue 

growth over the next number of years will more than accommodate the anticipated increases in the 

STAR exemption,’ he said. In a separate interview, he added: ‘You don’t have a crystal ball, but we do 

have historical trends.’” [New York Sun, 4/07/06] 

 

2006: When Asked How He Would Address Illiteracy, Faso Suggested Taking Money Away From 

Teachers And Administrators. “Asked what he would do about illiteracy, he ended up arguing for more 

charter schools and a reform of labor laws that steer funds toward teachers and administrators.” [New York 

Times, 10/13/06] 

 

2010: Proposed Cutting K-12 Education Funding. “New York needs to cut state and local spending and 

get more for taxpayer dollars. This spending is largely focused on Medicaid, K-12 education, and public 

employee salaries and benefits. Actual cuts in state and local spending - and no further tax increases - must 

be the order of the day.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Newsday, 11/11/10] 

 

2011: Proposed Limiting Spending On Schools. In 2011, when an interviewer called out Faso for 

supporting a tax cap which would reduce funding for schools, Faso said, “The tax cap is a limitation on 

spending and how much the government can raise in order to promote spending. … Well, they have to do it 

within the means of the taxpayers. They’re saying simply that you can’t raise your taxes, which in essence 
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means your spending, more than 2 percent in any given year and if you want to go above that, you have to 

put a specific proposal to the voters[.]” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 3:20-3:59, 4/25/11] 

 

 

2011: Supported Lower- And Middle-Income Schools Having To Do More With Less Compared To 

Wealthy Schools. In 2011, when an interviewer pointed out that Faso’s proposal to cap school taxes have 

historically impacted middle- and lower-income communities more than higher-income communities, Faso 

argued, “Not necessarily. They’re forced to be more economical in the way they deliver those services.” 

[John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 4:10-4:48, 4/25/11] 

 

. 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting Teacher Salaries In Order To Avoid Taxing Ski Lift Tickets 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting Teacher Salaries In Order To Avoid Taxing Ski Lift Tickets. “Cutting back on 

state help for teachers salaries would be one good way to avoid the need to tax lift tickets for skiers and 

other leisure activities, Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Wednesday. Faso and other 

legislators spoke to area ski enthusiasts who gathered at the Capitol to try to drive a few more nails into the 

coffin of a tax that Senate Republicans have pronounced dead. … Faso suggested the governor cut back on 

the state’s Excellence in Teaching program, under which the state provides aid to local school districts to 

increase teacher salaries.” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

NYSUT: “I Can’t Believe He’s Serious. … Ski Slopes Cannot Hope To Provide That Which We 

Take Out Of The Classroom.” “‘I can’t believe he’s serious,’ replied Peter Boespflug, spokesman for 

the New York State United Teachers. Boespflug said there is ‘no better way to attract the best and the 

brightest’ to teaching in New York schools and Faso should ‘rethink his position in light of our need to 

provide the state with a skilled work force. ... Ski slopes cannot hope to provide that which we take out 

of the classroom.’” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts For Pre-K And To Reduce Class Sizes 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts For Pre-K. “Assemblyman John J. Faso, the 

Republican minority leader, said he expected they would include several categories for programs 

championed by urban Democrats. Among those are funds for prekindergarten and reducing the size of 

elementary school classes, Mr. Faso said. ‘In many districts it’s just not practical to use pre-K and class-size 

money,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘If the district decides they want to offer foreign language in early grades rather 

than pre-K, then why don’t we let them do that?’” [New York Times, 1/05/01] 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts To Reduce Class Sizes. “Assemblyman John J. 

Faso, the Republican minority leader, said he expected they would include several categories for programs 

championed by urban Democrats. Among those are funds for prekindergarten and reducing the size of 

elementary school classes, Mr. Faso said. ‘In many districts it’s just not practical to use pre-K and class-size 

money,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘If the district decides they want to offer foreign language in early grades rather 

than pre-K, then why don’t we let them do that?’” [New York Times, 1/05/01] 

 

1986: Called For “Stricter Penalties” On Those Who Default On Student Loans 

 

1986: Called For Stricter Penalties On Those Who Default On Student Loans. “Faso said the ‘real 

issues’ facing the state are ‘high taxes, bloated spending and the liability insurance crisis confronting the 
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people.’ He also has called for the abolition of the State Energy Office ‘saving taxpayers $13 million,’ and 

for ‘stricter penalties to be enacted against those who default on student loans.’” [Knickerbocker News, 

9/05/86] 

 

1986: Proposed Revoking The Driver’s License And Withholding Tax Refunds For Those Who 

Were Behind On Their Student Loans. “In August, Faso proposed that persons defaulting on student 

loans should have their drivers’ licenses revoked, in cases where ‘anyone who is in default and refuses 

to make arrangements for repayment.’ Citing a recent court ruling, Faso said that the statute of 

limitations should be reopened to allow prosecution of those in default more than six years.  “I am 

absolutely appalled at those who think they can rip off the taxpayers by defaulting on their student 

loans,” Faso added, noting that New York had the nation’s highest default rate with more than a half-

billion dollars in unpaid loans. Faso said he also favored allowing the state to withhold income-tax 

refunds of those whose loans are more than 120 days in default; requiring the tax department to provide 

the addresses of defaulters to the state Higher Education Services Corporation; and requiring agencies to 

report to the Legislature on the status of efforts to collect. (RS, 8/7/86)” 

 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $448 Million From Higher Education To Pay For Tax Cuts, 

Defended Cuts To Education And A $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State Universities 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $448 Million From Higher Education, Which Was Projected To 

Cause Tuition Increases And Larger Class Sizes. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a 

smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would 

reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … Officials from the state and 

city universities said the plans to cut money for higher education, $290 million for the State University of 

New York and $158 million for the City University of New York, would lead to higher tuitions, larger 

classes and faculty layoffs. ‘It presents budgetary problems of historic proportions for the State University,’ 

said the SUNY Chancellor, Dr. Thomas A. Bartlett.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

June 1995: Authored Budget Raised Costs On College Students And Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program. “Here are are a few areas in the 1995-96 budget that will affect a variety of groups: … State 

residents who attend the State University of New York or the City University of New York are in for a bit 

of sticker shock. Annual tuition, $2,650 for undergraduates at SUNY and $2,450 at CUNY, will rise by 

$750 next year. The SUNY and CUNY boards have the final say, but the cut in state aid is expected to force 

a tuition increase of that magnitude. Money for the state's student financial aid programs, the Tuition 

Assistance Program and the Aid to Part-Time Students program, will be cut from $610 million to $606 

million. That will reduce the maximum annual grant for dependent children from $4,050 to $3,900. For 

independent children, the maximum grant will drop from $3,325 to $3,025 for freshman and sophomores 

and $2,575 for juniors and seniors. For graduate students, the maximum award will fall from $1,125 to 

$550.” [New York Times, 6/03/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes from 

the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a promoter 

of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal plan 

produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

“Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion budget 

gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/06/03/nyregion/albany-s-budget-the-impact-plan-will-leave-mark-on-every-resident.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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1995: Defended Cuts To Education And A $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State 

Universities, Described Such Entities As “Constituencies That Thrive On Taking More Money From 

Taxpayers.” “Pataki’s main targets are welfare and Medicaid, but he also wants to slash funds for schools, 

drug treatment centers, youth programs, universities and mental health facilities. … Already, the spending 

cuts that Pataki is pushing for 1996 are facing fierce opposition from labor unions, the health care industry, 

educators, advocates for the poor and some members of the Legislature. Pataki’s allies say the critics 

exaggerate the impact of his cuts to keep the money flowing. ‘The constituencies that thrive on taking more 

money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ said Assemblyman John Faso (R-Albany). 

… Pataki’s $10 billion school aid proposal would cut $130 million in funds for New York City despite 

enrollment growing by more than 20,000 students a year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and state university 

systems would lead to a $250 tuition increase on top of this year’s $750 hike.” [Daily News, 12/31/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools Despite Growing Class Sizes.  “Gov. 

George E. Pataki said today that his proposed budget for the next fiscal year would freeze two of the largest 

forms of state aid to local communities. … He said he would freeze school assistance, the largest block of 

money that localities receive from the state, at $9.7 billion[.] … Mr. Pataki's proposal to freeze education 

aid, regardless of whether school systems have increased in size, could also hurt New York City, because its 

system is growing by 18,000 to 20,000 students a year.” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

HEADLINE: “Pataki Budget Would Freeze Aid To Schools” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes from 

the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a promoter 

of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal plan 

produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

“Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion budget 

gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

Supported National Standards And Testing Of Public School Students Before He Opposed Common 

Core Standards 

 

2006: Supported National Standards And Testing Of Public School Students. In 2006, John Faso 

answered Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate 

which principles [he supported] regarding education.” Faso checked a box next to, “Support national 

standards and testing of public school students.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political Awareness 

Test, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

1997: Supported Standardized Testing. “The parents of current and future fourth- and eighth-graders 

in New York must be told how their children do on standardized tests they are now required to take, 

state Assembly Republicans said Monday. The state Board of Regents, which has devised the new tests, 

should standardize the form in which school districts around the state notify parents of the results, the 

Assembly members said. … ‘We shouldn’t at the first sign of difficulty cut and run on the standards,’ 

said John Faso, the Republican leader of the state Assembly. ‘We should stick with them.’” [AP, 

7/26/99] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
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2016: Opposed Common Core. “I’m against Common Core. Our school district, Ichabod Crane, had a 

seventy percent opt-out rate last year and I think the fundamental problem is that not every problem is a 

federal problem, and not every problem has a federal solution and this is a perfect example.” [Dutchess 

County Tea Party Debate, 57:30, 2/21/16]  

 

Said He Had “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education” But That Does Not Mean 

He Opposes Pell Grants Or Aid For Children With Disabilities; Said K-12 Education Should Not Be 

The Role Of The Federal Government 

 

Said He Had “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education” But That Does Not Mean 

He Opposes Pell Grants Or Aid For Children With Disabilities. “I have always been against the 

Department of Education. When I was going to Georgetown Law School at night, I worked on the House 

Government Operations Committee, in 1979 or 80, when the Department of Education bill went through the 

committee. And I remember my office was right off the committee room, the main committee room, and I 

remember Democratic Congressmen coming in and a couple of Republican Congressmen, getting calls 

from Ham Jurden, who was Jimmy Carter’s Chief of Staff at that point, and they were getting promises for 

bridges or for other bills or things like that, and that’s how they passed the Department of Education bill. 

Because it was a thing for the National Education Association. So it really always stuck with me. I’ve 

always been opposed to the Department of Education; however, let me say this. I’m not gonna be, I’m not 

gonna say we should be against Pell Grants for needy students that helps them pay for their college 

education. That’s funded through the DOE and the biggest thing that effects all of our local school districts 

is the aid for children with disabilities.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 58:12, 2/21/16]  

 

Said K-12 Education Should Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government. “Because 95 percent of the 

money that is spent K through 12 education in our country is coming from state and local sources. Now we 

all pay property taxes and we all recognize that in this state, and there are a lot of battles in Albany about 

that. But this should not be K through twelve education should not be a role of the federal government.” 

[Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 59:48, 2/21/16] 

 

1995 & 1997: Defended Cuts To Education And Tuition Hikes For City And State Universities; 2006: 

Stressed The Need For Tuition Assistance And Preventing Tuition Increases  

 

1995: Defended Cuts To Education And A $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State 

Universities, Described Such Entities As “Constituencies That Thrive On Taking More Money From 

Taxpayers.” “Pataki’s main targets are welfare and Medicaid, but he also wants to slash funds for schools, 

drug treatment centers, youth programs, universities and mental health facilities. … Already, the spending 

cuts that Pataki is pushing for 1996 are facing fierce opposition from labor unions, the health care industry, 

educators, advocates for the poor and some members of the Legislature. Pataki’s allies say the critics 

exaggerate the impact of his cuts to keep the money flowing. ‘The constituencies that thrive on taking more 

money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ said Assemblyman John Faso (R-Albany). 

… Pataki’s $10 billion school aid proposal would cut $130 million in funds for New York City despite 

enrollment growing by more than 20,000 students a year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and state university 

systems would lead to a $250 tuition increase on top of this year’s $750 hike.” [Daily News, 12/31/95] 

 

1997: Supported Budget That Increased Tuition By $400 Per Student, Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program By $175 Million, And Shifted $100 Million In Costs To School Districts. “Emphasizing 

property tax cuts and school aid as the highlights of his proposed 1997-1998 budget, Gov. George Pataki 

unveiled a $66.1 billion plan yesterday that also would slash health care, cut higher education and continue 

his drive to shrink the size of state government. … In immediate terms the budget proposal also would 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=57m30s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=58m37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
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mean tuition increases of $400 at the State University of New York and City University of New York - 

while the Tuition Assistance Program would be cut by $175 million. … And Pataki also has repeatedly 

tried to promote his budget with a $302 million boost in school aid. But again yesterday, his budget staff 

said that would be in part offset by about $100 million in costs that would be shifted to school districts from 

state and county governments. … Still, it was those school funding and tax initiatives that prompted the 

greatest praise for Pataki’s plan. … ‘This budget is a continuation of a promise to cut taxes and restrain 

spending,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who had headed Pataki’s budget staff during his 

transition into office in 1994.” [Newsday, 1/15/97] 

 

… But In 2006: Stressed The Need For Tuition Assistance And Preventing Students From Tuition 

Increases. “We need to reinforce the need for the Tuition Assistance Program, and that’s a program 

candidly Democrats and Republicans in Albany fight for and support. … I would want to guard and protect 

students against tuition increases[.]” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 14:55-16:07, 10/12/06] 

 

… And In 2006: Called For More Financial Aid For State University Students. “And he called for 

stronger support for financial aid for state university students, yet he did not say how he would come by 

the money, since he has also promised not to increase state spending in his first budget.” [New York 

Times, 10/13/06] 

 

Voted Against Bill That Would Fund Education Services For Homeless Children 

 

Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided More Education Services For Homeless Children. 
“The letter outlines Mr. Faso’s voting record on several bills under headings like ‘votes against women,’ 

‘votes against honoring civil rights,’ and ‘votes against education.’ In some instances, Mr. Faso was the 

only member of the Assembly to vote against the legislation. … In 1994, Mr. Faso voted against a bill that 

would have provided more educational services, like bus transportation, for homeless children. … ‘It means 

that I was the only one who really understood the issue and had the political gumption to vote against some 

nice-sounding but some thoroughly discredited idea,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Times, 5/18/06] 

 

Was The Only ‘No’ Vote On Bill That Would Provide Funding For Education Services For 

Homeless Children. “During his 16 years in the State Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again against 

bills that even most of his fellow Republicans supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, he cast the 

lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, voted against 

bills to … educate homeless children[.]” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Protected Children From Toxic School Materials 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Protected Children From Toxic School Materials. In 

1998, Faso voted against a bill that would have required New York’s Commissioner of Education to require 

schools use non-toxic materials. The bill would have required “the commissioner of education to 

promulgate standards for the procurement and use of environmentally preferred commodities and services 

for schools and boards of cooperative educational services; directs the commissioner of general services to 

maintain guidelines for such commodities; provides that these provisions shall be applicable to all school 

districts and boards of cooperative educational services.” On June 18th, 1998, Faso voted “no” on the bill. 

[A8609, 6/18/98] 

 

 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1990: Cast Lone No Vote Against Bill To Establish Program To Improve Educational Services For 

Rural New Yorkers 

 

1990: Cast Lone No Vote Against Bill To Establish Program To Improve Educational Services For 

Rural New Yorkers. On June 26th, 1990, Faso cast the lone no vote against a bill that would have 

established a rural education research program that would provide more focus on the improvement of 

educational services delivery to rural New Yorkers. According to the legislation’s memorandum, the bill 

would have provided “an administrative capacity within New York State government to comprehensively 

assess the current condition of rural educational institutions, as well as recommend program or policy 

changes which would enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of education services delivery in rural 

communities across the state. … This legislation establishes a New York State Rural Education Research 

Program for the purpose of providing a state-level focus and forum for the improvement of educational 

services delivery to rural New Yorkers.” [A09666C Memorandum, New York State Assembly, 6/26/90] 

 

1997: Voted Against Bill That Rehabilitated School Facilities And Provided Children With Up-To-

Date Learning Materials 

 

1997: Voted Against Bill That Rehabilitated School Facilities And Provided Children With Up-To-

Date Learning Materials. In 1997, Faso voted against authorizing the State of New York to fund school 

improvements after a bond referendum was approved by voters. According to the bill’s memorandum in 

support, “SUMMARY: This bill authorizes the creation of voter approved general obligation State debt in 

the amount of $2.4 billion for the purposes of the School Facility Health and Safety Bond Act of 1997. The 

bond act would provide funds for school construction and major capital improvements of the State's public 

education system. The bill also provides for the submission of a proposition or question to the people of the 

State to be voted on at the general election in November, 1997. JUSTIFICATION: This legislation is 

necessary to provide for the creation of a voter approved general obligation State debt for the purpose of 

maintaining, expanding and modernizing school facilities. Bonds sold pursuant to this act will provide 

funding for design, planning, site acquisition, construction and reconstruction of facilities and for projects 

which will increase access to educational technology. The bond act will enable the children of New York 

State to learn in safe and structurally sound school buildings, while improving their access to technological 

developments.” On August 3rd, 1997, Faso voted “no” on the bill. [A8642, 8/03/97] 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting $30 Million From Teacher Salaries 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting $30 Million From Teacher Salaries. “Cutting back on state help for teachers 

salaries would be one good way to avoid the need to tax lift tickets for skiers and other leisure activities, 

Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Wednesday. … Whenever a group protests a spending cut or 

a proposed tax, Cuomo asks where that group proposes to get the money. Faso suggested the governor cut 

back on the state's Excellence in Teaching program, under which the state provides aid to local school 

districts to increase teacher salaries. ‘I support teachers and I support enhancing their salaries, but I don't 

necessarily believe that you have to spend $148 million on that program this year, you could save $20 

million or $30 million.’” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

Did Not Support New York State Combating Abusive Debt Collectors; Voted Against Creating 

Consumer Protection Agency To Hold Insurers Accountable That Committed Fraud And Abuse 

 

Did Not Support New York State Combating Abusive Debt Collectors. “Abusive debt collectors who 

shake people down for money need to be reined in, New York’s major-party candidates for governor said, 

while they prescribed different remedies. … John Faso, the Republican candidate, called the tactics of 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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unscrupulous collectors ‘shocking’ but said that expanding state power was not the best way to combat 

them. Instead, existing federal penalties should be increased, and professional groups should examine the 

practices of law offices that collect consumer debts. ‘That would be preferable to a whole new regime of 

state authority,’ he said. However, Faso said that the state could also look at licensing collectors, who face 

no license requirement outside of Buffalo and New York City.” [Buffalo News, 8/12/06] 

 

Voted Against Creating Consumer Protection Agency To Hold Insurers Accountable That 

Committed Fraud And Abuse. “In 1999, Faso voted with a handful of Assembly Republicans against a 

measure that would have created an Office of Insurance Consumers Advocate to focus on fraud and abuse, 

require insurers to produce more data on complaints, require audits of companies to make sure they 

complied with a law against excessive profits, and other measures. Faso was among nine votes against the 

bill in the Democrat-controlled Assembly. The Republican-controlled Senate rejected the measure and it 

didn’t become law.” [AP, 9/14/06] 

 

1993: Opposed Initiative To Protect Consumers From 20 Percent Interest Rates On Credit Cards 

And Retail Stores That Extend Credit Using Deceptive Language 

 

1993: Opposed Initiative To Protect Consumers From 20 Percent Interest Rates On Credit Cards 

And Retail Stores That Extend Credit Using Deceptive Language. “The state consumer chief`s call for 

tighter regulations on credit cards ran into sharp criticism Tuesday from Assembly members who said he 

was dropping too many social ills at the banks` doors. Banking industry representatives, meanwhile, 

pressed the legislators to extend permanently a state law that lifts most restrictions on the interest rates 

allowed on credit cards. In what became a heated exchange with several Banks Committee members, State 

Consumer Protection Board chief Richard Kessel said many consumers must carry a balance on their credit 

cards and need some protection from interest rates that range near 20 percent. In some cases, he said, they 

can be even higher because of unfair billing and calculation methods. … Assemblyman John Faso, R-

Kinderhook, said Kessel wasn`t giving enough credit to consumers. ‘I’m in favor of the marketplace 

operating with millions of consumers unfettered by digressions of the state,’ Faso said. But Kessel said 

banks and retail stores that extend credit should use non-deceptive language and billing patterns, restrict 

their ability to impose fees and offer more information on the credit agreements.” [Times Union, 1/13/93] 

 

HEADLINE: “Call For Stiffer Credit Card Rules Criticized” [Times Union, 1/13/93] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Keep Car Insurance Rates Low And Establish Official Consumer 

Advocate Office For Consumers 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Keep Car Insurance Rates Low And Establish Official Consumer 

Advocate Office For Consumers. “Extends provisions of the insurance law relating to competitive rating 

from June 30, 1998 to June 30, 2000; extends the provisions of the insurance law relating to prior approval 

of certain motor vehicle insurance rates from June 30, 1998 to June 30, 2000; extends provisions of the 

insurance law relating to excess profits from motor vehicle insurance from June 30, 1998 to June 30, 2000; 

makes numerous other provisions including, a reduction in premiums for certain managed care participants, 

creates an office of public insurance advocater, authorizes municipalities, to petition for reduction of motor 

vehicle insurance rates for non-business automobiles, provides for recalculation of points for reasonable 

rate of return and excess profits on motor vehicle insurance, review of traffic infraction surcharges, 

monitoring claims settlements, increasing the penalty for driving while financial security is not in effect, 

and establishing a motor vehicle consumer assistance program.” On June 16th, 1998, Faso voted “no” on the 

bill. [A11274, 6/16/98] 

 

https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-22997814.html
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1993: Opposed Creating Consumer Watchdog To Hold Utility Companies Accountable To 

Consumers, Referred To It As “Redundant” And Sued To Shut It Down 

 

1993: Opposed Creating Consumer Watchdog To Hold Utility Companies Accountable To 

Consumers And Referred To It As “Redundant,” Sued To Shut It Down. “In the next few months, 

New York's CUB will emerge from a long hibernation and, with the help of some state agencies, start 

soliciting members in its quest to bring a new layer of scrutiny to New York's utility companies. … CUB 

stands for Citizens Utility Board. … Based on a concept that emerged in the early 1980s, CUB is 

envisioned as a member-supported consumer advocate group that would testify in utility rate hearings. … 

State Rep. John J. Faso, R-Kinderhook, is one of those suing to stop CUB. Faso, who wants to run next year 

for state comptroller, said he opposes the way the CUB was created. He notes that Cuomo's plan to create a 

CUB had been shot down in the Legislature a number of times. ‘The basis of my concern was the 

unconstitutional usurpation of legislative authority by the governor,’ said Faso. ‘We threw out the king a 

long time ago and we certainly don't need one as governor.’ Faso also said he thought a CUB would be 

redundant.” [Times Union, 10/08/93] 

 

1994: Successfully Sued To Prohibit Citizens Utility Board From Using State Resources To 

Inform Public Of Its Existence And Solicit Membership. “Pataki backers are also targeting another 

executive order regarding the Citizens’ Utility Board, an independent agency Cuomo created in 1991 to 

attack utility rate-hike requests. ‘I think that's a prime candidate (for extinction),’ Assemblyman John 

Faso, R-Kinderhook, another Pataki supporter, said. Rescinding that order would not put the board out 

of business, but it would prevent CUB from using state resources to sign up new members. … Included 

among them are items like the Citizens' Utility Board. That group prompted a Republican lawsuit that 

successfully struck down Cuomo's executive order. The board continues to exist as an independent 

nonprofit agency, soliciting New Yorkers to contribute $5 to join ‘in the fight against some of the 

highest utility rates in the nation,’ according to the board. The board was created by Cuomo despite the 

existence of the Public Service Commission, the Consumer Protection Board, and the attorney general's 

office. All those agencies are supposed to represent the public in utility rate requests.” [USA Today, 

11/17/94] 

 

2011-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Payday Lending Industry As It Pushed For Less Regulations On 

High-Interest Loans 

 

2011-12: Was A Lobbyist For The Financial Service Centers Of America (FiSCA) And New York 

(FSCNY). According to the U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database and the New York State Joint 

Commission on Public Ethics, Faso was a registered lobbyist for the Financial Service Centers of America 

and New York in from 2011 to 2012. Below are tables detailing Faso’s lobbying history on behalf of these 

clients. [U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database, accessed 9/02/16; New York State Joint Commission 

on Public Ethics, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

2012: Federal Lobbying 

Registrant 

Name Client Name 

Filing 

Type 

Amount 

Reporte

d 

Date 

Posted 
House(s) of Congress and Federal 

Agencies 

Specific Lobbying 

Issues 

Manatt, 

Phelps, 

and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service 

Centers of 

America 

SECOND 

QUARTE

R 

REPORT $40,000 7/17/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, 

Legislation and 

regulation 

impacting 

https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EAEmFtXXTVjTSMwoP2N06tq2sJwb79bebkGon0jUe25Z89cdTi7V0SXealnpUqow98v3%2feQtMVz6vr36dqpCVLe%2bDbQeFeIOulKyKv0Fccbl3do1K4cup8twDdSVZQiTULI2Qp%2b7zCdAuIZlC0qH%2fhlK5f9V9zPGcKpJdrrBJyTW7RWl8zmrdYvhCxh7IGZ2tKiDArjhpYd6bpgty9d2biH5kRTBYIyxhGsrTM6t2oBTeUGJPUk73zIaoZuYWjINS5uUPTtrdzyZWZ9CHCSUFb%2b0xBEHjoi7CZ0QBU%2ffwLAkxD6SP5JrRaI%2bU%2fl2jqArhQ%3d%3d
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=70be8a0b-e0bb-42da-aa00-f4efa5a18ddb&filingTypeID=60
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Small Business Adminstration 

(SBA) 

nondepository 

financial products. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, 

and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service 

Centers of 

America 

THIRD 

QUARTE

R 

REPORT $40,000 

10/22/1

2  

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, 

Small Business Adminstration 

(SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation 

impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments 

by check. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, 

and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service 

Centers of 

America 

FOURTH 

QUARTE

R 

REPORT $50,000 1/22/13 

U.S. SENATE, U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, Treasury - 

Dept of, Small Business 

Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation 

impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments 

by check. 

 

2011-12: New York State Lobbying 

Lobbyist Name Client Name 

Subjects on Which You 

Lobbied 

Person, State Agency, 

Municipality or Legislative 

Body Lobbied 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips 

LLP/New York City 

Financial Service Centers 

Of New York, Inc. 

Issues regarding financial 

services programs NYC DCA 

 

Described As The Trade Association For The Check Cashing Industry. According to the Financial 

Service Centers of America’s website, “Financial Service Centers of America (FiSCA), established in 1987, 

is the oldest national trade organization representing more than half of the nation’s financial service center 

providers, with member locations in communities across the country. Financial service centers offer a wide 

array of basic financial services to millions of Americans including check cashing, money transfers, money 

orders, bill payments and small dollar, short-term loans.” According to the website for the Financial Service 

Centers of New York, “Financial Service Centers of New York is the professional trade association 

representing New York's licensed check cashing industry since 1957. The industry is comprised of 

approximately 110 companies operating nearly 530 storefront check cashing locations throughout the State. 

The industry employs more than 4,000 people.” [Financial Service Centers of America, accessed 9/02/16; 

Financial Service Centers Of New York website, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

Non-Depository Businesses Include Payday Lenders. “A nonbank – or non-depository business – is a 

company that offers or provides consumer financial products or services but does not have a bank, thrift, or 

credit union charter. Nonbanks include companies such as mortgage lenders, mortgage servicers, payday 

lenders, consumer reporting agencies, debt collectors, and money services companies. Under the Dodd-

Frank Act, the CFPB has authority to supervise any nonbank that it has reasonable cause to determine is 

posing a risk to consumers based on complaints or other information it receives. This is in addition to 

overseeing nonbanks, regardless of size, in certain specific markets of: mortgage companies (originators, 

brokers, and servicers including loan modification or foreclosure relief services); payday lenders; and 

private education lenders. And it is in addition to CFPB’s authority to supervise the larger players, or 

“larger participants,” in other markets, such as those included in an initial proposal published earlier this 

year.” 

 

2011: FSCNY Lobbied New York City’s Department Of Consumer Affairs On Bill That Would 

Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Loans Set At Interest Rates Higher Than The 25 Percent Cap 

Mandated By State Law. “A bill that would allow check cashers to issue short-term loans passed through 

the State Senate Banking Committee late last month. If the bill passes, it would guarantee check cashers a 

http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=c065cc67-f296-4f96-9216-3f796c445929&filingTypeID=69
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=c065cc67-f296-4f96-9216-3f796c445929&filingTypeID=69
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=1fcb9f7d-7302-448b-b46d-e07b2d2bf619&filingTypeID=78
https://www.fisca.org/
http://www.fscny.org/?controller=home&action=whoweare
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profit and allow the State Banking Commissioner to set interest rates higher than the 25 percent interest rate 

cap allowed by New York State law. … New Yorkers for Responsible Lending--a coalition of 151 groups 

including AARP, Legal Aid Society and the Empire Justice Center--opposes the bill (S.3841/A.7047), as 

does the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs. These critics say that the Financial Service 

Centers of New York or FSCNY (formerly the Check Cashers Association of New York) is attempting to 

take advantage of the credit problems of poor people as a backdoor way to provide high-interest payday 

loans, which are outlawed in New York State. ‘This state’s interest-rate cap is the single greatest protection 

consumers enjoy. The idea that we’d blow open that interest cap for one industry is nuts,’ says New York 

City Department of Consumer Affairs Commissioner Jonathan Mintz. ‘New York City strongly opposes 

this bill. These are absolutely 'payday' loans, and to call them anything else is disingenuous.’ … Based on 

the first part of the FDIC definition, the loans permitted by the new law appear would look very much like 

payday loans. The New York bill proposes small-dollar loans, between $300 and $2,000, or 25 percent of a 

borrower's gross income, whichever is less. These loans allow borrowers 90 to 180 days to repay their debt, 

and can be paid in installments (which is short-term, but less so than the typical payday loans which is 

usually paid back after only two weeks). There are no assets that the borrower is using as collateral against 

the loan, and the loan is not underwritten.” [City Limits, 5/31/11] 

 

2013: FSCNY Lobbied To Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Short-Term, High-Interest 

Loans. “Check-cash stores across the city want to offer a new kind of loan that would charge borrowers 

the equivalent of up to 200% interest, critics say — eight times the current limit set by state law. The 

stores are leaning on state lawmakers to legalize the loans, and they have have given hundreds of 

thousands of dollars in campaign contributions hoping their case will be heard. On Tuesday, their trade 

group, the Financial Service Centers of New York, organized an ‘Albany Blitz’ to sway lawmakers. But 

opponents — including the Bloomberg administration — charge that the loans represent predatory 

lending. … The proposed legislation, the Short-Term Financial Services Loan Act, would let the 

operations make 90- to 180-day loans of $300 to $2,000. … But critics say the legislation would allow 

check-cash stores to bypass state usury laws and charge triple-digit annual percentage rates in interest 

and fees. For a $300 loan, the interest and fees could total an APR of over 200%, and for a $2,000 loan, 

more like 50%, said Sarah Ludwig of Neighborhood Economic Development Advocacy Project.” [New 

York Daily News, 4/23/13] 

 

2012: FiSCA Opposed Legislative Efforts To Reduce Interest Rates On Payday Loans. “Several 

members in both houses of Congress have introduced legislation that would impact the ability of industry to 

offer small dollar credit by imposing artificially low interest rate caps on these products. Certain bills in 

Congress, such as Senator Durbin’s S. 500, would cap the annual interest rate at 36%. Why the 36% APR 

cap on PDA loans will ruin the industry[.] There are many critics of short-term, small dollar loans, or 

payday advances, who claim that capping at 36% the Annual Percentage Rate that can be charged on these 

products will help consumers while allowing the industry to continue offering the product. Nothing could 

be further from the truth. The reality is that a 36% cap will put much of the industry out of business.” [Fact 

Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: FiSCA Argued That Payday Loans Helped Consumers And Fared Better Financially Than 

Those Without Such Access. “Payday advances (PDAs) are small, short-term cash advances, typically 

of $500 or less. In recent years, PDAs have become an increasingly popular choice for American 

consumers in need of small dollar, short-term credit and 35 states have laws permitting these loans. … 

Why do people take out payday advances? PDAs help customers bridge the unexpected need for short-

term credit when other options are not available. Very often a PDA is less costly to the consumer than 

the other available options, such as incurring late fees, bouncing a check, utilizing overdraft protection 

or obtaining a credit card advance. Recent studies have proven that consumers who use PDAs as a tool 

http://citylimits.org/2011/05/31/albany-bill-would-let-check-cashers-provide-loans/
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/check-cashing-stores-push-offer-200-apr-loans-article-1.1325661
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
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to help meet their monetary obligations fare better financially than consumers who do not have PDAs as 

an option.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Cracked Down On Payday Lenders That Employed 

Aggressive Debt Collection And Unauthorized Debits On A Customer’s Checking Account. “The 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau unveiled details Thursday about how it intends to examine payday 

lenders as Director Richard Cordray vowed to crack down on certain payday lending practices. … With the 

appointment of Cordray as its first director, the CFPB has moved quickly to assert its authority to regulate 

nonbanks, including payday lenders of any size. Cordray said the agency is already aware of some payday 

lenders engaged in practices that are clearly illegal and present immediate risk to consumers, including 

unauthorized debits on a person's checking account and aggressive debt collection tactics. … The bureau 

will also move immediately to stop illegal practices, Cordray warned. One example is unauthorized debits 

on a customer's checking account, which can occur when the consumer is dealing with a company hidden 

behind the payday loan. The agency said that the company advertising the loan may not be the same as the 

actual lender, and could sell the customer's sensitive information to a potentially fraudulent individual. 

Another example is aggressive debt collection practices, including lenders or debt collectors posing as 

federal officials, threatening borrowers with criminal prosecution, trying to improperly garnish wages, and 

harassing the borrower, their friends, family or co-workers.” [American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “CFPB To Crack Down On Certain Payday Lending Practices” [American 

Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2012 Was The First Year That Payday Lenders Were Subject To Federal Examination And 

Supervision. “Although some state regulators have been examining payday lenders for compliance with 

state laws, they had not been subject to federal examination and supervision until now, even though they 

are subject to certain federal regulations. The exam procedures are comprised of five different 

‘modules’ that cover a payday loan's lifecycle: marketing; application and origination; payment 

processing and sustained use; collections, accounts in default and consumer reporting; and third-party 

relationships. The marketing procedures direct examiners to compare English language advertisements 

to those in other languages, and identify any products or practices that are rewarded by incentive 

compensation programs. The application and origination procedures, meanwhile, focus on the process 

companies use to take and evaluate applications, while the payment processing section details methods 

an examiner must use to assess ‘roll-over’ or ‘back-to-back’ transactions, including the portrayal of 

payments options, fees and other disclosures. The guidance also directs examiners to look for 

potentially unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or practices. Although the manual offers standards that 

examiners should use when assessing such practices - particularly the new ‘abusive’ standard - it only 

uses the statutory language from Dodd-Frank.” [American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2011: FiSCA Moved Headquarters To Washington, DC, “Signaling That Federal Regulation Was An 

Increasing Focus Of Concern.”  “The payday loan industry ‘is spending big on politics in advance of 

expected scrutiny’ from the federal gov't's new financial watchdog agency. Top payday lenders ‘did not 

slack off last year,’ and the companies ‘have become a bigger source of campaign contributions for political 

candidates this election cycle,’ according to a report from CREW. Eleven big lenders and the two trade 

assns ‘representing the industry have increased their spending on lobbying’ from $730K in 2005 to $4.5M 

in 2011, according to CREW's report. One of the industry's main trade asss, the Financial Service Centers 

of America, moved its HQ to DC in 2011, ‘signaling that federal regulation was an increasing focus of 

concern.’” [The Hotline, 4/19/12] 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
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Voted Against Increasing Pay For Police And Firefighters; Proposed Suspending Buffalo Police 

Officers’ Pay Raises  

 

Voted Against Increasing Pay For Police And Firefighters. “The New York State Legislature voted 

today to override Gov. George E. Pataki’s veto of a bill that will help New York City’s police officers and 

firefighters win larger pay raises, utterly rejecting the pleas of Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani and his ally on 

this issue, Mr. Pataki. … Following is a list of state lawmakers who voted not to override the veto of a bill 

that will help New York City police and firefighters win larger pay raises. …  John J. Faso, Republican, 

West Coxsackie.” [New York Times, 2/13/96] 

 

Proposed Suspending Buffalo Police Officers’ Pay Raises. “At one point, board member John J. Faso 

said the city may have to consider suspending raises that police officers are scheduled to receive next year 

under a new contract that was approved before the board was created. Freezing police wages would save the 

city nearly $2.5 million next year. ‘As we go forward, all of these things in my view will have to be on the 

table,’ said Faso.” [Buffalo News, 10/08/03] 

 

Buffalo PBA: Challenging Raises Would Be An “Injustice.” “An official from the police union said 

it would be an injustice if the control board tries to challenge the raises. ‘It would be devastating and 

counterproductive,’ said John J. Juskiewicz, first vice president of the Police Benevolent Association. 

‘Why tinker with something that is going along fine?’” [Buffalo News, 4/02/04] 

 

2016: Supported Fracking 

 

2016: Supported Fracking. “Asked about his favorite alternative energy source, Faso said, ‘Clearly natural 

gas is cleaner than oil. Every state has to be ‘all of the above,’ renewables, wind, solar. Nuclear is ideal 

from a carbon dioxide standpoint. The increases in natural gas and the price decllines have meant a 20 

percent drop in CO2 emissions because of the increased use of natural gas for electrical generation, 

replacing coal.’ … ‘I’m in favor of a strictly regulated production of natural gas, which has benefited the 

economy of the country and the state,’ Faso said. ‘New York is increasingly reliant on natural gas, and will 

be. Everything like this has to be under strict environmental (regulations).’” [Register-Star, 6/08/16] 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided Funding For The State To Clean Up Hazardous 

Waste Sites By Imposing Surcharges On The Generators Of Such Waste 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided Funding For The State To Clean Up Hazardous 

Waste Sites By Taxing The Generators Of Such Waste. “Relates to requiring certain monies collected to 

be deposited in certain accounts; establishes a program requiring hazardous waste generators to pay 

surcharges; gives the NYS environmental facilities corporation special powers to finance hazardous waste 

remediation projects; defines relevant terms.” [A11048, 4/22/02] 

 

Bill Would Have Provided An Additional $200 Million To Clean Up Hazardous Waste And 

Substance Sites, Allowed For The Investigation And Clean Up Of Nearly 800 Known Hazardous 

Waste Sites In New York. “An act to amend the environmental conservation law and the state finance 

law, in relation to requiring certain monies collected to be deposited in certain accounts and defines 

relevant terms thereof; and to amend the public authorities law, in relation to the financing of hazardous 

waste site remediation projects[.] … PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To refinance the State 

Superfund program in order to ensure that at least $200 million annually is dedicated to clean up 

hazardous waste and substance sites within a ten-year timeframe. … There are no longer funds available 

from the 1986 EQBA to support hazardous waste remediation projects. Without refinancing the 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Superfund, there are no funds to pay existing staff, complete ongoing projects, start new projects or 

respond to emergencies. … Moreover, this bill will enable the dedication of $200 million annually, 

which, over ten years will enable the investigation and clean up of the almost 800 known hazardous 

sites across the site.  This would include the remediation of hazardous waste sites which are currently 

ineligible for Superfund financing and which can pose an equal or greater threat to public health and the 

environment.” [A11048 Bill Purpose and Justification, 4/22/02] 

 

Bill Would Have Imposed Surcharges On The Generators Of Hazardous Waste. “This bill would 

raise an additional $18.1 million annually through the imposition of hazardous waste generation 

surcharges which would be dedicated, along with existing revenues to the Industry Fee Transfer 

Account, toward the payment of debt service on bonds issued by EFC to support the State Superfund 

program.” [A11048 Fiscal Implications, 4/22/02] 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Allowed Private Citizens To Take Environmental 

Polluters To Court, Provide More Ways To Protect Water Sources And The Environment  

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Allow Citizens To Initiate Civil Actions To Remedy 

Environmental Injury. “Enacts ‘private environmental law enforcement act’; authorizes any private 

citizen who has an interest which is or may be adversely affected to commence civil judicial actions for 

injunctive or declaratory relief to remedy environmental harms under certain circumstances; provides that 

such action may be commenced against any person for any violation of an administrative or court order 

compelling an investigation or remediation of an inactive hazardous waste disposal site.” [A00455, 4/22/02] 

 

Bill Sought To Empower Private Citizens To Hold Polluters Accountable And Protect Waters 

And Water Supplies. “An act to amend the environmental conservation law, in relation to granting 

private citizens the right to initiate civil enforcement actions for violations of such law. … To grant 

private citizens broad authorization to commence civil judicial actions under certain titles of the 

Environmental Conservation Law (ECL). … The large number of violations of environmental laws, 

rules, regulations, permits, certificates and orders makes it impossible for the State to pursue timely 

enforcement actions in every instance where such actions may be necessary or appropriate. This bill 

provides private citizens with the right to seek enforcement through the courts in instances involving 

violations of those provisions of the ECL relating to protection of waters, water supply, water power, 

drainage, solid and hazardous waste, freshwater and tidal wetlands, pesticides and hazardous substances 

bulk storage. … With limited enforcement resources, the State simply cannot bring an enforcement 

action for every violation of the ECL or the rules, regulations, permits, certificates or orders issued 

thereunder.  As a result, a member of the regulated community may reason that if compliance with legal 

requirements, which may be costly, is postponed, it may be worth running the risk that an enforcement 

action will be commenced.” [A00455 Bill Purpose and Justification, 4/22/02] 

 

Voted To Increase Utility Rates For Consumers 

 

Voted To Increase Utility Rates For Consumers. “Here’s how Capital Region Assembly members and 

senators voted on several key issues this week. … Permitting utility companies to make automatic rate 

hikes only once every six months and only when costs reflect the reasonable costs of fuel, which would be 

monitored by the Public Service Commission. Passed 127 to 17. Goes to Senate. YES: … Faso[.]” [Times 

Union, 6/17/01] 

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A00455&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A00455&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Dental, Vision, Mental Health, 

And Substance Abuse 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Dental, Vision, Mental Health, 

And Substance Abuse. “Sections 1 through 14 amend various provisions of sections 2510 and 2511 of the 

Public Health Law as it relates to the Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to: expand benefits to include 

dental, vision, speech, hearing, mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services, as well as coverage 

for durable medical equipment and non-prescription drugs; eliminate premium requirements for families in 

households with incomes below 185% of poverty, retroactive to October l, 1997; increase income eligibility 

to include families with household incomes below 300% of the federal poverty level effective January 1, 

1999 and set premium levels at $50 per child per year ($200 family maximum) for families between 200% 

and 250% of the federal poverty level, and $75 per child per year ($300 family maximum) for families 

between 250% and 300% of the federal poverty level (no cost sharing requirements for families below 

200% of the federal poverty level)” [A10767A Summary of Specific Provisions, 5/18/98] 

 

Opposed Health Insurance Mandate That Would Have Required Better Mental Health Coverage, 

Argued That Health Insurance Mandates “Hurt” New Yorkers 

 

Opposed Health Insurance Mandate That Would Have Required Better Mental Health Coverage, 

Argued That Health Insurance Mandates “Hurt” New Yorkers. “Do you support Timothy’s Law? (The 

bill would require health insurers to provide mental health coverage on a par with physical health 

coverage.) Faso: ‘I support coverage for mentally ill, but there needs to be appropriate safeguards to protect 

small business from constant increases in health care costs. Health insurance mandates hurt New Yorkers 

by driving up costs and making health care less affordable for everyone.” [Associated Press, 10/12/06] 

 

Timothy’s Law Mandates That Insurance Providers Covering Any Health Care Services Must Also 

Provide Coverage For Mental Health And Substance Abuse Services. “In an effort to eliminate this 

discrimination, Timothy’s Law goes beyond the Federal Mental Health Act, enacted in 1996 and renewed 

again in 2002, to completely eliminate discriminatory and unequal insurance coverage for mental health and 

substance abuse services by insurance companies. Timothy’s Law mandates that insurance providers 

covering any health care services must also provide coverage for mental health and substance abuse 

services, and that coverage and cost must be ‘on par’ with all other health care services covered under such 

policy.” [Timothyslaw.org, accessed 8/17/16] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $6.5 Million From Drug Treatment And Substance Abuse 

Programs To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $6.5 Million From Drug Treatment And Substance Abuse 

Programs. “Gov. George E. Pataki wants to change New York law so that nonviolent offenders can avoid 

prison terms. At the same time, the budget he proposed this week cuts, rather than increases, the probation 

and drug-treatment programs that may be needed as an alternative to prison. … Perhaps the clearest 

incongruity in the budget is Mr. Pataki's proposal to cut financing for drug treatment[.] … Mr. Pataki's 

budget would cut $12.7 million from the state's $84.5 million probation budget, including $2.7 million in 

spending on drug treatment. … In addition, Mr. Pataki would cut $3.8 million from this year's $141 million 

budget for grants to local substance-abuse programs.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes from 

the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a promoter 

http://www.timothyslaw.org/whatis.htm
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal plan 

produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for 

a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also proposed 

income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top tax rate by 

one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 7.59 percent, 

from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Substance Abuse Coverage, 

Provide More Services For Children Suffering From Substance Abuse 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Substance Abuse. “Sections 1 

through 14 amend various provisions of sections 2510 and 2511 of the Public Health Law as it relates to the 

Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to: expand benefits to include dental, vision, speech, hearing, 

mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services, as well as coverage for durable medical equipment 

and non-prescription drugs; eliminate premium requirements for families in households with incomes below 

185% of poverty, retroactive to October l, 1997; increase income eligibility to include families with 

household incomes below 300% of the federal poverty level effective January 1, 1999 and set premium 

levels at $50 per child per year ($200 family maximum) for families between 200% and 250% of the federal 

poverty level, and $75 per child per year ($300 family maximum) for families between 250% and 300% of 

the federal poverty level (no cost sharing requirements for families below 200% of the federal poverty 

level)” [A10767A Summary of Specific Provisions, 5/18/98] 

 

Bill Sought To Include More Services For Children Suffering From Substance Abuse. “‘Inpatient 

health care services’ means, as defined by the commissioner in consultation with the superintendent: 

inpatient  hospital services provided by a general hospital, as defined in article twenty-eight of this 

chapter, [excluding]  including  mental  health  services, substance  abuse services, and alcohol 

treatment services; and services provided  by physicians and other professional personnel on an 

inpatient basis for covered inpatient services[; as defined by the commissioner in consultation with the 

superintendent]. 12. Mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services under this title means: at 

least thirty days of inpatient coverage for mental health and alcohol and substance abuse, and sixty 

outpatient visits, or the actuarial equivalent thereof, per year.” [A10767A Bill Text, 5/18/98] 

 

 

 

Voted Against Doubling State Tax On Cigarettes To Fund Expanded Health Insurance, Said He Had 

A “Very Strong Disagreement” With The Bill   

 

Voted Against Increasing State Tax On Cigarettes, Expanding Health Insurance. “Bleary-eyed state 

Assembly members approved the Health Care Reform Act 2000 … the chamber’s minority leader warned 

his colleagues that they should get used to seeing it because he predicted the issue would be back for 

retooling. Assemblyman John Faso, R-Columbia County, unsuccessfully urged lawmakers to take a month 

to hold hearings on the bill and to get outside analysts to consider its effects before voting on it. ‘This is 

decision-making in Albany at its worst,’ he said. … The legislation would nearly double the state’s tax on 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
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cigarettes and make as many as 1 million more New Yorkers eligible for state-subsidized health insurance. 

It would also continue New York’s one-of-a-kind subsidy system to fund cash-shy aspects of the health care 

industry such as teaching hospitals and the care of indigent people.” The bill passed 98-37 and was signed 

by Governor Pataki in December 1999. [AB9093, 12/22/99; Poughkeepsie Journal, 12/23/99] 

 

Faso: “I Have A Very Strong Disagreement” With The Bill. “Last week, the governor and the 

Legislature announced an agreement to subsidize health insurance for as many as half a million low- 

and moderate-income people who do not qualify for Medicaid, the insurance program for the poor. The 

plan will be financed with most of the money New York will receive from the national settlement with 

tobacco companies, about $400 million a year for 25 years, but even that is not nearly enough to pay for 

the total cost of such an ambitious new program. So in addition, state lawmakers will raise the cigarette 

tax by 55 cents a pack, to $1.11, highest in the nation, generating an additional $500 million a year to 

subsidize the insurance premiums. … Still, even in New York, some conservatives found the deal hard 

to stomach. The governor’s staunchest supporter in the Legislature, Assemblyman John J. Faso, the 

Republican minority leader, said, ‘I have a very strong disagreement with him’ on both the health care 

program and the higher tax.” [New York Times, 12/26/99] 

 

Despite Claiming To Have Protected New York’s Pension System, Faso Consistently Proposed 

Eliminating Pensions 

 

2002: Claimed He Had A “Proven Record Of Protecting The Integrity Of Pension Funds.” “‘I want 

people to know that I have experience in the area of the finances of this state,’ Mr. Faso said in an 

interview. ‘I have a proven record with regard to fiscal restraint, which will be very important in the 

difficult times that the state and local governments will be facing. I have a proven record of protecting the 

integrity of pension funds of our state.’” [New York Times, 9/16/02] 

 

2006: Proposed Eliminating Public Pensions In Favor Of 401k’s And Strip Unions Of Negotiating 

Abilities. “Republican candidate for governor John Faso called Tuesday for a state law that he said would 

save taxpayer dollars by replacing traditional public pensions with retirement savings plans for newly hired 

public workers. … The plan would gradually eliminate costly pensions for public employees, an expense 

increasingly blamed for growing local government and school property taxes. Faso would allow the state, 

school districts and local governments to offer new workers only 401k-type retirement funds, with the 

employee and employer contributing a percentage of wages each pay period. The issue wouldn’t be subject 

to union negotiations.” [AP, 8/01/06] 

 

2006: Times Union: Faso “Lost All Chances” Of Support From Public Employee Unions When 

He “Proposed A Sweeping Reform That Would Replace Traditional Public Pensions With 401(k)-

type Plans.” “Republican John Faso probably wasn’t counting on the support of public employee 

unions in his race for governor this year. But if he was, he has surely lost all chances of getting it now 

that he has proposed a sweeping reform that would replace traditional public pensions with 401(k)-type 

plans for new public workers. … Mr. Faso’s plan would go one step further by requiring state and local 

governments, along with school districts, to provide new workers with only a 401(k) plan that would be 

funded with employer and employee contributions.” [Times Union, 8/14/06] 

 

2006 Video: Proposed Replacing Pensions With 401(k)’s. “I’ve said that we need to create options 

for local governments and school districts to create 401k pension systems for new employees. That will 

create portability for workers and predictability to local governments and taxpayers as to future costs.” 

[2006 Republican Gubernatorial Debate, NY1, 17:00-17:22, 9/26/06] 

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09093&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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HEADLINE: “Faso: 401k Plans Should Replace Costly Public Pensions” [AP, 8/01/06] 

 

2008: Said 401(k)’s Should Replace Pensions For New Public Employees. “The Legislature needs to 

enact pension and contract reform. A new Tier 5 pension plan or 401(k) retirement savings plans should be 

offered to new employees. The ‘Triborough’ law that governs how contracts are negotiated needs 

amendment to equalize the bargaining position of school districts and local governments with employee 

unions. Right now, local government and school employees continue to receive raises even when contracts 

expire, providing little incentive to negotiate with employers.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 7/20/08] 

 

Despite His Rhetoric Against Pensions And The Amount That New York Pays In Pension Costs, Faso 

Voted For Two Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements That Added Billions To New York 

Pension Costs 

 

2006: Voted For “The Two Most Expensive Pension Sweeteners In Recent Memory” That Added 

Billions To New York Pension Costs. “He voted, for instance, for the two most expensive pension 

sweeteners in recent memory, even though he was one of the few lawmakers who usually took a tough line 

on increasing pension benefits. One granted retirees automatic cost-of-living increases tied to the rate of 

inflation. The other allowed most state workers to stop contributing to their pensions after 10 years of 

employment. Together, the two laws have added billions of dollars to the pension costs that are paid for by 

state and local taxpayers. Mr. Faso said that he now regrets supporting the pension enhancements. In this 

campaign for governor, he has called for allowing state and local governments to offer new workers 401(k)-

style savings plans in place of the traditional pensions given to current government workers.” [New York 

Times, 10/22/06] 

 

“Faso Supported A Couple Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements Of The Last Decade.” 
“As an assemblyman, Mr. Faso supported a couple of the most expensive pension enhancements of the 

last decade. In the interview, he said that he still supported the idea of providing automatic annual cost-

of-living increases for retirees, because many of the older retirees had seen the purchasing power of 

their benefits eroded by inflation. But he said he had ‘second thoughts’ about another bill he voted for, 

which allowed many workers to stop contributing to their pension plans after 10 years. Mr. Faso said 

the state should consider creating a new tier, or pension system, for new employees that would in effect 

undo that change -- and require the contributions again.” [New York Times, 8/23/06] 

 

2006: Proposed Increasing Fares And Tolls On Drivers 

 

2006: Proposed Increasing Fares And Tolls On Drivers. “Both Mr. Spitzer and Mr. Faso said that the 

state may ultimately have to contribute more to operating costs to help bridge the gap, but added that fare 

and toll increases may also have to be considered. … Mr. Faso also said New Yorkers may have to pay 

more to use mass transit, bridges and tunnels. ‘The budget of the agency has to have an appropriate amount 

that comes from the fare box, state government, city government and other revenue sources of the M.T.A.,’ 

he said.” [New York Times, 10/24/06] 

 

1992: Authored Gerrymandered Redistricting Plan 

 

Authored Gerrymander Redistricting Plan. “Assembly Republicans, stung by Democratic plans to 

redraw district lines, came out with their own proposal Thursday. It calls for splitting the city of Syracuse 

three ways, pushing Democratic incumbents Joseph Nicoletti and Joan Christensen into the same district, 

forcing Michael Bragman to run against another Democrat and protecting Assemblyman Harold Brown Jr., 

R-DeWitt. Brown would be drawn out of his own district under the Democratic plan, which is almost 
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certain to prevail because Democrats control the Assembly. … Assemblyman John Faso, the Albany-area 

Republican who unveiled the GOP plan, contends his plan creates more districts favorable to the election of 

minorities such as blacks or Hispanics and more evenly divides the state’s population among the 150 

Assembly districts. That, he says, makes it more likely than the majority plan to meet federal Voting Act 

requirements. ‘It’s the Justice Department and the courts that are going to decide this issue,’ Faso said.” 

[Syracuse Herald-Journal, 2/28/92] 

 

EDITORIAL HEADLINE: “The Gerrymander 1992 Style.” “Seizing a once-in-a-decade 

opportunity - districts are reapportioned every 10 years based on the latest U.S. census - the challengers 

in New York pretend to be civicly correct. Led by upstate GOP Assemblyman John Faso, they say 

they’re trying to democratize redistricting, empower minorities and end years of the Democrats’ 

gerrymandering that has capped Republican representation in Congress and the state Legislature. That 

sounds fair. But, like any potent medicine, Faso’s strategy, along with the Voting Rights Act’s 

provisions that make it possible, could have a dangerous side effect. In the name of overcoming past 

discrimination, a worthy goal, it could isolate people of color politically by packing them tightly into a 

limited number of districts.”  [Newsday, 11/03/91] 

 

Called Out For Criticizing Gerrymandering Despite Offering A Gerrymander Redistricting Plan. 
“When Democrats last month proposed new Assembly district lines that pit nearly two dozen incumbent 

Republicans against one another, GOP loyalists cried gerrymandering. They charged that Democrats 

were only seeking to enhance their Assembly stronghold. On Thursday, Republicans offered their own 

plan. It would force two dozen incumbent Democrats to face each other - thereby costing half of them 

their seats. But that’s not gerrymandering, GOP lawmakers insist. Rather, they reason, it’s a plan that 

promotes democracy. Not to mention their colleagues’ careers. After a several-week-long roadshow, the 

redistricting process returned to Albany on Thursday, when Kinderhook Republican Assemblyman John 

Faso unveiled his version for the Assembly’s future make-up. … Assembly Democrats dismissed 

Faso’s plan as a ‘blatantly political maneuver,’ said Rochester Assemblyman David Gantt, who heads 

that conference’s reapportionment committee. ‘It’s purely a legal and political move.’” [Times Union, 

2/28/92] 

 

Out of Touch/Dangerous Policies 

 

2004: Called For Privatizing Social Security, Described Private Accounts As An “Opportunity” 

 

2004: Called For Privatizing Social Security, Described Private Accounts As An “Opportunity.” “A 

second Bush term will also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The 

president supports the notion of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social 

Security taxes is invested in individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such a 

system could be a boon to Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically vote 

against Bush initiatives in this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local industry and 

the jobs it creates.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

2016: Refused To Answer Question About How He Would Ensure Social Security’s Solvency. In 

July 2016, when asked how he would solve the issue of Social Security solvency, Faso said, “There are 

a variety of things that should be on the table in order to address this. But I think the important thing is 

to remove it from politics, and to take it out of the hyperbole and the rhetoric and we shouldn’t be 

scaring people who are in retirement or near retirement, because they’re not gonna be affected by any 

changes.” [John Faso on WAMC Radio, 15:30, 7/21/16] 

 

http://wamc.org/post/capitol-connection-1630#stream/0
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Voted To Raise Taxes On Nursing Homes 

 

Voted To Raise Taxes On Nursing Homes. “The politics behind last week’s vote on a bill to raise health 

care workers’ pay will be analyzed all the way to the November elections. … Meanwhile, Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, who is running for comptroller, voted in favor of the bill pushed 

by Pataki even though Faso is known as a fiscal conservative. His spokesman says Faso liked the bill ‘on 

balance,’ but wouldn’t say whether Faso liked the tax increases on cigarettes and nursing homes that came 

with it.” [Times Union, 1/21/02] 

 

Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record” And Promised To “Follow Through On That In 

Washington” 

 

2016: Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record,” Would “Follow Through On That In 

Washington.” In February 2016, while appearing at a Dutchess County Tea Party debate, Faso said, “Tom, 

I’ve always had a pro-life voting record when I served in the New York State Assembly and I would, I 

would follow through on that in Washington. “ [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:05:34, 2/21/16]  

 

Promised To Prohibit Abortions For Medicaid Recipients; Daily News: Faso Established “Hard 

Line” Stance When He “Vowed … To Stop Medicaid-Funded Abortions” And Would “Veto Any Bid 

By State Lawmakers To Restore Such Funding” 

 

2006: Promised To Prohibit Abortions For Medicaid Recipients, Would Institute Exceptions For 

Rape, Incest, Or If The Life Of The Mother Was At Stake. “Republican gubernatorial candidate John 

Faso said Tuesday if he is elected, he would seek to restrict access to abortions for Medicaid recipients only 

to cases of rape, incest or when life of the mother is in jeopardy. The former assembly minority leader, who 

opposes abortion, was less definitive on whether he would push to make abortion illegal entirely if Roe vs. 

Wade is overturned and the question of a woman’s right to choose returned to the states.” [Times Union, 

2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Wants Medicaid Abortion Limits; GOP Gubernatorial Hopeful Says 

Procedure Would Likely Remain Available Even If Roe Is Overturned” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Gov Hopeful’s Anti-Abort Vow” [Daily News, 2/16/06] 

 

Established “Hard Line” Stance When He “Vowed … To Stop Medicaid-Funded Abortions” And 

Would “Veto Any Bid By State Lawmakers To Restore Such Funding.” “Drawing a hard line between 

himself and the leading candidates for governor, Republican hopeful John Faso vowed yesterday to stop 

Medicaid-funded abortions in New York. Faso, contending he has never veered from his record as an 

abortion foe, said he’d stop using state dollars to pay for pregnancy terminations for poor women and would 

veto any bid by state lawmakers to restore such funding. The only exceptions would be in cases of rape, 

incest or if an abortion was needed to save the life of the woman, he said.” [Daily News, 2/16/06] 

 

Said He Would Veto Any Budget With Medicaid Funding For Abortions, With Exceptions For 

Rape, Incest, And Life Of The Woman. “If elected governor, he said, he would submit a budget that 

restricts Medicaid funding of abortions to cases of rape, incest or when a mother’s life is in jeopardy. If 

the Legislature challenged him, he has said he would veto such funding. ‘I have long held the position, 

and I still do, that taxpayer spending on abortion should be limited,’ Faso, who lives upstate in 

Kinderhook, said. ‘That’s a position that many New Yorkers agree with.’” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h5m34s
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Voted For State Budgets That Included Medicaid Funding For Abortion. “As the Assembly’s 

Republican leader, Faso has voted for state budgets that included Medicaid funding for abortion.” 

[AP, 10/28/02] 

 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care  

 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care. “During his 16 years in the State 

Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans supported. 

In an Assembly with 150 members, he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. Faso, the 

Republican candidate for governor, voted against bills to expand prenatal care; educate homeless children; 

give more generous pensions to government workers; create check-off boxes on state tax forms for 

contributions to diabetes research; and tree planting” The bill passed 148 to 1 and stalled in Senate. Faso 

was the only Assembly member to veto. [AB 4707, 6/22/99; The New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2001: Voted Against Requiring Health Insurers To Provide Coverage For Contraception 

 

2001: Voted Against Requiring Health Insurers To Provide Coverage For Contraception. “Requires 

health and accident insurance policies which provide coverage for prescription drugs to cover the cost of 

contraceptives prescribed by a health care provider authorized to prescribe drugs pursuant to the education 

law.” [A02002, 1/29/01] 

 

Opposed The Contraception Mandate, Described Insurers Providing Free Birth Control To Women 

As A “Sham” And Said Rush Limbaugh’s Attacks Against Sandra Fluke Was “Good Politics For The 

Democrats.” “Rush Limbaugh’s highly inappropriate personal attack on a Georgetown law student 

advocating entitlement to free contraception as part of health care coverage was temporarily good politics 

for the Democrats. Unfortunately, the incident only further obscures the real issue; namely, can the 

government require religious employers to pay for medical services that may violate core tenets of religious 

belief? The issue is not about contraception. It is instead about religious liberty guaranteed to all Americans 

by the First Amendment to the Constitution. … The ‘compromise’ that requires insurers and not employers 

to provide ‘free’ contraception is little more than a sham. … What is perhaps most astonishing in this entire 

debate is the notion that someone’s right to "free" contraception is superior to the religious liberty 

guaranteed all Americans under the First Amendment. Religious liberty is not about whether the majority of 

the country agrees with beliefs of others. It is the right of religious groups to practice their faith freely and 

without interference or economic coercion by the government. … The Supreme Court will consider the 

Affordable Care Act later this month at an extraordinary five-hour oral argument with a decision expected 

this summer. The court should reject the contraception mandate and uphold the religious liberties under the 

First Amendment that protect us all.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 3/10/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “Religious Liberty First” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 3/12/12] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Bill Allowing Access To Morning After Pill 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Bill Allowing Women Access To Morning After Pill Without Having To 

See A Doctor. “Democratic candidate for governor Eliot Spitzer on Monday promised to sign a bill that 

would allow pharmacists to dispense ‘morning after’ conception-preventing pills to women and girls 

without prescriptions. … The bill would allow women to avoid a wait for a doctor's appointment to get the 

medication, which must be used within 72 hours of sex. Republican candidates for governor John Faso … 

said they would have vetoed the bill. ‘I thought the bill was too broad and needed protection against use by 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A04707&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A02002&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Religious-liberty-first-3395855.php
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minors,’ said Faso. ‘I favor some type of parental notification.’ He said he is also concerned about the 

health effects of repeated use of the pills.” [2/20/06] 

 

Opposed Same-Sex Marriage And Civil Unions 

 

Opposed Same-Sex Marriage And Civil Unions. “Faso … opposed gay marriage and civil unions, but 

said private-sector employers should be able to offer family benefits to gay couples.” [AP, 2/13/06] 

 

Faso On Video: I’m Against Same-Sex Marriage. In 2006, when asked about his stance on same-sex 

marriage, Faso said, “I’m against same-sex marriages. My position on this entire issue is very similar in 

that regard to that of Hillary Clinton’s. She’s against same-sex marriage.” [John Faso on Marvin Scott 

News (Part 3), 1:50-2:20, 6/11/06] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Same-Sex Marriage Bill As Governor. In 2006, when asked what he 

would do as Governor if the state legislature presented him with a bill that would appeal New York’s 

ban on same-sex marriage, Faso said, “I would veto it. … I have a long record of supporting 

nondiscrimination. In fact, when I was in the state legislature, I supported the nondiscrimination bill 

way before most other members of my party did, back in 1993. I also believe however that gay marriage 

is an issue that is contrary to the beliefs of many millions of New Yorkers. And I think it’s a testament 

to Mr. Spitzer’s certainty on all of these types of issues that he says on day one he’s going to force gay 

marriage down the throats of many New Yorkers. … I am open to the concept of civil unions but I am 

not in favor of gay marriage.” [Capital News 9 Gubernatorial Debate, 18:30-19:51, 9/26/06] 

 

Faso: Same-Sex Marriage Was “Contrary To The Religious Traditions Of Millions Of New 

Yorkers. “Republican candidate John Faso said he is committed to keeping marriage between a man 

and woman. ‘Same sex marriage runs contrary to the religious traditions of millions of New Yorkers of 

all faiths,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Sun, 7/07/06] 

 

Introduced Legislation To Define Marriage, Restrict Same-Sex Couples From The Rights Of 

Heterosexual Couples 

 

Introduced Legislation To Define Marriage, Restrict Same-Sex Couples From Receiving The Same 

Rights To Rent-Controlled Housing. “State Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Monday that 

he plans to introduce legislation that would prevent homosexual couples from receiving the same rights to 

rent-controlled housing as traditional husbands and wives. Faso’s proposal comes after a Court of Appeals 

decision prohibiting the eviction of an AIDS victim’s lover from the dead man’s rent-controlled apartment. 

… Faso and Marchi said they would push legislation that would define family in state law as meaning a 

traditional husband and wife.” [Times Union, 8/01/89] 

 

1998: Voted Against The Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, Which Would Have Required 

Gun Owners To Safely Store Firearms And Use Locking Devices In Order To Reduce Child Deaths 

 

1998: Voted Against The Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, Which Would Have Required 

Gun Owners To Safely Store Firearms And Use Locking Devices In Order To Reduce Child Deaths. 
“Enacts the children’s weapon accident prevention act; establishes the crimes of criminally negligent 

storage of a weapon in the 1st and 2nd degree; requires the sale and use of weapon locking devices and 

requires the commissioner of education to formulate a weapons safety program for children.” [A00651F 

Bill Summary, 5/04/98]    

 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
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1990-94: 1,419 Children In New York Were Injured Due To Accidental Firearm Injuries, An 

Average Of 284 Per Year; GAO Estimated That One Out Of Three Deaths From Accidental 

Firearm Discharge Could Have Been Prevented By Proper Weapon Safety Procedures. 
“According to the National Safe Kids Campaign, an estimated 1,500 children aged 14 and under age 

treated each year in hospital emergency rooms for accidental gunshot wounds.  In 1994 alone, 185 

children in the United States were killed in accidental shootings. In New York State, between the years 

1990 and 1994, there were a total of 6,627 hospitalizations of children 19 and under due to firearm 

injury, an average of 1,325 per year. 1,419 of these injuries were accidental, an average of 284 per year.  

At the same time, there were 1,734 deaths of children aged 19 and under, an average of 347 per year. 

Tragically, 48 of these deaths were accidental, averaging 10 per year. … According to the United States 

General Accounting Office, it is estimated that about one of every three deaths from accidental firearm 

discharge could have been prevented if proper weapon safety procedures had been followed. This 

legislation is designed to accomplish that decrease in accidental firearm injuries by encouraging proper 

firearm storage and deterring negligent conduct that could result in serious injury or death.” [A00651F 

Bill Justification, 5/04/98]    

 

 

1998-2002: Voted 21 Times Against Initiatives To Combat Pay Inequity Between Men And Women, 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Seven Times  

 

1998-2002: Cast 21 Votes Against Initiatives To Combat Pay Inequity Between Men And Women. 

From 1998 to 2002, Faso cast 21 votes against bills that would have combatted pay disparity between 

women and men. [John Faso Voting Records. New York State Assembly, accessed 7/22/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Voted Against ‘Equal Pay’” [New York Post, 5/17/06] 

 

New York Times Called Out Faso For Being The Lone “No” Vote On Equal Pay Bill. New York 

Times: “When every other member of the Assembly voted for legislation declaring that men and 

women should get equal pay for comparable work, Mr. Faso voted no.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2002: Only Assembly Member Who Voted Against Amendment To N.Y. Constitution Providing 

Equal Pay For Equal Work.  “John Faso was the only member of the Assembly to vote against 

providing women with equal pay for equal work.” Bill passed 141 to 1 and stalled in the Senate. [AB 

290, 4/15/02; Post-Standard, 4/17/02] 

 

. 

 

Consistently Denied Having Voted Against Equal Pay For Women, Said That “Any Accusation To 

The Contrary Is Just A Silly Accusation” 

 

2005: Denied Having Voted For Equal Pay Bill. In 2005, when asked if he had voted against a pay equity 

bill, Faso said, “Absolutely not. I am totally for equal pay for equal work. That’s federal and state law. It is 

a gross distortion and mischaracterization. There was a bill that’s, in Albany parlance, called a ‘one house 

bill’ that says that the private sector should be told by the government how much it should pay different job 

categories. It’s a concept called ‘comparable work.’ It’s not equal pay for equal work.” [John Faso on News 

55, 6:00-6:40, 5/28/05] 

 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://nypost.com/2006/05/17/faso-voted-against-equal-pay/
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A00290&term=2001&Summary=Y&Votes=Y&Memo=Y
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2006: Denied Having Voted Against Pay Equity Bills, Said That “Any Accusation To The Contrary Is 

Just A Silly Accusation.” In 2006, when asked if he had voted against a bill thought would have “provided 

equal pay for women doing the same job as men,” Faso said, “Absolutely not. I totally support equal pay for 

equal work, and any accusation to the contrary is just a silly accusation. That was a totally different bill that 

would have had the government deciding for the private sector, how it shall pay wages for different 

categories of employers. The private sector marketplace should determine how much people get paid. But 

equal pay for equal work I absolutely support it. And by the way that is forty years federal and state law. … 

The fact is, the private sector economy sets wages, and not the government.” [WNBC 4 NY, 5:42-7:00, 

6/02/06] 

 

 

2016: Said He Had “Always Been In Favor Of” Equal Pay For Women. In June 2016, when asked if he 

would vote for an equal pay for women bill in Congress, Faso said, “I’ve always been in favor of that.” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 31:10, 6/16/16] 

 

2006: Argued That Federal Law Already Protects Women Against Pay Discrimination 

 

2006: Argued That Federal Law Already Protects Women Against Pay Discrimination. “Democrats 

say Faso voted against a bill that would require equal pay for equal work to protect women who are often 

underpaid. But Faso said he feels equal pay is already protected under federal law. He said he voted against 

the Democrats’ proposal because government shouldn’t dictate wages to be paid by private businesses for 

comparable jobs.” [Associated Press, 6/08/06] 

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Anti-Stalking Legislation That Was “Broadly” Written To Protect 

Doctors And Patients At Women’s Health Clinics 

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Anti-Stalking Legislation. “Stalkers and people who block the path to 

abortion clinics and churches will face new criminal penalties in New York, Gov. George Pataki said 

Monday as he signed into a law a measure that the Legislature negotiated during the closing days of this 

year’s session. The ‘Clinic Access and Anti-stalking Act of 1999’ came together when a deal was struck 

between Senate Republicans, seeking a law to combat stalking, and Assembly Democrats, favoring 

legislation to penalize blocking access to abortion clinics. … The clinic access vote tended to split the 

Assembly along party lines. Indeed, when it passed this year 116-28, the Capital Region’s Republican 

delegation followed their minority leader, John Faso of Kinderhook, and voted against the measure.” The 

bill passed and was signed by Governor Pataki in November 1999. [AB9036, 8/5/99] [Times Union, 

11/23/99]  

 

One Of 28 Votes Against Anti-Stalking Bill. “In 1999, Faso was among 28 members of the Assembly 

to vote against an anti-stalking act that was broadly written to include increased penalties for 

threatening or obstructing patients or doctors who attend women’s health clinics.” [AP, 9/14/06] 

 

Divisive GOP Efforts Failed, Measure Passed 54-5 In GOP-Led Senate. “‘We were told it would be 

a cold day in hell before the Senate passed it,’ said Lynn Grefe, national director of the Republican Pro-

Choice Coalition. Yet the measure passed 54-5 in the GOP-led Senate, thanks to its linkage to anti-

stalking legislation sought by the majority.” [Times Union, 11/23/99]  

 

1999: Voted Against Bill That Provided Millions Of Dollars For Rape Crisis Centers 

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09036&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
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1999: Voted Against Bill That Provided Millions Of Dollars For Rape Crisis Centers. In 1999, Faso 

voted against the Public Protection, Health and Mental Hygiene budget for New York State, which included 

$2,101,300 in funding for rape crisis centers. Below is a table with the direct language of the budget and the 

amount that was appropriated to each program. On August 3rd, 1999, Faso voted “no” on this bill. [S3287C, 

8/03/99] 

 

Appropriation Amount 

Comprehensive Assault, Abuse and Rape Unit $75,000 

For services and expenses: of the Citizens Committee on Rape, Sexual Assault and Abuse $50,000 

Rape Crisis Service of Warren and Hamilton Counties $3,800 

Rensselaer County Rape Crisis Center $25,000 

For grants to rape crisis centers for services to rape victims and programs to prevent rape. Of the amount  

appropriated herein, up to 5 percent may be transferred to the general  fund  -  state  purposes account for  

the administration of  this program 

$1,073,500 

For additional grants to rape crisis centers for  services to rape victims and programs to prevent rape $150,000 

For grants to rape crisis  centers   for services  to  rape victims and programs to prevent rape Of the  

amount  appropriated herein, up to 5 percent may be transferred to  the  general  fund  -  state  purposes 

account for  the  administration  of   

$131,000 

For additional grants to rape crisis centers for services to rape victims and  programs to prevent rape $185,000 

Rape and Abuse Crisis Svc of  the Yates Community $8,000 

Rape Crisis Center of the Southern Tier $5,000 

For additional grants to rape crisis  centers  for  services  to  rape victims and programs to prevent rape $335,000 

For  services and expenses related to the Children's Rape Crisis Counseling Program $50,000 

Mt. Sinai Rape Crisis Center $5,000 

Rape Intervention Services & Education of Sullivan County $5,000 

Total: $2,101,300 

 

2002: Voted Against Women’s Health Bill That Would Have Required Health Insurers Cover 

Preventive Care Services And Expanded Coverage Of Mammography Services, Prohibit Copayments 

And Deductibles For Mammography And Cervical Screenings  

 

2002: Voted Against Women’s Health Bill That Would Have Required Health Insurers Cover 

Preventive Care Services And Expanded Coverage Of Mammography Services, Prohibit Copayments 

And Deductibles For Mammography And Cervical Screenings. In 2002, Faso voted against a women’s 

health bill that would have required health insurers cover preventive care services and expanded coverage 

of mammography services while also prohibiting copayments and deductibles for mammography and 

cervical screenings. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC 

PROVISIONS: This bill would: Require insurers and HMOs to notify all insureds and enrollees that they 

are entitled to direct access to obstetric and gynecologic services, for at least two examinations annually, for 

care and services related to pregnancy, as a result of annual examinations, and/or as a result of an acute 

gynecologic condition; Expand coverage of annual mammography screening to women aged forty and over; 

Expand the classification of insurance policies that would be required to cover mammographies and 

cervical cytology screening to include policies that cover persons employed in more than one state or that 

are subject to collective bargaining agreements; Prohibit insurers from imposing copayments and 

deductibles for mammography screening and cervical cytology screening.” [S06265, 4/08/02] 

 

 

2002: Criticized For Switching Vote On Bill That Sought To Combat Health Insurance 

Discrimination Against Women By Improving Coverage For Breast And Cervical Cancer Screening  

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=S03287&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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2002: Criticized For Switching Vote On Bill That Sought To Combat Health Insurance 

Discrimination Against Women By Improving Coverage For Breast And Cervical Cancer Screening. 
In 2002, in an op-ed authored by the New York chapter of Planned Parenthood leader Pat McGeown, Faso 

was criticized for switching his vote on a women’s health bill and accused of doing so because he was 

running for comptroller and tried to appeal to the Conservative party. According to the op-ed, “Regarding 

Assemblyman John Faso's announcement that he's running for state comptroller, I think people should 

know that he has been switching his votes on at least one key women's health issue. Last year, and earlier 

this year, Faso voted in favor of the Women's Health and Wellness bill. This bill, which most Republicans 

and Democrats in both houses support, would attack health insurance discrimination against women by 

improving coverage for breast and cervical cancer screening, for prescription birth control, and for 

osteoporosis diagnosis. Suddenly, in April, when another vote came up, and after the Conservative Party 

started railing against the bill, Faso switched and voted ‘no.’ Why the change of heart, I wonder? Is Faso so 

eager for the Conservative Party endorsement in his race for comptroller that he is willing to abandon 

women's health needs?” [Pat McGeown Op-Ed, Times Union, 5/14/02] 

 

1995: Voted Against Bill That Sought To Prohibit Companies From Charging Women Higher 

Premiums For Disability Income Protection 

 

1995: Voted Against Bill That Sought To Prohibit Companies From Charging Women Higher 

Premiums For Disability Income Protection. In 1995, Faso voted against a bill that sought to prohibit 

insurance companies from charging women higher premiums for disability income protection. According to 

the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To prohibit gender 

discrimination in underwriting of individual disability income insurance. SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC 

PROVISIONS: Section 1 of the bill amends the insurance law by adding a new section 3215-a.  

Subdivision (a) prohibits gender discrimination by any licensed insurer issuing individual disability income 

insurance.  Subdivision (b) of Section 3215-a prohibits the payment of different fees to agents or brokers for 

writing or renewing policies that vary only in the gender of the insured. Subdivision (c) of Section 3215-a 

defines individual disability income insurance. Section 2 contains the effective date.” Faso voted “no” on 

this bill. [Memorandum in Support of Legislation, A6346A, 6/27/95] 

 

Bill Sponsor Argued That Insurers Used Sex-Distinct Pricing Tables, Charging Women Higher 

Premiums. “JUSTIFICATION: In the early 1980's, most major insurers introduced unisex pricing 

tables for individual disability income insurance. In the 1990's, 52 percent of the major insurers had 

instituted sex-distinct pricing tables - charging women on the average 50 percent more. Gender should 

not be construed as a condition or risk for which a higher rate or premium could be charged. This 

practice unfairly discourages businesses from hiring women because their individual disability 

insurance premiums are substantially higher than premiums for men.” [Memorandum in Support of 

Legislation, A6346A, 6/27/95] 

 

 

Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List 

 

Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List. “And the no-fly list. The 

problem with the no-fly list it’s a just a kitchen sink. Has over 800,000 names in it. It is impossible to get 

yourself off it. That is why this whole thing that Schumer and Obama are pushing about the no-fly list is a 

red herring because it actually encompasses many many more people than just those people who are truly a 

terror threat. There is no rhyme or reason as to how the list is derived. There is no rhyme or reason to how it 

is maintained, and there is no rhyme or reason to how the heck you get yourself off the list. So that is a 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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perfect example of where the Congressional oversight has to take place. Thank you for your questions.” 

[Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1:49:48, 1/05/16]  

 

 

Opposed Bipartisan Bill That Banned Assault Weapons, Closed The Gun Show Loophole For 

Handguns, Required Trigger Locks On Guns, And Harshened The Penalty For Illegally Buying A 

Gun  

 

2000: Opposed Bipartisan Gun Safety Legislation. “Once I became aware of what was contained within 

the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to it. … 

But the bill, the language of that legislation only was introduced in the legislature not in March 2000 when 

that quote was when I was responding to the reporter’s inquiry and I frankly cannot remember the context 

15 years later, but I do know the legislation itself I was opposed to.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 

23:04-25:43, 2/21/16] 

 

Bill Banned Assault Weapons, Closed The Gun Show Loophole For Handguns, Mandate Trigger 

Locks For Guns, Harshened The Penalty For Illegally Buying A Gun, And Required Gun Owners To 

Report Lost Or Stolen Guns. “Assault weapons and large-capacity ammunition clips will be banned, 

mirroring the ban put into federal law in 1994. … Background checks will be mandated for handgun buyers 

at gun shows. … All new guns sold will be required to have trigger locks. … A new crime of criminal 

purchase of a weapon will be created for instances when someone buys a gun illegally or buys one for 

someone else who cannot legally buy one. Gun owners will be required to report lost or stolen guns to the 

police. A state police study of the sources of illegal guns in New York State will be mandated.” [New York 

Times, 8/10/00] 

 

Did Not Support Closing The Gun Show Loophole. In February 2016, when asked about his stance on 

closing the gun show loophole, Faso said, “I’m not in favor of more restrictions on people’s Second 

Amendment rights.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:49:26-1:49:48, 2/21/16] 

 

FLIP FLOP: Despite Pledging To Stand Against “Any Anti-Immigrant Measures” And Supporting A 

Path To Citizenship In 2006, In 2016 Faso Opposed Amnesty For Illegal Immigrants And Thought 

Granting Citizenship Was “The Wrong Way To Go” 

 

2016: Opposed Amnesty For Illegal Immigrants, Thought Granting Citizenship Was “The Wrong 

Way To Go.” “The key here is to have an overall fix on the immigration problem we have, and that 

includes more security, it includes no amnesty. My view, the people on the left want to have citizenship for 

undocumented illegal immigrants who are in the country now, I think that’s the wrong way to go. We 

should have a situation where if those people pay a fine, pay taxes, and have no criminal record, their status 

could be normalized in the country as part of an ongoing immigration reform, but not citizenship.” [Fios1 

News Republican Debate, 7:12-7:53, 6/11/16] 

 

Faso: It Would Be A “Mistake” To “Allow People A Pathway To Citizenship.” “I think it’s a 

mistake, however, to suggest that we should allow people a pathway to citizenship if they’ve come here 

illegally. I think normalizing their status is one thing, I don’t think politically the American people will 

agree to citizenship.” [Oneonta Public Forum, 40:10-40:42, 5/03/16] 

 

2006: Pledged To Stand Against “Any Anti-Immigrant Measures,” Supported A Path To Citizenship 

And A Guest Worker Program. “Assemblyman John Faso, who is also seeking the GOP nomination for 

governor, addressed the gathering a few minutes after Weld but devoted most his time to education and 

https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h49m48s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/08/10/nyregion/pataki-signs-nation-s-strictest-gun-controls.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L70H1otKgTc
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taxes, touting his support for, among other things, charter schools and school choice. Only near the end of 

his remarks did he pledge to stand against ‘any anti-immigrant measures that you see may come out of 

Washington or elsewhere.’ Faso, when questioned by a reporter afterward, said he would likely support a 

guest worker program, depending on how it was implemented. He called for tighter border security. ‘For 

those that are working, raising children here, we need to find a way to allow those people to achieve a path 

to citizenship and, in the alternative, allow them to work here legitimately,’ Faso said. ‘Because they’re 

performing services that are needed in the economy.’” [The Journal News, 4/23/06] 

 

Opposed Criminalizing Illegal Immigrants Already In The Country. “Faso said U.S. borders must 

be secure, but to ‘criminalize someone already in the country illegally would be ill-considered’ if the 

laws can’t be enforced. Immigrants who are working, paying taxes and raising families should have a 

path to legalization, Faso said, unless they commit crimes.” [Daily News, 4/23/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Backs Immigrant Legalization” [Newsday, 4/24/06] 

 

Called For A Flat Tax 

 

2016: Supported A Flat Tax. “I think a lower, flatter tax system with fewer deductions and exemptions 

would be better because people would pay less money to have taxes done.” [Fios1 News Republican 

Debate, 5:20-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

Proposed Setting Up A “2 Or 3 Bracket System” For Taxes. “I would say, you could set up a 2 or 3, 

probably 3, bracket system whereby higher earners will pay the extra increment of income that’s high, 

they would pay a higher rate on. But making it a simpler, flatter system would benefit the entire 

economy.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 6:33-6:50, 6/11/16] 

 

2006: Called For A Flat Tax. “It’s always been a strange paradox that New York, which fancies itself the 

financial capital of the globe, tries to repel capital with high taxes. Mr. Faso will also propose cutting the 

corporate income tax, as well as indexing the personal income tax brackets for inflation while chopping the 

top marginal rate to 6.25% from 6.85% (plus 3.65% if you live in New York City). The Big Apple’s top 

rate would fall below 10% for the first time in decades. ‘When it comes to taxes, the world is flat and New 

York should be too,’ says Mr. Faso, referring to the flat-tax movement sweeping Europe and other parts of 

the world.” [Wall Street Journal, 9/21/06] 

 

Did Not Believe The U.S. Senate Should Hold Hearings For The Supreme Court Vacancy 

 

Did Not Believe The U.S. Senate Should Hold Hearings For The Supreme Court Vacancy. In June 

2016, when asked if he believed the U.S. Senate should hold confirmation hearings for the Supreme Court, 

Faso said, “No.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 53:31, 6/16/16] 

 

Supported The Iraq War 

 

Supported The Iraq War. When asked if he thought the Iraq war was a mistake and if he supported it 

from the beginning, Faso said, “Fighting for freedom from tyranny is never a mistake. I supported the Iraq 

war and still feel it is important that we removed Saddam Hussein from power and wish we had done so 

after the first Gulf War.” [AP, 11/01/06] 

 

Said George Bush Did An “Extraordinary Job In The War On Terror” 

 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB115879931618369564
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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Said George Bush Did An “Extraordinary Job In The War On Terror.” “Do you approve of the 

performance of President Bush in office? Faso: ‘Although I do not agree with every decision he has made, I 

believe he has done an extraordinary job in the war on terror. In addition, the president’s selection of 

justices Roberts and Alito to the Supreme Court was superb.’” [AP, 9/27/06] 

 

Far-Right Extremist/Divisive Rhetoric/Partisan/“Dr. No” 

 

Called Roe V. Wade Decision A “Black Mark” On The Country 

 

Called Roe V. Wade Decision A “Black Mark” On The Country. “Supporters of his Democratic rival, 

Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, in the governor’s race, say that Mr. Faso’s record shows he is a conservative 

ideologue who is out of step with New York voters. Mr. Spitzer used their first debate to attack Mr. Faso’s 

vote against the equal pay law, and to criticize a 1987 speech in which Mr. Faso called the Roe v. Wade 

decision legalizing abortion a ‘black mark’ on the country.” [The New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

NARAL Spokeswoman: “We Have Absolutely No Reason To Believe That He Would Protect 

Abortion Access In New York.” “Mary Alice Carr, spokeswoman for NARAL Pro-Choice New York, 

which has endorsed state Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, the Democratic gubernatorial front-runner, 

recalled that Faso in 1987, speaking on the Assembly floor, called Roe vs. Wade ‘a black mark upon 

this country.’ ‘We have absolutely no reason to believe that he would protect abortion access in New 

York,’ Carr said.” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

Said The Decision Was An Example Of How “Science Has Thrown To Lie The Notion That You 

Can Have Abortions Up To Six Full Months Of Gestation.”  “When Republican gubernatorial 

nominee John Faso was a freshman legislator, he rose on the Assembly floor to give an impassioned 

speech opposing the use of taxpayer dollars to fund abortions. A skilled debater, Faso delivered the 

equivalent of a sermon. He called Roe v. Wade ‘a black mark upon this country.’ … And he said Roe v. 

Wade was an example of how ‘science has thrown to lie the notion that you can have abortions up to six 

full months of gestation.’ … Faso’s comments on the Assembly floor came in 1987, but his abortion 

stance has remained unequivocal. If elected governor, he said, he would submit a budget that restricts 

Medicaid funding of abortions to cases of rape, incest or when a mother’s life is in jeopardy. If the 

Legislature challenged him, he has said he would veto such funding.” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Claimed Roe V. Wade Was “Unconstitutional.” “Faso said Roe v. Wade is unconstitutional.” [AP, 

2/13/06] 

 

Described Abortion Opponents As “Abolitionists After The Dred Scott Decision.” “He compared 

abortion foes to ‘the latter-day abolitionists after the Dred Scott decision.’” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Said President Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” Towards Foreign Policy, Meaning That 

Obama Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” 

 

Said President Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” To Foreign Policy, Meaning That 

Obama Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” “FASO: My concern with what Obama 

did with Cuba is that it exemplifies his kind of naive approach as I see it with how he deals with 

international relations generally. He generally believes, in my view, that the United States is the source of 

most of the consternation in the World. He thinks that if the United States would just be more like the rest 

of the World, we would somehow be able to get along better. And it’s kind of like the Rodney King 

approach to foreign policy, can’t we all get along.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 43:52]  

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=43m52s
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Newsday: Faso “Too Ideological To Lead New York” 

 

Newsday: Faso “Too Ideological To Lead New York.” “But Faso lost us with his call for unaffordable 

business tax cuts and his unwillingness to settle a court decision to stop shortchanging New York City 

schools. Overall, he seems a bit too ideological to lead New York.” [Editorial, Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

Faso: “I’m A Partisan Republican”; New York Times: “Faso Spent Much Of His Time Trying To 

Thwart, Or At Least Embarrass, The Democratic Majority” 

 

Faso: “I’m A Partisan Republican.” “‘I’m a partisan Republican, but I realize that no one side has a 

corner on virtue when it comes to redistricting,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who served on 

the legislative task force that drew the current lines. ‘Quaint notions of things like good government and 

adequate representation never enter into it.’” [Newsday, 1/31/00] 

 

New York Times: “Faso Spent Much Of His Time Trying To Thwart, Or At Least Embarrass, 

The Democratic Majority.” “As a leader of the Assembly minority, Mr. Faso spent much of his time 

trying to thwart, or at least embarrass, the Democratic majority. Few bills he introduced ever became 

law. But some of them influenced debate in Albany.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

1992: Railed Against Three GOP Legislators For Voting With Democrats. “One Republican 

assemblyman suggests that another Republican assemblyman is stupid. Yet another Republican 

assemblyman suggests that one of his GOP colleagues is a turncoat. Welcome to the world of survival 

politics, where the partisan buddy system has its limitations. On Wednesday, three GOP lawmakers 

from Long Island found out just what it means to be labeled as traitors by their colleagues when they 

were stripped of their leadership posts within the Assembly’s minority party conference after they voted 

for a Democratic redistricting plan. … Assemblyman John Faso of Kinderhook said the three - as well 

as eight other GOP lawmakers - broke a promise to keep the Republican Party faith. ‘I can sleep 

soundly at night,’ said Faso. ‘I just don’t know whether they can.’” [Times Union, 3/12/92] 

 

HEADLINE: “Lawmakers Show Allegiance To Party Has Its Limitations” [Times Union, 

3/12/92] 

 

Democrat: Referred To Faso As “Dr. No” Because He Voted No On “Everything”  

 

Democrat: Referred To Faso As “Dr. No” Because He Voted No On “Everything.” “Columbia County 

Democratic Chairwoman Denise King … Around his Hudson Valley Assembly district, King said, Faso 

was called ‘Dr. No -- because he voted no on everything. He was the always the pit bull who delivered all 

the nasties and negatives,’ she said. ‘And always with a smile.’” [Buffalo News, 7/14/03] 

 

“Faso Voted Time And Again Against Bills That Even Most Of His Fellow Republicans Supported … 

Cast The Lone No Vote More Than Two Dozen Times”; Faso Took Positions That Were “Often 

More Conservative Than Other Republicans” 

 

“Faso Voted Time And Again Against Bills That Even Most Of His Fellow Republicans Supported … 

Cast The Lone No Vote More Than Two Dozen Times.” “During his 16 years in the State Assembly, Mr. 

Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans supported. In an Assembly 

with 150 members, he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. Faso, the Republican candidate 

for governor, voted against bills to expand prenatal care; educate homeless children; give more generous 
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pensions to government workers; create check-off boxes on state tax forms for contributions to diabetes 

research; and tree planting.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

Faso Took Positions That Were “Often More Conservative Than Other Republicans.” “But in the 

Assembly, he often stood apart from colleagues, taking positions - on issues such as abortion, health care 

and gun control - that were often more conservative than other Republicans. ‘Some people take positions 

because they think it’s helpful to them politically,’ said Assemb. Thomas DiNapoli (D-Great Neck), who 

took office in 1987, the same year as Faso. ‘I think John’s conservative positions are genuinely felt and 

reflect deeply held beliefs.’” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1999: Did Not Author A Single Law 

 

1999: Did Not Author A Single Law. “Only four of the Capital Region’s 11 state legislators managed to 

get even a single bill signed into law this year in a session widely considered one of the least productive in 

memory, records show. … Not surprisingly, none of the Capital Region’s six minority party legislators -- 

Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook … -- officially authored any laws this year. Partisan 

power plays in both the Assembly and Senate customarily prevent minority legislators from sponsoring any 

bills that have a chance of becoming law. … ‘The majority in the Assembly certainly is not going to, or 

very rarely (will), allow a minority member’s bill to pass in that form with their name on it,’ acknowledged 

Faso. ‘That’s their way of keeping power and control.’” [Times Union, 9/12/99] 

 

2006: Criticized By Republicans For “Out-Of-Touch,” “Extreme,” And “Embarrassing” Legislative 

Record Who Was A Bad Candidate Due To Lobbying Background; New York Republican 

Chairman: Faso Sounded Like He Was From “La-La-Land” 

 

2006: Criticized By Republicans For “Out-Of-Touch” Legislative Record. “And Mr. Faso’s 16-year 

voting record in the Assembly has already been labeled ‘out of touch’ -- by a Republican, William L. 

DeProspo, the party chairman in Orange County.” [New York Times, 6/11/06]  

 

HEADLINE: “GOP Leader Pushes Against Faso And ‘Extreme’ Voting Record” [AP, 5/18/06] 

 

Faso’s Background As A Lobbyist And 16-Year Legislator Made Him A Bad Candidate. “‘Faso’s 

a middle-aged white male who is pro-life and a lobbyist, and he’s saying that he wants to reform Albany 

even though he spent 16 years there as a legislator,’ said William L. DeProspo, the Orange County 

Republican chairman. ‘I think that’s a very, very challenging sell to voters, even to some Republicans.’ 

Mr. DeProspo had supported Mr. Weld for governor, but now supports Mr. Faso.” [New York Times, 

10/18/06] 

 

2006: Moderate Republicans Sought To Paint Faso As An “Extremist.” “Moderate Republicans in 

the state also tried to paint Mr. Faso as an extremist last spring when their candidate, William F. Weld, 

the former governor of Massachusetts, unsuccessfully sought the party’s nomination for New York 

governor.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

New York Republicans Sought To “Derail” Faso’s Bid For Governor, Criticized Him For 

Conservative Record. “Prominent New York Republicans took steps yesterday to derail John Faso’s 

bid for the party nomination for governor by assailing him as an extremist conservative who would drag 

down the entire Republican slate in the November elections. … The attacks on Mr. Faso’s conservative 

record have been unfolding for days now, at the same time as his campaign has picked up steam with 

important endorsements and a rise in the polls. Those attacks intensified yesterday when Republicans 
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released a letter from William L. DeProspo, the party chairman in Orange County, to other Republican 

leaders criticizing Mr. Faso’s voting record in the Assembly. … Those Republicans, who include 

county chairmen and some political advisers to Mr. Pataki, see Mr. Faso’s conservatism -- specifically, 

his opposition to abortion rights and gay marriage -- as political poison for other Republican candidates 

this November.” [New York Times, 5/18/06] 

 

Republicans Criticized Faso For His “Embarrassing” Voting Record. “The same day some Republican 

leaders urged colleagues to drop support for governor candidate John Faso over an ‘embarrassing’ voting 

record against women’s issues, candidate Bill Weld announced a ‘Women for Weld’ initiative.” [AP, 

5/18/06] 

 

Criticized By Republicans For Far-Right Voting Record. “DeProspo also said Faso was the only 

member of the Assembly to vote against a bill requiring equal pay for equal work, against a bill fighting 

discrimination of women in the workplace, against improving screening for breast and cervical cancer, 

and against improving the diagnosis for osteoporosis, a bone deficiency that afflicts women. DeProspo 

also wrote that Faso voted against improving education for homeless children, against building youth 

centers, ‘even voted against lunch periods for kids in schools.’ DeProspo also listed Faso votes against 

requiring that the Irish Potato Famine be taught in schools and against some environmental and 

education bills.” [AP, 5/18/06] 

 

2006: Even Some Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On Women’s Issues, Civil Rights 

And Guns.” “But Democrats -- and even some Republicans who wanted Weld to be the party’s candidate -

- say Faso’s record is extreme on women’s issues, civil rights and guns.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Forcing Religious-Based Institutions To Pay For Services “Incompatible With Their 

Doctrines.” “Faso said he opposed forcing religious-based institutions to pay for services ‘incompatible 

with their doctrines.’” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Bill Requiring Trigger Locks And Other Gun Safety Measures. “Faso said he opposed 

forcing religious-based institutions to pay for services ‘incompatible with their doctrines.’ A bill to 

require trigger locks and other gun-safety measures.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Bill Preventing Rape Or Sexual Assault Survivors From Having To Take A Lie Detector 

Test Because Polygraphs Are Inadmissible Evidence In New York Courts. “A bill to prevent rape 

or sexual-assault victims from having to take a lie-detector test. Faso said he opposed it because 

polygraph tests are inadmissible evidence in New York courts.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

New York Republican Chairman: Faso Sounded Like He Was From “La-La-Land.” “‘Mr. Faso, as his 

own party leaders have said, speaks from the extreme of his own party,’ Mr. Spitzer said, recalling that the 

state Republican chairman -- who once opposed Mr. Faso’s candidacy -- had said Mr. Faso sounded like he 

was from ‘La-La Land.’” [New York Times, 10/13/06] 

 

2006: Buffalo Police Benevolent Association: “John Faso Is A Right-Wing Fanatic” 

 

2006: Buffalo Police Benevolent Association: “John Faso Is A Right-Wing Fanatic.” “Buffalo unions 

such as the Police Benevolent Association bitterly resent the control board’s imposition of a wage freeze, 

which they say unfairly punishes city workers while violating the Taylor Law’s underpinnings. ‘John Faso 

is a right-wing fanatic, as far as I’m concerned,’ said Robert P. Meegan, president of the Buffalo PBA. 

‘He’s just another pro-big business type of individual.’” [Buffalo News, 11/01/06] 
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2006: New York State United Teachers President: Faso Had “Extreme Positions” On Vouchers, 

Pensions, And Tax Credits 

 

2006: NYSUT President: Faso Had “Extreme Positions” On Vouchers, Pensions, And Tax Credits. 
“NYSUT President Richard Iannuzzi touted Spitzer’s ‘passion, energy and intellect’ while criticizing 

Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso’s ‘extreme positions on vouchers, pension and tax credits.’” 

[New York Post, 8/10/06] 

 

2006: Columbia County Conservative Party Chairman: Faso “Unfit” Because Of Lobbying Practices 

 

2006: Columbia County Conservative Party Chairman: Faso “Unfit” Because Of Lobbying Practices. 
“The Conservative Party chairman from the home county of GOP gubernatorial candidate John Faso said 

Tuesday Faso is unfit to be an Albany reformer because he was part of its ‘pay to play’ practices as a 

lobbyist. ‘Read the paper. Watch the news,’ wrote Columbia County Conservative Party Chairman Matthew 

Torrey to New York conservatives. ‘Every day there is a new story about the undue influence of lobbyists 

and special interest groups, and the things they do ... exerting their influence, bending the rules and skirting 

the spirit, if not the letter of the law.’” [AP, 2/07/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Conservative Chairman Targets Faso’s Lobbying Past” [AP, 2/07/06] 

 

2008: “Sarah Palin Is Very, Very Well Qualified To Be Vice President…Would Be Qualified To Be 

President” 

 

2008: “Sarah Palin Is Very, Very Well Qualified To Be Vice President…Would Be Qualified To Be 

President.” While at the 2008 Republican National Convention, John Faso was asked if he thought Sarah 

Palin was qualified as a vice presidential nominee. He responded, “FASO: I think Sarah Palin is very very 

well qualified to be vice-president and I think if the circumstances would certainly arise she would be 

qualified to be president.” [John Faso on Sarah Palin, posted 9/01/08, 0:11]  

 

Described A ‘Unity Through Diversity’ Poster As “Diversity Drivel” 

 

Described A ‘Unity Through Diversity’ Poster As “Diversity Drivel.” “A ‘Unity Through Diversity’ 

poster published by the state Banking Department has been criticized as an absurd waste of money by an 

assemblyman who received a handful in the mail. ‘Who inspired this bit of diversity drivel?’ asked 

Assemblyman John Faso, a Republican from Columbia County. The poster shows an outline of the state 

with a listing of the state’s U.S. senators, congressmen, state senators, assembly members and other state 

officials. In the upper right-hand corner are pictures of Gov. Cuomo and Derrick Cephas, state banking 

superintendent. Drawings of black, white and maroon hands are depicted putting pieces into a puzzle along 

the outlines of the state. The posters were printed in January for $7,500, said Clare Sykes, state Banking 

Department spokeswoman. Most are distributed at career conferences, but 750 were mailed to state 

lawmakers at a cost of $75, she said.” [Buffalo News, 5/03/93] 

 

Fought Against Giving Non-White Cultures More Emphasis In School Curriculum, Described It As 

A “Waste Of Money” That Would Pursue The “Pseudo-Science Of Victimology” 

 

Fought Against Giving Non-White Cultures More Emphasis In School Curriculum, Described It As 

A “Waste Of Money” That Would Pursue The “Pseudo-Science Of Victimology.” “State Education 

Commissioner Thomas Sobol wants to change social studies classes in New York to give better emphasis to 

https://youtu.be/idLokBroMlU?t=11s
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non-white cultures, the Albany Times Union reported today. In a memo dated Feb. 2, Sobol urged the state 

Board of Regents to authorize changes in American and world history education for kindergarten through 

Grade 12 to give non-white cultures greater visibility, the newspaper said. … And while Deputy Assembly 

Speaker Arthur Eve, D-Buffalo, praised Sobol’s idea, Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said it 

would be a waste of money. ‘It’s pursuing the pseudo-science of victimology,’ he said.” [Buffalo News, 

2/06/90] 

 

Pleaded For Gov. Cuomo To Deny Funding For Revising Curriculum, Claimed It Was An Effort 

To “Politicize The Classroom With A Left-Wing Ideology Favored By Those Who Subscribe To 

The Latest ‘Politically Correct’ Fads.” “Gov. Cuomo on Wednesday spurned a Republican proposal 

that he refuse to fund any state Education Department attempts at rewriting the state’s history 

curriculum to include more about the roles of minorities. Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Columbia, 

joined the chorus of politicians criticizing the Board of Regents’ report on multicultural education. … 

Faso said Cuomo should refuse to allow any spending on changing the curriculum for social studies. 

‘This report represents an effort to politicize the classroom with a left-wing ideology favored by those 

who subscribe to the latest ‘politically correct’ fads,’ Faso said. Cuomo, who released a five-page 

statement on the report this week, rejected Faso’s request.” [Buffalo News, 7/18/91] 

 

HEADLINE: “Republican Wants Cuomo To Fight History Revisions” [Times Union, 7/18/91] 

 

Cuomo Spokesman: “Faso’s Response Is Not The Way To Deal With The Issue.” “‘The governor 

sought to begin a constructive dialogue,’ said Cuomo spokesman Darren Dopp. ‘Faso’s response is not the 

way to deal with the issue.’” [Times Union, 7/18/91] 

 

Argued Against Report That Documented Segregated Schools In The United States, Said The 

Report’s Figures Were Linked To “Such Urban Social Ills As Teen Pregnancy, Drug Addiction And 

Broken Homes” 

 

Argued Against Report That Documented Segregated Schools In The United States, Said The 

Report’s Figures Were Linked To “Such Urban Social Ills As Teen Pregnancy, Drug Addiction And 

Broken Homes.” “New York’s educational system is segregated, concentrating minority students in 

‘failing’ urban districts while many whites attend "successful" suburban schools, according to Education 

Commissioner Thomas Sobol. … The report concluded that enrollment patterns in New York’s schools 

reflect the racial separation in society at large, ‘with racial/ethnic minority children segregated in schools 

with high concentrations of minority students, and poor children concentrated in schools located in the ‘Big 

5’ city districts of New York City, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Yonkers.’ … Assemblyman John 

Faso, R-Kinderhook, argued that such figures are linked to such urban social ills as teen pregnancy, drug 

addiction and broken homes. They do not prove that New York schools are segregated, he said. ‘The use of 

the word ‘segregation’ is kind of like waiving a red flag,’ Faso said.” [Times Union, 12/14/88] 

 

Spoke At A New York Oath Keepers Event, Which Has Been Described As A “Right-Wing” Group 

That Is “Alarming” 

 

2016: Spoke At New York Oath Keepers Event. In June 2016, Faso spoke at a New York Oath Keepers 

event. [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers event, 6/11/16] 

 

MSNBC: “Even Among Right-Wing Groups, The Oath Keepers Organization Is A Pretty Alarming 

Bunch.” “Even among right-wing groups, the Oath Keepers organization is a pretty alarming bunch. As 

recently as May, Oath Keepers founder Stewart Rhodes told a conservative gathering that Sen. John 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
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McCain (R-Ariz.) should be tried for treason and ‘hung by the neck until dead’ for going ‘along with the 

program of the destruction of this country.’” [MSNBC, 7/10/15] 

 

Oath Keepers Founder Said John McCain Should Be “Hung By The Neck Until Dead.” “Even 

among right-wing groups, the Oath Keepers organization is a pretty alarming bunch. As recently as 

May, Oath Keepers founder Stewart Rhodes told a conservative gathering that Sen. John McCain (R-

Ariz.) should be tried for treason and ‘hung by the neck until dead’ for going ‘along with the program of 

the destruction of this country.’” [MSNBC, 7/10/15] 

 

Chapter Website Had Postings Calling Sandy Hook “Hoax,” President Obama A 

“Muslim/Extremist.” “The chapter’s website includes postings by a member embracing a film that 

claims the December 2012 Sandy Hook massacre was a hoax and calling President Obama a 

‘Muslim/Extremist.’ The national group’s founder, Stewart Rhodes, a former staffer for onetime 

Republican and Libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul, has compared Hillary Clinton to Hitler. He 

said in May that Sen. John McCain (R-Arizona), who survived torture in a North Vietnamese prison 

camp, is ‘a traitor who should be hung by the neck until dead.’” [NY Daily News, 7/03/15] 

 

Oath Keeper Founder Compared Hilary Clinton To Hitler. “The chapter’s website includes 

postings by a member embracing a film that claims the December 2012 Sandy Hook massacre was a 

hoax and calling President Obama a ‘Muslim/Extremist.’ The national group’s founder, Stewart 

Rhodes, a former staffer for onetime Republican and Libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul, has 

compared Hillary Clinton to Hitler. He said in May that Sen. John McCain (R-Arizona), who survived 

torture in a North Vietnamese prison camp, is ‘a traitor who should be hung by the neck until dead.’” 

[NY Daily News, 7/03/15] 

 

Praised Sheriff David Clarke, Who Has Warned Of Armed Violence Over The Second Amendment 

 

Praised Sheriff David Clarke. “What a tremendous patriot we have in Sheriff David Clarke, it’s so great 

to be with you Sheriff Clarke.” [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers event, 0:54-1:01, 6/11/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Sheriff David Clarke Warns Of ‘Second American Revolution’ Over Guns.” 
“Milwaukee County Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. went on a conspiracy-peddling radio show this week 

and warned of a second American Revolution if cops have to enforce extreme gun control measures. 

Clarke made his remark during a 20-minute appearance Monday on the syndicated show hosted by 

national radio host Alex Jones, best known for his anti-government views and conspiracy theories on 

everything from fluoride to the 9-11 terrorist attacks.” [Milwaukee-Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, 

2/20/13] 

 

HEADLINE: “Sheriff Clarke: Don’t Try To Understand ‘Sick Ideology’ Of Radical Islam, 

Destroy It” [Fox News, 7/16/16] 

 

“Sheriff David Clarke Called For Citizens To Arm Themselves.” Appearing on CNN Monday 

morning, Milwaukee County Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. doubled down on his cry for citizens to arm 

themselves. Clarke, who last week urged residents to learn how to use a firearm so they can defend 

themselves, was interviewed by a not-too-sympathetic Soledad O'Brien on her ‘Starting Point’ show.” 

[Milwaukee-Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, 1/28/13] 

 

HEADLINE: “This Is War, And Black Lives Matter Is The Enemy” [David Clarke Op-Ed, The 

Hill, 7/18/16]  

http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/the-company-elected-officials-keep
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/the-company-elected-officials-keep
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/rep-hit-meeting-extreme-conservatives-article-1.2281013
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/rep-hit-meeting-extreme-conservatives-article-1.2281013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
http://www.jsonline.com/blogs/news/191923121.html
http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/07/16/sheriff-clarke-reacts-nice-terror-attack-islamism-president-obamas-reaction
http://www.jsonline.com/news/milwaukee/sheriff-clarke-uses-cnn-interview-to-defend-gun-ad-f48hsh9-188658171.html
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/civil-rights/sheriff-david%20clarke-black-lives-matter-baton-rouge-civil-war
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Opposed Bill That Mandated Schools Teach About Irish Potato Famine, Described It As “Silly” 

 

Opposed Bill That Mandated Schools Teach About Irish Potato Famine, Described It As “Silly.” 
“School children throughout New York state must be taught about the Irish potato famine, which killed or 

uprooted millions during the 1840s, under legislation signed Tuesday by Gov. George Pataki. … ‘‘We 

don’t do the job that we have at the state level so that we can now butt our nose into how the curricula of 

the schools are going to be improved?’ said Republican Assemblyman John Faso of Columbia County. 

‘This is a job for the local school districts, the Education Department and parents, not the state Legislature.’ 

Faso called the bill a ‘silly’ exercise in political correctness.” [AP, 10/08/96] 

 

2016: Blamed The “Campus Left” For Rise In “Anti-Semitism And Anti-Israel Attacks” 

 

2016: Blamed The “Campus Left” For Rise In “Anti-Semitism And Anti-Israel Attacks.” In July 

2016, Faso tweeted, “Anti-Semitism and anti-#Israel attacks are on the rise, courtesy of the campus Left 

and BDS.” [John Faso Twitter, tweeted 7/27/16] 

 

 

Praised Carl Paladino, Accepted $2,700 Contribution From Him 

 

2011: Praised Carl Paladino. “I happen to know Carl Paladino, I’ve known him for a number of years – 

not well, but I’ve had occasion through the years when I was Minority Leader to meet with him to talk 

about issues. He is a very smart guy, perhaps he expresses his views in ways some people find intemperate. 

But I do think that the philosophy that he wants to bring forth – which is cut government spending, make 

government live within the means of the people, not the other way around – is a very important one, and I 

think that he’s representative of a viewpoint that is really sweeping the state.” [John Faso on Capitol 

Tonight, 5:40-6:20, 9/24/10] 

 

2015: Accepted $2,700 Contribution From Carl Paladino. In 2015, Faso accepted a $2,700 contribution 

from Carl Paladino. [FEC, accessed 7/25/16] 

 

New York Times: Faso Borrowed A Page From “Karl Rove’s Playbook” 

 

New York Times: Faso Borrowed A Page From “Karl Rove’s Playbook.” “Borrowing a page from Karl 

Rove’s playbook, John Faso plans to spend the next five months convincing voters that his likely opponent 

in the governor’s race, Eliot Spitzer, comes with a defining liability: Mr. Spitzer would raise your taxes.” 

[Post-Standard, 9/23/0] 

 

Donald Trump 

 

Faso: “It’s Vitally Important That We Unite, That We Decide To Elect Donald Trump As The Next 

Republican President Of The United States” 

 

Faso: “It’s Vitally Important That We Unite, That We Decide To Elect Donald Trump As The Next 

Republican President Of The United States.” In June 2016, Faso said it was “vitally important” that 

Donald Trump gets elected president. “It’s vitally important that we unite, that we decide to elect Donald 

Trump as the next Republican President of the United States.” [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers event, 

1:58-2:09, 6/11/16] 

 

https://twitter.com/JohnFasoNy/status/758343216148000769
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BA7yKtPDCaM
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?201510139002853821
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
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Said He Would Support The Republican Nominee, Whomever It May Be, Despite Being 

“Dissatisfied With The Level Of Discourse.” “Congressional candidate John Faso’s comment typified 

their mixed feelings about the campaign so far. ‘While I am dissatisfied with the level of discourse in 

this presidential race, there is a clear need and desire from the American people to change how 

Washington operates, which is precisely why I am running for Congress,’ Faso stated in an email. ‘I 

plan to support the Republican nominee so that we may bring jobs and business back to upstate New 

York and undo the damage done by President Obama’s failed economic and national security agenda.’” 

[Hudson Register-Star, 3/05/16]  

 

Faso On Donald Trump: “I Will Support Him.” In June 2016, when asked if he would support 

Donald Trump, Faso said, “I have said all along throughout this process that I will support the nominee 

of my party and that is likely to be Mr. Trump, so I will support him.” [League of Women Voters 

Republican Debate, 30:06-30:42, 6/09/16] 

 

2011: Faso: “I Don’t Support [Donald Trump]. … I Don’t Believe That He’s A Serious Candidate,” 

Described Trump’s Proposals To Tax The Chinese As “Jingoistic” 

 

2011: Faso: “I Don’t Support [Donald Trump]. … I Don’t Believe That He’s A Serious Candidate,” 

Described Trump’s Proposals To Tax The Chinese As “Jingoistic.” In 2011, when asked about his 

thoughts concerning Donald Trump and his potential presidential candidacy, Faso said, “I don’t support 

him. I don’t think he’s, in my view, a serious candidate with serious issues being enunciated, saying we’re 

gonna close the national deficit and the national debt by taxing the Chinese. I mean, it’s just kind of like 

jingoistic, simplistic politics. The business about the birth certificate is ridiculous. But, look, he has a right 

to run. He’s got prominence. He’s got what a lot of people would kill for in politics, which is media 

identification. … I don’t believe that he’s a serious candidate.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 7:25-8:20, 

4/25/11] 

 

. 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico. In June 

2016, when asked if he would support or oppose Donald Trump’s positions in Congress, Faso said, “I think 

the key here Andrew is that any president, when they’re elected, the difference between campaigning and 

when they’re elected, you have to put proposals into legislative language. And yes, I believe we have to 

have much more in the way of border security. That will include building more structural barrier, the wall.” 

When the interviewer confirmed with Faso that he would indeed support Trump’s proposal to build a wall, 

Faso said, “Certainly; in the places where you can geographically build it. Not every place can you build by 

the topography and the land a wall.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 5:12-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

Called For Profiling People “From A Particular Part Of The World” At Airport Security, Said 

“Political Correctness” Shouldn’t Be Considered; Didn’t Endorse “Racial Profiling Expressly” 

 

Called For Profiling People “From A Particular Part Of The World” At Airport Security, Said 

“Political Correctness” Shouldn’t Be Considered. “As New York girded against terrorist attacks 

following reports of a foiled plot in London, John Faso said Thursday that airport security officials should 

be allowed to better focus on people ‘with the greatest propensity of committing these kinds of acts.’ ‘We 

need to use traditional law enforcement techniques to ascertain who should be subjected to heightened 

security,’ said Faso, the Republican-Conservative candidate for governor. He wouldn’t, however, say he 

http://www.registerstar.com/news/article_67194c42-e29a-11e5-bfbb-b757c95b5d02.html
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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supports racial or ethnic profiling. ‘I think the terminology is needlessly incendiary,’ Faso told The 

Associated Press. ‘You have to look at this from a law enforcement perspective and not from political 

correctness.’ … ‘But if someone is from a particular part of the world, or someone has traveled to different 

parts of the world, in an airport screening you have to look to those situations,’ he said. For example, Faso 

said he didn’t think an American citizen of Arabic decent who never traveled to the Middle East should be 

subject to greater scrutiny.” [AP, 8/10/06] 

 

Didn’t Endorse “Racial Profiling Expressly.” “[W]hile not endorsing racial profiling expressly, he said 

in the wake of the terror threats from London that law enforcement agents should look more closely at 

people ‘from a particular part of the world.’ A spokeswoman for Faso said these kinds of positions are 

based not on political considerations but on the former assemblyman’s willingness to say and do without 

fear what’s best for New York State.” [Newsday, 8/21/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Calls For Targeting Some People At Airport Screenings” [AP, 8/10/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Advocates Focus On Certain Air Travelers” [Times Union, 8/11/06] 

 

Praised Donald Trump’s “Make America Great Again” Slogan 

 

Praised Donald Trump’s “Make America Great Again” Slogan. In June 2016, when asked if he had any 

thoughts concerning Donald Trump’s candidacy, Faso said, “I think his slogan is great, ‘Make America 

great again.’ But I have specific disagreements with some of the proposals he has made.” [John Faso on 

WCNY Radio, 36:00-36:18, 6/27/16] 

 

Used Similar Rhetoric When Carl Paladino Was The Republican Nominee For Governor, Who He 

Supported  

 

Faso: “Carl Paladino Is The Republican Candidate, I’m Gonna Support Him.” “Carl Paladino is the 

Republican candidate, I’m gonna support him, and I think it’s important that the Republican and 

Conservative lines be united and I certainly hope that that takes place.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 

2:18, 9/24/10] 

 

 

Faso: Paladino “Representative Of A Viewpoint That Is Really Sweeping The State.” “I happen to 

know Carl Paladino, I’ve known him a number of years, not well, but I’ve had occasion over the years 

while I was Minority Leader to meet with him, to talk about issues. He is a very smart guy. Perhaps he 

expresses his views in ways that some people find intemperate. I do think that the philosophy that he wants 

to bring forth, which is: cut government spending, make government live within the means of the people, 

not the other way around, is a very important one. And I think that he’s representative of a viewpoint that is 

really sweeping the state, and I have been talking to people downstate in the last couple of days and I that 

there are many people in New York City, on Long Island, and West Chester who are gonna be receptive to 

his views.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 5:40-7:00, 9/24/10] 

 

 

Refused To Denounce Carl Paladino’s Controversial Remarks, Said, “I Don’t Think This Is Really 

Gonna Matter To The Public Very Much.” When asked by the interviewer about Paladino’s 

controversial statements and if Faso supported the man but not his statements, Faso said, “I think that some 

of the things that he’s said were intemperate, unfortunate, and some of them were things that I would 

certainly have never said. And I think that, upon reflection, he probably wishes he’d taken them back. But, 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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as we go forward, I really don’t think that the public, because of the economic conditions that New York is 

facing, I don’t think this is really gonna matter to the public very much. I think it’s important that he 

conduct himself in the decorum that people want to see in a governor.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 

7:06-8:58, 9/24/10] 

 

Faso: “Paladino Tapped ‘The Feeling Of Dismay And Discontent’ Among Voters. … “In Carl 

Paladino, They Had A Perfect Vehicle To Voice That Dissatisfaction.” “John Faso, the 2006 Republican 

candidate for governor, said Paladino tapped ‘the feeling of dismay and discontent’ among voters. ‘And in 

Carl Paladino, they had a perfect vehicle to voice that dissatisfaction,’ Faso told the local television news 

channel NY1.” [AP, 9/15/10] 

 

Faso: Paladino “Is Expressing In Terms Of Frustration With The Inability And Unwillingness Of 

Albany To Deal With The Real Issues That We Face.” “But at the same time, what he is expressing in 

terms of frustration with the inability and unwillingness of Albany to deal with the real issues that we 

face[.] … The state is gonna go bankrupt; it cannot pay for these promises that have been made, and the 

sooner that the politicians and the political establishment get with the program, the better. That’s what Carl 

Paladino is the anger he’s expressing.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 7:06-8:58, 9/24/10] 

 

 

  

http://auburnpub.com/news/local/paladino-pulls-off-stunner/article_6d30c52a-c080-11df-8320-001cc4c03286.html
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Key Moments On Video & Audio 
 

 

Significant Findings 
 

 Faso: “In the 16 years I was in the legislature, the easiest bill to vote for was a 

pension enhancement” 

 

 2016: Faso: “It’s vitally important that we unite, that we decide to elect Donald 

Trump as the next Republican President of the United States” 

 

 2016: Supported Trump’s proposal to build a wall between the United States and 

Mexico 

 

 Consistently refused to acknowledge that he was the “Albany-based partner/lobbyist” 

named in pay-to-play settlement 

 

 Consistently denied 5-year lobbying ban and fine that Manatt, Phelps & Phillips was 

subject to in pay-to-play scandal; Faso denied having any involvement with the pay-

to-play scandal despite reports that he was the one who broke the law 

 

 2015: Said that the Attorney General investigation into the lobbying scandal at his 

former employer was a “political issue” 

 

 2016: Said Obama takes the “Rodney King Approach” to foreign policy, meaning 

that Obama makes concessions for the sake of “getting along” 

 

 2008: “Sarah Palin is very, very well qualified to be Vice President…would be 

qualified to be President” 

 

 2006: Denied having voted against pay equity bills saying “any accusation to the 

contrary is just a silly accusation” despite his numerous votes against such bills 

 

 2016: Supported giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority, indicated 

support for Trans Pacific Partnership if a future administration is allowed to 

negotiate it 

 

 2016: Said he “always had a pro-life voting record,” promised to “follow through on 

that in Washington” 

 

 2016: Said he has “always been opposed to the Department of Education” 
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 2016: Said a fifteen-dollar minimum wage would kill small businesses 

 

 2016: Opposed banning gun sales for individuals on the terror watch list 

 

 Said Citizens United was “correct,” suggested that corporations have a right to free 

speech 

 

 Believed that more restrictions on campaign spending would be “calamitous” 

 

 Described monetary restrictions on “political speech” as a “dire, dire threat” 

 

 Argued that there shouldn’t be limits on rich donors like the Koch Brothers to 

influence the outcome of an election 

 

 Faso: “You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to influence the process through 

independent expenditures” and “corporations … can participate” 

 

 Said it was “nonsensical” to cap the amount of money that a candidate can accept 

 

 Opposed early voting and claimed it didn’t enhance voter participation, said voters 

should all go to the polls with the same “misinformation” 

 

 Couldn’t think of any new ideas to address heroin and opioid epidemic 

 

 Praised stop and frisk, credited it with the decrease in gun violence 

 

 Proposed eliminating taxes on capital gains and dividends; Faso: Dividend and 

capital gains tax cuts “helped Wall Street” 

 

 Did not believe that public employees had the right to strike, would have fired striking 

transit workers in 2005 

 

 2006: Faso: “I’m against same-sex marriage,” would have vetoed same-sex marriage 

bill as governor 

 
 

Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A Pension 

Enhancement” 

 

Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A Pension 

Enhancement.” “Let’s face it, the 16 years I was in the legislature, the easiest bill to vote for was a 

pension enhancement. And they come up every year, and they come up in the dead of night, and I voted 
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against an awful lot of them. There’s one big one I voted for that I regret, and that was the 2000 bill.” 

[Rockefeller Institute Debate, 8:04-8:24, 3/23/11] 

 

2016: Faso: “It’s Vitally Important That We Unite, That We Decide To Elect Donald Trump As 

The Next Republican President Of The United States” 

 

Faso: “It’s Vitally Important That We Unite, That We Decide To Elect Donald Trump As The Next 

Republican President Of The United States.” In June 2016, Faso said it was “vitally important” that 

Donald Trump gets elected president. “It’s vitally important that we unite, that we decide to elect Donald 

Trump as the next Republican President of the United States.” [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers 

event, 1:58-2:09, 6/11/16] 

 

Faso On Donald Trump: “I Will Support Him.” In June 2016, when asked if he would support 

Donald Trump, Faso said, “I have said all along throughout this process that I will support the 

nominee of my party and that is likely to be Mr. Trump, so I will support him.” [League of Women 

Voters Republican Debate, 30:06-30:42, 6/09/16] 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico. In 

June 2016, when asked if he would support or oppose Donald Trump’s positions in Congress, Faso said, 

“I think the key here Andrew is that any president, when they’re elected, the difference between 

campaigning and when they’re elected, you have to put proposals into legislative language. And yes, I 

believe we have to have much more in the way of border security. That will include building more 

structural barrier, the wall.” When the interviewer confirmed with Faso that he would indeed support 

Trump’s proposal to build a wall, Faso said, “Certainly; in the places where you can geographically build 

it. Not every place can you build by the topography and the land a wall.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 

5:12-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

2011: Said He Did Not Support Donald Trump Running For President, Described His Policies As 

“Jingoistic” 

 

2011: Said He Did Not Support Donald Trump Running For President. “INTERVIEWER: Another 

person who was very upset, particularly with the PIT increase and millionaires tax, is Donald Trump. So 

now I have to ask you, since you’re a New York Republican, prominent guy in the party, what do you 

think of Donald Trump and his presidency, his potential presidential candidacy I should say. FASO: Well 

I don’t support him. I don’t think he’s in my view a serious candidate with serious issues being 

enunciated.” [Capital Tonight, posted 4/25/11, 7:18]  

 

2011: Said Donald Trump’s Comments About Closing The National Deficit By Taxing China Were 

“Jingoistic Simplistic Politics.” “FASO: Well I don’t support [Donald Trump]. I don’t think he’s in my 

view a serious candidate with serious issues being enunciated. Saying that we are going to close the 

national deficit and national debt by taxing the Chinese is just kind of jingoistic simplistic politics.” 

[Capital Tonight, posted 4/25/11, 7:31]   

 

2011: Said Donald Trump Questioning Barack Obama’s Birth Certificate Was “Ridiculous.” 
“FASO: The business about the birth certificate is ridiculous. I, you know, but look [Trump] has a right to 

run. He’s got prominence.” [Capital Tonight, posted 4/25/11, 7:50]  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
https://youtu.be/_b3aa6bYWRU?t=7m18s
https://youtu.be/_b3aa6bYWRU?t=7m31s
https://youtu.be/_b3aa6bYWRU?t=7m50s
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Consistently Refused To Acknowledge That He Was The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” Named 

In Pay-To-Play Settlement 

 

Refused To Acknowledge Being The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” Involved In Pay-To-Play 

Scandal Despite Interviewer Presenting Him With Reports Stating Affirming It. In June 2016, when 

an interviewer pointed out that Faso was named as the Albany-based lobbyist who worked for Manatt, 

Phillips & Phelps when it settled with the New York Attorney General’s office concerning allegations of 

pay-to-play, Faso said, “The fact is, a misleading newspaper headline from years ago doesn’t obviate the 

fact that this was a smear tactic against me by Andrew Cuomo, and it didn’t work. And I’ve never been 

banned, sanctioned in any way or admonished. … … No one was fined, fined or banned. No, no one was 

fined or banned.” [FiOS1 Republican Congressional Debate, 5:32-6:30, 6/11/16] 

 

Dodged Question About Him Being The Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist In Pay-To-Play Scandal, 

Claimed It Was A Smear Tactic By Andrew Cuomo. In 2016, when an interviewer asked if Faso was 

the Albany-based partner/lobbyist in the settlement between The New York Attorney General’s office and 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “The entire thing was a smear against me that was tried by the most 

vindictive man in Albany: Andrew Cuomo. And he wasn’t successful because I was dropped from the 

entire thing, I had no role in that settlement, I wasn’t part of it, and I’ve never paid any fine or been 

banned from doing anything.” [John Faso on CBS 6 News, 30:41-32:50, 6/27/16] 

 

Said He Had Nothing To Do With Appearing Before Agencies When He Should Not Have Been. In 

2015, when asked if he had anything to do with “appearing when you shouldn’t be appearing before 

agencies,” Faso said, “No. Not in the least.” [The Jewish View, 24:09, posted 10/19/15] 

 

Consistently Denied 5-Year Lobbying Ban And Fine That Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Was Subject 

To In Pay-To-Play Scandal; Faso Denied Having Any Involvement With The Pay-To-Play Scandal 

Despite Reports That He Was The One Who Broke The Law 

 

2016: Blatantly Lied About Manatt, Phelps & Phillips (Including Its Employees) Being Subject To 

5-Year Lobbying Ban Despite An Interviewer Presenting Faso With News Articles Stating 

Otherwise. In June 2016, when Faso’s Republican opponent accused Faso of being part of the pay-to-

play scandal involving Manatt, Phillips & Phelps, Faso said, “Not true. Not true. You see this, you see 

this right here Andrew? This is the symbol for Autism Speaks. When he says I was banned, I was actually 

the outside legislative counsel for Autism Speaks and had a major role in writing the law that enhanced 

health insurance coverage for children with autism, and we have thousands of children with autism, and 

their families on the autism spectrum in this district. And he says I was banned; I was never banned!” 

When the interviewer pointed out that Faso’s law firm was banned from lobbying, Faso said, “No, no. 

That is not true. That is not true. … The former firm, where I was an employee, was never banned from 

lobbying.” When the interviewer pulled up a news clip that stated the firm was in fact banned, Faso said, 

“The fact is, a misleading newspaper headline from years ago doesn’t obviate the fact that this was a 

smear tactic against me by Andrew Cuomo, and it didn’t work. And I’ve never been banned, sanctioned in 

any way or admonished.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 4:30-6:02, 6/11/16] 

 

2016: Claimed He Had Never Been Subject To Lobbying Ban Of Any Kind Or Even Accused Of 

Wrongdoing. In June 2016, when asked about his involvement in Manatt, Phelps & Phillips’ pay-to-

play scandal, Faso said, “It’s again more nonsense. I was an employee of a 400-member law firm. I 

was not part of any settlement that my former employer made with the then Attorney General Cuomo. 

I never paid a fine, I was never banned – I’ve never been banned, sanctioned, fined, admonished; I’ve 

never even been accused, Greg. And yet this guy comes on, runs TV ads saying I’ve been banned, that 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part3
http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=24m9s
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part3
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I’ve been sanctioned, that I paid fines, that I violated state laws – it’s all untrue. … I had no role in 

that settlement, I wasn’t part of it, and I’ve never paid any fine or been banned from doing anything.” 

[John Faso on CBS 6 News, 30:41-32:50, 6/27/16] 

 

2015: Said That The Attorney General Investigation Into The Lobbying Scandal At His Former 

Employer Was A “Political Issue.” In 2015, when asked about the pay-to-play scandal involving 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “There was an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I 

thought it was a political issue, and basically they, their decision was – and I was not part of any 

agreement – they made a business decision to end the dispute rather than potentially face litigation. So 

they settled the matter. But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party. So I 

really don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 23:16, posted 10/19/15]  

 

Said He Was Not Involved In The Settlement And He Was Not Named As A Party In The 

Complaint. “But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party so I really 

don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 24:09, posted 10/19/15] 

 

2015: Acknowledged The Fact That Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With The New York 

Attorney General’s Office In Pay-To-Play Scandal. In 2015, when asked about the pay-to-play scandal 

involving Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “There was an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I 

thought it was a political issue, and basically they, their decision was – and I was not part of any 

agreement – they made a business decision to end the dispute rather than potentially face litigation. So 

they settled the matter. But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party. So I 

really don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 23:16, posted 10/19/15]  

 

2016: Said Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” To Foreign Policy, Meaning That Obama 

Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” 

 

2016: Said Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” To Foreign Policy, Meaning That Obama 

Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” “FASO: My concern with what Obama did with 

Cuba is that it exemplifies his kind of naive approach as I see it with how he deals with international 

relations generally. He generally believes, in my view, that the United States is the source of most of the 

consternation in the World. He thinks that if the United States would just be more like the rest of the 

World, we would somehow be able to get along better. And it’s kind of like the Rodney King approach to 

foreign policy, can’t we all get along.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 43:52]  

 

2015: Said That The Attorney General Investigation Into The Lobbying Scandal At His Former 

Employer Was A “Political Issue” 

 

2015: Said That The Attorney General Investigation Into The Lobbying Scandal At His Former 

Employer Was A “Political Issue.” “INTERVIEWER: I just have to ask you, because I want to clarify 

it. I’m not saying, I’m being gentle about this but what happened with Mannatt Phelps and you know that 

they were sanctioned by, or something, can you just? I don’t want to mischaracterize it. FASO: There was 

an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I thought it was a political issue, and basically they, they’re 

decision was, and I was not part of any agreement, they made a business decision to end the dispute rather 

than potentially face litigation. So they settled the matter.” [The Jewish View, posted 10/19/15, 23:16]  

 

2008: “Sarah Palin Is Very, Very Well Qualified To Be Vice President…Would Be Qualified To Be 

President” 

 

http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=23m16s
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=24m9s
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=23m16s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=43m52s
https://youtu.be/-QZFf1qg53w?t=23m16s
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2008: “Sarah Palin Is Very, Very Well Qualified To Be Vice President…Would Be Qualified To Be 

President.” While at the 2008 Republican National Convention, John Faso was asked if he thought Sarah 

Palin was qualified as a vice presidential nominee. He responded, “FASO: I think Sarah Palin is very very 

well qualified to be vice-president and I think if the circumstances would certainly arise she would be 

qualified to be president.” [John Faso On Sarah Palin, posted 9/01/08, 0:11]  

 

2006: Denied Having Voted Against Pay Equity Bills Saying “Any Accusation To The Contrary Is 

Just A Silly Accusation” 

 

2006: Denied Having Voted Against Pay Equity Bills Saying “Any Accusation To The Contrary Is 

Just A Silly Accusation.” “INTERVIEWER: Didn’t you vote against a bill that would have provided 

equal pay for women for doing the same job as men? FASO: Absolutely not. I totally support equal pay 

for equal work, and any accusation to the contrary is just a silly accusation. That was a totally different 

bill that would have had the government deciding for the private sector, how it shall pay wages for 

different categories of employers. The private sector marketplace should determine how much people get 

paid. But equal pay for equal work I absolutely support it. And by the way that is forty years federal and 

state law.” [WNBC 4 NY, 6/02/06, 6:43] 

 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority. In July 2016, during a 

candidate forum, Faso said, “One piece that I think though is important in this discussion is the Congress 

can’t negotiate. You can’t negotiate trade agreements. The reason we have the structure that they have 

done and it’s been in place since Reagan, the reason they have this trade structure is you can’t possibly 

have the individual legislatures of all these countries negotiating these things because nobody will put 

their last, best, final offer on the table. So the structure is the president has the authority to negotiate and 

Republican and Democratic presidents have had that authority to negotiate and some deals have been 

good for us and some haven’t. But that’s, give them the authority to negotiate but the Congress then has 

the up or down, yes or no vote. Otherwise you would have fifteen legislatures, for instance in this Trans 

Pacific Partnership arrangement, all trying to negotiate with themselves. No one would put their best final 

offer on the table. And having done many negotiations as a lawyer myself I know that that’s the way you 

have to do it.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 47:46]  

 

2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is Allowed To 

Negotiate It 

 

February 2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is 

Allowed To Negotiate It. In February 2016, when asked if he supported the Trans Pacific Partnership, 

Faso said, “Now on TPP and trade promotion authority, I think that the TPP, a lot of what Andrew and 

Bob said I agree with. The TPP is really meant to counter-balance China[.] … But the issue I have with 

the TPP frankly is the fact that I don’t trust any agreement like this that Obama would have negotiated. … 

But I do think its, in essence, ultimately the Congress has to be the one to approve it. I don’t trust Obama 

and this agreement, so I would be very reticent and opposed to what he is trying to do right now. Put it off 

to the next administration and Congress. I believe that would be a more prudent approach.” [Dutchess 

County Tea Party Debate, 46:34, 2/21/16] 

 

July 2016: Said He “Wasn’t Prepared To Support” TPP, Claimed He Was Still Studying It. 

“Gibson is a strong opponent of the massive trade deal known as the Trans-Pacific Partnership; he 

https://youtu.be/idLokBroMlU?t=11s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=47m46s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=46m38s
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said he has a two-page critique of it. Faso said he's still studying it. As a congressman, Gibson was 

able to read the document; Faso is still waiting for the opportunity. ‘I’m not prepared to support it at 

this point,’ Faso said. ‘It will be left to the next president and congress to decide.’” [Register-Star, 

7/19/16] 

 

2016: Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record,” Promised To “Follow Through On That In 

Washington” 

 

2016: Said He Has “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record,” Promised To “Follow Through On 

That In Washington.”  In February 2016, while appearing at a Dutchess County Tea Party debate, Faso 

said, “Tom, I’ve always had a pro-life voting record when I served in the New York State Assembly and I 

would, I would follow through on that in Washington.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 

1:05:34]  

 

2016: Said He Has “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education”  

 

2016: Said He Has “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education” But That Does Not 

Mean He Opposes Pell Grants Or Aid For Children With Disabilities. “FASO: When I was going to 

Georgetown Law School at night, I worked on the House Government Operations Committee, in 1979 or 

80, when the Department of Education bill went through the committee. And I remember my office was 

right off the committee room, the main committee room, and I remember Democratic Congressmen 

coming in and a couple of Republican Congressmen, getting calls form Ham Jurden, who was Jimmy 

Carter’s Chief of Staff at that point, and they were getting promises for bridges or for other bills or things 

like that, and that’s how they passed the Department of Education bill. Because it was a thing for the 

National Education Association. So it really always stuck with me. I’ve always been opposed to the 

Department of Education; however, let me say this. I’m not gonna be, I’m not gonna say we should be 

against Pell Grants for needy students that helps them pay for their college education. That’s funded 

through the DOE and the biggest thing that effects all of our local school districts is the aid for children 

with disabilities.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 58:37]  

 

2016: Said K-12 Education Should Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government 

 

2016: Said K-12 Education Should Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government. “FASO: Because 

95 percent of the money that is spent K through 12 education in our country is coming from state and 

local sources. Now we all pay property taxes and we all recognize that in this state, and there are a lot of 

battles in Albany about that. But this should not be K through twelve education should not be a role of the 

federal government.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 59:48, 59:48] 

 

2016: Said A Fifteen Dollar Minimum Wage Would Kill Small Businesses 

 

2016: Said A Fifteen Dollar Minimum Wage Would Kill Small Businesses. “FASO: Cuomo’s fifteen 

dollar minimum wage is going to kill small businesses.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 

4:11]  

 

2016: Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List 

 

2016: Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List. “And the no-fly list. 

The problem with the no-fly list it’s a just a kitchen sink. Has over 800,000 names in it. It is impossible to 

get yourself off it. That is why this whole thing that Schumer and Obama are pushing about the no-fly list 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h5m34s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=58m37s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=59m48s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=4m11s
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is a red herring because it actually encompasses many many more people than just those people who are 

truly a terror threat. There is no rhyme or reason as to how the list is derived. There is no rhyme or reason 

to how it is maintained, and there is no rhyme or reason to how the heck you get yourself off the list. So 

that is a perfect example of where the Congressional oversight has to take place. Thank you for your 

questions.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1/05/16, 1:49:48]  

 

2016: Said He Was Opposed To The NY SAFE Act Once He Learned What Was Included In It 

 

2016: Said He Was Opposed To The NY SAFE Act Once He Learned What Was Included In It. 

“FASO: Thank you for the question. The date of that article was in March of 2000. The bill that you 

referred to was actually introduced in June of 2000. Once I became aware of what was contained within 

the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to it. 

The quote, I mean, if someone asked you what did you say fifteen years ago and what the context was I 

would say that often times you can’t exactly remember what the context was.” [Dutchess County Tea 

Party Debate, 2/21/16, 24:22]  

 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Suggested That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech 

 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Insinuated That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech. 
In June 2016, when asked if he thought the Citizens United decision was right or wrong, Faso said, “I 

think actually the decision was correct. And I think that, you have to be able to distinguish who has First 

Amendment rights, freedom of speech. Freedom of speech was the paramount issue in that decision[.]” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 39:10, 6/16/16] 

 

Denied That Citizens United Opened The Door To Money Being Spent Through Super PACs 

And 527s. “When the reformers succeeded in limiting campaign contributions to candidates, what 

then happened? Money was driven into super PACs and 527s and housekeeping accounts in Albany. 

People falsely believe that Citizens United opened the door to this. It’s not true.” [John Faso on 

WCNY Radio, 4/07/14] 

 

2016: Advocated For Immediate Transparency Of Campaign Donations To Super PACs And 

Political Groups; 2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC, Refused To Say Who Was Financing It 

 

2016: Advocated For Immediate Transparency Of Campaign Donations To Super PACs And 

Political Groups. In June 2016, when asked if there should be any limits or transparency requirements on 

outside spending, Faso said, “There should be immediate disclosure, and what I don’t like is the use of the 

c4 organizations where donors can basically hide their identities in a c4 situation, where the people don’t 

know and they’re a so-called social welfare organization. So I would point out though that if you look at 

the history of campaign finance reform since the 70’s, that every single reform that the left has brought us 

in this country has resulted in even more spending taking place. And one of the reasons why we wound up 

in this situation with Citizens United is because the left has consistently fought to reduce the role of 

political parties. And I think, frankly, the public would be better served if they saw that a particular ad 

was paid for, not by some amorphous-named group, but paid for by one of the political parties.” [Time 

Warner Cable Republican Debate, 37:58-39:11, 6/16/16] 

 

Believed That Disclosure Would Solve The Issue Of Money In Politics. In June 2016, when he was 

asked how he would solve the issue of campaign spending, Faso said, “Well, I think disclosure is the 

way to do it, and an informed electorate and citizenry is the way to do it. If people understand who is 

providing campaign support, who is providing support to campaigns, if it is immediately disclosed, 

https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h49m48s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=24m22s
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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then they can make their own opinion, form their own opinions as to whether they think it’s good or 

bad of if they’re indifferent.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-35:07, 6/27/16] 

 

2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC And Refused To Say Who Was Financing It. “New York 

2014, a super PAC started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will 

support Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which 

candidates or how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. 

‘We are going to look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a 

‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily 

News ) The PAC made its first independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media 

buy supporting businesswoman Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time 

candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 5/22/14] 

 

Argued That “Political Speech Should Be Unfettered” Because It Is A “Free Speech Right” And 

“First Amendment” Issue. “I’m running for Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that 

the every single so-called campaign finance reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for 

the last 40 years has resulted in more money being spent in the political process. … There’s always 

been the right of individuals to participate in the political process, and wealthy individuals obviously 

have taken advantage of that. But it’s a free speech right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political 

speech should be unfettered. I think it also should be disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the 

organizations that engage in the politics but who don’t disclose who their donors are. I think that’s 

wrong. But the concept that we should amend the First Amendment to give the government more 

control over political speech, I think would be calamitous for our country.” [John Faso on WCNY 

Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Believed That More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous” 

 

Believed That More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous.” “I’m running for 

Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that the every single so-called campaign finance 

reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for the last 40 years has resulted in more money 

being spent in the political process. … There’s always been the right of individuals to participate in the 

political process, and wealthy individuals obviously have taken advantage of that. But it’s a free speech 

right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political speech should be unfettered. I think it also should be 

disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the organizations that engage in the politics but who don’t disclose 

who their donors are. I think that’s wrong. But the concept that we should amend the First Amendment to 

give the government more control over political speech, I think would be calamitous for our country.” 

[John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Described Monetary Restrictions On “Political Speech” As A “Dire, Dire Threat” 

 

Criticized Zephyr Teachout For Wanting To Amend The First Amendment To Combat Super 

PACs. “The last thing I call is crisis of values, and by this I mean: the left’s attack on college campuses 

against free speech. … We also have a crisis where the left and Zephyr Teachout, our likely nominee 

against us in the fall, she wants to amend the First Amendment to have the government have more control 

over political speech. This is a dire, dire threat to our individual liberties[.]” [Dutchess County Tea Party 

Debate, 5:22-6:10, 2/21/16] 

 

 

 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ
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Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence 

The Outcome Of An Election 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence 

The Outcome Of An Election. In 2014, when asked if it was more important to protect the political 

integrity of government than allow rich donors like “the Koch brothers to spend money influencing the 

outcome of a Senate election in North Carolina,” Faso said, “Under the First Amendment, you can’t put a 

limit on it.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 36:20, 4/07/14]  

 

Opposed Getting Rid Of Outside Groups That Influence Elections. In April 2014, when asked about 

getting rid of outside groups that influence elections, Faso said, “No. This is what you do: simply allow, 

you go back to having complete disclosure, immediate transparency.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

31:14-31:25, 4/07/14]  

 

Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through 

Independent Expenditures” And “Corporations … Can Participate”  

 

Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through 

Independent Expenditures” And “Corporations … Can Participate.” In July 2013, Faso said, “The 

fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, that’s what the reformers have been 

trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been utterly unsuccessful because of the 

First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to influence the process through 

independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in the U.S. and individuals and 

corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice” 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice.” In June 

2016, when asked about his thoughts on the argument that more money shouldn’t mean a louder voice, 

Faso said, “I think that it defies logic and common sense to think that; if that is a perceived problem, you 

don’t solve it by having the government control political speech more.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

32:40-34:45, 6/27/16] 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept. In July 

2013, when the proposal came up of limiting the amount of money that a candidate can accept, Faso said, 

“It’s a nonsensical idea. … The fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, 

that’s what the reformers have been trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been 

utterly unsuccessful because of the First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to 

influence the process through independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in 

the U.S. and individuals and corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Opposed Early Voting And Claimed It Didn’t Enhance Voter Participation, Said Voters Should All 

Go To The Polls With The Same “Misinformation” 

 

Opposed Early Voting And Claimed It Didn’t Enhance Voter Participation, Said Voters Should All 

Go To The Polls With The Same “Misinformation.” “I do not favor early voting, and let me tell you 

http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.wcny.org/july-17-2013-common-ground-alliance-faso-casey/
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/july-17-2013-common-ground-alliance-faso-casey/
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why: because all of the studies that have been done on early voting say it doesn’t enhance overall voter 

participation. And I think we lose the communitarian aspect of everyone going to vote on November 8th 

this year with the same information or misinformation as the case may be.” [League of Women Voters 

Republican Debate, 23:30, 6/09/16] 

 

2016: Opposed Ethanol Subsidies 

 

2016: Opposed Ethanol Subsidies. “FASO: For instance, eliminating hundreds of millions of dollars a 

year in ethanol subsidies. Which fowl your small engines, which add ten billion dollars a year to the cost 

of the price of a gallon of gas that consumers are paying, and that would serve no purpose whatsoever. It 

is corporate welfare.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1/05/16, 1:17:56]  

 

Faso: “We Don’t Need Ethanol Subsidies.” “We have ethanol subsidies. We don’t need ethanol 

subsidies. Those are wasteful, they reduce our mileage, they wreck the small engines that people have, 

whether they’re a lawn mower or snow blower, and it winds up, three years ago it cost motorists $10 

billion a year more because you get less miles per gallon. … Now some want to raise the ethanol 

blend to 15 percent; absolutely against that.” [John Faso on WKIP, 13:53-14:25, 6/14/16] 

 

Couldn’t Think Of Any New Ideas To Address Heroin And Opioid Epidemic 

 

Couldn’t Think Of Any New Ideas To Address Heroin And Opioid Epidemic. In June 2016, when 

asked what new ideas he would use to address the heroin and opioid epidemic, Faso said, “What new 

idea? I’m not sure that we really need a lot of new ideas[.]” [League of Women Voters Republican 

Debate, 10:50-10:55, 6/08/16] 

 

Said More Laws Would Not Solve Gun Violence 

 

Said More Laws Would Not Solve Gun Violence. In 2016, when asked if he would institute gun laws to 

reduce gun violence, Faso said, “More laws is not gonna solve this problem.” [John Faso on Regional 

News Network, 3:40-3:50, 7/07/16] 

 

Praised Stop And Frisk, Credited It With The Decrease In Gun Violence 

 

Praised Stop And Frisk, Credited It With The Decrease In Gun Violence. “The best example we have 

of reducing gun violence is what the affirmative efforts, the aggressive efforts of New York City PD 

conducted over the last number of years. And they greatly reduced the amount of street violence, gun 

violence within New York City because they had an aggressive stop and frisk policy. Now, that has been 

resisted by the De Blasio administration, by a liberal federal court judge who ruled against the city in this 

regard. But I think the fact of the matter, if you look at the number of incidents involving guns, illegal 

handguns in particular, you’ll find that the crime and the murder rate was greatly reduced by the broken 

windows policy implemented by Mayor Giuliani.” [John Faso on Regional News Network, 2:19-3:13, 

7/07/16] 

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends; Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains 

Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street”  

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends. “I’ve proposed the first state in the 

nation, we should be the first state in the nation to completely eliminate taxation of capital gains and 

dividends.” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 22:00-22:07, 10/12/06] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PewXEEqLsOo
https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h17m56s
http://1450wkip.iheart.com/media/play/27076751/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PewXEEqLsOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRuip-ZzdOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRuip-ZzdOg
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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Did Not Believe That Public Employees Had The Right To Strike, Would Have Fired Striking 

Transit Workers In 2005 

 

Did Not Believe That Public Employees Had The Right To Strike. In 2011, when asked if public 

employees in New York should have the right to strike, Faso said, “No. … Because it is contrary to the 

public, public safety employees in particular should not have the right to strike. I would argue that you 

could make a case for a right to strike for non-public safety employees, but I would include in that people 

who perform essential services, such as those who might work for the MTA, certainly police and fire, 

etc.” [Rockefeller Institute Debate, 5:29, 3/23/11] 

 

2006: Faso: “I’m Against Same-Sex Marriage,” Would Have Vetoed Same-Sex Marriage Bill As 

Governor 

 

Faso: “I’m Against Same-Sex Marriage.” In 2006, when asked about his stance on same-sex marriage, 

Faso said, “I’m against same-sex marriages. My position on this entire issue is very similar in that regard 

to that of Hillary Clinton’s. She’s against same-sex marriage.” [John Faso on Marvin Scott News (Part 3), 

1:50-2:20, 6/11/06] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Same-Sex Marriage Bill As Governor. In 2006, when asked what he would 

do as Governor if the state legislature presented him with a bill that would appeal New York’s ban on 

same-sex marriage, Faso said, “I would veto it. … I have a long record of supporting nondiscrimination. 

In fact, when I was in the state legislature, I supported the nondiscrimination bill way before most other 

members of my party did, back in 1993. I also believe however that gay marriage is an issue that is 

contrary to the beliefs of many millions of New Yorkers. And I think it’s a testament to Mr. Spitzer’s 

certainty on all of these types of issues that he says on day one he’s going to force gay marriage down the 

throats of many New Yorkers. … I am open to the concept of civil unions but I am not in favor of gay 

marriage.” [Capital News 9 Gubernatorial Debate, 18:30-19:51, 9/26/06] 

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends; Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains 

Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street”  

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends. “I’ve proposed the first state in the 

nation, we should be the first state in the nation to completely eliminate taxation of capital gains and 

dividends.” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 22:00-22:07, 10/12/06] 

 

Praised President George W. Bush’s Capital Gains Tax Cut. “Mr. Faso, who narrowly lost to Mr. 

Hevesi when both men ran for the seat being vacated by Carl McCall in 2002, observed that Mr. 

Hevesi recently has taken some swipes at President George W. Bush’s capital-gains tax cut, which 

Mr. Faso said has been ‘a real revenue generator for the state.’” [New York Observer, 3/20/06] 

 

Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street.” “The dividend and capital gains 

cuts have been tremendous spurs to state and city revenue, by the way. And they’ve also helped Wall 

Street, which is the biggest spur and develop.” [John Faso on City Talk, 24:44, 5/23/06] 

 

Called For A Flat Tax 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMd-xjSSdvs
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2016: Supported A Flat Tax. “I think a lower, flatter tax system with fewer deductions and exemptions 

would be better because people would pay less money to have taxes done.” [Fios1 News Republican 

Debate, 5:20-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

Proposed Setting Up A “2 Or 3 Bracket System” For Taxes. “I would say, you could set up a 2 or 

3, probably 3, bracket system whereby higher earners will pay the extra increment of income that’s 

high, they would pay a higher rate on. But making it a simpler, flatter system would benefit the entire 

economy.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 6:33-6:50, 6/11/16] 

 

  

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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Biography  
 

Personal Information 

 

 

Education 

 

J.D., Georgetown University Law Center (1975-79); B.A., SUNY-Brockport (1974); 

Archbishop Molloy High School in Queens, NY. [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

 

Criminal Record 

 

There is no evidence that Faso has a criminal record. [Various sources] 

 

Judgments or Liens 

 

There is no indication that Faso had any bankruptcies or liens. [Various sources] 

 

Bankruptcy Filings 

 

As of July 2016, there is no evidence that Faso has been involved with any bankruptcy. [Various sources] 

 

Voting History 

 

[Awaiting FOIA response] 

 

Faso Was Born In Massapequa, NY; Grew Up On Long Island 

 

Faso Was Born In Massapequa, NY. “Was born in Massapequa, Nassau County, NY.” [Times Union, 

5/27/02] 

 

Faso Grew Up On Long Island. “John Faso grew up in that other Long Island; his father supplemented 

his income from a small TV-repair shop with night work as a janitor at a local Catholic school, sometimes 

with his son working at his side.” [New York Post, 3/15/06] 

 

Faso Was One Of Five Children; Father Owned Television Repair And Tool Rental Business, 

Mother Was An Assistant Bank Branch Manager 

 

Faso Was One Of Five Children; Father Owned Television Repair And Tool Rental Business, 

Mother Was An Assistant Bank Branch Manager. “One of five children of John and Frances Faso, he 

learned early the values that he brings to public life. His father owned a television repair and tool rental 

business, and in addition to raising a family, his mother worked as an assistant bank branch manager.” 

[John Faso for New York State Comptroller, Wayback Machine, archived on 6/05/02] 

 

Attended Archbishop Molloy High School, Worked As A Janitor To Pay For Tuition 

 

https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
https://web.archive.org/web/20020605084209/http:/taxpayerswatchdog.com/about.html
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Attended Archbishop Molloy High School, Worked As A Janitor To Pay For Tuition. “As a 

teenager, Faso commuted daily from his Seaford home to Archbishop Molloy High School in Queens and 

worked after school and on weekends as a janitor in St. William the Abbott Church to help pay for high 

school tuition.” [John Faso for New York State Comptroller, Wayback Machine, archived on 6/05/02] 

 

Earned His Bachelor’s Degree From SUNY At Brockport And J.D. From Georgetown 

 

Earned His Bachelor’s Degree From SUNY At Brockport And J.D. From Georgetown. “Faso earned 

his bachelor’s degree from the State University of New York at Brockport and his Juris Doctor degree 

from Georgetown University Law Center.” [John Faso for New York State Comptroller, Wayback 

Machine, archived on 6/05/02] 

 

1983: Moved To Kinderhook, NY 

 

1983: Moved To Kinderhook, NY. “Then Warren Anderson, the State Senate majority leader, offered 

him a job in Albany drafting bills. So the Fasos moved into a 130-year-old fixer-upper in Columbia 

County in 1983.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

Faso’s Wife, Mary Frances, Was A Registered Nurse  

 

Faso’s Wife, Mary Frances, Was A Registered Nurse. “Mary Frances, a registered nurse, is employed 

as school nurse in the Ichabod Crane High School.” [John Faso for New York State Comptroller, 

Wayback Machine, archived on 6/05/02] 

 

Faso Had Joined A Union Early In Life, Interned On Capitol Hill 

 

Faso Had Joined A Union Early In Life, Interned On Capitol Hill. “He easily could have drifted into 

a life of labor. He helped his dad sweep classrooms for extra money and later worked as a landscaper and 

drove the freight truck from Kennedy Airport. He joined the steamfitters union but never got called for a 

job. Instead he headed toward politics, interning on Capitol Hill while in college and landing a job in 

Washington after graduation as a grants officer for Nassau County.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

Became A Republican After The Vietnam War Due To National Defense Issues 

 

Became A Republican After The Vietnam War Due To National Defense Issues. “Faso had migrated 

to the Republican Party, attracted after the Vietnam War to its stand on national defense in the face of 

threats from China and the Soviet Union. He voted in his first presidential election in 1972 for Richard 

Nixon. ‘For everything that ailed international affairs, the Democrats were more disposed to blame 

America than they were to question some of our foreign adversaries,’ Faso said.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

  

https://web.archive.org/web/20020605084209/http:/taxpayerswatchdog.com/about.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20020605084209/http:/taxpayerswatchdog.com/about.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20020605084209/http:/taxpayerswatchdog.com/about.html
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Personal Finance 
 

5/15/16 – Personal Financial Disclosure 

 

Reported Between $214,018 And $670,000 In Values Of Assets And Unearned Income 

 

Asset Owner Value of Asset Income Type 

Income (Current 

Year to Filing) 

Income 

(Preceding Year) 

Anthem, Inc. (ANTM) SP $1,000-$15,000 Dividends $1-$200 $1-$200 

Bank of Greene County Savings JT $1,000-$15,000 Interest $1-$200 $1-$200 

Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM) SP $1,000-$15,000 Dividends $1-$200 $1-$200 

Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)   $1,000-$15,000 Tax-Deferred     

Greene County Bancorp, Inc. 

(GCBC)   $1,000-$15,000 Tax-Deferred     

Kinderhook Bank Savings Acct JT $1,000-$15,000 Interest $1-$200 $1-$200 

Vanguarg 500 Index Fund SP $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguarg 500 Index Fund   $50,001-$100,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard Devel Markets Idx   $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard Equity Income Fund SP $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard Long Term Investment   $50,001-$100,000 Tax-Deferred     

vanguard mid-cap index fund SP $1,000-$15,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard REIT Index Fund   $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard VDVIX   $1,000-$15,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard VFINX   $1,000-$15,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard VWESX SP $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

Vanguard Wellington fund   $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

vanguard windsor II fund   $15,001-$50,000 Tax-Deferred     

Total: $214,018-$670,000  $4-$800 $4-$200 

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 5/15/16] 

 

Reported $22,000 In Earned Income For 2016, $150,000 For 2015 

 

Source Type 

Amount (Current 

Year to Filing) 

Amount 

(Preceding Year) 

Law Offices of John J. Faso, PC legal practice $22,000  $150,000  

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 5/15/16] 

 

 

 

Reported Between $65,002 And $150,000 In Liabilities 

 

Owner Creditor Date Incurred Type Amount of Liability 

JT American Educational Services January 2007 

Children's 

student loans $50,001-$100,000 

JT 

Great Lakes Educational Loan 

Services January 2012 

Children's 

student loans $15,001-$50,000 

Total: $65,002-$150,000 

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 5/15/16] 

 

http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
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Positions 

 

Position 

Name of 

Organization Comments 

Director 

National Stock 

Exchange 

The NSX was sold to another entity at the end of 2014; my director 

position ended at that time 

Board Member 

Rockefeller Institute 

of Government I resigned from the RIG Board as of September 22,2015 

Board Member 

Lawyers Democracy 

Fund   

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 5/15/16] 

 

Compensation In Excess Of $5,000 From A Single Source 

 

Source (Name and Address) Brief Description of Duties Comments  

Constitution Pipeline Company (Houston, TX, US consulting and legal services 

Services concluded as of 

September 2015 

AT&T (New York, NY, US) consulting and legal services   

NYS Optometric Assn (Albany, NY, US) legal counsel services   

Rochester Prep Charter School (Rochester, NY, US) legal counsel services   

Troy Prep Charter School (Troy, NY, US) legal counsel services   

Brooklyn Dreams Charter School (Brooklyn, NY, US) legal counsel services   

NY 2014 (Kinderhook, NY, US) legal counsel services   

Hewlett Packard (New York, NY, US) legal counsel services   

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 5/15/16] 

 

1/03/16 – Personal Financial Disclosure 

 

Reported Between $199K And $635K In Assets And Unearned Income 
 

Asset Owner Value (Low) Value (High) Income Type Income 

(Year to 

Filing) 

Income 

(Preceding 

Year) 

Anthem Inc. (ANTM) SP $1,001  $15,000  Dividends $1-200 $1-200 

Bank of Greene County 

Savings 

JT $1,001  $15,000  Interest $1-200 $1-200 

Exxon Mobil Corp 

(XOM) 

SP $1,001  $15,000  Dividends $1-200 $1-200 

Exxon Mobil Corp 

(XOM) 

 $1,001  $15,000  Tax-Deferred   

Goldman Sachs Growth 

Op Fund 

SP $1,001  $15,000  Tax-Deferred   

Greene County 

Bancorp. Inc. (GCBC) 

 $1,001  $15,000  Tax-Deferred   

Kinderhook Bank 

Savings 

JT $1,001  $15,000  Interest $1-200 $1-200 

Neuberger Berman 

Genesis Trust 

 $50,001  $100,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard 500 Index 

Fund 

SP $15,001  $50,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard 500 Index 

Fund 

 $50,001  $100,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard Devel 

Markets Idx 

 $15,001  $50,000  Tax-Deferred   

http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
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Vanguard Equity 

Income Fund 

SP $15,001  $50,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard REIT Index 

Fund 

 $15,001  $50,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard VDVIX  $1,001  $15,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard VFINX  $1,001  $15,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard VWESX  $15,001  $50,000  Tax-Deferred   

Vanguard Windsor II 

Fund 

 $15,001  $50,000  Tax-Deferred   

Total: $199,017  $635,000     

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 1/03/16]  

 

2014-15: Reported $478K In Earned Income 
 

Source Type Amount (Current Year To 

Filing) 

Amount (Preceding Year) 

Law Offices of John J. Faso Legal Practice $183,000  $225,000  

National Stock Exchange Director Fee $ $10,000  

Kinderhook Central School District Salary N/A N/A 

State of New York Pension Income $20,000  $40,000  

Total: $203,000 $275,000 

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 1/03/16]  

 

Reported Between $65K And $150K In Liabilities 
 

Owner Creditor Date Incurred Type Amount (Low 

Value) 

Amount (High 

Value) 

JT American 

Educaitonal Services 

Jan-07 Children’s Student 

Loans 

$50,001  $100,000  

JT Great Lakes 

Educaitonal Loan 

Services 

Jan-12 Children’s Student 

Loans 

$15,001  $50,000  

Total: $65,002  $150,000  

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 1/03/16]  

 

Positions 
 

Position Name of Organization Notes 

Director National Stock Exchange The NSX was sold to another entity at 

the end of 2014; my director position 

ended at that time 

Board Member Rockefeller Institute of Government I resigned from the RIG Board as of 

September 22, 2015 

Board Member Lawyers Democracy Fund  

Steward NYS Archives Partnership Trust  

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 1/03/16]  

 

Compensation In Excess Of $5,000 From A Single Source 
 

Source Company City Company State Description 

Constitution Pipeline Company Houston TX Consulting and Legal Services 

AT&T New York NY Consulting and Legal Services 

NYS Optometric Association Albany NY Legal Counsel Services 

Troy Charter School Troy NY Legal Counsel Services 

http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
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Rochester Prep Charter School Rochester NY Legal Counsel Services 

Brooklyn Dreams Charter School Brooklyn NY Legal Counsel Services 

NY 2014 Kinderhook NY Consulting and Legal Services 

Hewlett Packard New York NY Legal Counsel Services 

Columbia County, NY Hudson NY Legal Counsel Services 

Manatt Phelps & Phillips, LLP Los Angeles CA Legal Practice 

Audience Partners, LLC Fort Washington PA Consulting and Legal Services 

[John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 1/03/16]  

 

2006 Tax Returns 

 

2006: Faso And His Wife Reported An Adjusted Gross Income Of $394,216 

 

2006: Faso And His Wife Reported An Adjusted Gross Income Of $394,216. “Former Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso, one of two Republican gubernatorial contenders, and his wife, Mary Frances, 

reported an adjusted gross income of $394,216 - $364,151 of which was John Faso’s earnings from the 

law/lobbying firm Manatt, Phelps & Phillips. He stopped lobbying at the end of 2005. Faso’s wife, a 

nurse in the Ichabod Crane Central School District in Columbia County, earned $29,983. The couple paid 

$98,582 in federal taxes, $26,845 in state taxes and gave $7,018 to charity. The did no state check-offs. 

They’re entitled to a $1,511 refund from the state. This is the first year Faso has publicly released his tax 

returns.” [Times Union, 4/15/06] 

 

  

http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
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Career Timeline 
 

This section provides an overview of Faso’s career. 

 

 PROFESSIONAL:  

 Owner, Law Offices of John J. Faso, PC (1/2014-Present) 

 Director, National Stock Exchange (????-2014) 

 Private lawyer (1986-2002) 

 Partner, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips LLP (2003-2016)  

 Senior Adviser/Public Affairs, Ruder Finn (2/2003-????) 

 Counsel, Rapport, Meyers, Whitbeck, Shaw & Rodenhausen (1983-1986) 

 

POLITICAL:  

 Washington Representative, Nassau County (1974-1978);  

 Congressional Aide, Congressman John Wydler (1978-1981);  

 Commissioner, New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission (1981-83);  

 New York State Assemblyman (1986-2002);  

 Assembly Minority Leader (1998-2002);  

 New York State Public Asset Fund (2005) 

 Candidate, New York State Comptroller (1994 & 2002) 

 Candidate, New York State Governor (2006) 

 Candidate, New York’s 20th Congressional District (2009) 

 Founder, New York 2014 PAC (2014) 

 Candidate, New York’s 19th Congressional District (2016) 

 

COMMITTEES:  

 Ranking Minority Member, Social Services Committee  

 Member, Assembly Standing Committee on Cities  

 Member, Assembly Standing Committee on Education  

 Assembly Republican Member, Legislative Task Force on Demographic Research and 

Reapportionment  

 Member of Gov. Pataki’s Transition Team, Chaired Budget Committee (1994);  

 Ranking Member, Ways and Means Committee (1995);   

 

NON-PROFIT:  

 Lector, St. John the Baptist Church in Valatie  

 

AWARDS:  

 Presidential Appointee, James Madison Memorial Fellowship;  

 “Guardian of Small Business,” National Federation of Independent Businesses (1996);  

 "Distinguished Public Service," Nelson A. Rockefeller College (1997)  

 

ORGANIZATIONS:  

 Board Member, Central Park Credit Bank (2007) 

 Board Member, Rockefeller Institute of Government;  

 Columbia County Republican Committee;  

https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
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 The Northern Columbian Lions Club;  

 The Knights of Columbus; The Kinderhook Elks Lodge;  

 Chairman, The Kinderhook Town Republican Committee;  

 24th Congressional District Chairman of Citizens for America;  

 Chairman, Columbia County Reagan-Bush (1984);  

 Board Member, Buffalo Fiscal Stability Authority (2003-2006)  

 Board of Trustees, James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation (2008-2013) 

 Member, Citizens for America (1986) 

 

LICENSES:  

 New York Bar (1981); D.C.  Bar (1981) 

 

Had New York County And State Political Jobs In Washington, DC 

 

Had New York County And State Political Jobs In Washington, DC. “After law school, Mr. Faso 

took county and state political jobs in Washington, but all the while he was thinking about a run for 

elective office in New York.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

1974-78: Worked As A Grants Officer In Washington, D.C. For Nassau County. “He had moved to 

the nation’s capital after college and became a grants officer for Nassau County, helping secure federal 

funds for local projects. He became a careful reader of fine print; later, his line-by-line analysis of bills in 

the New York State Assembly would become legendary. And he marveled at what he saw as pork-barrel 

spending and grants in the federal trough.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

1978-81: Worked For Congressman John Wydler 

 

1978-81: Was A Congressional Staffer. According to Project Vote Smart, from 1978 to 1981, Faso was 

a congressional staffer. “Professional Staff Member, United States House of Representatives, 1979-

1981[.]” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

Worked For Congressman John Wydler. “In Washington, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Faso 

worked in Congress under Rep. John Wydler of Garden City.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1981-83: Worked For The New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission 

 

1981-83: Worked For The New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. According to 

Project Vote Smart, Faso worked for the New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. 

“Commissioner, New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission, 1983-1986[.]” [Project Vote 

Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

1983: Worked For The New York Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. “Then Warren Anderson, the 

State Senate majority leader, offered him a job in Albany drafting bills. So the Fasos moved into a 130-

year-old fixer-upper in Columbia County in 1983.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1983-86: Did Estate And Real Estate Work At Rapport Law Firm 

 

Did Estate And Real Estate Work At Rapport Law Firm. “He did estate and real estate work at 

Rapport, Meyers, and soon enough, in 1986 the Assembly seat came open.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
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2003: Became Partner At Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Law Firm  

 

2003: Became Partner At Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Law Firm. “John Faso, a Republican who 

narrowly lost his bid last year for state comptroller, has become a partner in a politically well-connected 

law firm with strong ties in Washington, California and New York City. Faso, a former state Assembly 

minority leader, said Monday he had joined the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law firm as a partner in its 

government advocacy and policy division. … Faso said he will work out of Manatt’s New York City, 

Albany and Washington offices doing legal, lobbying and corporate strategy work.” [AP, 2/03/03] 

 

2003: Joined Public Relations Firm Ruder Finn 

 

2003: Joined Public Relations Firm Ruder Finn. “Ruder Finn, the largest public relations firm in the 

New York market, has announced that John Faso, the former Republican Leader of the New York State 

Assembly and recent candidate for State Comptroller, has been engaged as Senior Advisor/Public Affairs 

for the agency. … According to Peter Finn, co-CEO, Ruder Finn, Faso will play ‘a new and important 

role, adding strength to our policy competency. John will work with our management team on New York 

City, New York State and federal government relations issues in a time when governmental issues are a 

priority for many of our clients.’ In providing public affairs advisory services to Ruder Finn, Faso will 

work from Albany, New York City and Washington DC.” [PR Newswire, 2/03/03] 

 

2003: Appointed To Buffalo Financial Control Board 

 

2003: Appointed To Buffalo Financial Control Board. “Gov. George E. Pataki appointed five members 

of a new board to oversee Buffalo’s troubled finances today, creating a panel weighted toward business 

leaders. The Republican governor announced his five appointments to the nine-member Buffalo Fiscal 

Stability Authority as he signed into law the legislation that puts the city’s finances under the board’s 

control. Mr. Pataki’s appointees will control the authority, though the comptroller and the Legislature 

each appoint a board member, as well. … Buffalo’s finances have been a shambles for years. As more and 

more people have left the city, the tax base has shriveled, and the city government has failed to wrest 

concessions from unions. Nearly every year, the State Legislature has been called upon to bail out the 

city, which has nearly 300,000 people, with extra state aid. The Buffalo school system’s finances are 

particularly dire, and about 28 percent of the staff has been eliminated in the last three years. … Mr. 

Pataki’s other appointees are … John J. Faso, the former Assembly minority leader who is now a lawyer 

in the private sector.” [New York Times, 7/04/03] 

 

2008: Nominated By President Bush To Serve On James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation 

Board Of Trustees 

 

2008: Nominated By President Bush To Serve On James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation 

Board Of Trustees. “The President intends to nominate the following individuals to be Members of the 

Board of Trustees of the James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation: John J. Faso of New York, 

(Public Member), for the remainder of a six-year term expiring 05/29/13[.]” [White House Documents 

and Publications, 5/22/08] 

 

August 2016: Licensed To Practice Law In New York State, Was Inactive In Washington, DC 

 

August 2016: Licensed To Practice Law In New York State, Was Inactive In Washington, DC. As of 

August 2016, Faso had an active registration with the New York State Bar and an inactive registration 
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with the Washington, DC Bar. [New York State Unified Court System, accessed 8/29/16; District of 

Columbia Bar, accessed 8/29/16] 

 

2007: Partnered With Citigroup To Start A Bank, But Would Have No Ownership In It 

 

2007: Partnered With Citigroup To Start A Bank, But Would Have No Ownership In It. “John Faso, 

the former state Assembly minority leader and gubernatorial candidate, is lending his name and expertise 

to what could be the nation's largest newly formed bank. Faso, a partner in the Albany office of Manatt 

Phelps & Phillips LLP, a national law and consulting firm, is one of the organizers of Central Park Credit 

Bank. Michael Kelly, president and CEO of Central Park Credit, said the wholesale bank will focus on 

serving municipal clients such as states, cities, counties, authorities and nonprofit entities that issue tax-

exempt debt. It will write letters of credit, provide guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) and manage 

municipal bond portfolios. It will not serve corporate clients or operate retail branches. ‘We felt the 

opportunity was there,’ said Kelly, whose background includes positions with Guggenheim Partners LLC, 

Ambac Financial Group and Smith Barney. ‘We have a good business plan that has gotten even better. 

With the credit crisis, municipal clients have even more of a need for liquidity.’ The organizers have hired 

Citigroup to oversee a private placement aimed at raising $600 million in capital. … According to the 

application the group has filed with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., the 55-year-old Faso, who lives 

in Kinderhook, will have no ownership in the bank. Kelly said he has known Faso for about 16 years. He 

asked the former Republican lawmaker to join the Central Park Credit board and serve on its compliance 

committee because ‘it's always good to have a guy who has a handle on the numbers, and that's John.’” 

[Albany Business Review, 12/17/07] 

 

Lobbying Career 

 

2003-13: Lobbied The Federal Government In Washington, DC  

 

2003-13: Lobbied The Federal Government In Washington, DC. From 2004 to 2013, Faso lobbied the 

federal government in Washington, DC. “John Faso, a Republican who narrowly lost his bid last year for 

state comptroller, has become a partner in a politically well-connected law firm with strong ties in 

Washington, California and New York City. Faso, a former state Assembly minority leader, said Monday 

he had joined the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law firm as a partner in its government advocacy and policy 

division. … Faso said he will work out of Manatt’s New York City, Albany and Washington offices doing 

legal, lobbying and corporate strategy work.” [AP, 2/03/03] 

 

Registrant Name Client Name 

Amount 

Reported 

Date 

Posted 

Filing 

Year 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION 

AUTHORITY $20,000 2/2/2004 2003 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION 

AUTHORITY   2/27/2003 2003 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION 

AUTHORITY $20,000 7/16/2003 2003 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION 

AUTHORITY $40,000 8/3/2004 2004 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION 

AUTHORITY $20,000 8/15/2005 2005 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips New York Structural Biology Center $20,000 2/14/2006 2005 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips New York Structural Biology Center $20,000 8/15/2005 2005 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

New York State Association for Affordable Housing 

(NYSAFAH) $20,000 1/20/2012 2011 

https://iapps.courts.state.ny.us/attorney/AttorneyDetails?attorneyId=5406098
https://www.dcbar.org/membership/find-a-member-results.cfm
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Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

New York State Association for Affordable Housing 

(NYSAFAH)   10/20/2011 2011 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips Financial Service Centers of America $50,000 1/22/2013 2012 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips Financial Service Centers of America $40,000 7/17/2012 2012 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips Financial Service Centers of America $40,000 10/22/2012 2012 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

New York State Association for Affordable Housing 

(NYSAFAH) $30,000 4/19/2012 2012 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

New York State Association for Affordable Housing 

(NYSAFAH) $30,000 7/17/2012 2012 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips 

New York State Association for Affordable Housing 

(NYSAFAH) $30,000 10/22/2012 2012 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips Financial Service Centers of America $20,000 8/13/2013 2013 

Manatt, Phelps, and Phillips Financial Service Centers of America $40,000 10/21/2013 2013 

 Total $440,000   

[Lobbying Disclosures, U.S. Secretary of the Senate, accessed 7/27/16] 

 

2007-15: Lobbied New York State Government  

 

2007-15: Lobbied New York State Government. From 2007 to 2015, Faso lobbied the State of New 

York.  

 
YEAR LOBBYIST NAME CLIENT NAME 

2007-2008 CAROUSEL DESTINY HOLDINGS, LLC CAROUSEL DESTINY HOLDINGS, LLC 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
ASSOCIATED BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS, INC. 

(EMPIRE STATE CHAPTER) 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP AUTISM SPEAKS INC. 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP CALLANAN INDUSTRIES, INC. 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COBLESKILL STONE PRODUCTS, INC. 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COMMON GOOD 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP EL PASO CORPORATION 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP KINDRED HEALTHCARE 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP RUEDELETAT LLC 

2007-2008 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
ASSOCIATED BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS, INC. 

(ABC) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP AUTISM SPEAKS INC. 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP BRAIN TRAUMA FOUNDATION 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP CALLANAN INDUSTRIES, INC. 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COALITION FOR MANAGED LONG-TERM CARE/PACE 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COBLESKILL STONE PRODUCTS, INC. 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
FARMER'S MUSEUM, INC. (THE) (CLARK ESTATES, 

INC. (THE)) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP HEALTHNOW NEW YORK, INC. 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION (THE) (NYS) (FENIMORE 

ART MUSEUM) (CLARK ESTATES, INC. (THE)) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP LAKE GEORGE LAND CONSERVANCY 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP LENAH CONSULTING 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
MEDRAD, INC. (A SUBSIDIARY OF BAYER 

HEALTHCARE) (FABIANI & COMPANY) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING CANCER CENTER 
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2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME (THE CLARK 

ESTATES, INC.) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
NATIONAL MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY'S NY MS 

COALITION ACTION NETWORK 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION (NYS) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP PRIMARY CARE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY CENTER (NY) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
STRUCTURED EMPLOYMENT ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (SEEDCO) 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP SUNY UPSTATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY 

2009-2010 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE 

2011-2012 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS 

LLP/NEW YORK CITY 
ASSOCIATION FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING (NYS) 

2011-2012 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS 

LLP/NEW YORK CITY 

BID ASSOCIATION (NYC) (D.B.A. 34TH STREET 

PARTNERSHIP) 

2011-2012 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS 

LLP/NEW YORK CITY 
DURST ORGANIZATION (THE) 

2011-2012 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS 

LLP/NEW YORK CITY 
FINANCIAL SERVICE CENTERS OF NEW YORK, INC. 

2011-2012 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS 

LLP/NEW YORK CITY 

HUDSON SQUARE DISTRICT MANAGEMENT 

ASSOCIATION, INC. 

2011-2012 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS 

LLP/NEW YORK CITY 
TITAN OUTDOOR LLC 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
ASSOCIATED BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS, INC. 

(EMPIRE STATE CHAPTER) 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP AUTISM SPEAKS INC. 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP BRAIN TRAUMA FOUNDATION 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP CALLANAN INDUSTRIES, INC. 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COBLESKILL STONE PRODUCTS, INC. 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP JOYFUL HEART FOUNDATION 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP JRF ENTERPRISES, LLC 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
MEDRAD, INC. (A SUBSIDIARY OF BAYER 

HEALTHCARE) (FABIANI & COMPANY) 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION (NYS) 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE (EL PASO ENERGY 

SERVICE COMPANY) 

2011-2012 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP UNITED NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES OF NEW YORK 

2013-2014 LAW OFFICES OF JOHN J. FASO, PC COLUMBIA COUNTY 

2013-2014 LAW OFFICES OF JOHN J. FASO, PC OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION (NYS) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP AFTER-SCHOOL CORPORATION (THE) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP APOLLO THEATER FOUNDATION, INC. (THE) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
ASSOCIATED BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS, INC. 

(ABC) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP ASSOCIATION FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING (NYS) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP ASSOCIATION OF TALENT AGENTS 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP AUTISM SPEAKS INC. 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
BID ASSOCIATION (NYC) (D.B.A. 34TH STREET 

PARTNERSHIP) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP BIG APPLE CIRCUS 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP BROOKLYN MUSEUM 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP CALLANAN INDUSTRIES, INC. 
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2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP CITY HARVEST 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP COBLESKILL STONE PRODUCTS, INC. 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
CROWN CASTLE NG EAST LLC (FKA CROWN CASTLE 

NG EAST INC) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP DURST ORGANIZATION (THE) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP GOD'S LOVE WE DELIVER, INC. 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF AMERICA 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOCIATION, INC 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION (NYS) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP SKYHIGH MURALS COLOSSAL-MEDIA INC. 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
TIMES SQUARE DISTRICT MANAGEMENT 

ASSOCIATION, INC.  

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
TRANS HARBOR LLC (NY) DBA WATER TAXI & 

CIRCLE LINE DOWNTOWN (NY) 

2013-2014 MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP USTA/NATIONAL TENNIS CENTER, INC. 

2015-2016 LAW OFFICES OF JOHN J. FASO, PC OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION (NYS) 

[New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 7/27/16]  

 

 

2005: Accused Of Illegal Lobbying Activity As Lawyer For Public Asset Fund, But Later Cleared; 

Lobbying Efforts Resulted In Legislation Limiting Comptroller’s Oversight In Sale Of State-

Owned Stock For Fund  

 

2005: Accused Of Illegal Lobbying Activity As Lawyer For Public Asset Fund. “As several 

Democrats and civic groups called Friday for an investigation into whether John Faso, the Republican 

nominee for governor, should have registered as a lobbyist for some work he performed last year, an 

official at the state’s lobbying commission suggested that an inquiry could already be under way … Mr. 

Faso had been in constant contact with the governor’s office trying to obtain legislation last year when he 

was hired as a lawyer for the Public Asset Fund, a state entity charged with selling billions of dollars of 

state-owned stock. Mr. Faso argued that the fund was simply an arm of government, so he did not have to 

register as a lobbyist.” [The New York Times, 9/23/06] 

 

Hired To Help Public Asset Fund Push Legislation To Sell Stock, Did Not Register As Lobbyist. 

“Mr. Faso … was hired in 2005 by a little-known state entity called the Public Asset Fund to help it 

sell off its shares of stock in a health company. In that capacity, he worked with the governor’s office 

to draft legislation to allow the stock sale to move forward, but he did not register his activities with 

the state’s lobbying commission.” [The New York Times, 11/30/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Worked With The Legislature On Large State Stock Sale” [New York 

Times, 9/22/06]  

 

Investigated For Illegal Lobbying Activity; Billing Records Showed Faso Worked With The 

Governor’s Office To Pass Legislation Limiting Comptroller’s Oversight of Stock Sale. “The 

commission began its inquiry after The New York Times reported that Mr. Faso’s billing records showed 

that he played a key role working with the governor’s office to obtain the passage of legislation sought by 

the fund’s board. The law took away the state comptroller’s oversight in the hiring of underwriters and 

lawyers to handle the stock sale.” [The New York Times, 11/30/06] 

 

Public Asset Fund Deemed “Closest To A State Agency” By Lobbying Commission, Faso Cleared 

Of Wrongdoing. “‘Whether the fund is a state agency or a public benefit corporation is not free from 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/23/nyregion/23faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
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doubt,’ Mr. Grandeau’s letter continued. ‘On balance, it appears to be closest to a state agency. In 

reaching our conclusion to close the inquiry, the commission also gave weight to the fact that you have 

registered as a lobbyist on other occasions and that there was no indication that you were acting other than 

in good faith in believing that registration was not required in this instance.’” [The New York Times, 

11/30/06] 

 

Billed The State $560 An Hour. “Mr. Faso billed the state $560 an hour for his work for the Public 

Asset Fund, according to billing records obtained under the Freedom of Information Law. The records 

show that he earned more than $37,000 for his work for the fund, and that his law firm, Manatt, Phelps & 

Phillips, earned much more.” [New York Times, 9/22/06] 

 

  

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
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Political Career and 2016 Campaign 
 

2016 Campaign for New York’s 19th Congressional District 

 

September 15th, 2015: Announced Campaign For New York’s 19th Congressional District 

 

September 15th, 2015: Announced Campaign For New York’s 19th Congressional District. “The 

2016 race for the 19th Congressional District seat is about to officially have its first candidate. Former 

assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso will announce his run for the seat on Tuesday 

morning at his Kinderhook home.” [Times Union, 9/15/15] 

 

NY State Of Politics: Faso’s Attack On Teachout For Being A Professor “Ironic” 

 

NY State Of Politics: Faso’s Attack On Teachout For Being A Professor “Ironic.” “In a statement, 

the Faso campaign refers to Teachout as ‘professor’ no fewer than eight times (Teachout is a Fordham 

Law school professor; Faso is widely considered to be an expert on public budgets and financing, making 

the academic attack on his opponent a bit ironic).” [New York State of Politics, 7/14/16] 

 

Times Union: “Apparently Referring To The Democrat As ‘Professor Teachout’ Is Going To Be A 

Thing For Faso’s Campaign.” [Times Union, 7/14/16] 

 

2009: Ran For New York’s 20th Congressional District, Quickly Dropped Out 

 

January 25th, 2009: Entered The Race New York’s 20th Congressional District. “As Rep. Kirsten 

Gillibrand accepted her appointment as U.S. senator, a number of Republicans and Democrats were 

jockeying to run for her congressional seat. … [F]ormer GOP gubernatorial candidate John Faso … are 

among the Republicans who have entered the race, they said Friday. … Faso, 56, said he is seeking 

election. The Kinderhook, Columbia County, resident is a partner with the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law 

firm in Albany and New York City. He ran unsuccessfully for governor in 2006 and comptroller in 2002. 

‘I have a proven track record of advancing fiscally responsible policies at the state level,’ said Faso, a 

former assemblyman and Assembly minority leader.” [The Journal News, 1/25/09]  

 

Had Won The Support Of Greene County Republicans. “The opening of a new Republican 

headquarters in Rensselaer County would not normally draw state Senator Betty Little, Assembly 

Minority Leader James Tedisco and former gubernatorial candidate John Faso. … Faso won the 

support of Greene County Republicans. … Former Assemblyman Faso of Kinderhook also came by. 

Faso lost the race for state comptroller in 2002 and for governor in 2006. Faso said he is contacting 

those who will make the decision and letting them know he can swiftly put together a campaign team 

and election strategy. ‘My interest in this is the issues affecting the national economy,’ Faso said. ‘I’m 

concerned about the increasing tendency to nationalize the economy.’” [Times Union, 1/25/09] 

 

January 28th, 2009: Was Beat Out For Republican Nomination. “An ebullient Assembly Minority 

Leader Jim Tedisco launched his House campaign on Tuesday, minutes after county chairmen in the 20th 

Congressional District offered their backing in the race to replace Democrat Kirsten Gillibrand. … 

Tedisco, 58, bested former gubernatorial candidate John Faso as well as state Sen. Betty Little for the 

Republican slot in the upcoming election.” [Times Union, 1/28/09] 

 

http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Faso-to-seek-Gibson-s-seat-6504729.php
http://www.nystateofpolitics.com/2016/07/ny-19-faso-campaign-needles-teachout-for-cuomo-nod/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter
http://blog.timesunion.com/capitol/archives/265242/faso-campaign-hits-teachout-on-accepting-cuomo-endorsement/
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2007: Considered Running For New York’s 20th Congressional District. “The Glens Falls Post-Star 

(5/4, Thompson) reported, ‘Former state Assembly Minority Leader John Faso (R) said he is still 

weighing the possibility of running for the U.S. House of Representatives in the 20th Congressional 

District next year, but does not expect to make a decision any time soon.’ He said that ‘a number of 

people have suggested he run, but he has other priorities right now.’” [The Frontrunner, 5/07/07] 

 

Dubbed The “Nastiest” Republican Primary 

 

Newsmax: “This is in large part because of what pundits are increasingly dubbing the nastiest Republican 

primary of all [June 28] between former State Assembly GOP Leader John Faso and wealthy businessman 

and political newcomer Andrew Heaney.” [Newsmax, 8/31/16] 

 

Times-Union: “In NY-19 GOP primary, letters – and sparks – fly” [Times Union, 5/16/16] 

 

Register-Star: “Congressional candidates John Faso and Andrew Heaney continued to trade barbs 

Monday as the chairman of the state Conservative Party sent a letter to Heaney telling him to “knock it 

off” with regards to attack ads against Faso.” [Register-Star, 5/17/16] 

 

Daily Star: “The war of words in the GOP primary for New York’s 19th Congressional District has 

flared anew[.] … The Faso campaign, meanwhile, has issued a ‘cease and desist letter,’ calling on Heaney 

to stop running ads that show a ‘reckless disregard for the truth.’” [Daily Star, 5/16/16] 

 

After Being Called Out For Having Moved Into His State Assembly District And Then Running, 

Faso Acknowledged That There’s “Nothing The Matter With That” 

 

After Being Called Out For Having Moved Into His State Assembly District And Then Running, 

Faso Acknowledged That There’s “Nothing The Matter With That.” “My opponent is a guy who’s 

only recently in the district. I’ve been here 33 years working. My wife and I have raised our family here. 

My wife is a school nurse at our local high school. We’re deeply imbued in this community. I just didn’t 

drop in here from New York City with a bunch of money and attempt to buy a congressional seat. I’ve 

been living and working here for a long time. So, the fact that he has falsely attacked me, I have to 

respond to that because otherwise people will believe it.” When the interviewer then pointed out that Faso 

had done the same exact thing when he ran for the State Assembly, Faso said, “Well you know I lived 

here, when I moved here I was immediately involved in the community – involved in a whole lot of 

things and, after a few years being here, I did run for office; there’s nothing the matter with that.” 

[John Faso on CBS 6 News, 29:14-30:00, 6/27/16] 

 

Refused To Term Limit Himself, Said He Supported Such Limits But Didn’t Know “Where That 

Number Is” 

 

Refused To Term Limit Himself, Said He Supported Such Limits But Didn’t Know “Where That 

Number Is.” In June 2016, when asked if he would hold himself to term limits, Faso said, “When I ran 

for governor in 2006, I proposed term limits for New York State – the governor, statewide elected 

officials, and the legislative leaders in the capital, and I think that makes a lot of sense. I would like to 

serve four or five terms because I do think that part of the process we have to recognize, you do have a 

seniority system in Congress. … Yes, I support term limits but I think where that number is, I would like 

four or five terms if I’m successful.”  [John Faso on CBS 6 News, 17:33-18:40, 6/27/16] 

 

http://www.newsmax.com/John-Gizzi/gizzi-ny-congress-gibson/2016/05/22/id/730043/
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/In-NY-19-GOP-primary-letters-mdash-and-sparks-7515891.php
http://www.registerstar.com/news/article_102a43ea-1bcb-11e6-9c31-27bba59381db.html
http://www.thedailystar.com/news/local_news/house-race-gets-heated-on-gop-side/article_134447a3-41ba-57fb-b544-5232d286d394.html
http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
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Endorsed By The NRA 

 

Endorsed By The NRA. In June 2016, Faso touted being endorsed by the NRA, saying, “The National 

Rifle Association has endorsed me in this race.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 8:05-8:13, 

6/16/16] 

 

August 25th, 2016: Endorsed By The National Federation Of Independent Businesses 

 

August 25th, 2016: Endorsed By The National Federation Of Independent Businesses. “The National 

Federation of Independent Business issued the following news release: The National Federation of 

Independent Business (NFIB), the nation's leading representative of small business owners, is endorsing 

John Faso for New York's 19th Congressional District. Faso's commitment to issues that small business 

owners care about makes him an ideal candidate for Congress.” [National Federation of Independent 

Businesses press release, 8/25/16] 

 

2016: Pledged Not To Sign A Contract With Any Group  

 

2016: Pledged Not To Sign A Contract With Any Group. “Contract? No. I won’t sign a contract with 

any group. The only contract I’m gonna sign is when I raise my right hand and I pledge that I am going to 

preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States of America. That is the only contract I 

will sign with any group, and the fact of the matter is every two years you get an opportunity to say, did 

that candidate, did that elected official live up to the terms that he or she pledged in taking the oath of 

office. I think the oath is actually a contract and I think that is what we want our elected officials to 

fulfill.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1/05/16, 1:48:28]  

 

July 18th, 2016: Endorsed By Rep. Chris Gibson, Who Also Praised Zephyr Teachout 

 

July 18th, 2016: Endorsed By Rep. Chris Gibson, Also Offered Praise For Zephyr Teachout. “In 

1986, John Faso gave U.S. Rep. Chris Gibson his first job out of college as a proofreader with the 

Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. On Monday, Gibson, the current Republican congressman for the 

19th District, returned the favor by endorsing Faso for his seat in the House of Representatives. … Faso 

has publicly criticized Teachout, a comparative newcomer to the 19th District, for using the race to further 

her image as a national figure. But Gibson claimed to harbor no ill feelings against the former Fordham 

professor. ‘I have a favorable view of her, but I have a very favorable view of John,’ Gibson said. ‘I think 

he is most qualified to be our representative, and that is because first of all he's lived here for decades.’ 

Teachout responded to Gibson's endorsement stating that while she does not agree with his support of 

Faso, she respects his leadership and ability to remain independent.” [Times Union, 7/18/16] 

 

2016: Endorsed By Schoharie Republican And Conservative Parties 

 

2016: Endorsed By Schoharie Republican And Conservative Parties. “William Hanson, chairman of 

the Schoharie Conservative Party, called Faso ‘our best chance at changing the culture in Washington and 

its failing policies.’” [Daily Gazette, 1/25/16]  

 

2016: Endorsed By Lee Zeldin 

 

2016: Endorsed By Lee Zeldin. “A Republican congressman from Long Island is formally endorsing in 

the race to replace Rep. Chris Gibson in the Hudson Valley. Freshman Rep. Lee Zeldin of the 1st 

Congressional District will endorse later Monday John Faso amid what Zeldin says are ‘the same 

https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h48m28s
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Chris-Gibson-endorses-GOPer-John-Faso-in-NY-19-8385094.php#photo-10565554
http://www.dailygazette.com/news/2016/jan/25/19th-congressional-district-faso/?print
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disturbing tactics and smears that I had to face in my own run for Congress two years ago.’” [Times 

Union, 2/22/16]  

 

2016: Endorsed By Greene County Republicans In Congressional Run 

 

2016: Endorsed By Greene County Republicans In Congressional Run. “John Faso, a familiar name 

in New York State politics, has been solidly endorsed by the Greene County Republican Party in a bid for 

the U. S. Congress District 19 seat currently held by Chris Gibson. Faso, the former State Assembly 

minority leader and a onetime candidate for governor, convincingly defeated Robert Bishop at a GOP 

executive committee gathering, Thursday night, in Catskill.” [Windham Journal, 1/29/16]  

 

 

2015: Named To NRCC’s Young Guns Program 

 

2015: Named To NRCC’s Young Guns Program. “So far, both Faso and Heaney have been named 

among 32 candidates in the first level of the National Republican Congressional Committee’s Young 

Guns program, which provides organizational and fund-raising support to candidates, according to their 

campaigns.” [Daily Gazette, 11/24/15] 

 

2006: Did Not Believe William Weld Was A Carpetbagger In Gubernatorial Campaign Despite 

Moving Into The State Only 4 Years Beforehand 

 

2006: Did Not Believe William Weld Was A Carpetbagger For Running For Governor Despite 

Moving Into The State Only 4 Years Beforehand. In 2006, when asked if he thought that gubernatorial 

opponent William Weld, who had moved to New York five years before running for governor, was a 

carpetbagger, Faso said, “He meets the statutory and constitutional tests for running for office, so I 

wouldn’t apply any, I think he, I wouldn’t term him as a carpetbagger.” [John Faso on NBC 4, 8:02-8:17, 

6/02/06] 

 

 

2014: Believed That Opposing Candidates Should Debate Each Other At Least Three Times 

 

2014: Believed That Opposing Candidates Should Debate Each Other At Least Three Times. In 

2014, Faso said, “We need a routine system whereby statewide candidates are required to debate their 

opponent at least two or three times.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 26:15, 11/06/14] 

 

2009: Ran For New York’s 20th Congressional District 

 

2009: Ran For New York’s 20th Congressional District, Quickly Dropped Out 

 

January 25th, 2009: Entered The Race New York’s 20th Congressional District. “As Rep. Kirsten 

Gillibrand accepted her appointment as U.S. senator, a number of Republicans and Democrats were 

jockeying to run for her congressional seat. … [F]ormer GOP gubernatorial candidate John Faso … are 

among the Republicans who have entered the race, they said Friday. … Faso, 56, said he is seeking 

election. The Kinderhook, Columbia County, resident is a partner with the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law 

firm in Albany and New York City. He ran unsuccessfully for governor in 2006 and comptroller in 2002. 

‘I have a proven track record of advancing fiscally responsible policies at the state level,’ said Faso, a 

former assemblyman and Assembly minority leader.” [The Journal News, 1/25/09]  

 

http://blog.timesunion.com/capitol/archives/246328/ny-1-rep-lee-zeldin-backs-john-faso-in-ny-19-gop-primary/
http://www.columbiagreenemedia.com/windham_journal/news/article_7aa64bba-c513-11e5-9be5-af5757493f13.html
http://www.dailygazette.com/news/2015/nov/24/pete-lopez-runs-for-congress/?print
http://www.wcny.org/cpr110614/
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Had Won The Support Of Greene County Republicans. “The opening of a new Republican 

headquarters in Rensselaer County would not normally draw state Senator Betty Little, Assembly 

Minority Leader James Tedisco and former gubernatorial candidate John Faso. … Faso won the 

support of Greene County Republicans. … Former Assemblyman Faso of Kinderhook also came by. 

Faso lost the race for state comptroller in 2002 and for governor in 2006. Faso said he is contacting 

those who will make the decision and letting them know he can swiftly put together a campaign team 

and election strategy. ‘My interest in this is the issues affecting the national economy,’ Faso said. ‘I’m 

concerned about the increasing tendency to nationalize the economy.’” [Times Union, 1/25/09] 

 

January 28th, 2009: Was Beat Out For Republican Nomination. “An ebullient Assembly Minority 

Leader Jim Tedisco launched his House campaign on Tuesday, minutes after county chairmen in the 20th 

Congressional District offered their backing in the race to replace Democrat Kirsten Gillibrand. … 

Tedisco, 58, bested former gubernatorial candidate John Faso as well as state Sen. Betty Little for the 

Republican slot in the upcoming election.” [Times Union, 1/28/09] 

 

2007: Considered Running For New York’s 20th Congressional District. “The Glens Falls Post-Star 

(5/4, Thompson) reported, ‘Former state Assembly Minority Leader John Faso (R) said he is still 

weighing the possibility of running for the U.S. House of Representatives in the 20th Congressional 

District next year, but does not expect to make a decision any time soon.’ He said that ‘a number of 

people have suggested he run, but he has other priorities right now.’” [The Frontrunner, 5/07/07] 

 

2006 New York Gubernatorial Campaign 

 

December 2005: Announced New York Gubernatorial Campaign 

 

December 2005: Announced New York Gubernatorial Campaign. In December 2005, Faso 

announced his candidacy for Governor of New York. [New York Times, 12/10/05] 

 

Lost New York Gubernatorial Race To Eliot Spitzer By More Than 38 Percent; Raised Less Than 

$3.8 Million 

 

Lost New York Gubernatorial Race To Eliot Spitzer By More Than 38 Percent. According to the 

NYS Board of Elections, John Faso and C. Scott Vanderhoef lost to Eliot Spitzer and David Paterson in 

the 2006 Race for Governor of New York State by 1,812,374 votes or 38.58%. Faso captured 1,274,335 

votes or 27.12% of the statewide total and Spitzer captured 3,086,709 votes or 65.7% of the statewide 

total. [NYS Board of Elections, 11/7/06] 

 

Raised $36.7 Million Less Than Opponent Eliot Spitzer In New York Gubernatorial Race. 

According to Followthemoney.org, John Faso raised $3,784,409. Eliot Spitzer raised $40,293,437. 

[National Institute on Money in State Politics, accessed 4/25/15]  

 

Former Pataki Donors Chose To Support Spitzer Over Faso 

 

Former Pataki Donors Chose To Support Spitzer Over Faso. “An analysis of campaign finance data 

by The New York Times shows that many of the biggest contributors to Republican Gov. George E. 

Pataki in recent years are now favoring Mr. Spitzer over Mr. Faso, which helps explain why Mr. Faso has 

had great difficulty tapping the formidable Republican fund-raising network to compete against the 

attorney general. Mr. Spitzer has raised $40.7 million, Mr. Faso just $3.7 million.” [New York Times, 

11/05/06] 

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/12/10/nyregion/metrocampaigns/golisano-bid-uncertain-party-official-says.html
http://www.elections.ny.gov/NYSBOE/elections/2006/general/2006_gov.pdf
http://www.followthemoney.org/election-overview?s=NY&y=2006
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/05/nyregion/05spitzer.html?pagewanted=print
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HEADLINE: “Many Former Pataki Donors Gave To Spitzer This Time” [New York Times, 

11/05/06] 

 

Times Union: Faso Ran A “Woefully Underfunded Campaign”  

 

Times Union: Faso Ran A “Woefully Underfunded Campaign.” “Now the election results are in, and 

the victory margin is impressive. But the numbers also must be placed in context. To begin with, Mr. 

Spitzer’s Republican opponent, John Faso, ran a woefully underfunded campaign.” [Times Union, 

11/08/06] 

 

Added His Son To Campaign Payroll 

 

Added His Son To Campaign Payroll. “Republican candidate for governor John Faso has put his son on 

his campaign payroll. Nicholas Faso, 22, was paid $8,938.54 between July 6 and Sept. 28, according to 

records Friends of John Faso filed with the state Board of Elections. That’s about $745 per week and 

more than $38,700 per year.” [The Post-Standard, 10/11/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Son Gets Added To Dad’s Paid Staff” [The Post-Standard, 10/11/06] 

 

Had Considered Dropping Out Of Gubernatorial Bid To Run For Congress 

 

Had Considered Dropping Out Of Gubernatorial Bid To Run For Congress. “Only a few short 

weeks ago, John Faso was considering dropping out of the governor’s race to run for Congress. Today, he 

approaches the state Republican Convention with a good chance to win more than the 51% he needs to 

become the party’s nominee.” [Crain’s New York Business, 5/29/06] 

 

Faso: “I Have A Capacity For A Winning Race With The Conservative Party Line” 

 

Faso: “I Have A Capacity For A Winning Race With The Conservative Party Line.” “Mr. Faso said 

that it was a ‘Faso-Weld race’ rather than the other way around. Mr. Faso opposes abortion rights and has 

deeper roots in the Conservative Party, which can be a source of votes for Republican nominees. The 

Conservative leader, Michael R. Long, has been sharply critical of Mr. Weld. ‘I think the choice is clear: I 

have a capacity for a winning race with the Conservative Party line,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘I’m much more in 

tune with the grass roots of the Republican and the Conservative Parties than any other prospective 

candidate.’” [New York Times, 2/01/06] 

 

Endorsed By Conservative Party Leader. “State Conservative Party Chairman Michael Long has 

endorsed Republican John J. Faso for governor in a letter sent to party members. … ‘I have come to 

the firm conclusion John Faso is the Conservative Party’s best choice for governor of New York,’ 

Long wrote in the letter obtained Tuesday. ‘It’s an important milestone,’ Faso, a former Assembly 

minority leader, said. ‘I think it makes clear that I have very important and significant political support 

throughout the state . . . it makes it clear that I am on track to win the Conservative line.’” [Buffalo 

News, 2/22/06] 

 

Campaign Team 

 

Campaign Team. “Mr. Faso’s campaign team will include Michael Hook, a consultant to members of 

Congress who was also a consultant to Mr. Faso’s 2002 comptroller race; John Rogers, a former 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/05/nyregion/05spitzer.html?pagewanted=print
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executive director of the Westchester Republican County Committee and a member of President Bush’s 

2004 campaign team; Christina Sofia-Comer, who served as Mr. Faso’s 2002 finance director; Tamara 

Hallisey-Hatfield, who has raised money for Republicans such as President George H.W. Bush and 

George W. Bush when he was governor of Texas, and Susan Del Percio and Bill O’Reilly of O’Reilly 

Strategic Communications, a Manhattan-based firm.” [New York Sun, 11/30/05] 

 

New York Post: Governor Pataki Deserves Blame For Faso’s Weak Finish In Gubernatorial Race, 

Not Faso 

 

New York Post: Governor Pataki Deserves Blame For Faso’s Weak Finish In Gubernatorial Race, 

Not Faso. “Thereafter, Pataki’s politics were guided by one principle: self-promotion. That meant 

whatever benefited him, his family, his friends - and those who’d back him - became state policy… No, 

John Faso & Co. don’t deserve the drubbing they are going to get Tuesday.” [New York Post, 11/06/06] 

 

 

2002 Campaign for New York Comptroller 

 

April 8th, 2002: Stepped Down As Minority Leader To Campaign For State Comptroller 

 

April 8th, 2002: Stepped Down As Minority Leader To Campaign For State Comptroller. 
“Assemblyman John Faso announced Monday he will step down as Assembly minority leader on April 8 

to devote more time to his campaign for state comptroller. Faso, 49, has been Assembly Republican 

leader for just over four years. He earlier announced his resignation from the Assembly effective at the 

end of this year, his 16th in that chamber, so he could pursue the comptroller’s job being vacated by 

Democrat H. Carl McCall.” [AP, 3/18/02] 

 

2002: Called Out For Misleading Campaign Ad 

 

2002: Called Out For Misleading Campaign Ad. “Republican John Faso accuses his rival of wanting to 

put an appointed board in charge of the pension fund. That would be a terrible move, since a board could 

become turf for political power grabs -- so often the case in Albany. Trouble is, Hevesi never said he’d try 

to appoint a board, according to Gannett News Service.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 11/01/02] 

 

Claimed Negative Ads Against Him Mischaracterized His Record 

 

Claimed Negative Ads Against Him Mischaracterized His Record. “Pressman then showed a Hevesi 

commercial accusing Faso, who has been a state assemblyman since 1986, of voting against ‘pay equity 

for women and the right to choose,’ as well as minimum wage requirements, a ban on assault weapons 

and mandatory trigger locks on guns. Faso said the ad mischaracterized his record and said the issues 

‘have nothing to do with being state comptroller.’” [AP, 11/01/02] 

 

2002: Was A Top Target Of NARAL NY 

 

2002: Was A Top Target Of NARAL NY. “Republican conservative candidate for state comptroller 

John Faso is the ‘numero uno’ political target of a statewide abortion-rights group. The New York chapter 

of the National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League (NARAL) said the veteran upstate 

assemblyman ‘has consistently advocated for legislation opposing, restricting, and criminalizing a 

woman’s right to choose,’ said Kelli Conlin, executive director of the state NARAL chapter.” [AP, 

10/28/02] 
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Rudy Giuliani Chaired Faso’s Campaign 

 

Rudy Giuliani Chaired Faso’s Campaign. “Former New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani will be 

chairman of Republican state Assemblyman John Faso’s campaign for state comptroller. Giuliani said 

Monday he’s known Faso for more than a decade and respects his fiscal conservatism.” [AP, 6/24/02] 

 

New York Sun Editorial: Faso Lost Race For Comptroller Largely Because He Opposed Abortion 

 

New York Sun Editorial: Faso Lost Race For Comptroller Largely Because He Opposed Abortion. 
“Mr. Faso narrowly lost for state comptroller four years ago, largely because he opposes abortion unless 

the mother’s life is in jeopardy. And the comptroller has nothing at all to do with abortion policy. If the 

abortion issue’s symbolism was enough to derail his comptroller campaign, he stands no chance winning 

an office that actually has some control over abortion regulations.” [New York Sun, 6/08/06]  

 

2002: Mayor Giuliani And Mayor Bloomberg Both Endorsed His Comptroller Campaign 

 

2002: Mayor Giuliani And Mayor Bloomberg Both Endorsed His Comptroller Campaign. 
“Republican state Assemblyman John Faso’s bid for state comptroller got a boost Thursday when Mayor 

Michael Bloomberg and former mayor Rudolph Giuliani endorsed Faso at City Hall.” [Associated Press, 

5/02/02]  

 

1987-2002: New York’s 102nd State Assembly District 

 

1987-2002: Represented New York’s 102nd State Assembly District 

 

1987-2002: Represented New York’s 102nd State Assembly District. “With Schoharie native Pete 

Lopez out of the race to succeed U.S. Rep. Chris Gibson, R-Kinderhook, in Congress, the Schoharie 

County Republican and Conservative parties have thrown their support behind former state Assemblyman 

John Faso. … Faso, a resident of Kinderhook, served in the state Assembly from 1987 until 2002. He ran 

an unsuccessful gubernatorial campaign against Democrat Eliot Spitzer in 2006.” [The Daily Gazette, 

1/25/16] 

 

1987-2002: Skipped Nearly 1,700 Votes 

 

1987-2002: Skipped 1,696 Votes, Amounting To 6.2 Percent. “John Faso, who is seeking the 

Republican nomination for governor, skipped nearly 1,700 votes during his 16 years in the state 

Legislature, according to tallies obtained by The Post. Between 1987 and 2002, the former Assembly 

minority leader was AWOL for 1,696 votes, or 6.2 percent, records show. And while Faso, on average, 

missed 4 percent of the votes in his last four years in office, current Assembly Minority Leader James 

Tedisco, who also lives near the Capitol, missed just 15 votes - or less than 1 percent - in that span.” [New 

York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

1991: Missed Votes Due To His Wife’s Cancer Treatment. “Spokeswoman Susan Del Percio 

attributed what she termed Faso’s ‘small percentage’ of votes missed to his tending to his wife during 

a significant hospital stay in 1991, when he missed 254 votes, and to sanctioned excuses for 

legislative business throughout the years.” 

 

http://www.nysun.com/opinion/faso-today-bloomberg-tomorrow/34130/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020823230844/http:/www.taxpayerswatchdog.com/pressreleases/newsday/newsday050202.htm
http://www.dailygazette.com/news/2016/jan/25/19th-congressional-district-faso/?print
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Faso Could Have Voted While Not Being Present And Lived Only 30 Miles From The Capital. “But 

aides to former Massachusetts Gov. William Weld, also seeking the GOP nod, say Faso’s numbers look 

particularly bad when one considers that his district was just 30 miles south of the Capitol. What makes it 

even worse, they say, is the fact that up until 2005 a lawmaker didn’t even have to be present in the 

chamber to vote. He wold [sic] be registered as voting in the affirmative on all bills if he simply checked 

in with a swipe card before the start of that day’s legislative session.” [New York Post, 5/08/06]  

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Missed 1,696 Votes” [New York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

June 25th, 1994: Named Chairman Of Republican Assembly Campaign Committee 

 

June 25th, 1994: Named Chairman Of Republican Assembly Campaign Committee. “A month after 

state Republican committee pushed him out of the running for state comptroller, Kinderhook 

Assemblyman John Faso has been named chairman of the party's Assembly Campaign Committee. Faso 

replaces Assemblyman Vincent Leibell of Putnam County who is preparing a run for Senate. Faso said his 

appointment was unrelated to his bid for comptroller, which ended abruptly at last month's party 

convention when Herbert London was pushed as the candidate. Faso was named to the committee post by 

Clarence Rappleyea, the assembly minority leader.” [AP, 6/25/94] 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension. According to his 2016 personal financial disclosure, Faso collected a 

$40,000 pension in 2015 that he earned as a member of the New York State Assembly. [John Faso’s 

Personal Financial Disclosure, 1/03/16] 

 

2016: Did Not List Pension On Personal Financial Disclosure. In the personal financial disclosure he 

filed on May 15th, 2016, Faso did not include his $40,000 pension as a form of income. [John Faso 

Personal Financial Disclosure, filed on 5/15/16] 

 

Moved To 102nd Assembly District Specifically To Run For The Seat Of An Older Assembly 

Member 

 

Moved To 102nd Assembly District Specifically To Run For The Seat Of An Older Assembly 

Member. “In 1983, the Fasos bought a fixer-upper in Kinderhook, in Columbia County outside Albany, 

purposely choosing a district of a longtime assemblyman, Larry Lane, whom Mr. Faso wanted to replace. 

He did estate and real estate work at Rapport, Meyers, and soon enough, in 1986 the Assembly seat came 

open.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

1991: Received A Perfect Score From CHANGE-NY’s Taxpayer Scorecard  

 

1991: Received A Perfect Score From CHANGE-NY’s Taxpayer Scorecard. “[T]hree members of the 

Assembly’s Republican minority, Thomas Barraga of West Islip, L.I., Robert D’Andrea of Saratoga 

Springs and John Faso of Kinderhook, got perfect scores on the ‘taxpayer scorecard’ compiled by 

CHANGE-NY. The conservative group formed by Lewis Lehrman, who ran for governor, and Herb 

London, who ran for mayor, rated legislators on a dozen tax and budget bills. The Legislature’s overall 

score was 32 percent, ‘a failing grade, by any measure,’ according to the group’s president, Tom Carroll.  

Hoffmann was the only senator higher than 80 percent; 53 Assembly Republicans hit that level.” 

[Newsday, 9/13/91] 

 

http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
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Change-NY Sought To Elect Anti-Tax, Anti-Spending Conservatives. “A caustic feud has erupted 

among Republicans in Westchester County that vividly demonstrates the growing role in state G.O.P. 

circles played by Change-NY, the group that vows to replace moderate Republicans with ‘true 

believers’ -- anti-tax, anti-spending conservatives.” [New York Times, 5/24/92] 

 

Change-NY Proposed Eliminating Local Governments And Was Financed By Wealthy 

Conservatives. “Change-NY, a conservative anti-tax group, has proposed that local governments in 

New York be disbanded. No more Carthage, N.Y. No more Corinth, N.Y. No more Naples, N.Y. The 

only exception would be large municipalities like New York City. Change-NY is financed by some of 

the state's most vocal conservatives, including Lewis Lehrman, the Republican candidate for 

Governor in 1982, and Herbert London, the Conservative Party gubernatorial candidate in 1990.” 

[New York Times, 12/22/91] 

 

1998: Became Minority Leader 

 

1998: Became Minority Leader. “An upstate lawmaker with a reputation as a fiscal conservative with a 

strong commitment to shrinking government and empowering the private sector was elected yesterday as 

leader of the Assembly Republican minority. When U.S. Rep. Bill Paxon (R-Amherst) suddenly 

announced last week he would retire from his Buffalo-area congressional seat in November, it set off a 

chain reaction that culminated with the election of Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook) as the new 

minority leader. Faso, a 12-year veteran of the Assembly, will replace Assemb. Thomas Reynolds (R-

Springville), who announced he will leave the post he held for less than three years to run for Paxon’s 

seat.” [Newsday, 3/03/98] 

 

1998: Faso Had Constituent Arrested By The State Police For “Harassment” After The Constituent 

Had Called Faso’s District Office And Did Not Receive Help Concerning The Placement Of A Sign 

 

1998: Faso Had Constituent Arrested By The State Police For “Harassment” After The Constituent 

Had Called Faso’s District Office And Home 30 Times In Two Days And Did Not Receive Help 

Concerning The Placement Of A Sign. “The disagreement has resulted in a very public legal fight over 

a flurry of calls Cavallaro made to the office and home of his local state assemblyman, John Faso. 

Cavallaro made the calls - some 30 in a two-day span - seeking a sympathetic ear in the Republican 

lawmaker’s office. Instead, state police arrested the 48-year-old businessman at his general store in the 

Catskill Mountain village of Haines Falls on Aug. 14, and drove him 40 miles north to Albany to book 

him on a charge of second-degree aggravated harassment. Officials accuse Cavallaro of calling ‘for no 

legitimate purpose’ and being ‘confrontational and verbally abusive.’ Cavallaro filed papers in court 

attempting to dismiss the misdemeanor charge, which is punishable by up to a year in prison. He claims 

his calls were polite - though admittedly persistent - and purposeful. The real issue, in Cavallaro’s view, is 

the right of people to speak to their elected representative. ‘The intent of this law was not to insulate a 

representative from speaking to his constituent,’ Cavallaro said. Faso, leader of the Republican minority 

in the Assembly, sees things differently. He said Cavallaro was ‘demanding and screaming.’ In one of 

three calls to the politician’s home, Cavallaro said something his wife took to be a threat, Faso said. ‘This 

guy just basically thinks he’s going to try to embarrass me publicly about this thing, and quite frankly I’m 

not embarrassed,’ Faso said. ‘I’m going to protect the safety of my family and my staff if I feel they’re 

threatened.’ Cavallaro made the calls because he wanted a more prominent sign for a local campsite 

operated by the state. Cavallaro owns a general store and motel in the Greene County hamlet. At first, he 

called Faso’s office in Albany. He said he was called back by a staffer in Faso’s Coxsackie district office 

with whom he had an unsatisfactory dealing with years ago. So he called back to Faso’s Albany office. 

Cavallaro claims he was then yelled at over his strategy and hung up on more than once. He said many of 

http://www.nytimes.com/1992/05/24/nyregion/political-notes-taking-on-the-change-ny-challenge.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1991/12/22/nyregion/political-talk.html
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the calls were like: ‘Hello, this is Joe Cavallaro ... CLICK.’ Faso claims it was Cavallaro who dished out 

the abuse as he tried to avoid speaking to the appropriate member of the legislator’s staff. Cavallaro was 

warned by police once to stop. He eventually tried to call Faso at home. Cavallaro notes that Faso’s 

number is listed, and is preceded by the word ‘call’ in the phone book. He said he never threatened Faso’s 

wife. The two men had met once before a few years ago. Faso said Cavallaro ‘did something very 

similar,’ back then, which helped him make his decision to go to the authorities this time around. ‘In 12 

years, I have never felt compelled to take such an action,’ Faso said. Cavallaro said he has no previous 

criminal record and wants to keep it that way. In his motion to dismiss, he claims the criminal complaint 

against him is a ‘patent violation of free speech rights.’” [AP, 11/18/98] 

 

Judge Dismissed Case Against Constituent, Said He Had Not Harassed Faso. “While annoying, 

the 30 angry telephone calls a man placed to his state legislator last August did not qualify as 

harassment, a judge ruled Thursday. Albany City Court Judge E. David Duncan dismissed a second-

degree aggravated harassment charge against Joe Cavallaro after a day-and-a-half-long jury trial. 

Duncan said prosecutors failed to prove that Cavallaro, who could have faced up to a year in jail, had 

no reason to call the office of Assemblyman John Faso, the Assembly’s minority leader. … The case 

began Aug. 11, 1998, when Cavallaro decided he wanted a larger sign posted for a campsite located 

near the small general store and motel he runs in the Greene County town of Haines Falls. … 

Cavallaro admits he then made a flurry of phone calls to Faso’s Albany office, at times yelling at 

staffers who told him that Faso was not in the office and insisted that he deal with the aide in 

Coxsackie. … The judge said he could see why Cavallaro would have been upset when his calls to 

Faso were answered by state troopers. ‘This guy had never been arrested before. ... Wouldn’t any of us 

be excited when we are calling our local assemblyman and we are referred to the state police without 

notice of it?,’ Duncan said. … Faso was subpoenaed by the defense, and was waiting in the courtroom 

to testify Thursday when Duncan cut the trial short. Cavallaro called the victory ‘bittersweet.’ He said 

he fears Faso will seek revenge because he chose to fight the charge in court, instead of accepting a 

deal to drop the charge if he refrained from calling Faso’s office for six months. … Faso called 

Cavallaro’s fears ‘clearly ridiculous.’ As for his quest for a larger sign that sparked the whole incident, 

Cavallaro said it was taken care of by mid-September by his other state legislator, former state Sen. 

Charles Cook. It took ‘just one phone call,’ Cavallaro said.” [AP, 6/10/99] 

 

2000: Judge Threw Out Suit Against Faso By Disgruntled Constituent. “Albany State Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso acted appropriately when he refused to take repeated telephone calls from 

a constituent, a judge ruled in dismissing a $ 4 million federal lawsuit against Faso and his former 

staff director. Joseph Cavallaro, 50, who lives in Greene County, claimed in the lawsuit he filed in 

U.S. District Court in June that he was maliciously prosecuted for exercising his right to call an 

elected official.” [Times Union, 10/12/00] 

 

2016: HEADLINE: “Faso Constituent Case Is Old, Not Forgotten.” “Some of you have long 

memories. That’s certainly true of Pat Connally of Nassau, who called me wondering why there hasn’t 

been attention given to a 1998 clash between John Faso, then the leader of Assembly Republicans, and the 

owner of a general store in the Greene County hamlet of Haines Falls. … The store owner was Joe 

Cavallaro. In 1998, he was upset about the size and placement of a state-park sign near his store, so he 

decided to call his assemblyman, Faso. … Soon after, Cavallaro was arrested at the Twilight General 

Store, which he still owns, and arraigned in Albany. He faced a year in jail on harassment charges. The 

case received significant attention at the time, largely because Times Union columnist Dan Lynch, now 

retired, championed Cavallaro as ‘an ordinary schnook’ who paid dearly for getting uppity. … It would be 

a stretch, then, to suggest that an odd episode from 1998 should weigh on voters. But the case still rankles 

Cavallaro, now 66, who remains furious with Faso. ‘He has the nerve to run for Congress?’ Cavallaro 
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asked. ‘This district deserves better.’ … As Lynch noted, it’s likely that Faso could have gotten the case 

dropped, if he so desired. Moreover, dealing with annoying or even angry constituents is part of an elected 

official’s job. It comes with the territory.” [Times Union, 6/23/16] 

 

1999: Did Not Author A Single Law 

 

1999: Did Not Author A Single Law. “Only four of the Capital Region’s 11 state legislators managed to 

get even a single bill signed into law this year in a session widely considered one of the least productive 

in memory, records show. … Not surprisingly, none of the Capital Region’s six minority party legislators 

-- Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook … -- officially authored any laws this year. 

Partisan power plays in both the Assembly and Senate customarily prevent minority legislators from 

sponsoring any bills that have a chance of becoming law. … ‘The majority in the Assembly certainly is 

not going to, or very rarely (will), allow a minority member’s bill to pass in that form with their name on 

it,’ acknowledged Faso. ‘That’s their way of keeping power and control.’” [Times Union, 9/12/99] 

 

1990: Managed Pierre Rinfret’s Gubernatorial Campaign 

 

1990: Campaign Manager For NY Gubernatorial Candidate Pierre A. Rinfret 

 

1990: Managed Pierre Rinfret’s Gubernatorial Campaign. “I am reminded of John Faso squiring 

around gubernatorial candidate and political loose cannon Pierre Rinfret to editorial board meetings in 

1990. John was the only higher-ranking Republican who dared to be seen publicly with the GOP 

standard-bearer. He was even Rinfret’s campaign manager for a while, too.” [Times Union, 11/06/05] 

 

Faso Defended Rinfret For Reneging On Promise To Release Tax Returns, Said Rinfret Would 

Take Yacht Tax Deduction 

 

Faso Defended Rinfret For Reneging On Promise To Release Tax Returns, Said Rinfret Would 

Take Yacht Tax Deduction. “Pierre A. Rinfret today reneged on a campaign promise to release eight 

years of tax returns, releasing instead only his return for 1989. They showed that he had an adjusted gross 

income of $438,286 and paid $128,237 in Federal, state and New York City taxes. Among the tax 

deductions taken by Mr. Rinfret, an economic consultant who is the Republican candidate for governor, 

was $21,299 for interest paid on a 47-foot yacht, which he designated as his second residence. … Mr. 

Rinfret’s campaign chairman, Assemblyman John J. Faso, today acknowledged that Mr. Rinfret had 

pledged earlier this year to release tax returns dating to 1982, when his opponent, Mario M. Cuomo, was 

first elected governor. But, Mr. Faso said, ‘We changed our minds.’ While conceding that the shift might 

pose credibility problems for Mr. Rinfret, Mr. Faso said it ‘certainly doesn’t rise to the level of reneging 

on a tax cut that was promised,’ referring to a decision by Governor Cuomo and legislative leaders this 

year to forgo a $400 million cut in personal income taxes because of state budget problems. 

Assemblyman Faso, a Republican of Kinderhook, said that compiling eight years of returns would have 

been ‘a time-consuming logistical process’ and added that Mr. Rinfret did not perceive that there was 

great interest in his finances. … Assemblyman Faso said Mr. Rinfret would continue to take the yacht 

deduction. ‘When he’s governor he’ll still take every deduction that he’s entitled to,’ Mr. Faso said.” 

[New York Times, 8/04/90] 

 

Other Political Issues 

 

Faso: “We Need Someone Like Chris Christie” In New Jersey 
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Faso: “We Need Someone Like Chris Christie.” “My support for Rick Lazio goes to the fact that we 

need someone like Chris Christie in New Jersey, who will actually come in and shake up the status quo.” 

[John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 5:03-5:16, 8/10/10] 

 

 

 

Praised John Katko, Said He “Invested Very Heavily” On Behalf Of Katko 

 

Praised John Katko, Said He “Invested Very Heavily” On Behalf Of Katko. In November 2014, 

when an interviewer asked Faso about John Katko and the investment that Faso had made on behalf of 

Katko, Faso said, “We knew that this was a swing district, that it was, that there was a real opportunity for 

John Katko, who was a very appealing candidate. … We knew that he was a very viable candidate. We 

looked at polling, which suggested that this was a winnable race, so we invested fairly heavily.” [John 

Faso on WCNY Radio, 29:30-30:00, 11/06/14] 

 

2011: Endorsed Mitt Romney 

 

2011: Endorsed Mitt Romney. “Mitt Romney today announced the support of over three dozen 

Republican grassroots leaders from throughout New York. They join a growing team supporting Mitt 

Romney’s campaign. … New York Officials And Leaders Endorsing Mitt Romney: … Former Assemby 

Minority Leader/ Candidate for Governor John Faso[.]” [Mitt Romney Campaign Press Release, 

12/20/11] 

 

2010: Called For Reforms Promoted By The Empire Center 

 

2010: Called For Reforms Promoted By The Empire Center. “The Empire Center of the Manhattan 

Institute has outlined more than $14 billion in spending reforms and cuts in 30 specific areas, many of 

which should be embraced by Republican lawmakers. The GOP should see the economic crisis as an 

opportunity to articulate an alternative vision of governance: one that promotes private sector job growth 

and private investment in the state.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Newsday, 11/11/10] 

 

2010: Endorsed Steve Levy’s Gubernatorial Campaign 

 

2010: Endorsed Steve Levy’s Gubernatorial Campaign. “Yesterday started with just one announced 

Republican running for governor in New York. By midday, the party battling to stay relevant in a heavily 

Democratic state was in an uproar, its state chairman endorsing a former Democrat for the job and a 

Buffalo millionaire saying he was "mad as hell" and would also seek the party’s nomination. State 

Chairman Ed Cox got things started with his endorsement of conservative Democrat Steve Levy. … At 

his formal announcement yesterday outside the Capitol, Levy was also endorsed by former GOP 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso.” [The Star-Ledger, 3/20/10] 

 

2010: Endorsed Rick Lazio’s Gubernatorial Campaign After Having Endorsed Steve Levy, Who 

Dropped Out 

 

2010: Endorsed Rick Lazio’s Gubernatorial Campaign After Having Endorsed Steve Levy, Who 

Dropped Out. “An influential Republican-Conservative leader endorsed GOP designee Rick Lazio over 

tea party-aligned challenger Carl Paladino on Tuesday in the race for the Republican nomination for 

governor. John Faso, the Republican and Conservative candidate for governor in 2006, had endorsed 

Steve Levy, the Democratic Suffolk County executive who had sought the GOP nomination but has since 

http://www.wcny.org/cpr110614/
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withdrawn. Faso said only Lazio has the character, integrity and ability to fix what Faso calls the mess in 

Albany.” [AP, 10/10/10] 

 

2009: Endorsed Randy Altschuler’s Run For NY-01 

 

2009: Endorsed Randy Altschuler’s Run For NY-01. “Former GOP Assembly Leader and ex-

gubernatorial candidate John Faso has endorsed Randy Altschuler’s run for the congressional seat 

currently held by Democratic Rep. Tim Bishop. Altschuler, a Republican candidate for New York’s First 

Congressional District, ‘is an entrepreneur with a compelling personal story and impressive business 

credentials,’ Faso wrote in a statement.” [Long Island Business News, 9/30/09] 

 

2009: Supported Chris Collins’ Candidacy For NY Governor 

 

2009: Supported Chris Collins’ Candidacy For NY Governor. “Republicans are eyeing a dynamic but 

little-known upstate businessman and elected official to run for governor next year if Rudy Giuliani 

declines, The Post has learned. GOP leaders say Erie County Executive Chris Collins, a wealthy, 

charismatic, conservative-oriented entrepreneur and government reformer is interested. … Former 

Assembly Minority Leader and 2006 GOP candidate for governor John Faso said Collins ‘would make an 

excellent candidate.’ ‘He’s a dynamic and impressive result-oriented businessman who got elected in a 

strongly Democratic county with one ballot line against a Democratic opponent who had five,’ Faso said.” 

[New York Post, 5/18/09] 

 

2009: Was Interested In Running For Comptroller 

 

2009: Was Interested In Running For Comptroller. “New York’s top bean-counter, state Controller 

Thomas DiNapoli, who is widely viewed as the Democrats’ weakest link in 2010, might have some 

competition after all. … John Faso, who handed Eliot Spitzer a historic victory with 69% of the vote in 

the 2006 gubernatorial election, is considering a challenge to DiNapoli next fall. … Faso said fellow 

Republicans have asked him to run against DiNapoli or freshman Democratic Rep. Scott Murphy, who 

won a March special election to replace Gillibrand in the House. ‘People are raising the issue about me 

running for office again,’ said Faso, a former Assembly minority leader. ‘I haven’t made any decision. … 

I haven’t ruled it out.’” [Daily News, 8/03/09] 

 

2006: Defended Jeanine Pirro After She Was Being Investigated For Attempting To Bug Her 

Husband 

 

2006: Defended Jeanine Pirro After She Was Being Investigated For Attempting To Bug Her 

Husband. “At a Staten Island rally, Jeanine Pirro got a warm welcome from her Republican colleagues 

who also slammed her opponent and vowed to stick with her through Election Day despite her recent bug 

planting scandal. In a show of Republican unity, Pirro, the state GOP candidate for attorney general, was 

among friendly faces at the rally that included gubernatorial candidate John Faso[.] … Faso issued the 

strongest words of support to Pirro and knocked her opponent in the race, Andrew Cuomo. ‘If you put the 

credentials of our candidate for attorney general versus their candidate, you will find their candidate ... has 

a last name but he has no credentials,’ Faso said.” [Newsday, 10/02/06] 

 

2006: Praised Michael Bloomberg  

 

2006: Praised Michael Bloomberg. “Despite the lack of an endorsement from Mr. Bloomberg, the Faso 

campaign offered praise for the mayor. ‘John Faso has a tremendous amount of respect for Mayor 
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Bloomberg and everything he’s accomplished,’ said Susan Del Percio, Mr. Faso’s campaign 

spokeswoman, ‘and looks forward to working with him, as the next governor, on important issues like 

economic development, pension reform and charter schools.’” [New York Times, 8/30/06] 

 

2000: 22nd District Alternate To The Republican National Convention 

 

2000: 22nd District Alternate To The Republican National Convention. “These are Republicans from 

local congressional districts serving as delegates and alternate delegates to the Republican National 

Convention in Philadelphia. Delegates were selected by Republican voters during the New York 

Republican presidential primary in March. … 22nd District alternates: State Assemblyman John Faso, 

Kinderhook[.]” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 8/01/00]  

 

2006: Described The New York Republican Party As “Somewhere Between Sad And Pathetic” 

 

2006: Described The New York Republican Party As “Somewhere Between Sad And Pathetic.” 
“Whether a leadership battle materializes, DeProspo, a former Bronx prosecutor who lives in Goshen, 

said he’s talked to many party officials who privately voiced similar concerns. ‘It’s Joe Mondello’s if he 

wants it,’ said Faso. But after a year on the campaign trail, Faso also warned re-building will be very 

difficult in a party he described as ‘somewhere between sad and pathetic.’” [Newsday, 11/19/06] 

  

2010: Endorsed Randy Altschuler For Congress Against Rep. Tim Bishop 

 

2010: Endorsed Randy Altschuler For Congress Against Rep. Tim Bishop. “Former GOP Assembly 

Leader and ex-gubernatorial candidate John Faso has endorsed Randy Altschuler’s run for the 

congressional seat currently held by Democratic Rep. Tim Bishop.” [Long Island Business News, 

9/30/09]  

 

2010: Supported Steve Levy For The Republican Gubernatorial Nomination Before Levy Failed To 

Qualify For The Primary 

 

2010: Supported Steve Levy For The Republican Gubernatorial Nomination Before Levy Failed To 

Qualify For The Primary. “These days, Hevesi may be looking at a prison sentence and Spitzer has been 

sentenced to a CNN talk show. Faso stayed off the ballot this year but tried to keep state Republicans 

from sabotaging themselves: First he backed Steve Levy, recognizing that the controversial Long Island 

pol could capitalize on the electorate’s foul anti-Establishment mood. When other state-party insiders kept 

Levy out of the primary, Faso tried to unite feuding Republican factions behind the anodyne Rick Lazio, 

warning that the angry Buffalo millionaire bent on petitioning his way into the contest was even worse. 

And next week Carl Paladino will finish proving him right.” [New York Magazine, 10/22/10]  

 

2008: Endorsed Bob Straniere For Congress 

 

2008: Endorsed Bob Straniere For Congress. “‘I’m pleased to lend my strong support to the 

congressional candidacy of Bob Straniere,’ Faso said. ‘During our time together in the state Assembly, 

Bob Straniere was always a strong voice for fiscal responsibility and lower taxes on working families. He 

was always in the forefront when it came to defending the interests of Staten Island and the City of New 

York in Albany.’” [Staten Island Advance, 8/12/08] 

 

2004: At-Large Delegate For Republican National Convention  

 

http://libn.com/2009/09/30/faso-for-altschuler/
http://nymag.com/nymag/rss/politics/69133/
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2004: At-Large Delegate For Republican National Convention. “New York will send 201 delegates 

and alternates to the Republican National Convention. … John Faso, at-large delegate[.]” [Times Union, 

8/29/04] 

 

2008: Endorsed Robert Straniere For Congress 

 

2008: Endorsed Robert Straniere For Congress. “A prominent figure in state government put himself 

in GOP congressional candidate Robert Straniere’s corner yesterday. Former New York state Minority 

Leader John Faso endorsed Straniere for the seat being vacated by Rep. Vito Fossella (R-Staten Island). 

‘I’m pleased to lend my strong support to the congressional candidacy of Bob Straniere,’ Faso said.” 

[Staten Island Advance, 8/12/08] 

 

Endorsed Jim Buhrmaster In Congressional Race 

 

Endorsed Jim Buhrmaster In Congressional Race. “Buhrmaster Energy Group president Jim 

Buhrmaster has the backing of former gubernatorial candidate John Faso, who recently sent a letter to 500 

supporters asking them to contribute.” [Times Union, 8/20/08] 

 

Praised Al Sharpton 

 

Praised Al Sharpton. “Chalk up the warm reception that New York Republicans afforded the Rev. Al 

Sharpton yesterday as one sign that someone other than Rudy Giuliani will be nominated here. … ‘I never 

thought I’d be participating in a standing ovation for Al Sharpton,’ said John Faso, the GOP’s 2006 

nominee for governor.” [Newsday, 9/03/08] 

 

2008: Delegate To Republican National Convention 

 

2008: Delegate To Republican National Convention. “John Faso, an alternate delegate to the 

Republican National Convention, took some time between the New York delegation’s Wednesday 

breakfast and lunch to talk about Palin, Pataki and property taxes. Faso, the Republican gubernatorial 

candidate in 2006, said he was looking forward to Gov. Sarah Palin’s speech Wednesday night. ‘You can 

feel the excitement,’ he said.” [Times Union, 9/04/08] 

 

2010: Endorsed David Malpass’s Run For Senate 

 

2010: Endorsed David Malpass’s Run For Senate. “Republican accountant David Malpass came to 

Syracuse Thursday to announce he will challenge Democratic Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand. … He is being 

endorsed by state Sen. John DeFrancisco, R-Syracuse, former Assembly Republican Leader John Faso 

and businessman Steve Forbes.” [The Post Standard, 4/16/10] 
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… Donald Trump 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Faso: “It’s vitally important that we unite, that we decide to elect Donald Trump as 

the next Republican President of the United States” 

 

 2011: Faso: “I don’t support [Donald Trump]. … I don’t believe that he’s a serious 

candidate,” described Trump’s proposals to tax the Chinese as “jingoistic” 

 

 2016: Supported Trump’s proposal to build a wall between the United States and 

Mexico 

 

 Called for profiling people “from a particular part of the world” at airport 

security, said “political correctness” shouldn’t be considered; didn’t endorse 

“racial profiling expressly” 

 

 Praised Donald Trump’s “Make America Great Again” slogan 

 

 Used similar rhetoric when Carl Paladino was The Republican nominee for 

Governor, who he supported 

 
 

Faso: “It’s Vitally Important That We Unite, That We Decide To Elect Donald Trump As The Next 

Republican President Of The United States” 

 

Faso: “It’s Vitally Important That We Unite, That We Decide To Elect Donald Trump As The Next 

Republican President Of The United States.” In June 2016, Faso said it was “vitally important” that 

Donald Trump gets elected president. “It’s vitally important that we unite, that we decide to elect Donald 

Trump as the next Republican President of the United States.” [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers 

event, 1:58-2:09, 6/11/16] 

 

Said He Would Support The Republican Nominee, Whomever It May Be, Despite Being 

“Dissatisfied With The Level Of Discourse.” “Congressional candidate John Faso’s comment 

typified their mixed feelings about the campaign so far. ‘While I am dissatisfied with the level of 

discourse in this presidential race, there is a clear need and desire from the American people to change 

how Washington operates, which is precisely why I am running for Congress,’ Faso stated in an 

email. ‘I plan to support the Republican nominee so that we may bring jobs and business back to 

upstate New York and undo the damage done by President Obama’s failed economic and national 

security agenda.’” [Hudson Register-Star, 3/05/16]  

 

Faso On Donald Trump: “I Will Support Him.” In June 2016, when asked if he would support 

Donald Trump, Faso said, “I have said all along throughout this process that I will support the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
http://www.registerstar.com/news/article_67194c42-e29a-11e5-bfbb-b757c95b5d02.html
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nominee of my party and that is likely to be Mr. Trump, so I will support him.” [League of Women 

Voters Republican Debate, 30:06-30:42, 6/09/16] 

 

 

 

2011: Faso: “I Don’t Support [Donald Trump]. … I Don’t Believe That He’s A Serious Candidate,” 

Described Trump’s Proposals To Tax The Chinese As “Jingoistic” 

 

2011: Faso: “I Don’t Support [Donald Trump]. … I Don’t Believe That He’s A Serious Candidate,” 

Described Trump’s Proposals To Tax The Chinese As “Jingoistic.” In 2011, when asked about his 

thoughts concerning Donald Trump and his potential presidential candidacy, Faso said, “I don’t support 

him. I don’t think he’s, in my view, a serious candidate with serious issues being enunciated, saying we’re 

gonna close the national deficit and the national debt by taxing the Chinese. I mean, it’s just kind of like 

jingoistic, simplistic politics. The business about the birth certificate is ridiculous. But, look, he has a right 

to run. He’s got prominence. He’s got what a lot of people would kill for in politics, which is media 

identification. … I don’t believe that he’s a serious candidate.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 7:25-8:20, 

4/25/11] 

 

 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico. In 

June 2016, when asked if he would support or oppose Donald Trump’s positions in Congress, Faso said, 

“I think the key here Andrew is that any president, when they’re elected, the difference between 

campaigning and when they’re elected, you have to put proposals into legislative language. And yes, I 

believe we have to have much more in the way of border security. That will include building more 

structural barrier, the wall.” When the interviewer confirmed with Faso that he would indeed support 

Trump’s proposal to build a wall, Faso said, “Certainly; in the places where you can geographically build 

it. Not every place can you build by the topography and the land a wall.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 

5:12-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

Called For Profiling People “From A Particular Part Of The World” At Airport Security, Said 

“Political Correctness” Shouldn’t Be Considered; Didn’t Endorse “Racial Profiling Expressly” 

 

Called For Profiling People “From A Particular Part Of The World” At Airport Security, Said 

“Political Correctness” Shouldn’t Be Considered. “As New York girded against terrorist attacks 

following reports of a foiled plot in London, John Faso said Thursday that airport security officials should 

be allowed to better focus on people ‘with the greatest propensity of committing these kinds of acts.’ ‘We 

need to use traditional law enforcement techniques to ascertain who should be subjected to heightened 

security,’ said Faso, the Republican-Conservative candidate for governor. He wouldn’t, however, say he 

supports racial or ethnic profiling. ‘I think the terminology is needlessly incendiary,’ Faso told The 

Associated Press. ‘You have to look at this from a law enforcement perspective and not from political 

correctness.’ … ‘But if someone is from a particular part of the world, or someone has traveled to 

different parts of the world, in an airport screening you have to look to those situations,’ he said. For 

example, Faso said he didn’t think an American citizen of Arabic decent who never traveled to the Middle 

East should be subject to greater scrutiny.” [AP, 8/10/06] 

 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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Didn’t Endorse “Racial Profiling Expressly.” “[W]hile not endorsing racial profiling expressly, he said 

in the wake of the terror threats from London that law enforcement agents should look more closely at 

people ‘from a particular part of the world.’ A spokeswoman for Faso said these kinds of positions are 

based not on political considerations but on the former assemblyman’s willingness to say and do without 

fear what’s best for New York State.” [Newsday, 8/21/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Calls For Targeting Some People At Airport Screenings” [AP, 8/10/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Advocates Focus On Certain Air Travelers” [Times Union, 8/11/06] 

 

Praised Donald Trump’s “Make America Great Again” Slogan 

 

Praised Donald Trump’s “Make America Great Again” Slogan. In June 2016, when asked if he had 

any thoughts concerning Donald Trump’s candidacy, Faso said, “I think his slogan is great, ‘Make 

America great again.’ But I have specific disagreements with some of the proposals he has made.” [John 

Faso on WCNY Radio, 36:00-36:18, 6/27/16] 

 

Used Similar Rhetoric When Carl Paladino Was The Republican Nominee For Governor, Who He 

Supported  

 

Faso: “Carl Paladino Is The Republican Candidate, I’m Gonna Support Him.” “Carl Paladino is the 

Republican candidate, I’m gonna support him, and I think it’s important that the Republican and 

Conservative lines be united and I certainly hope that that takes place.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 

2:18, 9/24/10] 

 

 

 

Faso: Paladino “Representative Of A Viewpoint That Is Really Sweeping The State.” “I happen to 

know Carl Paladino, I’ve known him a number of years, not well, but I’ve had occasion over the years 

while I was Minority Leader to meet with him, to talk about issues. He is a very smart guy. Perhaps he 

expresses his views in ways that some people find intemperate. I do think that the philosophy that he 

wants to bring forth, which is: cut government spending, make government live within the means of the 

people, not the other way around, is a very important one. And I think that he’s representative of a 

viewpoint that is really sweeping the state, and I have been talking to people downstate in the last couple 

of days and I that there are many people in New York City, on Long Island, and West Chester who are 

gonna be receptive to his views.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 5:40-7:00, 9/24/10] 

 

 

 

Refused To Denounce Carl Paladino’s Controversial Remarks, Said, “I Don’t Think This Is Really 

Gonna Matter To The Public Very Much.” When asked by the interviewer about Paladino’s 

controversial statements and if Faso supported the man but not his statements, Faso said, “I think that 

some of the things that he’s said were intemperate, unfortunate, and some of them were things that I 

would certainly have never said. And I think that, upon reflection, he probably wishes he’d taken them 

back. But, as we go forward, I really don’t think that the public, because of the economic conditions that 

New York is facing, I don’t think this is really gonna matter to the public very much. I think it’s important 

that he conduct himself in the decorum that people want to see in a governor.” [John Faso on Capitol 

Tonight, 7:06-8:58, 9/24/10] 

 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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Faso: “Paladino Tapped ‘The Feeling Of Dismay And Discontent’ Among Voters. … “In Carl 

Paladino, They Had A Perfect Vehicle To Voice That Dissatisfaction.” “John Faso, the 2006 

Republican candidate for governor, said Paladino tapped ‘the feeling of dismay and discontent’ among 

voters. ‘And in Carl Paladino, they had a perfect vehicle to voice that dissatisfaction,’ Faso told the local 

television news channel NY1.” [AP, 9/15/10] 

 

Faso: Paladino “Is Expressing In Terms Of Frustration With The Inability And Unwillingness Of 

Albany To Deal With The Real Issues That We Face.” “But at the same time, what he is expressing in 

terms of frustration with the inability and unwillingness of Albany to deal with the real issues that we 

face[.] … The state is gonna go bankrupt; it cannot pay for these promises that have been made, and the 

sooner that the politicians and the political establishment get with the program, the better. That’s what 

Carl Paladino is the anger he’s expressing.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 7:06-8:58, 9/24/10] 

 

 

 

  

http://auburnpub.com/news/local/paladino-pulls-off-stunner/article_6d30c52a-c080-11df-8320-001cc4c03286.html
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Lobbying Career 
 

2007: El Paso Corporation 

 

2007: Lobbied For Energy And Pipeline Company El Paso Corporation; 2016: Claimed He Had 

Never Lobbied For A Fracking Company Despite El Paso Corporation Owning A Natural Gas 

Producer 

 

2007: Lobbied On Behalf Of El Paso Corporation. In 2007, according to New York’s Joint 

Commission on Public Ethics database, Faso lobbied for the El Paso Corporation. Below is a table 

detailing the periods in which Faso lobbied for the company and what bills he lobbied on.  

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Was The Largest American Natural Gas Pipeline Operator. “The El 

Paso Corporation, the largest American natural gas pipeline operator[.]” [New York Times, 2/08/07] 

 

2002: El Paso Corporation Had Owned The Tennessee Gas Pipeline. “El Paso owns Tennessee 

Gas Pipeline, which serves all the New York State markets[.]” [New York Times, 9/25/02]  

 

Bi-Monthly 

Report Subjects Lobbied On 

Person, State Agency, 

Municipality or Legislative 

Body Lobbied  

Issue or Bill 

Lobbied On 

March - April  

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative that arises there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate S5302 

May - June  

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative that arises there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate S5302; A8030 

July - August  

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative that arises there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate 

S5302; A8030; 

A6167; S9086 

September - 

October 

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative issues that arise there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate 

S5302; A8030; 

A6167; S9086 

 

2007: Lobbied On Bills That Would Have Established Ceiling For Assessments On Utility 

Companies. In 2007, Faso lobbied on two bills that would have established assessment ceilings for 

assessments on utility companies. [A8030, introduced on 5/02/07; S5302, introduced on 4/25/07] 

 

2002: El Paso Corporation Applied For Permits With New York State To Emit Sulfur Dioxide And 

Discharge Wastewater Into The Hudson. “A Texas energy company found to have illegally 

manipulated markets in California has given $40,000 to Republican committees and Gov. George E. 

Pataki in the last two years. The contributions have come as the company seeks approval from the Pataki 

administration for an energy plant near Albany and an undersea pipeline. … On July 10, New York State 

environmental officials received an application from El Paso for a five-year permit for its gas-turbine 

plant in Rensselaer, N.Y. Nine days earlier, four subsidiaries of the corporation gave $20,000 to the New 

York Republican State Committee, campaign finance records show. The decision on the permit to emit 

sulfur dioxide is still pending. In August 2001, the corporation applied to renew another permit that would 

allow it to continue discharging wastewater into the Hudson without doing a study of the effect on the 

environment. State officials approved a five-year extension of the permit in October.” [New York Times, 

9/25/02] 

 

2002: El Paso Corporation Planned To Build Pipeline That Would Run Through New York State. 

“El Paso Corp. of Houston is developing a natural gas pipeline off the coast of Nova Scotia to New York 

and New Jersey. Known as the Blue Atlantic Transmission System, the proposed pipeline project consists 

http://www.nytimes.com/2002/09/25/nyregion/energy-company-tied-to-california-price-ruling-gave-to-pataki.html
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=ELVy5V%2fPtUHLD7hXw0eCno%2bQKPC2SormDr3xbrvOvXenT31ewNIw44BFrCpBsb7Py5Ff7A%2bKaFC9vilCQZ9uYuvV35hUbFwMqR1DxGgmf3MnsXqCkXhYQmFdaYCdUhDi3Qbyb2JiXOj49u61pg%2f3DEY948eniq1hQ2cOhCHRwHxUqW9a9m0egr%2bko3oImS6bs9jKLMQazM8sX6fT421VyRt1kZEX3EpTw5oCOdOcMILb7JJIE6tSU4B57vDR%2fK5FFVS9t7prFt4UKXh2jyyfubZ0RJqC2Y4QPYCO0Sjw4FP6qCpis2EjahgjFZbwhcjdbw%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EN1WnofWo2knWhmeqqXYYTxEFtbUKOh4I5ojW8qI0YaWiDIq4pJg8OUU1FmnbEt0wDnb%2fOLv36l%2bbslDVnP0i83YwsjYeSxf%2bf%2bA6rIpuiBAQSP1sfWzevmzzH4MmEcgkYa7HWvw0ItfN4NUqESF%2bnfTVhcM2ceC78alUZIM1mMMjP8Gq6coI80wMP5uVFn4D%2fOj77u7RnIoJjxS51zZK1SR1cm3E8NM2DVQVXgGx6sNQD0pvhKbIAbfthNLSK%2bwSs2mogZsYe%2bSLX4sn1qDWvppJ9k47Nm7%2b0%2bKriA5hLGdGOTnApgqIoh8B9exyMLcAw%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EOO%2bUybLf%2fRNz8BcC%2fDcGSiQujCrhfrey7Kr4hEqazRpZtLRvyh%2fFWk5pO1mXLxRA91MwZUFunPQ%2fFdugic7G9dlbyZu2SBIvBvNcpeXdC7BXN7NzgdJfaL387dxP%2brkkGOMfzRChapmr%2fBXdMxB%2bFd8qCkPSRXk437waVeOe%2fBzQEKrmg3Y8ZK2kKouy0HvrvCv9Y1A3qqYyt55CrLaZ4uKV0TlYoBngJ3b0Mw2OXfhAVii1ytiTI1WDVjkLX9dJJuhbvXvDw312TKHebcFHmibiyhcmnKxkhWImtehp3eYedPhshgxhigoRZPMj4Eq8g%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EHAUoCfCPTOC2JXKhMnBNTzp6kiMbwRVXb774CkFB6bkcQ8wBzBYcqVmwHC%2bSf%2fZvtzrYC%2b1q0t3MlUtQeXu2fbtHTenoGuSDrj7z33fyDanAbK6UzTp%2bNnBEmYzpqX9dfixoUUNIHWfSskE0sNhKD5DV%2bClbt7%2fmjYLBT8Wy8o9EmGA7H2acBO8%2f3KIvZsnN0dceklxbyWXc1RS79B1hp5o2ZxqOocYlcZFmssVSVvuGvYgKhoC6tlz9KEm5IYPqInlTAAwPyLeudhOYHwIdH7H6tBKMg4m3usi44beCD5flEl2nuLPM2Q25yU4OcuGgw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EHAUoCfCPTOC2JXKhMnBNTzp6kiMbwRVXb774CkFB6bkcQ8wBzBYcqVmwHC%2bSf%2fZvtzrYC%2b1q0t3MlUtQeXu2fbtHTenoGuSDrj7z33fyDanAbK6UzTp%2bNnBEmYzpqX9dfixoUUNIHWfSskE0sNhKD5DV%2bClbt7%2fmjYLBT8Wy8o9EmGA7H2acBO8%2f3KIvZsnN0dceklxbyWXc1RS79B1hp5o2ZxqOocYlcZFmssVSVvuGvYgKhoC6tlz9KEm5IYPqInlTAAwPyLeudhOYHwIdH7H6tBKMg4m3usi44beCD5flEl2nuLPM2Q25yU4OcuGgw%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/09/25/nyregion/energy-company-tied-to-california-price-ruling-gave-to-pataki.html
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of 750 mi. of 36-in. pipe designed to carry up to 1 billion cu. ft. of natural gas per day. The $ 1.6 billion 

project will follow a below-sea route from the anticipated production area to a location on the southern 

coast of Nova Scotia. It will then continue to points in the New York and New Jersey areas.” [New York 

Construction, 1/2002] 

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Paid The Federal Government More Than $7 Million To Settle Charges 

That It Illegally Paid Iraq In Food-For-Oil Program. “The El Paso Corporation, the largest American 

natural gas pipeline operator, agreed Wednesday to pay the federal government $7.73 million to settle 

allegations of involvement in illegal payments under the oil-for-food program run by the United Nations 

in Iraq. The company, based in Houston, will forfeit $5.48 million under a settlement with federal 

prosecutors in New York. Michael J. Garcia, the United States attorney for the Southern District, said the 

amount represented the sum of secret surcharges paid to Saddam Hussein's government by third parties 

from whom El Paso purchased oil between mid-2000 and March 2003. … A civil penalty of $2.25 million 

was announced in Washington by the Securities and Exchange Commission, which said El Paso had 

bought about 21.4 million barrels of Iraqi crude oil from third parties participating in the program.” [New 

York Times, 2/08/07] 

 

HEADLINE: “El Paso Corp. To Pay $7 Million As Settlement In Oil-Food Case” [New York 

Times, 2/08/07] 

 

September 2016: Claimed He Had “Never Been Paid By A Fracking Company” And Had “Never 

Been A Lobbyist For A Fracking Company”; … But In 2007: El Paso Corporation Owned Natural 

Gas Producers And The Company’s CEO “Made Gas Production The Biggest Source Of Growth 

At El Paso” 

 

September 2016: Claimed He Had “Never Been Paid By A Fracking Company” And Had “Never 

Been A Lobbyist For A Fracking Company.” In September 2016, during a congressional debate, Faso 

said, “I’ve never been paid by a fracking company. I’ve never been a lobbyist for a fracking company. I 

did work as an outside consultant for Williams, which is a pipeline company for a project that was 

supported by Chris Gibson and the local state legislators in the district. … The fact is, I opposed the NED 

pipeline that was a Kinder Morgan project. Tennessee Gas, years ago, I had done some legal work for 

Tennessee Gas, but that long since ended, and in fact, Ms. Teachout, it ended well before Tennessee Gas 

was acquired by Kinder Morgan, so your fact-checkers have to go back because maybe they came from 

Brooklyn, they are mistaken in this regard.” [WAMC Congressional Debate, 1:50:20, 9/15/16] 

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Bought Natural Gas Producer And The Company’s CEO “Made Gas 

Production The Biggest Source Of Growth At El Paso.” “El Paso Corp. agreed to buy the natural gas 

and oil production business of utility owner Integrys Energy Group Inc. for $875 million US, adding 

fields with potential for output gains to its fastest-growing business. The Peoples Energy Production Co. 

unit of Integrys has proved reserves equivalent to about 305 billion cubic feet of gas and daily production 

equivalent to 72 million cubic feet, the Houston-based buyer said in a statement today. The reserves are 

94 percent gas. Chief executive Doug Foshee made gas production the biggest source of growth at El 

Paso, owner of the largest U.S. network of gas pipelines, after the company suffered energy- trading 

losses in the wake of Enron Corp.'s collapse.” [The Calgary Herald, 8/18/07] 

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Planned To Drill For Natural Gas In Brazil. “El Paso Corp. plans to 

start production on Pinauna Field offshore Brazil in the Camamu-Almada Basin in fourth-quarter 

2008. This year, the Houston-based operator will work on construction contracts and procurement of 

supplies and services for the field, which will produce 15,000 bbl. of oil per day. Pinauna is about 12 
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kilometers offshore Bahia state. The company estimates reserves at 33- to 35 million bbl. of oil.” [Oil 

and Gas Investor This Week, 5/01/07] 

 

2006: El Paso Corporation’s Proposed Drilling Plan Shut Down. “President Bush has signed a law 

that will protect a scenic 102,000-acre valley in New Mexico's Carson National Forest from a 

proposal to drill more than 500 natural gas wells. The Valle Vidal, or ‘Valley of Life,’ was the focus 

of a story in The Sun last year that described how liberal environmentalists had joined conservative 

hunters to fight the drilling plan by the Houston-based El Paso natural gas company.” [The Baltimore 

Sun, 12/16/06] 

 

2009-10: Tennessee Gas Pipeline 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline. From 2009 to 2010, Faso lobbied on behalf of 

the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, a natural gas pipeline that runs through New York State. Below is a table that 

details Faso’s lobbying history for the pipeline.  

 

Bi-Monthly Report Compensation 
Person, State Agency, Municipality or Legislative Body 

Lobbied 

Bill, Rule, or 

Regulation Lobbied On 

January - February 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES.   

March - April 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

May - June 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

July - August 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

September - October 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

November - December 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

January - February 2010  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 

A1987-A A7572-A 

March - April 2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 

A1987-A A7572-A 

S6825 A10003 

September - October 2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S7962-C A11529 

A11507B; S4315A 

S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 

A10003 

Total:      $90,000 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Multiple Bills That Would Have Instituted Limits On Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions  

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Multiple Bills That Would Have Instituted Limits On Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions. In 2009 and 2010, as a lobbyist for the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on multiple bills 

that would have instituted limits on greenhouse gas emissions. According to the memorandum in support 

of bill number S4315, “SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: This bill would: … [R]equire the 

DEC, after a public hearing, to promulgate rules and regulations establishing a limit on greenhouse gas 

https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EIjIrunbx1BA%2biJUYnDS1BB85%2fNajeSgPN3ysDb2rfsFLX1sN6IyhMGvCqLOmqc6t%2fpvzZpBcOo1coJeBmstb6SjOAyJdd05ULP08AEkBUMl32lybLDUonJmhKtY7TlQ6Ss0HGE3qcOyvDTXP0SMm%2bUOqdZwx%2bqps6J8ZPZoF6ZIZoD5VqSFHmSEc3KDYvsX9taMjRNCkvWQnsN0PAZWmNANkoSs9oUTF1QpUSrcQz04e4rr7vauTiYK4%2b0Y2kCWM49BCiGO7QPb1BAFTrkLNGHZFyjRCjbpaE7R6J4m2p86FMIK6tStxKTohBXglGhLzA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EM3L6R%2fyTXRXUlHl%2fIIhxMbsEsry69VP0FKnX2QU3aW%2f21EUu0mHF0FaIFC9SNB0ExS%2btlxmmghjMNRZM3RYjDP3ACxkS0JcCMWMYenY2R3fNwAwv3rC3fqLRJbzVSUVujXakhMo659n%2f16T1E7rgJ9O6rmBLZDkeiKuSHhm17EdBMl0SukioL6zBE%2bI0L8asPNFiRaw8wfXQp7lPDYcSLBNo5VZgAmEL3fr%2bK6mkPj1LE1ruXqOXTlXozRLWKmKqZo5I3rDrwj9KMaOTv5iHHATY9HCsNUhL8EoQDx1gfxY0ZPGfBjwJdcleYI2%2bvpLTQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGu%2brWgkK13s%2bYU3SHpVIa%2fV6QTQGqK0ch4tsC2jb0952xYS6WwAVIF%2fUEj8uuXmDt512BEh%2fZ84T2z8QJ4Ys8uosQK4FvFLtENKkoocX%2b606emghouilD8BVnmxNaAXJCWq0LEyiSko6pCOOA1RLueVcJvcBtOA5Id6%2bB5CCz1OrkxJHlxiuUtYlgl%2bOyonJKgsHlWc2rmU%2bbtD8LS2hB55YUXUaEjzayzo8UAPBOPyP8lqmviPI0Gs04cVASaVmJ3EtQy%2by2ORobeury1Q0k%2fix8%2fFjtfBUlkvjKHJWx3ip2M%2bAEnCdYngQrY5Jzx9Yg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=ENnT%2bPJFp%2bM41v78yEQhXAGjfpahqMF%2f2H3XuN23sViwa1HhAYjjPmuqvPFGQ9sibGN%2fc1E6vvHLaydWMgciUV5kZsnvQ%2fQZCEd4pYfHaQq23dAZUujXzgPzBNBCENCzASb5bT4nVOEVg%2fHhy8JKD2BfXzxnlrPTcUN9wn0gVQDACSMCwHeJRtSzaWgIGUYu4WRxJWUzSKv4vXIJKORXt4MdMVtXBSqS6n6uq0ZSWTCBJxB24EmVWAE34IROqwzE%2bokEsUwuRFD%2bFcn7tMPryX1IYZ7MJYCkBt6stMHKWytRDe8m4ol8yhrffAYeQ4P4BA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
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emissions; require the emissions limit to: be less than the aggregate level of emissions for 1990; - 

decrease by an additional twenty percent by 2020 and forty percent by 2030; and, - decrease by a 

percentage recommended by the climate action council and established by the Governor and legislature in 

2040; and be less than 80 percent of the initial limit by 2050[.]” According to bill number A7572, it 

“Relates to global warming pollution control; establishes greenhouse gas limits and a greenhouse gas 

reporting system.” [S4315, 6/18/10; A7572, 4/20/10] 

 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Would Have Authorized New York’s Department of Environmental 

Conservation To Regulate Freshwater Wetlands, Which Improve Drinking Water Quality And 

Reduce The Chance Of Pollution Contaminating Such Water Sources 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Would Have Authorized New York’s Department of Environmental 

Conservation To Regulate Freshwater Wetlands, Which Improve Drinking Water Quality And 

Reduce The Chance Of Pollution Contaminating Such Water Sources. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to protect water sources from pollution by 

authorizing New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to regulate freshwater wetlands. 

According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE:  To provide the Department of 

Environmental Conservation with 

regulatory authority over freshwater wetlands of one acre or more in size and other wetlands of significant 

local importance. … Wetlands improve drinking water quality by providing a buffer zone to intercept 

polluted run off before it contaminates our lakes, rivers and coastal waters. Wetlands act as natural water 

filters, absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus arid other contaminants before they infiltrate 

our drinking water. … New York's DEC is currently limited to regulating mapped wetlands of a size 

greater than 12.4 acres. If we 

do not protect New York's wetlands, we jeopardize our drinking water and property values. This 

legislation gives DEC the regulatory authority necessary to protect New York's wetlands by eliminating 

the mapping and reducing the size limitations on DEC's regulatory authority over wetlands.” [S4956, 

4/27/09] 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Sought To Strengthen Protections Of Freshwater Wetlands And 

Increase Penalties For Violators Who Adversely Affect Such Wetlands 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Sought To Strengthen Protections Of Freshwater Wetlands And 

Increase Penalties For Violators Who Adversely Affect Such Wetlands. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to safeguard drinking water sources through 

strengthened protections of freshwater wetlands and increased penalties for violators who adversely affect 

such wetlands. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill amends the 

Freshwater Wetlands Act contained in Article 24 of the Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) to: 

strengthen protections for freshwater wetlands that are no longer protected by federal law, increase 

penalties for freshwater wetlands violations, establish permit application fees, and update certain other 

provisions. … JUSTIFICATION: This bill contains many important amendments that strengthen New 

York’s freshwater wetland protection law. In most circumstances, small wetlands are not currently 

protected by the Department of Environmental Conservation. This bill would allow the DEC to regulate 

activities impacting smaller wetlands, as well as charge permit fees for activities that impact wetlands and 

fines and penalties for violators of freshwater wetlands act provisions. … Protection of wetlands is 

critically important for New York's environment and future. Wetlands are vital to areas that rely on 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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surface water supplies and groundwater aquifers for drinking water, and act as natural water filters and a 

buffer zone, intercepting and absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus and contaminants 

before they infiltrate drinking water and contaminate lakes, rivers and coastal waters.” [S3998, 4/07/09] 

 

 

2011-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Payday Lending Industry As It Pushed For Less Regulations On 

High-Interest Loans 

 

2011-12: Was A Lobbyist For The Financial Service Centers Of America (FiSCA) And New York 

(FSCNY). According to the U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database and the New York State Joint 

Commission on Public Ethics, Faso was a registered lobbyist for the Financial Service Centers of 

America and New York in from 2011 to 2012. Below are tables detailing Faso’s lobbying history on 

behalf of these clients. [U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database, accessed 9/02/16; New York State 

Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

2012: Federal Lobbying 

Registrant 

Name Client Name Filing Type 

Amount 

Reported 

Date 

Posted 
House(s) of Congress and Federal 

Agencies 

Specific Lobbying 

Issues 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

SECOND 

QUARTER 

REPORT $40,000 7/17/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, Small 

Business Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislation and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

THIRD 

QUARTER 

REPORT $40,000 10/22/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, Small 

Business Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments by 

check. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

FOURTH 

QUARTER 

REPORT $50,000 1/22/13 

U.S. SENATE, U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, Treasury - 

Dept of, Small Business 

Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments by 

check. 

 

2011-12: New York State Lobbying 

Lobbyist Name Client Name 

Subjects on Which You 

Lobbied 

Person, State Agency, 

Municipality or Legislative 

Body Lobbied 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips 

LLP/New York City 

Financial Service Centers 

Of New York, Inc. 

Issues regarding financial 

services programs NYC DCA 

 

Described As The Trade Association For The Check Cashing Industry. According to the Financial 

Service Centers of America’s website, “Financial Service Centers of America (FiSCA), established in 

1987, is the oldest national trade organization representing more than half of the nation’s financial service 

center providers, with member locations in communities across the country. Financial service centers 

offer a wide array of basic financial services to millions of Americans including check cashing, money 

transfers, money orders, bill payments and small dollar, short-term loans.” According to the website for 

the Financial Service Centers of New York, “Financial Service Centers of New York is the professional 

trade association representing New York's licensed check cashing industry since 1957. The industry is 

comprised of approximately 110 companies operating nearly 530 storefront check cashing locations 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EAEmFtXXTVjTSMwoP2N06tq2sJwb79bebkGon0jUe25Z89cdTi7V0SXealnpUqow98v3%2feQtMVz6vr36dqpCVLe%2bDbQeFeIOulKyKv0Fccbl3do1K4cup8twDdSVZQiTULI2Qp%2b7zCdAuIZlC0qH%2fhlK5f9V9zPGcKpJdrrBJyTW7RWl8zmrdYvhCxh7IGZ2tKiDArjhpYd6bpgty9d2biH5kRTBYIyxhGsrTM6t2oBTeUGJPUk73zIaoZuYWjINS5uUPTtrdzyZWZ9CHCSUFb%2b0xBEHjoi7CZ0QBU%2ffwLAkxD6SP5JrRaI%2bU%2fl2jqArhQ%3d%3d
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=70be8a0b-e0bb-42da-aa00-f4efa5a18ddb&filingTypeID=60
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=c065cc67-f296-4f96-9216-3f796c445929&filingTypeID=69
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=1fcb9f7d-7302-448b-b46d-e07b2d2bf619&filingTypeID=78
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throughout the State. The industry employs more than 4,000 people.” [Financial Service Centers of 

America, accessed 9/02/16; Financial Service Centers Of New York website, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

Non-Depository Businesses Include Payday Lenders. “A nonbank – or non-depository business – is a 

company that offers or provides consumer financial products or services but does not have a bank, thrift, 

or credit union charter. Nonbanks include companies such as mortgage lenders, mortgage servicers, 

payday lenders, consumer reporting agencies, debt collectors, and money services companies. Under the 

Dodd-Frank Act, the CFPB has authority to supervise any nonbank that it has reasonable cause to 

determine is posing a risk to consumers based on complaints or other information it receives. This is in 

addition to overseeing nonbanks, regardless of size, in certain specific markets of: mortgage companies 

(originators, brokers, and servicers including loan modification or foreclosure relief services); payday 

lenders; and private education lenders. And it is in addition to CFPB’s authority to supervise the larger 

players, or “larger participants,” in other markets, such as those included in an initial proposal published 

earlier this year.” 

 

2011: FSCNY Lobbied New York City’s Department Of Consumer Affairs On Bill That Would 

Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Loans Set At Interest Rates Higher Than The 25 Percent 

Cap Mandated By State Law. “A bill that would allow check cashers to issue short-term loans passed 

through the State Senate Banking Committee late last month. If the bill passes, it would guarantee check 

cashers a profit and allow the State Banking Commissioner to set interest rates higher than the 25 percent 

interest rate cap allowed by New York State law. … New Yorkers for Responsible Lending--a coalition of 

151 groups including AARP, Legal Aid Society and the Empire Justice Center--opposes the bill 

(S.3841/A.7047), as does the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs. These critics say that the 

Financial Service Centers of New York or FSCNY (formerly the Check Cashers Association of New 

York) is attempting to take advantage of the credit problems of poor people as a backdoor way to provide 

high-interest payday loans, which are outlawed in New York State. ‘This state’s interest-rate cap is the 

single greatest protection consumers enjoy. The idea that we’d blow open that interest cap for one 

industry is nuts,’ says New York City Department of Consumer Affairs Commissioner Jonathan Mintz. 

‘New York City strongly opposes this bill. These are absolutely 'payday' loans, and to call them anything 

else is disingenuous.’ … Based on the first part of the FDIC definition, the loans permitted by the new 

law appear would look very much like payday loans. The New York bill proposes small-dollar loans, 

between $300 and $2,000, or 25 percent of a borrower's gross income, whichever is less. These loans 

allow borrowers 90 to 180 days to repay their debt, and can be paid in installments (which is short-term, 

but less so than the typical payday loans which is usually paid back after only two weeks). There are no 

assets that the borrower is using as collateral against the loan, and the loan is not underwritten.” [City 

Limits, 5/31/11] 

 

2013: FSCNY Lobbied To Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Short-Term, High-Interest 

Loans. “Check-cash stores across the city want to offer a new kind of loan that would charge 

borrowers the equivalent of up to 200% interest, critics say — eight times the current limit set by state 

law. The stores are leaning on state lawmakers to legalize the loans, and they have have given 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaign contributions hoping their case will be heard. On 

Tuesday, their trade group, the Financial Service Centers of New York, organized an ‘Albany Blitz’ to 

sway lawmakers. But opponents — including the Bloomberg administration — charge that the loans 

represent predatory lending. … The proposed legislation, the Short-Term Financial Services Loan 

Act, would let the operations make 90- to 180-day loans of $300 to $2,000. … But critics say the 

legislation would allow check-cash stores to bypass state usury laws and charge triple-digit annual 

percentage rates in interest and fees. For a $300 loan, the interest and fees could total an APR of over 

https://www.fisca.org/
http://www.fscny.org/?controller=home&action=whoweare
http://citylimits.org/2011/05/31/albany-bill-would-let-check-cashers-provide-loans/
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200%, and for a $2,000 loan, more like 50%, said Sarah Ludwig of Neighborhood Economic 

Development Advocacy Project.” [New York Daily News, 4/23/13] 

 

2012: FiSCA Opposed Legislative Efforts To Reduce Interest Rates On Payday Loans. “Several 

members in both houses of Congress have introduced legislation that would impact the ability of industry 

to offer small dollar credit by imposing artificially low interest rate caps on these products. Certain bills in 

Congress, such as Senator Durbin’s S. 500, would cap the annual interest rate at 36%. Why the 36% APR 

cap on PDA loans will ruin the industry[.] There are many critics of short-term, small dollar loans, or 

payday advances, who claim that capping at 36% the Annual Percentage Rate that can be charged on 

these products will help consumers while allowing the industry to continue offering the product. Nothing 

could be further from the truth. The reality is that a 36% cap will put much of the industry out of 

business.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: FiSCA Argued That Payday Loans Helped Consumers And Fared Better Financially 

Than Those Without Such Access. “Payday advances (PDAs) are small, short-term cash advances, 

typically of $500 or less. In recent years, PDAs have become an increasingly popular choice for 

American consumers in need of small dollar, short-term credit and 35 states have laws permitting 

these loans. … Why do people take out payday advances? PDAs help customers bridge the 

unexpected need for short-term credit when other options are not available. Very often a PDA is less 

costly to the consumer than the other available options, such as incurring late fees, bouncing a check, 

utilizing overdraft protection or obtaining a credit card advance. Recent studies have proven that 

consumers who use PDAs as a tool to help meet their monetary obligations fare better financially than 

consumers who do not have PDAs as an option.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service 

Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Cracked Down On Payday Lenders That Employed 

Aggressive Debt Collection And Unauthorized Debits On A Customer’s Checking Account. “The 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau unveiled details Thursday about how it intends to examine payday 

lenders as Director Richard Cordray vowed to crack down on certain payday lending practices. … With 

the appointment of Cordray as its first director, the CFPB has moved quickly to assert its authority to 

regulate nonbanks, including payday lenders of any size. Cordray said the agency is already aware of 

some payday lenders engaged in practices that are clearly illegal and present immediate risk to consumers, 

including unauthorized debits on a person's checking account and aggressive debt collection tactics. … 

The bureau will also move immediately to stop illegal practices, Cordray warned. One example is 

unauthorized debits on a customer's checking account, which can occur when the consumer is dealing 

with a company hidden behind the payday loan. The agency said that the company advertising the loan 

may not be the same as the actual lender, and could sell the customer's sensitive information to a 

potentially fraudulent individual. Another example is aggressive debt collection practices, including 

lenders or debt collectors posing as federal officials, threatening borrowers with criminal prosecution, 

trying to improperly garnish wages, and harassing the borrower, their friends, family or co-workers.” 

[American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “CFPB To Crack Down On Certain Payday Lending Practices” [American 

Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2012 Was The First Year That Payday Lenders Were Subject To Federal Examination And 

Supervision. “Although some state regulators have been examining payday lenders for compliance 

with state laws, they had not been subject to federal examination and supervision until now, even 

though they are subject to certain federal regulations. The exam procedures are comprised of five 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/check-cashing-stores-push-offer-200-apr-loans-article-1.1325661
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
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different ‘modules’ that cover a payday loan's lifecycle: marketing; application and origination; 

payment processing and sustained use; collections, accounts in default and consumer reporting; and 

third-party relationships. The marketing procedures direct examiners to compare English language 

advertisements to those in other languages, and identify any products or practices that are rewarded by 

incentive compensation programs. The application and origination procedures, meanwhile, focus on 

the process companies use to take and evaluate applications, while the payment processing section 

details methods an examiner must use to assess ‘roll-over’ or ‘back-to-back’ transactions, including 

the portrayal of payments options, fees and other disclosures. The guidance also directs examiners to 

look for potentially unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or practices. Although the manual offers 

standards that examiners should use when assessing such practices - particularly the new ‘abusive’ 

standard - it only uses the statutory language from Dodd-Frank.” [American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2011: FiSCA Moved Headquarters To Washington, DC, “Signaling That Federal Regulation Was 

An Increasing Focus Of Concern.”  “The payday loan industry ‘is spending big on politics in advance 

of expected scrutiny’ from the federal gov't's new financial watchdog agency. Top payday lenders ‘did not 

slack off last year,’ and the companies ‘have become a bigger source of campaign contributions for 

political candidates this election cycle,’ according to a report from CREW. Eleven big lenders and the two 

trade assns ‘representing the industry have increased their spending on lobbying’ from $730K in 2005 to 

$4.5M in 2011, according to CREW's report. One of the industry's main trade asss, the Financial Service 

Centers of America, moved its HQ to DC in 2011, ‘signaling that federal regulation was an increasing 

focus of concern.’” [The Hotline, 4/19/12] 

 

2008: Associated Builders & Contractors 

 

2008: Lobbied On Behalf Of Construction Industry On Bills That Would Diminish Constrain 

Collective Bargaining 

 

2008: Lobbied On Behalf Of Construction Industry On Bills That Would Diminish Constrain 

Collective Bargaining.  
 

Bill Summary 

S8262-B 

Relates to prequalification of bidders on contracts for public work; permits only a city with a population of one 

million or more to maintain a list of prequalified bidders. 

A11564-A 

Relates to prequalification of bidders on contracts for public work; permits only a city with a population of one 

million or more to maintain a list of prequalified bidders. 

S8321 

Removes the authority of state agencies, public authorities, school districts and municipalities to require project labor 

agreements for public works projects. 

A11397 

Removes the authority of state agencies, public authorities, school districts and municipalities to require project labor 

agreements for public works projects. 

S8523 

Relates to the prequalification of bidders seeking to bid or enter into contracts for public works in the city of New 

York. 

A11661 

Relates to the prequalification of bidders seeking to bid or enter into contracts for public works in the city of New 

York. 

S8524-A Relates to when certain provisions relating to apprenticeship training programs shall take effect. 

 

Associated Builders And Contractors Opposed Project Labor Agreements On Public Construction 

Projects. “ABC STRONGLY OPPOSES GOVERNMENT-MANDATED PROJECT LABOR 

AGREEMENTS ON PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS[.] Anti-competitive project labor 

agreements (PLAs) are special interest schemes that end open, fair and competitive bidding on public 

works projects. PLAs drive up the cost of construction by reducing competition and effectively excluding 
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merit shop contractors and their skilled employees from building projects paid for by their own tax 

dollars.” [Associated Builders and Contractors website, accessed 9/05/16] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.abc.org/en-us/politicspolicy/issues/projectlaboragreements.aspx
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Protecting Culture Of Corruption & “Proud” Lobbyist 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 40-year political insider; Albany politician and lobbyist 

 

 1978-2002: Skipped nearly 1,700 votes during career in New York State Assembly 

(missed 200 votes due to wife’s cancer treatment); 1999: Did not author a single law 

 

 Faso: “In the 16 years I was in the legislature, the easiest bill to vote for was a 

pension enhancement”; 2015: Faso collected a $40,000 pension 

 

 1996-2002: Faso spent more than $1.8 million of taxpayer dollars as state 

assemblyman, received stipend, state vehicle, and travel reimbursements 

 

 1998: Said he had “worked out a deal with [Sheldon] Silver” for more than $2.4 

million in pork spending; Silver’s press secretary: “Mr. Faso specifically requested 

member items this year”; EDITORIAL: “Faso is the first Assembly Republican in 

recent memory to endorse pork barrel spending” 

 

 1987: Supported allowing state workers to conduct political activities on state time, 

said he did not “see any difficulty with the fact the resolution does not specify just 

how long a person would be allowed to work on political duties while on state time” 

and it would be “disingenuous” to not allow such aides to do campaign work 

 

 1992: As a member of the NY State Assembly Banking Committee, Faso accepted 

$14,000 and a trip to Florida from the banking industry, admitted that “I spoke at 

their meeting, went to their events. And yes, I went to their dinners” 

 

 Became lobbyist months after leaving state legislature, said he was “proud” of 

lobbying career and wouldn’t apologize for it; lobbied in Washington, DC and Albany 

 

 Was offended at the notion that corruption permeated Albany, said the idea “that 

somehow there’s corruption permeating the legislature is wrong”  

 

 Opposed initiatives to investigate corruption in government and audit the state 

legislature 

 

 Opposed bill that would regulate lobbying and limit lobbyist-funded perks, “agrees 

with lobbyists” that it would make “unreasonable demands” 
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 Opposed banning Albany-based fundraisers hosted by lawmakers and attended by 

lobbyists and special interests 

 

 Opposed state ethics laws requiring legislators to disclose financial interests, 

described it as a “hassle” and complained of having to defend answers to the public 

 

 Defended politicians using state police helicopters to travel to fundraisers; supported 

New York legislative leaders using state-owned aircraft to travel to political events 

 

 Took advantage of perks while paycheck was denied due to budget impasse, received 

the most in reimbursements 

  

 Received taxpayer-funded vehicle despite only living 30 minutes from the state capitol 

 

 Faso: “I have a lot of built-in political and governmental experience”; Faso: “I’m a 

good fit to go to Washington” 

 
 

1974-2016: 40-Year Political Insider; Worked In Washington, DC Until Becoming A Member Of 

The New York State Assembly And Eventually A Lobbyist 

 

1974-2016: 40-Year Political Insider. Beginning in 1974, when he worked in Washington, DC for 

Nassau County as a Washington Representative and then Congressional Aide for a member of the U.S. 

House, Faso started his career as a political insider. He later worked for the New York State bill drafting 

commission and became a member of the New York State Assembly in 1987, eventually becoming the 

Republican Minority Leader. Faso unsuccessfully ran for state comptroller in 2002 and, immediately 

afterwards, became a lobbyist in Washington, DC because he couldn’t lobby in Albany due to a 2-year 

ban on former members of the legislature. In 2006, he unsuccessfully ran for governor and went back to 

lobbying, this time lobbying both Washington, DC and New York’s legislature, until jumping in the race 

for New York’s 19th Congressional District. During this period of time between 2006 and 2015, Faso 

founded multiple super PACs that raised millions to influence state and federal elections. 

 

1974-78: Worked As A Grant Writer In Washington, D.C. For Nassau County. “He had moved 

to the nation’s capital after college and became a grants officer for Nassau County, helping secure 

federal funds for local projects. He became a careful reader of fine print; later, his line-by-line analysis 

of bills in the New York State Assembly would become legendary. And he marveled at what he saw 

as pork-barrel spending and grants in the federal trough.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

1978-81: Was A Congressional Staffer. According to Project Vote Smart, from 1978 to 1981, Faso 

was a congressional staffer. “Professional Staff Member, United States House of Representatives, 

1979-1981[.]” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

Worked For Congressman John Wydler. “In Washington, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

Faso worked in Congress under Rep. John Wydler of Garden City.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
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1981-83: Worked For The New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. According to 

Project Vote Smart, Faso worked for the New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. 

“Commissioner, New York State Legislative Bill Drafting Commission, 1983-1986[.]” [Project Vote 

Smart, accessed 7/28/16] 

 

1983: Worked For The New York Legislative Bill Drafting Commission. “Then Warren 

Anderson, the State Senate majority leader, offered him a job in Albany drafting bills. So the 

Fasos moved into a 130-year-old fixer-upper in Columbia County in 1983.” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1987-2002: Represented New York’s 102nd State Assembly District. “With Schoharie native Pete 

Lopez out of the race to succeed U.S. Rep. Chris Gibson, R-Kinderhook, in Congress, the Schoharie 

County Republican and Conservative parties have thrown their support behind former state 

Assemblyman John Faso. … Faso, a resident of Kinderhook, served in the state Assembly from 1987 

until 2002. He ran an unsuccessful gubernatorial campaign against Democrat Eliot Spitzer in 2006.” 

[The Daily Gazette, 1/25/16] 

 

1998: Became Minority Leader. “An upstate lawmaker with a reputation as a fiscal conservative 

with a strong commitment to shrinking government and empowering the private sector was elected 

yesterday as leader of the Assembly Republican minority. When U.S. Rep. Bill Paxon (R-

Amherst) suddenly announced last week he would retire from his Buffalo-area congressional seat 

in November, it set off a chain reaction that culminated with the election of Assemb. John Faso 

(R-Kinderhook) as the new minority leader. Faso, a 12-year veteran of the Assembly, will replace 

Assemb. Thomas Reynolds (R-Springville), who announced he will leave the post he held for less 

than three years to run for Paxon’s seat.” [Newsday, 3/03/98] 

 

2002: Unsuccessfully Ran For State Comptroller. “Faso, who also lives in Kinderhook, served in 

the Assembly from 1998 until 2002, representing the 102nd District. He gave up his seat in the to run 

for state comptroller in 2002 but lost Democrat Alan Hevesi.” [Daily Freeman, 2/19/16] 

 

2003-13: Lobbied The Federal Government In Washington, DC. From 2004 to 2013, Faso lobbied 

the federal government in Washington, DC. [Lobbying Disclosures, U.S. Secretary of the Senate, 

accessed 7/27/16] 

 

2007-15: Lobbied New York State Government. From 2007 to 2015, Faso lobbied the State of New 

York. [New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 7/27/16] 

 

2006: Unsuccessfully Ran For New York Governor. According to the NYS Board of Elections, 

John Faso and C. Scott Vanderhoef lost to Eliot Spitzer and David Paterson in the 2006 Race for 

Governor of New York State by 1,812,374 votes or 38.58%. Faso captured 1,274,335 votes or 27.12% 

of the statewide total and Spitzer captured 3,086,709 votes or 65.7% of the statewide total. [NYS 

Board of Elections, 11/7/06] 

 

2007: Co-Founded New Yorkers For Growth PAC That Raised Money And Influenced 

Campaigns. In 2007, Faso founded a state-level PAC called New Yorkers for Growth. “The knives 

are out for the Working Families Party. … ‘We’re not going to fix this state by following an agenda of 

higher taxes and spending that will pour gasoline on the fire, and that's the Working Families Party's 

agenda,’ said former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso. ‘Anyone who takes their endorsement 

indicates to me a nonseriousness about trying to solve the state's problems.’ Faso, the 2006 GOP 

gubernatorial nominee, co-founded a PAC with Cox called New Yorkers for Growth. The PAC sent 

https://votesmart.org/candidate/biography/4311/john-faso
http://www.dailygazette.com/news/2016/jan/25/19th-congressional-district-faso/?print
http://www.dailyfreeman.com/general-news/20160219/faso-gains-gop-support-in-race-for-ny-19th-congressional-district-seat-heaney-cites-past-scandals
http://www.elections.ny.gov/NYSBOE/elections/2006/general/2006_gov.pdf
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out a fund-raising appeal in July pledging to ‘expose’ the WFP as a ‘collection of spending interests 

masquerading as a political party and bleeding New York dry.’” [Daily News, 9/14/09] 

 

2014: Founded ‘New York 2014’ Super PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About Its 

Purpose And Funders, Was Described As A “Mystery” Super PAC. “New York 2014, a super 

PAC started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will support 

Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which 

candidates or how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. 

‘We are going to look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a 

‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily 

News ) The PAC made its first independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a 

media buy supporting businesswoman Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against 

two-time candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 5/22/14] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former State Assembly Speaker Starts Super PAC” [Register-Star, 5/29/14] 

 

1987-2002: Skipped Nearly 1,700 Votes 

 

1987-2002: Skipped 1,696 Votes, Amounting To 6.2 Percent. “John Faso, who is seeking the 

Republican nomination for governor, skipped nearly 1,700 votes during his 16 years in the state 

Legislature, according to tallies obtained by The Post. Between 1987 and 2002, the former Assembly 

minority leader was AWOL for 1,696 votes, or 6.2 percent, records show. And while Faso, on average, 

missed 4 percent of the votes in his last four years in office, current Assembly Minority Leader James 

Tedisco, who also lives near the Capitol, missed just 15 votes - or less than 1 percent - in that span.” [New 

York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

1991: Missed Votes Due To His Wife’s Cancer Treatment. “Spokeswoman Susan Del Percio 

attributed what she termed Faso’s ‘small percentage’ of votes missed to his tending to his wife during 

a significant hospital stay in 1991, when he missed 254 votes, and to sanctioned excuses for 

legislative business throughout the years.” 

 

Faso Could Have Voted While Not Being Present And Lived Only 30 Miles From The Capital. “But 

aides to former Massachusetts Gov. William Weld, also seeking the GOP nod, say Faso’s numbers look 

particularly bad when one considers that his district was just 30 miles south of the Capitol. What makes it 

even worse, they say, is the fact that up until 2005 a lawmaker didn’t even have to be present in the 

chamber to vote. He wold [sic] be registered as voting in the affirmative on all bills if he simply checked 

in with a swipe card before the start of that day’s legislative session.” [New York Post, 5/08/06]  

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Missed 1,696 Votes” [New York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

1999: Did Not Author A Single Law 

 

1999: Did Not Author A Single Law. “Only four of the Capital Region’s 11 state legislators managed to 

get even a single bill signed into law this year in a session widely considered one of the least productive 

in memory, records show. … Not surprisingly, none of the Capital Region’s six minority party legislators 

-- Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook … -- officially authored any laws this year. 

Partisan power plays in both the Assembly and Senate customarily prevent minority legislators from 

sponsoring any bills that have a chance of becoming law. … ‘The majority in the Assembly certainly is 

not going to, or very rarely (will), allow a minority member’s bill to pass in that form with their name on 
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it,’ acknowledged Faso. ‘That’s their way of keeping power and control.’” [Times Union, 9/12/99] 

 

2011: Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A 

Pension Enhancement” 

 

2011: Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A 

Pension Enhancement.” “Let’s face it, the 16 years I was in the legislature, the easiest bill to vote for 

was a pension enhancement. And they come up every year, and they come up in the dead of night, and I 

voted against an awful lot of them. There’s one big one I voted for that I regret, and that was the 2000 

bill.” [Rockefeller Institute Debate, 8:04-8:24, 3/23/11] 

 

2006: “Faso Supported A Couple Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements Of The Last 

Decade.” “As an assemblyman, Mr. Faso supported a couple of the most expensive pension 

enhancements of the last decade. In the interview, he said that he still supported the idea of providing 

automatic annual cost-of-living increases for retirees, because many of the older retirees had seen the 

purchasing power of their benefits eroded by inflation. But he said he had ‘‘second thoughts’’ about 

another bill he voted for, which allowed many workers to stop contributing to their pension plans after 

10 years. Mr. Faso said the state should consider creating a new tier, or pension system, for new 

employees that would in effect undo that change -- and require the contributions again.” [New York 

Times, 8/23/06] 

 

Voted For “The Two Most Expensive Pension Sweeteners In Recent Memory” That Added 

Billions To New York Pension Costs. “He voted, for instance, for the two most expensive pension 

sweeteners in recent memory, even though he was one of the few lawmakers who usually took a tough 

line on increasing pension benefits. One granted retirees automatic cost-of-living increases tied to the 

rate of inflation. The other allowed most state workers to stop contributing to their pensions after 10 

years of employment. Together, the two laws have added billions of dollars to the pension costs that 

are paid for by state and local taxpayers. Mr. Faso said that he now regrets supporting the pension 

enhancements. In this campaign for governor, he has called for allowing state and local governments 

to offer new workers 401(k)-style savings plans in place of the traditional pensions given to current 

government workers.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension. According to his 2016 personal financial disclosure, Faso collected a 

$40,000 pension in 2015 that he earned as a member of the New York State Assembly. [John Faso’s 

Personal Financial Disclosure, 1/03/16] 

 

2016: Did Not List Pension On Personal Financial Disclosure. In the personal financial disclosure he 

filed on May 15th, 2016, Faso did not include his $40,000 pension as a form of income. [John Faso 

Personal Financial Disclosure, filed on 5/15/16] 

 

1996-2002: Faso Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer Dollars As State Assemblyman, 

Received Stipend, State Vehicle, And Travel Reimbursements 

 

1996-2002: Faso’s State Assembly Office Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer 

Dollars. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso’s official office 

spent a total of $1,865,302. Below is a table that details the politically relevant expenditures 

Faso’s office made but does not include things such as office supplies. The “Total Office 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
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Expenditures” section includes all expenditures Faso’s office made, including those that were 

not politically relevant. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16]  

 

Expenditure Description Amount 

John Faso, Member of Assembly (Salary) $491,605.75  

John Faso, Leadership Stipend Payment $178,709.57  

State Vehicle (Gas/Oil; Auto Service/Repair) $5,974.96  

Travel Expenditures $27,375  

Total Office Expenditures (Includes expenditures not mentioned above) $1,865,302.95  

 

 

1996-2002: Received More Than $670K From Salary And Leadership Stipend. 
Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a salary of 

$491,605 and a stipend of $178,709.  [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, 

accessed 8/30/16] 

 

New York State Assembly Members Were Eligible For Stipends For Being In 

Leadership Position. “New York lawmakers get their base pay and $172 for each day 

they spend at the Capitol for food and lodging. If they are in leadership posts, they can 

get an annual stipend between $9,000 and $41,500.” [Democrat and Chronicle, 

11/22/14] 

 

1996-2002: Used A State Vehicle, Charged Taxpayers $5,974 For Gas/Oil And Auto 

Service. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a state 

vehicle and charged taxpayers $5,974 for gas/oil and auto service/repair on that state 

vehicle. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1996-2002: Charged Taxpayers More Than $27K For Travel Expenditures. Between 

1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso charged taxpayers $27,375 for 

travel expenditures. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1996-2002: Received Taxpayer-Funded Vehicle Despite Only Living 30 Minutes From The State 

Capitol 

 

1996-2002: Received Taxpayer-Funded Vehicle. “Albany Many lawmakers, top aides and 

commissioners get cars at taxpayer expense, a perk one group denounces[.] Not only are they among the 

highest paid, New York’s top governmental leaders also drive in style -- at taxpayers’ expense. From 

Gov. George Pataki and his top staff to more than two dozen members of the Legislature, taxpayers 

provide hundreds of thousands of dollars for wheels, and sometimes chauffeurs. … Fifteen other 

Assembly members are assigned state cars, including Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, who 

uses a 1998 Buick Park Avenue[.] … ‘It’s an unnecessary perk,’ said Brian Backstrom, vice president of 

Change-NY, a conservative anti-tax group. ‘If exceptions had to be made, the clear candidates would be 

Bruno and Silver, maybe Faso and Connor as well. Anyone else in the Legislature who has a car ... (has) 

one because they’ve been re-elected enough times. And that’s not a basis for spending taxpayer dollars.’” 

[Times Union, 3/05/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Many Big Wheels Get Free Rides” [Times Union, 3/05/00] 

 

http://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/local/2014/11/22/new-york-legislator-pay-increase/19369551/
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Only Lived 30 Minutes From The New York State Assembly. During his years in the New York State 

Assembly, from 1987 to 2002, Faso lived 30 minutes from New York’s State Capitol in Albany. [Google 

Maps, accessed 8/29/16]  

 

1996-2002: Used A State Vehicle, Charged Taxpayers $5,974 For Gas/Oil And Auto Service. 

Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a state vehicle and charged 

taxpayers $5,974 for gas/oil and auto service/repair on that state vehicle. [Expenditure Reports, New York 

State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1998: “Worked Out A Deal With [Sheldon] Silver” For More Than $2.4 Million In Pork, Silver’s 

Press Secretary Said, “Mr. Faso Specifically Requested Member Items This Year”; EDITORIAL: 

“Faso Is The First Assembly Republican In Recent Memory To Endorse Pork Barrel Spending” 

 

1998: Said He Had “Worked Out A Deal With [Sheldon] Silver” For More Than $2.4 Million In 

Pork Spending, Silver’s Press Secretary Said “Mr. Faso Specifically Requested Member Items This 

Year.” “The legislative budget before Gov. George Pataki includes at least $32 million in items he 

definitely won't veto and at least $2.5 million that conservative Assemblyman John Faso won't complain 

about, either. The funds are part of a hefty $311 million pot that leaders assigned themselves to dole out to 

preferred organizations, projects and programs. … After negotiations with Assembly Speaker Sheldon 

Silver, D-Manhattan, Faso got $2.48 million to spread among the 53 Republican districts of the 

Assembly, particularly his own. For example, Faso has lined up $150,000 alone for community hospitals 

in Hudson and Cobleskill. … ‘Mr. Faso specifically requested member items this year; and the speaker 

decided to accommodate the request,’ said Patricia Lynch, Silver's press secretary. Faso explained he 

sought some money -- more than Silver granted -- because this year the state wasn't trying to mend a 

deficit and wasn’t raising taxes. In the past, Faso said, the Assembly Republicans have shunned taking 

money for member items. ‘Our feeling was as long as we were raising taxes it didn't make sense to 

participate in the process,’ Faso said. ‘The process cries out for reform in the way these monies are 

allocated. I felt that since these monies would be allocated we might as well get an allocation. . . . I would 

have preferred these monies to have been spent in generalized tax reduction. But as long as these monies 

are out there and were going to be spent, my position is they should be allocated to worthy projects in our 

districts.’ Faso said he worked out a deal with Silver two Tuesdays ago and then proceeded to vote against 

budget bills last Tuesday.” [Times Union, 4/17/98] 

 

Members’ Items Pot “Grew 50 Percent From Last Year” And “For The First Time In A 

Decade, The Accounts Include A Sum For Assembly Republicans, Led By Minority Leader 

Faso,” Which Broke A Tradition In Which Republicans Shunned Such Spending. “The 

legislative budget before Gov. George Pataki includes at least $32 million in items he definitely won't 

veto and at least $2.5 million that conservative Assemblyman John Faso won't complain about, either. 

The funds are part of a hefty $311 million pot that leaders assigned themselves to dole out to preferred 

organizations, projects and programs. The pot, in the legislative budget that Pataki has until April 28 

to approve or veto, has never been bigger. It grew 50 percent from last year. And for the first time in a 

decade, the accounts include a sum for Assembly Republicans, led by Minority Leader Faso of 

Kinderhook. After negotiations with Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, D-Manhattan, Faso got $2.48 

million to spread among the 53 Republican districts of the Assembly, particularly his own. … 

Minority leaders historically have gotten meager amounts. But the Assembly Republicans have gotten 

nothing for their control since 1988 when then Minority Leader Clarence Rappleyea said he wouldn't 

take ‘member items.’” [Times Union, 4/17/98] 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/New+York+State+Assembly,+Lgslative+Office+Bldg,+Albany,+NY/14+Silvester+St,+Kinderhook,+NY+12106/@42.5281455,-73.8582161,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89de0a24d473a9e1:0x4330dda8b7ff6b1b!2m2!1d-73.7592889!2d42.6525475!1m5!1m1!1s0x89ddee7e75bf3bf1:0x3bb440ae1178ebf7!2m2!1d-73.698969!2d42.39299
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EDITORIAL: “Faso Is The First Assembly Republican In Recent Memory To Endorse Pork Barrel 

Spending.” “Also, we ran out of space in this column last week to explain why Pataki had left Assembly 

Republicans' $2.8 million in pork barrel projects untouched while vetoing $158 million worth of everyone 

else's. We'll do that now: Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook and his GOP colleagues 

defended the governor loyally during this year's budget negotiations. … Incidentally, Faso is the first 

Assembly Republican leader in recent memory to endorse pork barrel spending.” [Editorial, Syracuse 

Herald American, 5/10/98] 

 

1987: Supported Allowing State Workers To Conduct Political Activities On State Time, Said He 

Did Not “See Any Difficulty With The Fact The Resolution Does Not Specify Just How Long A 

Person Would Be Allowed To Work On Political Duties While On State Time” 

 

1987: Supported Allowing State Workers To Conduct Political Activities On State Time, Said He 

Did Not “See Any Difficulty With The Fact The Resolution Does Not Specify Just How Long A 

Person Would Be Allowed To Work On Political Duties While On State Time.” “Capital District 

state legislators were unanimous in voting for a resolution passed by both the Senate and Assembly 

Thursday that would allow legislative staffers to do political work on state time. … Assemblyman John 

Faso, R-Hudson, said: ‘This is an interim step, and I think it's a needed one.’ Faso said it would be wrong 

for a legislator to hire a staff member to work strictly on campaigns, but he said he did not see any 

difficulty with the fact the resolution does not specify just how long a person would be allowed to work 

on political duties while on state time. ‘Good sense and discretion would prevent that,’ he said.” [Times 

Union, 4/10/87] 

 

Argued That It Would Be “Disingenuous To Restrict Legislative Aides From Performing Any 

Campaign Work.” “Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said: ‘What we're trying to say is, it 

would be wrong to hire someone who would be doing sole political campaign work.’ But, he added, it 

would also be disingenuous to restrict legislative aides from performing any campaign work. He said 

neither the governor nor legislators were taken off the public payroll when they ran for election. ‘The 

jobs people do around here by their nature have something to do with politics, because this is 

government,’ he said.” [Knickerbocker News, 4/10/87] 

 

1992: As A Member Of The Assembly Banking Committee, Faso Accepted $14,000 And A Trip To 

Florida From The Banking Industry, Admitted That “I Spoke At Their Meeting, Went To Their 

Events. And Yes, I Went To Their Dinners” 

 

1992: As A Member Of The Assembly Banking Committee, Faso Accepted $14,000 And A Trip To 

Florida From The Banking Industry, Admitted That “I Spoke At Their Meeting, Went To Their 

Events. And Yes, I Went To Their Dinners.” “Democratic challenger Joe Glazer has accused his 

opponent, Assemblyman John J. Faso, of questionable wheeling and dealing in the way he conducts his 

office. … The latest tussle happened Friday, when the Bethlehem Democrat issued a press release 

claiming perks and contributions from the banking industry had influenced Faso’s votes against bank 

reform. Faso, assemblyman in the 102nd District, is a former member of the Assembly Banking 

Committee who has accepted more than $14,000 in industry campaign contributions and a trip to Florida. 

… Faso, a six-year incumbent, said there was nothing illegal about the contributions. He said the trip was 

a speaking engagement at a professional conference and the votes were all opposing ineffective measures. 

… Included among the Glazer charges is what his press release termed the expense-paid ‘junket’ to 

Orlando, Fla., that the New York State Savings Bank Association paid for in November 1991. The same 

association contributed $1,175 to Faso between 1989 and 1992. Faso filed financial disclosures for the 

trip, a professional conference. ‘I spoke at their meeting, went to their events. And yes, I went to their 
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dinners. It was all perfectly legal,’ he said. Faso also defended the $14,000 in contributions, ranging from 

$150 to $2,000, coming from 23 banks and banking political action committees from May 1989 to March 

1992. He said they did not exceed the caps on contributions, that the sums were small compared to many 

contributions he receives and that the money had no influence on his ‘no’ votes on bills pertaining to 

banks.” [Times Union, 10/24/92] 

 

1994: Faso: “I Wouldn't Describe (Finance Industry Support) As An Ethical Problem.” 
“Assemblyman John J. Faso of Kinderhook, who's hoping for the Republican endorsement -- and the 

resulting flow of money. ‘I see myself accepting contributions which are legal and not otherwise 

proscribed by restrictions,’ said Faso, who has raised about $180,000, much of it from farmers, merchants 

and business people in and around his Columbia County base. ‘I wouldn't describe (finance industry 

support) as an ethical problem. I think those candidates and office holders who are ethical won't be unduly 

swayed.’” [Times Union, 2/06/94] 

 

Said He Was “Proud” Of Lobbying Career, Wouldn’t Apologize For It 

 

Faso: “I’m Very Proud Of The Fact That I Was A Lobbyist.” “A political action committee that 

supports Republican Andrew Heaney’s congressional campaign is blasting fellow GOP candidate John 

Faso over his work as an Albany lobbyist. The PAC, called the New York Jobs Council, released a video 

on YouTube on Tuesday featuring Faso saying ‘I’m very proud of the fact that I was a lobbyist’ in a 25-

second loop.” [New York State of Politics, 11/17/15]  

 

 

 

Faso Spokesman: Faso Was Talking About His Lobbying For Autism Speaks. “Faso spokesman 

Bill O’Reilly responded, calling the attack ‘sad’ given the quote the video references is Faso 

discussing his work for Autism Speaks.” [New York State of Politics, 11/17/15] 

 

2006: Said He Was “Proud” Of Lobbying Career. “Faso said he’s proud of his public career and his 

law practice which included lobbying after he left the Assembly and an unsuccessful race for comptroller 

in 2002. He adhered to a two-year ban on lobbying the Legislature under state ethics law, but lobbied for 

Gov. George Pataki in Washington on transportation issues. He lobbied the Legislature for one year 

before ending his activities last year, according to his staff.” [AP, 2/07/06] 

 

Wouldn’t Apologize For Lobbying Career. “Lobbying, Faso said, was a small part of his legal work 

last year. ‘I don’t apologize for earning a living,’ he said.” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

2003-13: Became A Lobbyist Months After Leaving The New York State Assembly, Lobbied In 

Washington, DC; 2007-15: Lobbied New York State Government 

 

February 2003: Became A Lobbyist For Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Whose Clients Included Wall 

Street Firms And Large Corporations; Faso Worked Out Of Their Albany, New York, And 

Washington, D.C. Offices. “Former state Assembly Minority Leader John Faso is getting in to the 

lobbying business. Faso, a Kinderhook resident, will join the firm of Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, a 

company with offices in New York and Los Angeles. Faso, who ran unsuccessfully for state comptroller 

in 2002, will work out of the firm's New York City, Albany, N.Y., and Washington, D.C. offices as a 

partner in the firms' government advocacy and policy division. … Manatt's New York clients include 

Allstate Life Insurance Co., Country-Wide Insurance Co., First Albany Corp., Fleet Bank, Lehman 

http://www.nystateofpolitics.com/2015/11/pac-knocks-fasos-lobbying-record/
http://www.nystateofpolitics.com/2015/11/pac-knocks-fasos-lobbying-record/
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Brothers, Medisys Health System, Memorial Sloan Kettering, NYC Health and Hospitals Corp. and 

Pfizer.” [Albany Business Review, 2/03/03] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Goes Into Lobbying Business” [Albany Business Review, 2/03/03] 

 

2003: Worked In Washington, DC As A Lobbyist. “John Faso, a Republican who narrowly lost his bid 

last year for state comptroller, has become a partner in a politically well-connected law firm with strong 

ties in Washington, California and New York City. Faso, a former state Assembly minority leader, said 

Monday he had joined the Manatt, Phelps & Phillips law firm as a partner in its government advocacy and 

policy division. … Faso said he will work out of Manatt’s New York City, Albany and Washington 

offices doing legal, lobbying and corporate strategy work.” [AP, 2/03/03] 

 

Planned To Lobby In Washington, DC Because He Couldn’t Lobby Albany. “As a former 

assemblyman, Faso is banned from lobbying the Legislature for two years, but said he plans to lobby 

in Washington, D.C. Faso will continue to live in Kinderhook while working in Albany, New York 

City and Washington.” [Times Union, 2/04/03] 

 

2007-15: Lobbied New York State. From 2007 to 2015, Faso lobbied New York State government. 

[New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 7/27/16] 

 

Faso: “I Did Represent Some Clients In Front Of The Legislature.” “I did represent some clients 

in front of the legislature” [John Faso on Time Warner Cable, 7/01/16] 

 

2013: Was Offended At The Notion That Corruption Permeated Albany, Said The Idea “That 

Somehow There’s Corruption Permeating The Legislature Is Wrong” 

 

2013: Was Offended At The Notion That Corruption Permeated Albany, Said The Idea “That 

Somehow There’s Corruption Permeating The Legislature Is Wrong.” “I served in the legislature for 

16 years and I actually have to take some umbrage that the notion that corruption permeates the 

legislature. I can tell you, I’m a partisan republican, I served as the republican leader in the Assembly, but 

there are many, many good democrats that I philosophically disagree with, but who are not corrupt. I 

think this broad brush that somehow there’s corruption permeating the legislature is wrong.” [John Faso 

on WCNY Radio, 21:00-21:41, 9/27/13] 

 

1999: Opposed Bill That Would Regulate Lobbying And Limit Lobbyist-Funded Perks, “Agrees 

With Lobbyists” That It Would Make “Unreasonable Demands” And Dismissed The Bill As A 

“Politically Correct” Proposal  

 

Opposed Bill That Would Regulate Lobbying And Limit Lobbyist-Funded Perks, “Agrees With 

Lobbyists” That It Would Make “Unreasonable Demands” And Dismissed The Bill As A 

“Politically Correct” Proposal. “[U]nder a bill sponsored by Assemblyman Alexander Grannis, … and 

hailed by so-called good government groups, Glick and the other 210 legislators wouldn’t be allowed to 

accept anything more valuable than a golf cap or T-shirt from a lobbyist. The bill would also ban 

lobbyists from contributing to state officials during the legislative session -- or the first six months of the 

year -- effectively ending the busy annual season of fund-raising receptions in Albany. It would also give 

broader powers to the state’s lobbying oversight office. … Albany lobbyist Lester Shulklapper said the 

current law should be sufficient and he thinks it goes too far by making him reveal how much his clients 

pay him. A stricter law -- allowing audits -- is unnecessary, he said. … Assembly Minority Leader John 

Faso agrees with lobbyists who say that so-called good government groups are making unreasonable 

http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2003/02/03/daily6.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2003/02/03/daily6.html
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/capital-tonight-show/2016/07/1/capital-tonight-063016-episode.html
http://www.wcny.org/sept-26-2013-broadcast-the-bcnys-annual-meeting-at-the-sagamore/
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demands that won’t solve anything. The lobbying commission may need some better enforcement tools, 

Faso said, but he is wary of some of the ‘politically correct’ proposals such as banning fund-raisers. Faso 

says the Legislature should extend the current commission for 10 years and that can be done next year, 

with the extension retroactive to the beginning of the year.” [Times Union, 12/13/99] 

 

Eventually Endorsed A Bill That Allowed Lobbyist Gifts Up To $75 In Value. “Falling short of 

the strong measures desired by government reform advocates, the Assembly and Gov. George Pataki 

agreed on a tougher lobbying law late Tuesday that would give the state more muscle without taking 

away a public officer’s ability to accept free meals. Unlike the gift-ban bill passed last week by the 

Senate, the Assembly measure would allow lobbyists to bestow gifts of up to $ 75 on public officials. 

But it would severely penalize the lobbyists for breaking the gift limit or for falsely reporting lobbying 

activities. … The Assembly bill represents a first, according the Assembly aides, in that Pataki, 

Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver and Assembly Minority Leader John Faso endorsed the same 

measure.” [Times Union, 12/22/99] 

 

Opposed Banning Albany-Based Fundraisers Hosted By Lawmakers And Attended By Lobbyists 

And Special Interest Groups 

 

Opposed Banning Albany-Based Fundraisers Hosted By Lawmakers And Attended By Lobbyists 

And Special Interest Groups. In 2006, during a gubernatorial debate, the following exchange occurred:  

 

MODERATOR: It’s a common practice for lawmakers at the capitol to hold Albany-based fundraisers 

and they’re attended by numerous lobbyists and other special interest groups. That practice has been 

criticized by some as being unseemly for Assembly members, senators, governors to meet with lobbyists 

on bills and other important issues by day and receive cash from them at night. Mr. Faso, would you 

advocate banning Albany fundraisers? There’s been some proposals to do that and what else would you 

do to change this perception that lawmakers are for sale?  

 

FASO: Well, speaking as the candidate in this race that’s raised about one tenth of what my opponent has 

raised, I have an interesting perspective on this. I don’t think doing things like banning Albany 

fundraisers fundamentally is gonna change anything. All the fundraisers will simply migrate to more than 

50 miles or 30 miles or down to New York City, that’s where they’ll all go. There’s always a way to do it. 

The key here is to have transparency in campaign contributions. [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 

37:32-38:31, 10/12/06] 

 

1989: Opposed State Ethics Laws Requiring Legislators To Disclose Financial Interests, Described 

It As A “Hassle” And Complained Of Having To Defend Answers To The Public 

 

1989: Opposed State Ethics Laws Requiring Legislators To Disclose Financial Interests, Described 

It As A “Hassle” And Complained Of Having To Defend Answers To The Public. “Legislators and 

lobbyists for governmental ethics laws question the worth of the new financial disclosure forms. … Not 

only are the forms unrevealing, but forcing elected and appointed officials to file them might be 

counterproductive, said Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Kinderhook. ‘The most effective and productive 

members of the Legislature are those with outside jobs,’ Faso said. ‘Full-time politicians know nothing 

about what goes on in the real world. I don’t believe we would be better with that.’ He predicts that the 

‘hassle’ of completing the eight-page forms and then defending to the public every answer will drive 

‘bright, ambitious people away from government service. And in the end the form doesn’t add anything to 

what we know.’ That’s not a problem with his form. Faso reports that he works as a lawyer doing real 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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estate closings, estates and wills for the Hudson firm of Rapport, Meyers, Griffen and Whitbeck. He says 

he is neither a partner nor shareholder in the law firm.” [Times Union, 7/14/89] 

 

1987: Opposed Establishing Panel To Investigate Corruption In New York State Government 

 

1987: Opposed Establishing Panel To Investigate Corruption In New York State Government. 
“State legislators haven’t agreed to spend $5 million on a special commission to investigate corruption in 

government mostly because they don’t understand what it will do, Gov. Mario M. Cuomo said Thursday. 

But Capital District legislators contacted Thursday said their lack of enthusiasm for Cuomo’s project is 

due more to what they already know: The panel, like others in state government, could end up duplicating 

the work of other state and federal offices. ‘I’m not really sure what the Califano Commission could do 

that would be different from what DAs and U.S. attorneys across the state are already doing,’ said 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Catskill. ‘I’d rather spend the money elsewhere.’ … Rather than interfering 

with law enforcement officials already probing allegations of corruption and misuse of state funds, 

Cuomo said, the commision’s investigators will focus on ethics - behavior usually legal but occasionally 

circumspect. And, he said, commissions already set up to ferret out corruption aleady have full calendars. 

… Faso was joined by four other Capital District legislators to oppose spending $5 million for the 

Califano commission[.]” [Times Union, 4/03/87] 

 

1987: Opposed Auditing The State Legislature 

 

1987: Opposed Auditing The State Legislature. “A seminar on ethics in state government turned into a 

miniature debate Saturday as Democrats and Republicans questioned each others' motives and goals. 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, R- Kinderhook, questioned the independence of fellow panel member Joseph 

A. Spinelli, the state inspector general. … Sol Greenberg, the Democratic Albany County district 

attorney, proposed that the state hire a private accounting firm to conduct an audit of the state Legislature. 

… Faso disagreed with that proposal. ‘Who’s going to conduct such an audit?’ he said. ‘There’s a real 

question of the separation of powers.’ He said he had only $30,000 for his staff and that was not enough 

to waste any.” [Times Union, 10/11/87] 

 

2007: Supported Politicians Using State Police Helicopters To Travel To Fundraisers 

 

2007: Supported Politicians Using State Police Helicopters To Travel To Fundraisers; Supported 

Allowing New York Legislative Leaders To Use State-Owned Aircraft To Travel To Political 

Events. “John Faso, the fiscally conservative Republican who unsuccessfully challenged Gov. Eliot 

Spitzer last fall, supports use of state aircraft by legislative leaders like Senate Majority Leader Joseph L. 

Bruno for flights to political events. … Even as Bruno, R-Brunswick, seems to be rethinking his practice 

of using state helicopters and State Police drivers for his fundraising and state business trips, Faso said 

Bruno did nothing wrong. ‘As long as there is legitimate state business, I don’t have a problem with it,’ 

Faso, a lobbyist, said. ‘I don’t think Sen. Bruno did anything wrong, nor do I think he did anything out of 

the ordinary. This has been the long-standing practice.’ He said he has no opinion of Bruno using State 

Police as drivers when he gets to Manhattan. Bruno’s staff said troopers have been driving Bruno and his 

aides around Manhattan after they get off State Police helicopters because of threats to Bruno. State 

Police have not explained why they’ve provided Bruno security and car rides since at least 2006. Spitzer 

has directed the agency to conduct a threat assessment. Faso said it’s fair to expect Bruno to provide his 

itinerary in exchange for traveling aboard state aircraft.” [Times Union, 7/16/07] 

 

Later Came Out Against Elliot Spitzer Using The State Police To Leak Information About 

Politicians Using The State Police For Political Travel. “On June 3, Gov. Eliot Spitzer's 
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communications director Darren Dopp emailed Rich Baum, the governor's secretary, citing a story in 

the Albany Times Union about a federal grand jury probing Bruno's horse dealings. ‘Think a travel 

story would fit nicely in the mix,’ Dopp wrote to Baum. He clearly meant a planted story that would 

say Bruno was taking state aircraft and state police on trips that were political, not governmental, in 

purpose. … [T]he information ordered generated at the highest levels of the state police was political, 

not governmental, in purpose. To get the full irony, you need to know just a bit about Spitzer's recent 

career. … One year ago, Republican John Faso was on his way to the losing end of Spitzer’s landslide 

election. Yesterday, he was reached for comment through the law firm to which he has returned. 

‘There is a certain poetic justice to that, I guess,’ Faso said a bit wistfully of the e-mail angle. ‘It’s 

clear this is a very serious misuse of the state police. I am flabbergasted that they did this.’” 

[Newsday, 7/24/07] 

 

Supported Allowing New York Legislative Leaders To Use State-Owned Aircraft To Travel To 

Political Events 

 

Supported Allowing New York Legislative Leaders To Use State Owned Aircraft To Travel To 

Political Events. “John Faso, the fiscally conservative Republican who unsuccessfully challenged Gov. 

Eliot Spitzer last fall, supports use of state aircraft by legislative leaders like Senate Majority Leader 

Joseph L. Bruno for flights to political events.” [Times Union, 7/16/07] 

 

2001: Took Advantage Of Perks While Paycheck Was Denied Due To Budget Impasse, Received 

The Most In Reimbursements 

 

2001: Took Advantage Of Perks While Paycheck Was Denied Due To Budget Impasse, Received 

The Most In Reimbursements. “Was anyone in New York surprised last year, or the year before, when 

depriving state legislators of their paychecks failed to speed up budget negotiations? Didn’t think so. The 

farce behind the price of a nonetheless overdue legislative pay raise enacted in a predawn session before 

an end-of-the-year deadline in 1998 was clear from the start. Somehow a base pay of $79,500 -- most 

legislators make more, remember -- seemed more reasonable if the checks stopped coming during the 

annual budget impasses. … It turns out, as well, that the checks haven’t stopped entirely for many 

legislators during this, one of the most unproductive sessions in recent memory. Reimbursement for 

travel, food and lodging continues. The cost of spending a day in Albany is calculated at $116. In New 

York City, it’s $240. Most Capital Region legislators think better of claiming repayment for any such 

expenses. Assembly Minority John Faso, a Kinderhook Republican, has received the most in the way of 

reimbursements ($2,231) since paychecks stopped on April 1.” [Times Union, 6/13/01] 

 

HEADLINE: “Running Up A Tab; State Lawmakers Are Finding Ways To Live The Good Life 

Without A Paycheck” [Times Union, 6/13/01] 

 

Faso: “I Have A Lot Of Built-In Political And Governmental Experience”; Faso: “I’m A Good Fit 

To Go To Washington” 

 

Faso: “I Have A Lot Of Built-In Political And Governmental Experience.” “‘I have a lot of built-in 

political and governmental experience that will help me in this campaign and help me be a good watchdog 

for the taxpayers,’ said Faso, 48, an assemblyman since 1986.” [Times Union, 6/06/01] 

 

Faso: “I’m A Good Fit To Go To Washington.” “We have to focus on the 15 percent of the people who 

don’t have insurance or didn’t have insurance. We should preserve employer-provided exclusions from 

income from employer-provided health insurance. We need to expand community health centers for 
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people that are poor, that are indigent, that can’t afford insurance. And we also need to increase the supply 

of physicians, nurse practitioners, and physicians assistants.” When the interviewer asked who would pay 

for such proposals, Faso said, “That’s going to be a state level and a federal level thing. The medical issue 

is often paid through the Medicare system. And you know New York State, this is one of the reasons why 

I’m a good fit to go to Washington because I understand the bi-play between New York State and 

Washington. [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 24:04, 6/16/16] 

 

Described The NRCC’s Patriot Program As A “Good” Thing 

 

Described The NRCC’s Patriot Program As A “Good” Thing. In 2015, when asked about his thoughts 

concerning the NRCC’s Patriot Program, Faso said, “I really know no more about it than what I read in 

the newspaper. I think it’s good that the, the republican campaign committee’s task is to try to elect 

republicans to the House and to – once they’re elected – to help them stay elected.” [John Faso on 

WCNY, 37:15-38:00, 9/18/15] 

 

Said He Would Not Agree To Something Like The Patriot Program. In 2015, when asked if he would 

agree to something like the NRCC’s Patriot Program, Faso said, “You put it that way, I’m not aware that 

such a thing actually exists that way but, frankly, I’m gonna run with no strings attached on me. … No, 

I’m not gonna have any strings attached on what I do as a legislator once I get there. So, I’m my own 

person. I always have been.” [John Faso on WCNY, 38:00-38:50, 9/18/15] 

 

1996: Helped Politically Connected People Get Jobs In NY Attorney General’s Office, Contributing 

To The Partisan Makeup Of The Office 

 

1996: Helped Politically Connected People Get Jobs In NY Attorney General’s Office, Contributing 

To The Partisan Makeup Of The Office. “The documents -- including hundreds of evaluation forms, 

memos, resumes and letters of recommendation -- are at the center of lawsuits filed by two former 

assistant attorneys general who have charged that Mr. Vacco drove them out of their jobs for political 

reasons shortly after taking office. The documents show how Mr. Vacco dismissed scores of experienced 

lawyers and replaced them with new staff members who, in many cases, had one credential in common: 

they were friends, aides or relatives of influential Republican or Conservative party officials from across 

the state. … In many cases, even old staff members had politically influential people in the Republican 

Party help them keep or in some instances get back their jobs. For example, in March 1995 the attorney 

general’s office, citing budget cuts, laid off an assistant attorney general, Anne Hohenstein. But five 

months later she was rehired after prominent Republicans like John J. Faso, an Assemblyman from 

Kinderhook, and Gerald B. Solomon, a United States Representative from the Albany area, sent letters on 

her behalf.” [New York Times, 12/23/96] 

 

HEADLINE: “Files On Vacco’s Staff Mention Their Political Connections” [New York Times, 

12/23/96] 

 

2006: Would Not Forego Pay If The State Budget Was Late 

 

2006: Said He Would Not Forgo Pay If The State Budget Was Late, Saying “I Am Not An Heir To 

Family Wealth.” In 2006, when asked if he would forego his salary if the state budget was late, Faso 

said, “No. I am not an heir to family wealth and it is the Legislature’s duty to enact a budget on time by 

acting on appropriations submitted by the governor.” [Albany Times Union, 10/09/06] 

  

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.wcny.org/sept-18-2015-ashley-hupfl-ken-lovett-toby-shelley-john-faso-university-at-buffalo/
http://www.wcny.org/sept-18-2015-ashley-hupfl-ken-lovett-toby-shelley-john-faso-university-at-buffalo/
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Pay-To-Play & Legal Scandals 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Was at the center of pay-to-play scandal that cost his law firm $550,000 and a 5-

year lobbying ban; consistently denied involvement in scandal and lobbying ban 

 

 Named as “Albany politician” who accepted $18,750 from financial firm that was 

accused of running a “Ponzi-like scheme” and using money from misled investors 

to pay for expenses 

 

 Investigated for pushing legislation without registering as a lobbyist, was later 

cleared 

 

 New York lobbying regulator fined lobbyist-sponsored dinner that was investigated 

after it was revealed that Faso’s office did not disclose that he attended 

 
 

Was At The Center Of Pay-To-Play Scandal That Cost His Law Firm $550,000 And A 5-Year 

Lobbying Ban; Consistently Denied Involvement In Scandal And Lobbying Ban 

 

May 2010: Faso Was Subpoenaed By New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo In Pay-To-Play 

Pension Fund Scandal Involving Law Firm That He Was A Partner At 

 

May 2010: Was Subpoenaed By New York Attorney General In Pay-To-Play Pension Fund 

Scandal. “Attorney General Andrew Cuomo slapped a subpoena on ex-GOP gubernatorial candidate John 

Faso in his probe of a massive pay-to-play pension fund scandal, the Daily News has learned. Cuomo is 

trying to determine if Faso or his law firm, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, acted as unlicensed financial 

brokers in trying to help companies win deals with the state pension fund, a source said. Several 

subpoenas demanding documents and e-mails were issued to Faso and other members of the firm late last 

month, a source said.” [Daily News, 5/20/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Ex-Governor Candidate John Faso Also Target Of AG Cuomo’s Investigation” 
[Daily News, 5/20/10] 

 

Faso Was A Partner At Manatt, Phelps & Phillips. “The settlement by Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, 

a national firm at which Faso is a partner[.]” [Times Union, 10/12/10] 

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With New York Attorney General’s Office In Pay-

To-Play Probe, Agreed To $550,000 Fine And 5-Year Ban On Lobbying Any Pension Funds In New 

York  

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With New York Attorney General’s Office, Agreed 

To $550,000 Fine And 5-Year Lobbying Ban On Pension Funds. “Former gubernatorial candidate 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/ex-governor-candidate-john-faso-target-ag-cuomo-investigation-article-1.448147
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/ex-governor-candidate-john-faso-target-ag-cuomo-investigation-article-1.448147
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Firm-of-ex-GOP-gubernatorial-candidate-makes-a-702812.php
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John Faso's law firm has been hit with a $550,000 fine for improperly arranging meetings between 

investment companies and public pension funds in New York and California. The settlement by Manatt 

Phelps & Phillips LLP, a national firm at which Faso is a partner, also includes a five-year ban on 

appearing before any pension fund in New York, according to Attorney General Andrew Cuomo. Details 

of the deal were released Tuesday.” [Times Union, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Law Firm Settles In Pay-To-Play Probe” [Crain’s New York Business, 

10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former Gubernatorial Hopeful John Faso’s Law Firm To Settle In Pay-To-Play 

Scandal” [Daily Politics, 12/18/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Manatt Law Firm Banned From N.Y. Pension Fund 5-Years” [Bloomberg, 

10/12/10] 

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Banned From “Appearing In Any Capacity Before Any 

Public Pension Fund.” In October 2010, Faso’s Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, as part of its settlement with 

the New York Attorney General’s office, agreed to a 5-year ban on “appearing in any capacity before any 

public pension fund” in the State of New York. According to the language of the settlement, 

“AGREEMENT[.] WHEREAS, Manatt wishes to resolve the investigation and is willing to abide by the 

terms of this Agreement set forth below; … Manatt hereby agrees to a total and complete ban on 

appearing in any capacity before any public pension fund within the State of New York for a period of 

five years from the date of the execution of the Assurance. The ban applies to all state, local and 

municipal funds including but not limited to New York State, New York City and NYSTRS.” [In the 

Matter of Manatt Phelps & Phillips, Attorney General of the State of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

October 2010: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Agreed To Abide By Code Of Conduct That Forbade 

It From Lobbying Pension Funds On Behalf Of Investment Firms. In October 2010, Faso’s 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, as part of its settlement with the New York Attorney General’s office, 

agreed to ban on representing investment firms in front of pension funds. “The Attorney General and 

Manatt hereby enter into the attached Public Pension Fund Reform Code of Conduct, which is hereby 

incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Manatt agrees to fully abide by the terms of the 

Code of Conduct as it pertains to Manatt. … The Public Pension Fund Reform Code of Conduct 

accomplishes the following: … No Placement Agents or Lobbyists. The Investment Firm shall not 

directly or indirectly hire, engage, utilize, retain or compensate any person or entity, including but not 

limited to any Placement Agent, Lobbyist, Solicitor, intermediary or consultant, to directly or 

indirectly communicate for any purpose with any Official, Public Pension Fund Official, Public 

Pension Fund Advisor, or other Public Pension Fund fiduciary or employee in connection with any 

transaction or investment between the Investment Firm and a Public Pension Fund, including but not 

limited to (a) introducing, finding, referring, facilitating, arranging, expediting, fostering or 

establishing a relationship with, or obtaining access to the Public Pension Fund, (b) soliciting an 

investment or Investment Management Services business from the Public Pension Fund, or (c) 

influencing or attempting to influence the outcome of any investment or other financial decision by a 

Public Pension Fund,.” [In the Matter of Manatt Phelps & Phillips, Attorney General of the State of 

New York, 10/12/10] 

 

Faso Was Subject To Pension Lobbying Ban As Long As He Was Employed By Manatt, Phillips & 

Phelps. “Though Faso was not named in the settlement, he was subject to its terms like the rest of the 

firm of more than 400 members. When Faso left the firm in 2013 he was no longer subject to it. Faso has 

http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Firm-of-ex-GOP-gubernatorial-candidate-makes-a-702812.php
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said he never acted as a placement agent in the firm and was never subpoenaed. Bill O’Reilly, Faso’s 

campaign spokesman, has previously said the investigation into Faso was politically motivated.” [Times 

Herald-Record, 5/13/16] 

 

October 12th, 2015: Lobbying Ban Expired. “A five-year ban prohibiting the old law firm of one-

time GOP gubernatorial candidate and former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso from appearing 

before public pension funds in New York is set to expire on Monday.” [Daily News, 10/12/15] 

 

HEADLINE: “Ban On Congressional Candidate John Faso’s Old Firm Expiring” [Daily News, 

10/12/15] 

 

2004-2010: Faso Reportedly Helped Companies Try To Win Deals With New York State Pension 

Funds As A Partner At Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Without Disclosing Activities, Earning Agents 

“Large Sums By Using Political Ties To Provide Money Managers With Access To Investment 

Funds” And Were Described As “Kickbacks” 

 

Faso Reported To Be “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist.” “Some of Manatt's efforts to secure 

investments were made by John Faso, a former state legislative leader who was the Republican candidate 

for governor of New York in 2006, according to people familiar with the matter. He was identified in the 

settlement agreement as an ‘Albany-based partner/lobbyist’ for Manatt.” [Wall Street Journal, 10/13/10] 

 

2004-2010: Faso Improperly Initiated Meetings Between Investment Firms And Public Pension 

Funds; Faso Was Unlicensed And Did Not Include These Activities On Disclosure Forms.  “Certain 

Manatt partners also introduced or tried to introduce investment firms to institutional investors, but these 

efforts did not result in any investments or any compensation to Manatt. One such partner was engaged in 

the practice of law and government relations, including lobbying, based in Manatt's Albany, New York 

offices (the ‘Albany-based partner/lobbyist’), who attempted to introduce and did introduce alternative 

investment firms to a variety of institutional investors, including the New York State Common Retirement 

Fund (‘NYSCRF’), the New York City pension funds, and the New York State Teachers Retirement 

System (‘NYSTRS’). The Albany-based partner/lobbyist was not licensed as a placement agent or 

securities broker; nor did he include these activities on his New York State or New York City lobbying 

disclosure forms. In aggregate, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist introduced or attempted to introduce no 

fewer than three investment firms to various institutional investors in New York State.” [Manatt, Phelps 

& Phillips Assurance of Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

2008-2010: Through Political Connections, Faso Arranged And Attended Meetings With The 

New York State Common Retirement Fund On Behalf Of An Investment Firm. “The Albany-

based partner/lobbyist attended two meetings at NYSCRF on behalf of investment firm Kellner DiLeo 

& Co. (‘Kellner’), beginning in or about August 2008. Kellner was seeking investment in their Alpha 

fund, a securities lending vehicle. … E-mail records reflect that the Albany-based partner/lobbyist 

arranged the initial Kellner meeting with Comptroller DiNapoli himself. The Albany-based 

partner/lobbyist and DiNapoli knew each other from DiNapoli's prior service in the New York State 

Assembly. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist brought Kellner principals to meet with Comptroller 

DiNapoli and NYSCRF investment staff on August 13, 2008. Following that meeting, the Albany-

based partner/lobbyist arranged multiple follow-up meetings with NYSCRF investment staff 

beginning in October 2008. He also provided information about Kellner to NYSCRF investment staff 

at Kellner's direction. NYSCRF directed one of its outside consultants to begin vetting Kellner's 

Alpha fund in or about December 2008. … Finally, in January 2010, NYSCRF investment staff 

communicated to the Albany-based partner/lobbyist and Kellner that NYSCRF would be unable to 

http://blogs.hudsonvalley.com/fray/2016/05/13/faso-slaps-heaney-and-anti-faso-super-pac-with-cease-and-desist/
http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/ban-congressional-candidate-john-faso-old-firm-expiring-blog-entry-1.2393115
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invest in the Alpha fund because securities lending was not an asset class recognized by NYSCRF's 

investment committee. Manatt did not receive any compensation as a result of the Albany-based 

partner/lobbyist's efforts on behalf of Kellner.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of 

Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

When NY Attorney General Began Crackdown On Pay-To-Play, Faso Tried To Cover His 

Tracks. “When the Attorney General publicly announced the indictments of Morris and Loglisci 

in March 2009, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist distinguished his relationship with Kellner from 

the placement agent relationships that were the subject of those indictments in an e-mail message 

to Kellner principals. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist wrote, ‘Obviously, our situation is totally 

different. Cuomo has comptroller’s office in crosshairs and they are worried about every move. I 

think a call to [investment staff] is warranted to check in. But should come from [] you perhaps.’” 

[Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New 

York, 10/12/10] 

 

2004: Faso Initiated Meeting Between An Investment Firm And The New York State Teachers 

Retirement System, Unsuccessfully Attempted To Arrange Meetings With The New York State 

Common Retirement Fund And The New York City Comptroller’s Office. “In or about February 

and March 2004, after receiving an email indicating that a long time investment firm client of Manatt 

was seeking introductions to investors, and that the investment firm would compensate Manatt for any 

successful introduction it facilitated, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist sought to introduce the 

investment firm client to NYSCRF, NYSTRS, and the New York City pension funds. Specifically, the 

email stated that the investment firm ‘will either pay [Manatt] a finders fee, refer us deal business, 

retain us to help him with government entities ... or a combination of all of these.’ The Albany-based 

partner/lobbyist arranged a meeting for principals of the investment firm client with investment staff 

at NYSTRS on or about March 1, 2004. No investment resulted from the introduction and Manatt did 

not receive any compensation as a result of this introduction. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist also 

tried to facilitate a meeting with NYSCRF for that same day, but was unsuccessful. Although the 

Albany-based partner/lobbyist stated that he could arrange a similar meeting with the New York City 

Comptroller's office, he does not appear to have done so.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance of 

Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

2007: Attempted To Arrange Meeting Between Investment Firm And New York State Common 

Retirement Fund. “In or about January 2007, the Albany-based partner/lobbyist attempted to arrange 

a meeting for investment firm Wyser Pratte with NYSCRF through a contact at a consulting firm used 

by NYSCRF to evaluate the suitability of investments. The Albany-based partner/lobbyist was 

directed by his contact to arrange the meeting through personnel in the alternative investment program 

at NYSCRF. However, the meeting never occurred and no investment for Wyser Pratte resulted. 

Manatt did not receive compensation as a result of this contact.” [Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Assurance 

of Discontinuance, Office of the Attorney General of New York, 10/12/10] 

 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Served As A Placement Agent For New York Public Pension Funds, 

Which Earned Agents “Large Sums By Using Political Ties To Provide Money Managers With 

Access To Investment Funds” And Were Described As “Kickbacks.” “The settlement announced 

Tuesday between Mr. Cuomo and Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP relates to the firm's efforts to serve as a 

‘placement agent’ for public pension funds in New York and California without a state or federal license. 

… The investigation has prompted other probes and policy changes in the use of so-called placement 

agents at public pension funds across the country. Many agents allegedly earned large sums by using 

political ties to provide money managers with access to investment funds. In New York, Mr. Cuomo, this 
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year's Democratic candidate for governor, has alleged that placement fees were paid as kickbacks. … 

‘Unlicensed agents are untrained, unsupervised, and typically traffic in political and personal 

connections,’ Mr. Cuomo said. ‘We have seen all varieties of this risky behavior, and now it includes a 

prominent national law firm.’” [Wall Street Journal, 10/13/10] 

 

Consistently Refused To Acknowledge That He Was The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” Named 

In Pay-To-Play Settlement 

 

Refused To Acknowledge Being The “Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist” Involved In Pay-To-Play 

Scandal Despite Interviewer Presenting Him With Reports Stating Affirming It. In June 2016, when 

an interviewer pointed out that Faso was named as the Albany-based lobbyist who worked for Manatt, 

Phillips & Phelps when it settled with the New York Attorney General’s office concerning allegations of 

pay-to-play, Faso said, “The fact is, a misleading newspaper headline from years ago doesn’t obviate the 

fact that this was a smear tactic against me by Andrew Cuomo, and it didn’t work. And I’ve never been 

banned, sanctioned in any way or admonished. … … No one was fined, fined or banned. No, no one was 

fined or banned.” [FiOS1 Republican Congressional Debate, 5:32-6:30, 6/11/16] 

 

Dodged Question About Him Being The Albany-Based Partner/Lobbyist In Pay-To-Play Scandal, 

Claimed It Was A Smear Tactic By Andrew Cuomo. In 2016, when an interviewer asked if Faso was 

the Albany-based partner/lobbyist in the settlement between The New York Attorney General’s office and 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “The entire thing was a smear against me that was tried by the most 

vindictive man in Albany: Andrew Cuomo. And he wasn’t successful because I was dropped from the 

entire thing, I had no role in that settlement, I wasn’t part of it, and I’ve never paid any fine or been 

banned from doing anything.” [John Faso on CBS 6 News, 30:41-32:50, 6/27/16] 

 

Said He Had Nothing To Do With Appearing Before Agencies When He Should Not Have Been. In 

2015, when asked if he had anything to do with “appearing when you shouldn’t be appearing before 

agencies,” Faso said, “No. Not in the least.” [The Jewish View, 24:09, posted 10/19/15] 

 

Consistently Denied 5-Year Lobbying Ban And Fine That Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Was Subject 

To In Pay-To-Play Scandal; Faso Denied Having Any Involvement With The Pay-To-Play Scandal 

Despite Reports That He Was The One Who Broke The Law 

 

2016: Blatantly Lied About Manatt, Phelps & Phillips (Including Its Employees) Being Subject To 

5-Year Lobbying Ban Despite An Interviewer Presenting Faso With News Articles Stating 

Otherwise. In June 2016, when Faso’s Republican opponent accused Faso of being part of the pay-to-

play scandal involving Manatt, Phillips & Phelps, Faso said, “Not true. Not true. You see this, you see 

this right here Andrew? This is the symbol for Autism Speaks. When he says I was banned, I was actually 

the outside legislative counsel for Autism Speaks and had a major role in writing the law that enhanced 

health insurance coverage for children with autism, and we have thousands of children with autism, and 

their families on the autism spectrum in this district. And he says I was banned; I was never banned!” 

When the interviewer pointed out that Faso’s law firm was banned from lobbying, Faso said, “No, no. 

That is not true. That is not true. … The former firm, where I was an employee, was never banned from 

lobbying.” When the interviewer pulled up a news clip that stated the firm was in fact banned, Faso said, 

“The fact is, a misleading newspaper headline from years ago doesn’t obviate the fact that this was a 

smear tactic against me by Andrew Cuomo, and it didn’t work. And I’ve never been banned, sanctioned in 

any way or admonished.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 4:30-6:02, 6/11/16] 
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2016: Faso Denied Involvement In The Case, Claimed That He “Never Represented Any Client 

– Paid Or Unpaid – Before The State Pension Fund.” “Now, your self-funded Super PAC has 

initiated false, defamatory and negative television ads against me. These ads are intended to mislead 

voters and since you created the Super PAC, I hold you responsible for its smear tactics. The ad 

alleges that ‘his firm was fined one of the highest pay-to-play lobbying fines in NYS history.’ This 

statement is wholly false. As an employee, I was not a party to any settlement and I never represented 

any client – paid or unpaid – before the state pension fund. Those are the facts. This entire matter was 

nothing more than Andrew Cuomo’s vindictive effort to smear my reputation; he did not succeed but 

now you, as a purported New York Republican candidate, attempt to revive the failed political smear 

of Democrat Andrew Cuomo. The truth, as you know full well, is that I have never been fined, 

sanctioned or penalized for violating any professional or ethical requirement.” [John Faso Letter to 

Andrew Heaney, 2/08/16] 

 

2016: Claimed He Had Never Been Subject To Lobbying Ban Of Any Kind Or Even Accused Of 

Wrongdoing. In June 2016, when asked about his involvement in Manatt, Phelps & Phillips’ pay-to-

play scandal, Faso said, “It’s again more nonsense. I was an employee of a 400-member law firm. I 

was not part of any settlement that my former employer made with the then Attorney General Cuomo. 

I never paid a fine, I was never banned – I’ve never been banned, sanctioned, fined, admonished; I’ve 

never even been accused, Greg. And yet this guy comes on, runs TV ads saying I’ve been banned, that 

I’ve been sanctioned, that I paid fines, that I violated state laws – it’s all untrue. … I had no role in 

that settlement, I wasn’t part of it, and I’ve never paid any fine or been banned from doing anything.” 

[John Faso on CBS 6 News, 30:41-32:50, 6/27/16] 

 

2015: Said That The Attorney General Investigation Into The Lobbying Scandal At His Former 

Employer Was A “Political Issue.” In 2015, when asked about the pay-to-play scandal involving 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “There was an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I 

thought it was a political issue, and basically they, their decision was – and I was not part of any 

agreement – they made a business decision to end the dispute rather than potentially face litigation. So 

they settled the matter. But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party. So I 

really don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 23:16, posted 10/19/15]  

 

Said He Was Not Involved In The Settlement And He Was Not Named As A Party In The 

Complaint. “But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party so I really 

don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 24:09, posted 10/19/15] 

 

2015: Acknowledged The Fact That Manatt, Phelps & Phillips Settled With The New York 

Attorney General’s Office In Pay-To-Play Scandal. In 2015, when asked about the pay-to-play scandal 

involving Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, Faso said, “There was an issue with the Attorney General. Frankly, I 

thought it was a political issue, and basically they, their decision was – and I was not part of any 

agreement – they made a business decision to end the dispute rather than potentially face litigation. So 

they settled the matter. But it wasn’t something that I was involved in. I’m not named as a party. So I 

really don’t have any comment.” [The Jewish View, 23:16, posted 10/19/15]  

 

Used Autistic Children To Dodge Questions Concerning His Involvement In Pay-To-Play Scandal 

 

Used Autistic Children To Dodge Questions Concerning His Involvement In Pay-To-Play Scandal. 
“You see this right here Andrew? This is the symbol for Autism Speaks. When he says I was banned, I 

was actually the outside legislative counsel for Autism Speaks and had a major role in writing the law that 

enhanced health insurance coverage for children with autism. And we have thousands of children with 
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autism, and their families on the autism spectrum in this district, and he says I was banned, I was never 

banned.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 4:30-5:06, 6/11/16] 

 

Good Headlines 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Law Firm Cuts Deal With AG” [Register-Star, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Law Firm To Pay $550,000 In Pension Probe” [Wall Street Journal, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Firm Of Ex-GOP Gubernatorial Candidate Makes Deal In Pension Probe” [Times 

Union, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Lawyer Introductions Led To $550,000 Fine For Manatt Phelps In NY Pension Fund 

Case” [ABA Journal, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso’s Law Firm Hit With Pension Fine x2” [Times Union, 10/12/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Firm Makes A Pension Deal” [Times Union, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former New York Gubernatorial Candidate John Faso’s Law Firm Settles To Pay 

In Play Probe” [Daily News, 10/13/10] 

 

HEADLINE: “NY’s Cuomo Secures Law Firm Ban In Pension Probe” [Reuters, 10/12/10] 

 

Reported To Be “Albany Politician” Who Accepted $18,750 From Financial Firm That Was 

Convicted Of Running A “Ponzi-Like Scheme” And Using Money From Misled Investors To Pay 

For Lavish Expenses 

 

Financial Firm McGinn, Smith & Co. Used Money From Misled Investors To Pay For Lavish 

Expenses And Payroll, Was Described As Running A “Ponzi-Like Scheme”; Executives From The 

Firm Were Convicted Of Fraud, Had Caused More Than 841 Investors To Lose $30 Million 

 

Financial Firm McGinn, Smith & Co. Used Money From Misled Investors To Pay For Lavish 

Personal Expenses And Payroll; Described As A “Ponzi-Like Scheme.” “The case was part of the 

fallout of a massive securities fraud case filed by the SEC and the Justice Department against McGinn, 

Smith & Co. and its co-founders, Timothy M. McGinn and David L. Smith, who were sentenced to prison 

terms of 15 and 10 years respectively for their convictions on fraud, conspiracy and tax evasion charges. 

Federal regulators and prosecutors accused the brokerage of soliciting business from a mix of wealthy 

investors and people who were considered unsophisticated investors. Many were unwittingly lured to 

invest in high-risk securities or misled into believing the accounts would safely yield high returns, the 

government said. The charges against McGinn and Smith said they ran a Ponzi-like scheme and that 

escrow accounts that held the investors' money were illegally siphoned to pay off other investors or to 

fund the brokerage's payroll accounts, including lavish personal expenses for the once-rich lifestyles of 

McGinn and Smith.” [Times Union, 2/26/15] 

 

HEADLINE: “McGinn Smith Actions Burned ‘Moms And Pops,’ Attorney Says” [Albany 

Business Review, 5/03/10] 
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McGinn, Smith & Co. Lured Unwitting Investors And Misled Clients, Including A Retiree Who 

Lost A $65,000 Investment. “Federal regulators and prosecutors accused the brokerage of soliciting 

business from a mix of wealthy investors and people who were considered unsophisticated investors. 

Many were unwittingly lured to invest in high-risk securities or misled into believing the accounts 

would safely yield high returns, the government said. … One of the witnesses, Thomas Alberts of 

Philadelphia, was a chemical engineer who retired in 1997 from a consulting and sales business. On a 

questionnaire to confirm that he was financially capable of investing in some of the notes offered by 

the brokerage, Alberts alleged his broker directed him to exaggerate his net worth as between 

$500,000 and $1 million, even though it was less than $250,000. ‘Alberts made the investments (and) 

believed they were a conservative, safe investment with minimal risk and would supplement his 

retirement,’ the judge's ruling states. ‘Albert testified that Mayer did not tell him that he could lose his 

investment, though he in fact lost the full amount of his principal investment, $65,000[.]’” [Times 

Union, 2/26/15] 

 

McGinn, Smith & Co. Ripped Off Unwitting Investors Who Lost Life Savings. “The largest 

award to date was to the former owners of a construction company in Coeymans called JAT 

Construction Co. Inc. The couple, Joseph and Suzanne Allegretta of Voorheesville, were seeking $8 

million from McGinn, Smith through FINRA, which is the self-regulating body of the brokerage 

industry. Millions of dollars of the JAT Construction’s pension fund were managed by McGinn, 

Smith. ‘It drained our life savings,’ Suzanne Allegretta said Monday. ‘It’s really embarrassing.’ … A 

Pennsylvania doctor was awarded $805,110 on Dec. 31, and a Florida retiree was awarded $455,000 

by FINRA on Feb. 1. Attorney Adam Gana, head of the securities arbitration practice at the New York 

City law firm Napoli, Bern Ripka, LLP, represented Bill Steinkirchner in the Florida case. He said 

McGinn, Smith invested nearly all of Steinkirchner’s life savings into a high-risk investment fund 

called Third Albany Income Notes LLC. ‘It virtually destroyed his retirement plan,’ Gana said. ‘He 

had to go back to work. Those guys are the worst.’” [Times Union, 4/27/10] 

 

2013: McGinn, Smith & Co. Executives Convicted Of Securities, Mail, And Wire Fraud, Had 

Caused More Than 841 Investors To Lose $30 Million. “The Second Circuit Court of Appeals has 

affirmed the convictions and sentences of top-ranking McGinn Smith & Company Inc. executives[.] ... 

Former CEO David E. Smith and former board chairman Timothy N. McGinn appealed their convictions 

arising from various securities, mail and wire fraud and tax charges, contending that the government 

failed to prove criminal intent, Thursday's opinion said. … The two men were sentenced in August 2013 

— McGinn to 15 years in prison and Smith to 10 years — as well as hit with hefty fines, forfeitures and 

restitutions, for causing more than 841 investors spread across 17 trusts to lose about $30 million. A jury 

found that the two brokers stole $4.1 million from their clients and ran a ‘brazen’ investment scheme that 

raised $126 million under false pretenses.” [Law 360, 5/22/15] 

 

Faso – As A Partner At Manatt, Phelps & Phillips – Reportedly Accepted Money That McGinn, 

Smith & Co. Ripped Off From Misled Investors 

 

HEADLINE: “SEC: McGinn, Smith Gave Investor Money To John Faso’s Firm” [Times Union, 

4/26/10] 

 

SEC: McGinn Smith Sent $18,750 To “An Albany Politician,” Who Was Later Reported To Be 

Faso. “On January 19, 2009, MS & Co. launched an offering of $1,550,000 of 9.00% three-year notes in 

TDMM Cable Senior Trust 09 (‘Senior 09 Tranche’) and an offering of $1,325,000 of 11% 54-month 

notes in TDMM Cable Junior Trust 09 (‘Junior 09 Tranche,’ collectively ‘TDMM Cable 09’). The Senior 

and Junior offerings sold out. The PPM stated that after MS & Co. took a placement agent fee of 5% of 
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the amount raised for Senior 09 Tranche and 8% of the amount raised for Junior 09 Tranche, the balance, 

about $2.7 million, would be loaned to TDM Cable Funding, which would use the proceeds to acquire all 

the operating assets and customer contracts of Broadband Solutions LLC and HipNET LLC (both of 

which purportedly provided ‘triple play’ service to communities in Florida). The PPMs also state that 

TDM Cable Funding would pay MS & Co. an additional $400,000 for ‘acquisition negotiations, legal and 

due diligence activities’-- making MS & Co.’s total fee $583,500 or 20.3% of the gross proceeds of the 

offering. Not satisfied with the disclosed fees, MS & Co. used a total of at least 54% of the funds raised 

to: (i) make payments to McGinn, McGinn’s son, Smith, relief defendant Lynn Smith, MS Partner 4 and 

an Albany politician; (ii) to cover MS & Co.’s payroll between January and April 2009; and (iii) to pay 

investors in other Trust entities. The following is a summary of McGinn’s misuse use of TDMM Cable 09 

investor funds: … McGinn also transferred … $18,750 to an Albany politician’s law firm[.]” [SEC 

Complaint, 4/20/10] 

 

Faso Was Reported To Be The “Albany Politician” Whose Law Firm Accepted $18,750 From 

McGinn, Smith & Co. When It Was Allegedly Using Investor Money To Meet Payroll And Other 

Obligations. “Since the beginning of the year, clients of McGinn, Smith & Co. have been awarded more 

than $3 million by arbitrators in connection with alleged fraud and negligence at the once-proud Albany 

brokerage house. The awards, which were made through the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, 

came in the months and weeks before the Securities and Exchange Commission moved to freeze the 

brokerage’s assets amid allegations of a $136 million investment scheme gone wrong. … Also, local 

attorney and former Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso denied any connection to the case, 

even though the SEC complaint mentions him as an ‘Albany politician’ whose law firm, Manatt, Phelps 

& Phillips LLP, received $18,750 from McGinn, Smith investment funds at a time when the distressed 

brokerage was allegedly using investor money to meet payroll and other obligations. ‘Manatt represented 

McGinn, Smith & Co., Inc. on matters unrelated to those described in the SEC complaint,’ the firm said in 

a statement issued Monday.” [Times Union, 4/27/10] 

 

McGinn Smith Sent $18,750 To Faso’s Law Firm. “Court papers note that $18,750 from one trust 

went to Manatt Phelps & Phillips LLP, the law firm of former New York Assemblyman John Faso. A 

spokesman said the firm represented McGinn Smith ‘for a short time, on a limited basis, and on 

matters unrelated to those described in the SEC complaint.’” [Albany Business Review, 5/03/10] 

 

SEC Investigated Legal Work That Faso Did For McGinn, Smith & Co. “The attorney for McGinn, 

Smith & Co. co-founder Timothy McGinn says federal prosecutors have a grand jury ‘lying in wait’ to 

indict McGinn and business partner David Smith. … The SEC filed a lawsuit against McGinn, Smith on 

April 20, accusing the firm and its founders of mismanaging $136 million raised from clients since 2003 

through several unregistered investment funds for wealthy investors. … The SEC is also seeking any 

documents that show legal work having been done for McGinn, Smith by Albany attorney and former 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso. Faso’s firm, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP, has said that the firm was 

providing services unrelated to the SEC’s charges.” [Times Union, 5/25/10] 

 

Investigated For Pushing Legislation Without Registering As A Lobbyist, Was Later Cleared 

 

Accused Of Illegal Lobbying Activity As Lawyer For Public Asset Fund, But Later Cleared; 

Lobbying Efforts Resulted In Legislation Limiting Comptroller’s Oversight In Sale Of State-

Owned Stock For Fund  

 

Accused Of Illegal Lobbying Activity As Lawyer For Public Asset Fund. “As several Democrats and 

civic groups called Friday for an investigation into whether John Faso, the Republican nominee for 

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2010/comp-pr2010-62.pdf
http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/stories/2010/05/03/story10.html
http://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Grand-jury-awaiting-McGinn-and-Smith-558631.php
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governor, should have registered as a lobbyist for some work he performed last year, an official at the 

state’s lobbying commission suggested that an inquiry could already be under way … Mr. Faso had been 

in constant contact with the governor’s office trying to obtain legislation last year when he was hired as a 

lawyer for the Public Asset Fund, a state entity charged with selling billions of dollars of state-owned 

stock. Mr. Faso argued that the fund was simply an arm of government, so he did not have to register as a 

lobbyist.” [The New York Times, 9/23/06] 

 

Hired To Help Public Asset Fund Push Legislation To Sell Stock, Did Not Register As Lobbyist. 

“Mr. Faso … was hired in 2005 by a little-known state entity called the Public Asset Fund to help it 

sell off its shares of stock in a health company. In that capacity, he worked with the governor’s office 

to draft legislation to allow the stock sale to move forward, but he did not register his activities with 

the state’s lobbying commission.” [The New York Times, 11/30/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Worked With The Legislature On Large State Stock Sale” [New York 

Times, 9/22/06]  

 

Investigated For Illegal Lobbying Activity; Billing Records Showed Faso Worked With The 

Governor’s Office To Pass Legislation Limiting Comptroller’s Oversight of Stock Sale. “The 

commission began its inquiry after The New York Times reported that Mr. Faso’s billing records showed 

that he played a key role working with the governor’s office to obtain the passage of legislation sought by 

the fund’s board. The law took away the state comptroller’s oversight in the hiring of underwriters and 

lawyers to handle the stock sale.” [The New York Times, 11/30/06] 

 

Public Asset Fund Deemed “Closest To A State Agency” By Lobbying Commission, Faso Cleared 

Of Wrongdoing. “‘Whether the fund is a state agency or a public benefit corporation is not free from 

doubt,’ Mr. Grandeau’s letter continued. ‘On balance, it appears to be closest to a state agency. In 

reaching our conclusion to close the inquiry, the commission also gave weight to the fact that you have 

registered as a lobbyist on other occasions and that there was no indication that you were acting other than 

in good faith in believing that registration was not required in this instance.’” [The New York Times, 

11/30/06] 

 

Billed The State $560 An Hour. “Mr. Faso billed the state $560 an hour for his work for the Public 

Asset Fund, according to billing records obtained under the Freedom of Information Law. The records 

show that he earned more than $37,000 for his work for the fund, and that his law firm, Manatt, Phelps & 

Phillips, earned much more.” [New York Times, 9/22/06] 

 

2000: Organized Lobbyist-Funded Dinner That Was Investigated After Revelations That Faso’s 

Office Left His Name Off Of Guest List In Disclosure; Company Fined $30,000 For Misleading 

Lobbying Commission  

 

2000: Organized $2,398 Dinner Paid For By Lobbyists That Was Investigated By New York 

Lobbying Regulator. “Albany $2,398.53 dinner with John Faso, Giuliani staff and others raises 

eyebrows[.] The state lobbying commission has Microsoft in its cross- hairs for a dinner that Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso and several senior members of New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s 

staff attended last fall. … The head of the commission, who declined to comment on a ‘pending 

investigation,’ is looking at a $2,398.53 dinner at a New York steakhouse last November that Microsoft 

paid for, but which Faso’s office organized, according to Donald Clarey, lobbyist for the software firm in 

the state Legislature. … The lobbyist denies the company did anything wrong, saying it filed a list that 

included several wrong names, but that it did so unintentionally and only because Faso’s and Giuliani’s 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/23/nyregion/23faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/30/nyregion/30faso.html
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offices were unable to properly account for the guests who came to the dinner after a Republican fund-

raiser at the upscale Water Club on Manhattan’s East River earlier in the evening. ‘It was an honest 

mistake,’ Clarey said, adding that ‘we were relying on the city and Faso’s office to supply lists (of who 

attended).’ … Among the names left off the original list was Faso’s. … In the letter, dated March 13 and 

sent after the commission began making inquiries, Mallory wrote that Faso’s name was ‘inadvertently 

omitted,’ as was that of an assemblyman’s wife who attended. She also corrected the original filing by 

taking the two city officials off the list and provided the names of two Faso staffers who attended but who 

hadn’t been named in the first list.” [Times Union, 3/18/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Microsoft Lobbying Investigated” [Times Union, 3/18/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Commission On Lobbying Looks Into Dinner Microsoft Bought Legislators” 
[AP, 3/19/00] 

 

Faso’s Name Was Not Included On Attendee List That His Office Provided. “Microsoft Corp.’s 

lobbyists are being investigated by a state commission over a $2,399 dinner the company hosted for state 

legislators in New York City, the company confirmed. The guests included state Assembly Minority 

Leader John Faso and his Assembly members as well as staffers from New York City Mayor Rudolph 

Giuliani’s office. … Times Union of Albany reported Saturday that the state commission began 

investigating when it called some of the people on the list only to learn that they had not attended the 

dinner. Additionally, the paper reported, some of the guests, including Faso, were left off the list. … 

Microsoft officials said one of their employees had to leave the dinner early, so she got the list of 

attendees’ from Faso’s office. Faso, reached at home Saturday, denied that his office intentionally 

provided an inaccurate list of attendees. He also said the commission had not questioned him or his staff 

about the dinner. ‘There were people who were invited to participate. Some came, some did not. That’s 

really all there was to it,’ Faso said. ‘It’s like, nothing.’” [AP, 3/19/00] 

 

Microsoft Fined $30,000 For Misleading Lobbying Commission By Submitting Incorrect Guest List 

Of Dinner And Leaving Faso’s Name Off Of List. “Albany Microsoft to pay amount in a deal with 

state commission, admitting it filed a misleading guest list of officials[.] Microsoft has agreed to pay a 

$30,000 fine to the state lobbying commission for filing an incorrect list of guests, including Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso, it invited to a dinner in New York City last fall. … In a settlement reached 

between the commission and Microsoft Corp. Thursday, the world’s largest computer software company 

admitted it filed a misleading report about who attended a $ 2,398.53 dinner at a New York steakhouse 

last November. … Microsoft paid for the dinner, which was organized in part by Faso’s office and was 

attended by many state legislators as well as top officials from New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s 

staff. … The regulatory body began looking at the Nov. 15 meal, at which the computer firm picked up 

the tab for some 33 people, after the company filed its 1999 annual lobbying report. The report, filed Jan. 

20, included a list of guests who the corporation said attended. The commission checked with the guests 

and found that some of those listed did not attend while others, including Faso, a Kinderhook Republican, 

showed up for the free meal. … A spokesman for Faso said the Republican leader had been unfairly 

singled out in the case. ‘This whole thing is way out of proportion,’ said Harry Spector, Faso’s 

communications director. ‘We had no involvement in it (the filing). It was their error.’ … Clarey has said 

the list was wrong because he and Mallory relied on Faso’s and Giuliani’s offices to provide the names of 

guests who attended.” [Times Union, 5/06/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Lobby Dinner Penalty $30,000” [Times Union, 5/06/00] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faulty Guest List Costs Microsoft $30,000” [New York Times, 5/08/00]  
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Protecting Money In Politics 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Said Citizens United was “correct,” suggested that corporations have a right to free 

speech 

 

 2003-2005 & 2007-2010: Spent more than $116,000 from state campaign account 

despite not being a candidate 

 

 2015: Paid himself $57,938 from his own super PAC for “strategic consulting” 

 

 Despite denouncing super PACs and their secretive nature, in 2014 Faso founded a 

“mystery” super PAC and refused to disclose information about its purpose and 

funders; Faso had also founded a separate state-level PAC in 2007  

 

 2016: Rejected pledge “to forego super PAC money” and said such money is free 

speech; criticized campaign finance reformers for lamenting “the role of money in 

elections” and stated that restrictions on money in politics would lead to “tyranny” 

 

 2016: Supported by super PAC funded by four wealthy donors, raised more than $1 

million with donations of $500,000 

 

 Described monetary restrictions on “political speech” as a “dire, dire threat,” 

believed that more restrictions on campaign spending would be “calamitous”; Faso: 

It’s “nonsensical” to cap the amount of money that a candidate can accept 

 

 Faso: “Political speech should be unfettered” because it is a “free speech right” and 

“First Amendment” issue; argued that there shouldn’t be limits on rich donors like 

the Koch Brothers to influence the outcome of an election 

 

 Opposed campaign finance reform bill that would have reduced donation limits to 

politicians and outlawed soft money 

 

 2014: Donated $400,000 to American Crossroads 

 
 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Suggested That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech 

 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Insinuated That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech. 
In June 2016, when asked if he thought the Citizens United decision was right or wrong, Faso said, “I 
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think actually the decision was correct. And I think that, you have to be able to distinguish who has First 

Amendment rights, freedom of speech. Freedom of speech was the paramount issue in that decision[.]” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 39:10, 6/16/16] 

 

Denied That Citizens United Opened The Door To Money Being Spent Through Super PACs 

And 527s. “When the reformers succeeded in limiting campaign contributions to candidates, what 

then happened? Money was driven into super PACs and 527s and housekeeping accounts in Albany. 

People falsely believe that Citizens United opened the door to this. It’s not true.” [John Faso on 

WCNY Radio, 4/07/14] 

 

2003-2005 & 2007-2010: Spent More Than $116,000 From State Campaign Account Despite Not 

Being A Candidate 

 

2003-2005: Spent $50,794 From State Campaign Account Despite Not Running For Office. Between 

his unsuccessful run for New York comptroller and his gubernatorial campaign in 2005, Faso spent 

$50,794 from his state campaign account despite not running for any New York public office. [New York 

State Board of Elections, accessed 7/21/16] 

 

2007-2010: Spent $65,519 From State Campaign Account Despite Not Running For Office. Between 

his unsuccessful New York gubernatorial campaign and 2010, Faso spent $65,519 from his state campaign 

account despite not running for any New York public office. [New York State Board of Elections, 

7/21/16]    

 

New York Times: Former State Legislators Spend Campaign Funds With “Little Or No Scrutiny.” 

“A review of campaign expenditures at the State Board of Elections found other former officeholders 

whose unused campaign cash has been put to uses that their contributors probably never envisioned — 

and with little or no scrutiny from state regulators. While the officeholders are required to report all 

expenditures from their committees to the board, purchases can be listed only by general category and, 

when described, often without much detail. … New York’s campaign finance laws have been widely 

criticized by public interest groups as being riddled with loopholes that permit excessive contributions 

from special interests and inappropriate expenses by candidates. Over the years, the Board of Elections 

has lent its approval to candidates who wanted to spend money on car payments and repairs, baby-sitting 

expenses and luxury gifts, provided such expenses were somehow connected to political activities. The 

law does prohibit candidates from converting campaign contributions to personal use “unrelated to a 

political campaign or the holding of a public office or party position.” But the elections board has 

interpreted that to mean that former officeholders can keep spending money on the chance, however slim, 

that they will one day run again.” [New York Times, 2/24/07] 

 

HEADLINE: “Politicians Spend Unused Campaign Funds” [New York Times, 2/24/07] 

 

2015: Paid Himself $57,938 From His Own Super PAC For “Strategic Consulting” 

 

2015: Paid Himself $57,938 From His Own Super PAC For “Strategic Consulting.” In May of 2015, 

Faso received $57,938 from New York 2014 for “strategic consulting.” [FEC, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

Despite Denouncing Super PACs And Their Secretive Nature, Faso Founded A “Mystery” Super 

PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About Its Purpose And Funders; 2007: Founded State-

Level PAC  

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/24/nyregion/24retire.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/24/nyregion/24retire.html
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?15971203173
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2016: Advocated For Immediate Transparency Of Campaign Donations To Super PACs And 

Political Groups, Said He Didn’t “Like The Use Of c4 Organizations Where Donors Can Basically 

Hide Their Identities.” In June 2016, when asked if there should be any limits or transparency 

requirements on outside spending, Faso said, “There should be immediate disclosure, and what I don’t 

like is the use of the c4 organizations where donors can basically hide their identities in a c4 situation, 

where the people don’t know and they’re a so-called social welfare organization. So I would point out 

though that if you look at the history of campaign finance reform since the 70’s, that every single reform 

that the left has brought us in this country has resulted in even more spending taking place. And one of the 

reasons why we wound up in this situation with Citizens United is because the left has consistently fought 

to reduce the role of political parties. And I think, frankly, the public would be better served if they saw 

that a particular ad was paid for, not by some amorphous-named group, but paid for by one of the political 

parties.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 37:58-39:11, 6/16/16] 

 

… But In 2014: Founded ‘New York 2014’ Super PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About 

Its Purpose And Funders, Was Described As A “Mystery” Super PAC. “New York 2014, a super 

PAC started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will support 

Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which candidates 

or how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. ‘We are going 

to look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a ‘mystery’ super PAC 

after it registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily News ) The PAC made 

its first independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media buy supporting 

businesswoman Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time candidate Matt 

Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 5/22/14] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former State Assembly Speaker Starts Super PAC” [Register-Star, 5/29/14] 

 

New York 2014 PAC Spent $366,299 In Support Of Elise Stefanik, Accepted $100,000 From 

Hedge Fund Manager Paul Singer. “Paul Singer, a billionaire hedge fund manager a Republican 

donor, has contributed to a third political action committee supporting congressional candidate Elise 

M. Stefanik. On May 14, Mr. Singer donated $100,000 to New York 2014, a PAC connected with 

John Faso, a 2006 gubernatorial candidate for New York state. New York 2014 has spent $366,299 on 

direct mail and television advertising supporting Ms. Stefanik in the Republican primary election.” 

[Watertown Daily Times, 6/20/14] 

 

New York 2014 PAC Forced Out Republican Primary Challenger, Who Blamed Ads For His 

Departure And Said Stefanik Was Backed By Washington Insiders. “Matthew A. Doheny hung 

up his political armor Friday, announcing to a small crowd in front of his office that he is abandoning 

his grail-like quest for the north country’s congressional seat. He said that out of "fairness and 

principle," he is throwing his support behind Elise M. Stefanik, who defeated him in the June 24 

Republican primary, and asked his supporters to do the same. … [A] PAC under the direction of John 

Faso also sponsored ads criticizing the fellow Republican. Mr. Doheny, on the night of the primary, 

directly blamed the ads for his defeat, and said they proved that Ms. Stefanik is a political insider 

whose candidacy was developed in Washington, D.C., corridors of power.” [Advance-News, 7/27/14] 

 

… And 2007: Co-Founded State-Level PAC That Raised Money And Influenced Campaigns. In 

2007, Faso founded a state-level PAC called New Yorkers for Growth. “The knives are out for the 

Working Families Party. … ‘We’re not going to fix this state by following an agenda of higher taxes and 

spending that will pour gasoline on the fire, and that's the Working Families Party's agenda,’ said former 

Assembly Minority Leader John Faso. ‘Anyone who takes their endorsement indicates to me a 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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nonseriousness about trying to solve the state's problems.’ Faso, the 2006 GOP gubernatorial nominee, 

co-founded a PAC with Cox called New Yorkers for Growth. The PAC sent out a fund-raising appeal in 

July pledging to ‘expose’ the WFP as a ‘collection of spending interests masquerading as a political party 

and bleeding New York dry.’” [Daily News, 9/14/09] 

 

2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money” And Said Such Money Is Free Speech; 

Criticized Campaign Finance Reformers For Lamenting “The Role Of Money In Elections” And 

Stated That Restrictions On Money In Politics Would Lead To “Tyranny” 

 

2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money,” Said Such Money Is Free Speech And 

Insinuated That Such A Reform Would Amount To Tyranny. “Congressional candidate Zephyr 

Teachout has thrown down the gauntlet to her opponents in the 19th Congressional District, calling for all 

to forego super PAC money. Her challenge comes in the face of the fact that one of the most formidable 

contenders, former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook, himself started a super PAC, 

New York 2014, in 2014. … Faso answered Teachout’s suggestion in his own letter. He suggested she 

was ‘aiming at the wrong target,’ and equated the money given out by a super PAC with free speech. The 

Sunlight Foundation reported in 2014 that Faso’s PAC was funded by politically active hedge-fund 

millionaires. … ‘Self-styled campaign reformers such as yourself have since Buckley v. Valeo lamented 

the role of money in elections,’ Faso said. ‘Yet every ‘reform’ you have advanced has led to much higher 

campaign spending and the diminishment of political parties along with the rise of spending by outside 

groups. Now you are at it again with your efforts to grant additional powers to the government in order to 

restrain political speech,’ he said. ‘Most shockingly, your proposed solution to the issue of money in 

politics entails amending the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This amendment would put the 

government in complete control of the elections process and severely restrict the ability of citizens and 

groups to participate in the political process. Government control of political spending and free speech 

will invariably lead us to a dramatic reduction in free speech and could put the U.S. on the road to 

tyranny. I adamantly oppose tinkering with the First Amendment and reject your call to do so,’ Faso said. 

‘I urge you to leave the work of James Madison, Alexander Hamilton and their fellow Founders alone. 

The people of the 19th District need more jobs and a better economy,’ he said. ‘Amending the First 

Amendment is not a good idea and I believe most of the people in this district would share my viewpoint 

on the matter.’” [The Daily Mail, 2/04/16] 

 

Said It Was An Attempt To “Obstruct Free Speech.” “Zephyr Teachout tried to swing the 

momentum to her side early in the campaign for Congress by challenging her presumed opponents to 

reject all super PAC funds. Former Assemblyman John Faso, Teachout’s most visible foe, called her 

remarks an attempt to obstruct free speech.” [Editorial, The Daily Mail, 2/05/16] 

 

2016: Supported By Super PAC Funded By Three Wealthy Donors, Raised More Than $1 Million 

With Donations Of $500,000 

 

2016: Supported By Super PAC Funded By Three Wealthy Donors, Raised More Than $1 Million 

With Donations Of $500,000. According to the FEC, New York Wins PAC raised $1,175,000 million as 

of July 2016. The Super PAC was funded by three wealthy donors and spent nearly $1 million as of July 

2016.  [FEC, accessed 8/29/16] 

 

Contributor Name Employer Occupation 

Receipt 

Date Amount 

H.J.K. LLC     6/01/16 $25,000  

KALIKOW, PETER S. H. J. KALIKOW & COMPANY, LLC PRESIDENT 6/01/16 $25,000  

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?201607159020488957
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MERCER, ROBERT RENASSIANCE TECHNOLOGIES LLC 

FINANCIAL 

CONSULTANT 1/29/16 $500,000  

SINGER, PAUL E. 

ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT 

CORPORATION CEO 5/13/16 $500,000  

SINGER, PAUL E. 

ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT 

CORPORATION CEO 6/15/16 $100,000 

TISCH, THOMAS J. FLF ASSOCIATES 

MAMAGING 

PARTNER 6/20/16 $25,000 

Total: $1,175,000 

 

Described Monetary Restrictions On “Political Speech” As A “Dire, Dire Threat”; Believed That 

More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous” 

 

Described Monetary Restrictions On “Political Speech” As A “Dire, Dire Threat.” “The last thing I 

call is crisis of values, and by this I mean: the left’s attack on college campuses against free speech. … 

We also have a crisis where the left and Zephyr Teachout, our likely nominee against us in the fall, she 

wants to amend the First Amendment to have the government have more control over political speech. 

This is a dire, dire threat to our individual liberties[.]” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 5:22-6:10, 

2/21/16] 

 

 

 

Believed That More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous.” “I’m running for 

Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that the every single so-called campaign finance 

reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for the last 40 years has resulted in more money 

being spent in the political process. … There’s always been the right of individuals to participate in the 

political process, and wealthy individuals obviously have taken advantage of that. But it’s a free speech 

right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political speech should be unfettered. I think it also should be 

disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the organizations that engage in the politics but who don’t disclose 

who their donors are. I think that’s wrong. But the concept that we should amend the First Amendment to 

give the government more control over political speech, I think would be calamitous for our country.” 

[John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept. In July 

2013, when the proposal came up of limiting the amount of money that a candidate can accept, Faso said, 

“It’s a nonsensical idea. … The fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, 

that’s what the reformers have been trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been 

utterly unsuccessful because of the First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to 

influence the process through independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in 

the U.S. and individuals and corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Argued That “Political Speech Should Be Unfettered” Because It Is A “Free Speech Right” And 

“First Amendment” Issue 

 

Argued That “Political Speech Should Be Unfettered” Because It Is A “Free Speech Right” And 

“First Amendment” Issue. “I’m running for Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that the 

every single so-called campaign finance reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for the last 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/july-17-2013-common-ground-alliance-faso-casey/
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40 years has resulted in more money being spent in the political process. … There’s always been the right 

of individuals to participate in the political process, and wealthy individuals obviously have taken 

advantage of that. But it’s a free speech right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political speech should 

be unfettered. I think it also should be disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the organizations that engage 

in the politics but who don’t disclose who their donors are. I think that’s wrong. But the concept that we 

should amend the First Amendment to give the government more control over political speech, I think 

would be calamitous for our country.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice. In June 

2016, when asked about his thoughts on the argument that more money shouldn’t mean a louder voice, 

Faso said, “I think that it defies logic and common sense to think that; if that is a perceived problem, you 

don’t solve it by having the government control political speech more.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

32:40-34:45, 6/27/16] 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence 

The Outcome Of An Election 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence 

The Outcome Of An Election. In 2014, when asked if it was more important to protect the political 

integrity of government than allow rich donors like “the Koch brothers to spend money influencing the 

outcome of a Senate election in North Carolina,” Faso said, “Under the First Amendment, you can’t put a 

limit on it.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 36:20, 4/07/14]  

 

Opposed Getting Rid Of Outside Groups That Influence Elections; Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The 

Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through Independent Expenditures” And 

“Corporations … Can Participate” 

 

Opposed Getting Rid Of Outside Groups That Influence Elections. In April 2014, when asked about 

getting rid of outside groups that influence elections, Faso said, “No. This is what you do: simply allow, 

you go back to having complete disclosure, immediate transparency.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

31:14-31:25, 4/07/14]  

 

Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through 

Independent Expenditures” And “Corporations … Can Participate.” In July 2013, Faso said, “The 

fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, that’s what the reformers have been 

trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been utterly unsuccessful because of the 

First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to influence the process through 

independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in the U.S. and individuals and 

corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Have Reduced Donation Limits To 

Politicians And Outlaw Soft Money, Argued That Big Money Donors And Politicians “Will Find 

Loopholes. ‘Political Money Is Like Water Running Downhill. It Will Find The Path Of Least 

Resistance. It Always Has. It Always Will.’” 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Reduce Donation Limits To Politicians And 

Outlaw Soft Money, Argued That Big Money Donors And Politicians “Will Find Loopholes. 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.wcny.org/july-17-2013-common-ground-alliance-faso-casey/
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‘Political Money Is Like Water Running Downhill. It Will Find The Path Of Least Resistance. It 

Always Has. It Always Will.’” “The reform bill would also lower contributions to party campaign 

committees from $76,000 to $7,500, outlaw virtually unlimited ‘soft-money’ donations to political party 

‘housekeeping accounts’ and reduce individual donations to $1,000 for Assembly races and $4,000 for 

statewide races. Candidates accepting public funding would be eligible for $2 for every $1 they raise up to 

$1,000 in aid per individual contribution. … ‘This would not cleanse, sanitize, make pure or pristine the 

state of the political system,’ said Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, arguing big 

money donors and politicians will find loopholes. ‘Political money is like water running downhill. It will 

find the path of least resistance. It always has. It always will.’ [Times Union, 5/03/01] 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Reduce Contributions To Party 

Committees By $69,000, Described It As A “Tired Old Chestnut.” “Saying they wanted to ‘give 

average citizens a voice,’ Democrats in the Assembly unveiled a sweeping campaign finance reform 

package yesterday. The proposal, which was immediately panned by Republicans and has little chance 

of becoming law, would … limit contributions to party committees to $7,500, down from $76,500. 

The legislation was proposed less than a month after the Democrat-led Assembly refused to accept a 

Senate proposal banning most gifts from lobbyists. Assembly Minority Leader John Faso (R-

Kinderhook) slammed the proposal, calling it a ‘tired old chestnut that asks the taxpayers to pay for 

solutions to problems created by politicians.’” [Daily News, 1/13/00] 

 

2014: Donated $400,000 To American Crossroads 

 

2014: Donated $400,000 To American Crossroads. In 2014, New York 2014 donated $400,000 to 

American Crossroads, the super PAC led by Karl Rove. [FEC, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

New York 2014 Spent More Than $1 Million On Congressional Race Alongside American 

Crossroads. “American Crossroads, a PAC associated with former George W. Bush adviser Karl 

Rove, and New York 2014, a super PAC headed by 2006 gubernatorial candidate John J. Faso, spent 

more than $1.2 million on the primary campaign between Ms. Stefanik and Matthew A. Doheny. 

[Watertown Daily Times (New York), 10/9/14]  

 

2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC And Refused To Say Who Was Financing It. “New York 

2014, a super PAC started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will 

support Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which 

candidates or how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. 

‘We are going to look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a 

‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily 

News ) The PAC made its first independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media 

buy supporting businesswoman Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time 

candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 5/22/14] 

  

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?14952762236
http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20141009/DCO/141008422
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Protecting Wall Street At Expense Of Middle Class 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Said privatizing Social Security could be a “boon” for Wall Street 

 

 Refused to call for jail sentences for Wall Street bankers and avoided blaming banks 

for their role in the financial crisis, blamed government for the crisis 

 

 Twice voted against bills that sought to rein in sub-prime mortgage lenders 

 

 Consistently opposed efforts to increase the minimum wage, cast 7 votes against such 

legislation 

 

 Proposed cutting taxes for corporations and banks, touted the fact that the dividends 

and capital gains tax cuts “helped Wall Street” 

 

 1998: Proposed tax cuts for banks 

 

 Did not dispute the fact that his tax cuts would mostly benefit the wealthy 

 

 Voted against bill to require companies that received government funds to meet 

established goals or else pay the money back, prevent companies from leaving the 

state after receiving such funding 

 

 2011-12: Lobbied on behalf of payday lending industry as it pushed for less 

regulations on high-interest loans 

 

 2016: Indicated support for Trans Pacific Partnership if a future administration is 

allowed to negotiate it and giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority 

 

 Ridiculed settlements against AIG and a stock exchange executive as “bogus” and 

“phony” 

 
 

2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street 

 

2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street. “A second Bush term will 

also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The president supports the 

notion of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social Security taxes is invested 

in individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such a system could be a boon 

to Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically vote against Bush 
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initiatives in this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local industry and the jobs it 

creates.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

Refused To Call For Jail Sentences For Wall Street Bankers And Avoided Blaming Banks For 

Their Role In The Financial Crisis, Blamed Government For The Crisis 

 

Refused To Call For Jail Sentences For Wall Street Bankers And Avoided Blaming Banks For 

Their Role In The Financial Crisis, Blamed Government For The Crisis. In July 2016, when asked 

about his thoughts concerning the sentiment that bankers got away with murder and should be jailed, Faso 

said, “I think one of the things we have to look at, one of the ironies is that in light of the fiscal crisis, 

some people say, ‘Oh, it was just the banks’ fault and too big to fail, etc.’ The irony is, post Dodd-Frank, 

we’ve gone from seven or eight major banks to four major banks. We’ve had massive consolidations of 

mid-level and small-level banks. So, this is, what happened, big government has created a regulatory 

system that, frankly, you can only survive if you’re very big. And so, one of the ironies is that people who 

say, ‘Well we should break up banks, etc.,’ the very policies they’re pursuing have resulted in more 

consolidations in the banking sector, and I don’t necessarily think that’s healthy. It wasn’t just banks. 

They were aided and abeded, fostered by government and the Fannie and Freddie.” [John Faso on WAMC 

Radio, 11:49-13:09, 7/21/16] 

 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Addressed Abuses In The Sub-Prime 

Lending Market, Protected Consumers From Predatory Lenders, Closed Loopholes For Lenders, 

And Provided Additional Disclosures For Consumers 

 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Protected Consumers From Abuses In The 

Sub-Prime Lending Market. “An act to amend the banking law, in relation to high-cost home loans; to 

amend the general business law, in relation to the responsibilities of home improvement contractors; and 

to amend the real property actions and proceedings law, in relation to notice to the mortgagor or owner in 

a foreclosure action and the foreclosure of high-cost home loans[.] … The intent of this bill is to protect 

consumers against abuses in the sub-prime lending market.” [A07828, 7/17/01; A11856, 6/25/02] 

 

Bill Sought To Address Abuses In The Sub-Prime Lending Market, Protect Consumers From 

Predatory Lenders, Close Loopholes For Lenders, And Provide Additional Disclosures For 

Consumers. “New York State has recently witnessed a proliferation of financial institutions offering 

high-interest rate home equity loans to individuals who, for various reasons, are unable to secure loans 

at prime market rates. This practice, referred to as sub-prime lending, refers to credit extended to 

borrowers with higher probable default risk than traditional bank customers. However, a growing 

number of consumer complaints and recent litigation involving sub-prime lenders have raised 

concerns about the existence of predatory lending practices in the sub-prime market. While many sub-

prime lenders provide a viable option for individuals who are unable to secure loans in the prime 

market, recent allegations suggest that certain sub-prime lenders may be unscrupulously targeting 

senior citizens and persons living in minority communities who have substantial equity in their homes. 

… It is believed that recently enacted State regulations provide too many loopholes for lenders who 

are in fact engaging in predatory lending. As a result, this legislation attempts to close many of the 

loopholes by prohibiting practices frequently used by predatory lenders.  This legislation also provides 

additional disclosures to consumers, counseling when applying for a high-cost home loan, and 

affirmative defenses in the case of foreclosure.” [A07828 Bill Justification, 7/17/01; A11856 Bill 

Justification, 6/25/02] 

 

http://wamc.org/post/capitol-connection-1630#stream/0
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Consistently Opposed Efforts To Increase The Minimum Wage, Cast 7 Votes Against Such 

Legislation 

 

1995-2000: Cast 7 Votes Against Raising The Minimum Wage. From 1995 to 2000, Faso cast 7 votes 

against increasing the minimum wage. [New York State Assembly, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

Bill # Title Date 

Vote Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso 

Vote 

A05804B 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1995 6/28/1995 88/53 NAY 

A05804C 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1996 4/15/1996 76/69 NAY 

A05804C 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1996 4/15/1996 96/48 NAY 

A07892 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to $5.15 per 

hour on and after September 1, 1997 7/15/1997 133/11 NAY 

A07892A 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to $5.15 per 

hour on and after September 1, 1998 3/2/1998 136/10 NAY 

A10080 

Raises state minimum wage from $5.15 to $6.75 on and after 

1/1/2001; provides for increases on or before 1/1/2002 and 

annually thereafter based on state average wage 6/7/2000 120/24 NAY 

 

2000: Opposed Increasing The Minimum Wage To $6.75. “The state Assembly on Wednesday passed 

legislation that would raise New York’s hourly minimum wage by $1.60 starting January 2001. The 

measure, approved 120-24 by the Democrat-dominated Assembly, would increase the minimum wage 

from $5.15 to $6.75 beginning Jan. 1, 2001. … Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, who voted against 

the measure, said increasing the minimum wage to that level will just ‘drive people out of employment. 

Small businesses employers won’t be able to employ low-wage people who need it,’ the Columbia 

County Republican said. ‘I question if it makes sense econometrically.’” [AP, 6/07/00]  

 

2016: Claimed A $15 Minimum Wage Would Kill Small Businesses. “Cuomo’s $15 minimum wage is 

going to kill small businesses.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 4:11]  

 

2012: Argued Against The Minimum Wage By Claiming That Tax Credits Allow Families To 

Keep More Of Their Pay. “Minimum Wage Polls show that New Yorkers, when asked about raising 

the minimum wage, are strongly in favor …While the idea may be popular, is it really a good idea? … 

The discussion on raising the minimum wage rarely considers the fact that most heads of households 

with children are eligible for federal and state earned income tax credits, which greatly increase their 

take-home pay. It is doubtful that most New Yorkers responding to polls are even aware of the 

beneficial impact of these tax credits upon low-wage workers. The state tax credits alone cost our 

taxpayers almost $1 billion per year. The federal tax credits cost taxpayers an additional $3.5 billion. 

It all goes to boost incomes of low-wage families in New York.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 

12/17/12]  

 

2016 & 2006: Proposed Cutting Taxes For Corporations 

 

2016: Proposed Cutting Federal Corporate Tax Rate By 15 Percent. In 2006, according to his 

campaign website, Faso said, “Corporate tax reform should also lower maximum corporate tax rates. Our 

country’s corporate tax rate of 35% is one of the highest in the world. There is bipartisan agreement 

among economists and even in Washington that we should make our rate more competitive but they have 

failed to act. A US corporate rate of 20% with fewer loopholes and deductions will encourage US 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=4m11s
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Economics-of-minimum-wage-4125676.php
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companies to invest based upon expected economic return instead of where investments are motivated 

only by tax considerations.” [Faso for Congress website, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

2006: Proposed Cutting Taxes For Corporations. In 2006, according to his gubernatorial campaign’s 

website, Faso proposed reducing the corporate tax rate “from 7.5 percent to 6.5 percent.” [John Faso 

Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06]  

 

1998: Proposed Tax Cuts For Banks 

 

1998: Proposed Tax Cuts For Banks. “Faso and Farrell both agreed that the budget contains provisions 

that will be helpful to business, including a cut in the top corporate income tax bracket to 7.5% from nine 

percent. But Faso added the state should have cut taxes on banks in order to make New York a more 

attractive location for financial institutions to be headquartered, especially as the merger trend in the 

industry continues.” [The Bond Buyer, 4/16/98] 

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends; Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains 

Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street”  

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends. “I’ve proposed the first state in the 

nation, we should be the first state in the nation to completely eliminate taxation of capital gains and 

dividends.” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 22:00-22:07, 10/12/06] 

 

Praised President George W. Bush’s Capital Gains Tax Cut. “Mr. Faso, who narrowly lost to Mr. 

Hevesi when both men ran for the seat being vacated by Carl McCall in 2002, observed that Mr. 

Hevesi recently has taken some swipes at President George W. Bush’s capital-gains tax cut, which 

Mr. Faso said has been ‘a real revenue generator for the state.’” [New York Observer, 3/20/06] 

 

Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street.” “The dividend and capital gains 

cuts have been tremendous spurs to state and city revenue, by the way. And they’ve also helped Wall 

Street, which is the biggest spur and develop.” [John Faso on City Talk, 24:44, 5/23/06] 

 

Did Not Dispute The Fact That His Tax Cuts Would Mostly Benefit The Wealthy 

 

Did Not Dispute The Fact That His Tax Cuts Would Mostly Benefit The Wealthy. “The Faso 

campaign does not dispute Mr. Spitzer’s assertion that most of dollars from the income tax cuts will flow 

to the richest taxpayers, but it emphasizes that the Faso plan would also fully exempt from taxation 

individuals with incomes of $25,000, or families with incomes of $50,000.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Require Companies That Received Government Funds To Meet 

Established Goals Or Else Pay The Money Back, Prevent Companies From Leaving The State After 

Receiving Such Funding 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Required Companies That Received State Funding To 

Fulfill Terms Of Agreement. “The intent of this legislation is to establish clear requirements for 

companies applying for publicly funded state assistance, to ensure that companies receiving such 

assistance fulfill the terms of economic development contracts, and, during the application process for 

such funds, provide information regarding workplace safety standards, environmental standards and fair 

labor practices.” [A07931A Bill Subject and Purpose, 6/19/98] 

 

https://johnfaso.com/new-york-future/jobs-and-growth-for-upstate/
https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMd-xjSSdvs
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Bill Was Meant To Prevent Businesses That Received State Funding From Leaving The State 

Or Not Fulfilling Its Obligations. “Businesses that receive financial incentives from the state and 

subsequently leave the state or otherwise fail to meet agreed upon targets for job creation, job 

retention or other performance objectives should be required to pay back their debt and refund money 

provided for such purposes.  Further, candidates for publicly funded economic development assistance 

can be considered a state investment in the creation and retention of important jobs and should be 

required to maintain certain workplace safety standards, environmental standards and fair labor 

practices.” [A07931A Bill Justification, 6/19/98] 

 

2011-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Payday Lending Industry As It Pushed For Less Regulations On 

High-Interest Loans 

 

2011-12: Was A Lobbyist For The Financial Service Centers Of America (FiSCA) And New York 

(FSCNY). According to the U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database and the New York State Joint 

Commission on Public Ethics, Faso was a registered lobbyist for the Financial Service Centers of 

America and New York in from 2011 to 2012. Below are tables detailing Faso’s lobbying history on 

behalf of these clients. [U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database, accessed 9/02/16; New York State 

Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

2012: Federal Lobbying 

Registrant 

Name Client Name Filing Type 

Amount 

Reported 

Date 

Posted 
House(s) of Congress and Federal 

Agencies 

Specific Lobbying 

Issues 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

SECOND 

QUARTER 

REPORT $40,000 7/17/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, Small 

Business Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislation and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

THIRD 

QUARTER 

REPORT $40,000 10/22/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, Small 

Business Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments by 

check. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

FOURTH 

QUARTER 

REPORT $50,000 1/22/13 

U.S. SENATE, U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, Treasury - 

Dept of, Small Business 

Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments by 

check. 

 

2011-12: New York State Lobbying 

Lobbyist Name Client Name 

Subjects on Which You 

Lobbied 

Person, State Agency, 

Municipality or Legislative 

Body Lobbied 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips 

LLP/New York City 

Financial Service Centers 

Of New York, Inc. 

Issues regarding financial 

services programs NYC DCA 

 

Described As The Trade Association For The Check Cashing Industry. According to the Financial 

Service Centers of America’s website, “Financial Service Centers of America (FiSCA), established in 

1987, is the oldest national trade organization representing more than half of the nation’s financial service 

center providers, with member locations in communities across the country. Financial service centers 

offer a wide array of basic financial services to millions of Americans including check cashing, money 

transfers, money orders, bill payments and small dollar, short-term loans.” According to the website for 

https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EAEmFtXXTVjTSMwoP2N06tq2sJwb79bebkGon0jUe25Z89cdTi7V0SXealnpUqow98v3%2feQtMVz6vr36dqpCVLe%2bDbQeFeIOulKyKv0Fccbl3do1K4cup8twDdSVZQiTULI2Qp%2b7zCdAuIZlC0qH%2fhlK5f9V9zPGcKpJdrrBJyTW7RWl8zmrdYvhCxh7IGZ2tKiDArjhpYd6bpgty9d2biH5kRTBYIyxhGsrTM6t2oBTeUGJPUk73zIaoZuYWjINS5uUPTtrdzyZWZ9CHCSUFb%2b0xBEHjoi7CZ0QBU%2ffwLAkxD6SP5JrRaI%2bU%2fl2jqArhQ%3d%3d
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=70be8a0b-e0bb-42da-aa00-f4efa5a18ddb&filingTypeID=60
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=c065cc67-f296-4f96-9216-3f796c445929&filingTypeID=69
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=1fcb9f7d-7302-448b-b46d-e07b2d2bf619&filingTypeID=78
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the Financial Service Centers of New York, “Financial Service Centers of New York is the professional 

trade association representing New York's licensed check cashing industry since 1957. The industry is 

comprised of approximately 110 companies operating nearly 530 storefront check cashing locations 

throughout the State. The industry employs more than 4,000 people.” [Financial Service Centers of 

America, accessed 9/02/16; Financial Service Centers Of New York website, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

Non-Depository Businesses Include Payday Lenders. “A nonbank – or non-depository business – is a 

company that offers or provides consumer financial products or services but does not have a bank, thrift, 

or credit union charter. Nonbanks include companies such as mortgage lenders, mortgage servicers, 

payday lenders, consumer reporting agencies, debt collectors, and money services companies. Under the 

Dodd-Frank Act, the CFPB has authority to supervise any nonbank that it has reasonable cause to 

determine is posing a risk to consumers based on complaints or other information it receives. This is in 

addition to overseeing nonbanks, regardless of size, in certain specific markets of: mortgage companies 

(originators, brokers, and servicers including loan modification or foreclosure relief services); payday 

lenders; and private education lenders. And it is in addition to CFPB’s authority to supervise the larger 

players, or “larger participants,” in other markets, such as those included in an initial proposal published 

earlier this year.” 

 

2011: FSCNY Lobbied New York City’s Department Of Consumer Affairs On Bill That Would 

Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Loans Set At Interest Rates Higher Than The 25 Percent 

Cap Mandated By State Law. “A bill that would allow check cashers to issue short-term loans passed 

through the State Senate Banking Committee late last month. If the bill passes, it would guarantee check 

cashers a profit and allow the State Banking Commissioner to set interest rates higher than the 25 percent 

interest rate cap allowed by New York State law. … New Yorkers for Responsible Lending--a coalition of 

151 groups including AARP, Legal Aid Society and the Empire Justice Center--opposes the bill 

(S.3841/A.7047), as does the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs. These critics say that the 

Financial Service Centers of New York or FSCNY (formerly the Check Cashers Association of New 

York) is attempting to take advantage of the credit problems of poor people as a backdoor way to provide 

high-interest payday loans, which are outlawed in New York State. ‘This state’s interest-rate cap is the 

single greatest protection consumers enjoy. The idea that we’d blow open that interest cap for one 

industry is nuts,’ says New York City Department of Consumer Affairs Commissioner Jonathan Mintz. 

‘New York City strongly opposes this bill. These are absolutely 'payday' loans, and to call them anything 

else is disingenuous.’ … Based on the first part of the FDIC definition, the loans permitted by the new 

law appear would look very much like payday loans. The New York bill proposes small-dollar loans, 

between $300 and $2,000, or 25 percent of a borrower's gross income, whichever is less. These loans 

allow borrowers 90 to 180 days to repay their debt, and can be paid in installments (which is short-term, 

but less so than the typical payday loans which is usually paid back after only two weeks). There are no 

assets that the borrower is using as collateral against the loan, and the loan is not underwritten.” [City 

Limits, 5/31/11] 

 

2013: FSCNY Lobbied To Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Short-Term, High-Interest 

Loans. “Check-cash stores across the city want to offer a new kind of loan that would charge 

borrowers the equivalent of up to 200% interest, critics say — eight times the current limit set by state 

law. The stores are leaning on state lawmakers to legalize the loans, and they have have given 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaign contributions hoping their case will be heard. On 

Tuesday, their trade group, the Financial Service Centers of New York, organized an ‘Albany Blitz’ to 

sway lawmakers. But opponents — including the Bloomberg administration — charge that the loans 

represent predatory lending. … The proposed legislation, the Short-Term Financial Services Loan 

Act, would let the operations make 90- to 180-day loans of $300 to $2,000. … But critics say the 

https://www.fisca.org/
http://www.fscny.org/?controller=home&action=whoweare
http://citylimits.org/2011/05/31/albany-bill-would-let-check-cashers-provide-loans/
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legislation would allow check-cash stores to bypass state usury laws and charge triple-digit annual 

percentage rates in interest and fees. For a $300 loan, the interest and fees could total an APR of over 

200%, and for a $2,000 loan, more like 50%, said Sarah Ludwig of Neighborhood Economic 

Development Advocacy Project.” [New York Daily News, 4/23/13] 

 

2012: FiSCA Opposed Legislative Efforts To Reduce Interest Rates On Payday Loans. “Several 

members in both houses of Congress have introduced legislation that would impact the ability of industry 

to offer small dollar credit by imposing artificially low interest rate caps on these products. Certain bills in 

Congress, such as Senator Durbin’s S. 500, would cap the annual interest rate at 36%. Why the 36% APR 

cap on PDA loans will ruin the industry[.] There are many critics of short-term, small dollar loans, or 

payday advances, who claim that capping at 36% the Annual Percentage Rate that can be charged on 

these products will help consumers while allowing the industry to continue offering the product. Nothing 

could be further from the truth. The reality is that a 36% cap will put much of the industry out of 

business.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: FiSCA Argued That Payday Loans Helped Consumers And Fared Better Financially 

Than Those Without Such Access. “Payday advances (PDAs) are small, short-term cash advances, 

typically of $500 or less. In recent years, PDAs have become an increasingly popular choice for 

American consumers in need of small dollar, short-term credit and 35 states have laws permitting 

these loans. … Why do people take out payday advances? PDAs help customers bridge the 

unexpected need for short-term credit when other options are not available. Very often a PDA is less 

costly to the consumer than the other available options, such as incurring late fees, bouncing a check, 

utilizing overdraft protection or obtaining a credit card advance. Recent studies have proven that 

consumers who use PDAs as a tool to help meet their monetary obligations fare better financially than 

consumers who do not have PDAs as an option.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service 

Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Cracked Down On Payday Lenders That Employed 

Aggressive Debt Collection And Unauthorized Debits On A Customer’s Checking Account. “The 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau unveiled details Thursday about how it intends to examine payday 

lenders as Director Richard Cordray vowed to crack down on certain payday lending practices. … With 

the appointment of Cordray as its first director, the CFPB has moved quickly to assert its authority to 

regulate nonbanks, including payday lenders of any size. Cordray said the agency is already aware of 

some payday lenders engaged in practices that are clearly illegal and present immediate risk to consumers, 

including unauthorized debits on a person's checking account and aggressive debt collection tactics. … 

The bureau will also move immediately to stop illegal practices, Cordray warned. One example is 

unauthorized debits on a customer's checking account, which can occur when the consumer is dealing 

with a company hidden behind the payday loan. The agency said that the company advertising the loan 

may not be the same as the actual lender, and could sell the customer's sensitive information to a 

potentially fraudulent individual. Another example is aggressive debt collection practices, including 

lenders or debt collectors posing as federal officials, threatening borrowers with criminal prosecution, 

trying to improperly garnish wages, and harassing the borrower, their friends, family or co-workers.” 

[American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “CFPB To Crack Down On Certain Payday Lending Practices” [American 

Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2012 Was The First Year That Payday Lenders Were Subject To Federal Examination And 

Supervision. “Although some state regulators have been examining payday lenders for compliance 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/check-cashing-stores-push-offer-200-apr-loans-article-1.1325661
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
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with state laws, they had not been subject to federal examination and supervision until now, even 

though they are subject to certain federal regulations. The exam procedures are comprised of five 

different ‘modules’ that cover a payday loan's lifecycle: marketing; application and origination; 

payment processing and sustained use; collections, accounts in default and consumer reporting; and 

third-party relationships. The marketing procedures direct examiners to compare English language 

advertisements to those in other languages, and identify any products or practices that are rewarded by 

incentive compensation programs. The application and origination procedures, meanwhile, focus on 

the process companies use to take and evaluate applications, while the payment processing section 

details methods an examiner must use to assess ‘roll-over’ or ‘back-to-back’ transactions, including 

the portrayal of payments options, fees and other disclosures. The guidance also directs examiners to 

look for potentially unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or practices. Although the manual offers 

standards that examiners should use when assessing such practices - particularly the new ‘abusive’ 

standard - it only uses the statutory language from Dodd-Frank.” [American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2011: FiSCA Moved Headquarters To Washington, DC, “Signaling That Federal Regulation Was 

An Increasing Focus Of Concern.”  “The payday loan industry ‘is spending big on politics in advance 

of expected scrutiny’ from the federal gov't's new financial watchdog agency. Top payday lenders ‘did not 

slack off last year,’ and the companies ‘have become a bigger source of campaign contributions for 

political candidates this election cycle,’ according to a report from CREW. Eleven big lenders and the two 

trade assns ‘representing the industry have increased their spending on lobbying’ from $730K in 2005 to 

$4.5M in 2011, according to CREW's report. One of the industry's main trade asss, the Financial Service 

Centers of America, moved its HQ to DC in 2011, ‘signaling that federal regulation was an increasing 

focus of concern.’” [The Hotline, 4/19/12] 

 

2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is Allowed To 

Negotiate It 

 

February 2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is 

Allowed To Negotiate It. In February 2016, when asked if he supported the Trans Pacific Partnership, 

Faso said, “Now on TPP and trade promotion authority, I think that the TPP, a lot of what Andrew and 

Bob said I agree with. The TPP is really meant to counter-balance China[.] … But the issue I have with 

the TPP frankly is the fact that I don’t trust any agreement like this that Obama would have negotiated. … 

But I do think its, in essence, ultimately the Congress has to be the one to approve it. I don’t trust Obama 

and this agreement, so I would be very reticent and opposed to what he is trying to do right now. Put it off 

to the next administration and Congress. I believe that would be a more prudent approach.” [Dutchess 

County Tea Party Debate, 46:34, 2/21/16] 

 

July 2016: Said He “Wasn’t Prepared To Support” TPP, Claimed He Was Still Studying It. 

“Gibson is a strong opponent of the massive trade deal known as the Trans-Pacific Partnership; he 

said he has a two-page critique of it. Faso said he's still studying it. As a congressman, Gibson was 

able to read the document; Faso is still waiting for the opportunity. ‘I’m not prepared to support it at 

this point,’ Faso said. ‘It will be left to the next president and congress to decide.’” [Register-Star, 

7/19/16] 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority. In July 2016, during a 

candidate forum, Faso said, “One piece that I think though is important in this discussion is the Congress 

can’t negotiate. You can’t negotiate trade agreements. The reason we have the structure that they have 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=46m38s
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done and it’s been in place since Reagan, the reason they have this trade structure is you can’t possibly 

have the individual legislatures of all these countries negotiating these things because nobody will put 

their last, best, final offer on the table. So the structure is the president has the authority to negotiate and 

Republican and Democratic presidents have had that authority to negotiate and some deals have been 

good for us and some haven’t. But that’s, give them the authority to negotiate but the Congress then has 

the up or down, yes or no vote. Otherwise you would have fifteen legislatures, for instance in this Trans 

Pacific Partnership arrangement, all trying to negotiate with themselves. No one would put their best final 

offer on the table. And having done many negotiations as a lawyer myself I know that that’s the way you 

have to do it.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 47:46]  

 

Described Settlements Against AIG And A Stock Exchange Executive As “Bogus” And “Phony”  

 

Claimed The AIG Settlement Was “Bogus” Despite It Being Worth $1.6 Billion. “Spitzer’s 

Republican opponent for governor called the action proof of a ‘the phony nature of many cases pursued 

by Eliot Spitzer.’ ‘It’s a steady, but sure unraveling of this bogus case,’ said Republican candidate for 

governor John Faso. He notes the case began with claims of criminal and civil charges and a threat of an 

indictment against the company. ‘This case produced the largest regulatory settlement for corporate fraud 

in history,’ Spitzer spokesman Darren Dopp said in a written statement. ‘If Mr. Faso thinks that’s ‘bogus,’ 

he’s definitely not on the side of investors or workers. AIG settled with regulators earlier this year for 

$1.6 billion, the largest single settlement with an individual company in history.’” [AP, 9/07/06] 

 

Called Spitzer’s Lawsuit Against Richard Grasso A “Phony Case.” “On Friday, Faso criticized 

Spitzer’s handling of a lawsuit against the former executive, Richard Grasso, in what Faso called a 

‘phony’ case. Faso’s criticism struck at the heart of Spitzer’s reform of Wall Street, a campaign that won 

him much of his international reputation as attorney general.” [Associated Press, 8/29/06] 

 

Richard Grasso Was Chairman Of The New York Stock Exchange Who “Resign[ed] In 

Disgrace” Over His $140 Million Compensation Package. “Sept. 17, 2003. Two years to the day 

after his finest hour, a bitter Dick Grasso resigns in disgrace. In the wake of such corporate scandals as 

Enron and WorldCom --with indignation at corporate excess at an all-time high--Grasso had 

negotiated a new contract giving him a staggering $140 million payout. The news has turned him from 

hero to goat: The man who is supposed to be setting the rules for corporate America has become 

instead a powerful symbol of corporate greed. For three weeks, Grasso has tried to hold on to his job, 

but as the public outcry over his pay has mushroomed, the exchange’s board--which approved his 

paycheck just 41 days earlier--has turned against him. After submitting his resignation at an 

emergency board meeting, Grasso slips out of the exchange for the last time.” [Fortune, 10/18/04]  

  

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=47m46s
http://archive.fortune.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2004/10/18/8188087/index.htm
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Bad For New York 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 1987-2002: Cast 132 votes to either increase taxes or extend tax increases; voted for 

“dozens” of bills that “hit state and local governments with additional costs” 

 

 Worked for controversial Constitution Pipeline project that could have used eminent 

domain to build pipeline; Faso had previously supported eminent domain as well 

 

 2007-12: Lobbied New York State for Tennessee Gas Pipeline on bills to limit 

greenhouse gas emissions and protect water sources; 2008-15: Tennessee Gas 

Pipeline failures caused $256,601 worth of property damage in New York 

 

 Opposed bipartisan effort to clean up the Hudson River by removing dangerously 

toxic chemicals that originated from General Electric plant; 2000-01: Accepted 

$12,000 from General Electric 

 

 Consistently proposed cutting funding for education or limiting such funding; 1995: 

Authored budget that froze aid to schools to pay for tax cuts 

 

 Opposed sending money to school districts for pre-k and to reduce class sizes; 

proposed cutting teacher salaries in order to avoid taxing ski lift tickets; voted against 

bill that would fund educational services for homeless children; Faso: I had “always 

been opposed to the Department of Education” 

 

 Defended cuts to education and a $250 per student tuition hike for city and state 

universities; supported budget that increased tuition by $400 per student, cut tuition 

assistance by $175 million, and shifted $100 million in costs to school districts  

 

 Did not support New York State combating abusive debt collectors; voted against 

creating consumer protection agency to hold insurers accountable for committing 

fraud and abuse 

 

 Voted against increasing pay for police and firefighters; proposed suspending Buffalo 

police officers’ pay raises 

 

 Supported fracking 
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 Authored budget that cut millions from New York’s Environmental Protection Fund 

and eliminated funding for water pollution control commissions 

 

 Voted against bills that would have provided more funding for environmental cleanup 

of hazardous waste sites and allow private citizens to take polluters to court, prevent 

water pollution  

 

 Voted to increase utility rates for consumers 

 

 Authored budget that cut $6.5 million from drug treatment and substance abuse 

programs to pay for tax cuts 

 

 Voted against expanding children’s health care to include dental, vision, mental 

health, and substance abuse 

 

 Opposed health insurance mandate that would have required better mental health 

coverage, argued that health insurance mandates “hurt” New Yorkers 

 

 Voted against taxing cigarettes to fund expanded health insurance and protecting 

children from toxic school materials 

 

 Despite claiming to have protected New York’s pension system, Faso consistently 

proposed eliminating pensions 
 

 Voted for “the two most expensive pension sweeteners in recent memory” that added 

billions to New York’s pension costs  

 

 Authored budget that was projected to cancel or delay “scores of road and bridge 

repairs” and cut funding for Metropolitan Transit Authority to pay for tax cuts; 

proposed increasing fares and tolls on drivers 

 

 1992: Authored gerrymandered redistricting plan 

 
 

1987-2002: Cast 132 Votes To Either Increase Taxes Or Extend Tax Increases 

 

1987-2002: Cast 132 Votes To Either Increase Taxes Or Extend Tax Increases. Between 1987 and 

2002, Faso cast at least 132 votes that allowed for the increase of taxes, imposed new taxes, or permitted 

previously enacted tax increases to continue. 

 

Voted 44 Times To Increase Taxes Or Impose New Taxes. Between 1987 and 2002, Faso voted 44 

times to increase taxes or impose new taxes in New York State. Below is a table that details these 

votes. [John Faso Voting Record, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/26/16] 
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Voted 88 Times To Extend Tax Increases. Between 1987 and 2002, Faso voted 88 times to extend 

previously enacted tax increases in New York. Below is a table that details these votes. [John Faso 

Voting Record, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/26/16] 

 

NOTE: For a detailed table of the bills Faso voted on, refer to the Tax section of this book. 

 

Voted For “Dozens” Of Bills That “Hit State And Local Governments With Additional Costs.” 
“Though Faso has offered several specific reforms affecting public employee expenses for state and local 

governments, he nevertheless backed many union-supported measures as minority leader of the Assembly 

from 1998 to 2002. Faso voted for dozens of bills that would, in one way or another, have hit state and 

local governments with additional costs to pay for things like pension sweeteners for certain workers, 

higher disability pay for others and mandatory binding arbitration for several different classes of 

employees, including Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority police and fire workers.” [Buffalo News, 

11/01/06] 

 

Worked For Constitution Pipeline Project That Could Have Used Eminent Domain; Faso Had 

Supported Eminent Domain In The Past As Well 

 

Consulted For Constitution Pipeline Project That Could Have Used Eminent Domain. “He worked 

as a public affairs consultant for the Constitution Pipeline project until 2015. That project was called off 

earlier this year. The pipeline would have run through parts of the congressional district Faso now seeks 

to represent. The Constitution Pipeline Co. paid Faso for his work on behalf of the Constitution Pipeline 

project. The proposed pipeline would have transported natural gas from Pennsylvania - which allows 

fracking - through New York State - which has banned fracking. The pipeline would have transported gas 

extracted from fracking. … Homeowners would have received compensation if the pipeline crossed their 

land. If they had not come to an agreement with the company, the resident’s land could have possibly 

been used anyway through eminent domain with compensation set by a court.” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Was Paid For His Work On Pipeline Project” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

Claimed The Constitution Pipeline Was “Needed” And “In The Public Interest.” “An application 

to federal regulators for a license to construct the proposed Constitution Pipeline won’t be submitted 

until the spring, a company representative said Wednesday. The statement from John Faso, a veteran 

of New York politics hired by the company to build support for the project, is the first public 

acknowledgement that the $750 million project has been delayed from an initial schedule targeting 

this month for license filing. Before meeting with the Schoharie Board of Supervisors on Wednesday 

night, Faso told The Daily Star he is confident that the pipeline’s application to the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission will make a compelling case that the transmission system is both needed and 

in the public interest. ‘That will be all documented in the filing,’ he said.” [The Daily Star, 1/17/13] 

 

2006: Faso “Cited The Need For Eminent Domain.” “GOP candidate John Faso, however, said 

government should have the power among its tools for economic development, but shouldn’t resort to it 

simply to transfer property to owners who would pay more taxes. He cited the need for eminent domain to 

take commercial properties including strip clubs and porno shops in the renewal of Manhattan’s 42nd 

Street. ‘Weld’s proposals would have precluded the redevelopment of 42nd Street,’ said Faso, the former 

Assembly minority leader, lawyer and one-time lobbyist.” [AP, 3/01/06] 

 

http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
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2006: Supported “Limited Use Of Eminent Domain.” “Mr. Faso also outlined plans for counties to 

control Medicaid and said he favors only limited use of eminent domain. … Mr. Faso reiterated his 

opposition to gay marriage and government funding of abortions for poor women and said he wanted 

more charter schools and a larger education tax credit. He said he favors eminent domain in some 

cases, but that property owners need to be protected from government seizures.” [New York Sun, 

5/10/06] 

 

2012: Supported Using Eminent Domain For The Constitution Pipeline. “Things normally slow down 

in the news business over the dog days of summer, although we don’t see any letup ahead, largely because 

of an upcoming flurry of activity involving the proposed $750 million Constitution Pipeline. … Along the 

tentative route for the controversial project, some 1,300 landowners would be potentially impacted, if the 

developers win approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. … At the Summit meeting, 

some residents voiced concern about the potential authority of the Constitution Pipeline to acquire 

property from uncooperative landowners’ through eminent domain proceedings. [A] lobbyist for the 

Constitution Pipeline, John Faso, the 2006 GOP nominee for New York governor, assured the gathering 

that those drawing the route want to avoid having the line run close to homes. Faso said any eminent 

domain proceeding would likely be limited to determining the amount of money the land owner should be 

paid for an easement, and would stop short of having the company try to take title of the property. In a 

rural area, where there is plenty of wiggle room for moving the pipe, he said, ‘It would be astonishing if 

we went to try to take a house.’” [The Daily Star, 6/17/12] 

 

2014: Constitution Pipeline Gained Eminent Domain Authority From The Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission. “The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has approved a major pipeline 

project that will impact the Southern Tier. After nearly two years of proposals, the Constitution Pipeline 

project got the go-ahead from FERC Tuesday afternoon. … However, there is still much opposition to 

this pipeline. Some landowners along the pipeline route say the decision was made without their best 

interests in mind. ‘I grow Christmas trees and I'm no longer going to be able to grow Christmas trees over 

the top of this pipe anymore,’ said Bruce Baxter, a Bainbridge resident. What has even more landowners 

upset is that FERC has granted the pipeline company eminent domain authority. ‘It's just not right, 

eminent domain, I paid for a piece of property and now wall street can come in and tell me just because 

you bought the piece of property doesn't mean you own it,’” [WBNG, 12/03/14] 

 

FERC: Companies Can Use Eminent Domain To Acquire Easements. According the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), projects that have been approved by FERC have the ability 

to use eminent domain powers to acquire easements from landowners who do not agree to give up 

their land. “Q: How do natural gas companies obtain a right-of-way? A: The company negotiates a 

right-of-way easement and compensation for the easement with each landowner. Landowners may be 

paid for loss of certain uses of the land during and after construction, loss of any other resources, and 

any damage to property. If the Commission approves the project and no agreement with the landowner 

is reached, the company may acquire the easement under eminent domain (a right given to the 

company by statute to take private land for Commission-authorized use) with a court determining 

compensation.” [Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, August 2015] 

 

FERC Granted Constitution Pipeline “Eminent Domain Power … To Acquire Easements.” “In 

December, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the agency in charge of approving interstate 

gas pipelines, gave Constitution its approval to build the brand-new 126-mile line from Susquehanna 

County to Schoharie County, New York. The FERC’s approval gave Constitution eminent domain 

power under the Natural Gas Act to acquire easements on properties it picked for the pipeline route.” 

[The Times-Tribune, 2/16/15] 

http://www.wbng.com/news/local/New-Pipeline-through-the-Southern-Tier-284675551.html
http://www.ferc.gov/resources/guides/gas/gas.pdf
http://thetimes-tribune.com/news/property-owners-brace-for-constitution-pipeline-eminent-domain-1.1833838
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2016: Constitution Pipeline Won Court Case To Use Eminent Domain To Take Family’s Land. 

“Megan Holleran lost the latest round of her long-running battle with the natural gas industry on Tuesday 

when men with chain saws began to fell trees on her family’s property to make way for an interstate 

pipeline. The pipeline’s builders, led by the Williams Companies, won court permission about a year ago 

to take some of the family’s land under eminent domain, a legal mechanism that is being pursued by other 

pipeline companies as they begin a massive build-out of Pennsylvania’s natural gas pipeline 

infrastructure. Landowners like the Hollerans are rejecting offers of compensation by pipeline builders 

who in some cases are going to court to seek eminent domain over the land.” [NPR, 3/02/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Property Owners Brace For Constitution Pipeline Eminent Domain” [The Times-

Union, 2/16/15] 

 

HEADLINE: “Maple Syrup Trees Cut To Make Way For The Constitution Pipeline” [NPR, 

3/02/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Syrup Business Can’t Stop Gas Pipeline From Cutting Trees Down: Courts” 
[New York Post, 2/21/16] 

 

2007-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline On Bills That Sought To Limit Greenhouse 

Gas Emissions And Protect Drinking Water Sources; 2008-15: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Failures 

Caused $256,601 Worth Of Property Damage In New York 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline. From 2009 to 2010, Faso lobbied on behalf of 

the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, a natural gas pipeline that runs through New York State. Below is a table that 

details Faso’s lobbying history for the pipeline.  

 

Bi-Monthly Report Compensation 
Person, State Agency, Municipality or Legislative Body 

Lobbied 

Bill, Rule, or Regulation 

Lobbied On 

January - February 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES.   

March - April 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

May - June 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

July - August 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

September - October 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

November - 

December 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

January - February 

2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A 

March - April 2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 A10003 

September - October 

2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S7962-C A11529 A11507B; 

S4315A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 A10003 

Total:      $90,000 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Multiple Bills That Would Have Instituted Limits On Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions. In 2009 and 2010, as a lobbyist for the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on multiple bills 

https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2016/03/02/maple-syrup-trees-cut-to-make-way-for-the-constitution-pipeline/
http://thetimes-tribune.com/news/property-owners-brace-for-constitution-pipeline-eminent-domain-1.1833838
https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2016/03/02/maple-syrup-trees-cut-to-make-way-for-the-constitution-pipeline/
http://nypost.com/2016/02/21/syrup-business-cant-stop-gas-pipeline-from-cutting-trees-down-courts/
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EIjIrunbx1BA%2biJUYnDS1BB85%2fNajeSgPN3ysDb2rfsFLX1sN6IyhMGvCqLOmqc6t%2fpvzZpBcOo1coJeBmstb6SjOAyJdd05ULP08AEkBUMl32lybLDUonJmhKtY7TlQ6Ss0HGE3qcOyvDTXP0SMm%2bUOqdZwx%2bqps6J8ZPZoF6ZIZoD5VqSFHmSEc3KDYvsX9taMjRNCkvWQnsN0PAZWmNANkoSs9oUTF1QpUSrcQz04e4rr7vauTiYK4%2b0Y2kCWM49BCiGO7QPb1BAFTrkLNGHZFyjRCjbpaE7R6J4m2p86FMIK6tStxKTohBXglGhLzA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EM3L6R%2fyTXRXUlHl%2fIIhxMbsEsry69VP0FKnX2QU3aW%2f21EUu0mHF0FaIFC9SNB0ExS%2btlxmmghjMNRZM3RYjDP3ACxkS0JcCMWMYenY2R3fNwAwv3rC3fqLRJbzVSUVujXakhMo659n%2f16T1E7rgJ9O6rmBLZDkeiKuSHhm17EdBMl0SukioL6zBE%2bI0L8asPNFiRaw8wfXQp7lPDYcSLBNo5VZgAmEL3fr%2bK6mkPj1LE1ruXqOXTlXozRLWKmKqZo5I3rDrwj9KMaOTv5iHHATY9HCsNUhL8EoQDx1gfxY0ZPGfBjwJdcleYI2%2bvpLTQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGu%2brWgkK13s%2bYU3SHpVIa%2fV6QTQGqK0ch4tsC2jb0952xYS6WwAVIF%2fUEj8uuXmDt512BEh%2fZ84T2z8QJ4Ys8uosQK4FvFLtENKkoocX%2b606emghouilD8BVnmxNaAXJCWq0LEyiSko6pCOOA1RLueVcJvcBtOA5Id6%2bB5CCz1OrkxJHlxiuUtYlgl%2bOyonJKgsHlWc2rmU%2bbtD8LS2hB55YUXUaEjzayzo8UAPBOPyP8lqmviPI0Gs04cVASaVmJ3EtQy%2by2ORobeury1Q0k%2fix8%2fFjtfBUlkvjKHJWx3ip2M%2bAEnCdYngQrY5Jzx9Yg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=ENnT%2bPJFp%2bM41v78yEQhXAGjfpahqMF%2f2H3XuN23sViwa1HhAYjjPmuqvPFGQ9sibGN%2fc1E6vvHLaydWMgciUV5kZsnvQ%2fQZCEd4pYfHaQq23dAZUujXzgPzBNBCENCzASb5bT4nVOEVg%2fHhy8JKD2BfXzxnlrPTcUN9wn0gVQDACSMCwHeJRtSzaWgIGUYu4WRxJWUzSKv4vXIJKORXt4MdMVtXBSqS6n6uq0ZSWTCBJxB24EmVWAE34IROqwzE%2bokEsUwuRFD%2bFcn7tMPryX1IYZ7MJYCkBt6stMHKWytRDe8m4ol8yhrffAYeQ4P4BA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
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that would have instituted limits on greenhouse gas emissions. According to the memorandum in support 

of bill number S4315, “SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: This bill would: … [R]equire the 

DEC, after a public hearing, to promulgate rules and regulations establishing a limit on greenhouse gas 

emissions; require the emissions limit to: be less than the aggregate level of emissions for 1990; - 

decrease by an additional twenty percent by 2020 and forty percent by 2030; and, - decrease by a 

percentage recommended by the climate action council and established by the Governor and legislature in 

2040; and be less than 80 percent of the initial limit by 2050[.]” According to bill number A7572, it 

“Relates to global warming pollution control; establishes greenhouse gas limits and a greenhouse gas 

reporting system.” [S4315, 6/18/10; A7572, 4/20/10] 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Would Have Authorized New York’s Department of Environmental 

Conservation To Regulate Freshwater Wetlands, Which Improve Drinking Water Quality And 

Reduce The Chance Of Pollution Contaminating Such Water Sources. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to protect water sources from pollution by 

authorizing New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to regulate freshwater wetlands. 

According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE:  To provide the Department of 

Environmental Conservation with 

regulatory authority over freshwater wetlands of one acre or more in size and other wetlands of significant 

local importance. … Wetlands improve drinking water quality by providing a buffer zone to intercept 

polluted run off before it contaminates our lakes, rivers and coastal waters. Wetlands act as natural water 

filters, absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus arid other contaminants before they infiltrate 

our drinking water. … New York's DEC is currently limited to regulating mapped wetlands of a size 

greater than 12.4 acres. If we 

do not protect New York's wetlands, we jeopardize our drinking water and property values. This 

legislation gives DEC the regulatory authority necessary to protect New York's wetlands by eliminating 

the mapping and reducing the size limitations on DEC's regulatory authority over wetlands.” [S4956, 

4/27/09] 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Sought To Strengthen Protections Of Freshwater Wetlands And 

Increase Penalties For Violators Who Adversely Affect Such Wetlands. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to safeguard drinking water sources through 

strengthened protections of freshwater wetlands and increased penalties for violators who adversely affect 

such wetlands. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill amends the 

Freshwater Wetlands Act contained in Article 24 of the Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) to: 

strengthen protections for freshwater wetlands that are no longer protected by federal law, increase 

penalties for freshwater wetlands violations, establish permit application fees, and update certain other 

provisions. … JUSTIFICATION: This bill contains many important amendments that strengthen New 

York’s freshwater wetland protection law. In most circumstances, small wetlands are not currently 

protected by the Department of Environmental Conservation. This bill would allow the DEC to regulate 

activities impacting smaller wetlands, as well as charge permit fees for activities that impact wetlands and 

fines and penalties for violators of freshwater wetlands act provisions. … Protection of wetlands is 

critically important for New York's environment and future. Wetlands are vital to areas that rely on 

surface water supplies and groundwater aquifers for drinking water, and act as natural water filters and a 

buffer zone, intercepting and absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus and contaminants 

before they infiltrate drinking water and contaminate lakes, rivers and coastal waters.” [S3998, 4/07/09] 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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2008-15: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Failures Caused $256,601 Worth Of Property Damage In New 

York. Between 2008 and 2015, the Tennessee Gas Pipeline incidents caused $256,601 worth of property 

damage in New York State.  

 

Date City State County Cause Sub Cause 

Property 

Damage 

(A) 

12/21/15 

West 

Winfield NY Herkimer 

Material/weld/equip 

failure Failure of equipment body $12,482  

11/27/13 La Fayette NY Onondaga 

Material/weld/equip 

failure 

Malfunction of control/relief 

equipment $88,817  

2/01/12 Carlisle NY Schoharie 

Material/weld/equip 

failure 

Compressor or compressor-

related equipment $104,300  

10/28/08 Cobleskill NY Schoharie All other causes Miscellaneous $51,002  

     Total $256,601  

[U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, accessed 

7/26/16] 

 

2001: Opposed Bipartisan Effort To Clean Up The Hudson River By Removing Dangerously Toxic 

Chemicals From General Electric Plant; 2000-01: Accepted $12,000 From General Electric Co.  

 

2001: Opposed Dredging The Hudson River To Remove Dangerously Toxic PCBs From General 

Electric Plant. “A group of 50 Democratic lawmakers has signed a letter in support of dredging the 

Hudson River that was sent Tuesday to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Christie 

Todd Whitman. … The letter is the latest in an avalanche of correspondence sent to the EPA from New 

York state lawmakers on the $460 million proposal to dredge General Electric Co. PCBs from the 

riverbed. Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno, Assemblyman John Faso and Assemblyman John 

Sweeney -- all Republicans -- have sent letters opposed to dredging.” [Times Union, 3/21/01]  

 

General Electric Strenuously Opposed Dredging Because It Would Cost The Company More 

Than $1 Billion. “Attorney General Eliot L. Spitzer sued General Electric today, the first time the 

state has ever taken the company to court over PCB contamination of the Hudson River, in an action 

that he says he hopes will open the door to many similar suits. … Environmentalists applauded the 

suit, predicting that it would put added pressure on G.E. to reach a settlement with the environmental 

agency for large-scale dredging of the river. The company strenuously opposes dredging, which could 

cost it more than $1 billion.” [New York Times, 11/16/99] 

 

Faso Was “Steadfastly” Against Bipartisan Effort To Remove PCBs From Hudson River 

Through Dredging. “When it comes to dredging the Hudson River, sometimes members of the same 

team are divided. The team in question? New York state’s Republicans. While Gov. George Pataki 

and U.S. Rep. Benjamin Gilman support the $460 million federal dredging proposal, U.S. Rep. John 

Sweeney, Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno and Assemblyman John Faso are steadfastly against 

it.” [Times Union, 4/16/01] 

 

PCBs Had Severe Impacts On Wildlife And The Hudson River, New Yorkers Were Warned 

Against Swimming In The River And Eating Fish From It. “PCBs were once a key ingredient in GE’s 

manufacturing of electrical components, but the substance has been linked to cancer in animals and 

studies have shown severe impacts on wildlife. PCBs were banned in the 1970s, but not before GE poured 

tons of it into these waterways from two plants along the river. As a result, people were warned against 

swimming and eating the fish. The Hudson became a symbol for sick and polluted rivers nationwide. Still, 

http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/operator/OperatorIM_opid_19160.html?nocache=6040#_Incidents_tab_3
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/11/16/nyregion/state-sues-ge-over-pollution-in-the-hudson.html?pagewanted=all
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when the cleanup was first proposed, it was surprisingly controversial. With advertising, GE convinced a 

lot of locals in places like Mechanicville that dredging would do more harm than good.” [NPR, 6/06/15] 

 

2000-01: Faso Accepted $12,000 From General Electric. Between 2000 and 2001, Faso accepted 

$12,000 from the General Electric Company.  

 
Contributor Amount Contr. Date Recipient 

GE ENERGY RENTALS, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GE PACKAGED POWER, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

INTERNATIONAL INC. 
$2,500 21-Dec-00 

FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GE ENERGY PRODUCTS, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

[New York State Board of Elections, accessed 7/25/16] 

 
Contributor Amount Contr. Date Recipient 

GE FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 

HOLDINGS, INC. 
$1,000 14-Jan-00 

CITIZENS FOR FASO 

GE CORPORATE $1,000 29-Jan-01 CITIZENS FOR FASO 

[New York State Board of Elections, accessed 7/25/16] 

 

Consistently Proposed Cutting Funding For Education Or Limiting Such Funding 

 

1995: Helped Write “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” ““Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

Wrote Budget Plan That Was Described As “Austerity.” “After that 1994 defeat, Mr. Faso did 

not sulk away and lick his wounds; he became head of the team that wrote Mr. Pataki’s first 

budget as governor, an austerity plan that is revered by Republicans far more than the 11 budgets 

that followed.” [New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

Helped Author Budget That Forced $3 Million In Cuts From Medicaid, $130 Million In Cuts 

From New York City Schools, And Increase Tuition Costs. “Looking back, almost gloating, Gov. 

Pataki said he was amazed how easy it was to restore the death penalty and pass the popular tax cuts 

in his first year in office. … ‘What we’re doing in this state is going to have a very profound impact.’ 

Perhaps most profound in New York City, where huge constituencies of hospital workers, school 

officials and Medicaid and Medicare recipients fear the Pataki budget ax. … The 1996 agenda, and 

Pataki’s sales pitch, which climaxes Wednesday in his State of the State speech, are based on nearly 

$2 billion in spending cuts that he’ll try to push through the Legislature. … Pataki’s main targets are 

welfare and Medicaid, but he also wants to slash funds for schools, drug treatment centers, youth 

programs, universities and mental health facilities. … Already, the spending cuts that Pataki is 

pushing for 1996 are facing fierce opposition from labor unions, the health care industry, educators, 

advocates for the poor and some members of the Legislature. Pataki’s allies say the critics exaggerate 

the impact of his cuts to keep the money flowing. ‘The constituencies that thrive on taking more 

money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ said Assemblyman John Faso (R-

Albany). … His Medicaid plan would yank more than $1 billion of state money out of the health care 

industry, the state’s largest private employer. It would also trigger about $2 billion in losses of federal 

and local matching funds to treat Medicaid patients. Industry leaders say the cuts, combined with deep 

http://www.npr.org/2015/06/06/412335354/once-feared-now-celebrated-hudson-river-cleanup-nears-its-end
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=99999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A00331&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=99999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
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Medicaid and Medicare reductions expected from Washington, would lead to hospital closings and 

tens of thousands of lay-offs, mainly in New York City. … Pataki’s $10 billion school aid proposal 

would cut $130 million in funds for New York City despite enrollment growing by more than 20,000 

students a year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and state university systems would lead to a $ 250 tuition 

increase on top of this year’s $ 750 hike.” [Daily News, 12/31/95] 

 

1997: Led The Opposition Of $2.4 Billion School Bond Act. “Opponents of New York’s $2.4 billion 

school bond act, which will go before voters Nov. 4, are saying the measure is far more vulnerable than 

last year’s successful environmental bond act because state lawmakers did not enact implementing 

legislation before ending their session Monday. … In the Democrat-controlled Assembly, which voted for 

the bond act 90 to 57, John J. Faso, R-Schoharie County, led the opposition. In recent interviews he said 

he will campaign against the act, both as bad policy for a state already supporting too much debt, and - 

because of the lack of implementing legislation - as a request that voters ‘accept on blind faith that the 

Albany political process will resolve this issue in a reasonable way.’” [The Bond Buyer, 8/07/97] 

 

2006: Proposed Cuts To Education Spending To Pay For Tax Cuts. “John Faso, an upstate 

Republican who is seeking his party’s nomination for governor, said yesterday that he would slow the 

growth of education spending and trim Medicaid to limit increases in the state budget. Faso said that 

education in particular is a bloated area of the state budget and he called for more productive use of 

education dollars, given the state’s high per-pupil spending. Turning to familiar GOP campaign rhetoric, 

the former Assembly minority leader said his austerity plan would also help pay for an array of tax cuts 

that he would implement if elected governor.” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Governor Candidate: Cut Education Bloat” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

2006: Said The “Most Important Thing We Can Do” For Schools Is “Trim Spending.” “Republican 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso said the state, instead of providing more money, should help the 

schools trim spending. ‘The most important thing we can do for the small-city schools as well as all other 

schools is to give them significant mandate relief,’ from laws that drive up the cost of pensions and 

construction and puts them at a disadvantage in labor negotiations, he said. ‘Simply providing more 

school aid into the existing system is not going to be a solution financially or educationally,’ he said.” 

[Poughkeepsie Journal, 9/28/06] 

 

2006: Op-Ed: Faso Said “Schools Should Be Placed Under More Fiscal Discipline.” “Republican 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso says schools should be placed under more fiscal discipline, unless 

voters in particular districts support exceeding certain caps.” [Op-Ed, Poughkeepsie Journal, 10/15/06] 

 

Faso: “State Already Pays Enough For Schools.” “Mr. Faso counters that the state already pays enough 

for schools -- $32 billion a year -- and does not get sufficient value.” [New York Times, 11/02/06] 

 

2006: Vowed To Cap School Spending Increases. “Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso said 

he would greatly expand the popular STAR property tax break, while capping school spending increases. 

‘We need to get a grip on the growth in local school spending,’ said Faso, a former Assembly minority 

leader from Columbia County. Under STAR, short for School Tax Relief, New Yorkers now get about 

$30,000 taken off the assessments on their homes for school tax purposes. Faso’s plan would gradually 

increase the exemption to $60,000, and up to $100,000 for qualifying seniors. … Since STAR began, 

however, school spending has continued to rise beyond the rate of inflation, said Faso. Along with a 

bigger tax break, Faso called for school districts to hold annual increases to 4 percent or inflation, 

whichever was lower.” [Times Union, 4/07/06] 
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Proposed Limiting Education Spending Increases. “Mr. Faso has proposed to limit education 

spending increases by school districts.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

Faso’s Plan Would Cost $7 Billion. “Mr. Faso, a former minority leader in the Assembly who left 

office in 2002, is the first candidate to link relief to an expansion of Mr. Pataki’s STAR program, 

which the governor started in 1997 and which will likely cost the state more than $4 billion this fiscal 

year. By year four of Mr. Faso’s plan, the state would be spending almost $7 billion on the program. 

He said he expected that economic growth in the state would pay for most of the added costs. 

‘Historic revenue growth over the next number of years will more than accommodate the anticipated 

increases in the STAR exemption,’ he said. In a separate interview, he added: ‘You don’t have a 

crystal ball, but we do have historical trends.’” [New York Sun, 4/07/06] 

 

2006: When Asked How He Would Address Illiteracy, Faso Suggested Taking Money Away From 

Teachers And Administrators. “Asked what he would do about illiteracy, he ended up arguing for more 

charter schools and a reform of labor laws that steer funds toward teachers and administrators.” [New 

York Times, 10/13/06] 

 

2010: Proposed Cutting K-12 Education Funding. “New York needs to cut state and local spending 

and get more for taxpayer dollars. This spending is largely focused on Medicaid, K-12 education, and 

public employee salaries and benefits. Actual cuts in state and local spending - and no further tax 

increases - must be the order of the day.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Newsday, 11/11/10] 

 

2011: Proposed Limiting Spending On Schools. In 2011, when an interviewer called out Faso for 

supporting a tax cap which would reduce funding for schools, Faso said, “The tax cap is a limitation on 

spending and how much the government can raise in order to promote spending. … Well, they have to do 

it within the means of the taxpayers. They’re saying simply that you can’t raise your taxes, which in 

essence means your spending, more than 2 percent in any given year and if you want to go above that, you 

have to put a specific proposal to the voters[.]” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 3:20-3:59, 4/25/11] 

 

 

 

2011: Supported Lower- And Middle-Income Schools Having To Do More With Less Compared To 

Wealthy Schools. In 2011, when an interviewer pointed out that Faso’s proposal to cap school taxes have 

historically impacted middle- and lower-income communities more than higher-income communities, 

Faso argued, “Not necessarily. They’re forced to be more economical in the way they deliver those 

services.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 4:10-4:48, 4/25/11] 

 

 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools Despite Growing Class Sizes.  “Gov. 

George E. Pataki said today that his proposed budget for the next fiscal year would freeze two of the 

largest forms of state aid to local communities. … He said he would freeze school assistance, the largest 

block of money that localities receive from the state, at $9.7 billion[.] … Mr. Pataki's proposal to freeze 

education aid, regardless of whether school systems have increased in size, could also hurt New York 

City, because its system is growing by 18,000 to 20,000 students a year.” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
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HEADLINE: “Pataki Budget Would Freeze Aid To Schools” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting Teacher Salaries In Order To Avoid Taxing Ski Lift Tickets 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting Teacher Salaries In Order To Avoid Taxing Ski Lift Tickets. “Cutting back 

on state help for teachers salaries would be one good way to avoid the need to tax lift tickets for skiers 

and other leisure activities, Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Wednesday. Faso and other 

legislators spoke to area ski enthusiasts who gathered at the Capitol to try to drive a few more nails into 

the coffin of a tax that Senate Republicans have pronounced dead. … Faso suggested the governor cut 

back on the state’s Excellence in Teaching program, under which the state provides aid to local school 

districts to increase teacher salaries.” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

NYSUT: “I Can’t Believe He’s Serious. … Ski Slopes Cannot Hope To Provide That Which We 

Take Out Of The Classroom.” “‘I can’t believe he’s serious,’ replied Peter Boespflug, spokesman 

for the New York State United Teachers. Boespflug said there is ‘no better way to attract the best and 

the brightest’ to teaching in New York schools and Faso should ‘rethink his position in light of our 

need to provide the state with a skilled work force. ... Ski slopes cannot hope to provide that which we 

take out of the classroom.’” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts For Pre-K And To Reduce Class Sizes 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts For Pre-K. “Assemblyman John J. Faso, the 

Republican minority leader, said he expected they would include several categories for programs 

championed by urban Democrats. Among those are funds for prekindergarten and reducing the size of 

elementary school classes, Mr. Faso said. ‘In many districts it’s just not practical to use pre-K and class-

size money,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘If the district decides they want to offer foreign language in early grades 

rather than pre-K, then why don’t we let them do that?’” [New York Times, 1/05/01] 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts To Reduce Class Sizes. “Assemblyman John J. 

Faso, the Republican minority leader, said he expected they would include several categories for 

programs championed by urban Democrats. Among those are funds for prekindergarten and reducing the 

size of elementary school classes, Mr. Faso said. ‘In many districts it’s just not practical to use pre-K and 

class-size money,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘If the district decides they want to offer foreign language in early 

grades rather than pre-K, then why don’t we let them do that?’” [New York Times, 1/05/01] 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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2016: Said He Had “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education” But That Does Not 

Mean He Opposes Pell Grants Or Aid For Children With Disabilities, Said K-12 Education Should 

Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government 

 

Said He Had “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education” But That Does Not Mean 

He Opposes Pell Grants Or Aid For Children With Disabilities. “I have always been against the 

Department of Education. When I was going to Georgetown Law School at night, I worked on the House 

Government Operations Committee, in 1979 or 80, when the Department of Education bill went through 

the committee. And I remember my office was right off the committee room, the main committee room, 

and I remember Democratic Congressmen coming in and a couple of Republican Congressmen, getting 

calls from Ham Jurden, who was Jimmy Carter’s Chief of Staff at that point, and they were getting 

promises for bridges or for other bills or things like that, and that’s how they passed the Department of 

Education bill. Because it was a thing for the National Education Association. So it really always stuck 

with me. I’ve always been opposed to the Department of Education; however, let me say this. I’m not 

gonna be, I’m not gonna say we should be against Pell Grants for needy students that helps them pay for 

their college education. That’s funded through the DOE and the biggest thing that effects all of our local 

school districts is the aid for children with disabilities.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 58:12, 

2/21/16]  

 

Said K-12 Education Should Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government. “Because 95 percent of 

the money that is spent K through 12 education in our country is coming from state and local sources. 

Now we all pay property taxes and we all recognize that in this state, and there are a lot of battles in 

Albany about that. But this should not be K through twelve education should not be a role of the federal 

government.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 59:48, 2/21/16] 

 

1995 & 1997: Authored Budget That Cut Higher Education Funding And Defended Cuts To 

Education And Tuition Hikes For City And State Universities; 2006: Stressed The Need For Tuition 

Assistance And Preventing Tuition Increases  

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $448 Million From Higher Education, Which Was Projected To 

Cause Tuition Increases And Larger Class Sizes. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a 

smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would 

reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … Officials from the state 

and city universities said the plans to cut money for higher education, $290 million for the State 

University of New York and $158 million for the City University of New York, would lead to higher 

tuitions, larger classes and faculty layoffs. ‘It presents budgetary problems of historic proportions for the 

State University,’ said the SUNY Chancellor, Dr. Thomas A. Bartlett.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Raised Costs On College Students And Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program. “Here are are a few areas in the 1995-96 budget that will affect a variety of groups: … State 

residents who attend the State University of New York or the City University of New York are in for a bit 

of sticker shock. Annual tuition, $2,650 for undergraduates at SUNY and $2,450 at CUNY, will rise by 

$750 next year. The SUNY and CUNY boards have the final say, but the cut in state aid is expected to 

force a tuition increase of that magnitude. Money for the state's student financial aid programs, the 

Tuition Assistance Program and the Aid to Part-Time Students program, will be cut from $610 million to 

$606 million. That will reduce the maximum annual grant for dependent children from $4,050 to $3,900. 

For independent children, the maximum grant will drop from $3,325 to $3,025 for freshman and 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=58m37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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sophomores and $2,575 for juniors and seniors. For graduate students, the maximum award will fall from 

$1,125 to $550.” [New York Times, 6/03/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: Defended Cuts To Education And A $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State 

Universities, Described Such Entities As “Constituencies That Thrive On Taking More Money 

From Taxpayers.” “Pataki’s main targets are welfare and Medicaid, but he also wants to slash funds for 

schools, drug treatment centers, youth programs, universities and mental health facilities. … Already, the 

spending cuts that Pataki is pushing for 1996 are facing fierce opposition from labor unions, the health 

care industry, educators, advocates for the poor and some members of the Legislature. Pataki’s allies say 

the critics exaggerate the impact of his cuts to keep the money flowing. ‘The constituencies that thrive on 

taking more money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ said Assemblyman John 

Faso (R-Albany). … Pataki’s $10 billion school aid proposal would cut $130 million in funds for New 

York City despite enrollment growing by more than 20,000 students a year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and 

state university systems would lead to a $250 tuition increase on top of this year’s $750 hike.” [Daily 

News, 12/31/95] 

 

1997: Supported Budget That Increased Tuition By $400 Per Student, Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program By $175 Million, And Shifted $100 In Costs To School Districts. “Emphasizing property tax 

cuts and school aid as the highlights of his proposed 1997-1998 budget, Gov. George Pataki unveiled a 

$66.1 billion plan yesterday that also would slash health care, cut higher education and continue his drive 

to shrink the size of state government. … In immediate terms the budget proposal also would mean tuition 

increases of $400 at the State University of New York and City University of New York - while the 

Tuition Assistance Program would be cut by $175 million. … And Pataki also has repeatedly tried to 

promote his budget with a $302 million boost in school aid. But again yesterday, his budget staff said that 

would be in part offset by about $100 million in costs that would be shifted to school districts from state 

and county governments. … Still, it was those school funding and tax initiatives that prompted the 

greatest praise for Pataki’s plan. … ‘This budget is a continuation of a promise to cut taxes and restrain 

spending,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who had headed Pataki’s budget staff during his 

transition into office in 1994.” [Newsday, 1/15/97] 

 

… But In 2006: Stressed The Need For Tuition Assistance And Preventing Students From Tuition 

Increases. “We need to reinforce the need for the Tuition Assistance Program, and that’s a program 

candidly Democrats and Republicans in Albany fight for and support. … I would want to guard and 

protect students against tuition increases[.]” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 14:55-16:07, 

10/12/06] 

 

… And In 2006: Called For More Financial Aid For State University Students. “And he called 

for stronger support for financial aid for state university students, yet he did not say how he would 

come by the money, since he has also promised not to increase state spending in his first budget.” 

[New York Times, 10/13/06] 

 

1994: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided More Education Services For Homeless 

Children 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/06/03/nyregion/albany-s-budget-the-impact-plan-will-leave-mark-on-every-resident.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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1994: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided More Education Services For Homeless 

Children. “The letter outlines Mr. Faso’s voting record on several bills under headings like ‘votes against 

women,’ ‘votes against honoring civil rights,’ and ‘votes against education.’ In some instances, Mr. Faso 

was the only member of the Assembly to vote against the legislation. … In 1994, Mr. Faso voted against a 

bill that would have provided more educational services, like bus transportation, for homeless children. … 

‘It means that I was the only one who really understood the issue and had the political gumption to vote 

against some nice-sounding but some thoroughly discredited idea,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Times, 

5/18/06] 

 

Was The Only ‘No’ Vote On Bill That Sought To Provide Funding For Education Services For 

Homeless Children. “During his 16 years in the State Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again 

against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, 

he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, 

voted against bills to … educate homeless children[.]” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2006: Did Not Support New York State Combating Abusive Debt Collectors; 1999: Voted Against 

Creating Consumer Protection Agency To Hold Insurers Accountable That Committed Fraud And 

Abuse 

 

2006: Did Not Support New York State Combating Abusive Debt Collectors. “Abusive debt 

collectors who shake people down for money need to be reined in, New York’s major-party candidates for 

governor said, while they prescribed different remedies. … John Faso, the Republican candidate, called 

the tactics of unscrupulous collectors ‘shocking’ but said that expanding state power was not the best way 

to combat them. Instead, existing federal penalties should be increased, and professional groups should 

examine the practices of law offices that collect consumer debts. ‘That would be preferable to a whole 

new regime of state authority,’ he said. However, Faso said that the state could also look at licensing 

collectors, who face no license requirement outside of Buffalo and New York City.” [Buffalo News, 

8/12/06] 

 

1999: Voted Against Creating Consumer Protection Agency To Hold Insurers Accountable That 

Committed Fraud And Abuse. “In 1999, Faso voted with a handful of Assembly Republicans against a 

measure that would have created an Office of Insurance Consumers Advocate to focus on fraud and 

abuse, require insurers to produce more data on complaints, require audits of companies to make sure they 

complied with a law against excessive profits, and other measures. Faso was among nine votes against the 

bill in the Democrat-controlled Assembly. The Republican-controlled Senate rejected the measure and it 

didn’t become law.” [AP, 9/14/06] 

 

1996: Voted Against Increasing Pay For Police And Firefighters; 2003: Proposed Suspending 

Buffalo Police Officers’ Pay Raises  

 

1996: Voted Against Increasing Pay For Police And Firefighters. “The New York State Legislature 

voted today to override Gov. George E. Pataki’s veto of a bill that will help New York City’s police 

officers and firefighters win larger pay raises, utterly rejecting the pleas of Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani 

and his ally on this issue, Mr. Pataki. … Following is a list of state lawmakers who voted not to override 

the veto of a bill that will help New York City police and firefighters win larger pay raises. …  John J. 

Faso, Republican, West Coxsackie.” [New York Times, 2/13/96] 

 

2003: Proposed Suspending Buffalo Police Officers’ Pay Raises. “At one point, board member John J. 

Faso said the city may have to consider suspending raises that police officers are scheduled to receive 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-22997814.html
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next year under a new contract that was approved before the board was created. Freezing police wages 

would save the city nearly $2.5 million next year. ‘As we go forward, all of these things in my view will 

have to be on the table,’ said Faso.” [Buffalo News, 10/08/03] 

 

Buffalo PBA: Challenging Raises Would Be An “Injustice.” “An official from the police union 

said it would be an injustice if the control board tries to challenge the raises. ‘It would be devastating 

and counterproductive,’ said John J. Juskiewicz, first vice president of the Police Benevolent 

Association. ‘Why tinker with something that is going along fine?’” [Buffalo News, 4/02/04] 

 

2016: Supported Fracking 

 

Supported Fracking. “Asked about his favorite alternative energy source, Faso said, ‘Clearly natural gas 

is cleaner than oil. Every state has to be ‘all of the above,’ renewables, wind, solar. Nuclear is ideal from a 

carbon dioxide standpoint. The increases in natural gas and the price decllines have meant a 20 percent 

drop in CO2 emissions because of the increased use of natural gas for electrical generation, replacing 

coal.’ … ‘I’m in favor of a strictly regulated production of natural gas, which has benefited the economy 

of the country and the state,’ Faso said. ‘New York is increasingly reliant on natural gas, and will be. 

Everything like this has to be under strict environmental (regulations).’” [Register-Star, 6/08/16] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Millions From New York’s Environmental Protection Fund 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Millions From New York’s Environmental Protection Fund. In 

1995, Faso authored a budget that cut funding for New York’s Environmental Protection Fund by 

reducing the amount of revenues deposited in the fund. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, 

“PURPOSE: This bill amends the Environmental Protection Act of 1993 to reduce revenues deposited in 

the Environmental Protection Fund (EPF) and expand the purposes for which the Fund can be used. 

SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS: Effective April l, 1995 this bill would: Reduce the 1995-96 deposit of 

real estate transfer tax revenues into the Fund to $25 million. Transfer tax revenues of $43.5 million 

would otherwise be deposited in 1995-96. Make technical changes with regard to the deposit of real 

property transfer tax revenue. Authorize the EPF to be used for the costs incurred to administer solid 

waste grant and open space conservation projects. Allow EPF revenues and moneys in EPF accounts to be 

used for any of the purposes authorized by section 92-s of the State Finance Law.” [A3074A, 2/01/95] 

 

 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Eliminated Funding For Water Pollution Control Commissions 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Eliminated Funding For Water Pollution Control Commissions. In 

1995, Faso authored a budget that eliminated funding for water pollution control commissions. According 

to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill would achieve economies in State operations 

by eliminating any requirements that New York State contribute to the operating and program costs of 

interstate water and water pollution control commissions of which it currently holds membership. 

SUMMARY OR PROVISIONS: Effective April l, 1995, this bill would eliminate any statutory 

requirements that direct the State to contribute to the cost of the Delaware River Basin Commission 

(DRBC) and Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC). EXISTING LAW: Article 21 of the 

Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) establishes State membership in these interstate water pollution 

control commissions which are dedicated to regional water pollution abatement and water resource 

management. Article 21 also requires the Governor to inform the Legislature in the budget submission of 

the amount of funding requested by the DRBC and SRBC.” [A3076, 2/01/95] 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1996: Voted Against Bill To Prevent Water Pollution 

 

1996: Voted Against Bill To Prevent Water Pollution. In June 1996, Faso voted against a bill that 

would have authorized New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to strengthen and enforce 

regulations necessary to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution. According to the bill’s memorandum 

in support of the legislation, “New York State's water quality is seriously impaired, and nonpoint sources 

of water pollution contribute significantly to the State's water quality degradation. Examples of activities 

that create nonpoint sources of water pollution include (but are not limited to) the following; 

hydromodifications, marinas, agriculture, urban, wetlands modifications, and forestry. This bill seeks to 

stem the flow of excess pollutants into the waters of the state by authorizing the DEC to strengthen and 

enforce regulations necessary to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution.” [A03964A, 6/26/96] 

 

Nonpoint Source Pollution Results From Runoff That Carries Toxic Chemicals And Other 

Pollutants. “Nonpoint source pollution generally results from land runoff, precipitation, atmospheric 

deposition, drainage, seepage or hydrologic modification. Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution, unlike 

pollution from industrial and sewage treatment plants, comes from many diffuse sources. NPS 

pollution is caused by rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through the ground. As the runoff moves, 

it picks up and carries away natural and human-made pollutants, finally depositing them into lakes, 

rivers, wetlands, coastal waters and ground waters. Nonpoint source pollution can include: Excess 

fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides from agricultural lands and residential areas[;] Oil, grease and 

toxic chemicals from urban runoff and energy production[.]” [Polluted Runoff: Nonpoint Source 

Pollution, EPA, accessed 9/06/16]  

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided Funding For The State To Clean Up 

Hazardous Waste Sites By Imposing Surcharges On The Generators Of Such Waste 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided Funding For The State To Clean Up 

Hazardous Waste Sites By Taxing The Generators Of Such Waste. “Relates to requiring certain 

monies collected to be deposited in certain accounts; establishes a program requiring hazardous waste 

generators to pay surcharges; gives the NYS environmental facilities corporation special powers to 

finance hazardous waste remediation projects; defines relevant terms.” [A11048, 4/22/02] 

 

Bill Would Have Provided An Additional $200 Million To Clean Up Hazardous Waste And 

Substance Sites, Allowed For The Investigation And Clean Up Of Nearly 800 Known Hazardous 

Waste Sites In New York. “An act to amend the environmental conservation law and the state 

finance law, in relation to requiring certain monies collected to be deposited in certain accounts and 

defines relevant terms thereof; and to amend the public authorities law, in relation to the financing of 

hazardous waste site remediation projects[.] … PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To 

refinance the State Superfund program in order to ensure that at least $200 million annually is 

dedicated to clean up hazardous waste and substance sites within a ten-year timeframe. … There are 

no longer funds available from the 1986 EQBA to support hazardous waste remediation projects. 

Without refinancing the Superfund, there are no funds to pay existing staff, complete ongoing 

projects, start new projects or respond to emergencies. … Moreover, this bill will enable the 

dedication of $200 million annually, which, over ten years will enable the investigation and clean up 

of the almost 800 known hazardous sites across the site.  This would include the remediation of 

hazardous waste sites which are currently ineligible for Superfund financing and which can pose an 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:#VOTE 1
https://www.epa.gov/polluted-runoff-nonpoint-source-pollution/what-nonpoint-source
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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equal or greater threat to public health and the environment.” [A11048 Bill Purpose and Justification, 

4/22/02] 

 

Bill Would Have Imposed Surcharges On The Generators Of Hazardous Waste. “This bill would 

raise an additional $18.1 million annually through the imposition of hazardous waste generation 

surcharges which would be dedicated, along with existing revenues to the Industry Fee Transfer 

Account, toward the payment of debt service on bonds issued by EFC to support the State Superfund 

program.” [A11048 Fiscal Implications, 4/22/02] 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Allowed Private Citizens To Take Environmental 

Polluters To Court, Provide More Ways To Protect Water Sources And The Environment  

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Allow Citizens To Initiate Civil Actions To Remedy 

Environmental Injury. “Enacts ‘private environmental law enforcement act’; authorizes any private 

citizen who has an interest which is or may be adversely affected to commence civil judicial actions for 

injunctive or declaratory relief to remedy environmental harms under certain circumstances; provides that 

such action may be commenced against any person for any violation of an administrative or court order 

compelling an investigation or remediation of an inactive hazardous waste disposal site.” [A00455, 

4/22/02] 

 

Bill Sought To Empower Private Citizens To Hold Polluters Accountable And Protect Waters 

And Water Supplies. “An act to amend the environmental conservation law, in relation to granting 

private citizens the right to initiate civil enforcement actions for violations of such law. … To grant 

private citizens broad authorization to commence civil judicial actions under certain titles of the 

Environmental Conservation Law (ECL). … The large number of violations of environmental laws, 

rules, regulations, permits, certificates and orders makes it impossible for the State to pursue timely 

enforcement actions in every instance where such actions may be necessary or appropriate. This bill 

provides private citizens with the right to seek enforcement through the courts in instances involving 

violations of those provisions of the ECL relating to protection of waters, water supply, water power, 

drainage, solid and hazardous waste, freshwater and tidal wetlands, pesticides and hazardous 

substances bulk storage. … With limited enforcement resources, the State simply cannot bring an 

enforcement action for every violation of the ECL or the rules, regulations, permits, certificates or 

orders issued thereunder.  As a result, a member of the regulated community may reason that if 

compliance with legal requirements, which may be costly, is postponed, it may be worth running the 

risk that an enforcement action will be commenced.” [A00455 Bill Purpose and Justification, 4/22/02] 

 

2001: Voted To Increase Utility Rates For Consumers 

 

2001: Voted To Increase Utility Rates For Consumers. “Here’s how Capital Region Assembly 

members and senators voted on several key issues this week. … Permitting utility companies to make 

automatic rate hikes only once every six months and only when costs reflect the reasonable costs of fuel, 

which would be monitored by the Public Service Commission. Passed 127 to 17. Goes to Senate. YES: … 

Faso[.]” [Times Union, 6/17/01] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $6.5 Million From Drug Treatment And Substance Abuse 

Programs To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $6.5 Million From Drug Treatment And Substance Abuse 

Programs. “Gov. George E. Pataki wants to change New York law so that nonviolent offenders can avoid 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A00455&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A00455&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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prison terms. At the same time, the budget he proposed this week cuts, rather than increases, the probation 

and drug-treatment programs that may be needed as an alternative to prison. … Perhaps the clearest 

incongruity in the budget is Mr. Pataki's proposal to cut financing for drug treatment[.] … Mr. Pataki's 

budget would cut $12.7 million from the state's $84.5 million probation budget, including $2.7 million in 

spending on drug treatment. … In addition, Mr. Pataki would cut $3.8 million from this year's $141 

million budget for grants to local substance-abuse programs.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Dental, Vision, Mental Health, 

And Substance Abuse 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Dental, Vision, Mental Health, 

And Substance Abuse. “Sections 1 through 14 amend various provisions of sections 2510 and 2511 of 

the Public Health Law as it relates to the Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to: expand benefits to 

include dental, vision, speech, hearing, mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services, as well as 

coverage for durable medical equipment and non-prescription drugs; eliminate premium requirements for 

families in households with incomes below 185% of poverty, retroactive to October l, 1997; increase 

income eligibility to include families with household incomes below 300% of the federal poverty level 

effective January 1, 1999 and set premium levels at $50 per child per year ($200 family maximum) for 

families between 200% and 250% of the federal poverty level, and $75 per child per year ($300 family 

maximum) for families between 250% and 300% of the federal poverty level (no cost sharing 

requirements for families below 200% of the federal poverty level)” [A10767A Summary of Specific 

Provisions, 5/18/98] 

 

2006: Opposed Health Insurance Mandate That Would Have Required Better Mental Health 

Coverage, Argued That Health Insurance Mandates “Hurt” New Yorkers 

 

2006: Opposed Health Insurance Mandate That Would Have Required Better Mental Health 

Coverage, Argued That Health Insurance Mandates “Hurt” New Yorkers. “Do you support 

Timothy’s Law? (The bill would require health insurers to provide mental health coverage on a par with 

physical health coverage.) Faso: ‘I support coverage for mentally ill, but there needs to be appropriate 

safeguards to protect small business from constant increases in health care costs. Health insurance 

mandates hurt New Yorkers by driving up costs and making health care less affordable for everyone.” 

[Associated Press, 10/12/06] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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Timothy’s Law Mandates That Insurance Providers Covering Any Health Care Services Must 

Also Provide Coverage For Mental Health And Substance Abuse Services. “In an effort to 

eliminate this discrimination, Timothy’s Law goes beyond the Federal Mental Health Act, enacted in 

1996 and renewed again in 2002, to completely eliminate discriminatory and unequal insurance 

coverage for mental health and substance abuse services by insurance companies. Timothy’s Law 

mandates that insurance providers covering any health care services must also provide coverage for 

mental health and substance abuse services, and that coverage and cost must be ‘on par’ with all other 

health care services covered under such policy.” [Timothyslaw.org, accessed 8/17/16] 

 

1999: Voted Against Doubling State Tax On Cigarettes To Fund Expanded Health Insurance, Said 

He Had A “Very Strong Disagreement” With The Bill   

 

1999: Voted Against Increasing State Tax On Cigarettes, Expanding Health Insurance. “Bleary-

eyed state Assembly members approved the Health Care Reform Act 2000 … the chamber’s minority 

leader warned his colleagues that they should get used to seeing it because he predicted the issue would be 

back for retooling. Assemblyman John Faso, R-Columbia County, unsuccessfully urged lawmakers to 

take a month to hold hearings on the bill and to get outside analysts to consider its effects before voting 

on it. ‘This is decision-making in Albany at its worst,’ he said. … The legislation would nearly double the 

state’s tax on cigarettes and make as many as 1 million more New Yorkers eligible for state-subsidized 

health insurance. It would also continue New York’s one-of-a-kind subsidy system to fund cash-shy 

aspects of the health care industry such as teaching hospitals and the care of indigent people.” The bill 

passed 98-37 and was signed by Governor Pataki in December 1999. [AB9093, 12/22/99; Poughkeepsie 

Journal, 12/23/99] 

 

Faso: “I Have A Very Strong Disagreement” With The Bill. “Last week, the governor and the 

Legislature announced an agreement to subsidize health insurance for as many as half a million low- 

and moderate-income people who do not qualify for Medicaid, the insurance program for the poor. 

The plan will be financed with most of the money New York will receive from the national settlement 

with tobacco companies, about $400 million a year for 25 years, but even that is not nearly enough to 

pay for the total cost of such an ambitious new program. So in addition, state lawmakers will raise the 

cigarette tax by 55 cents a pack, to $1.11, highest in the nation, generating an additional $500 million 

a year to subsidize the insurance premiums. … Still, even in New York, some conservatives found the 

deal hard to stomach. The governor’s staunchest supporter in the Legislature, Assemblyman John J. 

Faso, the Republican minority leader, said, ‘I have a very strong disagreement with him’ on both the 

health care program and the higher tax.” [New York Times, 12/26/99] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Protected Children From Toxic School Materials 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Protected Children From Toxic School Materials. In 

1998, Faso voted against a bill that would have required New York’s Commissioner of Education to 

require schools use non-toxic materials. The bill would have required “the commissioner of education to 

promulgate standards for the procurement and use of environmentally preferred commodities and services 

for schools and boards of cooperative educational services; directs the commissioner of general services 

to maintain guidelines for such commodities; provides that these provisions shall be applicable to all 

school districts and boards of cooperative educational services.” On June 18th, 1998, Faso voted “no” on 

the bill. [A8609, 6/18/98] 

 

 

 

http://www.timothyslaw.org/whatis.htm
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09093&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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Despite Claiming To Have Protected New York’s Pension System, Faso Consistently Proposed 

Eliminating Pensions 

 

2002: Claimed He Had A “Proven Record Of Protecting The Integrity Of Pension Funds.” “‘I want 

people to know that I have experience in the area of the finances of this state,’ Mr. Faso said in an 

interview. ‘I have a proven record with regard to fiscal restraint, which will be very important in the 

difficult times that the state and local governments will be facing. I have a proven record of protecting the 

integrity of pension funds of our state.’” [New York Times, 9/16/02] 

 

2006: Proposed Eliminating Public Pensions In Favor Of 401k’s And Strip Unions Of Negotiating 

Abilities. “Republican candidate for governor John Faso called Tuesday for a state law that he said would 

save taxpayer dollars by replacing traditional public pensions with retirement savings plans for newly 

hired public workers. … The plan would gradually eliminate costly pensions for public employees, an 

expense increasingly blamed for growing local government and school property taxes. Faso would allow 

the state, school districts and local governments to offer new workers only 401k-type retirement funds, 

with the employee and employer contributing a percentage of wages each pay period. The issue wouldn’t 

be subject to union negotiations.” [AP, 8/01/06] 

 

2006: Times Union: Faso “Lost All Chances” Of Support From Public Employee Unions When 

He “Proposed A Sweeping Reform That Would Replace Traditional Public Pensions With 

401(k)-type Plans.” “Republican John Faso probably wasn’t counting on the support of public 

employee unions in his race for governor this year. But if he was, he has surely lost all chances of 

getting it now that he has proposed a sweeping reform that would replace traditional public pensions 

with 401(k)-type plans for new public workers. … Mr. Faso’s plan would go one step further by 

requiring state and local governments, along with school districts, to provide new workers with only a 

401(k) plan that would be funded with employer and employee contributions.” [Times Union, 

8/14/06] 

 

2006 Video: Proposed Replacing Pensions With 401(k)’s. “I’ve said that we need to create options 

for local governments and school districts to create 401k pension systems for new employees. That 

will create portability for workers and predictability to local governments and taxpayers as to future 

costs.” [2006 Republican Gubernatorial Debate, NY1, 17:00-17:22, 9/26/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso: 401k Plans Should Replace Costly Public Pensions” [AP, 8/01/06] 

 

2008: Said 401(k)’s Should Replace Pensions For New Public Employees. “The Legislature needs to 

enact pension and contract reform. A new Tier 5 pension plan or 401(k) retirement savings plans should 

be offered to new employees. The ‘Triborough’ law that governs how contracts are negotiated needs 

amendment to equalize the bargaining position of school districts and local governments with employee 

unions. Right now, local government and school employees continue to receive raises even when 

contracts expire, providing little incentive to negotiate with employers.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 

7/20/08] 

 

Despite His Rhetoric Against Pensions And The Amount That New York Pays In Pension Costs, 

Faso Voted For Two Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements That Added Billions To New 

York Pension Costs 

 

2006: Voted For “The Two Most Expensive Pension Sweeteners In Recent Memory” That Added 

Billions To New York Pension Costs. “He voted, for instance, for the two most expensive pension 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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sweeteners in recent memory, even though he was one of the few lawmakers who usually took a tough 

line on increasing pension benefits. One granted retirees automatic cost-of-living increases tied to the rate 

of inflation. The other allowed most state workers to stop contributing to their pensions after 10 years of 

employment. Together, the two laws have added billions of dollars to the pension costs that are paid for 

by state and local taxpayers. Mr. Faso said that he now regrets supporting the pension enhancements. In 

this campaign for governor, he has called for allowing state and local governments to offer new workers 

401(k)-style savings plans in place of the traditional pensions given to current government workers.” 

[New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

“Faso Supported A Couple Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements Of The Last 

Decade.” “As an assemblyman, Mr. Faso supported a couple of the most expensive pension 

enhancements of the last decade. In the interview, he said that he still supported the idea of providing 

automatic annual cost-of-living increases for retirees, because many of the older retirees had seen the 

purchasing power of their benefits eroded by inflation. But he said he had ‘second thoughts’ about 

another bill he voted for, which allowed many workers to stop contributing to their pension plans after 

10 years. Mr. Faso said the state should consider creating a new tier, or pension system, for new 

employees that would in effect undo that change -- and require the contributions again.” [New York 

Times, 8/23/06] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Cancel Or Delay “Scores Of Road And Bridge 

Repairs” And Cut Funding For Metropolitan Transit Authority To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Cancel Or Delay “Scores Of Road And Bridge 

Repairs.” “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George 

E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers 

and cut spending across the board. … Scores of road and bridge repairs would be canceled or delayed.” 

[New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Funding For Metropolitan Transit Authority. “Taking the first 

step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 

billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the 

board. … The proposed cuts include reducing by $128 million state appropriations for the Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority, which has already suffered a $113 million cut in aid from New York City. 

Transit advocates said the additional state cuts would make a 25-cent to 50-cent fare increase for subway 

and bus riders virtually inevitable this year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

2006: Proposed Increasing Fares And Tolls On Drivers 

 

2006: Proposed Increasing Fares And Tolls On Drivers. “Both Mr. Spitzer and Mr. Faso said that the 

state may ultimately have to contribute more to operating costs to help bridge the gap, but added that fare 

and toll increases may also have to be considered. … Mr. Faso also said New Yorkers may have to pay 

more to use mass transit, bridges and tunnels. ‘The budget of the agency has to have an appropriate 

amount that comes from the fare box, state government, city government and other revenue sources of the 

M.T.A.,’ he said.” [New York Times, 10/24/06] 

 

1992: Authored Gerrymandered Redistricting Plan 

 

Authored Gerrymander Redistricting Plan. “Assembly Republicans, stung by Democratic plans to 

redraw district lines, came out with their own proposal Thursday. It calls for splitting the city of Syracuse 

three ways, pushing Democratic incumbents Joseph Nicoletti and Joan Christensen into the same district, 

forcing Michael Bragman to run against another Democrat and protecting Assemblyman Harold Brown 

Jr., R-DeWitt. Brown would be drawn out of his own district under the Democratic plan, which is almost 

certain to prevail because Democrats control the Assembly. … Assemblyman John Faso, the Albany-area 

Republican who unveiled the GOP plan, contends his plan creates more districts favorable to the election 

of minorities such as blacks or Hispanics and more evenly divides the state’s population among the 150 

Assembly districts. That, he says, makes it more likely than the majority plan to meet federal Voting Act 

requirements. ‘It’s the Justice Department and the courts that are going to decide this issue,’ Faso said.” 

[Syracuse Herald-Journal, 2/28/92] 

 

EDITORIAL HEADLINE: “The Gerrymander 1992 Style.” “Seizing a once-in-a-decade 

opportunity - districts are reapportioned every 10 years based on the latest U.S. census - the 

challengers in New York pretend to be civicly correct. Led by upstate GOP Assemblyman John Faso, 

they say they’re trying to democratize redistricting, empower minorities and end years of the 

Democrats’ gerrymandering that has capped Republican representation in Congress and the state 

Legislature. That sounds fair. But, like any potent medicine, Faso’s strategy, along with the Voting 

Rights Act’s provisions that make it possible, could have a dangerous side effect. In the name of 

overcoming past discrimination, a worthy goal, it could isolate people of color politically by packing 

them tightly into a limited number of districts.”  [Newsday, 11/03/91] 

 

Called Out For Criticizing Gerrymandering Despite Offering A Gerrymander Redistricting 

Plan. “When Democrats last month proposed new Assembly district lines that pit nearly two dozen 

incumbent Republicans against one another, GOP loyalists cried gerrymandering. They charged that 

Democrats were only seeking to enhance their Assembly stronghold. On Thursday, Republicans 

offered their own plan. It would force two dozen incumbent Democrats to face each other - thereby 

costing half of them their seats. But that’s not gerrymandering, GOP lawmakers insist. Rather, they 

reason, it’s a plan that promotes democracy. Not to mention their colleagues’ careers. After a several-

week-long roadshow, the redistricting process returned to Albany on Thursday, when Kinderhook 

Republican Assemblyman John Faso unveiled his version for the Assembly’s future make-up. … 

Assembly Democrats dismissed Faso’s plan as a ‘blatantly political maneuver,’ said Rochester 

Assemblyman David Gantt, who heads that conference’s reapportionment committee. ‘It’s purely a 

legal and political move.’” [Times Union, 2/28/92]  

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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Out Of Touch & Dangerous Policies 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Called for privatizing Social Security, described private accounts as an 

“opportunity”; voted to raise taxes on nursing homes 

 

 Said he “always had a pro-life voting record” and promised to “follow through on 

that in Washington”; Daily News: Faso established “hard line” stance when he 

“vowed … to stop Medicaid-funded abortions” 

 

 Cast the lone “no” vote against expanding prenatal health care 

 

 Voted against requiring health insurers to provide coverage for contraception and 

promised to veto bill allowing access to morning after pill; described insurers 

covering contraception as a “sham” 

 

 Opposed same-sex marriage and civil unions; introduced legislation to define 

marriage, restrict same-sex couples from the rights of heterosexual couples 

 

 1998-2002: Cast 21 votes against equal pay for equal work, was the lone “no” vote 

seven times; consistently denied having voted against equal pay for women 

 

 1999: Voted against bill that provided millions of dollars for rape crisis centers 

 

 2002: Voted against women’s health bill that would have required health insurers 

cover preventive care services and expanded coverage of mammography services, 

prohibit copayments and deductibles for mammography and cervical screenings 

 

 2002: Criticized for switching vote on bill that sought to combat health insurance 

discrimination against women by improving coverage for breast and cervical cancer 

screening; 1995: Voted against bill that sought to prohibit companies from charging 

women higher premiums for disability income protection 

 

 1999: Voted against bipartisan anti-stalking legislation 

 

 Opposed banning gun sales for individuals on the terror watch list 
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 Voted against the Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, which would have 

required gun owners to safely store firearms and use locking devices in order to 

reduce child deaths 

 

 Opposed bipartisan bill that banned assault weapons, closed the gun show loophole, 

required trigger locks, and harshened the penalty for illegally buying a gun 

 

 Despite pledging to stand against “any anti-immigrant measures” and supporting a 

path to citizenship in 2006, in 2016 Faso opposed amnesty for illegal immigrants and 

thought granting citizenship was “the wrong way to go” 

 

 Called for a flat tax 

 

 Did not believe the U.S. Senate should hold hearings for the Supreme Court vacancy 

 

 Supported the Iraq War, praised George Bush’s “extraordinary job in the war” 

 
 

2004: Called For Privatizing Social Security, Described Private Accounts As An “Opportunity” 

 

2004: Called For Privatizing Social Security, Described Private Accounts As An “Opportunity.” “A 

second Bush term will also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The 

president supports the notion of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social 

Security taxes is invested in individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such 

a system could be a boon to Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically 

vote against Bush initiatives in this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local 

industry and the jobs it creates.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

2016: Refused To Answer Question About How He Would Ensure Social Security’s Solvency. In 

July 2016, when asked how he would solve the issue of Social Security solvency, Faso said, “There 

are a variety of things that should be on the table in order to address this. But I think the important 

thing is to remove it from politics, and to take it out of the hyperbole and the rhetoric and we shouldn’t 

be scaring people who are in retirement or near retirement, because they’re not gonna be affected by 

any changes.” [John Faso on WAMC Radio, 15:30, 7/21/16] 

 

2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street. “A second Bush term will 

also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The president supports the 

notion of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social Security taxes is invested 

in individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such a system could be a boon 

to Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically vote against Bush 

initiatives in this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local industry and the jobs it 

creates.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

Voted To Raise Taxes On Nursing Homes 

 

http://wamc.org/post/capitol-connection-1630#stream/0
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Voted To Raise Taxes On Nursing Homes. “The politics behind last week’s vote on a bill to raise health 

care workers’ pay will be analyzed all the way to the November elections. … Meanwhile, Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, who is running for comptroller, voted in favor of the bill 

pushed by Pataki even though Faso is known as a fiscal conservative. His spokesman says Faso liked the 

bill ‘on balance,’ but wouldn’t say whether Faso liked the tax increases on cigarettes and nursing homes 

that came with it.” [Times Union, 1/21/02] 

 

Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record” And Promised To “Follow Through On That In 

Washington” 

 

2016: Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record,” Would “Follow Through On That In 

Washington.” In February 2016, while appearing at a Dutchess County Tea Party debate, Faso said, 

“Tom, I’ve always had a pro-life voting record when I served in the New York State Assembly and I 

would, I would follow through on that in Washington. “ [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:05:34, 

2/21/16]  

 

Promised To Prohibit Abortions For Medicaid Recipients; Daily News: Faso Established “Hard 

Line” Stance When He “Vowed … To Stop Medicaid-Funded Abortions” And Would “Veto Any 

Bid By State Lawmakers To Restore Such Funding” 

 

2006: Promised To Prohibit Abortions For Medicaid Recipients, Would Institute Exceptions For 

Rape, Incest, Or If The Life Of The Mother Was At Stake. “Republican gubernatorial candidate John 

Faso said Tuesday if he is elected, he would seek to restrict access to abortions for Medicaid recipients 

only to cases of rape, incest or when life of the mother is in jeopardy. The former assembly minority 

leader, who opposes abortion, was less definitive on whether he would push to make abortion illegal 

entirely if Roe vs. Wade is overturned and the question of a woman’s right to choose returned to the 

states.” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Wants Medicaid Abortion Limits; GOP Gubernatorial Hopeful Says 

Procedure Would Likely Remain Available Even If Roe Is Overturned” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Gov Hopeful’s Anti-Abort Vow” [Daily News, 2/16/06] 

 

Established “Hard Line” Stance When He “Vowed … To Stop Medicaid-Funded Abortions” And 

Would “Veto Any Bid By State Lawmakers To Restore Such Funding.” “Drawing a hard line 

between himself and the leading candidates for governor, Republican hopeful John Faso vowed yesterday 

to stop Medicaid-funded abortions in New York. Faso, contending he has never veered from his record as 

an abortion foe, said he’d stop using state dollars to pay for pregnancy terminations for poor women and 

would veto any bid by state lawmakers to restore such funding. The only exceptions would be in cases of 

rape, incest or if an abortion was needed to save the life of the woman, he said.” [Daily News, 2/16/06] 

 

Said He Would Veto Any Budget With Medicaid Funding For Abortions, With Exceptions For 

Rape, Incest, And Life Of The Woman. “If elected governor, he said, he would submit a budget that 

restricts Medicaid funding of abortions to cases of rape, incest or when a mother’s life is in jeopardy. 

If the Legislature challenged him, he has said he would veto such funding. ‘I have long held the 

position, and I still do, that taxpayer spending on abortion should be limited,’ Faso, who lives upstate 

in Kinderhook, said. ‘That’s a position that many New Yorkers agree with.’” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h5m34s
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Voted For State Budgets That Included Medicaid Funding For Abortion. “As the Assembly’s 

Republican leader, Faso has voted for state budgets that included Medicaid funding for abortion.” 

[AP, 10/28/02] 

 

1999: Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care  

 

1999: Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care. “During his 16 years in 

the State Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans 

supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. 

Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, voted against bills to expand prenatal care; educate 

homeless children; give more generous pensions to government workers; create check-off boxes on state 

tax forms for contributions to diabetes research; and tree planting” The bill passed 148 to 1 and stalled in 

Senate. Faso was the only Assembly member to veto. [AB 4707, 6/22/99; The New York Times, 

10/22/06] 

 

2001: Voted Against Requiring Health Insurers To Provide Coverage For Contraception 

 

2001: Voted Against Requiring Health Insurers To Provide Coverage For Contraception. “Requires 

health and accident insurance policies which provide coverage for prescription drugs to cover the cost of 

contraceptives prescribed by a health care provider authorized to prescribe drugs pursuant to the education 

law.” [A02002, 1/29/01] 

 

2012: Opposed The Contraception Mandate, Described Insurers Providing Free Birth Control To 

Women As A “Sham” And Said Rush Limbaugh’s Attacks Against Sandra Fluke Was “Good 

Politics For The Democrats” 

 

Opposed The Contraception Mandate, Described Insurers Providing Free Birth Control To 

Women As A “Sham” And Said Rush Limbaugh’s Attacks Against Sandra Fluke Was “Good 

Politics For The Democrats.” “Rush Limbaugh’s highly inappropriate personal attack on a Georgetown 

law student advocating entitlement to free contraception as part of health care coverage was temporarily 

good politics for the Democrats. Unfortunately, the incident only further obscures the real issue; namely, 

can the government require religious employers to pay for medical services that may violate core tenets of 

religious belief? The issue is not about contraception. It is instead about religious liberty guaranteed to all 

Americans by the First Amendment to the Constitution. … The ‘compromise’ that requires insurers and 

not employers to provide ‘free’ contraception is little more than a sham. … What is perhaps most 

astonishing in this entire debate is the notion that someone’s right to "free" contraception is superior to the 

religious liberty guaranteed all Americans under the First Amendment. Religious liberty is not about 

whether the majority of the country agrees with beliefs of others. It is the right of religious groups to 

practice their faith freely and without interference or economic coercion by the government. … The 

Supreme Court will consider the Affordable Care Act later this month at an extraordinary five-hour oral 

argument with a decision expected this summer. The court should reject the contraception mandate and 

uphold the religious liberties under the First Amendment that protect us all.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times 

Union, 3/10/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “Religious Liberty First” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 3/12/12] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Bill Allowing Access To Morning After Pill 

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A04707&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A02002&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Religious-liberty-first-3395855.php
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Religious-liberty-first-3395855.php
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2006: Would Have Vetoed Bill Allowing Women Access To Morning After Pill Without Having To 

See A Doctor. “Democratic candidate for governor Eliot Spitzer on Monday promised to sign a bill that 

would allow pharmacists to dispense ‘morning after’ conception-preventing pills to women and girls 

without prescriptions. … The bill would allow women to avoid a wait for a doctor's appointment to get 

the medication, which must be used within 72 hours of sex. Republican candidates for governor John 

Faso … said they would have vetoed the bill. ‘I thought the bill was too broad and needed protection 

against use by minors,’ said Faso. ‘I favor some type of parental notification.’ He said he is also 

concerned about the health effects of repeated use of the pills.” [2/20/06] 

 

Opposed Same-Sex Marriage And Civil Unions 

 

Opposed Same-Sex Marriage And Civil Unions. “Faso … opposed gay marriage and civil unions, but 

said private-sector employers should be able to offer family benefits to gay couples.” [AP, 2/13/06] 

 

Faso On Video: I’m Against Same-Sex Marriage. In 2006, when asked about his stance on same-

sex marriage, Faso said, “I’m against same-sex marriages. My position on this entire issue is very 

similar in that regard to that of Hillary Clinton’s. She’s against same-sex marriage.” [John Faso on 

Marvin Scott News (Part 3), 1:50-2:20, 6/11/06] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Same-Sex Marriage Bill As Governor. In 2006, when asked what he 

would do as Governor if the state legislature presented him with a bill that would appeal New York’s 

ban on same-sex marriage, Faso said, “I would veto it. … I have a long record of supporting 

nondiscrimination. In fact, when I was in the state legislature, I supported the nondiscrimination bill 

way before most other members of my party did, back in 1993. I also believe however that gay 

marriage is an issue that is contrary to the beliefs of many millions of New Yorkers. And I think it’s a 

testament to Mr. Spitzer’s certainty on all of these types of issues that he says on day one he’s going 

to force gay marriage down the throats of many New Yorkers. … I am open to the concept of civil 

unions but I am not in favor of gay marriage.” [Capital News 9 Gubernatorial Debate, 18:30-19:51, 

9/26/06] 

 

Faso: Same-Sex Marriage Was “Contrary To The Religious Traditions Of Millions Of New 

Yorkers. “Republican candidate John Faso said he is committed to keeping marriage between a man 

and woman. ‘Same sex marriage runs contrary to the religious traditions of millions of New Yorkers 

of all faiths,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Sun, 7/07/06] 

 

Introduced Legislation To Define Marriage, Restrict Same-Sex Couples From The Rights Of 

Heterosexual Couples 

 

Introduced Legislation To Define Marriage, Restrict Same-Sex Couples From Receiving The Same 

Rights To Rent-Controlled Housing. “State Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Monday that 

he plans to introduce legislation that would prevent homosexual couples from receiving the same rights to 

rent-controlled housing as traditional husbands and wives. Faso’s proposal comes after a Court of Appeals 

decision prohibiting the eviction of an AIDS victim’s lover from the dead man’s rent-controlled 

apartment. … Faso and Marchi said they would push legislation that would define family in state law as 

meaning a traditional husband and wife.” [Times Union, 8/01/89] 

 

OP-ED HEADLINE: “For Gays, Lesbians Law Doesn’t Define Meaning Of ‘Family.’” “Imagine 

two couples. One heterosexual. One lesbian or gay. Both have a terminally ill partner. The healthy 

partner cares for the ill one - changes the soiled sheets, empties the bedpans and catheter bags, soothes 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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the raw nerves, understands the tirades of illness and grieves at the inevitable loss to death. The 

newspaper obituaries for both of the deceased chronicle their lives, civic involvements, church 

affiliations. For the heterosexual couple, the surviving spouse is listed. For the lesbian or gay couple, 

the surviving spouse is not. … But no sooner did the Court of Appeals hand down its decision than 

Sen. John Marchi, a Staten Island Republican, and Assemblyman John Faso, a Kinderhook 

Republican whose district includes Bethlehem in Albany County, introduced bills to define the 

family.” [Libby Post Op-Ed, Times Union, 8/11/91] 

 

1998-2002: Voted 21 Times Against Initiatives To Combat Pay Inequity Between Men And Women, 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Seven Times  

 

1998-2002: Cast 21 Votes Against Initiatives To Combat Pay Inequity Between Men And Women. 

From 1998 to 2002, Faso cast 21 votes against bills that would have combatted pay disparity between 

women and men. [John Faso Voting Records, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/22/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Voted Against ‘Equal Pay’” [New York Post, 5/17/06] 

 

New York Times Called Out Faso For Being The Lone “No” Vote On Equal Pay Bill. New York 

Times: “When every other member of the Assembly voted for legislation declaring that men and 

women should get equal pay for comparable work, Mr. Faso voted no.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2002: Only Assembly Member Who Voted Against Amendment To N.Y. Constitution Providing 

Equal Pay For Equal Work.  “John Faso was the only member of the Assembly to vote against 

providing women with equal pay for equal work.” Bill passed 141 to 1 and stalled in the Senate. [AB 

290, 4/15/02; Post-Standard, 4/17/02] 

 

NOTE: A table detailing Faso’s voting record on equal pay bills can be found in the Women’s Issues 

section. 

 

1999: Voted Against Bill That Provided Millions Of Dollars For Rape Crisis Centers 

 

1999: Voted Against Bill That Provided Millions Of Dollars For Rape Crisis Centers. In 1999, Faso 

voted against the Public Protection, Health and Mental Hygiene budget for New York State, which 

included $2,101,300 in funding for rape crisis centers. Below is a table with the direct language of the 

budget and the amount that was appropriated to each program. On August 3rd, 1999, Faso voted “no” on 

this bill. [S3287C, 8/03/99] 

 

Appropriation Amount 

Comprehensive Assault, Abuse and Rape Unit $75,000 

For services and expenses: of the Citizens Committee on Rape, Sexual Assault and Abuse $50,000 

Rape Crisis Service of Warren and Hamilton Counties $3,800 

Rensselaer County Rape Crisis Center $25,000 

For grants to rape crisis centers for services to rape victims and programs to prevent rape. Of the amount  

appropriated herein, up to 5 percent may be transferred to the general  fund  -  state  purposes account for  

the administration of  this program 

$1,073,500 

For additional grants to rape crisis centers for  services to rape victims and programs to prevent rape $150,000 

For grants to rape crisis  centers   for services  to  rape victims and programs to prevent rape Of the  

amount  appropriated herein, up to 5 percent may be transferred to  the  general  fund  -  state  purposes 

account for  the  administration  of   

$131,000 

For additional grants to rape crisis centers for services to rape victims and  programs to prevent rape $185,000 

http://nypost.com/2006/05/17/faso-voted-against-equal-pay/
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A00290&term=2001&Summary=Y&Votes=Y&Memo=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=S03287&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Rape and Abuse Crisis Svc of  the Yates Community $8,000 

Rape Crisis Center of the Southern Tier $5,000 

For additional grants to rape crisis  centers  for  services  to  rape victims and programs to prevent rape $335,000 

For  services and expenses related to the Children's Rape Crisis Counseling Program $50,000 

Mt. Sinai Rape Crisis Center $5,000 

Rape Intervention Services & Education of Sullivan County $5,000 

Total: $2,101,300 

 

2002: Voted Against Women’s Health Bill That Would Have Required Health Insurers Cover 

Preventive Care Services And Expanded Coverage Of Mammography Services, Prohibit 

Copayments And Deductibles For Mammography And Cervical Screenings  

 

2002: Voted Against Women’s Health Bill That Would Have Required Health Insurers Cover 

Preventive Care Services And Expanded Coverage Of Mammography Services, Prohibit 

Copayments And Deductibles For Mammography And Cervical Screenings. In 2002, Faso voted 

against a women’s health bill that would have required health insurers cover preventive care services and 

expanded coverage of mammography services while also prohibiting copayments and deductibles for 

mammography and cervical screenings. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “SUMMARY 

OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: This bill would: Require insurers and HMOs to notify all insureds and 

enrollees that they are entitled to direct access to obstetric and gynecologic services, for at least two 

examinations annually, for care and services related to pregnancy, as a result of annual examinations, 

and/or as a result of an acute gynecologic condition; Expand coverage of annual mammography screening 

to women aged forty and over; Expand the classification of insurance policies that would be required to 

cover mammographies and cervical cytology screening to include policies that cover persons employed in 

more than one state or that are subject to collective bargaining agreements; Prohibit insurers from 

imposing copayments and deductibles for mammography screening and cervical cytology screening.” 

[S06265, 4/08/02] 

 

 

 

2002: Criticized For Switching Vote On Bill That Sought To Combat Health Insurance 

Discrimination Against Women By Improving Coverage For Breast And Cervical Cancer 

Screening  

 

2002: Criticized For Switching Vote On Bill That Sought To Combat Health Insurance 

Discrimination Against Women By Improving Coverage For Breast And Cervical Cancer 

Screening. In 2002, in an op-ed authored by the New York chapter of Planned Parenthood leader Pat 

McGeown, Faso was criticized for switching his vote on a women’s health bill and accused of doing so 

because he was running for comptroller and tried to appeal to the Conservative party. According to the 

op-ed, “Regarding Assemblyman John Faso's announcement that he's running for state comptroller, I 

think people should know that he has been switching his votes on at least one key women's health issue. 

Last year, and earlier this year, Faso voted in favor of the Women's Health and Wellness bill. This bill, 

which most Republicans and Democrats in both houses support, would attack health insurance 

discrimination against women by improving coverage for breast and cervical cancer screening, for 

prescription birth control, and for osteoporosis diagnosis. Suddenly, in April, when another vote came up, 

and after the Conservative Party started railing against the bill, Faso switched and voted ‘no.’ Why the 

change of heart, I wonder? Is Faso so eager for the Conservative Party endorsement in his race for 

comptroller that he is willing to abandon women's health needs?” [Pat McGeown Op-Ed, Times Union, 

5/14/02] 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1995: Voted Against Bill That Sought To Prohibit Companies From Charging Women Higher 

Premiums For Disability Income Protection 

 

1995: Voted Against Bill That Sought To Prohibit Companies From Charging Women Higher 

Premiums For Disability Income Protection. In 1995, Faso voted against a bill that sought to prohibit 

insurance companies from charging women higher premiums for disability income protection. According 

to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To prohibit gender 

discrimination in underwriting of individual disability income insurance. SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC 

PROVISIONS: Section 1 of the bill amends the insurance law by adding a new section 3215-a.  

Subdivision (a) prohibits gender discrimination by any licensed insurer issuing individual disability 

income insurance.  Subdivision (b) of Section 3215-a prohibits the payment of different fees to agents or 

brokers for writing or renewing policies that vary only in the gender of the insured. Subdivision (c) of 

Section 3215-a defines individual disability income insurance. Section 2 contains the effective date.” Faso 

voted “no” on this bill. [Memorandum in Support of Legislation, A6346A, 6/27/95] 

 

Bill Sponsor Argued That Insurers Used Sex-Distinct Pricing Tables, Charging Women Higher 

Premiums. “JUSTIFICATION: In the early 1980's, most major insurers introduced unisex pricing 

tables for individual disability income insurance. In the 1990's, 52 percent of the major insurers had 

instituted sex-distinct pricing tables - charging women on the average 50 percent more. Gender should 

not be construed as a condition or risk for which a higher rate or premium could be charged. This 

practice unfairly discourages businesses from hiring women because their individual disability 

insurance premiums are substantially higher than premiums for men.” [Memorandum in Support of 

Legislation, A6346A, 6/27/95] 

 

 

Consistently Denied Having Voted Against Equal Pay For Women, Said That “Any Accusation To 

The Contrary Is Just A Silly Accusation” 

 

2005: Denied Having Voted For Equal Pay Bill. In 2005, when asked if he had voted against a pay 

equity bill, Faso said, “Absolutely not. I am totally for equal pay for equal work. That’s federal and state 

law. It is a gross distortion and mischaracterization. There was a bill that’s, in Albany parlance, called a 

‘one house bill’ that says that the private sector should be told by the government how much it should pay 

different job categories. It’s a concept called ‘comparable work.’ It’s not equal pay for equal work.”  

[John Faso on News 55, 6:00-6:40, 5/28/05] 

 

 

 

2006: Denied Having Voted Against Pay Equity Bills, Said That “Any Accusation To The Contrary 

Is Just A Silly Accusation.” In 2006, when asked if he had voted against a bill thought would have 

“provided equal pay for women doing the same job as men,” Faso said, “Absolutely not. I totally support 

equal pay for equal work, and any accusation to the contrary is just a silly accusation. That was a totally 

different bill that would have had the government deciding for the private sector, how it shall pay wages 

for different categories of employers. The private sector marketplace should determine how much people 

get paid. But equal pay for equal work I absolutely support it. And by the way that is forty years federal 

and state law. … The fact is, the private sector economy sets wages, and not the government.” [WNBC 4 

NY, 5:42-7:00, 6/02/06] 

 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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2016: Said He Had “Always Been In Favor Of” Equal Pay For Women. In June 2016, when asked if 

he would vote for an equal pay for women bill in Congress, Faso said, “I’ve always been in favor of that.” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 31:10, 6/16/16] 

 

2006: Argued That Federal Law Already Protects Women Against Pay Discrimination. “Democrats 

say Faso voted against a bill that would require equal pay for equal work to protect women who are often 

underpaid. But Faso said he feels equal pay is already protected under federal law. He said he voted 

against the Democrats’ proposal because government shouldn’t dictate wages to be paid by private 

businesses for comparable jobs.” [Associated Press, 6/08/06] 

 

2016: Wrote Op-Ed About Equal Pay That Argued “Additional Laws Aren't The Answer,” 

Described Pay Equity Legislation As “Job-Killing Federal Regulations” And Claimed The 1963 

Equal Pay Act Already Required Companies To Pay Women The Same As Men. “As a husband and 

father, I fully support and expect equality for women in the workforce, which includes earning the same 

compensation as men for doing the same job, with similar experience. Unfortunately, we know that's not 

always the case — unequal pay can still exist. … Democrats say they have a simple solution: By 

modifying the law by changing some terminology, such as forcing equal pay for comparable work, the 

gender gap will finally be eliminated. While the goal is laudable, their approach won't address the 

problem. There are better, 21st-century solutions that don't involve more potentially job-killing federal 

regulations. The Equal Pay Act, signed into law by President John F. Kennedy, has been law since 1963. 

It makes it illegal in the United States to pay men and women differently when they are working for the 

same company and the jobs require equal skill, effort, experience and responsibility. Additional laws 

aren't the answer. Indeed, if laws aren't written carefully, they can often achieve an opposite effect than 

the one intended. … The better way to achieve income parity between men and women is to let modern-

day, free market technology inform the issue. … We must be careful about enacting public policies that 

can backfire, dilute competition and subject employers to expensive litigation, among other unintended 

consequences. I have always supported equal pay for equal work, and I also believe in a competitive free 

market system. These two ideas are not incompatible. Fortunately, we can have both today.” [John Faso 

Op-Ed, Times Union, 8/09/16] 

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Anti-Stalking Legislation  

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Anti-Stalking Legislation. “Stalkers and people who block the path to 

abortion clinics and churches will face new criminal penalties in New York, Gov. George Pataki said 

Monday as he signed into a law a measure that the Legislature negotiated during the closing days of this 

year’s session. The ‘Clinic Access and Anti-stalking Act of 1999’ came together when a deal was struck 

between Senate Republicans, seeking a law to combat stalking, and Assembly Democrats, favoring 

legislation to penalize blocking access to abortion clinics. … The clinic access vote tended to split the 

Assembly along party lines. Indeed, when it passed this year 116-28, the Capital Region’s Republican 

delegation followed their minority leader, John Faso of Kinderhook, and voted against the measure.” The 

bill passed and was signed by Governor Pataki in November 1999. [AB9036, 8/5/99; Times Union, 

11/23/99]  

 

One Of 28 Votes Against Anti-Stalking Bill. “In 1999, Faso was among 28 members of the 

Assembly to vote against an anti-stalking act that was broadly written to include increased penalties 

for threatening or obstructing patients or doctors who attend women’s health clinics.” [AP, 9/14/06] 

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-opinion/article/Pay-equity-possible-in-free-market-9132133.php
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09036&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
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Divisive GOP Efforts Failed, Measure Passed 54-5 In GOP-Led Senate. “‘We were told it would 

be a cold day in hell before the Senate passed it,’ said Lynn Grefe, national director of the Republican 

Pro-Choice Coalition. Yet the measure passed 54-5 in the GOP-led Senate, thanks to its linkage to 

anti-stalking legislation sought by the majority.” [Times Union, 11/23/99]  

 

Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List 

 

Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List. In January 2016, at a 

candidate forum, Faso opposed banning gun sales for those on the terrorist watch list, saying, “And the 

no-fly list. The problem with the no-fly list it’s a just a kitchen sink. Has over 800,000 names in it. It is 

impossible to get yourself off it. That is why this whole thing that Schumer and Obama are pushing about 

the no-fly list is a red herring because it actually encompasses many many more people than just those 

people who are truly a terror threat. There is no rhyme or reason as to how the list is derived. There is no 

rhyme or reason to how it is maintained, and there is no rhyme or reason to how the heck you get yourself 

off the list. So that is a perfect example of where the Congressional oversight has to take place. Thank you 

for your questions.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1:49:48, 1/05/16]  

 

1998: Voted Against The Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, Which Would Have 

Required Gun Owners To Safely Store Firearms And Use Locking Devices In Order To Reduce 

Child Deaths 

 

1998: Voted Against The Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, Which Would Have 

Required Gun Owners To Safely Store Firearms And Use Locking Devices In Order To Reduce 

Child Deaths. “Enacts the children’s weapon accident prevention act; establishes the crimes of criminally 

negligent storage of a weapon in the 1st and 2nd degree; requires the sale and use of weapon locking 

devices and requires the commissioner of education to formulate a weapons safety program for children.” 

[A00651F Bill Summary, 5/04/98]    

 

1990-94: 1,419 Children In New York Were Injured Due To Accidental Firearm Injuries, An 

Average Of 284 Per Year; GAO Estimated That One Out Of Three Deaths From Accidental 

Firearm Discharge Could Have Been Prevented By Proper Weapon Safety Procedures. 
“According to the National Safe Kids Campaign, an estimated 1,500 children aged 14 and under age 

treated each year in hospital emergency rooms for accidental gunshot wounds.  In 1994 alone, 185 

children in the United States were killed in accidental shootings. In New York State, between the 

years 1990 and 1994, there were a total of 6,627 hospitalizations of children 19 and under due to 

firearm injury, an average of 1,325 per year. 1,419 of these injuries were accidental, an average of 284 

per year.  At the same time, there were 1,734 deaths of children aged 19 and under, an average of 347 

per year. Tragically, 48 of these deaths were accidental, averaging 10 per year. … According to the 

United States General Accounting Office, it is estimated that about one of every three deaths from 

accidental firearm discharge could have been prevented if proper weapon safety procedures had been 

followed. This legislation is designed to accomplish that decrease in accidental firearm injuries by 

encouraging proper firearm storage and deterring negligent conduct that could result in serious injury 

or death.” [A00651F Bill Justification, 5/04/98]    

 

Opposed Bipartisan Bill That Banned Assault Weapons, Closed The Gun Show Loophole For 

Handguns, Required Trigger Locks On Guns, And Harshened The Penalty For Illegally Buying A 

Gun  

 

https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h49m48s
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
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2000: Opposed Bipartisan Gun Safety Legislation. “Once I became aware of what was contained 

within the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to 

it. … But the bill, the language of that legislation only was introduced in the legislature not in March 2000 

when that quote was when I was responding to the reporter’s inquiry and I frankly cannot remember the 

context 15 years later, but I do know the legislation itself I was opposed to.” [Dutchess County Tea Party 

Debate, 23:04-25:43, 2/21/16] 

 

Bill Banned Assault Weapons, Closed The Gun Show Loophole For Handguns, Mandate 

Trigger Locks For Guns, Harshened The Penalty For Illegally Buying A Gun, And Required 

Gun Owners To Report Lost Or Stolen Guns. “Assault weapons and large-capacity ammunition 

clips will be banned, mirroring the ban put into federal law in 1994. … Background checks will be 

mandated for handgun buyers at gun shows. … All new guns sold will be required to have trigger 

locks. … A new crime of criminal purchase of a weapon will be created for instances when someone 

buys a gun illegally or buys one for someone else who cannot legally buy one. Gun owners will be 

required to report lost or stolen guns to the police. A state police study of the sources of illegal guns 

in New York State will be mandated.” [New York Times, 8/10/00] 

 

Did Not Support Closing The Gun Show Loophole 

 

Did Not Support Closing The Gun Show Loophole. In February 2016, when asked about his stance on 

closing the gun show loophole, Faso said, “I’m not in favor of more restrictions on people’s Second 

Amendment rights.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:49:26-1:49:48, 2/21/16] 

 

FLIP FLOP: Despite Pledging To Stand Against “Any Anti-Immigrant Measures” And Supporting 

A Path To Citizenship In 2006, In 2016 Faso Opposed Amnesty For Illegal Immigrants And 

Thought Granting Citizenship Was “The Wrong Way To Go” 

 

2016: Opposed Amnesty For Illegal Immigrants, Thought Granting Citizenship Was “The Wrong 

Way To Go.” “The key here is to have an overall fix on the immigration problem we have, and that 

includes more security, it includes no amnesty. My view, the people on the left want to have citizenship 

for undocumented illegal immigrants who are in the country now, I think that’s the wrong way to go. We 

should have a situation where if those people pay a fine, pay taxes, and have no criminal record, their 

status could be normalized in the country as part of an ongoing immigration reform, but not citizenship.” 

[Fios1 News Republican Debate, 7:12-7:53, 6/11/16] 

 

Faso: It Would Be A “Mistake” To “Allow People A Pathway To Citizenship.” “I think it’s a 

mistake, however, to suggest that we should allow people a pathway to citizenship if they’ve come 

here illegally. I think normalizing their status is one thing, I don’t think politically the American 

people will agree to citizenship.” [Oneonta Public Forum, 40:10-40:42, 5/03/16] 

 

2006: Pledged To Stand Against “Any Anti-Immigrant Measures,” Supported A Path To 

Citizenship And A Guest Worker Program. “Assemblyman John Faso, who is also seeking the GOP 

nomination for governor, addressed the gathering a few minutes after Weld but devoted most his time to 

education and taxes, touting his support for, among other things, charter schools and school choice. Only 

near the end of his remarks did he pledge to stand against ‘any anti-immigrant measures that you see may 

come out of Washington or elsewhere.’ Faso, when questioned by a reporter afterward, said he would 

likely support a guest worker program, depending on how it was implemented. He called for tighter 

border security. ‘For those that are working, raising children here, we need to find a way to allow those 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/08/10/nyregion/pataki-signs-nation-s-strictest-gun-controls.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L70H1otKgTc
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people to achieve a path to citizenship and, in the alternative, allow them to work here legitimately,’ Faso 

said. ‘Because they’re performing services that are needed in the economy.’” [The Journal News, 4/23/06] 

 

Opposed Criminalizing Illegal Immigrants Already In The Country. “Faso said U.S. borders must 

be secure, but to ‘criminalize someone already in the country illegally would be ill-considered’ if the 

laws can’t be enforced. Immigrants who are working, paying taxes and raising families should have a 

path to legalization, Faso said, unless they commit crimes.” [Daily News, 4/23/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Backs Immigrant Legalization” [Newsday, 4/24/06] 

 

Called For A Flat Tax 

 

2016: Supported A Flat Tax. “I think a lower, flatter tax system with fewer deductions and exemptions 

would be better because people would pay less money to have taxes done.” [Fios1 News Republican 

Debate, 5:20-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

Proposed Setting Up A “2 Or 3 Bracket System” For Taxes. “I would say, you could set up a 2 or 

3, probably 3, bracket system whereby higher earners will pay the extra increment of income that’s 

high, they would pay a higher rate on. But making it a simpler, flatter system would benefit the entire 

economy.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 6:33-6:50, 6/11/16] 

 

2006: Called For A Flat Tax. “It’s always been a strange paradox that New York, which fancies itself 

the financial capital of the globe, tries to repel capital with high taxes. Mr. Faso will also propose cutting 

the corporate income tax, as well as indexing the personal income tax brackets for inflation while 

chopping the top marginal rate to 6.25% from 6.85% (plus 3.65% if you live in New York City). The Big 

Apple’s top rate would fall below 10% for the first time in decades. ‘When it comes to taxes, the world is 

flat and New York should be too,’ says Mr. Faso, referring to the flat-tax movement sweeping Europe and 

other parts of the world.” [Wall Street Journal, 9/21/06] 

 

Did Not Believe The U.S. Senate Should Hold Hearings For The Supreme Court Vacancy 

 

Did Not Believe The U.S. Senate Should Hold Hearings For The Supreme Court Vacancy. In June 

2016, when asked if he believed the U.S. Senate should hold confirmation hearings for the Supreme 

Court, Faso said, “No.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 53:31, 6/16/16] 

 

Supported The Iraq War 

 

Supported The Iraq War. When asked if he thought the Iraq war was a mistake and if he supported it 

from the beginning, Faso said, “Fighting for freedom from tyranny is never a mistake. I supported the Iraq 

war and still feel it is important that we removed Saddam Hussein from power and wish we had done so 

after the first Gulf War.” [AP, 11/01/06] 

 

Said George Bush Did An “Extraordinary Job In The War On Terror” 

 

Said George Bush Did An “Extraordinary Job In The War On Terror.” “Do you approve of the 

performance of President Bush in office? Faso: ‘Although I do not agree with every decision he has made, 

I believe he has done an extraordinary job in the war on terror. In addition, the president’s selection of 

justices Roberts and Alito to the Supreme Court was superb.’” [AP, 9/27/06] 

 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB115879931618369564
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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“Dr. No” & Extremist 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Called Roe v. Wade Decision a “black mark” on the country; described abortion 

opponents as “abolitionists after the Dred Scott decision” 

 

 Said President Obama takes the “Rodney King approach” towards foreign policy 

 

 Newsday: Faso “too ideological to lead New York”; Faso took positions that were 

“often more conservative than other Republicans” 

 

 Faso: “I’m a partisan Republican”; referred to as “Dr. No” because he voted no on 

“everything”; “Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow 

Republicans supported … cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times” 

 

 2006: Criticized by republicans for “out-of-touch,” “extreme,” and “embarrassing” 

legislative record who was a bad candidate due to lobbying background; New York 

Republican Chairman: Faso sounded like he was from “la-la-land” 

 

 Buffalo Police Benevolent Association: “John Faso is a right-wing fanatic”; NYSUT: 

Faso had “extreme positions” on vouchers, pensions, and tax credits 

 

 2006: Conservative Party Chairman: Faso “unfit” because of lobbying practices 

 

 Faso: “Sarah Palin is very, very well qualified to be vice president…Would be 

qualified to be president” 

 

 Described a ‘Unity Through Diversity’ poster as “diversity drivel”; fought against 

giving non-white cultures more emphasis in school curriculum, described it as a 

“waste of money” that would pursue the “pseudo-science of victimology” 

 

 Spoke at a New York Oath Keepers event, which has been described as a “right-

wing” group that is “alarming” 

 

 Praised Sheriff David Clarke and Carl Paladino, who have both made a slew of 

controversial comments 

 

 Opposed bill mandating schools teach about Irish Potato Famine, said it was “silly” 
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 Blamed the “campus Left” for a rise in anti-Semitism 

 
 

Called Roe V. Wade Decision A “Black Mark” On The Country 

 

Called Roe V. Wade Decision A “Black Mark” On The Country. “Supporters of his Democratic rival, 

Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, in the governor’s race, say that Mr. Faso’s record shows he is a 

conservative ideologue who is out of step with New York voters. Mr. Spitzer used their first debate to 

attack Mr. Faso’s vote against the equal pay law, and to criticize a 1987 speech in which Mr. Faso called 

the Roe v. Wade decision legalizing abortion a ‘black mark’ on the country.” [The New York Times, 

10/22/06] 

 

NARAL Spokeswoman: “We Have Absolutely No Reason To Believe That He Would Protect 

Abortion Access In New York.” “Mary Alice Carr, spokeswoman for NARAL Pro-Choice New 

York, which has endorsed state Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, the Democratic gubernatorial front-

runner, recalled that Faso in 1987, speaking on the Assembly floor, called Roe vs. Wade ‘a black 

mark upon this country.’ ‘We have absolutely no reason to believe that he would protect abortion 

access in New York,’ Carr said.” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

Said The Decision Was An Example Of How “Science Has Thrown To Lie The Notion That You 

Can Have Abortions Up To Six Full Months Of Gestation.”  “When Republican gubernatorial 

nominee John Faso was a freshman legislator, he rose on the Assembly floor to give an impassioned 

speech opposing the use of taxpayer dollars to fund abortions. A skilled debater, Faso delivered the 

equivalent of a sermon. He called Roe v. Wade ‘a black mark upon this country.’ … And he said Roe 

v. Wade was an example of how ‘science has thrown to lie the notion that you can have abortions up 

to six full months of gestation.’ … Faso’s comments on the Assembly floor came in 1987, but his 

abortion stance has remained unequivocal. If elected governor, he said, he would submit a budget that 

restricts Medicaid funding of abortions to cases of rape, incest or when a mother’s life is in jeopardy. 

If the Legislature challenged him, he has said he would veto such funding.” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Claimed Roe V. Wade Was “Unconstitutional.” “Faso said Roe v. Wade is unconstitutional.” [AP, 

2/13/06] 

 

Described Abortion Opponents As “Abolitionists After The Dred Scott Decision.” “He compared 

abortion foes to ‘the latter-day abolitionists after the Dred Scott decision.’” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Said President Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” Towards Foreign Policy, Meaning 

That Obama Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” 

 

Said President Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” To Foreign Policy, Meaning That 

Obama Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” “FASO: My concern with what Obama 

did with Cuba is that it exemplifies his kind of naive approach as I see it with how he deals with 

international relations generally. He generally believes, in my view, that the United States is the source of 

most of the consternation in the World. He thinks that if the United States would just be more like the rest 

of the World, we would somehow be able to get along better. And it’s kind of like the Rodney King 

approach to foreign policy, can’t we all get along.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 43:52]  

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=43m52s
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Newsday: Faso “Too Ideological To Lead New York” 

 

Newsday: Faso “Too Ideological To Lead New York.” “But Faso lost us with his call for unaffordable 

business tax cuts and his unwillingness to settle a court decision to stop shortchanging New York City 

schools. Overall, he seems a bit too ideological to lead New York.” [Editorial, Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

Faso: “I’m A Partisan Republican”; New York Times: “Faso Spent Much Of His Time Trying To 

Thwart, Or At Least Embarrass, The Democratic Majority” 

 

2000: Faso: “I’m A Partisan Republican.” “‘I’m a partisan Republican, but I realize that no one side 

has a corner on virtue when it comes to redistricting,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who 

served on the legislative task force that drew the current lines. ‘Quaint notions of things like good 

government and adequate representation never enter into it.’” [Newsday, 1/31/00] 

 

2006: New York Times: “Faso Spent Much Of His Time Trying To Thwart, Or At Least 

Embarrass, The Democratic Majority.” “As a leader of the Assembly minority, Mr. Faso spent much 

of his time trying to thwart, or at least embarrass, the Democratic majority. Few bills he introduced ever 

became law. But some of them influenced debate in Albany.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

1992: Railed Against Three GOP Legislators For Voting With Democrats. “One Republican 

assemblyman suggests that another Republican assemblyman is stupid. Yet another Republican 

assemblyman suggests that one of his GOP colleagues is a turncoat. Welcome to the world of survival 

politics, where the partisan buddy system has its limitations. On Wednesday, three GOP lawmakers 

from Long Island found out just what it means to be labeled as traitors by their colleagues when they 

were stripped of their leadership posts within the Assembly’s minority party conference after they 

voted for a Democratic redistricting plan. … Assemblyman John Faso of Kinderhook said the three - 

as well as eight other GOP lawmakers - broke a promise to keep the Republican Party faith. ‘I can 

sleep soundly at night,’ said Faso. ‘I just don’t know whether they can.’” [Times Union, 3/12/92] 

 

HEADLINE: “Lawmakers Show Allegiance To Party Has Its Limitations” [Times Union, 

3/12/92] 

 

2003: Referred To As “Dr. No” Because He Voted No On “Everything”  

 

2003: Referred To As “Dr. No” Because He Voted No On “Everything.” “Columbia County 

Democratic Chairwoman Denise King … Around his Hudson Valley Assembly district, King said, Faso 

was called ‘Dr. No -- because he voted no on everything. He was the always the pit bull who delivered all 

the nasties and negatives,’ she said. ‘And always with a smile.’” [Buffalo News, 7/14/03] 

 

2006: “Faso Voted Time And Again Against Bills That Even Most Of His Fellow Republicans 

Supported … Cast The Lone No Vote More Than Two Dozen Times”  

 

2006: “Faso Voted Time And Again Against Bills That Even Most Of His Fellow Republicans 

Supported … Cast The Lone No Vote More Than Two Dozen Times.” “During his 16 years in the 

State Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans 

supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. 

Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, voted against bills to expand prenatal care; educate 

homeless children; give more generous pensions to government workers; create check-off boxes on state 

tax forms for contributions to diabetes research; and tree planting.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 
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2006: Faso Took Positions That Were “Often More Conservative Than Other Republicans” 

 

2006: Faso Took Positions That Were “Often More Conservative Than Other Republicans.” “But in 

the Assembly, he often stood apart from colleagues, taking positions - on issues such as abortion, health 

care and gun control - that were often more conservative than other Republicans. ‘Some people take 

positions because they think it’s helpful to them politically,’ said Assemb. Thomas DiNapoli (D-Great 

Neck), who took office in 1987, the same year as Faso. ‘I think John’s conservative positions are 

genuinely felt and reflect deeply held beliefs.’” [Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

2006: Criticized By Republicans For “Out-Of-Touch,” “Extreme,” And “Embarrassing” 

Legislative Record Who Was A Bad Candidate Due To Lobbying Background; New York 

Republican Chairman: Faso Sounded Like He Was From “La-La-Land” 

 

2006: Criticized By Republicans For “Out-Of-Touch” Legislative Record. “And Mr. Faso’s 16-year 

voting record in the Assembly has already been labeled ‘out of touch’ -- by a Republican, William L. 

DeProspo, the party chairman in Orange County.” [New York Times, 6/11/06]  

 

Faso’s Background As A Lobbyist And 16-Year Legislator Made Him A Bad Candidate. 

“‘Faso’s a middle-aged white male who is pro-life and a lobbyist, and he’s saying that he wants to 

reform Albany even though he spent 16 years there as a legislator,’ said William L. DeProspo, the 

Orange County Republican chairman. ‘I think that’s a very, very challenging sell to voters, even to 

some Republicans.’ Mr. DeProspo had supported Mr. Weld for governor, but now supports Mr. Faso.” 

[New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

2006: Moderate Republicans Sought To Paint Faso As An “Extremist.” “Moderate Republicans in 

the state also tried to paint Mr. Faso as an extremist last spring when their candidate, William F. 

Weld, the former governor of Massachusetts, unsuccessfully sought the party’s nomination for New 

York governor.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

New York Republicans Sought To “Derail” Faso’s Bid For Governor, Criticized Him For 

Conservative Record. “Prominent New York Republicans took steps yesterday to derail John Faso’s 

bid for the party nomination for governor by assailing him as an extremist conservative who would 

drag down the entire Republican slate in the November elections. … The attacks on Mr. Faso’s 

conservative record have been unfolding for days now, at the same time as his campaign has picked 

up steam with important endorsements and a rise in the polls. Those attacks intensified yesterday 

when Republicans released a letter from William L. DeProspo, the party chairman in Orange County, 

to other Republican leaders criticizing Mr. Faso’s voting record in the Assembly. … Those 

Republicans, who include county chairmen and some political advisers to Mr. Pataki, see Mr. Faso’s 

conservatism -- specifically, his opposition to abortion rights and gay marriage -- as political poison 

for other Republican candidates this November.” [New York Times, 5/18/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “GOP Leader Pushes Against Faso And ‘Extreme’ Voting Record” [AP, 5/18/06] 

 

Republicans Criticized Faso For His “Embarrassing” Voting Record. “The same day some 

Republican leaders urged colleagues to drop support for governor candidate John Faso over an 

‘embarrassing’ voting record against women’s issues, candidate Bill Weld announced a ‘Women for 

Weld’ initiative.” [AP, 5/18/06] 
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Criticized By Republicans For Far-Right Voting Record. “DeProspo also said Faso was the only 

member of the Assembly to vote against a bill requiring equal pay for equal work, against a bill 

fighting discrimination of women in the workplace, against improving screening for breast and 

cervical cancer, and against improving the diagnosis for osteoporosis, a bone deficiency that afflicts 

women. DeProspo also wrote that Faso voted against improving education for homeless children, 

against building youth centers, ‘even voted against lunch periods for kids in schools.’ DeProspo also 

listed Faso votes against requiring that the Irish Potato Famine be taught in schools and against some 

environmental and education bills.” [AP, 5/18/06] 

 

2006: Even Some Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On Women’s Issues, Civil 

Rights And Guns.” “But Democrats -- and even some Republicans who wanted Weld to be the party’s 

candidate -- say Faso’s record is extreme on women’s issues, civil rights and guns.” [Poughkeepsie 

Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Forcing Religious-Based Institutions To Pay For Services “Incompatible With Their 

Doctrines.” “Faso said he opposed forcing religious-based institutions to pay for services 

‘incompatible with their doctrines.’” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Bill Requiring Trigger Locks And Other Gun Safety Measures. “Faso said he opposed 

forcing religious-based institutions to pay for services ‘incompatible with their doctrines.’ 

A bill to require trigger locks and other gun-safety measures.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Bill Preventing Rape Or Sexual Assault Survivors From Having To Take A Lie 

Detector Test Because Polygraphs Are Inadmissible Evidence In New York Courts. “A bill to 

prevent rape or sexual-assault victims from having to take a lie-detector test. Faso said he opposed it 

because polygraph tests are inadmissible evidence in New York courts.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 

6/11/06] 

 

New York Republican Chairman: Faso Sounded Like He Was From “La-La-Land.” “‘Mr. Faso, as 

his own party leaders have said, speaks from the extreme of his own party,’ Mr. Spitzer said, recalling that 

the state Republican chairman -- who once opposed Mr. Faso’s candidacy -- had said Mr. Faso sounded 

like he was from ‘La-La Land.’” [New York Times, 10/13/06] 

 

2006: Buffalo Police Benevolent Association: “John Faso Is A Right-Wing Fanatic” 

 

Buffalo Police Benevolent Association: “John Faso Is A Right-Wing Fanatic.” “Buffalo unions such 

as the Police Benevolent Association bitterly resent the control board’s imposition of a wage freeze, 

which they say unfairly punishes city workers while violating the Taylor Law’s underpinnings. ‘John 

Faso is a right-wing fanatic, as far as I’m concerned,’ said Robert P. Meegan, president of the Buffalo 

PBA. ‘He’s just another pro-big business type of individual.’” [Buffalo News, 11/01/06] 

 

2006: New York State United Teachers President: Faso Had “Extreme Positions” On Vouchers, 

Pensions, And Tax Credits 

 

2006: NYSUT President: Faso Had “Extreme Positions” On Vouchers, Pensions, And Tax Credits. 
“NYSUT President Richard Iannuzzi touted Spitzer’s ‘passion, energy and intellect’ while criticizing 

Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso’s ‘extreme positions on vouchers, pension and tax 

credits.’” [New York Post, 8/10/06] 
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2006: Columbia County Conservative Party Chairman: Faso “Unfit” Because Of Lobbying 

Practices 

 

2006: Columbia County Conservative Party Chairman: Faso “Unfit” Because Of Lobbying 

Practices. “The Conservative Party chairman from the home county of GOP gubernatorial candidate John 

Faso said Tuesday Faso is unfit to be an Albany reformer because he was part of its ‘pay to play’ practices 

as a lobbyist. ‘Read the paper. Watch the news,’ wrote Columbia County Conservative Party Chairman 

Matthew Torrey to New York conservatives. ‘Every day there is a new story about the undue influence of 

lobbyists and special interest groups, and the things they do ... exerting their influence, bending the rules 

and skirting the spirit, if not the letter of the law.’” [AP, 2/07/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Conservative Chairman Targets Faso’s Lobbying Past” [AP, 2/07/06] 

 

2008: “Sarah Palin Is Very, Very Well Qualified To Be Vice President…Would Be Qualified To Be 

President” 

 

2008: “Sarah Palin Is Very, Very Well Qualified To Be Vice President…Would Be Qualified To Be 

President.” While at the 2008 Republican National Convention, John Faso was asked if he thought Sarah 

Palin was qualified as a vice presidential nominee. He responded, “FASO: I think Sarah Palin is very very 

well qualified to be vice-president and I think if the circumstances would certainly arise she would be 

qualified to be president.” [John Faso on Sarah Palin, posted 9/01/08, 0:11]  

 

Described A ‘Unity Through Diversity’ Poster As “Diversity Drivel” 

 

Described A ‘Unity Through Diversity’ Poster As “Diversity Drivel.” “A ‘Unity Through Diversity’ 

poster published by the state Banking Department has been criticized as an absurd waste of money by an 

assemblyman who received a handful in the mail. ‘Who inspired this bit of diversity drivel?’ asked 

Assemblyman John Faso, a Republican from Columbia County. The poster shows an outline of the state 

with a listing of the state’s U.S. senators, congressmen, state senators, assembly members and other state 

officials. In the upper right-hand corner are pictures of Gov. Cuomo and Derrick Cephas, state banking 

superintendent. Drawings of black, white and maroon hands are depicted putting pieces into a puzzle 

along the outlines of the state. The posters were printed in January for $7,500, said Clare Sykes, state 

Banking Department spokeswoman. Most are distributed at career conferences, but 750 were mailed to 

state lawmakers at a cost of $75, she said.” [Buffalo News, 5/03/93] 

 

Fought Against Giving Non-White Cultures More Emphasis In School Curriculum, Described It As 

A “Waste Of Money” That Would Pursue The “Pseudo-Science Of Victimology” 

 

Fought Against Giving Non-White Cultures More Emphasis In School Curriculum, Described It As 

A “Waste Of Money” That Would Pursue The “Pseudo-Science Of Victimology.” “State Education 

Commissioner Thomas Sobol wants to change social studies classes in New York to give better emphasis 

to non-white cultures, the Albany Times Union reported today. In a memo dated Feb. 2, Sobol urged the 

state Board of Regents to authorize changes in American and world history education for kindergarten 

through Grade 12 to give non-white cultures greater visibility, the newspaper said. … And while Deputy 

Assembly Speaker Arthur Eve, D-Buffalo, praised Sobol’s idea, Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, 

said it would be a waste of money. ‘It’s pursuing the pseudo-science of victimology,’ he said.” [Buffalo 

News, 2/06/90] 

 

https://youtu.be/idLokBroMlU?t=11s
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Pleaded For Gov. Cuomo To Deny Funding For Revising Curriculum, Claimed It Was An 

Effort To “Politicize The Classroom With A Left-Wing Ideology Favored By Those Who 

Subscribe To The Latest ‘Politically Correct’ Fads.” “Gov. Cuomo on Wednesday spurned a 

Republican proposal that he refuse to fund any state Education Department attempts at rewriting the 

state’s history curriculum to include more about the roles of minorities. Assemblyman John J. Faso, 

R-Columbia, joined the chorus of politicians criticizing the Board of Regents’ report on multicultural 

education. … Faso said Cuomo should refuse to allow any spending on changing the curriculum for 

social studies. ‘This report represents an effort to politicize the classroom with a left-wing ideology 

favored by those who subscribe to the latest ‘politically correct’ fads,’ Faso said. Cuomo, who 

released a five-page statement on the report this week, rejected Faso’s request.” [Buffalo News, 

7/18/91] 

 

HEADLINE: “Republican Wants Cuomo To Fight History Revisions” [Times Union, 7/18/91] 

 

Cuomo Spokesman: “Faso’s Response Is Not The Way To Deal With The Issue.” “‘The governor 

sought to begin a constructive dialogue,’ said Cuomo spokesman Darren Dopp. ‘Faso’s response is not 

the way to deal with the issue.’” [Times Union, 7/18/91] 

 

Argued Against Report That Documented Segregated Schools In The United States, Said The 

Report’s Figures Were Linked To “Such Urban Social Ills As Teen Pregnancy, Drug Addiction And 

Broken Homes” 

 

Argued Against Report That Documented Segregated Schools In The United States, Said The 

Report’s Figures Were Linked To “Such Urban Social Ills As Teen Pregnancy, Drug Addiction And 

Broken Homes.” “New York’s educational system is segregated, concentrating minority students in 

‘failing’ urban districts while many whites attend "successful" suburban schools, according to Education 

Commissioner Thomas Sobol. … The report concluded that enrollment patterns in New York’s schools 

reflect the racial separation in society at large, ‘with racial/ethnic minority children segregated in schools 

with high concentrations of minority students, and poor children concentrated in schools located in the 

‘Big 5’ city districts of New York City, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Yonkers.’ … Assemblyman 

John Faso, R-Kinderhook, argued that such figures are linked to such urban social ills as teen pregnancy, 

drug addiction and broken homes. They do not prove that New York schools are segregated, he said. ‘The 

use of the word ‘segregation’ is kind of like waiving a red flag,’ Faso said.” [Times Union, 12/14/88] 

 

Spoke At A New York Oath Keepers Event, Which Has Been Described As A “Right-Wing” Group 

That Is “Alarming” 

 

2016: Spoke At New York Oath Keepers Event. In June 2016, Faso spoke at a New York Oath Keepers 

event. [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers event, 6/11/16] 

 

MSNBC: “Even Among Right-Wing Groups, The Oath Keepers Organization Is A Pretty Alarming 

Bunch.” “Even among right-wing groups, the Oath Keepers organization is a pretty alarming bunch. As 

recently as May, Oath Keepers founder Stewart Rhodes told a conservative gathering that Sen. John 

McCain (R-Ariz.) should be tried for treason and ‘hung by the neck until dead’ for going ‘along with the 

program of the destruction of this country.’” [MSNBC, 7/10/15] 

 

Oath Keepers Founder Said John McCain Should Be “Hung By The Neck Until Dead.” “Even 

among right-wing groups, the Oath Keepers organization is a pretty alarming bunch. As recently as 

May, Oath Keepers founder Stewart Rhodes told a conservative gathering that Sen. John McCain (R-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/the-company-elected-officials-keep
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Ariz.) should be tried for treason and ‘hung by the neck until dead’ for going ‘along with the program 

of the destruction of this country.’” [MSNBC, 7/10/15] 

 

Chapter Website Had Postings Calling Sandy Hook “Hoax,” President Obama A 

“Muslim/Extremist.” “The chapter’s website includes postings by a member embracing a film that 

claims the December 2012 Sandy Hook massacre was a hoax and calling President Obama a 

‘Muslim/Extremist.’ The national group’s founder, Stewart Rhodes, a former staffer for onetime 

Republican and Libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul, has compared Hillary Clinton to Hitler. 

He said in May that Sen. John McCain (R-Arizona), who survived torture in a North Vietnamese 

prison camp, is ‘a traitor who should be hung by the neck until dead.’” [NY Daily News, 7/03/15] 

 

Oath Keeper Founder Compared Hilary Clinton To Hitler. “The chapter’s website includes 

postings by a member embracing a film that claims the December 2012 Sandy Hook massacre was a 

hoax and calling President Obama a ‘Muslim/Extremist.’ The national group’s founder, Stewart 

Rhodes, a former staffer for onetime Republican and Libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul, has 

compared Hillary Clinton to Hitler. He said in May that Sen. John McCain (R-Arizona), who survived 

torture in a North Vietnamese prison camp, is ‘a traitor who should be hung by the neck until dead.’” 

[NY Daily News, 7/03/15] 

 

Praised Sheriff David Clarke, Who Has Made A Slew Of Controversial Comments 

 

Praised Sheriff David Clarke. “What a tremendous patriot we have in Sheriff David Clarke, it’s so great 

to be with you Sheriff Clarke.” [John Faso at New York Oath Keepers event, 0:54-1:01, 6/11/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Sheriff David Clarke Warns Of ‘Second American Revolution’ Over Guns.” 
“Milwaukee County Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. went on a conspiracy-peddling radio show this week 

and warned of a second American Revolution if cops have to enforce extreme gun control measures. 

Clarke made his remark during a 20-minute appearance Monday on the syndicated show hosted by 

national radio host Alex Jones, best known for his anti-government views and conspiracy theories on 

everything from fluoride to the 9-11 terrorist attacks.” [Milwaukee-Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, 

2/20/13] 

 

HEADLINE: “Sheriff Clarke: Don’t Try To Understand ‘Sick Ideology’ Of Radical Islam, 

Destroy It” [Fox News, 7/16/16] 

 

“Sheriff David Clarke Called For Citizens To Arm Themselves.” Appearing on CNN Monday 

morning, Milwaukee County Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. doubled down on his cry for citizens to arm 

themselves. Clarke, who last week urged residents to learn how to use a firearm so they can defend 

themselves, was interviewed by a not-too-sympathetic Soledad O'Brien on her ‘Starting Point’ show.” 

[Milwaukee-Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, 1/28/13] 

 

HEADLINE: “This Is War, And Black Lives Matter Is The Enemy” [David Clarke Op-Ed, The 

Hill, 7/18/16]  

 

Opposed Bill That Mandated Schools Teach About Irish Potato Famine, Described It As “Silly” 

 

Opposed Bill That Mandated Schools Teach About Irish Potato Famine, Described It As “Silly.” 
“School children throughout New York state must be taught about the Irish potato famine, which killed or 

uprooted millions during the 1840s, under legislation signed Tuesday by Gov. George Pataki. … ‘‘We 

http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/the-company-elected-officials-keep
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/rep-hit-meeting-extreme-conservatives-article-1.2281013
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/rep-hit-meeting-extreme-conservatives-article-1.2281013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y1OpRrxWdM
http://www.jsonline.com/blogs/news/191923121.html
http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/07/16/sheriff-clarke-reacts-nice-terror-attack-islamism-president-obamas-reaction
http://www.jsonline.com/news/milwaukee/sheriff-clarke-uses-cnn-interview-to-defend-gun-ad-f48hsh9-188658171.html
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/civil-rights/sheriff-david%20clarke-black-lives-matter-baton-rouge-civil-war
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don’t do the job that we have at the state level so that we can now butt our nose into how the curricula of 

the schools are going to be improved?’ said Republican Assemblyman John Faso of Columbia County. 

‘This is a job for the local school districts, the Education Department and parents, not the state 

Legislature.’ Faso called the bill a ‘silly’ exercise in political correctness.” [AP, 10/08/96] 

 

2016: Blamed The “Campus Left” For Rise In “Anti-Semitism And Anti-#Israel Attacks” 

 

2016: Blamed The “Campus Left” For Rise In “Anti-Semitism And Anti-#Israel Attacks.” In July 

2016, Faso tweeted, “Anti-Semitism and anti-#Israel attacks are on the rise, courtesy of the campus Left 

and BDS.” [John Faso Twitter, tweeted 7/27/16] 

 

 

Praised Carl Paladino, Accepted $2,700 Contribution From Him 

 

2011: Praised Carl Paladino. “I happen to know Carl Paladino, I’ve known him for a number of years – 

not well, but I’ve had occasion through the years when I was Minority Leader to meet with him to talk 

about issues. He is a very smart guy, perhaps he expresses his views in ways some people find 

intemperate. But I do think that the philosophy that he wants to bring forth – which is cut government 

spending, make government live within the means of the people, not the other way around – is a very 

important one, and I think that he’s representative of a viewpoint that is really sweeping the state.” [John 

Faso on Capitol Tonight, 5:40-6:20, 9/24/10] 

 

2015: Accepted $2,700 Contribution From Carl Paladino. In 2015, Faso accepted a $2,700 

contribution from Carl Paladino. [FEC, accessed 7/25/16] 

 

New York Times: Faso Borrowed A Page From “Karl Rove’s Playbook” 

 

New York Times: Faso Borrowed A Page From “Karl Rove’s Playbook.” “Borrowing a page from 

Karl Rove’s playbook, John Faso plans to spend the next five months convincing voters that his likely 

opponent in the governor’s race, Eliot Spitzer, comes with a defining liability: Mr. Spitzer would raise 

your taxes.” [Post-Standard, 9/23/0] 

 

  

https://twitter.com/JohnFasoNy/status/758343216148000769
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BA7yKtPDCaM
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?201510139002853821
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Abortion and Family Planning Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Called Roe v. Wade a “black mark” on the country 

 

 Described abortion opponents as “abolitionists after the Dred Scott decision” 

 

 Opposed abortion and was described as a “staunch foe of abortion”; Said he 

“always had a pro-life voting record” and promised to “follow through on that in 

Washington” 

 

 Said government-funded abortions were “wrong”  

 

 2001: Voted against requiring health insurers to provide coverage for 

contraception 

 

 2006: Would have vetoed bill allowing access to morning after pill 

 

 1997: Sponsored bill that funded abstinence-only programs to prevent “out-of-

wedlock” births, said, “soaring rates of illegitimacy have contributed to the 

unfortunate cycle of welfare dependency in New York State” 

 

 Promised to prohibit abortions for Medicaid recipients; Daily News: Faso 

established “hard line” stance when he “vowed … to stop Medicaid-funded 

abortions” and would “veto any bid by state lawmakers to restore such funding” 

 

 Described insurers providing free birth control to women as a “sham”  
 

 Twice voted against bipartisan bills that would prohibit protestors from blocking 

access to abortion clinics, hospitals, and medical centers; defended such 

protestors 

 

 2016: Refused to answer question about whether or not he would vote to defund 

Planned Parenthood 

 

 Did not support funding for embryonic stem cell research 
 

Called Roe V. Wade Decision A “Black Mark” On The Country 
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Called Roe V. Wade Decision A “Black Mark” On The Country. “Supporters of his Democratic rival, 

Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, in the governor’s race, say that Mr. Faso’s record shows he is a 

conservative ideologue who is out of step with New York voters. Mr. Spitzer used their first debate to 

attack Mr. Faso’s vote against the equal pay law, and to criticize a 1987 speech in which Mr. Faso called 

the Roe v. Wade decision legalizing abortion a ‘black mark’ on the country.” [The New York Times, 

10/22/06] 

 

NARAL Spokeswoman: “We Have Absolutely No Reason To Believe That He Would Protect 

Abortion Access In New York.” “Mary Alice Carr, spokeswoman for NARAL Pro-Choice New 

York, which has endorsed state Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, the Democratic gubernatorial front-

runner, recalled that Faso in 1987, speaking on the Assembly floor, called Roe vs. Wade ‘a black 

mark upon this country.’ ‘We have absolutely no reason to believe that he would protect abortion 

access in New York,’ Carr said.” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

Said The Decision Was An Example Of How “Science Has Thrown To Lie The Notion That You 

Can Have Abortions Up To Six Full Months Of Gestation.”  “When Republican gubernatorial 

nominee John Faso was a freshman legislator, he rose on the Assembly floor to give an impassioned 

speech opposing the use of taxpayer dollars to fund abortions. A skilled debater, Faso delivered the 

equivalent of a sermon. He called Roe v. Wade ‘a black mark upon this country.’ … And he said Roe 

v. Wade was an example of how ‘science has thrown to lie the notion that you can have abortions up 

to six full months of gestation.’ … Faso’s comments on the Assembly floor came in 1987, but his 

abortion stance has remained unequivocal. If elected governor, he said, he would submit a budget that 

restricts Medicaid funding of abortions to cases of rape, incest or when a mother’s life is in jeopardy. 

If the Legislature challenged him, he has said he would veto such funding.” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Claimed Roe V. Wade Was “Unconstitutional.” “Faso said Roe v. Wade is unconstitutional.” [AP, 

2/13/06] 

 

Described Abortion Opponents As “Abolitionists After The Dred Scott Decision” 

 

Described Abortion Opponents As “Abolitionists After The Dred Scott Decision.” “When 

Republican gubernatorial nominee John Faso was a freshman legislator, he rose on the Assembly floor to 

give an impassioned speech opposing the use of taxpayer dollars to fund abortions. A skilled debater, 

Faso delivered the equivalent of a sermon. He called Roe v. Wade ‘a black mark upon this country.’ He 

compared abortion foes to ‘the latter-day abolitionists after the Dred Scott decision.’” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Opposed Abortion And Was Described As A “Staunch Foe Of Abortion”; Said Government 

Funding For Abortions Was “Wrong” 

 

2002: Opposed Legalized Abortion. “Faso, the former Assembly minority leader, is known as a loyal 

Pataki supporter, but while the governor has tilted left, Faso has stayed conservative. He opposes 

legalized abortion, which puts him at odds with a majority of New Yorkers, though it may not resonate in 

a race for a fiscal post.” [Newsday, 5/29/02] 

 

Described As A “Staunch Foe Of Abortion.” “Faso, a fiscal conservative and staunch foe of abortion, 

has tied his candidacy closely to Gov. George Pataki, saying he has been Pataki’s fiscal partner.” 

[Newsday, 10/25/02] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Steadfast On Opposition To Abortions” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
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Faso: Government-Funded Abortions Were “Wrong”. “Faso said that abortion is an ‘emotional 

issue’…he said that government funding is wrong except when the life of the mother was involved.” [The 

Spotlight, 10/22/86]  

 

Faso: “I Would Not Support Legislation To End Abortion” Because It Wouldn’t Be “Politically 

Viable.” “John Faso, a conservative Republican considering a run for governor, said Friday that while he 

is personally opposed to abortion, he would not support legislation to outlaw it in New York state. ‘I don’t 

think such an approach would be appropriate,’ the former state Assembly minority leader told The 

Associated Press. Faso, a Roman Catholic, said that even if he felt such legislation was appropriate, he did 

not think it would be ‘politically viable’ in New York.” [AP, 11/11/05] 

 

Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record” And Promised To “Follow Through On That In 

Washington” 

 

2016: Said He “Always Had A Pro-Life Voting Record,” Would “Follow Through On That In 

Washington.”  In February 2016, while appearing at a Dutchess County Tea Party debate, Faso said, 

“Tom, I’ve always had a pro-life voting record when I served in the New York State Assembly and I 

would, I would follow through on that in Washington. “ [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:05:34, 

2/21/16]  

 

2001: Voted Against Requiring Health Insurers To Provide Coverage For Contraception 

 

2001: Voted Against Requiring Health Insurers To Provide Coverage For Contraception. “Requires 

health and accident insurance policies which provide coverage for prescription drugs to cover the cost of 

contraceptives prescribed by a health care provider authorized to prescribe drugs pursuant to the education 

law.” [A02002, 1/29/01] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Bill Allowing Access To Morning After Pill 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Bill Allowing Women Access To Morning After Pill Without Having To 

See A Doctor. “Democratic candidate for governor Eliot Spitzer on Monday promised to sign a bill that 

would allow pharmacists to dispense ‘morning after’ conception-preventing pills to women and girls 

without prescriptions. … The bill would allow women to avoid a wait for a doctor's appointment to get 

the medication, which must be used within 72 hours of sex. Republican candidates for governor John 

Faso … said they would have vetoed the bill. ‘I thought the bill was too broad and needed protection 

against use by minors,’ said Faso. ‘I favor some type of parental notification.’ He said he is also 

concerned about the health effects of repeated use of the pills.” [2/20/06] 

 

1997: Sponsored Bill That Funded Abstinence-Only Programs To Prevent “Out-Of-Wedlock” 

Births, Said, “Soaring Rates Of Illegitimacy Have Contributed To The Unfortunate Cycle Of 

Welfare Dependency In New York State” 

 

1997: Sponsored Bill That Funded Abstinence-Only Programs To Prevent “Out-Of-Wedlock” 

Births, Said, “Soaring Rates Of Illegitimacy Have Contributed To The Unfortunate Cycle Of 

Welfare Dependency In New York State.” “An effort by Assemblyman John Faso to take a proactive 

approach to the problem of teen pregnancy -- namely, by preaching abstinence -- has won a strong 

endorsement from Bishop Howard J. Hubbard of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Albany. Faso, a 

Republican from Kinderhook, is sponsoring a bill that would expand local programs designed to reduce 

http://www.bethlehempubliclibrary.org/localhistory/spotlight/years/1986/1986-10-22.pdf
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h5m34s
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A02002&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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teen pregnancy rates. Faso said programs like Community Maternity Services in Albany are effective in 

preventing out-of-wedlock births. Such programs, which counsel students to avoid sexual activity rather 

than use condoms, are preferred by the bishop. … ‘Soaring rates of illegitimacy have contributed to the 

unfortunate cycle of welfare dependency in New York State,’ Faso said.” [Times Union, 5/30/97] 

 

Argued For Abstinence-Only Programs As The Primary Strategy To Combat Teen Pregnancy. 

In 1997, according to an op-ed that Faso wrote, “I recently introduced a bill designed both to capture 

the new federal money and respond to the federal bonus incentive. My bill, co-sponsored by Sen. 

Kemp Hannon, R-Garden City, the chairman of the Senate Health Committee, would provide added 

state support programs that focus on sexual abstinence as a primary strategy, rather than as just 

another individual ‘choice’ teens might want to consider, for avoiding pregnancy and sexually 

transmitted diseases. The Faso-Hannon bill includes the necessary appropriations authority to match 

federal funding for programs that teach abstinence exclusively as a means of avoiding pregnancy and 

sexually transmitted diseases. … Given the added hazards of sexually transmitted disease, condom 

handouts and safe-sex lessons should not be treated as the exclusive answer to teen pregnancy.” [John 

Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 7/03/97] 

 

2006: Promised To Prohibit Abortions For Medicaid Recipients; Daily News: Faso Established 

“Hard Line” Stance When He “Vowed … To Stop Medicaid-Funded Abortions” And Would “Veto 

Any Bid By State Lawmakers To Restore Such Funding” 

 

2006: Promised To Prohibit Abortions For Medicaid Recipients, Would Institute Exceptions For 

Rape, Incest, Or If The Life Of The Mother Was At Stake. “Republican gubernatorial candidate John 

Faso said Tuesday if he is elected, he would seek to restrict access to abortions for Medicaid recipients 

only to cases of rape, incest or when life of the mother is in jeopardy. The former assembly minority 

leader, who opposes abortion, was less definitive on whether he would push to make abortion illegal 

entirely if Roe vs. Wade is overturned and the question of a woman’s right to choose returned to the 

states.” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Wants Medicaid Abortion Limits; GOP Gubernatorial Hopeful Says 

Procedure Would Likely Remain Available Even If Roe Is Overturned” [Times Union, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Gov Hopeful’s Anti-Abort Vow” [Daily News, 2/16/06] 

 

Established “Hard Line” Stance When He “Vowed … To Stop Medicaid-Funded Abortions” And 

Would “Veto Any Bid By State Lawmakers To Restore Such Funding.” “Drawing a hard line 

between himself and the leading candidates for governor, Republican hopeful John Faso vowed yesterday 

to stop Medicaid-funded abortions in New York. Faso, contending he has never veered from his record as 

an abortion foe, said he’d stop using state dollars to pay for pregnancy terminations for poor women and 

would veto any bid by state lawmakers to restore such funding. The only exceptions would be in cases of 

rape, incest or if an abortion was needed to save the life of the woman, he said.” [Daily News, 2/16/06] 

 

Said He Would Veto Any Budget With Medicaid Funding For Abortions, With Exceptions For 

Rape, Incest, And Life Of The Woman. “If elected governor, he said, he would submit a budget that 

restricts Medicaid funding of abortions to cases of rape, incest or when a mother’s life is in jeopardy. 

If the Legislature challenged him, he has said he would veto such funding. ‘I have long held the 

position, and I still do, that taxpayer spending on abortion should be limited,’ Faso, who lives upstate 

in Kinderhook, said. ‘That’s a position that many New Yorkers agree with.’” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 
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Voted For State Budgets That Included Medicaid Funding For Abortion. “As the Assembly’s 

Republican leader, Faso has voted for state budgets that included Medicaid funding for abortion.” 

[AP, 10/28/02] 

 

Opposed The Contraception Mandate, Described Insurers Providing Free Birth Control To 

Women As A “Sham” And Said Rush Limbaugh’s Attacks Against Sandra Fluke Was “Good 

Politics For The Democrats” 

 

Opposed The Contraception Mandate, Described Insurers Providing Free Birth Control To 

Women As A “Sham” And Said Rush Limbaugh’s Attacks Against Sandra Fluke Was “Good 

Politics For The Democrats.” “Rush Limbaugh’s highly inappropriate personal attack on a Georgetown 

law student advocating entitlement to free contraception as part of health care coverage was temporarily 

good politics for the Democrats. Unfortunately, the incident only further obscures the real issue; namely, 

can the government require religious employers to pay for medical services that may violate core tenets of 

religious belief? The issue is not about contraception. It is instead about religious liberty guaranteed to all 

Americans by the First Amendment to the Constitution. … The ‘compromise’ that requires insurers and 

not employers to provide ‘free’ contraception is little more than a sham. … What is perhaps most 

astonishing in this entire debate is the notion that someone’s right to "free" contraception is superior to the 

religious liberty guaranteed all Americans under the First Amendment. Religious liberty is not about 

whether the majority of the country agrees with beliefs of others. It is the right of religious groups to 

practice their faith freely and without interference or economic coercion by the government. … The 

Supreme Court will consider the Affordable Care Act later this month at an extraordinary five-hour oral 

argument with a decision expected this summer. The court should reject the contraception mandate and 

uphold the religious liberties under the First Amendment that protect us all.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times 

Union, 3/10/12] 

 

Called On The Supreme Court To Reject The Contraception Mandate In The Affordable Care Act. 
“The issue is not about contraception. It is instead about religious liberty guaranteed to all Americans by 

the First Amendment to the Constitution…The Supreme Court will consider the Affordable Care Act later 

this month at an extraordinary five-hour oral argument with a decision expected this summer. The court 

should reject the contraception mandate and uphold the religious liberties under the First Amendment that 

protect us all.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 3/12/12]  

 

HEADLINE: “Religious Liberty First” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 3/12/12] 

 

1993 & 1999: Twice Voted Against Bipartisan Bills That Would Prohibit Protestors From Blocking 

Access To Abortion Clinics, Hospitals, And Medical Centers; Defended Such Protestors 

 

1993: Voted Against Bill That Would Prohibit Protestors From Blocking Access To Abortion 

Clinics, Hospitals, And Medical Centers; Defended Such Protestors. “In an effort to thwart blockades 

of abortion clinics by abortion opponents in New York State, the Assembly passed a bill today that would 

make it a specific crime to block access to any hospital or medical center. … After a sharp, emotional 

debate pitting a woman’s right to an abortion against the right of abortion opponents to protest, the 

Assembly voted 106 to 35 to change the state’s penal code to define blocking of a medical center as 

aggravated harassment, a misdemeanor punishable by up to a year in prison. … The passage came a year 

after Operation Rescue focused its anti-abortion campaign on Buffalo, staging a series of protests last 

April that resulted in scuffles and more than 500 arrests but failed to shut down the clinics in the city. … 

The bill’s opponents said that since the state already had laws covering crimes such as trespassing, the bill 

was unnecessary and that it deprived anti-abortion protesters of their rights to free speech. Assemblyman 

http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Religious-liberty-first-3395855.php
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Religious-liberty-first-3395855.php
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John J. Faso, a Republican from West Coxsackie, said the bill singled out one group because of their 

political views. ‘We are carving out a separate classification of violators,’ he said. ‘We are carving out a 

separate classification of people because we don’t really like them.’” [A03933, 3/22/93; New York 

Times, 3/23/93] 

 

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Effort Protecting Abortion Clinic Access. “[P]eople who block the 

path to abortion clinics and churches will face new criminal penalties in New York, Gov. George Pataki 

said Monday as he signed into a law a measure that the Legislature negotiated during the closing days of 

this year’s session. The ‘Clinic Access and Anti-stalking Act of 1999’ came together when a deal was 

struck between Senate Republicans, seeking a law to combat stalking, and Assembly Democrats, favoring 

legislation to penalize blocking access to abortion clinics. … The clinic access vote tended to split the 

Assembly along party lines. Indeed, when it passed this year 116-28, the Capital Region’s Republican 

delegation followed their minority leader, John Faso of Kinderhook, and voted against the measure.” The 

bill passed and was signed by Governor Pataki in November 1999. [AB9036, 8/5/99; Times Union, 

11/23/99]  

 

2016: Refused To Answer Question About Whether Or Not He Would Vote To Defund Planned 

Parenthood 

 

2016: Refused To Answer Question About Whether Or Not He Would Vote To Defund Planned 

Parenthood. In June 2016, when asked if he would vote to defund Planned Parenthood, Faso said, “It 

would depend on what the exact legislation said.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 31:00, 

6/16/16] 

 

Did Not Support Funding For Embryonic Stem Cell Research 

 

Did Not Support Funding For Embryonic Stem Cell Research. “I don’t support what Mr. Spitzer has 

just outlined in terms of another billion dollars of borrowing by the state of New York to fund embryonic 

stem cell research. I do think that this research is very important and there are less controversial forms of 

stem cell research than the embryonic form, but I certainly believe that it’s inappropriate for us to incur 

another billion dollars on the part of the taxpayers of the state of New York to fund this.” [2006 New 

York Gubernatorial Debate, 34:20-34:47, 10/12/06] 

 

Thought Too Much Attention Was Paid Towards Abortion 

 

Thought Too Much Attention Was Paid Towards Abortion. “Faso, who narrowly lost a race for state 

comptroller in 2002, also said there was far too much emphasis by the news media on where candidates 

stand on the issue. ‘People never ask me about abortion,’ Faso said of his travels around the state. ‘It is 

about pocketbook issues.’” [AP, 11/11/05] 

 

Supported Hobby Lobby Decision, Said Nothing “In The Decision Takes Away A Woman’s Right 

To Birth Control” 

 

Supported Hobby Lobby Decision, Said Nothing “In The Decision Takes Away A Woman’s Right 

To Birth Control.” “The recent decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in Hobby Lobby vs. Burwell has 

been the subject of heated and misleading claims by those on the losing side of the court’s 5-4 decision. 

Contrary to opponents’ mischaracterization, Hobby Lobby is not about a ‘right’ to birth control; instead, 

the case considered whether the government can force employers to violate their religious beliefs and 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09036&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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impose enormous financial penalties when they don’t comply. Nothing in the decision takes away a 

woman’s right to birth control. … There is no doubt that the companies operated in a way consistent with 

their sincerely held religious beliefs. … While it is hard to see this controversy ever impacting employees 

of publicly traded companies, family businesses like Hobby Lobby frequently base their business 

practices on their sincerely held religious beliefs. They should not be forced to choose between violating 

those beliefs or crippling financial penalties running into tens of millions of dollars, especially when the 

government has more reasonable alternatives to achieve its objectives.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 

8/01/14] 

 

Indicated He Would Support A Law Banning Fetal Tissue Donations, But Would Not Shut Down 

The Government Over Planned Parenthood Funding 

 

Indicated He Would Support A Law Banning Fetal Tissue Donations, But Would Not Shut Down 

The Government Over Planned Parenthood Funding. “INTERVIEWER: Okay before we move on do 

you have a position on the Planned Parenthood funding question? FASO: Well I’m very troubled by what 

I saw, and what I have heard. I think there are some law changes that need to be made in terms of what 

Planned Parenthood was doing so I would not support what Planned Parenthood was doing but on the 

other hand I wouldn’t agree to shut the government down over this question.” [John Faso on Capitol 

Tonight, 4:10, 9/17/15] 

 

 

 

Called For An End To “Late-Term, Partial-Birth Abortions” 

 

Called For An End To “Late-Term, Partial-Birth Abortions.” “I support parental notification for 

minors and an end to late-term, partial-birth abortions.” [Associated Press, 8/31/06] 

 

2006: Said The Basic Right Of Abortion Would Not Change, Regardless Of Who Was Elected 

Governor 

 

2006: Said The Basic Right Of Abortion Would Not Change, Regardless Of Who Was Elected 

Governor. “Faso is now trying to downplay his more controversial stances, saying this year’s election is 

about high taxes and economic revitalization. ‘Regardless of who is elected governor, the basic right of 

abortion is not going to change in New York State,’ Faso said.” [Newsday, 6/08/06] 

 

Supported Parental Notification For Minors Seeking Abortions 

 

Supported Parental Notification For Minors Seeking Abortions. “I am pro-life, but I have also stated 

very clearly in this campaign that both federal constitutional rulings and state law will mean that the right 

to abortion will exist regardless of which of us is elected governor. I do support changes, like for instance 

parental notification for minors with appropriate escape hatches in case there’s abuse or neglect.” [NY1 

New York Gubernatorial Debate, 46:43-47:32, 9/26/06] 

 

Supported Parental Notification For Minors. “I support parental notification for minors and an end 

to late-term, partial-birth abortions.” [Associated Press, 8/31/06] 

 

New York Sun Editorial: Faso Lost Race For Comptroller Largely Because He Opposed Abortion 

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/new-york-state/capital-tonight-show/2015/09/21/capital-tonight.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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New York Sun Editorial: Faso Lost Race For Comptroller Largely Because He Opposed Abortion. 
“Mr. Faso narrowly lost for state comptroller four years ago, largely because he opposes abortion unless 

the mother’s life is in jeopardy. And the comptroller has nothing at all to do with abortion policy. If the 

abortion issue’s symbolism was enough to derail his comptroller campaign, he stands no chance winning 

an office that actually has some control over abortion regulations.” [New York Sun, 6/08/06]  

 

2002: Supported Abortion Exceptions For Cases Of Rape, Incest, And Life Of The Mother 

 

2002: Supported Abortion Exceptions For Cases Of Rape, Incest, And Life Of The Mother. “Faso 

campaign spokeswoman Susan Del Percio ‘amounts to nothing more than political name calling and is a 

gross distortion of John’s record. As a matter of personal conscience, he opposes abortion except in cases 

of rape, incest or when the life of the mother is at stake,’ Del Percio said.” [AP, 6/24/02] 

 

Claimed To Have “Recruited Pro-Choice For The Assembly” 

 

Claimed To Have “Recruited Pro-Choice For The Assembly.” “Mr. Faso said although he was 

opposed to abortion except in cases of rape and when the life of the mother was threatened, it was not an 

issue that state comptrollers have generally had to deal with. ‘I have recruited pro-choice for the 

Assembly,’ he said. ‘I expect to confront a lot of distortion of my record. But people will see that I am 

someone who will stand up for taxpayers.’” [New York Times, 9/16/02] 

 

Would Not Shut Down The Government Over Planned Parenthood Funding 

 

Would Not Shut Down The Government Over Planned Parenthood Funding. In 2015, when asked if 

he would have voted to shut down the government over funding for Planned Parenthood, Faso said, 

“Regardless of what you think about any particular issue, I think what the process is is that none of these 

issues are singularly important enough to shut down the government. So let’s have a vote on the question 

of what Planned Parenthood was or was not doing; I certainly was appalled at some of the things I saw 

and what it appeared to do. It’s interesting that these were Planned Parenthoods in other states, not in New 

York. But I think the important thing is that the programs that are funded for women’s health care should 

continue, regardless of whether it’s Planned Parenthood or some other entity. But none of these issues are 

the kind of things, this is the one of the problems with Washington – they play Russian Roulette with our 

economy, and there’s an awful lot of collateral damage which occurs when you go through these 

government shutdowns.” [John Faso on WCNY, 27:59-29:06, 9/18/15] 

 

  

http://www.nysun.com/opinion/faso-today-bloomberg-tomorrow/34130/
http://www.wcny.org/sept-18-2015-ashley-hupfl-ken-lovett-toby-shelley-john-faso-university-at-buffalo/
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Agriculture Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Called for eliminating ethanol subsidies, described it as “corporate welfare” 

 

 Opposed dairy program that protects farmers from destructively low margins 

 
 

Called For Eliminating Ethanol Subsidies, Described It As “Corporate Welfare” 

 

Called For Eliminating Ethanol Subsidies, Described It As “Corporate Welfare.” “For instance, 

eliminating hundreds of millions of dollars a year in ethanol subsidies. Which fowl your small engines, 

which add ten billion dollars a year to the cost of the price of a gallon of gas that consumers are paying, 

and that would serve no purpose whatsoever. It is corporate welfare.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of 

Ulster County Forum, 1/05/16, 1:17:56] 

 

Opposed Dairy Program That Protects Farmers From Destructively Low Margins 

 

Opposed The Margin Protection Program. “On the Farm Bill 2017, the discussion will start. I do think 

an early area that we should have a look at is the margin protection program. It hasn’t worked. The 

insurance is often unaffordable, and when you buy the lower cost insurance it often isn’t worth it.” 

[Oneonta Public Forum, 21:18-21:40, 5/03/16] 

 

The Margin Protection Program Protects Dairy Farmers From Destructively Low Margins. 
“The Dairy Margin Protection Program, or MPP, provides dairy producers with payments when dairy 

margins are below the margin coverage levels the producer chooses each year. Its focus is to protect 

farm equity by guarding against destructively low margins, not to guarantee a profit to individual 

producers. … The program supports producer margins, not milk prices, and is designed to address 

both catastrophic conditions as well as prolonged periods of low margins.” [National Milk Producers 

Federation, accessed 7/23/16] 

 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h17m56s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvpfQmVo6nc
http://www.futurefordairy.com/program-details
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Budget Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 
 

 2006: Would not forego pay if the state budget was late 

 

 Drafted “austere” state budget that cut millions from education spending, 

Medicaid, and increase tuition at public universities 

 

 Defended Paul Ryan’s 2011 budget, which would have privatized Medicare, cut 

the corporate tax rate, and imposed more costs on seniors 

 

 2002: Voted for budget that raised state spending, was denounced by fiscal 

watchdogs 

 

 2006: Pledged to freeze state spending during first year in office 

 

 2000: Used budgeting gimmicks to spend money on programs by increasing the 

estimated surplus by 20 percent 

 

 Opposed Prop 1, which would reform budgeting process, end the “three-men-in-a-

room” budgeting process 

 
 

2006: Would Not Forego Pay If The State Budget Was Late 

 

2006: Said He Would Not Forgo Pay If The State Budget Was Late, Saying “I Am Not An Heir To 

Family Wealth.” In 2006, when asked if he would forego his salary if the state budget was late, Faso 

said, “No. I am not an heir to family wealth and it is the Legislature’s duty to enact a budget on time by 

acting on appropriations submitted by the governor.” [Albany Times Union, 10/09/06] 

 

1994-95: Authored “Most Austere” State Budget That Cut Higher Education Funding, Medicaid, 

And Mental Health Programs To Pay For Tax Cuts  

 

1994: Headed Budget Task Force For Gov. George Pataki. “Governor-elect George E. Pataki 

announced the formation yesterday of a key committee in his transition: a task force to hire a new budget 

director and put the new governor's stamp on next year's budget. Heading the group of 10 people will be 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, a five-term Republican from Kinderhook who abandoned his run for state 

comptroller earlier this year after the party chose Herbert I. London as its candidate. Mr. Faso, 42, who 

has emerged as a top spokesman for the Republicans in the Democratic-controlled Assembly, said a 

priority would be to look for cuts in the $34 billion state-financed portion of the budget. ‘It is true that 

much of it is already locked into place by law or by contract,’ he said. ‘But it is also true that much of it 

can be changed. Obviously the Governor-elect talked about tax reduction and fiscal restraint in the 
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campaign and while I'm not going to get specific, those are our marching orders,’ he said. Mr. Faso said 

members of the team would sit in on budget meetings with the current budget director, Rudy Runko, and 

his staff to shape the new fiscal plan, which Mr. Pataki must present to the Legislature on Feb. 1. The 

process of developing the budget is already under way and he and other members of the team met on 

Friday with Mr. Runko and his senior staff.” [New York Times, 11/20/94] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso To Head Pataki Budget Team” [Buffalo News, 11/21/94] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes from 

the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a promoter of 

Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal plan produced 

during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

Wrote Budget Plan That Was Described As “Austerity.” “After that 1994 defeat, Mr. Faso did not 

sulk away and lick his wounds; he became head of the team that wrote Mr. Pataki’s first budget as 

governor, an austerity plan that is revered by Republicans far more than the 11 budgets that followed.” 

[New York Times, 10/18/06] 

 

Stood Behind Budget. “On the airwaves, in the quiet of lawmakers' offices and in rowdy protests in 

the halls of the Capitol, the battle has been joined over Gov. George E. Pataki's budget and the deep 

cuts that it would inflict. … ‘I think the administration has to redouble its efforts to get out its 

message,’ said Assemblyman John J. Faso, a Republican of Kinderhook who oversaw the Pataki 

transition on budget issues. ‘When people are aware of the cuts and the magnitude of the deficit the 

Governor inherited, I think most people will accept the necessity of reductions.’” [New York Times, 

3/14/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Slashed Funding For Education, Seniors, Medicaid, And 

Infrastructure To Pay For Top Tax Rate Cuts. In February 1995, as the head of Gov. Pataki’s budget 

task force, Faso engineered a budget proposal that slashed funding for education, seniors, Medicaid, and 

infrastructure repair to pay for cuts to the top tax rate. Below provides information on the budget and how 

it was projected to hurt New Yorkers.  

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling 

his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget 

today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He 

also proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce 

the top tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would 

fall to 7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

“Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Eliminate 11,400 State Jobs. “Taking 

the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki 

proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and 

cut spending across the board. … Mr. Pataki said he would close the $5 billion shortfall, $1 billion of 

which would stem from the tax cuts, in three steps. … Second, he would cut spending by state 

agencies by $2.5 billion, eliminating or consolidating programs and reducing the work force by 

11,400, a 5 percent cut. … To reduce the work force by 11,400, Mr. Pataki said he hoped that up to 

http://www.nytimes.com/1994/11/20/nyregion/pataki-names-task-force-to-cut-budget.html
http://nl.newsbank.com/nl-search/we/Archives?p_product=BN&p_theme=bn&p_action=search&p_maxdocs=200&p_topdoc=1&p_text_direct-0=0EAF98335A04AFEA&p_field_direct-0=document_id&p_perpage=10&p_sort=YMD_date:D&s_trackval=GooglePM
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/14/nyregion/pressure-on-all-sides-in-the-battle-of-the-budget.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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6,000 positions could be eliminated through attrition. Most of the remaining jobs could be cut through 

buyouts, he said. But he held out the possibility that he would have to lay off up to 6,900 workers if 

the buyout program was not approved by the Legislature or by unions, which would finance the 

program through contract givebacks.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools Despite Growing Class 

Sizes.  “Gov. George E. Pataki said today that his proposed budget for the next fiscal year would 

freeze two of the largest forms of state aid to local communities. … He said he would freeze school 

assistance, the largest block of money that localities receive from the state, at $9.7 billion[.] … Mr. 

Pataki's proposal to freeze education aid, regardless of whether school systems have increased in size, 

could also hurt New York City, because its system is growing by 18,000 to 20,000 students a year.” 

[New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

HEADLINE: “Pataki Budget Would Freeze Aid To Schools” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Cut Funding For Metropolitan Transit Authority. 

“Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. 

Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers 

and cut spending across the board. … The proposed cuts include reducing by $128 million state 

appropriations for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, which has already suffered a $113 

million cut in aid from New York City. Transit advocates said the additional state cuts would make a 

25-cent to 50-cent fare increase for subway and bus riders virtually inevitable this year.” [New York 

Times, 2/02/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Cut Medicaid And Welfare By $1.9 Billion. “Taking the 

first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a 

$32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending 

across the board. … Mr. Pataki said he would close the $5 billion shortfall, $1 billion of which would 

stem from the tax cuts, in three steps. First, he would reduce spending on welfare and Medicaid, the 

health program for the disabled and the poor, by $1.9 billion. … Welfare stipends for more than one 

million people would be reduced. … Among the social-service cuts, Mr. Pataki would reduce 

Medicaid spending $1.2 billion by trimming payments to health-care providers, mandating managed 

care and sharply reducing services to elderly people at home. He also called for cutting services for 

the mentally ill, mentally retarded and drug and alcohol addicts.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Canceled Or Delayed “Scores Of Road And Bridge 

Repairs.” “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. 

George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all 

New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … Scores of road and bridge repairs would be 

canceled or delayed.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Cut $448 Million From Higher Education. “Taking the 

first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a 

$32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending 

across the board. … Officials from the state and city universities said the plans to cut money for 

higher education, $290 million for the State University of New York and $158 million for the City 

University of New York, would lead to higher tuitions, larger classes and faculty layoffs. ‘It presents 

budgetary problems of historic proportions for the State University,’ said the SUNY Chancellor, Dr. 

Thomas A. Bartlett.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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February 1995: Authored Budget That Cut Drug-Treatment Programs. “Gov. George E. Pataki 

wants to change New York law so that nonviolent offenders can avoid prison terms. At the same time, 

the budget he proposed this week cuts, rather than increases, the probation and drug-treatment 

programs that may be needed as an alternative to prison. … Perhaps the clearest incongruity in the 

budget is Mr. Pataki's proposal to cut financing for drug treatment[.] … Mr. Pataki's budget would cut 

$12.7 million from the state's $84.5 million probation budget, including $2.7 million in spending on 

drug treatment. … In addition, Mr. Pataki would cut $3.8 million from this year's $141 million budget 

for grants to local substance-abuse programs.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Cut In-Home Elderly Care And Stop The Creation Of 

Nursing Homes. “It would place strict limits on Medicaid coverage for home health care, which 

could force some frail patients into nursing homes, but would declare a moratorium on the creation of 

new nursing home beds. … Mr. Pataki has proposed eliminating Medicaid funding for a variety of 

programs designed to provide care for the frail and elderly in their homes, rather than in more 

expensive nursing homes. But he is doing so while proposing a moratorium on the construction or 

expansion of nursing homes. ‘They’re forcing people into nursing homes that don't exist,’ said Anne 

E. Erickson, legislative coordinator of the Greater Upstate Law Project. Carl S. Young, president of 

the New York Association of Homes and Services for the Aging, said that the state's 620 nursing 

homes, with 110,000 beds, already operate at about 98 percent of capacity. The elimination of 

Medicaid funding for the state's programs for long-term home health care, adult day care and assisted 

living would leave thousands of people without services. As part of his plan to save $1.2 billion in 

Medicaid costs, Mr. Pataki also wants to limit reimbursement for in-home personal care.” [New York 

Times, 2/04/95] 

 

February 1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Increase Homelessness. “[T]he budget 

would reduce welfare grants, which could force poor people onto the streets, but also cut spending for 

shelters, prevention of homelessness and transitional housing construction. … Mr. Pataki's welfare 

proposals, including a 90-day limit for home relief recipients and cuts in benefits for all welfare 

recipients, are expected by many social-services advocates to increase homelessness. But the 

Governor's budget would cut half of this year's $25 million budget for the Homeless Housing 

Assistance Program, which makes grants to local governments and nonprofit agencies; half of the $2.5 

million spent on legal assistance for people fighting evictions; $3 million of the $82.3 million spent on 

New York City shelters, and all of the $5 million earmarked for mental health services for the 

homeless.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

March 1995: Final Budget Proposal Cut Higher Education Funding, Medicaid, And Mental Health 

Programs. “Gov. George E. Pataki released the final version of his state budget, merely tinkering around 

the edges of the $32 billion spending plan without making any major spending restorations. … But what 

was perhaps most notable about the amended budget is what it did not include: significant restoration of 

major cuts to the State and City Universities of New York, to Medicaid, the health program for the poor 

and elderly, and to mental health programs.” [New York Times, 3/03/95] 

 

1996: Pushed For Budget That Forced $3 Million In Cuts From Medicaid, $130 Million In Cuts 

From New York City Schools, And Increase Tuition Costs 

 

1996: Pushed For Budget That Forced $3 Million In Cuts From Medicaid, $130 Million In Cuts 

From New York City Schools, And Increase Tuition Costs. “Looking back, almost gloating, Gov. 

Pataki said he was amazed how easy it was to restore the death penalty and pass the popular tax cuts in his 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/03/nyregion/in-a-final-budget-proposal-pataki-sticks-with-his-cuts.html
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first year in office. … ‘What we’re doing in this state is going to have a very profound impact.’ Perhaps 

most profound in New York City, where huge constituencies of hospital workers, school officials and 

Medicaid and Medicare recipients fear the Pataki budget ax. … The 1996 agenda, and Pataki’s sales pitch, 

which climaxes Wednesday in his State of the State speech, are based on nearly $2 billion in spending 

cuts that he’ll try to push through the Legislature. … Pataki’s main targets are welfare and Medicaid, but 

he also wants to slash funds for schools, drug treatment centers, youth programs, universities and mental 

health facilities. … Already, the spending cuts that Pataki is pushing for 1996 are facing fierce opposition 

from labor unions, the health care industry, educators, advocates for the poor and some members of the 

Legislature. Pataki’s allies say the critics exaggerate the impact of his cuts to keep the money flowing. 

‘The constituencies that thrive on taking more money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the 

barricades,’ said Assemblyman John Faso (R-Albany). … His Medicaid plan would yank more than $1 

billion of state money out of the health care industry, the state’s largest private employer. It would also 

trigger about $2 billion in losses of federal and local matching funds to treat Medicaid patients. Industry 

leaders say the cuts, combined with deep Medicaid and Medicare reductions expected from Washington, 

would lead to hospital closings and tens of thousands of lay-offs, mainly in New York City. … Pataki’s 

$10 billion school aid proposal would cut $130 million in funds for New York City despite enrollment 

growing by more than 20,000 students a year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and state university systems would 

lead to a $ 250 tuition increase on top of this year’s $ 750 hike.” [Daily News, 12/31/95] 

 

Sought To Close Budget Shortfall By Cutting Social Programs. “But Mr. Pataki’s assurances seem 

to conflict with the expectations of his strongest allies in the Legislature, who foresee a ferocious 

budget fight in 1996. Assemblyman John J. Faso, the ranking Republican on the Ways and Means 

Committee and a leading party strategist, said the Republicans will seek to close the anticipated 

shortfall by cutting social programs that the Democrats traditionally protect. ‘We’ll go after the same 

things the Assembly Democrats refused to do this year, like setting time limits on Home Relief and 

making further changes to Medicaid,’ Mr. Faso said. Home Relief is a welfare program mainly for 

able-bodied, childless adults. There is currently no limit on how long a person can collect it, and 

Assembly Democratic leaders rejected Mr. Pataki’s proposal this year to limit Home Relief payments 

to 60 days per year.” [New York Times, 6/05/95] 

 

Defended Paul Ryan’s 2011 Budget, Which Would Have Privatized Medicare, Cut The Corporate 

Tax Rate, And Impose More Costs On Seniors 

 

Defended Paul Ryan’s 2011 Budget. “We all remember the GOP House budget proposal, prepared by 

Rep. Paul Ryan of Wisconsin. It’s been attacked - usually misleadingly - but at least the House 

Republicans made and passed a budget plan. Not so the Senate Democrats.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Newsday, 

8/07/11] 

 

The 2011 Ryan Budget Would Privatize Medicare, Cut The Top Corporate And Personal 

Income Tax Rates, And Impose More Costs On Seniors. “House Republicans on Friday muscled 

through a budget plan that pares federal spending by an estimated $5.8 trillion over the next decade 

while reshaping Medicare in a proposal that immediately touched off a fierce clash with Democrats. 

Just one day after Congress concluded its fight over this year’s spending, the House voted 235 to 193 

to approve the fiscal blueprint for 2012 drafted by Representative Paul D. Ryan, Republican of 

Wisconsin and chairman of the Budget Committee. Besides reconfiguring the Medicare program that 

now serves those 65 and older, the proposal would cut the top corporate and personal income tax rates 

while also overhauling the Medicaid health program for the poor. … [T]he Ryan budget would 

significantly scale back federal domestic programs and impose the kind of sweeping budget cuts that 

members of the Republican majority say they came to Washington to pursue. … The most politically 
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charged element of the budget plan is a proposal to convert Medicare from a program where the 

federal government serves as the health insurer for Americans 65 and older to one where older 

Americans join private health plans that are subsidized by the government. … A Congressional 

Budget Office review of the Ryan proposal predicted that retirees would pay more for their health care 

under it than they would under traditional Medicare. The agency also said the Ryan plan to convert 

federal Medicaid spending into block grants for states would most likely end up reducing benefits for 

those enrolled in the program.” [New York Times, 4/15/11] 

 

2002: Voted For Budget That Raised State Spending, Was Denounced By Fiscal Watchdogs 

 

2002: Voted For Budget That Raised State Spending, Was Denounced By Fiscal Watchdogs. “Mr. 

Faso even voted for the 2002 budget, which was widely denounced by fiscal watchdogs at the time for 

raising state spending even after the national economy had cooled and the state economy had been 

devastated by the World Trade Center attack. … Asked why he supported the 2002 budget, Mr. Faso said, 

‘I don’t think you ever voted for or against any budget without having qualms or concerns about it.’” 

[New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2006: Pledged To Freeze State Spending During First Year In Office 

 

2006: Pledged To Freeze State Spending During First Year In Office. “Mr. Faso has also pledged to 

freeze state spending during his first year in office and limit budget increases to the inflation rate after 

that.” [New York Times, 10/24/06] 

 

2000: Used Budgeting Gimmicks To Spend Money On Programs By Increasing The Estimated 

Surplus By 20 Percent 

 

2000: Used Budgeting Gimmicks To Spend Money On Programs By Increasing The Estimated 

Surplus By 20 Percent. “Public officials racking up surpluses like to take credit for their ‘conservative 

budgeting’ and ‘prudent fiscal policy.’ But every so often, the real -- and rather simple -- gimmicks come 

to light. So happened amid the discussions over several recent issues facing the Legislature, including 

shifting the responsibility for the state’s $ 55 million-a-year canal system from the Thruway Authority to 

the Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation to avert a toll hike; and restoring $ 7 million in 

funding Gov. George Pataki cut in AIDS-related programs. The canal proposal begs the question: With 

Pataki offering a presumably tightly balanced budget, how would the state general fund suddenly absorb 

another $55 million cost, not to mention the millions more the authority says the system needs in capital 

outlays? No problem, said Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, stating simply that there is enough 

money around to cover the canals. Pataki’s office, which appeared likely to embrace the idea, offered no 

protests. … Where are all these millions coming from? Here’s one source: When the governor delivered 

his $ 76.8 billion budget proposal for the coming year, he predicted a surplus of $ 625 million. Three 

weeks later, when he wanted to add more items, he amended the figure to $ 758 million -- a jump of more 

than 20 percent in 20 days.” [Times Union, 2/21/00] 

 

Opposed Prop 1, Which Would Reform Budgeting Process, Reform The “Three-Men-In-A-Room” 

Budgeting Process 

 

Opposed Prop 1, Which Would Reform Budgeting Process, Reform The “Three-Men-In-A-Room” 

Budgeting Process. “Proposal 1 won’t end ‘three-men-in-a-room’ budget negotiations. But if the ballot 

proposal passes it could greatly alter the dynamics of such talks and the finances of the state. A crucial, 

though not widely understood issue at stake in the Nov. 8 election, Prop 1 may come down to whether 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/16/us/politics/16congress.html
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voters have more faith in the Legislature and its two leaders or the governor when it comes to spending 

and borrowing. … Proponents call Prop 1 a reform and a way to restore democracy to budgeting. They 

say it will encourage the governor to negotiate an on-time budget with lawmakers. Passage would change 

the state constitution, shifting more budgeting powers to the Legislature, which could start each fiscal 

year with a contingency budget that holds spending at current levels until lawmakers fashion their own 

plan. … Former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, a Kinderhook Republican who helped draft 

Pataki’s first budget, said Prop 1’s passage would allow the Legislature to seize full control of the budget 

process, and no governor would stand for it. ‘It creates an unending possibility for litigation,’ he said.” 

[Times Union, 10/30/06]   

 

Three Men In A Room Dealmaking Lacked Public Input And Only Involved Governor, State 

Assembly Speaker, And State Senate Majority Leader. “The prosecutor, Preet Bharara, speaking at 

the New York Law School on Friday, castigated how deal-making has long been done in Albany — 

by ‘three men in a room’ (the governor, the State Assembly speaker and the State Senate majority 

leader), who work in secret and without accountability to decide most vital issues. For decades, state 

government has essentially been controlled by the three leaders. When they emerge from their private 

meetings, issues are usually settled, with no cause for public debate.” [New York Times, 1/23/15] 

 

Decried Spending On “Pork-Barrel” Projects 

 

Decried Spending On “Pork-Barrel” Projects. “The state Assembly approved measures Tuesday night 

designed to restore almost all spending vetoed from the new state budget last month by Gov. Mario M. 

Cuomo. The bills, expected to be taken up later by the Republican-controlled Senate, would add $785 

million worth of spending to a budget that Wall Street has warned is precariously balanced. … Even so, 

the fact that the added spending bills included about $60 million for ‘pork-barrel’ projects didn’t sit well 

with some legislators in the face of higher taxes in the new budget and persistent deficits. ‘You’ve got 

your pork and you can all go home and chew on it. ... You can all tell them the wonderful things you did 

while you raised the gas tax,’ Assemblyman John Faso, a Kinderhook Republican, told the Assembly’s 

Democratic majority. ‘You are absolute hogs.’” [Times Union, 7/03/91] 

 

2013: Supported Increasing The Debt Ceiling 

 

2013: Supported Increasing The Debt Ceiling. “The political impasse in Washington over the so-called 

"fiscal cliff" has left all sides, particularly Republicans, politically battered. Some in the GOP think they 

can achieve entitlement spending reductions, using the coming debt ceiling increase as leverage. A better 

path would be for GOP congressional leaders to pass an increase in the debt ceiling without preconditions 

and at the same time resume regular congressional order for annual passage of budget and appropriations 

bills.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 1/09/13] 

 

1986: Praised Ronald Raegan’s Budget 

 

1986: Praised Ronald Raegan’s Budget. “Albany Mayor Thomas M. Whalen III has criticized President 

Reagan’s recent budget proposal saying that it would have a "cruel and negative" effect upon the City of 

Albany and other local governments. He castigates the plan saying the "federal budget should not be 

balanced on the backs of cities ..." and thatthe budget represents "brutal body blows to the future of cities 

like Albany ..." We have all grown accustomed to hearing this sort of "the sky is falling" rhetoric from 

those who cannot envison life after spending cuts. Citizens for America supports President Reagan’s 

efforts to cut unneeded federal spending and we think the people of the Capital District do also. Mayor 

Whalen concentrates his concern on a few selected federal programs which he feels have been of 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/24/nyregion/us-attorney-preet-bharara-criticizes-albanys-three-men-in-a-room-culture.html?_r=0
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particular benefit to his city. Unfortunately, he avoids any discussion of the issue of deficit reduction and 

instead falls back upon the oft-heard sentiment of "cut other programs but don’t cut mine." It is time for 

all of us to face the fact that the federal budget deficit must be reduced. President Reagan’s budget 

recognizes this fact by proposing $38 billion in spending reductions for the coming fiscal year.” [John 

Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 3/02/86] 
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Campaign Finance and Election Law Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Said Citizens United was “correct,” suggested that corporations have a right to free 

speech 

 

 Despite arguing that immediate transparency of donations was the answer to money 

in politics, Faso had founded a super PAC and refused to say who was financing it  

 

 2016: Rejected pledge “to forego super PAC money,” said such money is free 

speech 

 

 Believed that more restrictions on campaign spending would be “calamitous”; said 

it was “nonsensical” to cap the amount of money that a candidate can accept 

 

 Described monetary restrictions on “political speech” as a “dire, dire threat” 

 

 Argued that there shouldn’t be limits on rich donors like the Koch Brothers to 

influence the outcome of an election; Faso: “It defies logic and common sense” that 

more money means a louder voice” 

 

 2001: Opposed campaign finance reform bill that would have reduced donation 

limits to politicians and outlaw soft money 

 

 1998: Voted against limiting the amount of political committees that could influence 

elections 

 

 2006: Opposed limits on state level political campaigns 

 

 Argued that big money donors and politicians “Will find loopholes. ‘Political money 

is like water running downhill. It will find the path of least resistance. It always has. 

It always will.’” 

 

 Criticized those who lamented “the role of money in elections” and asserted that 

restrictions on money in politics would lead to “tyranny” 

 

 1992: Authored gerrymandered redistricting plan 
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 Opposed early voting and claimed it didn’t enhance voter participation, said voters 

should all go to the polls with the same “misinformation” 
 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Suggested That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech 

 

Said Citizens United Was “Correct,” Insinuated That Corporations Have A Right To Free Speech. 
In June 2016, when asked if he thought the Citizens United decision was right or wrong, Faso said, “I 

think actually the decision was correct. And I think that, you have to be able to distinguish who has First 

Amendment rights, freedom of speech. Freedom of speech was the paramount issue in that decision[.]” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 39:10, 6/16/16] 

 

Denied That Citizens United Opened The Door To Money Being Spent Through Super PACs 

And 527s. “When the reformers succeeded in limiting campaign contributions to candidates, what 

then happened? Money was driven into super PACs and 527s and housekeeping accounts in Albany. 

People falsely believe that Citizens United opened the door to this. It’s not true.” [John Faso on 

WCNY Radio, 4/07/14] 

 

2016: Advocated For Immediate Transparency Of Campaign Donations To Super PACs And 

Political Groups; 2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC, Refused To Say Who Was Financing It 

 

2016: Advocated For Immediate Transparency Of Campaign Donations To Super PACs And 

Political Groups. In June 2016, when asked if there should be any limits or transparency requirements on 

outside spending, Faso said, “There should be immediate disclosure, and what I don’t like is the use of the 

c4 organizations where donors can basically hide their identities in a c4 situation, where the people don’t 

know and they’re a so-called social welfare organization. So I would point out though that if you look at 

the history of campaign finance reform since the 70’s, that every single reform that the left has brought us 

in this country has resulted in even more spending taking place. And one of the reasons why we wound up 

in this situation with Citizens United is because the left has consistently fought to reduce the role of 

political parties. And I think, frankly, the public would be better served if they saw that a particular ad 

was paid for, not by some amorphous-named group, but paid for by one of the political parties.” [Time 

Warner Cable Republican Debate, 37:58-39:11, 6/16/16] 

 

Believed That Disclosure Would Solve The Issue Of Money In Politics. In June 2016, when he was 

asked how he would solve the issue of campaign spending, Faso said, “Well, I think disclosure is the 

way to do it, and an informed electorate and citizenry is the way to do it. If people understand who is 

providing campaign support, who is providing support to campaigns, if it is immediately disclosed, 

then they can make their own opinion, form their own opinions as to whether they think it’s good or 

bad of if they’re indifferent.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-35:07, 6/27/16] 

 

2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC And Refused To Say Who Was Financing It. “New York 

2014, a super PAC started by former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will 

support Republican House candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which 

candidates or how much it will raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. 

‘We are going to look to get into races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a 

‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily 

News ) The PAC made its first independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media 

buy supporting businesswoman Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time 

candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The Hotline, 5/22/14] 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money” And Said Such Money Is Free Speech; 

Criticized Campaign Finance Reformers For Lamenting “The Role Of Money In Elections” And 

Stated That Restrictions On Money In Politics Would Lead To “Tyranny” 

 

2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money,” Said Such Money Is Free Speech And 

Insinuated That Such A Reform Would Amount To Tyranny. “Congressional candidate Zephyr 

Teachout has thrown down the gauntlet to her opponents in the 19th Congressional District, calling for all 

to forego super PAC money. Her challenge comes in the face of the fact that one of the most formidable 

contenders, former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook, himself started a super PAC, 

New York 2014, in 2014. … Faso answered Teachout’s suggestion in his own letter. He suggested she 

was ‘aiming at the wrong target,’ and equated the money given out by a super PAC with free speech. The 

Sunlight Foundation reported in 2014 that Faso’s PAC was funded by politically active hedge-fund 

millionaires. … ‘Self-styled campaign reformers such as yourself have since Buckley v. Valeo lamented 

the role of money in elections,’ Faso said. ‘Yet every ‘reform’ you have advanced has led to much higher 

campaign spending and the diminishment of political parties along with the rise of spending by outside 

groups. Now you are at it again with your efforts to grant additional powers to the government in order to 

restrain political speech,’ he said. ‘Most shockingly, your proposed solution to the issue of money in 

politics entails amending the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This amendment would put the 

government in complete control of the elections process and severely restrict the ability of citizens and 

groups to participate in the political process. Government control of political spending and free speech 

will invariably lead us to a dramatic reduction in free speech and could put the U.S. on the road to 

tyranny. I adamantly oppose tinkering with the First Amendment and reject your call to do so,’ Faso said. 

‘I urge you to leave the work of James Madison, Alexander Hamilton and their fellow Founders alone. 

The people of the 19th District need more jobs and a better economy,’ he said. ‘Amending the First 

Amendment is not a good idea and I believe most of the people in this district would share my viewpoint 

on the matter.’” [The Daily Mail, 2/04/16] 

 

Said It Was An Attempt To “Obstruct Free Speech.” “Zephyr Teachout tried to swing the 

momentum to her side early in the campaign for Congress by challenging her presumed opponents to 

reject all super PAC funds. Former Assemblyman John Faso, Teachout’s most visible foe, called her 

remarks an attempt to obstruct free speech.” [Editorial, The Daily Mail, 2/05/16] 

 

Argued That “Political Speech Should Be Unfettered” Because It Is A “Free Speech Right” And 

“First Amendment” Issue. “I’m running for Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that 

the every single so-called campaign finance reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for 

the last 40 years has resulted in more money being spent in the political process. … There’s always 

been the right of individuals to participate in the political process, and wealthy individuals obviously 

have taken advantage of that. But it’s a free speech right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political 

speech should be unfettered. I think it also should be disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the 

organizations that engage in the politics but who don’t disclose who their donors are. I think that’s 

wrong. But the concept that we should amend the First Amendment to give the government more 

control over political speech, I think would be calamitous for our country.” [John Faso on WCNY 

Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Believed That More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous” 

 

Believed That More Restrictions On Campaign Spending Would Be “Calamitous.” “I’m running for 

Congress, not the Supreme Court. But the point is is that the every single so-called campaign finance 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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reform that the progressive liberal left has brought us for the last 40 years has resulted in more money 

being spent in the political process. … There’s always been the right of individuals to participate in the 

political process, and wealthy individuals obviously have taken advantage of that. But it’s a free speech 

right. It’s a First Amendment. … I think political speech should be unfettered. I think it also should be 

disclosed. And that’s why I don’t like the organizations that engage in the politics but who don’t disclose 

who their donors are. I think that’s wrong. But the concept that we should amend the First Amendment to 

give the government more control over political speech, I think would be calamitous for our country.” 

[John Faso on WCNY Radio, 32:40-34:19, 6/27/16] 

 

Described Monetary Restrictions On “Political Speech” As A “Dire, Dire Threat” 

 

Criticized Zephyr Teachout For Wanting To Amend The First Amendment To Combat Super 

PACs. “The last thing I call is crisis of values, and by this I mean: the left’s attack on college campuses 

against free speech. … We also have a crisis where the left and Zephyr Teachout, our likely nominee 

against us in the fall, she wants to amend the First Amendment to have the government have more control 

over political speech. This is a dire, dire threat to our individual liberties[.]” [Dutchess County Tea Party 

Debate, 5:22-6:10, 2/21/16] 

 

 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence 

The Outcome Of An Election 

 

Argued That There Shouldn’t Be Limits On Rich Donors Like The Koch Brothers To Influence 

The Outcome Of An Election. In 2014, when asked if it was more important to protect the political 

integrity of government than allow rich donors like “the Koch brothers to spend money influencing the 

outcome of a Senate election in North Carolina,” Faso said, “Under the First Amendment, you can’t put a 

limit on it.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 36:20, 4/07/14]  

 

Opposed Getting Rid Of Outside Groups That Influence Elections. In April 2014, when asked about 

getting rid of outside groups that influence elections, Faso said, “No. This is what you do: simply allow, 

you go back to having complete disclosure, immediate transparency.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

31:14-31:25, 4/07/14]  

 

Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through 

Independent Expenditures” And “Corporations … Can Participate”  

 

Faso: “You Can’t Restrict The Ability Of Others To Try To Influence The Process Through 

Independent Expenditures” And “Corporations … Can Participate.” In July 2013, Faso said, “The 

fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, that’s what the reformers have been 

trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been utterly unsuccessful because of the 

First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to influence the process through 

independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in the U.S. and individuals and 

corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice” 

 

Faso: “It Defies Logic And Common Sense” That More Money Means A Louder Voice.” In June 

2016, when asked about his thoughts on the argument that more money shouldn’t mean a louder voice, 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.wcny.org/cpr040714/
http://www.wcny.org/july-17-2013-common-ground-alliance-faso-casey/
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Faso said, “I think that it defies logic and common sense to think that; if that is a perceived problem, you 

don’t solve it by having the government control political speech more.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

32:40-34:45, 6/27/16] 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept 

 

Said It Was “Nonsensical” To Cap The Amount Of Money That A Candidate Can Accept. In July 

2013, when the proposal came up of limiting the amount of money that a candidate can accept, Faso said, 

“It’s a nonsensical idea. … The fact is, when you create those limitations, which Sean just enunciated, 

that’s what the reformers have been trying to do for the last 40 years, Washington and here, and it’s been 

utterly unsuccessful because of the First Amendment. You can’t restrict the ability of others to try to 

influence the process through independent expenditures. That is because we have freedom of speech in 

the U.S. and individuals and corporations and unions can participate.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 

45:10-45:54, 7/17/13] 

 

2001: Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Have Reduced Donation Limits To 

Politicians And Outlaw Soft Money, Argued That Big Money Donors And Politicians “Will Find 

Loopholes. ‘Political Money Is Like Water Running Downhill. It Will Find The Path Of Least 

Resistance. It Always Has. It Always Will.’” 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Reduce Donation Limits To Politicians And 

Outlaw Soft Money, Argued That Big Money Donors And Politicians “Will Find Loopholes. 

‘Political Money Is Like Water Running Downhill. It Will Find The Path Of Least Resistance. It 

Always Has. It Always Will.’” “The reform bill would also lower contributions to party campaign 

committees from $76,000 to $7,500, outlaw virtually unlimited ‘soft-money’ donations to political party 

‘housekeeping accounts’ and reduce individual donations to $1,000 for Assembly races and $4,000 for 

statewide races. Candidates accepting public funding would be eligible for $2 for every $1 they raise up to 

$1,000 in aid per individual contribution. … ‘This would not cleanse, sanitize, make pure or pristine the 

state of the political system,’ said Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, arguing big 

money donors and politicians will find loopholes. ‘Political money is like water running downhill. It will 

find the path of least resistance. It always has. It always will.’ [Times Union, 5/03/01] 

 

Opposed Campaign Finance Reform Bill That Would Reduce Contributions To Party 

Committees By $69,000, Described It As A “Tired Old Chestnut.” “Saying they wanted to ‘give 

average citizens a voice,’ Democrats in the Assembly unveiled a sweeping campaign finance reform 

package yesterday. The proposal, which was immediately panned by Republicans and has little chance 

of becoming law, would … limit contributions to party committees to $7,500, down from $76,500. 

The legislation was proposed less than a month after the Democrat-led Assembly refused to accept a 

Senate proposal banning most gifts from lobbyists. Assembly Minority Leader John Faso (R-

Kinderhook) slammed the proposal, calling it a ‘tired old chestnut that asks the taxpayers to pay for 

solutions to problems created by politicians.’” [Daily News, 1/13/00] 

 

1998: Voted Against Limiting The Number Of Political Committees That Could Influence Elections 

 

1998: Voted Against Limiting The Number Of Party Political Committees That Could Influence 

Elections. “Limits the number and type of party committees which may be formed by state committees to 

receive or spend contributions in support or opposition to candidates for election to public office to: one 

committee for each of the 3 types of committees specified: state senate, state assembly and federal 

account.” [A03844 Bill Summary, 3/25/98] 

http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/july-17-2013-common-ground-alliance-faso-casey/
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
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Bill Sponsor Argued That The Ability Of Politicians To Form Unlimited Number Of Party 

Committees Allows For Skirting Of Campaign Finance Limits. “The development of multiple 

party committees has become a new method of avoiding contribution limits to political parties.  This 

abuse allows virtually an unlimited number of contributions of $69,900 to be made, which frustrates 

disclosure, the intent and the spirit of the campaign finance law. It leads the public to think that 

political parties are for sale and destroys confidence in the electoral process.  This bill restores the 

original intent and purpose of party committees and closes the loophole.” [A03844 Bill Justification, 

3/25/98] 

 

2006: Opposed Limiting Spending On State Level Campaigns 

 

2006: Opposed Limiting Spending On State Level Campaigns. In 2006, when asked if he supported 

imposing spending limits on state level political campaigns, Faso said, “No[.]” [Project Vote Smart, 

accessed 7/29/16] 

 

1992: Authored Gerrymandered Redistricting Plan 

 

1992: Authored Gerrymander Redistricting Plan. “Assembly Republicans, stung by Democratic plans 

to redraw district lines, came out with their own proposal Thursday. It calls for splitting the city of 

Syracuse three ways, pushing Democratic incumbents Joseph Nicoletti and Joan Christensen into the 

same district, forcing Michael Bragman to run against another Democrat and protecting Assemblyman 

Harold Brown Jr., R-DeWitt. Brown would be drawn out of his own district under the Democratic plan, 

which is almost certain to prevail because Democrats control the Assembly. … Assemblyman John Faso, 

the Albany-area Republican who unveiled the GOP plan, contends his plan creates more districts 

favorable to the election of minorities such as blacks or Hispanics and more evenly divides the state’s 

population among the 150 Assembly districts. That, he says, makes it more likely than the majority plan 

to meet federal Voting Act requirements. ‘It’s the Justice Department and the courts that are going to 

decide this issue,’ Faso said.” [Syracuse Herald-Journal, 2/28/92] 

 

EDITORIAL HEADLINE: “The Gerrymander 1992 Style.” “Seizing a once-in-a-decade 

opportunity - districts are reapportioned every 10 years based on the latest U.S. census - the 

challengers in New York pretend to be civicly correct. Led by upstate GOP Assemblyman John Faso, 

they say they’re trying to democratize redistricting, empower minorities and end years of the 

Democrats’ gerrymandering that has capped Republican representation in Congress and the state 

Legislature. That sounds fair. But, like any potent medicine, Faso’s strategy, along with the Voting 

Rights Act’s provisions that make it possible, could have a dangerous side effect. In the name of 

overcoming past discrimination, a worthy goal, it could isolate people of color politically by packing 

them tightly into a limited number of districts.”  [Newsday, 11/03/91] 

 

Called Out For Criticizing Gerrymandering Despite Offering A Gerrymander Redistricting 

Plan. “When Democrats last month proposed new Assembly district lines that pit nearly two dozen 

incumbent Republicans against one another, GOP loyalists cried gerrymandering. They charged that 

Democrats were only seeking to enhance their Assembly stronghold. On Thursday, Republicans 

offered their own plan. It would force two dozen incumbent Democrats to face each other - thereby 

costing half of them their seats. But that’s not gerrymandering, GOP lawmakers insist. Rather, they 

reason, it’s a plan that promotes democracy. Not to mention their colleagues’ careers. After a several-

week-long roadshow, the redistricting process returned to Albany on Thursday, when Kinderhook 

Republican Assemblyman John Faso unveiled his version for the Assembly’s future make-up. … 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/
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Assembly Democrats dismissed Faso’s plan as a ‘blatantly political maneuver,’ said Rochester 

Assemblyman David Gantt, who heads that conference’s reapportionment committee. ‘It’s purely a 

legal and political move.’” [Times Union, 2/28/92] 

 

Opposed Early Voting And Claimed It Didn’t Enhance Voter Participation, Said Voters Should All 

Go To The Polls With The Same “Misinformation” 

 

Opposed Early Voting And Claimed It Didn’t Enhance Voter Participation, Said Voters Should All 

Go To The Polls With The Same “Misinformation.” “I do not favor early voting, and let me tell you 

why: because all of the studies that have been done on early voting say it doesn’t enhance overall voter 

participation. And I think we lose the communitarian aspect of everyone going to vote on November 8th 

this year with the same information or misinformation as the case may be.” [League of Women Voters 

Republican Debate, 23:30, 6/09/16] 

 

2016: Said All Campaign Finance Reform Since Watergate Has Diminished Political Party Power 

And Placed Said Power With Independent Expenditures 

 

2016: Said All Campaign Finance Reform Since Watergate Has Diminished Political Party Power 

And Placed Said Power With Independent Expenditures. “Campaign finance, every single ‘reform’ 

that is undertaken in the last post-Watergate era since 1974 has only had one result, which is to limit the 

role of political parties and drive money into independent expenditure groups. The campaign finance 

reforms have largely been a failure in my view and I do not support public financing of elections. I did not 

support that when I was in the state legislature. And I wouldn’t support it in the Congress because my 

experience tells me that the incumbent will write the system and they’ll write it to rig the rules in favor of 

themselves. And indeed in the NYC public financing system that is exactly what they have done.” 

[Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1:45:27, 1/05/16]  

 

Didn’t Support Public Financing Of Elections 

 

Didn’t Support Public Financing Of Elections. “I do not support public financing of elections. I didn’t 

support that when I was in the state legislature and I wouldn’t support it in the Congress because my 

experience tells me that the incumbents will write the system and they’ll write it to rig the rules in favor of 

themselves.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1:45:51-1:46:07, 1/05/16] 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PewXEEqLsOo
https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h45m27s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2I-heeDfX88
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Consumer Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 2001-02: Twice voted against bills that would have addressed abuses in the sub-

prime lending market, protected consumers from predatory lenders, and 

provided additional disclosures for consumers 

 

 Worked as a lobbyist for the payday lending industry as it pushed for high-

interest loans 

 

 Did not support New York State combating abusive debt collectors 
 

 1993: Opposed initiative to protect consumers from 20 percent interest rates on 

credit cards and retail stores that extend credit using deceptive language 

 

 1998: Voted against bill to keep car insurance rates low and establish official 

consumer advocate office for consumers 

 

 1993: Opposed creating consumer watchdog to hold utility companies 

accountable to consumers, referred to it as “redundant” and sued to shut it 

down 

 

 Voted against creating consumer protection agency to hold insurers accountable 

that commit fraud and abuse 

 

 1998: Voted against bill that would hold insurers liable for not paying a policy 

holder’s claim 

 

 1995: Voted against bill to require tobacco companies disclose chemical 

substances in cigarettes 

 

 2016: Said he would eliminate the CFPB 

  
 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Addressed Abuses In The Sub-Prime 

Lending Market, Protected Consumers From Predatory Lenders, Closed Loopholes For Lenders, 

And Provided Additional Disclosures For Consumers 

 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Protected Consumers From Abuses In The 

Sub-Prime Lending Market. “An act to amend the banking law, in relation to high-cost home loans; to 

amend the general business law, in relation to the responsibilities of home improvement contractors; and 
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to amend the real property actions and proceedings law, in relation to notice to the mortgagor or owner in 

a foreclosure action and the foreclosure of high-cost home loans[.] … The intent of this bill is to protect 

consumers against abuses in the sub-prime lending market.” [A07828, 7/17/01; A11856, 6/25/02] 

 

Bill Sought To Address Abuses In The Sub-Prime Lending Market, Protect Consumers From 

Predatory Lenders, Close Loopholes For Lenders, And Provide Additional Disclosures For 

Consumers. “New York State has recently witnessed a proliferation of financial institutions offering 

high-interest rate home equity loans to individuals who, for various reasons, are unable to secure loans 

at prime market rates. This practice, referred to as sub-prime lending, refers to credit extended to 

borrowers with higher probable default risk than traditional bank customers. However, a growing 

number of consumer complaints and recent litigation involving sub-prime lenders have raised 

concerns about the existence of predatory lending practices in the sub-prime market. While many sub-

prime lenders provide a viable option for individuals who are unable to secure loans in the prime 

market, recent allegations suggest that certain sub-prime lenders may be unscrupulously targeting 

senior citizens and persons living in minority communities who have substantial equity in their homes. 

… It is believed that recently enacted State regulations provide too many loopholes for lenders who 

are in fact engaging in predatory lending. As a result, this legislation attempts to close many of the 

loopholes by prohibiting practices frequently used by predatory lenders. This legislation also provides 

additional disclosures to consumers, counseling when applying for a high-cost home loan, and 

affirmative defenses in the case of foreclosure.” [A07828 Bill Justification, 7/17/01; A11856 Bill 

Justification, 6/25/02] 

 

2011-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Payday Lending Industry As It Pushed For Less Regulations On 

High-Interest Loans 

 

2011-12: Was A Lobbyist For The Financial Service Centers Of America (FiSCA) And New York 

(FSCNY). According to the U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database and the New York State Joint 

Commission on Public Ethics, Faso was a registered lobbyist for the Financial Service Centers of 

America and New York in from 2011 to 2012. Below are tables detailing Faso’s lobbying history on 

behalf of these clients. [U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Database, accessed 9/02/16; New York State 

Joint Commission on Public Ethics, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

2012: Federal Lobbying 

Registrant 

Name Client Name Filing Type 

Amount 

Reported 

Date 

Posted 
House(s) of Congress and Federal 

Agencies 

Specific Lobbying 

Issues 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

SECOND 

QUARTER 

REPORT $40,000 7/17/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, Small 

Business Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislation and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

THIRD 

QUARTER 

REPORT $40,000 10/22/12 

U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, U.S. 

SENATE, Treasury - Dept of, Small 

Business Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments by 

check. 

Manatt, 

Phelps, and 

Phillips 

Financial 

Service Centers 

of America 

FOURTH 

QUARTER 

REPORT $50,000 1/22/13 

U.S. SENATE, U.S. HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, Treasury - 

Dept of, Small Business 

Adminstration (SBA) 

Legislative and 

regulation impacting 

nondepository 

financial products; 

right to payments by 

check. 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EAEmFtXXTVjTSMwoP2N06tq2sJwb79bebkGon0jUe25Z89cdTi7V0SXealnpUqow98v3%2feQtMVz6vr36dqpCVLe%2bDbQeFeIOulKyKv0Fccbl3do1K4cup8twDdSVZQiTULI2Qp%2b7zCdAuIZlC0qH%2fhlK5f9V9zPGcKpJdrrBJyTW7RWl8zmrdYvhCxh7IGZ2tKiDArjhpYd6bpgty9d2biH5kRTBYIyxhGsrTM6t2oBTeUGJPUk73zIaoZuYWjINS5uUPTtrdzyZWZ9CHCSUFb%2b0xBEHjoi7CZ0QBU%2ffwLAkxD6SP5JrRaI%2bU%2fl2jqArhQ%3d%3d
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=70be8a0b-e0bb-42da-aa00-f4efa5a18ddb&filingTypeID=60
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=c065cc67-f296-4f96-9216-3f796c445929&filingTypeID=69
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=1fcb9f7d-7302-448b-b46d-e07b2d2bf619&filingTypeID=78
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2011-12: New York State Lobbying 

Lobbyist Name Client Name 

Subjects on Which You 

Lobbied 

Person, State Agency, 

Municipality or Legislative 

Body Lobbied 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips 

LLP/New York City 

Financial Service Centers 

Of New York, Inc. 

Issues regarding financial 

services programs NYC DCA 

 

Described As The Trade Association For The Check Cashing Industry. According to the Financial 

Service Centers of America’s website, “Financial Service Centers of America (FiSCA), established in 

1987, is the oldest national trade organization representing more than half of the nation’s financial service 

center providers, with member locations in communities across the country. Financial service centers 

offer a wide array of basic financial services to millions of Americans including check cashing, money 

transfers, money orders, bill payments and small dollar, short-term loans.” According to the website for 

the Financial Service Centers of New York, “Financial Service Centers of New York is the professional 

trade association representing New York's licensed check cashing industry since 1957. The industry is 

comprised of approximately 110 companies operating nearly 530 storefront check cashing locations 

throughout the State. The industry employs more than 4,000 people.” [Financial Service Centers of 

America, accessed 9/02/16; Financial Service Centers Of New York website, accessed 8/08/16] 

 

Non-Depository Businesses Include Payday Lenders. “A nonbank – or non-depository business – is a 

company that offers or provides consumer financial products or services but does not have a bank, thrift, 

or credit union charter. Nonbanks include companies such as mortgage lenders, mortgage servicers, 

payday lenders, consumer reporting agencies, debt collectors, and money services companies. Under the 

Dodd-Frank Act, the CFPB has authority to supervise any nonbank that it has reasonable cause to 

determine is posing a risk to consumers based on complaints or other information it receives. This is in 

addition to overseeing nonbanks, regardless of size, in certain specific markets of: mortgage companies 

(originators, brokers, and servicers including loan modification or foreclosure relief services); payday 

lenders; and private education lenders. And it is in addition to CFPB’s authority to supervise the larger 

players, or “larger participants,” in other markets, such as those included in an initial proposal published 

earlier this year.” 

 

2011: FSCNY Lobbied New York City’s Department Of Consumer Affairs On Bill That Would 

Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Loans Set At Interest Rates Higher Than The 25 Percent 

Cap Mandated By State Law. “A bill that would allow check cashers to issue short-term loans passed 

through the State Senate Banking Committee late last month. If the bill passes, it would guarantee check 

cashers a profit and allow the State Banking Commissioner to set interest rates higher than the 25 percent 

interest rate cap allowed by New York State law. … New Yorkers for Responsible Lending--a coalition of 

151 groups including AARP, Legal Aid Society and the Empire Justice Center--opposes the bill 

(S.3841/A.7047), as does the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs. These critics say that the 

Financial Service Centers of New York or FSCNY (formerly the Check Cashers Association of New 

York) is attempting to take advantage of the credit problems of poor people as a backdoor way to provide 

high-interest payday loans, which are outlawed in New York State. ‘This state’s interest-rate cap is the 

single greatest protection consumers enjoy. The idea that we’d blow open that interest cap for one 

industry is nuts,’ says New York City Department of Consumer Affairs Commissioner Jonathan Mintz. 

‘New York City strongly opposes this bill. These are absolutely 'payday' loans, and to call them anything 

else is disingenuous.’ … Based on the first part of the FDIC definition, the loans permitted by the new 

law appear would look very much like payday loans. The New York bill proposes small-dollar loans, 

between $300 and $2,000, or 25 percent of a borrower's gross income, whichever is less. These loans 

https://www.fisca.org/
http://www.fscny.org/?controller=home&action=whoweare
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allow borrowers 90 to 180 days to repay their debt, and can be paid in installments (which is short-term, 

but less so than the typical payday loans which is usually paid back after only two weeks). There are no 

assets that the borrower is using as collateral against the loan, and the loan is not underwritten.” [City 

Limits, 5/31/11] 

 

2013: FSCNY Lobbied To Allow Check Cashing Stores To Offer Short-Term, High-Interest 

Loans. “Check-cash stores across the city want to offer a new kind of loan that would charge 

borrowers the equivalent of up to 200% interest, critics say — eight times the current limit set by state 

law. The stores are leaning on state lawmakers to legalize the loans, and they have have given 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaign contributions hoping their case will be heard. On 

Tuesday, their trade group, the Financial Service Centers of New York, organized an ‘Albany Blitz’ to 

sway lawmakers. But opponents — including the Bloomberg administration — charge that the loans 

represent predatory lending. … The proposed legislation, the Short-Term Financial Services Loan 

Act, would let the operations make 90- to 180-day loans of $300 to $2,000. … But critics say the 

legislation would allow check-cash stores to bypass state usury laws and charge triple-digit annual 

percentage rates in interest and fees. For a $300 loan, the interest and fees could total an APR of over 

200%, and for a $2,000 loan, more like 50%, said Sarah Ludwig of Neighborhood Economic 

Development Advocacy Project.” [New York Daily News, 4/23/13] 

 

2012: FiSCA Opposed Legislative Efforts To Reduce Interest Rates On Payday Loans. “Several 

members in both houses of Congress have introduced legislation that would impact the ability of industry 

to offer small dollar credit by imposing artificially low interest rate caps on these products. Certain bills in 

Congress, such as Senator Durbin’s S. 500, would cap the annual interest rate at 36%. Why the 36% APR 

cap on PDA loans will ruin the industry[.] There are many critics of short-term, small dollar loans, or 

payday advances, who claim that capping at 36% the Annual Percentage Rate that can be charged on 

these products will help consumers while allowing the industry to continue offering the product. Nothing 

could be further from the truth. The reality is that a 36% cap will put much of the industry out of 

business.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: FiSCA Argued That Payday Loans Helped Consumers And Fared Better Financially 

Than Those Without Such Access. “Payday advances (PDAs) are small, short-term cash advances, 

typically of $500 or less. In recent years, PDAs have become an increasingly popular choice for 

American consumers in need of small dollar, short-term credit and 35 states have laws permitting 

these loans. … Why do people take out payday advances? PDAs help customers bridge the 

unexpected need for short-term credit when other options are not available. Very often a PDA is less 

costly to the consumer than the other available options, such as incurring late fees, bouncing a check, 

utilizing overdraft protection or obtaining a credit card advance. Recent studies have proven that 

consumers who use PDAs as a tool to help meet their monetary obligations fare better financially than 

consumers who do not have PDAs as an option.” [Fact Sheet: Payday Advances, Financial Service 

Centers of America, archived 9/23/12] 

 

2012: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Cracked Down On Payday Lenders That Employed 

Aggressive Debt Collection And Unauthorized Debits On A Customer’s Checking Account. “The 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau unveiled details Thursday about how it intends to examine payday 

lenders as Director Richard Cordray vowed to crack down on certain payday lending practices. … With 

the appointment of Cordray as its first director, the CFPB has moved quickly to assert its authority to 

regulate nonbanks, including payday lenders of any size. Cordray said the agency is already aware of 

some payday lenders engaged in practices that are clearly illegal and present immediate risk to consumers, 

including unauthorized debits on a person's checking account and aggressive debt collection tactics. … 

http://citylimits.org/2011/05/31/albany-bill-would-let-check-cashers-provide-loans/
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/check-cashing-stores-push-offer-200-apr-loans-article-1.1325661
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20120923210418/http:/www.fisca.org/Content/NavigationMenu/AboutFISCA/FiSCAFactSheet/default.htm
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The bureau will also move immediately to stop illegal practices, Cordray warned. One example is 

unauthorized debits on a customer's checking account, which can occur when the consumer is dealing 

with a company hidden behind the payday loan. The agency said that the company advertising the loan 

may not be the same as the actual lender, and could sell the customer's sensitive information to a 

potentially fraudulent individual. Another example is aggressive debt collection practices, including 

lenders or debt collectors posing as federal officials, threatening borrowers with criminal prosecution, 

trying to improperly garnish wages, and harassing the borrower, their friends, family or co-workers.” 

[American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

HEADLINE: “CFPB To Crack Down On Certain Payday Lending Practices” [American 

Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2012 Was The First Year That Payday Lenders Were Subject To Federal Examination And 

Supervision. “Although some state regulators have been examining payday lenders for compliance 

with state laws, they had not been subject to federal examination and supervision until now, even 

though they are subject to certain federal regulations. The exam procedures are comprised of five 

different ‘modules’ that cover a payday loan's lifecycle: marketing; application and origination; 

payment processing and sustained use; collections, accounts in default and consumer reporting; and 

third-party relationships. The marketing procedures direct examiners to compare English language 

advertisements to those in other languages, and identify any products or practices that are rewarded by 

incentive compensation programs. The application and origination procedures, meanwhile, focus on 

the process companies use to take and evaluate applications, while the payment processing section 

details methods an examiner must use to assess ‘roll-over’ or ‘back-to-back’ transactions, including 

the portrayal of payments options, fees and other disclosures. The guidance also directs examiners to 

look for potentially unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or practices. Although the manual offers 

standards that examiners should use when assessing such practices - particularly the new ‘abusive’ 

standard - it only uses the statutory language from Dodd-Frank.” [American Banker, 1/20/12] 

 

2011: FiSCA Moved Headquarters To Washington, DC, “Signaling That Federal Regulation Was 

An Increasing Focus Of Concern.”  “The payday loan industry ‘is spending big on politics in advance 

of expected scrutiny’ from the federal gov't's new financial watchdog agency. Top payday lenders ‘did not 

slack off last year,’ and the companies ‘have become a bigger source of campaign contributions for 

political candidates this election cycle,’ according to a report from CREW. Eleven big lenders and the two 

trade assns ‘representing the industry have increased their spending on lobbying’ from $730K in 2005 to 

$4.5M in 2011, according to CREW's report. One of the industry's main trade asss, the Financial Service 

Centers of America, moved its HQ to DC in 2011, ‘signaling that federal regulation was an increasing 

focus of concern.’” [The Hotline, 4/19/12] 

 

1993: Opposed Initiative To Protect Consumers From 20 Percent Interest Rates On Credit Cards 

And Retail Stores That Extend Credit Using Deceptive Language 

 

1993: Opposed Initiative To Protect Consumers From 20 Percent Interest Rates On Credit Cards 

And Retail Stores That Extend Credit Using Deceptive Language. “The state consumer chief`s call for 

tighter regulations on credit cards ran into sharp criticism Tuesday from Assembly members who said he 

was dropping too many social ills at the banks` doors. Banking industry representatives, meanwhile, 

pressed the legislators to extend permanently a state law that lifts most restrictions on the interest rates 

allowed on credit cards. In what became a heated exchange with several Banks Committee members, 

State Consumer Protection Board chief Richard Kessel said many consumers must carry a balance on 

their credit cards and need some protection from interest rates that range near 20 percent. In some cases, 
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he said, they can be even higher because of unfair billing and calculation methods. … Assemblyman John 

Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Kessel wasn`t giving enough credit to consumers. ‘I’m in favor of the 

marketplace operating with millions of consumers unfettered by digressions of the state,’ Faso said. But 

Kessel said banks and retail stores that extend credit should use non-deceptive language and billing 

patterns, restrict their ability to impose fees and offer more information on the credit agreements.” [Times 

Union, 1/13/93] 

 

HEADLINE: “Call For Stiffer Credit Card Rules Criticized” [Times Union, 1/13/93] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Keep Car Insurance Rates Low And Establish Official Consumer 

Advocate Office For Consumers 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Keep Car Insurance Rates Low And Establish Official Consumer 

Advocate Office For Consumers. “Extends provisions of the insurance law relating to competitive rating 

from June 30, 1998 to June 30, 2000; extends the provisions of the insurance law relating to prior 

approval of certain motor vehicle insurance rates from June 30, 1998 to June 30, 2000; extends provisions 

of the insurance law relating to excess profits from motor vehicle insurance from June 30, 1998 to June 

30, 2000; makes numerous other provisions including, a reduction in premiums for certain managed care 

participants, creates an office of public insurance advocater, authorizes municipalities, to petition for 

reduction of motor vehicle insurance rates for non-business automobiles, provides for recalculation of 

points for reasonable rate of return and excess profits on motor vehicle insurance, review of traffic 

infraction surcharges, monitoring claims settlements, increasing the penalty for driving while financial 

security is not in effect, and establishing a motor vehicle consumer assistance program.” On June 16th, 

1998, Faso voted “no” on the bill. [A11274, 6/16/98] 

 

 

1993: Opposed Creating Consumer Watchdog To Hold Utility Companies Accountable To 

Consumers, Referred To It As “Redundant” And Sued To Shut It Down 

 

1993: Opposed Creating Consumer Watchdog To Hold Utility Companies Accountable To 

Consumers And Referred To It As “Redundant,” Sued To Shut It Down. “In the next few months, 

New York's CUB will emerge from a long hibernation and, with the help of some state agencies, start 

soliciting members in its quest to bring a new layer of scrutiny to New York's utility companies. … CUB 

stands for Citizens Utility Board. … Based on a concept that emerged in the early 1980s, CUB is 

envisioned as a member-supported consumer advocate group that would testify in utility rate hearings. … 

State Rep. John J. Faso, R-Kinderhook, is one of those suing to stop CUB. Faso, who wants to run next 

year for state comptroller, said he opposes the way the CUB was created. He notes that Cuomo's plan to 

create a CUB had been shot down in the Legislature a number of times. ‘The basis of my concern was the 

unconstitutional usurpation of legislative authority by the governor,’ said Faso. ‘We threw out the king a 

long time ago and we certainly don't need one as governor.’ Faso also said he thought a CUB would be 

redundant.” [Times Union, 10/08/93] 

 

1994: Successfully Sued To Prohibit Citizens Utility Board From Using State Resources To 

Inform Public Of Its Existence And Solicit Membership. “Pataki backers are also targeting another 

executive order regarding the Citizens’ Utility Board, an independent agency Cuomo created in 1991 

to attack utility rate-hike requests. ‘I think that's a prime candidate (for extinction),’ Assemblyman 

John Faso, R-Kinderhook, another Pataki supporter, said. Rescinding that order would not put the 

board out of business, but it would prevent CUB from using state resources to sign up new members. 

… Included among them are items like the Citizens' Utility Board. That group prompted a Republican 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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lawsuit that successfully struck down Cuomo's executive order. The board continues to exist as an 

independent nonprofit agency, soliciting New Yorkers to contribute $5 to join ‘in the fight against 

some of the highest utility rates in the nation,’ according to the board. The board was created by 

Cuomo despite the existence of the Public Service Commission, the Consumer Protection Board, and 

the attorney general's office. All those agencies are supposed to represent the public in utility rate 

requests.” [USA Today, 11/17/94] 

 

Did Not Support New York State Combating Abusive Debt Collectors 

 

Did Not Support New York State Combating Abusive Debt Collectors. “Abusive debt collectors who 

shake people down for money need to be reined in, New York’s major-party candidates for governor said, 

while they prescribed different remedies. … John Faso, the Republican candidate, called the tactics of 

unscrupulous collectors ‘shocking’ but said that expanding state power was not the best way to combat 

them. Instead, existing federal penalties should be increased, and professional groups should examine the 

practices of law offices that collect consumer debts. ‘That would be preferable to a whole new regime of 

state authority,’ he said. However, Faso said that the state could also look at licensing collectors, who face 

no license requirement outside of Buffalo and New York City.” [Buffalo News, 8/12/06] 

 

1999: Voted Against Creating Consumer Protection Agency To Hold Insurers Accountable That 

Commit Fraud And Abuse 

 

1999: Voted Against Creating Consumer Protection Agency To Hold Insurers Accountable That 

Commit Fraud And Abuse. “In 1999, Faso voted with a handful of Assembly Republicans against a 

measure that would have created an Office of Insurance Consumers Advocate to focus on fraud and 

abuse, require insurers to produce more data on complaints, require audits of companies to make sure they 

complied with a law against excessive profits, and other measures. Faso was among nine votes against the 

bill in the Democrat-controlled Assembly. The Republican-controlled Senate rejected the measure and it 

didn’t become law.” [AP, 9/14/06] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Hold Insurers Liable For Not Paying A Policy Holder’s Claim 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Hold Insurers Liable For Not Paying A Policy Holder’s 

Claim. “Provides that an insurer doing business in this state shall be liable to a policy holder for such 

insurer's refusal to pay or unreasonable delay of payment to the policy holder if such refusal or delay was 

not substantially justified; enumerates instances whereby an insurer's refusal or delay of payment is not 

substantially justified including intentional negligence, failure to act in good faith, failure to provide 

written denial of claim and failure to make final determination of claim within six months.” [A00072A 

Bill Summary, 3/09/98] 

 

1995: Voted Against Bill To Require Tobacco Companies Disclose Chemical Substances In 

Cigarettes 

 

1995-96: Voted Against Bill To Require Tobacco Companies Disclose Chemical Substances In 

Cigarettes. In 1995, Faso voted a bill that would have required tobacco companies to disclose the 

chemical substances found in cigarettes and the toxic effects such chemicals had. According to the 

memorandum in support of the bill, “PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To acknowledge the 

public's right to know the chemical substances used in cigarettes and what toxic effects, if any, these 

additives have been found to have. SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: Any person, corporation, 

partnership or business manufacturing any cigarettes for sale or distribution within NYS must provide the 

https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-22997814.html
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
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Commissioner of Health with a complete and up-to-date list of chemical substances used in the 

manufacture of such cigarettes. Within three months after providing such list, it shall be the responsibility 

of the manufacturer to indicate which of these substances has been determined to be a toxic substance.” 

On June 29th, 1995, Faso voted “no” on this bill. [A837, 6/29/95] 

 

 

2016: Said He Would Eliminate The CFPB 

 

2016: Said He Would Eliminate The CFPB. “FASO: I think the one agency that I would absolutely 

believe we should get rid of is the Elizabeth Warren creation within the Federal Reserve. The so-called 

Consumer Finance Agency. The problem with that agency is that it is funded directly from revenues of 

the Federal Reserve.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:28:29, 2/21/16]  

 

Supported Bill Prohibiting Discrimination In Housing, Employment, Education, Credit, And Places 

Of Public Accommodation Based On Sexual Orientation, So Long As Marriage Rights Were Not 

Included 

 

Supported Bill Prohibiting Discrimination In Housing, Employment, Education, Credit, And Places 

Of Public Accommodation Based On Sexual Orientation, So Long As Marriage Rights Were Not 

Included. “Democrats call Faso’s voting record ‘extreme,’ and while his marks are solidly conservative, 

there are some surprises, a review shows. One was his backing of a bill to prohibit discrimination in 

employment, housing, education, credit and public accommodations based on ‘sexual orientation.’ ‘I felt 

it was the right thing to do,’ said Faso, noting he added his support only after a section was inserted to the 

bill to say the protections did not include a right to marry.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Defended Pesticides But Also Said That There Should Be A National Standard When It Comes To 

GMOs 

 

Defended Pesticides But Also Said That There Should be A national Standard When It Comes To 

GMOs. In 2016, when asked about his stance on GMO labeling, Faso said, “The fact is is that we do need 

a national standard. The consumers do have a right to know. On the other hand, it’s important that we not 

stand in the way of progress, particularly as it affects countries around the world; in Africa, for instance, 

where drought-resistant and pest-resistant seed is literally saving millions of lives, and we should not 

close our eyes to that.” [Oneonta Public Forum, 33:30, 5/03/16] 

 

  

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h28m29s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvpfQmVo6nc
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Crime, Public Safety, and Drug Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Voted against increasing pay for police and firefighters; proposed suspending 

Buffalo police officers’ pay raises 

 

 Authored budget that cut $6.5 million from drug treatment and substance abuse 

programs to pay for tax cuts 

 

 Voted against expanding children’s health care to include substance abuse 

coverage, provide more services for children suffering from substance abuse 

 

 Did not believe that new programs were needed to address crime 

 

 Said more laws would not solve gun violence 

 

 Couldn’t think of any new ideas to address heroin and opioid epidemic 

 

 Praised stop and frisk, credited it with the decrease in gun violence 

 

 2000: Voted against allowing New York’s Attorney General to investigate police 

misconduct 

 

 Supported having minors accused of violent crime be tried as adults 

 

 Supported increased penalties and sentences for drug-related crimes 

 

 Despite acknowledging that he smoked marijuana in his lifetime, Faso pushed bill 

that would allow first-time marijuana offenders to face jail time 

 

 Supported the death penalty but admitted that it “could be a mistake if we convict 

wrongfully an innocent person”; refused to answer question about what he would 

say to the mother of a wrongly convicted man put to death 

 

 Authored budget that was projected to increase homelessness in order to pay for 

tax cuts 
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Voted Against Increasing Pay For Police And Firefighters; Proposed Suspending Buffalo Police 

Officers’ Pay Raises  

 

Voted Against Increasing Pay For Police And Firefighters. “The New York State Legislature voted 

today to override Gov. George E. Pataki’s veto of a bill that will help New York City’s police officers and 

firefighters win larger pay raises, utterly rejecting the pleas of Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani and his ally on 

this issue, Mr. Pataki. … Following is a list of state lawmakers who voted not to override the veto of a bill 

that will help New York City police and firefighters win larger pay raises. …  John J. Faso, Republican, 

West Coxsackie.” [New York Times, 2/13/96] 

 

Proposed Suspending Buffalo Police Officers’ Pay Raises. “At one point, board member John J. Faso 

said the city may have to consider suspending raises that police officers are scheduled to receive next year 

under a new contract that was approved before the board was created. Freezing police wages would save 

the city nearly $2.5 million next year. ‘As we go forward, all of these things in my view will have to be on 

the table,’ said Faso.” [Buffalo News, 10/08/03] 

 

Buffalo PBA: Challenging Raises Would Be An “Injustice.” “An official from the police union 

said it would be an injustice if the control board tries to challenge the raises. ‘It would be devastating 

and counterproductive,’ said John J. Juskiewicz, first vice president of the Police Benevolent 

Association. ‘Why tinker with something that is going along fine?’” [Buffalo News, 4/02/04] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $6.5 Million From Drug Treatment And Substance Abuse 

Programs To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $6.5 Million From Drug Treatment And Substance Abuse 

Programs. “Gov. George E. Pataki wants to change New York law so that nonviolent offenders can avoid 

prison terms. At the same time, the budget he proposed this week cuts, rather than increases, the probation 

and drug-treatment programs that may be needed as an alternative to prison. … Perhaps the clearest 

incongruity in the budget is Mr. Pataki's proposal to cut financing for drug treatment[.] … Mr. Pataki's 

budget would cut $12.7 million from the state's $84.5 million probation budget, including $2.7 million in 

spending on drug treatment. … In addition, Mr. Pataki would cut $3.8 million from this year's $141 

million budget for grants to local substance-abuse programs.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Substance Abuse Coverage, 

Provide More Services For Children Suffering From Substance Abuse 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Substance Abuse. “Sections 1 

through 14 amend various provisions of sections 2510 and 2511 of the Public Health Law as it relates to 

the Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to: expand benefits to include dental, vision, speech, hearing, 

mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services, as well as coverage for durable medical 

equipment and non-prescription drugs; eliminate premium requirements for families in households with 

incomes below 185% of poverty, retroactive to October l, 1997; increase income eligibility to include 

families with household incomes below 300% of the federal poverty level effective January 1, 1999 and 

set premium levels at $50 per child per year ($200 family maximum) for families between 200% and 

250% of the federal poverty level, and $75 per child per year ($300 family maximum) for families 

between 250% and 300% of the federal poverty level (no cost sharing requirements for families below 

200% of the federal poverty level)” [A10767A Summary of Specific Provisions, 5/18/98] 

 

Bill Sought To Include More Services For Children Suffering From Substance Abuse. 

“‘Inpatient health care services’ means, as defined by the commissioner in consultation with the 

superintendent: inpatient  hospital services provided by a general hospital, as defined in article 

twenty-eight of this chapter, [excluding]  including  mental  health  services, substance  abuse 

services, and alcohol treatment services; and services provided  by physicians and other professional 

personnel on an inpatient basis for covered inpatient services[; as defined by the commissioner in 

consultation with the superintendent]. 12. Mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services 

under this title means: at least thirty days of inpatient coverage for mental health and alcohol and 

substance abuse, and sixty outpatient visits, or the actuarial equivalent thereof, per year.” [A10767A 

Bill Text, 5/18/98] 

 

NOTE: Strikethrough means the language was deleted, underline means the language was added. 

 

2016: Couldn’t Think Of Any New Ideas To Address Heroin And Opioid Epidemic 

 

2016: Couldn’t Think Of Any New Ideas To Address Heroin And Opioid Epidemic. In June 2016, 

when asked what new ideas he would use to address the heroin and opioid epidemic, Faso said, “What 

new idea? I’m not sure that we really need a lot of new ideas[.]” [League of Women Voters Republican 

Debate, 10:50-10:55, 6/08/16] 

 

2006: Did Not Believe That New Programs Were Needed To Address Crime 

 

2006: Did Not Believe That New Programs Were Needed To Address Crime. “Democratic candidate 

for governor Eliot Spitzer promised Thursday to stem a rise in violent crime in upstate cities by targeting 

causes and criminals. He was to tell police chiefs statewide that the state should attack the societal roots 

of crimes while targeting gangs, expanding the DNA database to include all criminals, and creating a state 

witness protection program, according to a transcript of a speech to be delivered Thursday night at West 

Point. … ‘We don’t need new programs,’ said Republican candidate John Faso. ‘What we need is 

economic development to create wealth in these communities and to create hope.’ Faso said he does agree 

with Spitzer’s plan to expand the DNA database for all crimes. But he said the key to reducing crime in 

upstate cities is to cut taxes and create jobs through economic development.” [AP, 7/21/06] 

 

2016: Said More Laws Would Not Solve Gun Violence 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PewXEEqLsOo
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2016: Said More Laws Would Not Solve Gun Violence. In 2016, when asked if he would institute gun 

laws to reduce gun violence, Faso said, “More laws is not gonna solve this problem.” [John Faso on 

Regional News Network, 3:40-3:50, 7/07/16] 

 

2016: Praised Stop And Frisk, Credited It With The Decrease In Gun Violence 

 

2016: Praised Stop And Frisk, Credited It With The Decrease In Gun Violence. “The best example 

we have of reducing gun violence is what the affirmative efforts, the aggressive efforts of New York City 

PD conducted over the last number of years. And they greatly reduced the amount of street violence, gun 

violence within New York City because they had an aggressive stop and frisk policy. Now, that has been 

resisted by the De Blasio administration, by a liberal federal court judge who ruled against the city in this 

regard. But I think the fact of the matter, if you look at the number of incidents involving guns, illegal 

handguns in particular, you’ll find that the crime and the murder rate was greatly reduced by the broken 

windows policy implemented by Mayor Giuliani.” [John Faso on Regional News Network, 2:19-3:13, 

7/07/16] 

 

2000: Voted Against Allowing New York’s Attorney General To Investigate Police Misconduct 

 

2000: Voted Against Allowing New York’s Attorney General To Investigate Police Misconduct. 
“Grants the attorney general jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute police misconduct upon the request 

of the governor or the district attorney of the county wherein such misconduct was committed.” [A08848, 

6/06/00]     

 

2006: Supported Having Minors Accused Of Violent Crime Be Tried As Adults 

 

2006: Supported Having Minors Accused Of Violent Crime Be Tried As Adults. In 2006, John Faso 

answered Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate 

which principles [he supported] regarding crime.” Faso checked a box next to “Minors accused of a 

violent crime should be prosecuted as adults.” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

2006: Supported Increased Penalties And Sentences For Drug-Related Crimes 

 

2006: Supported Increased Penalties And Sentences For Drug Related Crimes. In 2006, John Faso 

answered Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate 

which principles [he supported] regarding crime.” Faso checked a box next to “Strengthen penalties and 

sentences for drug-related crimes.” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

Pushed Bill That Would Allow First-Time Marijuana Offenders To Face Jail Time 

 

Pushed Bill That Would Allow First-Time Marijuana Offenders To Face Jail Time. “He also pushed 

for the passage of bills ending parole for violent felons, and sponsored legislation that would allow 

schools to perform drug tests without parental consent, and to allow first-time marijuana offenders to face 

jail time.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2006: Acknowledged Having Smoked Marijuana In His Lifetime 

 

2006: Acknowledged Having Smoked Marijuana In His Lifetime. “Eliot Spitzer and Tom Suozzi 

admitted to doing it, and now, John Faso says he smoked pot, too. A day after Spitzer and Suozzi, who are 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRuip-ZzdOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRuip-ZzdOg
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A08848&term=1999&Summary=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
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vying for the Democratic nomination for governor, acknowledged in a debate that they’d smoked 

marijuana, Faso, the Republican nominee, said yes, he’d toked, too.” [Times Union, 7/27/06] 

 

2006: Supported The Death Penalty But Admitted That It “Could Be A Mistake If We Convict 

Wrongfully An Innocent Person” And Refused To Answer Question About What He Would Say To 

The Mother Of A Wrongly Convicted Man Put To Death 

 

2006: Supported The Death Penalty But Admitted That It “Could Be A Mistake If We Convict 

Wrongfully An Innocent Person.” In 2006, when asked about his stance on the death penalty and a 

recent case in which a wrongfully convicted man was put to death, Faso said, “Well the death penalty 

could be a mistake if we convict wrongfully an innocent person. That’s why DNA evidence is so 

important, and we have to make sure DNA is collected from every person convicted of a crime. … We do 

need the death penalty restored in New York State.” [NY1 Gubernatorial Debate, 7:40-8:41, 9/26/06] 

 

Supported Reinstating New York’s Death Penalty. “The guide won’t necessarily be all bad news 

for Spitzer. He aligns with the church on the need to ease harsh sentences for nonviolent drug crimes, 

for example. And Faso parts company with his fellow Catholics by supporting the death penalty and 

showing openness to ‘civil unions’ for same-sex couples.” [Daily News, 6/11/06] 

 

Called For A “Broader” Death Penalty Law. “Outlining the positions of the two major-party 

candidates for governor … Death Penalty … ‘Sign a death penalty law that is broader than the one the 

state has had.’” [Newsday, 11/05/06] 

 

Cited Murders Of Police Officers As Reasons He Supported The Death Penalty. “To give voters 

some insight into these two candidates, the Daily News asked both men a series of questions about 

themselves, their experiences - and each other. … Why they support the death penalty[.] FASO: ‘One 

case that I do remember is Lemuel Smith. … That’s a case that stands out to me.’ [Smith killed at 

least five people and later murdered a female correction officer while in prison.] Faso also cited the 

murder of State Trooper Andrew Sperr after a bank robbery: ‘I ran into Trooper Sperr’s father at a 

dinner in Rochester. I have to tell you, my heart went out for him.’” [Daily News, 11/05/06] 

  

2006: Refused To Answer Question About What He Would Say To The Mother Of A Wrongly 

Convicted Man Put To Death. In 2006, when asked by a debate moderator about what he would say to 

the mother of a wrongly-convicted man who was put to death, Faso said, “I think DNA evidence, the 

great thing about DNA evidence is we have it now. … What I would say, Dominic, is that the state of 

New York has to make sure that we have the most error-proof system, and that’s what we would do under 

my administration. … I would say to you, Dominic, that it’s very important that we recognize the rights of 

victims and their families in this and it’s very important we have a system in New York State using DNA 

evidence.” [NY1 Gubernatorial Debate, 8:45-9:53, 9/26/06] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Increase Homelessness In Order To Pay For Tax 

Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Increase Homelessness. “[T]he budget would reduce 

welfare grants, which could force poor people onto the streets, but also cut spending for shelters, 

prevention of homelessness and transitional housing construction. … Mr. Pataki's welfare proposals, 

including a 90-day limit for home relief recipients and cuts in benefits for all welfare recipients, are 

expected by many social-services advocates to increase homelessness. But the Governor's budget would 

cut half of this year's $25 million budget for the Homeless Housing Assistance Program, which makes 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
http://www.nydailynews.com/archives/opinions/politics-pulpit-eager-exert-influence-n-y-s-catholic-church-enters-fray-article-1.601960
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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grants to local governments and nonprofit agencies; half of the $2.5 million spent on legal assistance for 

people fighting evictions; $3 million of the $82.3 million spent on New York City shelters, and all of the 

$5 million earmarked for mental health services for the homeless.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

2006: Supported Using The Death Penalty Against Repeat Sex Offenders, Which The Supreme 

Court Later Ruled To Be Unconstitutional 

 

2006: Supported Using The Death Penalty Against Repeat Sex Offenders. “Standing Up for Crime 

Victims.   John Faso will stand up for our law-abiding working families who are too often the victims of 

senseless crimes and reinstitute capital punishment. Democrats are truly out of the mainstream of New 

York public opinion by blocking restoration of the death penalty for terrorists, mass murderers, cop 

killers, and even the most vicious repeat sexual predators.” [John Faso Campaign Website, archived 

7/13/06]  

 

2008: Supreme Court Ruled That The Death Penalty Can Only Be Used When Someone Is Killed. 

“In a 5-4 decision the Court held that the Eighth Amendment bars states from imposing the death penalty 

for the rape of a child where the crime did not result, and was not intended to result, in the child’s death.” 

[IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law, Oyez, Kennedy v. Louisiana, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

Note: Ted Cruz argued this case in oral arguments on behalf of the State of Texas. [IIT Chicago-Kent 

College of Law, Oyez, Kennedy v. Louisiana, accessed 3/22/16]  

 

2016: Supported Ending Parole For “Repeat Violent Offenders” 

 

2016: Supported Ending Parole For “Repeat Violent Offenders.” In 2006, John Faso answered 

Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate which 

principles [he supported] regarding crime.” Faso checked a box next to “end parole for repeat violent 

offenders.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political Awareness Test, accessed 3/22/16]  

 

Authored “Civil Confinement” Legislation Where Convicted Sex Offenders Can Be Involuntarily 

Held In Psychiatric Institutions After They Have Served Their Sentences 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20060713204255/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/issues.html
https://www.oyez.org/cases/2007/07-343
https://www.oyez.org/cases/2007/07-343
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
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Authored “Civil Confinement” Legislation For Repeat Sex Offenders. “Faso also introduced 

legislation allowing courts to order a term of civil confinement for those felons who are found to be 

sexually violent repeat predators.” [Times Union, 5/07/11] 

 

Civil Confinement Is When An Individual Is Involuntarily Held In A Psychiatric Facility After 

Completing Their Prison Sentence. “There are new challenges to New York State’s civil confinement 

program, which allows for some sex offenders to be involuntarily placed in a psychiatric facility, even 

after they’ve served their full sentences.” [WGRZ, 1/29/15]  

 

September 2015: New York Civil Confinement Statute Challenged As Unconstitutional. “There are 

several lawsuits pending. The most recent, filed by 5 patients as a class action, asks a federal judge to rule 

the program unconstitutional. Barry Covert, a legal analyst and local defense attorney, sided with those 

being civilly confined. ‘I think that it violates the defendant’s right to be sentenced, to serve that sentence 

and then now that you have paid your debt to society, to move on with his or her life,’ Covert said.” 

[WGRZ, 9/29/15] 

 

Introduced Legislation That Created The Crime Of Stalking And Attempting To Lure A Child 

 

Introduced Legislation That Created The Crime Of Stalking And Attempting To Lure A Child. 

“Former Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Kinderhook, introduced legislation at that time to create the crime 

of stalking and attempting to lure a child. The legislation made the attempt to lure or entice a child into a 

vehicle, structure or isolated area to commit a criminal offense against that child a class D felony.” [Times 

Union, 5/07/11] 

 

2001: Supported Program That Returned Criminals To New York City From Upstate 

 

Supported Program That Returned Criminals To New York City From Upstate New York. “An 

experimental program that returns fugitives hiding out upstate to face charges in New York City is 

expanding. State police and upstate prosecutors said Tuesday that the half-year run of the Warrant Return 

Assistance Program is a success and more counties will be included for the next six months. Data from 

that one-year period will be used to make a case for creating a statewide program that would return 

fugitives to New York City and other areas of the state where they would face arrest warrants. … State 

Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Columbia County said the next six months of the program, to be 

funded under a $100,000 grant from the 2000-01 state budget, will provide statistics that will be used to 

seek funding for statewide expansion of the program. ‘This program keeps our families safe by sending 

fugitives the message that they cannot escape justice by moving upstate,’ Faso said.” [AP, 8/14/01] 

 

2006: Proposed 10-Year Minimum Jail Sentence For Crimes Involving Guns 

 

2006: Proposed 10-Year Minimum Jail Sentence For Crimes Involving Guns. “Republican candidate 

John Faso said the state needs stronger laws, such as 10-year minimum jail sentences for crimes involving 

guns and a DNA database of everyone convicted of a crime. It just highlights, once again, the need for 

strong laws and strong enforcement,’ Faso said.” [Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 7/13/06] 

 

2006: Opposed Bill That Would Make It A Felony For Prison Guards To Have Sex With Inmates 

 

2006: Opposed Bill That Would Make It A Felony For Prison Guards To Have Sex With Inmates. 
“He was also one of only eight lawmakers to oppose a measure to make it a felony for prison guards and 

http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Repeat-sex-offender-to-be-freed-1370352.php
http://legacy.wgrz.com/story/news/crime/2015/09/29/more-challenges-to-new-york-state-civil-confinement/73055290/
http://legacy.wgrz.com/story/news/crime/2015/09/29/more-challenges-to-new-york-state-civil-confinement/73055290/
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Repeat-sex-offender-to-be-freed-1370352.php
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other corrections and parole workers to have sex with inmates in their custody. An aide said that Mr. Faso 

felt the bill went too far.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 
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Economic Stimulus, Financial Bailout and Wall Street 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Refused to call for jail sentences for Wall Street bankers and avoided blaming 

banks for their role in the financial crisis 

 

 Supported dividends and capital gains tax cuts that “helped Wall Street” 

 

 Opposed stimulus but acknowledged that it was needed, claimed it “[would] not 

benefit the economy” 

 

 2014: Was the director of the National Stock Exchange 

 

 2016: Said that the DC suburbs were the “part of the government [that] never 

went into recession,” implied that he was running for Congress to “remove some 

of that power” 

 

 Opposed Dodd-Frank 

 
 

Refused To Call For Jail Sentences For Wall Street Bankers And Avoided Blaming Banks For 

Their Role In The Financial Crisis, Blamed Government For The Crisis 

 

Refused To Call For Jail Sentences For Wall Street Bankers And Avoided Blaming Banks For 

Their Role In The Financial Crisis, Blamed Government For The Crisis. In July 2016, when asked 

about his thoughts concerning the sentiment that bankers got away with murder and should be jailed, Faso 

said, “I think one of the things we have to look at, one of the ironies is that in light of the fiscal crisis, 

some people say, ‘Oh, it was just the banks’ fault and too big to fail, etc.’ The irony is, post Dodd-Frank, 

we’ve gone from seven or eight major banks to four major banks. We’ve had massive consolidations of 

mid-level and small-level banks. So, this is, what happened, big government has created a regulatory 

system that, frankly, you can only survive if you’re very big. And so, one of the ironies is that people who 

say, ‘Well we should break up banks, etc.,’ the very policies they’re pursuing have resulted in more 

consolidations in the banking sector, and I don’t necessarily think that’s healthy. It wasn’t just banks. 

They were aided and abeded, fostered by government and the Fannie and Freddie.” [John Faso on WAMC 

Radio, 11:49-13:09, 7/21/16] 

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends; Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains 

Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street”  

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends. “I’ve proposed the first state in the 

nation, we should be the first state in the nation to completely eliminate taxation of capital gains and 

dividends.” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 22:00-22:07, 10/12/06] 

 

http://wamc.org/post/capitol-connection-1630#stream/0
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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Praised President George W. Bush’s Capital Gains Tax Cut. “Mr. Faso, who narrowly lost to Mr. 

Hevesi when both men ran for the seat being vacated by Carl McCall in 2002, observed that Mr. 

Hevesi recently has taken some swipes at President George W. Bush’s capital-gains tax cut, which 

Mr. Faso said has been ‘a real revenue generator for the state.’” [New York Observer, 3/20/06] 

 

Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street.” “The dividend and capital gains 

cuts have been tremendous spurs to state and city revenue, by the way. And they’ve also helped Wall 

Street, which is the biggest spur and develop.” [John Faso on City Talk, 24:44, 5/23/06] 

 

Opposed Stimulus But Acknowledged That It Was Needed, Claimed It “[Would] Not Benefit The 

Economy” 

 

Said Federal Stimulus Was Needed, But The Stimulus Bill That Came Out Of Congress “[Would] 

Not Benefit The Economy.” “‘Not taking a position on the (federal) stimulus was incomprehensible,’ 

Faso said of the issue that seemed to hang Tedisco up for more than half of the race’s two-month span. 

‘The bill is bad policy for the country. The economy needed a stimulus, but what came out of Congress -- 

much of the spending will not benefit the economy, and it’s all going to be paid for by our children and 

grandchildren.’ Opposing the federal bill was the right position, Faso said, and it was one a Republican 

should have taken early and vocally.” [Times Union, 4/26/09] 

 

Opposed Stimulus Package. “He criticized the proposed stimulus package now being debated in 

Washington. ‘It will impose a debt burden on our children and grandchildren,’ he said.” [Times 

Union, 1/25/09] 

 

2014: Was The Director Of The National Stock Exchange 

 

2014: Was The Director Of The National Stock Exchange. According to his personal financial 

disclosure, Faso was the Director of the National Stock Exchange. He left this position in 2014 and it is 

not clear when he began working for the exchange. [John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 

5/15/16] 

 

2016: Said That The DC Suburbs Were The “Part Of The Government [That] Never Went Into 

Recession,” Implied That He Was Running For Congress To “Remove Some Of That Power” 

 

2016: Said That The DC Suburbs Were The “Part Of The Government [That] Never Went Into 

Recession,” Implied That He Was Running For Congress To “Remove Some Of That Power.” “This 

is a country of fifty states, three thousand miles wide, and it is impossible to have all this wisdom come 

from Washington, and you know by the way that it is no secret that in the last recession in 2008, we’re 

still not recovered from it, but you know what part of the government never went into recession?  The DC 

suburbs. Six of the ten wealthiest counties in America are in the Washington DC suburbs. We have given 

too much power to Washington. One of the reasons I’m running for Congress is to try to remove some of 

that power from Washington.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:00:50, 2/21/16]  

 

Opposed Dodd-Frank 

 

Opposed Dodd-Frank. “On the national level I am concerned that we are heading for a financial cliff as 

uncontrolled entitlement spending takes a growing share of the national income. I think we can address 

these problems by taking steps to promote economic growth. … The reporting and regulatory 

requirements of Dodd-Frank weigh negatively on small banks and on many industries.” [The Millbrook 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMd-xjSSdvs
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h50s
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Independent, 5/21/16] 

 

Claimed Dodd-Frank Was Burdening Banks. “We’re really hurting small businesses on the tax 

side, and we’re also hurting small businesses with the regulatory burden that’s coming down on them. 

… Dodd-Frank has imposed so many burdens on community banks, and that’s where most small 

businesses get their capital, where they get their loans.” [John Faso on Hudson Valley News Network, 

3:27-3:54, 6/27/16] 

 

Supported The Volcker Rule 

 

Supported The Volcker Rule. In June 2016, “The problem with the Volcker rule is that it’s been 

complex, it’s been difficult to interpret, and I do think that the intent behind it is sound. So I think that we 

have to look at it to make sure that it, the sound intentions behind it, can be fulfilled through meaningful 

but not overly intrusive regulations.” [John Faso on WCNY, 26:35-28:35, 6/27/16] 

 

Volcker Rule Prohibited Banks From Engaging In Proprietary Trading. “The Volcker rule, 

named after former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker, is part of the sweeping 2010 Dodd-Frank 

financial reform law. It aims to reduce risk-taking by preventing banks from using their own capital to 

make speculative bets. Critics say its many loopholes – with exemptions for activities like merchant 

banking and foreign exchange trading – have made it less effective than it was intended to be.” 

[Reuters, 8/11/16] 

 

Opposed The Federal Reserve Being Subject To Congressional Approval 

 

Opposed The Federal Reserve Being Subject To Congressional Approval. In June 2016, when asked 

about a proposal to subject the Federal Reserve’s funding to congressional approval, Faso said, “I don’t 

want to see the Federal Reserve politicized. There’s some in Congress that attempted to inject themselves 

into the monetary policy considerations, and I think that is a mistake. I would be very cautious in this 

regard.” [John Faso on WCNY, 26:35-29:00, 6/27/16] 

 

Faso: Too Big To Fail Banks Have Gotten Bigger 

 

Faso: Too Big To Fail Banks Have Gotten Bigger. “I think that the Too Big to Fail banks, by the way, 

have gotten bigger. There has been more bank consolidation.” [John Faso on WCNY, 27:04-27:15, 

6/27/16] 

 

Supported Puerto Rico Bailout 

 

Supported Puerto Rico Bailout. “Faso said he favors strict oversight of Puerto Rican finances, similar to 

what was implemented when he served on a board overseeing the city of Buffalo and its school district 

from 2002 to 2006. ‘We forced many changes,’ he said, ‘and pulled it back from insolvency. I hope the 

compromise developed in Congress will work; it’s a good step forward toward financial solvency. If you 

don’t get that in Puerto Rico, you’ll have the flight of many young people to the U.S.’” [Daily Mail, 

6/08/16] 

 

 

  

http://www.themillbrookindependent.com/content/interview-john-faso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2XJkFGatik
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-fed-volcker-exclusive-idUSKCN10M2E4
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
http://www.thedailymail.net/news/article_6ec4b4a4-2d36-11e6-8bcb-433d3cd4a6ff.html
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Education Issues  
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 1989: Proposed cutting teacher salaries in order to avoid taxing ski lift tickets 

 

 Consistently proposed cutting funding for education or limiting such funding 
 

 1995: Authored budget proposal that froze aid to schools despite growing class sizes 

 

 Opposed sending money to school districts for pre-k 

 

 Opposed sending money to school districts to reduce class sizes 

 

 1986: Called for “stricter penalties” on those who default on student loans 
 

 1995: Authored budget that cut $448 million from higher education, defended cuts 

and a $250 per student tuition hike for city and state universities 

 

 1997: Supported budget that increased tuition by $400 per student, cut tuition 

assistance program by $175 million, and shifted $100 million in costs to school 

districts 

 

 1990: Cast lone no vote against bill to establish program to improve educational 

services for rural New Yorkers 
 

 1997: Voted against bill that rehabilitated school facilities and provided children 

with up-to-date learning materials 

 

 1989: Proposed cutting $30 million from teacher salaries 

 

 2006: When asked how he would address illiteracy, Faso suggested taking money 

away from teachers and administrators 

 

 Voted against bill that would fund education for homeless services for children 

 

 Supported national standards and testing of public school students before he opposed 

Common Core standards 

 

 Supported allowing parents to use state-funded vouchers to send students to private 

or religious schools 
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 Said he had “always been opposed to the Department of Education”; said k-12 

education should not be the role of the federal government 

 

 Opposed effort to ensure equality among men and women in New York scholarship 

system 

 

 Sponsored charter school and education tax credit legislation; billionaire investors 

of charter schools were “big backers of his campaigns” 

 

 Opposed bill that mandated schools teach about Irish Potato Famine, described it as 

“silly” 
 

1989: Proposed Cutting Teacher Salaries In Order To Avoid Taxing Ski Lift Tickets 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting Teacher Salaries In Order To Avoid Taxing Ski Lift Tickets. “Cutting back 

on state help for teachers salaries would be one good way to avoid the need to tax lift tickets for skiers 

and other leisure activities, Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Wednesday. Faso and other 

legislators spoke to area ski enthusiasts who gathered at the Capitol to try to drive a few more nails into 

the coffin of a tax that Senate Republicans have pronounced dead. … Faso suggested the governor cut 

back on the state’s Excellence in Teaching program, under which the state provides aid to local school 

districts to increase teacher salaries.” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

NYSUT: “I Can’t Believe He’s Serious. … Ski Slopes Cannot Hope To Provide That Which We 

Take Out Of The Classroom.” “‘I can’t believe he’s serious,’ replied Peter Boespflug, spokesman 

for the New York State United Teachers. Boespflug said there is ‘no better way to attract the best and 

the brightest’ to teaching in New York schools and Faso should ‘rethink his position in light of our 

need to provide the state with a skilled work force. ... Ski slopes cannot hope to provide that which we 

take out of the classroom.’” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

Consistently Proposed Cutting Funding For Education Or Limiting Such Funding 

 

1997: Led The Opposition Of $2.4 Billion School Bond Act. “Opponents of New York’s $2.4 billion 

school bond act, which will go before voters Nov. 4, are saying the measure is far more vulnerable than 

last year’s successful environmental bond act because state lawmakers did not enact implementing 

legislation before ending their session Monday. … In the Democrat-controlled Assembly, which voted for 

the bond act 90 to 57, John J. Faso, R-Schoharie County, led the opposition. In recent interviews he said 

he will campaign against the act, both as bad policy for a state already supporting too much debt, and - 

because of the lack of implementing legislation - as a request that voters ‘accept on blind faith that the 

Albany political process will resolve this issue in a reasonable way.’” [The Bond Buyer, 8/07/97] 

 

2006: Proposed Cuts To Education Spending To Pay For Tax Cuts. “John Faso, an upstate 

Republican who is seeking his party’s nomination for governor, said yesterday that he would slow the 

growth of education spending and trim Medicaid to limit increases in the state budget. Faso said that 

education in particular is a bloated area of the state budget and he called for more productive use of 

education dollars, given the state’s high per-pupil spending. Turning to familiar GOP campaign rhetoric, 
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the former Assembly minority leader said his austerity plan would also help pay for an array of tax cuts 

that he would implement if elected governor.” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Governor Candidate: Cut Education Bloat” [Newsday, 2/16/06] 

 

2006: Said The “Most Important Thing We Can Do” For Schools Is “Trim Spending.” “Republican 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso said the state, instead of providing more money, should help the 

schools trim spending. ‘The most important thing we can do for the small-city schools as well as all other 

schools is to give them significant mandate relief,’ from laws that drive up the cost of pensions and 

construction and puts them at a disadvantage in labor negotiations, he said. ‘Simply providing more 

school aid into the existing system is not going to be a solution financially or educationally,’ he said.” 

[Poughkeepsie Journal, 9/28/06] 

 

2006: Op-Ed: Faso Said “Schools Should Be Placed Under More Fiscal Discipline.” “Republican 

gubernatorial candidate John Faso says schools should be placed under more fiscal discipline, unless 

voters in particular districts support exceeding certain caps.” [Op-Ed, Poughkeepsie Journal, 10/15/06] 

 

Faso: “State Already Pays Enough For Schools.” “Mr. Faso counters that the state already pays enough 

for schools -- $32 billion a year -- and does not get sufficient value.” [New York Times, 11/02/06] 

 

2006: Vowed To Cap School Spending Increases. “Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso said 

he would greatly expand the popular STAR property tax break, while capping school spending increases. 

‘We need to get a grip on the growth in local school spending,’ said Faso, a former Assembly minority 

leader from Columbia County. Under STAR, short for School Tax Relief, New Yorkers now get about 

$30,000 taken off the assessments on their homes for school tax purposes. Faso’s plan would gradually 

increase the exemption to $60,000, and up to $100,000 for qualifying seniors. … Since STAR began, 

however, school spending has continued to rise beyond the rate of inflation, said Faso. Along with a 

bigger tax break, Faso called for school districts to hold annual increases to 4 percent or inflation, 

whichever was lower.” [Times Union, 4/07/06] 

 

Proposed Limiting Education Spending Increases. “Mr. Faso has proposed to limit education 

spending increases by school districts.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

Faso’s Plan Would Cost $7 Billion. “Mr. Faso, a former minority leader in the Assembly who left 

office in 2002, is the first candidate to link relief to an expansion of Mr. Pataki’s STAR program, 

which the governor started in 1997 and which will likely cost the state more than $4 billion this fiscal 

year. By year four of Mr. Faso’s plan, the state would be spending almost $7 billion on the program. 

He said he expected that economic growth in the state would pay for most of the added costs. 

‘Historic revenue growth over the next number of years will more than accommodate the anticipated 

increases in the STAR exemption,’ he said. In a separate interview, he added: ‘You don’t have a 

crystal ball, but we do have historical trends.’” [New York Sun, 4/07/06] 

 

2010: Proposed Cutting K-12 Education Funding. “New York needs to cut state and local spending 

and get more for taxpayer dollars. This spending is largely focused on Medicaid, K-12 education, and 

public employee salaries and benefits. Actual cuts in state and local spending - and no further tax 

increases - must be the order of the day.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Newsday, 11/11/10] 

 

2011: Proposed Limiting Spending On Schools. In 2011, when an interviewer called out Faso for 

supporting a tax cap which would reduce funding for schools, Faso said, “The tax cap is a limitation on 
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spending and how much the government can raise in order to promote spending. … Well, they have to do 

it within the means of the taxpayers. They’re saying simply that you can’t raise your taxes, which in 

essence means your spending, more than 2 percent in any given year and if you want to go above that, you 

have to put a specific proposal to the voters[.]” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 3:20-3:59, 4/25/11] 

 

 

 

2011: Supported Lower- And Middle-Income Schools Having To Do More With Less Compared To 

Wealthy Schools. In 2011, when an interviewer pointed out that Faso’s proposal to cap school taxes have 

historically impacted middle- and lower-income communities more than higher-income communities, 

Faso argued, “Not necessarily. They’re forced to be more economical in the way they deliver those 

services.” [John Faso on Capitol Tonight, 4:10-4:48, 4/25/11] 

 

 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget Proposal That Froze Aid To Schools Despite Growing Class Sizes.  “Gov. 

George E. Pataki said today that his proposed budget for the next fiscal year would freeze two of the 

largest forms of state aid to local communities. … He said he would freeze school assistance, the largest 

block of money that localities receive from the state, at $9.7 billion[.] … Mr. Pataki's proposal to freeze 

education aid, regardless of whether school systems have increased in size, could also hurt New York 

City, because its system is growing by 18,000 to 20,000 students a year.” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

HEADLINE: “Pataki Budget Would Freeze Aid To Schools” [New York Times, 2/01/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

“Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion budget 

gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts For Pre-K 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts For Pre-K. “Assemblyman John J. Faso, the 

Republican minority leader, said he expected they would include several categories for programs 

championed by urban Democrats. Among those are funds for prekindergarten and reducing the size of 

elementary school classes, Mr. Faso said. ‘In many districts it’s just not practical to use pre-K and class-

size money,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘If the district decides they want to offer foreign language in early grades 

rather than pre-K, then why don’t we let them do that?’” [New York Times, 1/05/01] 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts To Reduce Class Sizes 

 

2001: Opposed Sending Money To School Districts To Reduce Class Sizes. “Assemblyman John J. 

Faso, the Republican minority leader, said he expected they would include several categories for 

programs championed by urban Democrats. Among those are funds for prekindergarten and reducing the 

size of elementary school classes, Mr. Faso said. ‘In many districts it’s just not practical to use pre-K and 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/01/nyregion/pataki-budget-would-freeze-aid-to-schools.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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class-size money,’ Mr. Faso said. ‘If the district decides they want to offer foreign language in early 

grades rather than pre-K, then why don’t we let them do that?’” [New York Times, 1/05/01] 

 

1986: Called For “Stricter Penalties” On Those Who Default On Student Loans 

 

1986: Called For Stricter Penalties On Those Who Default On Student Loans. “Faso said the ‘real 

issues’ facing the state are ‘high taxes, bloated spending and the liability insurance crisis confronting the 

people.’ He also has called for the abolition of the State Energy Office ‘saving taxpayers $13 million,’ 

and for ‘stricter penalties to be enacted against those who default on student loans.’” [Knickerbocker 

News, 9/05/86] 

 

1986: Proposed Revoking The Driver’s License And Withholding Tax Refunds For Those Who 

Were Behind On Their Student Loans. “In August, Faso proposed that persons defaulting on 

student loans should have their drivers’ licenses revoked, in cases where ‘anyone who is in default and 

refuses to make arrangements for repayment.’ Citing a recent court ruling, Faso said that the statute of 

limitations should be reopened to allow prosecution of those in default more than six years.  “I am 

absolutely appalled at those who think they can rip off the taxpayers by defaulting on their student 

loans,” Faso added, noting that New York had the nation’s highest default rate with more than a half-

billion dollars in unpaid loans. Faso said he also favored allowing the state to withhold income-tax 

refunds of those whose loans are more than 120 days in default; requiring the tax department to 

provide the addresses of defaulters to the state Higher Education Services Corporation; and requiring 

agencies to report to the Legislature on the status of efforts to collect. (RS, 8/7/86)” 

 

NOTE: The text in this bullet was taken from the book done on Faso in 2006 and, as of September 

2016, the original article has not been found to verify. 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $448 Million From Higher Education To Pay For Tax Cuts, 

Defended Cuts To Education And A $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State Universities 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut $448 Million From Higher Education, Which Was Projected To 

Cause Tuition Increases And Larger Class Sizes. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a 

smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would 

reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … Officials from the state 

and city universities said the plans to cut money for higher education, $290 million for the State 

University of New York and $158 million for the City University of New York, would lead to higher 

tuitions, larger classes and faculty layoffs. ‘It presents budgetary problems of historic proportions for the 

State University,’ said the SUNY Chancellor, Dr. Thomas A. Bartlett.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

June 1995: Authored Budget Raised Costs On College Students And Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program. “Here are are a few areas in the 1995-96 budget that will affect a variety of groups: … State 

residents who attend the State University of New York or the City University of New York are in for a bit 

of sticker shock. Annual tuition, $2,650 for undergraduates at SUNY and $2,450 at CUNY, will rise by 

$750 next year. The SUNY and CUNY boards have the final say, but the cut in state aid is expected to 

force a tuition increase of that magnitude. Money for the state's student financial aid programs, the 

Tuition Assistance Program and the Aid to Part-Time Students program, will be cut from $610 million to 

$606 million. That will reduce the maximum annual grant for dependent children from $4,050 to $3,900. 

For independent children, the maximum grant will drop from $3,325 to $3,025 for freshman and 

sophomores and $2,575 for juniors and seniors. For graduate students, the maximum award will fall from 

$1,125 to $550.” [New York Times, 6/03/95] 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/06/03/nyregion/albany-s-budget-the-impact-plan-will-leave-mark-on-every-resident.html
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1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

“Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion budget 

gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Defended Cuts To Education And A $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State 

Universities, Described Such Entities As “Constituencies That Thrive On Taking More Money 

From Taxpayers.” “Pataki’s main targets are welfare and Medicaid, but he also wants to slash funds for 

schools, drug treatment centers, youth programs, universities and mental health facilities. … Already, the 

spending cuts that Pataki is pushing for 1996 are facing fierce opposition from labor unions, the health 

care industry, educators, advocates for the poor and some members of the Legislature. Pataki’s allies say 

the critics exaggerate the impact of his cuts to keep the money flowing. ‘The constituencies that thrive on 

taking more money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ said Assemblyman John 

Faso (R-Albany). … Pataki’s $10 billion school aid proposal would cut $130 million in funds for New 

York City despite enrollment growing by more than 20,000 students a year. Pataki’s cuts to the city and 

state university systems would lead to a $250 tuition increase on top of this year’s $750 hike.” [Daily 

News, 12/31/95] 

 

1997: Supported Budget That Increased Tuition By $400 Per Student, Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program By $175 Million, And Shifted $100 Million In Costs To School Districts  

 

1997: Supported Budget That Increased Tuition By $400 Per Student, Cut Tuition Assistance 

Program By $175 Million, And Shifted $100 In Costs To School Districts. “Emphasizing property tax 

cuts and school aid as the highlights of his proposed 1997-1998 budget, Gov. George Pataki unveiled a 

$66.1 billion plan yesterday that also would slash health care, cut higher education and continue his drive 

to shrink the size of state government. … In immediate terms the budget proposal also would mean tuition 

increases of $400 at the State University of New York and City University of New York - while the 

Tuition Assistance Program would be cut by $175 million. … And Pataki also has repeatedly tried to 

promote his budget with a $302 million boost in school aid. But again yesterday, his budget staff said that 

would be in part offset by about $100 million in costs that would be shifted to school districts from state 

and county governments. … Still, it was those school funding and tax initiatives that prompted the 

greatest praise for Pataki’s plan. … ‘This budget is a continuation of a promise to cut taxes and restrain 

spending,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who had headed Pataki’s budget staff during his 

transition into office in 1994.” [Newsday, 1/15/97] 

 

Despite Supporting Budget That Cut $175 Million From Tuition Assistance Program And 

Increased Tuition Costs, Faso Stressed The Need To Fund Tuition Assistance And Prevent Tuition 

Increases 

 

2006: Stressed The Need For Tuition Assistance And Preventing Students From Tuition Increases. 
“We need to reinforce the need for the Tuition Assistance Program, and that’s a program candidly 

Democrats and Republicans in Albany fight for and support. … I would want to guard and protect 

students against tuition increases[.]” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 14:55-16:07, 10/12/06] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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2006: Called For More Financial Aid For State University Students. “And he called for stronger 

support for financial aid for state university students, yet he did not say how he would come by the 

money, since he has also promised not to increase state spending in his first budget.” [New York 

Times, 10/13/06] 

 

… But In 1997: Supported Budget That Increased Tuition By $400 Per Student, Cut Tuition 

Assistance Program By $175 Million. “In immediate terms the budget proposal also would mean tuition 

increases of $400 at the State University of New York and City University of New York - while the 

Tuition Assistance Program would be cut by $175 million. … ‘This budget is a continuation of a promise 

to cut taxes and restrain spending,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who had headed Pataki’s 

budget staff during his transition into office in 1994.” [Newsday, 1/15/97] 

 

… And In 1995: Defended $250 Per Student Tuition Hike For City And State Universities. “‘The 

constituencies that thrive on taking more money from taxpayers will certainly be manning the barricades,’ 

said Assemblyman John Faso (R-Albany). … Pataki’s cuts to the city and state university systems would 

lead to a $250 tuition increase on top of this year’s $750 hike.” [Daily News, 12/31/95] 

 

1990: Cast Lone No Vote Against Bill To Establish Program To Improve Educational Services For 

Rural New Yorkers 

 

1990: Cast Lone No Vote Against Bill To Establish Program To Improve Educational Services For 

Rural New Yorkers. On June 26th, 1990, Faso cast the lone no vote against a bill that would have 

established a rural education research program that would provide more focus on the improvement of 

educational services delivery to rural New Yorkers. According to the legislation’s memorandum, the bill 

would have provided “an administrative capacity within New York State government to comprehensively 

assess the current condition of rural educational institutions, as well as recommend program or policy 

changes which would enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of education services delivery in rural 

communities across the state. … This legislation establishes a New York State Rural Education Research 

Program for the purpose of providing a state-level focus and forum for the improvement of educational 

services delivery to rural New Yorkers.” [A09666C Memorandum, New York State Assembly, 6/26/90] 

 

1997: Voted Against Bill That Rehabilitated School Facilities And Provided Children With Up-To-

Date Learning Materials 

 

1997: Voted Against Bill That Rehabilitated School Facilities And Provided Children With Up-To-

Date Learning Materials. In 1997, Faso voted against authorizing the State of New York to fund school 

improvements after a bond referendum was approved by voters. According to the bill’s memorandum in 

support, “SUMMARY: This bill authorizes the creation of voter approved general obligation State debt in 

the amount of $2.4 billion for the purposes of the School Facility Health and Safety Bond Act of 1997. 

The bond act would provide funds for school construction and major capital improvements of the State's 

public education system. The bill also provides for the submission of a proposition or question to the 

people of the State to be voted on at the general election in November, 1997. JUSTIFICATION: This 

legislation is necessary to provide for the creation of a voter approved general obligation State debt for the 

purpose of maintaining, expanding and modernizing school facilities. Bonds sold pursuant to this act will 

provide funding for design, planning, site acquisition, construction and reconstruction of facilities and for 

projects which will increase access to educational technology. The bond act will enable the children of 

New York State to learn in safe and structurally sound school buildings, while improving their access to 

technological developments.” On August 3rd, 1997, Faso voted “no” on the bill. [A8642, 8/03/97] 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1989: Proposed Cutting $30 Million From Teacher Salaries 

 

1989: Proposed Cutting $30 Million From Teacher Salaries. “Cutting back on state help for teachers 

salaries would be one good way to avoid the need to tax lift tickets for skiers and other leisure activities, 

Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Wednesday. … Whenever a group protests a spending cut 

or a proposed tax, Cuomo asks where that group proposes to get the money. Faso suggested the governor 

cut back on the state's Excellence in Teaching program, under which the state provides aid to local school 

districts to increase teacher salaries. ‘I support teachers and I support enhancing their salaries, but I don't 

necessarily believe that you have to spend $148 million on that program this year, you could save $20 

million or $30 million.’” [Times Union, 3/23/89] 

 

1994: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided More Education Services For Homeless 

Children 

 

1994: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided More Education Services For Homeless 

Children. “The letter outlines Mr. Faso’s voting record on several bills under headings like ‘votes against 

women,’ ‘votes against honoring civil rights,’ and ‘votes against education.’ In some instances, Mr. Faso 

was the only member of the Assembly to vote against the legislation. … In 1994, Mr. Faso voted against a 

bill that would have provided more educational services, like bus transportation, for homeless children. … 

‘It means that I was the only one who really understood the issue and had the political gumption to vote 

against some nice-sounding but some thoroughly discredited idea,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Times, 

5/18/06] 

 

Was The Only ‘No’ Vote On Bill That Would Provide Funding For Education Services For 

Homeless Children. “During his 16 years in the State Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again 

against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, 

he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, 

voted against bills to … educate homeless children[.]” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2006: Supported Allowing Parents To Use State-Funded Vouchers To Send Students To Private Or 

Religious Schools 

 

2006: Supported Allowing Parents To Use State-Funded Vouchers To Send Students To Private Or 

Religious Schools. In 2006, John Faso answered Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness 

Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate which principles [he supported] regarding education.” Faso checked 

a box next to, “Provide parents with state-funded vouchers to send their children to any private or 

religious school.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political Awareness Test, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

2002: Supported “Voucher-Like Programs, Such As A Private Scholarship.” “For NYSUT, the race 

for comptroller is a lot more clear-cut. The union is backing Democrat Alan Hevesi over Republican John 

Faso, due largely to Faso’s support of voucher-like programs, such as a private scholarship that the 

conservative Change NY group offered to Albany public school students in the late 1990s.” [Times 

Union, 10/07/02] 

 

NYSUT President: Faso Had “Extreme Positions” On Vouchers, Pensions, And Tax Credits. 
“NYSUT President Richard Iannuzzi touted Spitzer’s ‘passion, energy and intellect’ while criticizing 

Republican gubernatorial candidate John Faso’s ‘extreme positions on vouchers, pension and tax 

credits.’” [New York Post, 8/10/06] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
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2016: Said He Has “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education”; Said K-12 

Education Should Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government 

 

2016: Said He Had “Always Been Opposed To The Department Of Education” But That Did Not 

Mean He Opposed Pell Grants Or Aid For Children With Disabilities. “I have always been against 

the Department of Education. When I was going to Georgetown Law School at night, I worked on the 

House Government Operations Committee, in 1979 or 80, when the Department of Education bill went 

through the committee. And I remember my office was right off the committee room, the main committee 

room, and I remember Democratic Congressmen coming in and a couple of Republican Congressmen, 

getting calls from Ham Jurden, who was Jimmy Carter’s Chief of Staff at that point, and they were getting 

promises for bridges or for other bills or things like that, and that’s how they passed the Department of 

Education bill. Because it was a thing for the National Education Association. So it really always stuck 

with me. I’ve always been opposed to the Department of Education; however, let me say this. I’m not 

gonna be, I’m not gonna say we should be against Pell Grants for needy students that helps them pay for 

their college education. That’s funded through the DOE and the biggest thing that effects all of our local 

school districts is the aid for children with disabilities.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 58:12, 

2/21/16]  

 

2016: Said He Was A Strong Supporter Of Pell Grants. In August 2016, according to his campaign 

website, Faso said, “I am a strong supporter of Pell Grants and work-study programs to assist students 

with income-based need.” [Faso for Congress website, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

Said K-12 Education Should Not Be The Role Of The Federal Government. “Because 95 percent of 

the money that is spent K through 12 education in our country is coming from state and local sources. 

Now we all pay property taxes and we all recognize that in this state, and there are a lot of battles in 

Albany about that. But this should not be K through twelve education should not be a role of the federal 

government.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 59:48, 2/21/16] 

 

Sponsored Charter School And Education Tax Credit Legislation; Billionaire Investors Of Charter 

Schools Were “Big Backers Of His Campaigns” 

 

Sponsored Charter School And Education Tax Credit Legislation. “In the Assembly, John Faso 

champions fiscal restraint, education reform and debt reform. He is the original sponsor of the enacted 

Charter School legislation. His legislation to provide Education Tax Credits to the parents of poor and 

middle income students would give them greater say in educating their children.” [John Faso for New 

York State Comptroller, Wayback Machine, snapshotted on 6/05/06] 

 

2005: Praised Charter Schools, Called For Ending The State’s Cap On Them. “‘The innovation 

and the dynamism of the charter school environment definitely does spur reform, and it gets out of the 

stultifying work rule environment that exists in the traditional public school and provides a level of 

competition that is significant and important,’ Mr. Faso said. He added that the state should eliminate 

the 100-school cap on charters to encourage more charter schools.” [New York Sun, 11/30/05] 

 

1999: Faso “Helped Start The Push For Charter School Legislation In New York.” “Surrounded 

by a phalanx of elected officials and political operatives, Gov. George Pataki visited the New 

Covenant Charter School Wednesday to congratulate the school’s backers and to bask in the spotlight 

of education reform. … In addition to celebrating the school’s opening, Pataki’s visit illustrated how 

Republicans are reaching out to the minority community, using education reform as an issue around 

which they can coalesce. ‘For years, Democrats have taken minority voters for granted and 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=58m37s
https://johnfaso.com/new-york-future/affordable-higher-education/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
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Republicans have ignored them,’ remarked John Faso, R-Kinderhook, the Assembly minority leader 

who helped start the push for charter school legislation in New York.” [Times Union, 9/23/99] 

 

Billionaire Investors Of Charter Schools Were “Big Backers Of His Own Election Campaigns.” 
“Charter school groups headquartered in the Capital Region and the eight-school Brighter Choice network 

have received tens of millions of dollars from right-leaning private foundations and wealthy conservatives 

from Manhattan who are also generous donors to Gov. David Paterson as he pushes for more of the 

alternative public schools, records show. … The leading donor to Brighter Choice is the Walton Family 

Foundation, run by the heirs of the Wal-Mart store chain. Disliked by union advocates, the Walton group 

has doled out $15 million for charter school construction alone in Albany and more than $1 million a year 

for several years for operations of the growing Brighter Choice charter schools. … Other big investors to 

Brighter Choice and some of the Capitol Region organizations supporting the schools come from the 

Gilder Foundation and Richard Gilder, Bruce Kovner, Peter Flanigan and others who have made fortunes 

on Wall Street with hedge funds and other investment businesses. … The funding is coming from people 

with a commitment to better education who are intellectually engaged in the matter, said John Faso, a 

Kinderhook Republican leader and former gubernatorial candidate who was the sponsor of the earliest 

charter school legislation while he served in the Assembly. Faso said he knows the private donors to 

Brighter Choice because they were big backers of his own election campaigns and Republican causes. 

‘The people are putting their money where their hearts and their philosophy is and New York tends to be 

hermetically sealed from reforms that take place in other states,’ Faso said. ‘In many other states there are 

many more Democrats willing to go against the teachers union who don’t like the competition.’” [Times 

Union, 1/15/10] 

 

Supported National Standards And Testing Of Public School Students Before He Opposed 

Common Core Standards 

 

2006: Supported National Standards And Testing Of Public School Students. In 2006, John Faso 

answered Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate 

which principles [he supported] regarding education.” Faso checked a box next to, “Support national 

standards and testing of public school students.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political Awareness 

Test, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

1997: Supported Standardized Testing. “The parents of current and future fourth- and eighth-

graders in New York must be told how their children do on standardized tests they are now required to 

take, state Assembly Republicans said Monday. The state Board of Regents, which has devised the 

new tests, should standardize the form in which school districts around the state notify parents of the 

results, the Assembly members said. … ‘We shouldn’t at the first sign of difficulty cut and run on the 

standards,’ said John Faso, the Republican leader of the state Assembly. ‘We should stick with 

them.’” [AP, 7/26/99] 

 

2016: Opposed Common Core. “I’m against Common Core. Our school district, Ichabod Crane, had a 

seventy percent opt-out rate last year and I think the fundamental problem is that not every problem is a 

federal problem, and not every problem has a federal solution and this is a perfect example.” [Dutchess 

County Tea Party Debate, 57:30, 2/21/16]  

 

2006: When Asked How He Would Address Illiteracy, Faso Suggested Taking Money Away From 

Teachers And Administrators  

 

http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=57m30s
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2006: When Asked How He Would Address Illiteracy, Faso Suggested Taking Money Away From 

Teachers And Administrators. “Asked what he would do about illiteracy, he ended up arguing for more 

charter schools and a reform of labor laws that steer funds toward teachers and administrators.” [New 

York Times, 10/13/06] 

 

Faso: “Race To The Top Was A Huge Waste Of Federal Dollars” 

 

Faso: “Race To The Top Was A Huge Waste Of Federal Dollars.” “Not every problem is a federal 

problem. Race to the Top was a huge waste of federal dollars…there is no evidence that it had any 

beneficial effect. That is an example of federal intervention in an area that can well be left to the states.” 

[The Millbrook Independent, 4/21/16] 

 

1996: Opposed Bill That Mandated Schools Teach About Irish Potato Famine, Described It As 

“Silly” 

 

1996: Opposed Bill That Mandated Schools Teach About Irish Potato Famine, Described It As 

“Silly.” “School children throughout New York state must be taught about the Irish potato famine, which 

killed or uprooted millions during the 1840s, under legislation signed Tuesday by Gov. George Pataki. … 

‘‘We don’t do the job that we have at the state level so that we can now butt our nose into how the 

curricula of the schools are going to be improved?’ said Republican Assemblyman John Faso of 

Columbia County. ‘This is a job for the local school districts, the Education Department and parents, not 

the state Legislature.’ Faso called the bill a ‘silly’ exercise in political correctness.” [AP, 10/08/96] 

 

Authored Education Tax Credit Bill 

 

Authored Education Tax Credit Bill. “Tax credits for parents who want to enhance their children’s 

education are perfectly permissible under the law because no public money is given to private or parochial 

schools. Mr. Spitzer should have known that. In fact, most of the benefit of such an education tax credit 

would flow to children attending public schools in the form of tutoring or other independent academic 

assistance. The tax credit simply would help parents afford that extra help for their children. … Mr. Pataki 

was right to put an education tax credit front and center in his budget. It is the right thing to do. Parents in 

underperforming school districts need a helping hand in preparing their children for the future, especially 

in an increasingly competitive global economy. A $500 tax credit might not sound like a lot, but for 

parents on the cusp it might mean the difference between sending a child to a quality parochial or private 

school or keeping that child in a chronically dysfunctional public school. For other parents it might mean 

providing an SAT review class that puts their public school educated child over the top into college. The 

education tax credit bill I introduced is now being championed by State Senator Marty Golden, a 

Republican of Brooklyn, and Assemblyman Vito Lopez, a Democrat of Brooklyn.” [John Faso Op-Ed, 

New York Sun, 1/23/06] 

 

Opposed Court Ruling Requiring Increased Funding For New York City Schools 

 

Opposed Court Ruling Requiring Increased Funding For New York City Schools. “A Republican 

candidate for governor, John Faso, said yesterday that if he ran New York, he would not abide by a court 

decision requiring that the state give billions more dollars in aid to the New York City school system. His 

tough stance against the courts on the matter of public school funding led the head of the teachers union in 

New York City to liken Mr. Faso to Southern governors who failed to comply with Brown v. Board of 

Education of Topeka. Even if state courts fail to reverse a state Supreme Court justice’s compliance order 

from last year demanding that New York give the city school district an additional $5.63 billion in annual 

http://www.themillbrookindependent.com/content/interview-john-faso
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operations funding, Mr. Faso said the governor and state lawmakers ought to have the final word over 

how much more money should be going to city schools. … Mr. Faso, of Columbia County, a former 

minority leader in the Assembly, said he wasn’t opposed to increased funding for New York City public 

schools, but said any additional money ‘should be premised on reforming existing expenditures.’” [New 

York Sun, 1/25/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Gov. Faso Would Defy Court’s Order To Spend Billions More On City Schools” 
[New York Sun, 1/25/06] 

 

Newsday: Faso “Lost Us” With His Unrealistic Tax Cuts And Unwillingness To Stop 

“Shortchanging” New York City Schools 

 

Newsday: Faso “Lost Us” With His Unrealistic Tax Cuts And Unwillingness To Stop 

“Shortchanging” New York City Schools. “But Faso lost us with his call for unaffordable business tax 

cuts and his unwillingness to settle a court decision to stop shortchanging New York City schools. 

Overall, he seems a bit too ideological to lead New York.” [Editorial, Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

1988: Opposed Effort To Ensure Equality Among Men And Women In New York Scholarship 

System 

 

1988: Opposed Effort To Ensure Equality Among Men And Women In New York Scholarship 

System. “Arguing that New York’s scholarship system is biased against girls, a coalition of consumer, 

women’s and civil rights groups filed suit in federal court Tuesday to change the way $40 million in state 

awards are won. The critics complain that the awards system is biased because it relies solely on college 

entrance tests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the American College Test. Girls get lower scores 

on both tests, although they earn higher grades than boys in the classroom. In New York, most students 

take the SAT. … Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, lambasted the critics and their lawsuit: ‘They 

and many other groups in society insist upon not just equality of opportunity, but on equality of results. 

And because the results are not to their liking, they place all the blame on ‘discrimination.’’” [Times 

Union, 11/30/88] 

 

1988: Argued Against Report That Documented Segregated Schools In The United States, Said The 

Report’s Figures Were Linked To “Such Urban Social Ills As Teen Pregnancy, Drug Addiction And 

Broken Homes” 

 

1988: Argued Against Report That Documented Segregated Schools In The United States, Said The 

Report’s Figures Were Linked To “Such Urban Social Ills As Teen Pregnancy, Drug Addiction And 

Broken Homes.” “New York’s educational system is segregated, concentrating minority students in 

‘failing’ urban districts while many whites attend "successful" suburban schools, according to Education 

Commissioner Thomas Sobol. … The report concluded that enrollment patterns in New York’s schools 

reflect the racial separation in society at large, ‘with racial/ethnic minority children segregated in schools 

with high concentrations of minority students, and poor children concentrated in schools located in the 

‘Big 5’ city districts of New York City, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Yonkers.’ … Assemblyman 

John Faso, R-Kinderhook, argued that such figures are linked to such urban social ills as teen pregnancy, 

drug addiction and broken homes. They do not prove that New York schools are segregated, he said. ‘The 

use of the word ‘segregation’ is kind of like waiving a red flag,’ Faso said.” [Times Union, 12/14/88] 
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1990: Fought Against Giving Non-White Cultures More Emphasis In School Curriculum, 

Described It As A “Waste Of Money” That Would Pursue The “Pseudo-Science Of Victimology” 

 

Fought Against Giving Non-White Cultures More Emphasis In School Curriculum, Described It As 

A “Waste Of Money” That Would Pursue The “Pseudo-Science Of Victimology.” “State Education 

Commissioner Thomas Sobol wants to change social studies classes in New York to give better emphasis 

to non-white cultures, the Albany Times Union reported today. In a memo dated Feb. 2, Sobol urged the 

state Board of Regents to authorize changes in American and world history education for kindergarten 

through Grade 12 to give non-white cultures greater visibility, the newspaper said. … And while Deputy 

Assembly Speaker Arthur Eve, D-Buffalo, praised Sobol’s idea, Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, 

said it would be a waste of money. ‘It’s pursuing the pseudo-science of victimology,’ he said.” [Buffalo 

News, 2/06/90] 

 

Pleaded For Gov. Cuomo To Deny Funding For Revising Curriculum, Claimed It Was An 

Effort To “Politicize The Classroom With A Left-Wing Ideology Favored By Those Who 

Subscribe To The Latest ‘Politically Correct’ Fads.” “Gov. Cuomo on Wednesday spurned a 

Republican proposal that he refuse to fund any state Education Department attempts at rewriting the 

state’s history curriculum to include more about the roles of minorities. Assemblyman John J. Faso, 

R-Columbia, joined the chorus of politicians criticizing the Board of Regents’ report on multicultural 

education. … Faso said Cuomo should refuse to allow any spending on changing the curriculum for 

social studies. ‘This report represents an effort to politicize the classroom with a left-wing ideology 

favored by those who subscribe to the latest ‘politically correct’ fads,’ Faso said. Cuomo, who 

released a five-page statement on the report this week, rejected Faso’s request.” [Buffalo News, 

7/18/91] 

 

HEADLINE: “Republican Wants Cuomo To Fight History Revisions” [Times Union, 7/18/91] 

 

Cuomo Spokesman: “Faso’s Response Is Not The Way To Deal With The Issue.” “‘The governor 

sought to begin a constructive dialogue,’ said Cuomo spokesman Darren Dopp. ‘Faso’s response is not 

the way to deal with the issue.’” [Times Union, 7/18/91] 

 

2006: Said Teacher Pay Raises Should Be Based On Merit 

 

2006: Said Teacher Pay Raises Should Be Based On Merit. “Should raises be based on merit for 

school teachers and administrators? FASO: ‘Yes. Merit should have a place in any compensation 

arrangements with teachers and administrators.’” [Ithaca Journal, 10/17/06] 

 

Supported Requiring A Supermajority To Impose New Unfunded Mandates On School Districts 

 

Supported Requiring A Supermajority To Impose New Unfunded Mandates On School Districts. 
“Require a 2/3 majority vote by both houses of the Legislature to impose any new unfunded mandate on 

school districts.” [John Faso Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06]  

 

Supported Consolidating Non-Educational Services For New York Public Schools To Achieve 

Economies Of Scale 

 

Supported Consolidating Non-Educational Services For New York Public Schools To Achieve 

Economies Of Scale. “Require consolidation of non-educational functions such as payroll processing, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
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transportation, claim payment processing, and food service at the BOCES level to achieve economies of 

scale.” [John Faso Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06] 

 

Called For An End To The Triborough Law 

 

Called For An End To The Triborough Law. “Faso, a former Assembly Republican leader from 

Kinderhook, Columbia County, earned applause for calling for eliminating the estate tax and the corporate 

franchise tax on manufacturing. He also called for eliminating the ‘Triborough Amendment,’ a law that 

essentially guarantees annual pay increases to teachers even when union contracts with their districts have 

expired.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 3/29/06] 

 

Triborough Law Allows For Expired Contract Terms To Remain In Effect Until A New Deal Is 

Reached. “Many argue that the law and its accompanying Triborough Amendment – which allows for 

expired contract terms to remain in effect until a new deal is reached – have long given these unions a 

clear edge in negotiations.” [Buffalo News, 10/20/15] 

 

1983: Defended Means Testing Student Loans For Families Making More Than $30,000 

 

1983: Defended Means Testing Student Loans For Families Making More Than $30,000. “Your 

March 20 Week in Review article about means-tested programs contained one glaring error. It stated that 

‘a ‘means test’ is creeping into some programs where none existed before, such as guaranteed students 

loans....’ In fact, until 1979 the Guaranteed Student Loan Program was subject to a means test, which 

required families earning over $25,000 to show need before they were eligible for loans. At that time, 

Congress decided to eliminate the means test and allow all families, regardless of income, to qualify for 

loans. The result was that Federal costs for the program escalated from $788 million in fiscal year 1979 to 

over $3 billion in fiscal year 1982. Faced with these tremendous increases, the Reagan Administration 

proposed, and Congress enacted, a requirement that families earning over $30,000 be subject to a means 

test before receiving loans. Recent studies have indicated that close to 80 percent of families with incomes 

between $30,000 and $50,000 still qualify for loans. Meanwhile, the costs to the taxpayer have not 

increased appreciably, since the well-off are no longer eligible to receive this subsidy.” [John Faso Letter 

to the Editor, New York Times, 3/30/83]  

 

Supported $1,500 Tax Credit Per Child For Tutors And Tuition 

 

Supported $1,500 Tax Credit Per Child For Tutors And Tuition. “State Assemblyman John Faso, R-

Kinderhook, said he would reintroduce a proposal which has previously failed to pass New York’s state 

legislature that would give families a $1,500 tax credit per child for tutors, tuition or other academic 

programs.” [AP, 12/13/00] 

 

 

  

https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/buffalo-public-schools/impasse-with-buffalo-teachers-could-result-in-taylor-law-challenge-20151020
http://www.nytimes.com/1983/03/30/opinion/l-loans-for-students-who-need-them-065641.html
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Energy Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Worked for controversial pipeline project that would have used eminent domain to 

build a natural gas pipeline through New York State 

 

 Supported fracking 

 

 Said New York needed oil and natural gas 

 

 2016: Held multiple investments in Exxon Mobil 

 

 Said wind farms should be built no matter if they are “economically or 

environmentally viable” 

 

 Opposed New York regional power line 

 

 LTE: Faso would favor more pipelines 

 
 

Worked For Controversial Constitution Pipeline Project That Would Have Used Eminent Domain 

To Build A Natural Gas Pipeline Through New York State 

 

Consulted For Constitution Pipeline Project That Would Have Used Eminent Domain. “He worked 

as a public affairs consultant for the Constitution Pipeline project until 2015. That project was called off 

earlier this year. The pipeline would have run through parts of the congressional district Faso now seeks 

to represent. The Constitution Pipeline Co. paid Faso for his work on behalf of the Constitution Pipeline 

project. The proposed pipeline would have transported natural gas from Pennsylvania - which allows 

fracking - through New York State - which has banned fracking. The pipeline would have transported gas 

extracted from fracking. … Homeowners would have received compensation if the pipeline crossed their 

land. If they had not come to an agreement with the company, the resident’s land could have possibly 

been used anyway through eminent domain with compensation set by a court.” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Was Paid For His Work On Pipeline Project” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

Consulted For Constitution Pipeline. “An update on the Constitution Pipeline proposal Wednesday 

will feature a familiar face during a special meeting in Schoharie: former state Assemblyman John 

Faso. Faso, now an attorney working for the law firm of Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP, serves as a 

consultant to Constitution Pipeline and plans to give Schoharie County supervisors an update on the 

project, which is believed to be just weeks from being a formal application before federal regulators.” 

[The Daily, Gazette, 1/14/13]  

 

http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
http://www.dailygazette.com/news/2013/jan/14/pipeline-update-0115/
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Claimed The Constitution Pipeline Was “Needed” And “In The Public Interest.” “An application 

to federal regulators for a license to construct the proposed Constitution Pipeline won’t be submitted 

until the spring, a company representative said Wednesday. The statement from John Faso, a veteran 

of New York politics hired by the company to build support for the project, is the first public 

acknowledgement that the $750 million project has been delayed from an initial schedule targeting 

this month for license filing. Before meeting with the Schoharie Board of Supervisors on Wednesday 

night, Faso told The Daily Star he is confident that the pipeline’s application to the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission will make a compelling case that the transmission system is both needed and 

in the public interest. ‘That will be all documented in the filing,’ he said.” [The Daily Star, 1/17/13] 

 

Said The Constitution Pipeline Would Provide “A Substantial Local Benefit.” In April 2016, 

when asked about his stance on the proposed Constitution Pipeline and how it was different from the 

Northeast Energy Direct (NED) Pipeline, Faso said, “It’s different in a number of ways. Number one, 

full disclosure: In my prior legal practice before I started running for office, I did some work for 

Constitution on the local level. The difference with Constitution is that, number one, it’s in the state’s 

energy plan as a necessary infrastructure improvement. Number two, it provides local distribution 

through local distribution companies, especially in the southern part of the district and it brings 

natural, cheap energy to an area that has no natural gas now. … It is providing a substantial local 

benefit.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 33:04, 4/11/16] 

 

2014: Constitution Pipeline Gained Eminent Domain Authority From The Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission. “The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has approved a major pipeline 

project that will impact the Southern Tier. After nearly two years of proposals, the Constitution Pipeline 

project got the go-ahead from FERC Tuesday afternoon. … However, there is still much opposition to 

this pipeline. Some landowners along the pipeline route say the decision was made without their best 

interests in mind. ‘I grow Christmas trees and I'm no longer going to be able to grow Christmas trees over 

the top of this pipe anymore,’ said Bruce Baxter, a Bainbridge resident. What has even more landowners 

upset is that FERC has granted the pipeline company eminent domain authority. ‘It's just not right, 

eminent domain, I paid for a piece of property and now wall street can come in and tell me just because 

you bought the piece of property doesn't mean you own it,’” [WBNG, 12/03/14] 

 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.: “This Constitution Pipeline Is About Enriching A Few Billionaires By 

Impoverishing The People Of New York State.” In February 2015, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., 

environmentalist and founder of the Water Keeper Alliance, appeared on MSNBC’s The Ed Show to 

speak about his opposition to the Constitution pipeline. “This Constitution pipeline is about enriching 

a few billionaires by impoverishing the people of New York State and the bullying that we’ve seen go 

along with this and the corruption—FERC [Federal Energy Regulatory Commission] is really a rogue 

agency, it’s a classic captive agency, it issued this permit illegally” [MSNBC’s The Ed Show, 

2/14/15; Ecowatch, 3/2/15] 

 

March 2016: Constitution Pipeline Was Delayed Until 2017 Over Failure To Obtain A Water 

Quality Permit From New York State. “The Constitution Pipeline Co. announced Thursday it is 

delaying the planned opening of the 124-mile pipeline to the second half of 2017, pointing to a 

pending water-quality permit application with the state Department of Environmental Conservation.” 

[Gannett, 3/10/16]  

 

February 2016: Company Used Eminent Domain To Seize Family Land And Had Not Reached A 

Compensation Agreement. “The company and the family have made no agreement regarding 

http://www.wcny.org/april-11-2016-brian-fallon-of-hillary-for-america-carl-paladino-john-faso-bill-lipton/
http://www.wbng.com/news/local/New-Pipeline-through-the-Southern-Tier-284675551.html
http://www.msnbc.com/the-ed-show/watch/fighting-another-pipeline-403863619514
http://ecowatch.com/2015/03/02/constitution-pipeline-keystone-of-natural-gas/
http://www.pressconnects.com/story/news/local/new-york/2016/03/10/constitution-pipeline-delayed-absent-ny-permit/81599638/
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compensation for the land, which was transferred by an ‘eminent domain’ court order declaring the 

pipeline in the public interest.” [New York Post, 2/21/16] 

 

January 2015: Pipeline Required Easements From 600 Private Land Owners, And Constitution 

Warned Owners Who Had Not Reached An Agreement That Eminent Domain Proceedings 

Could Begin “At Any Time.” “The pipeline’s route will cross land that is in the hands of more than 

600 private owners, according to Constitution, which requires the company to obtain easement 

agreements. Those agreements would grant the company the right to site and maintain the pipeline in 

return for compensation, though the land would remain in private hands. As recently as December, 

owners who have not reached an agreement have received letters from Constitution’s lawyers stating 

that eminent domain proceedings could begin at any time.” [Press Connects, 1/08/15]  

 

Opposed The Northeast Energy Direct Pipeline, A Subsidiary Of The Owners Of Tennessee Gas 

Pipeline That Faso Had Worked For 

 

Opposed The Northeast Energy Direct Pipeline. In April 2016, when asked if he supported the 

Northeast Energy Direct (NED) Pipeline, Faso said, “I have the same chilly reception.” [John Faso on 

WCNY Radio, 32:44-33:04, 4/11/16]    

 

Kinder Morgan Owned Both The Northeast Energy Direct Pipeline And Tennessee Gas Pipeline. 
“Plans to build a $5 billion pipeline to carry natural gas from the Marcellus Shale to Massachusetts have 

been scrapped for now. The Northeast Energy Direct pipeline would have passed through several New 

York counties including Albany, Rensselaer and Schoharie counties. Kinder Morgan, the company 

planning the pipeline, removed the project from its capital projects backlog because of ‘insufficient 

contractual commitments from customers in the New England market,’ according to a statement. … 

Kinder Morgan is the parent company of Tennessee Gas Pipeline, which filed for federal approvals for the 

project.” [Albany Business Review, 4/20/16] 

 

Supported Fracking 

 

Supported Fracking. “Asked about his favorite alternative energy source, Faso said, ‘Clearly natural gas 

is cleaner than oil. Every state has to be ‘all of the above,’ renewables, wind, solar. Nuclear is ideal from a 

carbon dioxide standpoint. The increases in natural gas and the price decllines have meant a 20 percent 

drop in CO2 emissions because of the increased use of natural gas for electrical generation, replacing 

coal.’ … ‘I’m in favor of a strictly regulated production of natural gas, which has benefited the economy 

of the country and the state,’ Faso said. ‘New York is increasingly reliant on natural gas, and will be. 

Everything like this has to be under strict environmental (regulations).’” [Register-Star, 6/08/16] 

 

2016: Held Multiple Investments In Exxon Mobil 

 

2016: Held Multiple Investments In Exxon Mobil. According to his personal financial disclosure, Faso 

held multiple investments in Exxon Mobil. [John Faso Personal Financial Disclosure, filed 5/15/16] 

 

Asset Owner Value of Asset Income Type 

Income (Current 

Year to Filing) 

Income 

(Preceding Year) 

Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM) SP $1,000-$15,000 Dividends $1-$200 $1-$200 

Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)   $1,000-$15,000 Tax-Deferred     

Total: $2,000-$30,000    

 

http://nypost.com/2016/02/21/syrup-business-cant-stop-gas-pipeline-from-cutting-trees-down-courts/
http://www.pressconnects.com/story/news/local/2015/01/08/constitution-pipeline-hearing/21465157/
http://www.wcny.org/april-11-2016-brian-fallon-of-hillary-for-america-carl-paladino-john-faso-bill-lipton/
http://www.bizjournals.com/albany/news/2016/04/20/kinder-morgan-suspends-plans-for-natural-gas.html
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
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Said New York Needed Oil And Natural Gas, Called For An “All Of The Above” Energy Strategy 

 

Said New York Needed Oil And Natural Gas, Called For An “All Of The Above” Energy Strategy. 

In June 2016, when asked if he supported fracking, Faso said, “It’s being done safely in 31 states. … The 

short answer is I’m for responsible, safe production of energy here in the United States, but we need an all 

of the above strategy. We need … oil and natural gas.” [John Faso on CBS 6 News, 22:54-24:56, 6/27/16] 

 

Said Wind Farms Should Be Built No Matter If They Are “Economically Or Environmentally 

Viable” 

 

Said Wind Farms Should Be Built No Matter If They Are “Economically Or Environmentally 

Viable.” “Republican John Faso, all said that renewable energy projects such as wind farms make sense 

in the current energy climate, especially given the region’s need for local power generation. … Faso went 

further with the wait-and-see approach, saying that while Long Island certainly needs more power, ‘These 

things all depend on location and viability.’ He said the proposal should go forward and that ‘ultimately 

the permits should or should not be granted based on ... whether or not it’s economically or 

environmentally viable.’” [Newsday, 7/24/06] 

 

Supported Wind Farm Off The Coast Of Jones Beach. In 2006, when asked if he supported a wind 

park in the Atlantic Ocean south of Robert Moses State Park and Jones Beach, Faso said, “New York 

needs to become more self reliant when it comes to energy. Diversifying our portfolio is an important 

component. With proper security measures, we can lessen any threat potential. At the same time, this 

type of project must be subject to normal environmental reviews.” [AP, 10/18/06] 

 

Opposed New York Regional Power Line 

 

Opposed New York Regional Power Line. “Republican John Faso and Libertarian candidate John 

Clifton have joined Democrat Tom Suozzi in throwing cold water on New York Regional Interconnect’s 

proposal to build a 200-mile above-ground power line through Central New York and the Mohawk 

Valley. ‘I’m very skeptical of that line,’ former Assembly Minority Leader Faso said after an Albany 

news conference when asked his position on the plan. ‘I think they have to go back to the drawing 

board.’” [The Post-Standard, 8/02/06] 

 

LTE: Faso Would Favor More Pipelines 

 

LTE: Faso Would Favor More Pipelines. “John Faso are all in favor of the Constitution Pipeline. All 

are Republicans. John Faso is also a lobbyist who has worked for the Constitution Pipeline. I could only 

imagine how many pipe-lines will be running through upstate New York if he were elected.” [Jerry Fiore 

LTE, The Daily Gazette, 4/20/16] 

 

Opposed Building Coal Plant In Upstate New York 

 

Opposed Building Coal Plant In Upstate New York. “Opponents of a massive coal-burning plant 

proposed for Halfmoon received new support Sunday when a state assemblyman disclosed the region’s 

state and federal legislators will join publicly to oppose the project. … Kelleher told about 200 people at a 

rally in front of the Capitol that the region’s elected officials, including nine assemblymen, two state 

senators and two congressmen, will call a press conference in the next two weeks and send a letter to a 

state panel considering the plant. … In addition to himself, Kelleher said the list includes Assemblymen 

… John Faso, R-Kinderhook[.]” [Times Union, 5/07/90] 

http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
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Entitlement Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 1995: Authored budget that cut Medicaid and welfare by $1.9 billion to pay for tax 

cuts 

 

 Proposed work requirements for “anyone who’s able-bodied in this country on 

public assistance” 

 

 2006: Supported marriage promotion programs for welfare recipients 

 

 Supported drug testing welfare recipients 

 

 Proposed capping benefits for those receiving permanent partial disability 

 
 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Medicaid And Welfare By $1.9 Billion To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Medicaid And Welfare By $1.9 Billion. “Taking the first step 

toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 

billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the 

board. … Mr. Pataki said he would close the $5 billion shortfall, $1 billion of which would stem from the 

tax cuts, in three steps. First, he would reduce spending on welfare and Medicaid, the health program for 

the disabled and the poor, by $1.9 billion. … Welfare stipends for more than one million people would be 

reduced. … Among the social-service cuts, Mr. Pataki would reduce Medicaid spending $1.2 billion by 

trimming payments to health-care providers, mandating managed care and sharply reducing services to 

elderly people at home. He also called for cutting services for the mentally ill, mentally retarded and drug 

and alcohol addicts.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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Proposed Work Requirements For “Anyone Who’s Able-Bodied In This Country On Public 

Assistance” 

 

Proposed Work Requirements For “Anyone Who’s Able-Bodied In This Country On Public 

Assistance.” “I would like to see us have work requirements on food stamps. Anyone who’s able-bodied 

in this country on public assistance should have a work requirement. And, you know, New York doesn’t 

do it – we have to go back to it. When Maine did it, 15% of the food stamp recipients didn’t show up the 

next day because work was required. So I think we need to do that.” [Republican Marlboro Forum, 17:09-

17:30, 4/19/16] 

 

2006: Supported Marriage Promotion Programs For Welfare Recipients 

 

2006: Supported Marriage Promotion Programs For Welfare Recipients. In 2006, John Faso 

answered Project Vote Smart’s 2006 National Political Awareness Test. The test asked Faso to “indicate 

which principles [he supported] regarding welfare.” Faso checked a box next to “Support marriage 

promotion programs for welfare recipients.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political Awareness 

Test, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

Supported Drug Testing Welfare Recipients 

 

Supported Drug Testing Welfare Recipients. “More than 100 days into their budget stalemate, 

Republicans and Democrats in New York also disagree about drug screening of welfare applicants. 

‘Those who abuse illegal substances are going to be much less likely to move from welfare to work,’ said 

Republican Assemblyman John Faso, who maintains that the threat of benefit cuts would force recipients 

to enter treatment.” [AP, 7/15/97] 

 

Proposed Capping Benefits For Those Receiving Permanent Partial Disability 

 

Proposed Capping Benefits For Those Receiving Permanent Partial Disability. “Faso advocates caps. 

‘All he [Spitzer] will say is caps are on the table,’ Faso said. ‘I’m straightforward. We have to put a cap 

on permanent partial disability.’” [Buffalo News, 10/10/06] 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBIZ0IeI1Bk
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
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Environmental Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 2001: Opposed bipartisan effort to clean up the Hudson River by removing 

dangerously toxic chemicals that originated from General Electric plant; 2000-01: 

Accepted $12,000 from General Electric Co. 

 

 2007-12: Lobbied New York State for Tennessee Gas Pipeline on bills to limit 

greenhouse gas emissions and protect water sources; 2008-15: Tennessee Gas 

Pipeline failures caused $256,601 worth of property damage in New York 

 

 1995: Authored budget that cut millions from New York’s Environmental 

Protection Fund 

 

 1995: Authored budget that eliminated funding for water pollution control 

commissions 

 

 1996: Voted against bill to prevent water pollution 

 

 2002: Voted against bill that would have provided funding for the state to clean up 

hazardous waste sites by imposing surcharges on the generators of such waste 

 

 2002: Voted against bill that would have allowed private citizens to take 

environmental polluters to court, provide more ways to protect water sources and 

the environment 

 

 2006: Did not support environmental regulations stricter than federal laws 

 

 2007: Lobbied for energy company that intended to build pipeline through New 

York and operated power plant that sought to emit pollution and wastewater  

 

 2016: Claimed he had “never been paid by a fracking company” and had “never 

been a lobbyist for a fracking company” despite lobbying for El Paso 

Corporation, which owned natural gas producers  

 

 1998: Voted against reducing the amount of solid waste in New York State 

 

 Faso: “I don’t buy the apocalyptic vision that some environmental organizations 

use as scare tactics” 
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2001: Opposed Bipartisan Effort To Clean Up The Hudson River By Removing Dangerously Toxic 

Chemicals That Originated From General Electric Plant; 2000-01: Accepted $12,000 From General 

Electric Co.  

 

2001: Opposed Dredging The Hudson River To Remove Dangerously Toxic PCBs That Originated 

From General Electric Plant. “A group of 50 Democratic lawmakers has signed a letter in support of 

dredging the Hudson River that was sent Tuesday to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Administrator Christie Todd Whitman. … The letter is the latest in an avalanche of correspondence sent 

to the EPA from New York state lawmakers on the $460 million proposal to dredge General Electric Co. 

PCBs from the riverbed. Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno, Assemblyman John Faso and 

Assemblyman John Sweeney -- all Republicans -- have sent letters opposed to dredging.” [Times Union, 

3/21/01]  

 

PCBs Had Severe Impacts On Wildlife And The Hudson River, New Yorkers Were Warned 

Against Swimming In The River And Eating Fish From It. “PCBs were once a key ingredient 

in GE’s manufacturing of electrical components, but the substance has been linked to cancer in 

animals and studies have shown severe impacts on wildlife. PCBs were banned in the 1970s, but 

not before GE poured tons of it into these waterways from two plants along the river. As a result, 

people were warned against swimming and eating the fish. The Hudson became a symbol for sick 

and polluted rivers nationwide. Still, when the cleanup was first proposed, it was surprisingly 

controversial. With advertising, GE convinced a lot of locals in places like Mechanicville that 

dredging would do more harm than good.” [NPR, 6/06/15] 

 

General Electric Strenuously Opposed Dredging Because It Would Cost The Company More 

Than $1 Billion. “Attorney General Eliot L. Spitzer sued General Electric today, the first time the 

state has ever taken the company to court over PCB contamination of the Hudson River, in an action 

that he says he hopes will open the door to many similar suits. … Environmentalists applauded the 

suit, predicting that it would put added pressure on G.E. to reach a settlement with the environmental 

agency for large-scale dredging of the river. The company strenuously opposes dredging, which could 

cost it more than $1 billion.” [New York Times, 11/16/99] 

 

Faso Was “Steadfastly” Against Bipartisan Effort To Remove PCBs From Hudson River 

Through Dredging. “When it comes to dredging the Hudson River, sometimes members of the same 

team are divided. The team in question? New York state’s Republicans. While Gov. George Pataki 

and U.S. Rep. Benjamin Gilman support the $460 million federal dredging proposal, U.S. Rep. John 

Sweeney, Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno and Assemblyman John Faso are steadfastly against 

it.” [Times Union, 4/16/01] 

 

2001: Called Out For Accepting $10,000 From GE Shortly After The EPA Recommended 

Dredging. “Assembly Minority Leader John J. Faso received $10,000 in campaign contributions last year 

from subsidiaries of General Electric Co., according to records at the state Board of Elections. The 

records show the contributions from the four subsidiaries were made Dec. 21, shortly after the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency recommended dredging of the Hudson River to remove PCB 

contamination. GE, which discharged the polychlorinated biphenyls into the river decades ago, would be 

responsible for the cost of the cleanup, which has an estimated price tag $460 million. The company has 

been running an extensive media campaign to stir up public opposition to the plan.” [Watertown Daily 

Times, 2/24/01] 

 

http://www.npr.org/2015/06/06/412335354/once-feared-now-celebrated-hudson-river-cleanup-nears-its-end
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/11/16/nyregion/state-sues-ge-over-pollution-in-the-hudson.html?pagewanted=all
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HEADLINE: “Assembly Minority Leader Received $10,000 From GE” [Watertown Daily Times, 

2/24/01] 

 

2000-01: Faso Accepted $12,000 From General Electric. Between 2000 and 2001, Faso accepted 

$12,000 from the General Electric Company.  

 
Contributor Amount Contr. Date Recipient 

GE ENERGY RENTALS, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GE PACKAGED POWER, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

INTERNATIONAL INC. 
$2,500 21-Dec-00 

FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

GE ENERGY PRODUCTS, INC. $2,500 21-Dec-00 FRIENDS OF JOHN FASO 

[New York State Board of Elections, accessed 7/25/16] 

 
Contributor Amount Contr. Date Recipient 

GE FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 

HOLDINGS, INC. 
$1,000 14-Jan-00 

CITIZENS FOR FASO 

GE CORPORATE $1,000 29-Jan-01 CITIZENS FOR FASO 

[New York State Board of Elections, accessed 7/25/16] 

 

2007-12: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline On Bills That Sought To Limit Greenhouse 

Gas Emissions And Protect Drinking Water Sources; 2008-15: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Failures 

Caused $256,601 Worth Of Property Damage In New York 

 

2009-10: Lobbied On Behalf Of Tennessee Gas Pipeline. From 2009 to 2010, Faso lobbied on behalf of 

the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, a natural gas pipeline that runs through New York State. Below is a table that 

details Faso’s lobbying history for the pipeline.  

 

Bi-Monthly Report Compensation 
Person, State Agency, Municipality or Legislative Body 

Lobbied 

Bill, Rule, or Regulation 

Lobbied On 

January - February 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES.   

March - April 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

May - June 2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

July - August 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. A1987A S3295 

September - October 

2009 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

November - 

December 2009  $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

A1987A S3295 S4315 

A7572 S4956 S3998 

January - February 

2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A 

March - April 2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S4315-A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 A10003 

September - October 

2010 $10,000 

NYS ASSEMBLY, NYS SENATE, GOVERNOR'S 

OFFICE AND RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES. 

S7962-C A11529 A11507B; 

S4315A S3295 A1987-A 

A7572-A S6825 A10003 

Total:      $90,000 

 

http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=99999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A00331&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=99999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EDaUyaqJjDPFjwUTXXFKwBIAOXOvL09bFFYks4BA%2fwW1xJf%2faomb54m1%2ftE8OlyIOePbllWQqLNZ%2fRDEfPtaSrxYvdvlforjCq9ylQgwHK29kFqxabJy5g0q2xSqk%2fCEd%2f5ZE0GheNpw7%2fweR2B%2bFNQ9aLhU1A%2f%2b%2fL3nZg0%2fUHWcUXwngoHTd6%2f64i%2bn4lwkyZgGlnV%2fo83Sm4iiK566U9ECIWz4d5%2bMBK7%2fsDBfNX4zZi3PKC01MWOocGeN%2f9eu04UuPy4ERqAtI6yE%2bqyl1PrvPXZ%2bE3mIk7NS2hhnLl4N%2f8B3mgE8oTGD99tUDeQfPA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EIjIrunbx1BA%2biJUYnDS1BB85%2fNajeSgPN3ysDb2rfsFLX1sN6IyhMGvCqLOmqc6t%2fpvzZpBcOo1coJeBmstb6SjOAyJdd05ULP08AEkBUMl32lybLDUonJmhKtY7TlQ6Ss0HGE3qcOyvDTXP0SMm%2bUOqdZwx%2bqps6J8ZPZoF6ZIZoD5VqSFHmSEc3KDYvsX9taMjRNCkvWQnsN0PAZWmNANkoSs9oUTF1QpUSrcQz04e4rr7vauTiYK4%2b0Y2kCWM49BCiGO7QPb1BAFTrkLNGHZFyjRCjbpaE7R6J4m2p86FMIK6tStxKTohBXglGhLzA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EM3L6R%2fyTXRXUlHl%2fIIhxMbsEsry69VP0FKnX2QU3aW%2f21EUu0mHF0FaIFC9SNB0ExS%2btlxmmghjMNRZM3RYjDP3ACxkS0JcCMWMYenY2R3fNwAwv3rC3fqLRJbzVSUVujXakhMo659n%2f16T1E7rgJ9O6rmBLZDkeiKuSHhm17EdBMl0SukioL6zBE%2bI0L8asPNFiRaw8wfXQp7lPDYcSLBNo5VZgAmEL3fr%2bK6mkPj1LE1ruXqOXTlXozRLWKmKqZo5I3rDrwj9KMaOTv5iHHATY9HCsNUhL8EoQDx1gfxY0ZPGfBjwJdcleYI2%2bvpLTQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGu%2brWgkK13s%2bYU3SHpVIa%2fV6QTQGqK0ch4tsC2jb0952xYS6WwAVIF%2fUEj8uuXmDt512BEh%2fZ84T2z8QJ4Ys8uosQK4FvFLtENKkoocX%2b606emghouilD8BVnmxNaAXJCWq0LEyiSko6pCOOA1RLueVcJvcBtOA5Id6%2bB5CCz1OrkxJHlxiuUtYlgl%2bOyonJKgsHlWc2rmU%2bbtD8LS2hB55YUXUaEjzayzo8UAPBOPyP8lqmviPI0Gs04cVASaVmJ3EtQy%2by2ORobeury1Q0k%2fix8%2fFjtfBUlkvjKHJWx3ip2M%2bAEnCdYngQrY5Jzx9Yg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EG2iDZV8U1hrESn6Df%2fbiuNEGlkBijI0rdjUqWxv9SIryg62IA4bDDuM8UK5sAUwPrhvkj%2b78mVFTbAEagDj8%2fFfAH9BuGxxpuiBos2iGNt4KYkwkxZUD0bhfT%2f%2fp48F6UPmXjsOkBbS0V0hJKKYK0VaaN%2fgDXGuNjWLLTsNViF1Lmo9VoJXYosZg98gqJ1tf2n2Dy9VY9VXL%2f%2b8AbkqXnUkDSAZCPqjFjTaoTFCnrASSFfClIY8QNv5E1JalUTA%2bstZ1ejEsJ24inuIEYEdJh7F9ofjOer3QwTX09XB0rhHgX4iAPhlhk64PHXLn4eaRw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EGva%2bkToeKXcEpvYgxCNt86EHQKJ%2b43yq%2bVAnZUMzusTctbW0CaaqbAeaUuLdmRnd9USDbblcslVZAXtqR2WPjqZOzxcsWWVS%2bwFut40psisMB5inj2wfDuolLn4Gf3kyQx6bJsxqrl1QfiQe63Lc3QNlIHj8oswVX0uC6VBKp9EIrJbuz4gYlNayViV6CfVLwXbUrP%2bCtq2ZSiWcgvh1gDC0P3akL1S0gMT1SwRPw8q6SDyYnd2DGxMdGwrkp4pLjtnyjiGIPCH5SXcfmvlFMp6VFKuFdqPTuyA3FBKHnPGLTccuhZBxMDnv78Z6zQ4Lg%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EFIhZwpSxDFCm8MNJAtMMcqJDGMoLaTJPT0r%2fX2qxZbuM%2fJvfMdd7Z%2fD71gbQN3%2bRB5YDzVUvxxpBS%2bwDm%2brDrMI5idpIxHUYBGgbCgXD3YoKIqDiwBYUaEHdTATUGskjgK044C0I%2fseuCP8G6jTLGb7KVGgpGBNymcqSP1%2bZ6eiARVYO%2fX8xlgfTsF%2bmoaJ2bhGHcFZ5x5RIwycdhnWjeUOfoXCVemlbL00YtkQaK62gthmAxa4Lx8WDkfgKJOfzNhmS6z4SEh4rJTaofIh9nlV%2b1DW4wgl2uANMtMs16J5PWxN8qRrpQsECslZKunTgQ%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=ENnT%2bPJFp%2bM41v78yEQhXAGjfpahqMF%2f2H3XuN23sViwa1HhAYjjPmuqvPFGQ9sibGN%2fc1E6vvHLaydWMgciUV5kZsnvQ%2fQZCEd4pYfHaQq23dAZUujXzgPzBNBCENCzASb5bT4nVOEVg%2fHhy8JKD2BfXzxnlrPTcUN9wn0gVQDACSMCwHeJRtSzaWgIGUYu4WRxJWUzSKv4vXIJKORXt4MdMVtXBSqS6n6uq0ZSWTCBJxB24EmVWAE34IROqwzE%2bokEsUwuRFD%2bFcn7tMPryX1IYZ7MJYCkBt6stMHKWytRDe8m4ol8yhrffAYeQ4P4BA%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EB%2fQh9t5T%2fDPzuglfihoZUiq%2bis0U2%2fLeFT424YbDUDMwgsT6aqGtpUuotdnAGvqvzsV46ygkM90YsWHMiEvNE7v8xwU%2by0W7Of7gYsm7PktJlXEzjwk8VpT3j6N0CeSOJqB4hhSMvKPHUqYSpq3hmOViM%2f%2bO%2b9qyBFE1zdhBHYT0M98TyYQ%2fFojBWKDySF2xof1d29DOP2NxP7WY8mx%2fFI%2bQR7cDkm%2bltss%2b5eybYXWXKUn3oOvpjFs6oRoegYr0YXd%2bZbq%2bLEej7rjDZcw%2bgbfH5WoI9xO6faTOKLuql2jIFQW2fVvH30ODaiZLSPEZw%3d%3d
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2009-10: Lobbied On Multiple Bills That Would Have Instituted Limits On Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions. In 2009 and 2010, as a lobbyist for the Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on multiple bills 

that would have instituted limits on greenhouse gas emissions. According to the memorandum in support 

of bill number S4315, “SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: This bill would: … [R]equire the 

DEC, after a public hearing, to promulgate rules and regulations establishing a limit on greenhouse gas 

emissions; require the emissions limit to: be less than the aggregate level of emissions for 1990; - 

decrease by an additional twenty percent by 2020 and forty percent by 2030; and, - decrease by a 

percentage recommended by the climate action council and established by the Governor and legislature in 

2040; and be less than 80 percent of the initial limit by 2050[.]” According to bill number A7572, it 

“Relates to global warming pollution control; establishes greenhouse gas limits and a greenhouse gas 

reporting system.” [S4315, 6/18/10; A7572, 4/20/10] 

 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Would Have Authorized New York’s Department of Environmental 

Conservation To Regulate Freshwater Wetlands, Which Improve Drinking Water Quality And 

Reduce The Chance Of Pollution Contaminating Such Water Sources. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to protect water sources from pollution by 

authorizing New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to regulate freshwater wetlands. 

According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE:  To provide the Department of 

Environmental Conservation with regulatory authority over freshwater wetlands of one acre or more in 

size and other wetlands of significant local importance. … Wetlands improve drinking water quality by 

providing a buffer zone to intercept polluted run off before it contaminates our lakes, rivers and coastal 

waters. Wetlands act as natural water filters, absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus arid 

other contaminants before they infiltrate our drinking water. … New York's DEC is currently limited to 

regulating mapped wetlands of a size greater than 12.4 acres. If we do not protect New York's wetlands, 

we jeopardize our drinking water and property values. This legislation gives DEC the regulatory authority 

necessary to protect New York's wetlands by eliminating the mapping and reducing the size limitations on 

DEC's regulatory authority over wetlands.” [S4956, 4/27/09] 

 

 

 

2009: Lobbied On Bill That Sought To Strengthen Protections Of Freshwater Wetlands And 

Increase Penalties For Violators Who Adversely Affect Such Wetlands. In 2009, as a lobbyist for the 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Faso lobbied on a bill that sought to safeguard drinking water sources through 

strengthened protections of freshwater wetlands and increased penalties for violators who adversely affect 

such wetlands. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill amends the 

Freshwater Wetlands Act contained in Article 24 of the Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) to: 

strengthen protections for freshwater wetlands that are no longer protected by federal law, increase 

penalties for freshwater wetlands violations, establish permit application fees, and update certain other 

provisions. … JUSTIFICATION: This bill contains many important amendments that strengthen New 

York’s freshwater wetland protection law. In most circumstances, small wetlands are not currently 

protected by the Department of Environmental Conservation. This bill would allow the DEC to regulate 

activities impacting smaller wetlands, as well as charge permit fees for activities that impact wetlands and 

fines and penalties for violators of freshwater wetlands act provisions. … Protection of wetlands is 

critically important for New York's environment and future. Wetlands are vital to areas that rely on 

surface water supplies and groundwater aquifers for drinking water, and act as natural water filters and a 

buffer zone, intercepting and absorbing pollutants, pesticides, nitrogen, phosphorus and contaminants 

before they infiltrate drinking water and contaminate lakes, rivers and coastal waters.” [S3998, 4/07/09] 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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2008-15: Tennessee Gas Pipeline Failures Caused $256,601 Worth Of Property Damage In New 

York. Between 2008 and 2015, the Tennessee Gas Pipeline incidents caused $256,601 worth of property 

damage in New York State.  

 

Date City State County Cause Sub Cause 

Property 

Damage 

(A) 

12/21/15 

West 

Winfield NY Herkimer 

Material/weld/equip 

failure Failure of equipment body $12,482  

11/27/13 La Fayette NY Onondaga 

Material/weld/equip 

failure 

Malfunction of control/relief 

equipment $88,817  

2/01/12 Carlisle NY Schoharie 

Material/weld/equip 

failure 

Compressor or compressor-

related equipment $104,300  

10/28/08 Cobleskill NY Schoharie All other causes Miscellaneous $51,002  

     Total $256,601  

[U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, accessed 

7/26/16] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Millions From New York’s Environmental Protection Fund 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Millions From New York’s Environmental Protection Fund. In 

1995, Faso authored a budget that cut funding for New York’s Environmental Protection Fund by 

reducing the amount of revenues deposited in the fund. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, 

“PURPOSE: This bill amends the Environmental Protection Act of 1993 to reduce revenues deposited in 

the Environmental Protection Fund (EPF) and expand the purposes for which the Fund can be used. 

SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS: Effective April l, 1995 this bill would: Reduce the 1995-96 deposit of 

real estate transfer tax revenues into the Fund to $25 million. Transfer tax revenues of $43.5 million 

would otherwise be deposited in 1995-96. Make technical changes with regard to the deposit of real 

property transfer tax revenue. Authorize the EPF to be used for the costs incurred to administer solid 

waste grant and open space conservation projects. Allow EPF revenues and moneys in EPF accounts to be 

used for any of the purposes authorized by section 92-s of the State Finance Law.” [A3074A, 2/01/95] 

 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Eliminated Funding For Water Pollution Control Commissions 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Eliminated Funding For Water Pollution Control Commissions. In 

1995, Faso authored a budget that eliminated funding for water pollution control commissions. According 

to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE: This bill would achieve economies in State operations 

by eliminating any requirements that New York State contribute to the operating and program costs of 

interstate water and water pollution control commissions of which it currently holds membership. 

SUMMARY OR PROVISIONS: Effective April l, 1995, this bill would eliminate any statutory 

requirements that direct the State to contribute to the cost of the Delaware River Basin Commission 

(DRBC) and Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC). EXISTING LAW: Article 21 of the 

Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) establishes State membership in these interstate water pollution 

control commissions which are dedicated to regional water pollution abatement and water resource 

management. Article 21 also requires the Governor to inform the Legislature in the budget submission of 

the amount of funding requested by the DRBC and SRBC.” [A3076, 2/01/95] 

 

http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/operator/OperatorIM_opid_19160.html?nocache=6040#_Incidents_tab_3
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1996: Voted Against Bill To Prevent Water Pollution 

 

1996: Voted Against Bill To Prevent Water Pollution. In June 1996, Faso voted against a bill that 

would have authorized New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation to strengthen and enforce 

regulations necessary to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution. According to the bill’s memorandum 

in support of the legislation, “New York State's water quality is seriously impaired, and nonpoint sources 

of water pollution contribute significantly to the State's water quality degradation. Examples of activities 

that create nonpoint sources of water pollution include (but are not limited to) the following; 

hydromodifications, marinas, agriculture, urban, wetlands modifications, and forestry. This bill seeks to 

stem the flow of excess pollutants into the waters of the state by authorizing the DEC to strengthen and 

enforce regulations necessary to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution.” [A03964A, 6/26/96] 

 

Nonpoint Source Pollution Results From Runoff That Carries Toxic Chemicals And Other 

Pollutants. “Nonpoint source pollution generally results from land runoff, precipitation, atmospheric 

deposition, drainage, seepage or hydrologic modification. Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution, unlike 

pollution from industrial and sewage treatment plants, comes from many diffuse sources. NPS 

pollution is caused by rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through the ground. As the runoff moves, 

it picks up and carries away natural and human-made pollutants, finally depositing them into lakes, 

rivers, wetlands, coastal waters and ground waters. Nonpoint source pollution can include: Excess 

fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides from agricultural lands and residential areas[;] Oil, grease and 

toxic chemicals from urban runoff and energy production[.]” [Polluted Runoff: Nonpoint Source 

Pollution, EPA, accessed 9/06/16]  

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided Funding For The State To Clean Up 

Hazardous Waste Sites By Imposing Surcharges On The Generators Of Such Waste 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Provided Funding For The State To Clean Up 

Hazardous Waste Sites By Taxing The Generators Of Such Waste. “Relates to requiring certain 

monies collected to be deposited in certain accounts; establishes a program requiring hazardous waste 

generators to pay surcharges; gives the NYS environmental facilities corporation special powers to 

finance hazardous waste remediation projects; defines relevant terms.” [A11048, 4/22/02] 

 

Bill Would Have Provided An Additional $200 Million To Clean Up Hazardous Waste And 

Substance Sites, Allowed For The Investigation And Clean Up Of Nearly 800 Known Hazardous 

Waste Sites In New York. “An act to amend the environmental conservation law and the state 

finance law, in relation to requiring certain monies collected to be deposited in certain accounts and 

defines relevant terms thereof; and to amend the public authorities law, in relation to the financing of 

hazardous waste site remediation projects[.] … PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To 

refinance the State Superfund program in order to ensure that at least $200 million annually is 

dedicated to clean up hazardous waste and substance sites within a ten-year timeframe. … There are 

no longer funds available from the 1986 EQBA to support hazardous waste remediation projects. 

Without refinancing the Superfund, there are no funds to pay existing staff, complete ongoing 

projects, start new projects or respond to emergencies. … Moreover, this bill will enable the 

dedication of $200 million annually, which, over ten years will enable the investigation and clean up 

of the almost 800 known hazardous sites across the site.  This would include the remediation of 

hazardous waste sites which are currently ineligible for Superfund financing and which can pose an 

equal or greater threat to public health and the environment.” [A11048 Bill Purpose and Justification, 

4/22/02] 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:#VOTE 1
https://www.epa.gov/polluted-runoff-nonpoint-source-pollution/what-nonpoint-source
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Bill Would Have Imposed Surcharges On The Generators Of Hazardous Waste. “This bill would 

raise an additional $18.1 million annually through the imposition of hazardous waste generation 

surcharges which would be dedicated, along with existing revenues to the Industry Fee Transfer 

Account, toward the payment of debt service on bonds issued by EFC to support the State Superfund 

program.” [A11048 Fiscal Implications, 4/22/02] 

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Allowed Private Citizens To Take Environmental 

Polluters To Court, Provide More Ways To Protect Water Sources And The Environment  

 

2002: Voted Against Bill That Would Allow Citizens To Initiate Civil Actions To Remedy 

Environmental Injury. “Enacts ‘private environmental law enforcement act’; authorizes any private 

citizen who has an interest which is or may be adversely affected to commence civil judicial actions for 

injunctive or declaratory relief to remedy environmental harms under certain circumstances; provides that 

such action may be commenced against any person for any violation of an administrative or court order 

compelling an investigation or remediation of an inactive hazardous waste disposal site.” [A00455, 

4/22/02] 

 

Bill Sought To Empower Private Citizens To Hold Polluters Accountable And Protect Waters 

And Water Supplies. “An act to amend the environmental conservation law, in relation to granting 

private citizens the right to initiate civil enforcement actions for violations of such law. … To grant 

private citizens broad authorization to commence civil judicial actions under certain titles of the 

Environmental Conservation Law (ECL). … The large number of violations of environmental laws, 

rules, regulations, permits, certificates and orders makes it impossible for the State to pursue timely 

enforcement actions in every instance where such actions may be necessary or appropriate. This bill 

provides private citizens with the right to seek enforcement through the courts in instances involving 

violations of those provisions of the ECL relating to protection of waters, water supply, water power, 

drainage, solid and hazardous waste, freshwater and tidal wetlands, pesticides and hazardous 

substances bulk storage. … With limited enforcement resources, the State simply cannot bring an 

enforcement action for every violation of the ECL or the rules, regulations, permits, certificates or 

orders issued thereunder.  As a result, a member of the regulated community may reason that if 

compliance with legal requirements, which may be costly, is postponed, it may be worth running the 

risk that an enforcement action will be commenced.” [A00455 Bill Purpose and Justification, 4/22/02] 

 

2006: Did Not Support Environmental Regulations Stricter Than Federal Laws 

 

2006: Did Not Support Environmental Regulations Stricter Than Federal Laws. In 2006, Faso did 

not support enacting “environmental regulations even if they are stricter than federal law.” [Project Vote 

Smart, accessed 7/29/16] 

 

2007: Lobbied For Energy And Pipeline Company El Paso Corporation; 2016: Claimed He Had 

Never Lobbied For A Fracking Company Despite El Paso Corporation Owning A Natural Gas 

Producer 

 

2007: Lobbied On Behalf Of El Paso Corporation. In 2007, according to New York’s Joint 

Commission on Public Ethics database, Faso lobbied for the El Paso Corporation. Below is a table 

detailing the periods in which Faso lobbied for the company and what bills he lobbied on.  

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11048&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A00455&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A00455&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/
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2007: El Paso Corporation Was The Largest American Natural Gas Pipeline Operator. “The El 

Paso Corporation, the largest American natural gas pipeline operator[.]” [New York Times, 2/08/07] 

 

2002: El Paso Corporation Had Owned The Tennessee Gas Pipeline. “El Paso owns Tennessee 

Gas Pipeline, which serves all the New York State markets[.]” [New York Times, 9/25/02]  

 

Bi-Monthly 

Report Subjects Lobbied On 

Person, State Agency, 

Municipality or Legislative 

Body Lobbied  

Issue or Bill 

Lobbied On 

March - April  

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative that arises there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate S5302 

May - June  

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative that arises there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate S5302; A8030 

July - August  

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative that arises there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate 

S5302; A8030; 

A6167; S9086 

September - 

October 

Monitoring gas transmission and any other 

legislative issues that arise there from. 

Governor's Office, NYS 

Assembly, NYS Senate 

S5302; A8030; 

A6167; S9086 

 

2007: Lobbied On Bills That Would Have Established Ceiling For Assessments On Utility 

Companies. In 2007, Faso lobbied on two bills that would have established assessment ceilings for 

assessments on utility companies. [A8030, introduced on 5/02/07; S5302, introduced on 4/25/07] 

 

2002: El Paso Corporation Applied For Permits With New York State To Emit Sulfur Dioxide And 

Discharge Wastewater Into The Hudson. “A Texas energy company found to have illegally 

manipulated markets in California has given $40,000 to Republican committees and Gov. George E. 

Pataki in the last two years. The contributions have come as the company seeks approval from the Pataki 

administration for an energy plant near Albany and an undersea pipeline. … On July 10, New York State 

environmental officials received an application from El Paso for a five-year permit for its gas-turbine 

plant in Rensselaer, N.Y. Nine days earlier, four subsidiaries of the corporation gave $20,000 to the New 

York Republican State Committee, campaign finance records show. The decision on the permit to emit 

sulfur dioxide is still pending. In August 2001, the corporation applied to renew another permit that would 

allow it to continue discharging wastewater into the Hudson without doing a study of the effect on the 

environment. State officials approved a five-year extension of the permit in October.” [New York Times, 

9/25/02] 

 

2002: El Paso Corporation Planned To Build Pipeline That Would Run Through New York State. 

“El Paso Corp. of Houston is developing a natural gas pipeline off the coast of Nova Scotia to New York 

and New Jersey. Known as the Blue Atlantic Transmission System, the proposed pipeline project consists 

of 750 mi. of 36-in. pipe designed to carry up to 1 billion cu. ft. of natural gas per day. The $ 1.6 billion 

project will follow a below-sea route from the anticipated production area to a location on the southern 

coast of Nova Scotia. It will then continue to points in the New York and New Jersey areas.” [New York 

Construction, 1/2002] 

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Paid The Federal Government More Than $7 Million To Settle Charges 

That It Illegally Paid Iraq In Food-For-Oil Program. “The El Paso Corporation, the largest American 

natural gas pipeline operator, agreed Wednesday to pay the federal government $7.73 million to settle 

allegations of involvement in illegal payments under the oil-for-food program run by the United Nations 

in Iraq. The company, based in Houston, will forfeit $5.48 million under a settlement with federal 

prosecutors in New York. Michael J. Garcia, the United States attorney for the Southern District, said the 

amount represented the sum of secret surcharges paid to Saddam Hussein's government by third parties 

http://www.nytimes.com/2002/09/25/nyregion/energy-company-tied-to-california-price-ruling-gave-to-pataki.html
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=ELVy5V%2fPtUHLD7hXw0eCno%2bQKPC2SormDr3xbrvOvXenT31ewNIw44BFrCpBsb7Py5Ff7A%2bKaFC9vilCQZ9uYuvV35hUbFwMqR1DxGgmf3MnsXqCkXhYQmFdaYCdUhDi3Qbyb2JiXOj49u61pg%2f3DEY948eniq1hQ2cOhCHRwHxUqW9a9m0egr%2bko3oImS6bs9jKLMQazM8sX6fT421VyRt1kZEX3EpTw5oCOdOcMILb7JJIE6tSU4B57vDR%2fK5FFVS9t7prFt4UKXh2jyyfubZ0RJqC2Y4QPYCO0Sjw4FP6qCpis2EjahgjFZbwhcjdbw%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EN1WnofWo2knWhmeqqXYYTxEFtbUKOh4I5ojW8qI0YaWiDIq4pJg8OUU1FmnbEt0wDnb%2fOLv36l%2bbslDVnP0i83YwsjYeSxf%2bf%2bA6rIpuiBAQSP1sfWzevmzzH4MmEcgkYa7HWvw0ItfN4NUqESF%2bnfTVhcM2ceC78alUZIM1mMMjP8Gq6coI80wMP5uVFn4D%2fOj77u7RnIoJjxS51zZK1SR1cm3E8NM2DVQVXgGx6sNQD0pvhKbIAbfthNLSK%2bwSs2mogZsYe%2bSLX4sn1qDWvppJ9k47Nm7%2b0%2bKriA5hLGdGOTnApgqIoh8B9exyMLcAw%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EOO%2bUybLf%2fRNz8BcC%2fDcGSiQujCrhfrey7Kr4hEqazRpZtLRvyh%2fFWk5pO1mXLxRA91MwZUFunPQ%2fFdugic7G9dlbyZu2SBIvBvNcpeXdC7BXN7NzgdJfaL387dxP%2brkkGOMfzRChapmr%2fBXdMxB%2bFd8qCkPSRXk437waVeOe%2fBzQEKrmg3Y8ZK2kKouy0HvrvCv9Y1A3qqYyt55CrLaZ4uKV0TlYoBngJ3b0Mw2OXfhAVii1ytiTI1WDVjkLX9dJJuhbvXvDw312TKHebcFHmibiyhcmnKxkhWImtehp3eYedPhshgxhigoRZPMj4Eq8g%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EHAUoCfCPTOC2JXKhMnBNTzp6kiMbwRVXb774CkFB6bkcQ8wBzBYcqVmwHC%2bSf%2fZvtzrYC%2b1q0t3MlUtQeXu2fbtHTenoGuSDrj7z33fyDanAbK6UzTp%2bNnBEmYzpqX9dfixoUUNIHWfSskE0sNhKD5DV%2bClbt7%2fmjYLBT8Wy8o9EmGA7H2acBO8%2f3KIvZsnN0dceklxbyWXc1RS79B1hp5o2ZxqOocYlcZFmssVSVvuGvYgKhoC6tlz9KEm5IYPqInlTAAwPyLeudhOYHwIdH7H6tBKMg4m3usi44beCD5flEl2nuLPM2Q25yU4OcuGgw%3d%3d
https://onlineapps.jcope.ny.gov/LobbyWatch/Administration/LB_HtmlLBimonthly.aspx?x=EHAUoCfCPTOC2JXKhMnBNTzp6kiMbwRVXb774CkFB6bkcQ8wBzBYcqVmwHC%2bSf%2fZvtzrYC%2b1q0t3MlUtQeXu2fbtHTenoGuSDrj7z33fyDanAbK6UzTp%2bNnBEmYzpqX9dfixoUUNIHWfSskE0sNhKD5DV%2bClbt7%2fmjYLBT8Wy8o9EmGA7H2acBO8%2f3KIvZsnN0dceklxbyWXc1RS79B1hp5o2ZxqOocYlcZFmssVSVvuGvYgKhoC6tlz9KEm5IYPqInlTAAwPyLeudhOYHwIdH7H6tBKMg4m3usi44beCD5flEl2nuLPM2Q25yU4OcuGgw%3d%3d
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08030&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S5302&term=2007&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/09/25/nyregion/energy-company-tied-to-california-price-ruling-gave-to-pataki.html
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from whom El Paso purchased oil between mid-2000 and March 2003. … A civil penalty of $2.25 million 

was announced in Washington by the Securities and Exchange Commission, which said El Paso had 

bought about 21.4 million barrels of Iraqi crude oil from third parties participating in the program.” [New 

York Times, 2/08/07] 

 

HEADLINE: “El Paso Corp. To Pay $7 Million As Settlement In Oil-Food Case” [New York 

Times, 2/08/07] 

 

September 2016: Claimed He Had “Never Been Paid By A Fracking Company” And Had “Never 

Been A Lobbyist For A Fracking Company”; … But In 2007: El Paso Corporation Owned Natural 

Gas Producers And The Company’s CEO “Made Gas Production The Biggest Source Of Growth 

At El Paso” 

 

September 2016: Claimed He Had “Never Been Paid By A Fracking Company” And Had “Never 

Been A Lobbyist For A Fracking Company.” In September 2016, during a congressional debate, Faso 

said, “I’ve never been paid by a fracking company. I’ve never been a lobbyist for a fracking company. I 

did work as an outside consultant for Williams, which is a pipeline company for a project that was 

supported by Chris Gibson and the local state legislators in the district. … The fact is, I opposed the NED 

pipeline that was a Kinder Morgan project. Tennessee Gas, years ago, I had done some legal work for 

Tennessee Gas, but that long since ended, and in fact, Ms. Teachout, it ended well before Tennessee Gas 

was acquired by Kinder Morgan, so your fact-checkers have to go back because maybe they came from 

Brooklyn, they are mistaken in this regard.” [WAMC Congressional Debate, 1:50:20, 9/15/16] 

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Bought Natural Gas Producer And The Company’s CEO “Made Gas 

Production The Biggest Source Of Growth At El Paso.” “El Paso Corp. agreed to buy the natural gas 

and oil production business of utility owner Integrys Energy Group Inc. for $875 million US, adding 

fields with potential for output gains to its fastest-growing business. The Peoples Energy Production Co. 

unit of Integrys has proved reserves equivalent to about 305 billion cubic feet of gas and daily production 

equivalent to 72 million cubic feet, the Houston-based buyer said in a statement today. The reserves are 

94 percent gas. Chief executive Doug Foshee made gas production the biggest source of growth at El 

Paso, owner of the largest U.S. network of gas pipelines, after the company suffered energy- trading 

losses in the wake of Enron Corp.'s collapse.” [The Calgary Herald, 8/18/07] 

 

2007: El Paso Corporation Planned To Drill For Natural Gas In Brazil. “El Paso Corp. plans to 

start production on Pinauna Field offshore Brazil in the Camamu-Almada Basin in fourth-quarter 

2008. This year, the Houston-based operator will work on construction contracts and procurement of 

supplies and services for the field, which will produce 15,000 bbl. of oil per day. Pinauna is about 12 

kilometers offshore Bahia state. The company estimates reserves at 33- to 35 million bbl. of oil.” [Oil 

and Gas Investor This Week, 5/01/07] 

 

2006: El Paso Corporation’s Proposed Drilling Plan Shut Down. “President Bush has signed a law 

that will protect a scenic 102,000-acre valley in New Mexico's Carson National Forest from a 

proposal to drill more than 500 natural gas wells. The Valle Vidal, or ‘Valley of Life,’ was the focus 

of a story in The Sun last year that described how liberal environmentalists had joined conservative 

hunters to fight the drilling plan by the Houston-based El Paso natural gas company.” [The Baltimore 

Sun, 12/16/06] 

 

1998: Voted Against Reducing The Amount Of Solid Waste In New York State  
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1998: Voted Against Forcing Waste Facilities To Reduce Amount Of Solid Waste. “Requires 

industrial, institutional and commercial waste generators employing over 50 people, state agencies and 

certain public authorities to participate in a commercial and industrial waste audit program on or before 

September 1, 1999; provides that prior to September 1, 2001 such generations must document that they 

have undertaken measures to reduce the amount of waste generated.” [A00430 Bill Summary, 4/07/98] 

 

Purpose Of Bill Would Be To Reduce Amount Of Solid Waste In New York State. “This bill 

would provide the Department of Environmental Conservation with authority to direct industrial, 

institutional and commercial waste generators employing over 50 full-time people to perform waste 

reduction audits by September 1, 1997.  The audits would be subject to review and certification by the 

DEC and made available to each solid waste planning unit.  Additionally, any recommendations that 

the Department has to further the goals set in State hierarchy must be forwarded with certification. 

Prior to September 1, 1999 each organization subject to this bill must document that they have 

undertaken measures to reduce the amount of solid waste generated and materials recovered as 

recommended by the Department. In addition a total account of the cost associated and estimated pay 

back period of these measures is to be required.” [A00430 Purpose/Summary, 4/07/98] 

 

Faso: “I Don’t Buy The Apocalyptic Vision That Some Environmental Organizations Use As Scare 

Tactics” 

 

Faso: “I Don’t Buy The Apocalyptic Vision That Some Environmental Organizations Use As Scare 

Tactics.” “What can we do about it?  We can’t operate in a vacuum. We need international consensus. 

We didn’t sign the Kyoto agreement but, unlike all the other major nations, we are meeting its targets by 

becoming more efficient in our use of energy in switching from coal to natural gas, a tend [sic] that is 

continuing. While I accept that human activity is affecting the climate, I don’t buy the apocalyptic vision 

that some environmental organizations use as scare tactics. I believe in a measured approach. I agree that 

we have to continue to reduce emissions, without damaging our economic vitality.” [The Millbrook 

Independent, 5/21/16] 

 

2015: Said That He Believed “Man Is Affecting The Climate” When Asked If He Believes In 

Climate Change 

 

2015: Said That He Believed “Man Is Affecting The Climate” When Asked If He Believes In 

Climate Change. “INTERVIEWER: Do you believe in climate change? FASO: I think man is affecting 

the climate.” [Capitol Tonight, John Faso Interview, 9/17/15, 7:17] 

 

 

 

2006: Called For Reducing Global Warming 

 

2006: Called For Reducing Global Warming. “We need to promote alternative energy sources so that 

we can have a cleaner environment, reduce global warming for instance.” [NY1 New York Gubernatorial 

Debate, 37:07-37:15, 9/26/06] 

 

2006: Supported “Current Environmental Programs” 

 

2006: Supported “Current Environmental Programs.” “Faso said he supports current environmental 

programs, but ‘The focus of my attention is that we have to cut taxes in New York state. We have to 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
http://www.themillbrookindependent.com/content/interview-john-faso
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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reform the Medicaid system and make sure that we have a cap on school property taxes. To me, those are 

the most important issues (but) I support environmental programs.’” [AP, 5/25/06] 

 

Opposed The Waters Of The United States Rule 

 

Opposed The Waters Of The United States Rule. “The Waters of the United States rule was a gross 

intrusion of the Obama administration into an area where it doesn’t have the authority. And fortunately, 

the Waters of the Unites States rule, for those that you don’t know, would have basically had the EPA and 

the Army Corps. Regulating farmers down to drainage ditches on their fields.” [Oneonta Public Forum, 

5:26-6:02, 5/03/16] 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvpfQmVo6nc
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Foreign Policy and Defense Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 2016: Praised New York State’s divestiture of apartheid-era South Africa; 1987-88: 

Voted three times against New York State divesting from South Africa 

 

 Said President Obama takes the “Rodney King approach” towards foreign policy 

 

 Supported the Iraq war 

 

 Said George Bush did an “extraordinary job in the war on terror” 

 

 Supported ban on Syrian refugees, said “it made no sense to bring massive numbers 

of people from the Middle East into the United States” 

 

 2006: Called for New York National Guardsmen to fight in Iraq 

 
 

September 2016: Praised New York State’s Divestiture Of Apartheid-Era South Africa; 1987-88: 

Voted Three Times Against New York State Divesting From South Africa 

 

September 2016: Praised New York State’s Divestiture Of Apartheid-Era South Africa. In 

September 2016, during a congressional debate, Faso said, “I think the BDS Movement is abhorrent. I 

think it is against our interests and against the interests of our ally Israel, and I support measures that 

would sanction the BDS Movement. We’ve done this before in New York State, we’ve done this before 

nationally, vis-a-vis the apartheid movement, those companies and businesses that supported apartheid[.]” 

[WAMC Congressional Debate, 2:22:43, 9/15/16] 

 

1987-90: Voted Three Times Against New York Divesting Its Economic Interests From South 

Africa. Between 1987 and 1990, Faso voted three times against New York State divesting its economic 

interests from apartheid-era South Africa. Below is a table that details Faso’s votes. [Faso Vote Record 

from 1986-90, New York State Assembly, accessed 9/15/16] 

 

Date Bill # Bill Title 

Vote Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso's 

Vote 

5/6/1987 A05942 Mandates the divestiture of state economic involvement in South Africa 93/42 Nay 

2/1/1987 A05942 Mandates the divestiture of state economic involvement in South Africa 98/42 Nay 

3/22/1989 A03224 Provides for the divestiture of state economic involvement in South Africa 100/43 Excused 

3/21/1990 A03224 Provides for the divestiture of state economic involvement in South Africa 105/40 Nay 
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Said President Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” Towards Foreign Policy, Meaning 

That Obama Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” 

 

Said President Obama Takes The “Rodney King Approach” To Foreign Policy, Meaning That 

Obama Makes Concessions For The Sake Of “Getting Along” “FASO: My concern with what Obama 

did with Cuba is that it exemplifies his kind of naive approach as I see it with how he deals with 

international relations generally. He generally believes, in my view, that the United States is the source of 

most of the consternation in the World. He thinks that if the United States would just be more like the rest 

of the World, we would somehow be able to get along better. And it’s kind of like the Rodney King 

approach to foreign policy, can’t we all get along.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 43:52]  

 

Supported The Iraq War 

 

Supported The Iraq War. When asked if he thought the Iraq war was a mistake and if he supported it 

from the beginning, Faso said, “Fighting for freedom from tyranny is never a mistake. I supported the Iraq 

war and still feel it is important that we removed Saddam Hussein from power and wish we had done so 

after the first Gulf War.” [AP, 11/01/06] 

 

Said George Bush Did An “Extraordinary Job In The War On Terror” 

 

Said George Bush Did An “Extraordinary Job In The War On Terror.” “Do you approve of the 

performance of President Bush in office? Faso: ‘Although I do not agree with every decision he has made, 

I believe he has done an extraordinary job in the war on terror. In addition, the president’s selection of 

justices Roberts and Alito to the Supreme Court was superb.’” [AP, 9/27/06] 

 

Said He Would Not Trust A Thing President Obama Would Do On Foreign Policy 

 

Said He Would Not Trust A Thing President Obama Would Do On Foreign Policy. “FASO: But the 

issue I have with the TPP frankly is the fact that I don’t trust any agreement like this that Obama would 

have negotiated. Because if you look at North Korea and you look at Iran and you look at what he has 

done in the Ukraine and you look at what he has done in Cuba and you look at how he coddled with 

Chavez and other regimes like that in Latin. I don’t trust a thing the guy would do on foreign policy.” 

[Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 47:37]  

 

2006: Called For New York National Guardsmen To Fight In Iraq 

 

2006: Called For New York National Guardsmen To Fight In Iraq. In 2006, when asked if “New 

York National Guardsmen should fight in Iraq,” Faso said, “Yes.” [Daily News, 11/05/06] 

 

Said The United States Should Pursue Relations With Cuba If It Is In Our National Best Interest 

 

Said The United States Should Pursue Relations With Cuba If It Is In Our National Best Interest. 

“FASO: I was just thinking when Andrew mentioned his ten year old daughter and he just felt like he was 

just holding her, I thought wait, before too long she’ll be asking for her driver’s license. That is going to 

happen really quick. I’ve been there done that. China. I mean Cuba. My view on this is that the US needs 

to pursue it’s national interests. If our national interest says we should have relations, trade relations 

diplomatic relations, with Cuba then we should do it.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 

42:50]  

 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=43m52s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=47m37s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=42m50s
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Said President Clinton, George W. Bush, And Obama’s Approaches To Dealing With North Korea 

Were All Unsuccessful 

 

Said President Clinton, George W. Bush, And Obama’s Approaches To Dealing With North Korea 

Were All Unsuccessful. “FASO: The North Korea approach of the Obama Administration has also been 

very unsuccessful, as have the approaches of the Bush Administration and the Clinton Administration. 

We have basically a mad man regime running around North Korea.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 

2/21/16, 45:42]  

 

Supported Ban On Syrian Refugees, Said “It Made No Sense To Bring Massive Numbers Of People 

From The Middle East Into The United States” 

 

Supported Ban On Syrian Refugees, Said “It Made No Sense To Bring Massive Numbers Of People 

From The Middle East Into The United States.” In June 2016, when asked what his stance was 

concerning a ban on Syrian refugees, Faso said, “I have felt all along that it made no sense to bring 

massive numbers of people from the Middle East into the United States. … It doesn’t make sense to just 

import a whole host of people into the United States.” [John Faso on CBS 6 News, 3:27-4:17, 6/27/16] 

 

Called For Suspending The Immigration And Resettlement Of Syrian Refugees. “The announced 

candidates are John Faso of Kinderhook, Andrew Heaney of Millbrook, and Robert Bishop of Delaware 

County. The only announced Democratic candidate so far is John Patrick Kehoe of Woodstock. ‘Today, I 

join with Congressman Chris Gibson, Republican governors and other common-sense national leaders in 

calling on President Barack Obama to immediately suspend the immigration and resettlement of Syrian 

refugees into our country,’ according to a statement from Faso, the 2006 Republican gubernatorial 

candidate and former Assembly minority leader. ‘Until President Obama and Washington can conduct 

proper background screenings, we cannot take the risk of Islamic extremists exploiting the refugee crisis -

- a crisis they, themselves, have caused -- to further their war on western civilization,’ Faso said. ‘The 

U.S. is a kind and generous nation, and its people are the most magnanimous in the world, but we cannot, 

for any reason, put our citizens at unnecessary risk,’ Faso said.” [The Daily Mail, 11/17/15] 

 

Opposed The Boycott, Divestment And Sanctions (BDS) Movement, Said It Was “Anti-Semitic” 

And The Movement “Aligned Themselves With … Hamas” 

 

Opposed The Boycott, Divestment And Sanctions (BDS) Movement, Said It Was “Anti-Semitic” 

And The Movement “Aligned Themselves With … Hamas.” “I think that the Boycott, Divestment And 

Sanctions movement is inherently anti-Israel and, in many cases, borderline anti-Semitic. And you’ve 

seen this crop up again among the progressive liberal Left – especially in academia and on college 

campuses, and they are entirely oppositional to Israel and have aligned themselves with radical terrorist 

groups like Hamas unfortunately.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 30:24-31:14, 6/27/16] 

 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=45m42s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPJtnRryV6k
http://www.wcny.org/june-27-2016-andrew-heaney-susan-lerner-and-blair-horner-john-faso-jonathan-gradess/
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Gun Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Opposed banning gun sales for individuals on the terror watch list 

 

 1998: Voted against the Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, which would 

have required gun owners to safely store firearms and use locking devices in order 

to reduce child deaths 
 

 Opposed bipartisan bill that banned assault weapons, required trigger locks on 

guns, and harshened the penalty for illegally buying a gun 

 

 1999: Voted against closing the gun show loophole; 2000 & 2016: Opposed 

closing the gun show loophole 

 

 1999: Voted against having gun sellers require gun buyers present two forms of 

identification 

 

 Did not support closing the gun show loophole 

 

 Said more laws would not solve gun violence 
 

 1993: Voted against bill to require gun dealers to file firearm transaction reports 

with the state police 

 

 1988: Voted against bill to close loophole that did not classify a sawed-off shotgun 

and sawed-off rifles as firearms 

 

 2006: Republicans said “Faso’s record [was] extreme on … guns” 
 

 Described an assault weapons ban as a “political response,” defended the 

ownership of AR-15’s 
 

 Despite saying his comments regarding gun legislation were taken out of context, 

Faso couldn’t remember the context 
 

 1993: Attended NRA fundraiser 
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Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List 

 

January 2016: Opposed Banning Gun Sales For Individuals On The Terror Watch List. “And the 

no-fly list. The problem with the no-fly list it’s a just a kitchen sink. Has over 800,000 names in it. It is 

impossible to get yourself off it. That is why this whole thing that Schumer and Obama are pushing about 

the no-fly list is a red herring because it actually encompasses many many more people than just those 

people who are truly a terror threat. There is no rhyme or reason as to how the list is derived. There is no 

rhyme or reason to how it is maintained, and there is no rhyme or reason to how the heck you get yourself 

off the list. So that is a perfect example of where the Congressional oversight has to take place. Thank you 

for your questions.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster County Forum, 1:49:48, 1/05/16]  

 

June 2016: Said The United States Should Maintain A Terror Watch List Without Infringing 

On Second Amendment Rights. “Faso cautioned against having a knee-jerk reaction that leads to 

people jumping on the perceived left or right solutions. He advocated for finding common ground on 

how to maintain a terror watchlist without infringing on Second Amendment rights. ‘The question in 

my mind is: The FBI had this particular individual in their sights twice, what caused them to decide 

not to continue surveillance on this individual?’ he said. ‘What caused them to not put him on a terror 

watchlist?’” [Times Union, 6/16/16] 

 

… But In June 2016: Flip-Flopped, Supported Terror Watch List Prohibition On Gun Ownership. 
“Faso said, as the NRA's endorsed candidate in the race, he considers the Second Amendment to be ‘an 

individual right, just as the late Justice (Antonin) Scalia noted in his majority opinion in the historic 

Heller case. I support making sure that those on terror watch lists are precluded from buying a firearm so 

long as due process rights apply,’ he said, ‘allowing those improperly placed on such lists to be given an 

opportunity to be removed.’” [Daily Star, 6/27/16] 

 

1998: Voted Against The Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, Which Would Have 

Required Gun Owners To Safely Store Firearms And Use Locking Devices In Order To Reduce 

Child Deaths 

 

1998: Voted Against The Children’s Weapon Accident Prevention Act, Which Would Have 

Required Gun Owners To Safely Store Firearms And Use Locking Devices In Order To Reduce 

Child Deaths. “Enacts the children’s weapon accident prevention act; establishes the crimes of criminally 

negligent storage of a weapon in the 1st and 2nd degree; requires the sale and use of weapon locking 

devices and requires the commissioner of education to formulate a weapons safety program for children.” 

[A00651F Bill Summary, 5/04/98]   

 

1990-94: 1,419 Children In New York Were Injured Due To Accidental Firearm Injuries, An 

Average Of 284 Per Year; GAO Estimated That One Out Of Three Deaths From Accidental 

Firearm Discharge Could Have Been Prevented By Proper Weapon Safety Procedures. 
“According to the National Safe Kids Campaign, an estimated 1,500 children aged 14 and under age 

treated each year in hospital emergency rooms for accidental gunshot wounds.  In 1994 alone, 185 

children in the United States were killed in accidental shootings. In New York State, between the 

years 1990 and 1994, there were a total of 6,627 hospitalizations of children 19 and under due to 

firearm injury, an average of 1,325 per year. 1,419 of these injuries were accidental, an average of 284 

per year. At the same time, there were 1,734 deaths of children aged 19 and under, an average of 347 

per year. Tragically, 48 of these deaths were accidental, averaging 10 per year. … According to the 

United States General Accounting Office, it is estimated that about one of every three deaths from 

accidental firearm discharge could have been prevented if proper weapon safety procedures had been 

https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h49m48s
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Debate-between-GOP-rivals-Faso-Heaney-gets-hot-8266115.php
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
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followed. This legislation is designed to accomplish that decrease in accidental firearm injuries by 

encouraging proper firearm storage and deterring negligent conduct that could result in serious injury 

or death.” [A00651F Bill Justification, 5/04/98]    

 

Opposed Bipartisan Bill That Banned Assault Weapons, Required Trigger Locks On Guns, And 

Harshened The Penalty For Illegally Buying A Gun  

 

2000: Opposed Bipartisan Gun Safety Legislation. “Once I became aware of what was contained 

within the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to 

it. … But the bill, the language of that legislation only was introduced in the legislature not in March 2000 

when that quote was when I was responding to the reporter’s inquiry and I frankly cannot remember the 

context 15 years later, but I do know the legislation itself I was opposed to.” [Dutchess County Tea Party 

Debate, 23:04-25:43, 2/21/16] 

 

Bill Banned Assault Weapons, Closed The Gun Show Loophole For Handguns, Mandate 

Trigger Locks For Guns, Harshened The Penalty For Illegally Buying A Gun, And Required 

Gun Owners To Report Lost Or Stolen Guns. “Assault weapons and large-capacity ammunition 

clips will be banned, mirroring the ban put into federal law in 1994. … Background checks will be 

mandated for handgun buyers at gun shows. … All new guns sold will be required to have trigger 

locks. … A new crime of criminal purchase of a weapon will be created for instances when someone 

buys a gun illegally or buys one for someone else who cannot legally buy one. Gun owners will be 

required to report lost or stolen guns to the police. A state police study of the sources of illegal guns in 

New York State will be mandated.” [New York Times, 8/10/00] 

 

Opposed Bill That Would Have Mandated Trigger Locks For Guns, Among Other Safety 

Measures; Later Supported Similar Bill. “But Democrats -- and even some Republicans who 

wanted Weld to be the party’s candidate -- say Faso’s record is extreme on women’s issues, civil 

rights and guns. Among the votes they point to: … A bill to require trigger locks and other gun-safety 

measures. Faso said that particular bill contained liability provisions he opposed, and he favored a 

rewritten version of the trigger-lock bill.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

1999: Voted Against Closing The Gun Show Loophole; 2000: Opposed Closing The Gun Show 

Loophole 

 

1999: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Closed The Gun Show Loophole. “Establishes the crime 

illegal sale of a gun at a gun show as class A misdemeanor; provides that no person shall sell, transfer, 

exchange, give or dispose or a rifle or shotgun at a gun show unless such person is licensed as a dealer; 

defines the term ‘gun show’. … Under this bill, only persons holding a federal dealer's license could sell a 

rifle or shotgun at a gun show and only persons licensed as a dealer in firearms under state laws could sell 

a firearm at a gun show. The bill also defines ‘gun show’.” [A08224, 5/12/99] 

 

2000: Opposed Bipartisan Gun Safety Legislation. “Once I became aware of what was contained 

within the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to 

it. … But the bill, the language of that legislation only was introduced in the legislature not in March 2000 

when that quote was when I was responding to the reporter’s inquiry and I frankly cannot remember the 

context 15 years later, but I do know the legislation itself I was opposed to.” [Dutchess County Tea Party 

Debate, 23:04-25:43, 2/21/16] 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/08/10/nyregion/pataki-signs-nation-s-strictest-gun-controls.html
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A08224&term=1999&Summary=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Text=Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
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Bill Closed The Gun Show Loophole For Handguns. “Assault weapons and large-capacity 

ammunition clips will be banned, mirroring the ban put into federal law in 1994. … Background 

checks will be mandated for handgun buyers at gun shows. … All new guns sold will be required to 

have trigger locks. … A new crime of criminal purchase of a weapon will be created for instances 

when someone buys a gun illegally or buys one for someone else who cannot legally buy one. Gun 

owners will be required to report lost or stolen guns to the police. A state police study of the sources 

of illegal guns in New York State will be mandated.” [New York Times, 8/10/00] 

 

2016: Did Not Support Closing The Gun Show Loophole. In February 2016, when asked about his 

stance on closing the gun show loophole, Faso said, “I’m not in favor of more restrictions on people’s 

Second Amendment rights.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:49:26-1:49:48, 2/21/16] 

 

1993: Voted Against Bill To Require Gun Dealers To File Firearm Transaction Reports With The 

State Police 

 

1993: Voted Against Bill To Require Gun Dealers To File Firearm Transaction Reports With The 

State Police. On July 5th, 1993, Faso voted against a bill that would have required gun dealers to file 

firearm transaction reports with the New York State Police within 10 days of the transaction. According 

to the legislation’s memorandum, the bill would “require that transaction reports involving firearms be 

sent to the Superintendent of State Police within ten (10) days of the date of transaction. … While existing 

law requires that the details of the transaction be recorded and ultimately sent to the appropriate licensing 

officer or Division of State Police, no deadline for the submission of these reports is set out, except in the 

case of sales to peace officers where the report must be filed within ten days.” [Memorandum on S02423, 

New York State Assembly, 7/05/93] 

 

1988: Voted Against Bill To Close Loophole That Did Not Classify A Sawed-Off Shotgun And 

Sawed-Off Rifles As Firearms 

 

1988: Voted Against Bill To Close Loophole That Did Not Classify A Sawed-Off Shotgun And 

Certain Rifles As Firearms. On July 12th, 1988, Faso voted against a bill that sought to close a loophole 

which allowed for sawed-off shotguns and certain rifles to not be considered firearms. According to the 

legislation’s memorandum, “Purpose: To clarify the intent of existing penal law in relation to the 

definition of a sawed-off shotgun and a sawed-off rifle. Provision: A sawed-off shotgun or rifle is now 

defined in the penal law as having a barrel less than 18” (shotgun) or 16” (rifle), or an overall length of 

less than 26” (shotgun and rifle). A recent court decision suggested that it could be mis-read to mean that 

the weapon would have to exceed both limits to be covered by the law. This bill would clarify the original 

intent.” [S04257 Memorandum, New York State Assembly, 7/12/88] 

 

1999: Voted Against Having Gun Sellers Require Gun Buyers Present Two Forms Of Identification  

 

1999: Voted Against Having Gun Sellers Require Gun Buyers Present Two Forms Of 

Identification. “Provides that any person in the business of selling rifles and shotguns shall, before 

selling or delivering a rifle or shotgun to any other person (other than a dealer or gunsmith) require such 

other person to produce at least two forms of identification; failure to require such proof shall be a class A 

misdemeanor.” [A07669, 5/12/99] 

 

Said More Laws Would Not Solve Gun Violence 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2000/08/10/nyregion/pataki-signs-nation-s-strictest-gun-controls.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07669&term=1999&Summary=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Text=Y
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Said More Laws Would Not Solve Gun Violence. In 2016, when asked if he would institute gun laws to 

reduce gun violence, Faso said, “More laws is not gonna solve this problem.” [John Faso on Regional 

News Network, 3:40-3:50, 7/07/16] 

 

Supporting Allowing Concealed Carry Of Firearms 

 

Supporting Allowing Concealed Carry Of Firearms. On his campaign website, Faso promised to 

“[s]upport the self-defense rights of a law-abiding concealed carry license holder in one state by making 

right-to-carry legal for self-protection in any other state.” [Faso for Congress website, accessed 8/09/16] 

 

2006: Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On … Guns” 

 

2006: Some Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On … Guns.” “But Democrats -- and 

even some Republicans who wanted Weld to be the party’s candidate -- say Faso’s record is extreme on 

women’s issues, civil rights and guns.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Described An Assault Weapons Ban As A “Political Response,” Defended The Ownership Of AR-

15’s 

 

Described An Assault Weapons Ban As A “Political Response,” Defended The Ownership Of AR-

15’s. “The semiautomatic rifle, like the AR-15, it’s very, it’s one of the most popularly owned firearms in 

the United States. To simply come up and say, ‘Oh we can ban this and this is going to be an effective 

response,’ that’s more of a political response than a real response.” [John Faso on CBS6 News, 4:55-5:17, 

6/27/16] 

 

Despite Saying His Comments Regarding Gun Legislation Were Taken Out Of Context, Faso 

Couldn’t Remember The Context 

 

Despite Saying His Comments Regarding Gun Legislation Was Taken Out Of Context, Faso 

Couldn’t Remember The Context. In February 2016, when a questioner asked how Faso’s comments 

regarding his support for anti-gun legislation was taken out of context, Faso said he couldn’t remember 

the context. “The date of that article was in March of 2000. The bill that you refer to was actually 

introduced in June, June 22nd, of 2000. Once I became aware of what was contained within the proposal, 

the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to it. And so, the 

quote, I mean if someone asked you, ‘What did you say 15 years ago and what the context was,’ I would 

say that often times you can’t exactly remember what the context was. But in this instance, I remember 

clearly because this had the CoBIS provision in it and I was adamantly against that. I told the 

Administration to that effect. But the bill, the language of that legislation only was introduced in the 

legislature not in March 2000 when that quote was when I was responding to the reporter’s inquiry and I 

frankly cannot remember the context 15 years later, but I do know the legislation itself I was opposed to.” 

[Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 23:04-25:43, 2/21/16] 

 

1993: Attended NRA Fundraiser 

 

1993: Attended NRA Fundraiser. “The National Rifle Association held its first Friends of the NRA 

fund-raising banquet in Albany last week, and from all accounts it was a smashing success. More than 

225 people attended the dinner and auction, spending more than $15,000 in the process. This was the 

second of at least six Friends of the NRA dinners scheduled in upstate New York. The first, held in 

Syracuse, drew a little less than 200. … As with most affairs of this nature, the dinner drew a number of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRuip-ZzdOg
https://johnfaso.com/new-york-future/defending-your-rights/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPJtnRryV6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
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politicians. But unlike other events, in which politicians show up just to be seen, those in attendance had a 

genuine concern. … Sen. Nancy Larraine Hoffmann (D-Syracuse) topped a list that included … 

Assemblyman John Faso (R-Kinderhook).” [Times Union, 11/14/93] 

 

NRA Endorsed Both Of Faso’s Statewide Campaigns And Gave Him An “A” Rating In Both Cases 

 

NRA Endorsed Both Of Faso’s Statewide Campaigns And Gave Him An A Rating In Both Cases. 
According to the NRA’s website, Faso received an “A” rating in his gubernatorial run in 2006 and his run 

for Comptroller in 2002. [NRA PVF, 2002 Archive, New York, accessed 3/23/16; NRA PVF, 2006 

Archive, New York, accessed 3/23/16]  

 

2016: “I, Every Time I Ran For Office, I Received An A Rating From The NRA.” “FASO: Elmer had 

mentioned that I, every time I ran for office, I received an A rating from the NRA. When I ran for 

Governor against Elliot Spitzer, I had an A rating from the NRA. When I was a Republican leader in the 

Assembly, I had an A rating from the NRA. Every single time on every major issue I stood with the 

sportsmen, I stood for freedom, I stood for the Second Amendment.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of 

Ulster County Forum, 34:15, 1/05/16]  

 

2000: Supported Gun Control Legislation That Mandated Trigger Locks And Instituted A System 

To Track Bullets Fired From Guns; 2016: Clarified That He Never Supported The Bill 

 

2000: Supported Gun Control Legislation. “State legislators, gun industry officials and even many gun 

control advocates say that the wide-ranging gun controls proposed this month by Gov. George E. Pataki, 

while laudable, probably would not produce a large reduction in gun violence. The governor’s plan would 

give New York the toughest gun restrictions in the nation, from requiring trigger locks with new 

handguns to instituting a computerized system for tracing bullets to the guns that fired them. … 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, the Republican minority leader and one of the governor’s closest allies, said: 

‘Much of what is being proposed doesn’t have a whole lot of relevance when it comes to preventing gun 

crimes. I support it, but it’s mostly feel-good stuff.’” [New York Times, 3/27/00] 

 

2016: Claimed He Never Supported The Bill. In June 2016, when asked if he supported gun control 

legislation in 2000 while a member of the State Assembly, Faso said, “No. This is more dishonesty, which 

unfortunately we’ve seen from Andrew Heaney. He comes into the district, lives here two and a half 

years, says I’m running for Congress.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 3:25-3:30, 6/11/16] 

 

Said That He Opposed Bill Once He Say The Language Included Within It. In February 2016, 

when a questioner asked how Faso’s comments regarding his support for anti-gun legislation was 

taken out of context, Faso said he couldn’t remember the context. “The date of that article was in 

March of 2000. The bill that you refer to was actually introduced in June, June 22nd, of 2000. Once I 

became aware of what was contained within the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the 

proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to it. And so, the quote, I mean if someone asked you, 

‘What did you say 15 years ago and what the context was,’ I would say that often times you can’t 

exactly remember what the context was. But in this instance, I remember clearly because this had the 

CoBIS provision in it and I was adamantly against that. I told the Administration to that effect. But the 

bill, the language of that legislation only was introduced in the legislature not in March 2000 when 

that quote was when I was responding to the reporter’s inquiry and I frankly cannot remember the 

context 15 years later, but I do know the legislation itself I was opposed to.” [Dutchess County Tea 

Party Debate, 23:04-25:43, 2/21/16] 

 

https://www.nrapvf.org/grades/archive/2002/New%20York
https://www.nrapvf.org/grades/archive/2006/New%20York
https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=34m15s
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/03/27/nyregion/gun-proposal-may-do-little-to-curb-crime.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ&feature=youtu.be&t=59m48s
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Supported “Universal Carry Privilege Across State Lines” 

 

Supported “Universal Carry Privilege Across State Lines.” In February 2016, Faso proposed 

instituting a “universal carry privilege across state lines,” saying, “I want to see a universal carry privilege 

across state lines in this country.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:49:48-1:49:55, 2/21/16] 

 

Despite Authoring Report That Showed Guns Ended Up In The Hands Of Criminals, Faso Did Not 

Believe New Gun Laws Were Needed 

 

Despite Authoring Report That Showed Guns Ended Up In The Hands Of Criminals, Faso Did Not 

Believe New Gun Laws Were Needed. “‘It’s clear that dozens of guns once issued to New York State 

troopers, investigators and environmental conservation police are now in the hands of criminals,’ said 

Assemb. John Faso, an upstate Republican candidate for state comptroller, who prepared the report. ‘. . . 

It’s outrageous.’ … Faso said yesterday that he does not believe New York needs tougher gun-control 

laws.” [Newsday, 4/20/94] 

 

Report Showed That New York State Had Sold Used Guns Which Ended Up In The Hands Of 

Criminals. “Over the past five years, New York state agencies sold to the private market 6,807 used 

weapons, including machine guns, according to a Republican state legislative report. The document, 

prepared by Assembly minority staff members under Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), said that 

the law enforcement agencies, notably the New York State Police, traded in or sold the weapons with 

the approval of the state Division of the Budget. Gov. Mario Cuomo is an outspoken supporter of gun 

control legislation, but the transactions were legal under New York State law.” [Newsday, 12/14/93] 

 

Claimed That There Was No Required Mandatory Prison Sentence For People Who “Illegally Uses 

A Gun In The Commission Of A Crime” 

 

Claimed That There Was No Required Mandatory Prison Sentence For People Who “Illegally Uses 

A Gun In The Commission Of A Crime.” “We already have so many rules and laws in this state for 

instance and federally. The problem is not law-abiding people who use illegally obtained weapons 

illegally. The problem are criminals that use illegal weapons. So, the problem with the left and Andrew 

Cuomo particularly in this state is that, and Chuck Schumer, is that their response is always, ‘Put more 

restrictions on the people who are already obeying the law.’ How about this, how about a mandatory 

prison sentence for someone that illegally uses a gun in the commission of a crime. How about that.” 

When asked if that was already law, Faso said, “No it is not. It is not in this state, and it should be.” 

[Fios1 News Republican Debate, 2:04-2:44, 6/11/16] 

 

Supported Bill That Would Have Exempted Shooting Ranges From Criminal Or Civil Action 

Relating To Noise Pollution  

 

Supported Bill That Would Have Exempted Shooting Ranges From Criminal Or Civil Action 

Relating To Noise Pollution. “Assemblyman John Faso, (R-Kinderhook), a strong supporter of 

sportsmen’s rights, was the guest speaker, and he was prepared to answer questions on legislation 

regarding hunting and gun control, and, since the club has an active shooting program, the status of bill 

A528. The bill deals with noise pollution, and if passed, would exempt owners of shooting ranges and 

preserves from any criminal or civil action relating to noise pollution and nuisance as long as the facility 

was in accordance with local ordinances when the range was constructed. The bill is still in the codes 

committee, but Faso, who is the ranking republican on the committee, promised to do all he could to get 

the bill out on the floor.” [Times Union, 5/19/93] 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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2016: Said He Was Opposed To The NY SAFE Act Once He Learned What Was Included In It 

 

2016: Said He Was Opposed To The NY SAFE Act Once He Learned What Was Included In It. 

“FASO: Thank you for the question. The date of that article was in March of 2000. The bill that you 

referred to was actually introduced in June of 2000. Once I became aware of what was contained within 

the proposal, the actual lines and verbiage within the proposal, I made it clear that I was opposed to it. 

The quote, I mean, if someone asked you what did you say fifteen years ago and what the context was I 

would say that often times you can’t exactly remember what the context was.” [Dutchess County Tea 

Party Debate, 2/21/16, 24:22]  

 

2016: Would Co-Sponsor Legislation Creating Gun-Free School Zones 

 

2016: Would Co-Sponsor Legislation Creating Gun-Free School Zones. “Safe Student Act was 

mentioned. Gun free school zones. I totally agree. I would be a co-sponsor of that legislation and would 

fight hard for it. Isn’t it ironic that we would protect our public buildings like the Capitol in Albany, the 

Capitol in Washington, with security guards that are armed with metal detectors, but our children and our 

teachers and our administrators in schools, they have to be sitting ducks. So I think that that is something 

we need to address and I would be in the forefront of that.” [Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Ulster 

County Forum, 1/05/16, 1:19:10] 

  

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=24m22s
https://youtu.be/2I-heeDfX88?t=1h19m10s
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Government Reform and Pension Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 1998: Said he had “worked out a deal with [Sheldon] Silver” for more than $2.4 

million in pork spending; Silver’s press secretary: “Mr. Faso specifically 

requested member items this year”; EDITORIAL: “Faso is the first Assembly 

Republican in recent memory to endorse pork barrel spending” 

 

 Faso: “In the 16 years I was in the legislature, the easiest bill to vote for was a 

pension enhancement” 

 

 2015: Collected a $40,000 pension from New York State Assembly 

 

 1996-2002: Faso spent more than $1.8 million of taxpayer dollars as state 

assemblyman, received stipend, state vehicle, and travel reimbursements 

 

 Opposed state ethics laws requiring legislators to disclose financial interests, 

described it as a “hassle” and complained of having to defend answers to the 

public 

 

 Opposed banning Albany-based fundraisers hosted by lawmakers and attended by 

lobbyists and special interests 

 

 1987: Opposed auditing the state legislature and establishing a commission to 

investigate corruption in Albany 

 

 1987: Supported allowing state workers to conduct political activities on state 

time, said he did not “see any difficulty with the fact the resolution does not 

specify just how long a person would be allowed to work on political duties while 

on state time” 

 

 Called for a 10 percent pension raise 

 

 Missed 1,696 votes throughout tenure as State Assemblyman 

 

 Despite voting against it and having the ability to not accept it, Faso accepted 

$14,500 pay raise 
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1998: Said He Had “Worked Out A Deal With [Sheldon] Silver” For More Than $2.4 Million In 

Pork Spending, Silver’s Press Secretary Said, “Mr. Faso Specifically Requested Member Items This 

Year”; EDITORIAL: “Faso Is The First Assembly Republican In Recent Memory To Endorse 

Pork Barrel Spending” 

 

1998: Said He Had “Worked Out A Deal With [Sheldon] Silver” For More Than $2.4 Million In 

Pork Spending, Silver’s Press Secretary Said “Mr. Faso Specifically Requested Member Items This 

Year.” “The legislative budget before Gov. George Pataki includes at least $32 million in items he 

definitely won't veto and at least $2.5 million that conservative Assemblyman John Faso won't complain 

about, either. The funds are part of a hefty $311 million pot that leaders assigned themselves to dole out to 

preferred organizations, projects and programs. … After negotiations with Assembly Speaker Sheldon 

Silver, D-Manhattan, Faso got $2.48 million to spread among the 53 Republican districts of the 

Assembly, particularly his own. For example, Faso has lined up $150,000 alone for community hospitals 

in Hudson and Cobleskill. … ‘Mr. Faso specifically requested member items this year; and the speaker 

decided to accommodate the request,’ said Patricia Lynch, Silver's press secretary. Faso explained he 

sought some money -- more than Silver granted -- because this year the state wasn't trying to mend a 

deficit and wasn’t raising taxes. In the past, Faso said, the Assembly Republicans have shunned taking 

money for member items. ‘Our feeling was as long as we were raising taxes it didn't make sense to 

participate in the process,’ Faso said. ‘The process cries out for reform in the way these monies are 

allocated. I felt that since these monies would be allocated we might as well get an allocation. . . . I would 

have preferred these monies to have been spent in generalized tax reduction. But as long as these monies 

are out there and were going to be spent, my position is they should be allocated to worthy projects in our 

districts.’ Faso said he worked out a deal with Silver two Tuesdays ago and then proceeded to vote against 

budget bills last Tuesday.” [Times Union, 4/17/98] 

 

Members’ Items Pot “Grew 50 Percent From Last Year” And “For The First Time In A 

Decade, The Accounts Include A Sum For Assembly Republicans, Led By Minority Leader 

Faso,” Which Broke A Tradition In Which Republicans Shunned Such Spending. “The 

legislative budget before Gov. George Pataki includes at least $32 million in items he definitely won't 

veto and at least $2.5 million that conservative Assemblyman John Faso won't complain about, either. 

The funds are part of a hefty $311 million pot that leaders assigned themselves to dole out to preferred 

organizations, projects and programs. The pot, in the legislative budget that Pataki has until April 28 

to approve or veto, has never been bigger. It grew 50 percent from last year. And for the first time in a 

decade, the accounts include a sum for Assembly Republicans, led by Minority Leader Faso of 

Kinderhook. After negotiations with Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, D-Manhattan, Faso got $2.48 

million to spread among the 53 Republican districts of the Assembly, particularly his own. … 

Minority leaders historically have gotten meager amounts. But the Assembly Republicans have gotten 

nothing for their control since 1988 when then Minority Leader Clarence Rappleyea said he wouldn't 

take ‘member items.’” [Times Union, 4/17/98] 

 

EDITORIAL: “Faso Is The First Assembly Republican In Recent Memory To Endorse Pork Barrel 

Spending.” “Also, we ran out of space in this column last week to explain why Pataki had left Assembly 

Republicans' $2.8 million in pork barrel projects untouched while vetoing $158 million worth of everyone 

else's. We'll do that now: Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook and his GOP colleagues 

defended the governor loyally during this year's budget negotiations. … Incidentally, Faso is the first 

Assembly Republican leader in recent memory to endorse pork barrel spending.” [Editorial, Syracuse 

Herald American, 5/10/98] 
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Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A Pension 

Enhancement” 

 

Faso: “In The 16 Years I Was In The Legislature, The Easiest Bill To Vote For Was A Pension 

Enhancement.” “Let’s face it, the 16 years I was in the legislature, the easiest bill to vote for was a 

pension enhancement. And they come up every year, and they come up in the dead of night, and I voted 

against an awful lot of them. There’s one big one I voted for that I regret, and that was the 2000 bill.” 

[Rockefeller Institute Debate, 8:04-8:24, 3/23/11] 

 

2006: “Faso Supported A Couple Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements Of The Last 

Decade.” “As an assemblyman, Mr. Faso supported a couple of the most expensive pension 

enhancements of the last decade. In the interview, he said that he still supported the idea of providing 

automatic annual cost-of-living increases for retirees, because many of the older retirees had seen the 

purchasing power of their benefits eroded by inflation. But he said he had ‘‘second thoughts’’ about 

another bill he voted for, which allowed many workers to stop contributing to their pension plans after 

10 years. Mr. Faso said the state should consider creating a new tier, or pension system, for new 

employees that would in effect undo that change -- and require the contributions again.” [New York 

Times, 8/23/06] 

 

Voted For “The Two Most Expensive Pension Sweeteners In Recent Memory” That Added 

Billions To New York Pension Costs. “He voted, for instance, for the two most expensive pension 

sweeteners in recent memory, even though he was one of the few lawmakers who usually took a tough 

line on increasing pension benefits. One granted retirees automatic cost-of-living increases tied to the 

rate of inflation. The other allowed most state workers to stop contributing to their pensions after 10 

years of employment. Together, the two laws have added billions of dollars to the pension costs that 

are paid for by state and local taxpayers. Mr. Faso said that he now regrets supporting the pension 

enhancements. In this campaign for governor, he has called for allowing state and local governments 

to offer new workers 401(k)-style savings plans in place of the traditional pensions given to current 

government workers.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension 

 

2015: Collected $40,000 Pension. According to his 2016 personal financial disclosure, Faso collected a 

$40,000 pension in 2015 that he earned as a member of the New York State Assembly. [John Faso’s 

Personal Financial Disclosure, 1/03/16] 

 

2016: Did Not List Pension On Personal Financial Disclosure. In the personal financial disclosure he 

filed on May 15th, 2016, Faso did not include his $40,000 pension as a form of income. [John Faso 

Personal Financial Disclosure, filed on 5/15/16] 

 

1996-2002: Faso Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer Dollars As State Assemblyman, 

Received Stipend, State Vehicle, And Travel Reimbursements 

 

1996-2002: Faso’s State Assembly Office Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer 

Dollars. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso’s official office 

spent a total of $1,865,302. Below is a table that details the politically relevant expenditures 

Faso’s office made but does not include things such as office supplies. The “Total Office 

Expenditures” section includes all expenditures Faso’s office made, including those that were 

not politically relevant. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16]  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2015/10009408.pdf
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/financial-pdfs/2016/10011464.pdf
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Expenditure Description Amount 

John Faso, Member of Assembly (Salary) $491,605.75  

John Faso, Leadership Stipend Payment $178,709.57  

State Vehicle (Gas/Oil; Auto Service/Repair) $5,974.96  

Travel Expenditures $27,375  

Total Office Expenditures (Includes expenditures not mentioned above) $1,865,302.95  

 

 

1996-2002: Received More Than $670K From Salary And Leadership Stipend. 
Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a salary of 

$491,605 and a stipend of $178,709.  [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, 

accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1996-2002: Used A State Vehicle, Charged Taxpayers $5,974 For Gas/Oil And Auto 

Service. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a state 

vehicle and charged taxpayers $5,974 for gas/oil and auto service/repair on that state 

vehicle. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1996-2002: Charged Taxpayers More Than $27K For Travel Expenditures. Between 

1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso charged taxpayers $27,375 for 

travel expenditures. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1989: Opposed State Ethics Laws Requiring Legislators To Disclose Financial Interests, Described 

It As A “Hassle” And Complained Of Having To Defend Answers To The Public 

 

1989: Opposed State Ethics Laws Requiring Legislators To Disclose Financial Interests, Described 

It As A “Hassle” And Complained Of Having To Defend Answers To The Public. “Legislators and 

lobbyists for governmental ethics laws question the worth of the new financial disclosure forms. … Not 

only are the forms unrevealing, but forcing elected and appointed officials to file them might be 

counterproductive, said Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Kinderhook. ‘The most effective and productive 

members of the Legislature are those with outside jobs,’ Faso said. ‘Full-time politicians know nothing 

about what goes on in the real world. I don’t believe we would be better with that.’ He predicts that the 

‘hassle’ of completing the eight-page forms and then defending to the public every answer will drive 

‘bright, ambitious people away from government service. And in the end the form doesn’t add anything to 

what we know.’ That’s not a problem with his form. Faso reports that he works as a lawyer doing real 

estate closings, estates and wills for the Hudson firm of Rapport, Meyers, Griffen and Whitbeck. He says 

he is neither a partner nor shareholder in the law firm.” [Times Union, 7/14/89] 

 

2006: Opposed Banning Albany-Based Fundraisers Hosted By Lawmakers And Attended By 

Lobbyists And Special Interest Groups, Voted Against Banning Fundraisers Occurring Within 40 

Miles Of Albany 

 

Opposed Banning Albany-Based Fundraisers Hosted By Lawmakers And Attended By Lobbyists 

And Special Interest Groups. In 2006, during a gubernatorial debate, the following exchange occurred:  

 

MODERATOR: It’s a common practice for lawmakers at the capitol to hold Albany-based fundraisers 

and they’re attended by numerous lobbyists and other special interest groups. That practice has been 
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criticized by some as being unseemly for Assembly members, senators, governors to meet with lobbyists 

on bills and other important issues by day and receive cash from them at night. Mr. Faso, would you 

advocate banning Albany fundraisers? There’s been some proposals to do that and what else would you 

do to change this perception that lawmakers are for sale?  

 

FASO: Well, speaking as the candidate in this race that’s raised about one tenth of what my opponent has 

raised, I have an interesting perspective on this. I don’t think doing things like banning Albany 

fundraisers fundamentally is gonna change anything. All the fundraisers will simply migrate to more than 

50 miles or 30 miles or down to New York City, that’s where they’ll all go. There’s always a way to do it. 

The key here is to have transparency in campaign contributions. [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 

37:32-38:31, 10/12/06] 

 

2001: Voted Against Banning Fundraisers Within 40 Miles Of Albany. In 2001, Faso voted against a 

bill that would have banned fundraisers occurring within 40 miles of Albany. According to the bill, it 

would have prohibited “fundraisers within 40 miles of the Capitol during the Albany legislative session. 

An exception would be made for fundraisers held by candidates whose districts were located within the 

40-mile radius, provided such events were held on non-session days.” [A08524, 5/02/01] 

 

1987: Opposed Establishing Panel To Investigate Corruption In New York State Government 

 

1987: Opposed Establishing Panel To Investigate Corruption In New York State Government. 
“State legislators haven’t agreed to spend $5 million on a special commission to investigate corruption in 

government mostly because they don’t understand what it will do, Gov. Mario M. Cuomo said Thursday. 

But Capital District legislators contacted Thursday said their lack of enthusiasm for Cuomo’s project is 

due more to what they already know: The panel, like others in state government, could end up duplicating 

the work of other state and federal offices. ‘I’m not really sure what the Califano Commission could do 

that would be different from what DAs and U.S. attorneys across the state are already doing,’ said 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, R-Catskill. ‘I’d rather spend the money elsewhere.’ … Rather than interfering 

with law enforcement officials already probing allegations of corruption and misuse of state funds, 

Cuomo said, the commision’s investigators will focus on ethics - behavior usually legal but occasionally 

circumspect. And, he said, commissions already set up to ferret out corruption aleady have full calendars. 

… Faso was joined by four other Capital District legislators to oppose spending $5 million for the 

Califano commission[.]” [Times Union, 4/03/87] 

 

1987: Opposed Auditing The State Legislature 

 

1987: Opposed Auditing The State Legislature. “A seminar on ethics in state government turned into a 

miniature debate Saturday as Democrats and Republicans questioned each others' motives and goals. 

Assemblyman John J. Faso, R- Kinderhook, questioned the independence of fellow panel member Joseph 

A. Spinelli, the state inspector general. … Sol Greenberg, the Democratic Albany County district 

attorney, proposed that the state hire a private accounting firm to conduct an audit of the state Legislature. 

… Faso disagreed with that proposal. ‘Who’s going to conduct such an audit?’ he said. ‘There’s a real 

question of the separation of powers.’ He said he had only $30,000 for his staff and that was not enough 

to waste any.” [Times Union, 10/11/87] 

 

1987: Supported Allowing State Workers To Conduct Political Activities On State Time, Said He 

Did Not “See Any Difficulty With The Fact The Resolution Does Not Specify Just How Long A 

Person Would Be Allowed To Work On Political Duties While On State Time” 

 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A08524&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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1987: Supported Allowing State Workers To Conduct Political Activities On State Time, Said He 

Did Not “See Any Difficulty With The Fact The Resolution Does Not Specify Just How Long A 

Person Would Be Allowed To Work On Political Duties While On State Time.” “Capital District 

state legislators were unanimous in voting for a resolution passed by both the Senate and Assembly 

Thursday that would allow legislative staffers to do political work on state time. … Assemblyman John 

Faso, R-Hudson, said: ‘This is an interim step, and I think it's a needed one.’ Faso said it would be wrong 

for a legislator to hire a staff member to work strictly on campaigns, but he said he did not see any 

difficulty with the fact the resolution does not specify just how long a person would be allowed to work 

on political duties while on state time. ‘Good sense and discretion would prevent that,’ he said.” [Times 

Union, 4/10/87] 

 

Argued That It Would Be “Disingenuous To Restrict Legislative Aides From Performing Any 

Campaign Work.” “Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said: ‘What we're trying to say is, it 

would be wrong to hire someone who would be doing sole political campaign work.’ But, he added, it 

would also be disingenuous to restrict legislative aides from performing any campaign work. He said 

neither the governor nor legislators were taken off the public payroll when they ran for election. ‘The 

jobs people do around here by their nature have something to do with politics, because this is 

government,’ he said.” [Knickerbocker News, 4/10/87] 

 

1987: Called For A 10 Percent Pension Raise  

 

1987: Called For A 10 Percent Pension Raise. “Two Capital District Republican assemblymen are 

calling on Gov. Mario M. Cuomo to show leadership in the push for supplemental pension increases for 

retired teachers, police officers, firefighters, and state workers. At a press conference today, 

Assemblymen John Faso, R-Kinderhook, and Arnold Proskin, R-Colonie, said they would support a 10 

percent increase in pensions recommended by Comptroller Edward Regan.” [Knickerbocker News, 

6/22/87] 

 

1987-2002: Skipped Nearly 1,700 Votes 

 

1987-2002: Skipped 1,696 Votes, Amounting To 6.2 Percent. “John Faso, who is seeking the 

Republican nomination for governor, skipped nearly 1,700 votes during his 16 years in the state 

Legislature, according to tallies obtained by The Post. Between 1987 and 2002, the former Assembly 

minority leader was AWOL for 1,696 votes, or 6.2 percent, records show. And while Faso, on average, 

missed 4 percent of the votes in his last four years in office, current Assembly Minority Leader James 

Tedisco, who also lives near the Capitol, missed just 15 votes - or less than 1 percent - in that span.” [New 

York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

1991: Missed Votes Due To His Wife’s Cancer Treatment. “Spokeswoman Susan Del Percio 

attributed what she termed Faso’s ‘small percentage’ of votes missed to his tending to his wife during 

a significant hospital stay in 1991, when he missed 254 votes, and to sanctioned excuses for 

legislative business throughout the years.” 

 

Faso Could Have Voted While Not Being Present And Lived Only 30 Miles From The Capital. “But 

aides to former Massachusetts Gov. William Weld, also seeking the GOP nod, say Faso’s numbers look 

particularly bad when one considers that his district was just 30 miles south of the Capitol. What makes it 

even worse, they say, is the fact that up until 2005 a lawmaker didn’t even have to be present in the 

chamber to vote. He wold [sic] be registered as voting in the affirmative on all bills if he simply checked 

in with a swipe card before the start of that day’s legislative session.” [New York Post, 5/08/06]  
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HEADLINE: “Faso Missed 1,696 Votes” [New York Post, 5/08/06] 

 

2016: Proposed Requiring Regulations That Would Cost More Than $100 Million To Be Approved 

By An Up-Or-Down Vote In Congress  

 

2016: Proposed Requiring Regulations That Would Cost More Than $100 Million To Be Approved 

By An Up-Or-Down Vote In Congress. “End the Regulatory Madness from Washington[.] Regulatory 

reform is critical to fixing our economic problems. … Require new regulations with an economic impact 

of over $100 million to be approved by an up-or-down vote of Congress. Such a requirement will force 

federal agencies and Congress to truly consider the financial and economic costs of their new rules and 

regulations.” [Faso for Congress website, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1987: Despite Voting Against It And Having The Ability To Not Accept It, Faso Accepted $14,500 

Pay Raise 

 

1987: Despite Voting Against It And Having The Ability To Not Accept It, Faso Accepted $14,500 

Pay Raise. “Ten of the 11 Capital District members of the state Legislature voted against the $14,500 pay 

raise the Legislature approved for itself when it wrapped up its 1987 session Saturday morning. But most 

of them said Monday they will take the money when the raise goes into effect in 1989.Faso said, ‘I don’t 

see any reason why I should not be paid whatever everybody else is being paid ... I don’t see why I should 

be holding myself up for some badge of honor by not accepting it. I’m not going to do that.’” [Times 

Union, 7/14/87] 

 

2011: Did Not Believe That State Assemblymen Should Receive Pensions 

 

2011: Did Not Believe That State Assemblymen Should Receive Pensions. In 2011, when asked if he 

thought that members of New York’s State Assembly should earn pensions, Faso said, “No. … 

Assemblyman Mike Fitzpatrick proposed a bill that says the legislators cannot be in a, the pension 

system, that they have to be in a defined contribution system, and I think that would be very appropriate.” 

[Rockefeller Institute Debate, 7:37-8:05, 3/23/11] 

 

2006: Said He Was Against Pay Raise For State Assembly 

 

2006: Said He Was Against Pay Raise For State Assembly. “GOP gubernatorial hopeful John Faso, a 

former Assembly minority leader, said he was also opposed to a legislative pay raise.” [New York Post, 

8/28/06]  

 

Supported Term Limits After He Left Assembly And Before Running For Congress 

 

Supported Term Limits After He Left Assembly And Before Running For Congress. “Faso: ‘I 

support term limits for legislative leaders of 4 terms or 8 years.’ … Faso: ‘I support term limits for 

legislative leaders and term limits of two terms for statewide elected offices.’” [AP, 9/06/06] 

 

Opposed Members Of Congress Getting Their Health Care Through The VA 

 

Opposed Members Of Congress Getting Their Health Care Through The VA. “I don’t think it’s a 

good idea to put all Members of Congress in the VA health system. I don’t actually think that is going to 

https://johnfaso.com/new-york-future/jobs-and-growth-for-upstate/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
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fix the problem[.] … The fact of the matter is, the VA is meant for veterans and their families.” [League 

of Women Voters Republican Debate, 43:30-43:55, 6/08/16]  

 

2006: Proposed Banning “All Gifts From Lobbyists” 

 

2006: Proposed Banning “All Gifts From Lobbyists.” “Taxpayers should not have to finance 

politicians’ campaigns, which would create even greater protections for incumbents of both parties. 

Instead, we need to strictly enforce current laws governing campaign finance, as well banning all gifts 

from lobbyists.” [Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 10/29/06] 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9vzJ8FQHvQ
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Health Care Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 1998: Voted against expanding children’s health care to include dental, vision, 

mental health, and substance abuse 

 

 2001: Voted against bill that extended CHIP from 2001 to 2002 

 

 Cast the lone “No” vote against expanding prenatal health care 

 

 Opposed health insurance mandate that would have required better mental health 

coverage, argued that health insurance mandates “hurt” New Yorkers 

 

 Voted against doubling state tax on cigarettes to fund expanded health insurance, 

said he had a “very strong disagreement” with the bill 

 

 1998: Voted against bill to hold health insurance companies accountable for 

denying treatment, delaying care, canceling tests, or other decisions that unfairly 

harm policy holders 

 

 1998: Voted against bill that would have protected children from toxic school 

materials 

 

 1997: Supported budget that would “slash health care” 

 

 Said New York should remove health insurance from collective bargaining 

agreements, claimed taxpayers would save “hundreds of millions of dollars … 

without diminishing health coverage for workers” 

 

 Supported stop-loss subsidies as a form of health care reform despite such 

insurance being “risky” and making employers susceptible to bankruptcy 

 

 Supported repealing Obamacare 

 

 Supported creating health courts to remove malpractice cases from the civil 

liability system, drawing criticism from leading New York trial lawyers 
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1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Dental, Vision, Mental Health, 

And Substance Abuse 

 

1998: Voted Against Expanding Children’s Health Care To Include Dental, Vision, Mental Health, 

And Substance Abuse. “Sections 1 through 14 amend various provisions of sections 2510 and 2511 of 

the Public Health Law as it relates to the Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to: expand benefits to 

include dental, vision, speech, hearing, mental health and alcohol and substance abuse services, as well as 

coverage for durable medical equipment and non-prescription drugs; eliminate premium requirements for 

families in households with incomes below 185% of poverty, retroactive to October l, 1997; increase 

income eligibility to include families with household incomes below 300% of the federal poverty level 

effective January 1, 1999 and set premium levels at $50 per child per year ($200 family maximum) for 

families between 200% and 250% of the federal poverty level, and $75 per child per year ($300 family 

maximum) for families between 250% and 300% of the federal poverty level (no cost sharing 

requirements for families below 200% of the federal poverty level)” [A10767A Summary of Specific 

Provisions, 5/18/98] 

 

2001: Voted Against Bill That Extended CHIP From 2001 To 2002 

 

2001: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Extended Child Health Insurance Program, Ensuring 

That Uninsured Children Continued To Receive Health Insurance. “Subdivisions 3, 4, 5 and 6 of 

section 47 of chapter 2 of the laws of 1998, amending the public health law, the social services law and 

the insurance law, relating to expanding the child health insurance  plan, as amended by section 1 of part 

B of chapter 150 of the laws of 2001, are amended to read as follows: 3. section six of this act shall  take  

effect  January 1, 1999; provided, however, that subparagraph (iii) of paragraph (c) of subdivision 9 of 

section 2510 of the public health law, as added by this [article] act, shall expire on [October 31, 2001] 

March 31, 2002; 4. sections two, three, four, seven, eight, nine,  fourteen,  fifteen, sixteen, eighteen, 

eighteen-a, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five and twenty-nine of this act shall take effect January 1, 

1999 and  shall expire on [October 31, 2001] March 31, 2002; 5. section  twelve  of  this  act  shall take 

effect January 1, 1999; provided, however, paragraphs (g) and (h) of subdivision  2  of  section 2511 of 

the public health law, as added by [this] such section, shall expire on [October 31, 2001] March 31, 2002; 

6. [section] sections twenty-four-a, twenty-six and twenty-six-a of this act shall expire on [October 31, 

2001] March 31, 2002; § 2. This act shall take effect immediately.” [S05828, 10/25/01] 

 

NOTE: Strikethrough means the language was deleted, underline means the language was added. 

 

NOTE: This bill also included provisions related to gambling, which Faso had opposed. 

 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care  

 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care. “During his 16 years in the State 

Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans 

supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. 

Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, voted against bills to expand prenatal care; educate 

homeless children; give more generous pensions to government workers; create check-off boxes on state 

tax forms for contributions to diabetes research; and tree planting” The bill passed 148 to 1 and stalled in 

Senate. Faso was the only Assembly member to veto. [AB 4707, 6/22/99; The New York Times, 

10/22/06] 

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=S05828&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A04707&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
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Opposed Health Insurance Mandate That Would Have Required Better Mental Health Coverage, 

Argued That Health Insurance Mandates “Hurt” New Yorkers 

 

Opposed Health Insurance Mandate That Would Have Required Better Mental Health Coverage, 

Argued That Health Insurance Mandates “Hurt” New Yorkers. “Do you support Timothy’s Law? 

(The bill would require health insurers to provide mental health coverage on a par with physical health 

coverage.) Faso: ‘I support coverage for mentally ill, but there needs to be appropriate safeguards to 

protect small business from constant increases in health care costs. Health insurance mandates hurt New 

Yorkers by driving up costs and making health care less affordable for everyone.” [Associated Press, 

10/12/06] 

 

Timothy’s Law Mandates That Insurance Providers Covering Any Health Care Services Must 

Also Provide Coverage For Mental Health And Substance Abuse Services. “In an effort to 

eliminate this discrimination, Timothy’s Law goes beyond the Federal Mental Health Act, enacted in 

1996 and renewed again in 2002, to completely eliminate discriminatory and unequal insurance 

coverage for mental health and substance abuse services by insurance companies. Timothy’s Law 

mandates that insurance providers covering any health care services must also provide coverage for 

mental health and substance abuse services, and that coverage and cost must be ‘on par’ with all other 

health care services covered under such policy.” [Timothyslaw.org, accessed 8/17/16] 

 

Voted Against Doubling State Tax On Cigarettes To Fund Expanded Health Insurance, Said He 

Had A “Very Strong Disagreement” With The Bill   

 

Voted Against Increasing State Tax On Cigarettes, Expanding Health Insurance. “Bleary-eyed state 

Assembly members approved the Health Care Reform Act 2000 … the chamber’s minority leader warned 

his colleagues that they should get used to seeing it because he predicted the issue would be back for 

retooling. Assemblyman John Faso, R-Columbia County, unsuccessfully urged lawmakers to take a 

month to hold hearings on the bill and to get outside analysts to consider its effects before voting on it. 

‘This is decision-making in Albany at its worst,’ he said. … The legislation would nearly double the 

state’s tax on cigarettes and make as many as 1 million more New Yorkers eligible for state-subsidized 

health insurance. It would also continue New York’s one-of-a-kind subsidy system to fund cash-shy 

aspects of the health care industry such as teaching hospitals and the care of indigent people.” The bill 

passed 98-37 and was signed by Governor Pataki in December 1999. [AB9093, 12/22/99; Poughkeepsie 

Journal, 12/23/99] 

 

Faso: “I Have A Very Strong Disagreement” With The Bill. “Last week, the governor and the 

Legislature announced an agreement to subsidize health insurance for as many as half a million low- 

and moderate-income people who do not qualify for Medicaid, the insurance program for the poor. 

The plan will be financed with most of the money New York will receive from the national settlement 

with tobacco companies, about $400 million a year for 25 years, but even that is not nearly enough to 

pay for the total cost of such an ambitious new program. So in addition, state lawmakers will raise the 

cigarette tax by 55 cents a pack, to $1.11, highest in the nation, generating an additional $500 million 

a year to subsidize the insurance premiums. … Still, even in New York, some conservatives found the 

deal hard to stomach. The governor’s staunchest supporter in the Legislature, Assemblyman John J. 

Faso, the Republican minority leader, said, ‘I have a very strong disagreement with him’ on both the 

health care program and the higher tax.” [New York Times, 12/26/99] 

 

http://www.timothyslaw.org/whatis.htm
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09093&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
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1998: Voted Against Bill To Hold Health Insurance Companies Accountable For Denying 

Treatment, Delaying Care, Canceling Tests, Or Other Decisions That Unfairly Harm Policy 

Holders 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Hold Health Insurance Companies Accountable For Denying 

Treatment, Delaying Care, Canceling Tests, Or Other Decisions That Unfairly Harm Policy 

Holders. In 1998, Faso voted against a bill that sought to hold health care companies accountable for 

denying treatment, delaying care, or other decisions that unfairly harm policy holders and the damages 

resulting from wrongful denials or other decisions. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, 

“PURPOSE: To hold health care organizations (such as HMOs) legally liable for the consequences of 

their decisions with regard to the amount of health care provided or denied. It also prohibits health care 

organizations (HCOs) from retaliating against health care providers that criticize HCOs about providing 

inadequate medical care or providing incentives that encourage the provider to delay, fail or refuse to 

provide adequate care. SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS: … Section 2. Adds §11-107 of the General 

Obligations Law to make health care organizations (HCOs) responsible for the decisions they make in the 

provision or denial of care to their subscribers. An HCO, such as an HMO or sponsor of a managed care 

product, is any entity that approves, arranges for, or pays for health care services. The HCO would be 

responsible for damages to a patient resulting from a wrongful denial of care or payment for care that it 

was contractually or legally obligated to provide or cover. An HCO could not require a health care 

provider to hold it harmless or indemnify the HCO for its share of liability under this section. … Section 

4. Amends §4410 of the Public Health Law, to state that the liability imposed by this bill shall not be 

circumvented by the HMOs claim that its activities cannot be considered the practice of medicine. Section 

5. Adds §4406 (e) to the Public Health Law, to impose upon an HMO the duty to exercise reasonable care 

when making decisions that affect the diagnosis, care or treatment of an enrollee. The HMO shall also 

exercise reasonable care in selecting and exerting influence or control over its employees, agents or 

representatives who are acting on its behalf with regard to decisions that affect the quality of an enrollee's 

diagnosis, care or treatment. Adds §4406 (f) of the Public Health Law, to prohibit an HCO from: a) 

restricting by contract, a health care provider from filing a complaint or report, or commenting about how 

an HCO is not providing quality or accessible medical care; b) terminating or failing to renew a provider's 

contract in retaliation for criticizing an HCOs provision of inadequate medical care; c) providing 

incentives to a health care provider to encourage the provider to delay, fail or refuse to provide adequate 

care. Section 6. Adds §4805 to the Insurance Law, to impose on an insurer that operates a managed care 

plan, the duty to exercise reasonable care when making decisions that affect the diagnosis, care or 

treatment of an enrollee. The insurer shall also exercise reasonable care in selecting and exerting influence 

or control over its employees, agents or representatives who are acting on its behalf with regard to 

decisions that affect the quality of a subscriber's diagnosis, care or treatment.” On January 26th, 1998, 

Faso voted “no” on the bill. [A1816, 1/26/98] 

 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Protected Children From Toxic School Materials 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Protected Children From Toxic School Materials. In 

1998, Faso voted against a bill that would have required New York’s Commissioner of Education to 

require schools use non-toxic materials. The bill would have required “the commissioner of education to 

promulgate standards for the procurement and use of environmentally preferred commodities and services 

for schools and boards of cooperative educational services; directs the commissioner of general services 

to maintain guidelines for such commodities; provides that these provisions shall be applicable to all 

school districts and boards of cooperative educational services.” On June 18th, 1998, Faso voted “no” on 

the bill. [A8609, 6/18/98] 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1997: Supported Budget That Would “Slash Health Care” 

 

1997: Supported Budget That Would “Slash Health Care.” “Emphasizing property tax cuts and school 

aid as the highlights of his proposed 1997-1998 budget, Gov. George Pataki unveiled a $66.1 billion plan 

yesterday that also would slash health care[.] … ‘This budget is a continuation of a promise to cut taxes 

and restrain spending,’ said Assemb. John Faso (R-Kinderhook), who had headed Pataki’s budget staff 

during his transition into office in 1994.” [Newsday, 1/15/97] 

 

Said New York Should Remove Health Insurance From Collective Bargaining Agreements, 

Claimed Taxpayers Would Save “Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars … Without Diminishing Health 

Coverage For Workers” 

 

Said That New York Should Remove Health Insurance From Collective Bargaining Agreements, 

And That Taxpayers Would Save “Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars…Without Diminishing Health 

Coverage For Workers.” “If Albany acted to remove health insurance from collective bargaining and 

put all local government and school district employees into NYSHIP, taxpayers would save hundreds of 

millions of dollars statewide - without diminishing health coverage for workers. Pensions are not subject 

to collective bargaining, since it’s much more practical to deal with these on a statewide basis, and health 

insurance should be the same.” [Newsday, Faso Op-Ed, 3/25/11] 

 

Supported Stop-Loss Subsidies As A Form Of Health Care Reform Despite Such Insurance Being 

“Risky” And Making Employers Susceptible To Bankruptcy 

 

Supported Stop-Loss Subsidies As A Form Of Health Care Reform. “There are other approaches to 

get at affordability and access. Government could facilitate what’s known as stop-loss coverage -- 

essentially a reinsurance model which covers extraordinary costs for those with pre-existing conditions or 

serious medical ailments. These stop-loss subsidies provide targeted premium relief to consumers in a 

convenient fashion, yet assure that government funds are applied to reduce premiums for those who 

otherwise couldn’t afford or qualify for insurance.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 8/31/09] 

 

Stop-Loss Insurance Can Be Risky, Could Expose Employers To Lawsuits And Bankrupt The 

Company. “Some employers want to provide their employees with health insurance without having to 

pay for an expensive group insurance plan. One way to do this is by self-insuring. Typically, this 

means that the employer establishes a fund that it uses to pay the medical expenses of its workers and 

their families. Or, the employer pays the medical expenses as they arise out of current cash flow. This 

can be a cost-effective alternative to traditional insurance, but it can also be risky. If an unexpectedly 

large number of employees get seriously ill, their medical bills could wipe out the entire medical fund 

or require payments beyond the employer's ability to pay. If medical bills are unpaid, the employer 

will be exposed to lawsuits from other employees with unpaid medical bills of their own. In some 

cases, this could bankrupt a company.” [American Institute of CPAs, accessed 7/21/16] 

 

Supported Repealing Obamacare 

 

Supported Repealing Obamacare. “As Obamacare’s broken promises pile up, it’s no wonder so few 

Americans report directly benefitting from the law. We must repeal Obamacare and unite behind 

healthcare reforms that actually work.” [John Faso Facebook, 2/29/16]  

 

http://www.newsday.com/opinion/oped/collective-woes-from-bargaining-1.2782493
http://www.360financialliteracy.org/Topics/Insurance/Health-Care-and-Health-Insurance/What-is-stop-loss-insurance
https://www.facebook.com/johnfasony/posts/735213556578675
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Supported Creating Health Courts To Remove Malpractice Cases From The Civil Liability System, 

Drawing Criticism From Leading New York Trial Lawyers 

 

2006: Supported Creating Health Courts To Remove Malpractice Cases From The Civil Liability 

System. “We need to establish health courts to remove malpractice cases from the civil liability system; 

reform the insurance laws to allow New Yorkers to take advantage of tax-advantaged health savings 

accounts.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political Awareness Test, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

President, New York State Trial Lawyers Association: Faso’s Call For Civil Justice Reform Made 

“Our Health Care System More Dangerous.” “John Faso makes a number of provocative points in his 

commentary, ‘Health reform begins here,’ Aug. 31. However, he does not discuss the overlooked issue of 

patient safety… Faso’s suggestion that the civil justice system needs reform risks making our health care 

system more dangerous. A strong civil justice system protects patients from malpractice and encourages 

doctors and other providers to do everything they can to avoid preventable errors… The real problem is 

not too few doctors -- it’s too many medical errors and not enough emphasis on patient safety. Richard 

Binko President New York State Trial Lawyers Association.” [Times Union, Richard Binko Letter, 

9/09/09] 

 

Supported Caps On Permanent Partial Disability Benefits 

 

Supported Caps On Permanent Partial Disability Benefits. “Spitzer would increase workers’ 

compensation benefits to the most seriously injured workers but seek to reduce premiums for employers 

at the same time by reforming permanent partial disability payments. ‘All ideas, including caps on 

benefits for all but the most serious injuries, must be on the table as we bring our program into line with 

other states,’ he said in a position paper. Faso advocates caps. ‘All he [Spitzer] will say is caps are on the 

table,’ Faso said. ‘I’m straightforward. We have to put a cap on permanent partial disability.’” [Buffalo 

News, 10/10/06] 

 

Proposed The State And Federal Government Pay For Community Health Centers, Physicians, 

And Nurse Practitioners 

 

Proposed The State And Federal Government Pay For Community Health Centers And Physicians 

And Nurse Practitioners. “We have to focus on the 15 percent of the people who don’t have insurance 

or didn’t have insurance. We should preserve employer-provided exclusions from income from employer-

provided health insurance. We need to expand community health centers for people that are poor, that are 

indigent, that can’t afford insurance. And we also need to increase the supply of physicians, nurse 

practitioners, and physicians assistants.” When the interviewer asked who would pay for such proposals, 

Faso said, “That’s going to be a state level and a federal level thing. The medical issue is often paid 

through the Medicare system. And you know New York State, this is one of the reasons why I’m a good 

fit to go to Washington because I understand the bi-play between New York State and Washington.” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 24:04, 6/16/16]  

 

Supported Health Savings Accounts 

 

Supported Health Savings Accounts. “Faso, on the other hand, supports the repeal of the ACA, he said. 

‘The federal healthcare overhaul has raised premiums, reduced employment and adversely affected the 

doctor-patient relationship,’ he wrote. ‘If elected to Congress, I will support efforts to replace the ACA 

with a system that emphasizes patient choice and advocate for greater access to community health centers 

http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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to serve the indigent and uninsured. I would also allow every family to have access to a health savings 

account so that routine expenses can be paid with pre-tax dollars.’” [The Daily Star, 6/26/16] 

 

Voted In Favor Of $4.5 Billion Plan To Raise Revenue To Pay For Health Care 

 

Voted In Favor Of $4.5 Billion Plan To Raise Revenue To Pay For Health Care. “He stresses that he 

was the leader of Pataki’s budget transition team. He helped Pataki come up with the strategy of tax and 

spending cuts needed to fix an inherited $5 billion budget deficit. Yet, he voted in favor of this year’s $4.5 

billion plan to raise revenue over three years to provide $1.8 billion in guaranteed health care financing. 

The deal was put together in private among the governor, leaders of a union representing hospital workers 

and majority leaders of the Legislature. After the legislation was hastily printed -- and with little time to 

review the package -- Faso supported the plan. ‘It was a close call for me,’ he says, recalling that he 

opposed a December 1999 health financing package that preceded the new program. ‘I was concerned 

about the high burden on property taxpayers and concerned about expenses coming out of local budgets.’ 

He said he went along with the bill in January because of the extraordinary economic hit suffered by New 

York from the Sept. 11 attacks.” [Times Union, 5/27/02] 

 

Opposed Universal Health Care 

 

Opposed Universal Health Care. “Should the state pay for universal health care to all? Faso: ‘No, but 

the state has a responsibility to help make health care more affordable. I have proposed removing the 

statutory rules that restrict the availability of health savings accounts in New York state. We also need 

liability reforms to lessen the practice of defensive medicine.’” [AP, 10/18/06] 

 

Proposed Medicaid Reform That Would Shift Costs From Localities To The State 

 

Proposed Medicaid Reform That Would Shift Costs From Localities To The State. “Republican 

Congressional candidate John Faso has unveiled his plan to make a dent in local property taxes. Twenty-

six percent of Columbia County’s taxes go to support Medicaid -- that’s $10.8 million out of a $41.2 

million tax levy. And 41 percent of Greene County’s taxes go to Medicaid, $9.5 million out of the $23.2 

million Greene levies. It’s this way all around the state, with Medicaid siphoning off 54 percent of 

Rensselaer County’s levy, and 91 percent of Otsego County’s. Faso, a candidate for the congressional seat 

now held by U.S. Rep. Chris Gibson, R/C/I-19, said, if elected, he would push for a federal bill that would 

make the states pay these costs, instead of the localities. Faso’s opponent in the June 28 Republican 

primary, Andrew Heaney, called the idea ‘a multimillion dollar bailout for New York City.’” [The Daily 

Mail, 4/14/16] 

 

Proposed Eliminating County Share Of Medicaid Funding. “We could cut county property taxes in 

this district an average of 42 percent is we eliminated the local share of Medicaid, and that’s what 

virtually every other state does.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 5:00-5:10, 6/11/16] 

 

The Daily Mail: Costs Could Be Shifted By Increasing Income, Sales, And Business Taxes. “You 

live in Greene or Columbia county. You have a decent job and make a decent living. You own your 

own home. You pay $2,400 a year in property taxes. It’s not a huge bill, compared to other places, but 

it takes a bite out of your budget. Republican congressional candidate John Faso has an answer to 

make the bite a little less painful. Faso introduced a plan on Wednesday to make a dent in property 

taxes by phasing in a shift of Medicaid costs from the taxpayer to the state. … Faso’s proposed federal 

amendment would eliminate a state’s ability to impose a local government share of Medicaid costs. 

New York localities pay more Medicaid costs, $7.5 billion in 2013-14, than local governments in the 

http://www.thedailystar.com/news/local_news/ny--candidates-weigh-in-on-issues/article_ec3bb8e7-815c-579f-8503-2e1287fcda32.html
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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other 49 states combined. There is no doubt that some will see Faso’s proposal as just one more 

attempt by a politician to rob Peter to pay Paul. On the other hand, property taxes are burying New 

Yorkers, who shoulder the highest burden in the nation in support of Medicaid. There is also the dire 

possibility that the lost revenue will have to be made up by raising income, sales and business taxes. 

Faso will have to answer this question.” [Editorial, The Daily Mail, 4/15/16] 

 

Touted His Involvement With Bill That Expanded Health Insurance For Autistic Children 

 

Touted His Involvement With Bill That Expanded Health Insurance For Autistic Children. In a 

2016 letter that Faso sent to republican primary opponent Andrew Heaney, Faso wrote, “I said that I was 

proud to have represented Autism Speaks in successfully advocating for a law that expanded health 

insurance coverage for children with autism. As a result of my efforts with Autism Speaks, 50,000 autistic 

children each year since 2012 have gained access to critical health services. Yes, I am proud of my work 

on behalf of children with autism, and I find it despicable that you’d criticize my work for the families of 

Autism Speaks in a cheap attempt to score political points.” [John Faso Letter to Andrew Heaney, 

2/08/16] 

 

  

https://www.scribd.com/document/298702365/heaney-letter-2-8-16#fullscreen&from_embed
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Housing Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 2001-02: Twice voted against bills that sought to address the sub-prime lending to 

underqualified consumers, which was one of the factors contributing to the 

financial crisis 

 

 1997: Opposed rent controls 

 

 Said housing and segregation were “less important” when it comes to poverty 

 
 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Addressed Abuses In The Sub-Prime 

Lending Market, Protected Consumers From Predatory Lenders, Closed Loopholes For Lenders, 

And Provided Additional Disclosures For Consumers 

 

2001-02: Twice Voted Against Bills That Would Have Protected Consumers From Abuses In The 

Sub-Prime Lending Market. “An act to amend the banking law, in relation to high-cost home loans; to 

amend the general business law, in relation to the responsibilities of home improvement contractors; and 

to amend the real property actions and proceedings law, in relation to notice to the mortgagor or owner in 

a foreclosure action and the foreclosure of high-cost home loans[.] … The intent of this bill is to protect 

consumers against abuses in the sub-prime lending market.” [A07828, 7/17/01; A11856, 6/25/02] 

 

Bill Sought To Address Abuses In The Sub-Prime Lending Market, Protect Consumers From 

Predatory Lenders, Close Loopholes For Lenders, And Provide Additional Disclosures For 

Consumers. “New York State has recently witnessed a proliferation of financial institutions offering 

high-interest rate home equity loans to individuals who, for various reasons, are unable to secure loans 

at prime market rates. This practice, referred to as sub-prime lending, refers to credit extended to 

borrowers with higher probable default risk than traditional bank customers. However, a growing 

number of consumer complaints and recent litigation involving sub-prime lenders have raised 

concerns about the existence of predatory lending practices in the sub-prime market. While many sub-

prime lenders provide a viable option for individuals who are unable to secure loans in the prime 

market, recent allegations suggest that certain sub-prime lenders may be unscrupulously targeting 

senior citizens and persons living in minority communities who have substantial equity in their homes. 

… It is believed that recently enacted State regulations provide too many loopholes for lenders who 

are in fact engaging in predatory lending. As a result, this legislation attempts to close many of the 

loopholes by prohibiting practices frequently used by predatory lenders.  This legislation also provides 

additional disclosures to consumers, counseling when applying for a high-cost home loan, and 

affirmative defenses in the case of foreclosure.” [A07828 Bill Justification, 7/17/01; A11856 Bill 

Justification, 6/25/02] 

 

1997: Opposed Rent Controls 

 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A07828A&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_video=&bn=A11856&term=2001&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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1997: Opposed Rent Controls. “The Legislature approved a set of laws tonight to keep the system of 

rent regulation in place for six years while allowing landlords much larger increases for vacant 

apartments, ending the Capitol’s most wrenching struggle in years. … Assemblyman John Faso, a 

Republican from Kinderhook, said, ‘The government should not set prices of commodities, whether it is 

bread or widgets or housing.’” [New York Times, 6/20/97] 

 

Said Housing And Segregation Were “Less Important” When It Comes To Poverty 

 

Said Housing And Segregation Were “Less Important” When It Comes To Poverty. In 2015, when 

asked about what he would do to address poverty becoming increasingly segregated and affecting 

minority communities, Faso said, “Poverty. A lot of this has to do with family breakdown.” When the 

interviewer pressed him on housing and segregation, Faso said, “I think that that’s actually a lot less 

important in terms of the overall thing. I think because, the keys are: A mother and father at home who 

nurture children and instill discipline and pride and responsibility, and often times these kids who are 

growing up poor don’t have that.” [John Faso on WCNY Radio, 31:55, 9/18/15] 

 

 

  

http://www.wcny.org/sept-18-2015-ashley-hupfl-ken-lovett-toby-shelley-john-faso-university-at-buffalo/
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Immigration and Border Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Supported Trump’s proposal to build a wall between the United States and Mexico 

 

 FLIP FLOP: Despite pledging to stand against any anti-immigrant measures and 

supporting a path to citizenship in 2006, in 2016 Faso opposed amnesty for illegal 

immigrants and thought granting citizenship was “the wrong way to go” 

 

 Opposed giving undocumented immigrants drivers licenses because they would be 

used for terrorist attacks 

 

 2006: Conservative party ran ads calling for people to vote for Faso so English 

would be the official language of New York, no evidence he denounced mailers 

 
 

Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico 

 

2016: Supported Trump’s Proposal To Build A Wall Between The United States And Mexico. In 

June 2016, when asked if he would support or oppose Donald Trump’s positions in Congress, Faso said, 

“I think the key here Andrew is that any president, when they’re elected, the difference between 

campaigning and when they’re elected, you have to put proposals into legislative language. And yes, I 

believe we have to have much more in the way of border security. That will include building more 

structural barrier, the wall.” When the interviewer confirmed with Faso that he would indeed support 

Trump’s proposal to build a wall, Faso said, “Certainly; in the places where you can geographically build 

it. Not every place can you build by the topography and the land a wall.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 

5:12-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

2006: Described A Wall With Mexico As Symbolic. “‘The federal government has to have a policy 

whereby we can legitimize the status of people who are here and willing to go through the process,’ 

Faso said told The Associated Press this week. ‘At the same time, we need to make sure our borders 

are secure. Also, the federal government needs to create a process where people who want to come 

and work can do so. I don’t subscribe to the notion that immigrants are taking jobs from Americans.’ 

As for building a wall on the border with Mexico, ‘my sense is it’s one of those things you wish was 

not necessary, the symbolism of that.’” [AP, 11/02/06] 

 

FLIP FLOP: Despite Pledging To Stand Against “Any Anti-Immigrant Measures” And Supporting 

A Path To Citizenship In 2006, In 2016 Faso Opposed Amnesty For Illegal Immigrants And 

Thought Granting Citizenship Was “The Wrong Way To Go” 

 

2016: Opposed Amnesty For Illegal Immigrants, Thought Granting Citizenship Was “The Wrong 

Way To Go.” “The key here is to have an overall fix on the immigration problem we have, and that 

includes more security, it includes no amnesty. My view, the people on the left want to have citizenship 

for undocumented illegal immigrants who are in the country now, I think that’s the wrong way to go. We 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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should have a situation where if those people pay a fine, pay taxes, and have no criminal record, their 

status could be normalized in the country as part of an ongoing immigration reform, but not citizenship.” 

[Fios1 News Republican Debate, 7:12-7:53, 6/11/16] 

 

Faso: It Would Be A “Mistake” To “Allow People A Pathway To Citizenship.” “I think it’s a 

mistake, however, to suggest that we should allow people a pathway to citizenship if they’ve come 

here illegally. I think normalizing their status is one thing, I don’t think politically the American 

people will agree to citizenship.” [Oneonta Public Forum, 40:10-40:42, 5/03/16] 

 

2006: Pledged To Stand Against “Any Anti-Immigrant Measures,” Supported A Path To 

Citizenship And A Guest Worker Program. “Assemblyman John Faso, who is also seeking the GOP 

nomination for governor, addressed the gathering a few minutes after Weld but devoted most his time to 

education and taxes, touting his support for, among other things, charter schools and school choice. Only 

near the end of his remarks did he pledge to stand against ‘any anti-immigrant measures that you see may 

come out of Washington or elsewhere.’ Faso, when questioned by a reporter afterward, said he would 

likely support a guest worker program, depending on how it was implemented. He called for tighter 

border security. ‘For those that are working, raising children here, we need to find a way to allow those 

people to achieve a path to citizenship and, in the alternative, allow them to work here legitimately,’ Faso 

said. ‘Because they’re performing services that are needed in the economy.’” [The Journal News, 4/23/06] 

 

Opposed Criminalizing Illegal Immigrants Already In The Country. “Faso said U.S. borders must 

be secure, but to ‘criminalize someone already in the country illegally would be ill-considered’ if the 

laws can’t be enforced. Immigrants who are working, paying taxes and raising families should have a 

path to legalization, Faso said, unless they commit crimes.” [Daily News, 4/23/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Backs Immigrant Legalization” [Newsday, 4/24/06] 

 

Opposed Giving Illegal Immigrants Drivers Licenses Because They Would Be Used For Terrorist 

Attacks  

 

Opposed Giving Illegal Immigrants Drivers Licenses Because They Would Be Used For Terrorist 

Attacks. “Should illegal immigrants be permitted to get driver’s licenses? The candidates who would be 

governor sharply disagree: … Republican John Faso warned that licenses should never again be the tools 

of terrorists. … ‘Eliot Spitzer wants to license illegal immigrants in New York, even though top security 

officials and the 9/11 Commission say that’s crazy,’ Faso said Monday. ‘Eliot Spitzer needs to explain 

why he is willing to put New Yorkers at added risk of terrorist attack by giving official, government-

issued ID cards to people we don’t know anything about. I find his position totally irresponsible in a post-

9/11 world.’” [AP, 10/30/06] 

 

2006: Conservative Party Ran Ads Calling For People To Vote For Faso So English Would Be The 

Official Language Of New York, No Evidence He Denounced Mailers 

 

2006: Conservative Party Ran Ads Calling For People To Vote For Faso So English Would Be The 

Official Language Of New York. “‘Do you think English should be the official language of New York 

and the nation? Vote that way. Send a message. Vote on the Conservative Party line. John Faso for 

governor.’ That current television campaign ad from the state Conservative Party is a rare mention of 

immigration in the race for New York’s next governor. … As for the Conservative Party’s ad, Faso 

spokeswoman Susan Del Percio said Faso hasn’t taken a position on the English-language issue and 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L70H1otKgTc
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didn’t know about the ad by the minor party. Faso had sought the Conservative endorsement, which has 

been critical for Republicans running statewide.” [AP, 11/02/06] 

 

Said Civilian Police Should Not Take On Immigration Duties 

 

Said Civilian Police Should Not Take On Immigration Duties. “Should civilian police take on 

immigration duties? FASO: No. Police departments already have an important obligation and serve a vital 

role in maintaining order and protecting our citizens. I also fear that if this were the case there would be 

more of a reluctance on the part of illegal immigrants to report crimes.” [Associated Press, 10/07/06] 

 

Said That The Federal Government Should Withhold Money From Sanctuary Cities 

 

Said That The Federal Government Should Withhold Money From Sanctuary Cities. “FASO: 

Sanctuary cities. Absolutely, I think it’s an outrage that they are deliberately flaunting federal immigration 

law and I think that I would certainly support efforts to withdraw federal funding in that in those 

instances.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 1:05:50, 2/21/16]  

 

Said That Those Coming To New York To Replace New Yorkers Who “Fled The State” Are “Often 

Immigrants” And Earn Less, “Making [New York’s] Economic Situation Worse” 

 

Said That Those Coming To New York To Replace New Yorkers Who “Fled The State” Are “Often 

Immigrants” And Earn Less “Making [New York’s] Economic Situation Worse.” “Just-released 

Census Bureau data show that, despite a small gain in population overall, New York has lagged the rest of 

the nation in growth. More than 1.5 million New Yorkers have fled the state in the past decade. Those 

who replaced them - often immigrants - earn about 20 percent less than those who left, making our 

economic situation worse.” [Newsday, Faso Op-Ed, 3/25/11] 

 

Opposed Police Stopping Immigrants And Asking For Their Papers 

 

Opposed Police Stopping Immigrants And Asking For Their Papers. “On using local police to 

enforce immigration laws: Faso: ‘You don’t want local police stopping people and asking for papers.’” 

[AP, 11/02/06] 

 

Thought Local Communities Shouldn’t Control Housing Or Business Options For Illegal 

Immigrants 

 

Thought Local Communities Shouldn’t Control Housing Or Business Options For Illegal 

Immigrants. “On the attempts by some communities nationwide to control housing or business options 

for illegal immigrants: Faso: ‘That’s probably beyond where localities should go.’” [AP, 11/02/06] 

 

2016: Would Favor Comprehensive Immigration Reform  

 

2016: Would Favor Comprehensive Immigration Reform. “I would favor, if I thought politically we 

could have a comprehensive fix to immigration, I think that’s fine. But, the practical matter is, we should 

try to seek incremental reforms, like the fixing of the H2A and the H2B administrative problems.” 

[Oneonta Public Forum, 39:30-39:55, 5/03/16]  

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=1h5m50s
http://www.newsday.com/opinion/oped/collective-woes-from-bargaining-1.2782493
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L70H1otKgTc
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Labor and Working Family Issues  
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Consistently opposed efforts to increase the minimum wage, cast 7 votes against such 

legislation 

 

 1995: Authored budget that was projected to eliminate 11,400 state jobs in order to 

pay for tax cuts 

 

 1997: Voted against bill to protect employees from the health risks of breathing toxic 

air in the workplace by requiring adequate ventilation systems and providing for 

avenues of recourse for affected employees 

 

 Despite claiming to have protected New York’s pension system, Faso consistently 

proposed eliminating pensions 

 

 Despite his rhetoric against pensions and the amount that New York pays in pension 

costs, Faso voted for two of the most expensive pension enhancements that added 

billions to New York pension costs 

 

 Did not believe that public employees had the right to strike, would have fired striking 

transit workers in 2005 

 

 1996: Co-authored bill that would repeal court decision that made workplaces safer 

for employees 

 

 Decried law that held employers accountable for employees being injured on the job 

 

 Proposed removing health insurance from collective bargaining agreements, claimed 

taxpayers would save “hundreds of millions of dollars …without diminishing health 

coverage for workers” 

 
 

Consistently Opposed Efforts To Increase The Minimum Wage, Cast 7 Votes Against Such 

Legislation 

 

1995-2000: Cast 7 Votes Against Raising The Minimum Wage. From 1995 to 2000, Faso cast 7 votes 

against increasing the minimum wage. [New York State Assembly, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

Bill # Title Date 

Vote Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso 

Vote 
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A05804B 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1995 6/28/1995 88/53 NAY 

A05804C 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1996 4/15/1996 76/69 NAY 

A05804C 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05 on and after 

September 1, 1996 4/15/1996 96/48 NAY 

A07892 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to $5.15 per 

hour on and after September 1, 1997 7/15/1997 133/11 NAY 

A07892A 

Increases the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to $5.15 per 

hour on and after September 1, 1998 3/2/1998 136/10 NAY 

A10080 

Raises state minimum wage from $5.15 to $6.75 on and after 

1/1/2001; provides for increases on or before 1/1/2002 and 

annually thereafter based on state average wage 6/7/2000 120/24 NAY 

 

2000: Opposed Increasing The Minimum Wage To $6.75. “The state Assembly on Wednesday passed 

legislation that would raise New York’s hourly minimum wage by $1.60 starting January 2001. The 

measure, approved 120-24 by the Democrat-dominated Assembly, would increase the minimum wage 

from $5.15 to $6.75 beginning Jan. 1, 2001. … Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, who voted against 

the measure, said increasing the minimum wage to that level will just ‘drive people out of employment. 

Small businesses employers won’t be able to employ low-wage people who need it,’ the Columbia 

County Republican said. ‘I question if it makes sense econometrically.’” [AP, 6/07/00]  

 

2016: Claimed A $15 Minimum Wage Would Kill Small Businesses. “Cuomo’s $15 minimum wage is 

going to kill small businesses.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 4:11]  

 

2012: Argued Against The Minimum Wage By Claiming That Tax Credits Allow Families To 

Keep More Of Their Pay. “Minimum Wage Polls show that New Yorkers, when asked about raising 

the minimum wage, are strongly in favor …While the idea may be popular, is it really a good idea? … 

The discussion on raising the minimum wage rarely considers the fact that most heads of households 

with children are eligible for federal and state earned income tax credits, which greatly increase their 

take-home pay. It is doubtful that most New Yorkers responding to polls are even aware of the 

beneficial impact of these tax credits upon low-wage workers. The state tax credits alone cost our 

taxpayers almost $1 billion per year. The federal tax credits cost taxpayers an additional $3.5 billion. 

It all goes to boost incomes of low-wage families in New York.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 

12/17/12]  

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Eliminate 11,400 State Jobs To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Eliminate 11,400 State Jobs. “Taking the first step 

toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 

billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the 

board. … Mr. Pataki said he would close the $5 billion shortfall, $1 billion of which would stem from the 

tax cuts, in three steps. … Second, he would cut spending by state agencies by $2.5 billion, eliminating or 

consolidating programs and reducing the work force by 11,400, a 5 percent cut. … To reduce the work 

force by 11,400, Mr. Pataki said he hoped that up to 6,000 positions could be eliminated through attrition. 

Most of the remaining jobs could be cut through buyouts, he said. But he held out the possibility that he 

would have to lay off up to 6,900 workers if the buyout program was not approved by the Legislature or 

by unions, which would finance the program through contract givebacks.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=4m11s
http://www.timesunion.com/opinion/article/Economics-of-minimum-wage-4125676.php
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1997: Voted Against Bill To Protect Employees From The Health Risks Of Breathing Toxic Air In 

The Workplace By Requiring Adequate Ventilation Systems And Providing For Avenues Of 

Recourse For Affected Employees 

 

1997: Voted Against Bill To Protect Employees From The Health Risks Of Breathing Toxic Air In 

The Workplace. “PURPOSE: To protect public health by ensuring that building occupants have an 

adequate supply of fresh air, to provide that the ventilation system of buildings be operated and 

maintained according to design, that activities affecting indoor air quality be coordinated, and persons 

experiencing adverse health effects have some means of having these problems addressed. PROVISIONS: 

Requires that every building owner have in place an indoor, environmental plan, which includes a 

description of the buildings heating ventilation and air conditioning system and documentation of its 

operation and maintenance. Also provides for an inventory of hazardous substances used in the building, 

and that renovation projects include an assessment of the effect on indoor air quality. Requires that 

building owners have in place a system for responding to requests for information and for investigating 

and responding to complaints about indoor air quality problems. Provides for the establishment of an 

indoor ventilation standard which shall take into effect building structure, size, use, age, and occupancy. 

Requires that building owners respond to complaints concerning indoor air quality and that the State 

Health Department if it sees fit, may investigate complaints and make recommendations concerning 

corrective measures. Directs the department of health in consultation with other agencies and professional 

associations to develop model courses in the operation and maintenance of heating ventilation and air 

conditioning systems.” On April 7th, 1997, Faso voted “no” on the bill. [A3673, 4/07/97] 

 

 

Despite Claiming To Have Protected New York’s Pension System, Faso Consistently Proposed 

Eliminating Pensions 

 

2002: Claimed He Had A “Proven Record Of Protecting The Integrity Of Pension Funds.” “‘I want 

people to know that I have experience in the area of the finances of this state,’ Mr. Faso said in an 

interview. ‘I have a proven record with regard to fiscal restraint, which will be very important in the 

difficult times that the state and local governments will be facing. I have a proven record of protecting the 

integrity of pension funds of our state.’” [New York Times, 9/16/02] 

 

2006: Proposed Eliminating Public Pensions In Favor Of 401k’s And Strip Unions Of Negotiating 

Abilities. “Republican candidate for governor John Faso called Tuesday for a state law that he said would 

save taxpayer dollars by replacing traditional public pensions with retirement savings plans for newly 

hired public workers. … The plan would gradually eliminate costly pensions for public employees, an 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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expense increasingly blamed for growing local government and school property taxes. Faso would allow 

the state, school districts and local governments to offer new workers only 401k-type retirement funds, 

with the employee and employer contributing a percentage of wages each pay period. The issue wouldn’t 

be subject to union negotiations.” [AP, 8/01/06] 

 

2006: Times Union: Faso “Lost All Chances” Of Support From Public Employee Unions When 

He “Proposed A Sweeping Reform That Would Replace Traditional Public Pensions With 

401(k)-type Plans.” “Republican John Faso probably wasn’t counting on the support of public 

employee unions in his race for governor this year. But if he was, he has surely lost all chances of 

getting it now that he has proposed a sweeping reform that would replace traditional public pensions 

with 401(k)-type plans for new public workers. … Mr. Faso’s plan would go one step further by 

requiring state and local governments, along with school districts, to provide new workers with only a 

401(k) plan that would be funded with employer and employee contributions.” [Times Union, 

8/14/06] 

 

2006 Video: Proposed Replacing Pensions With 401(k)’s. “I’ve said that we need to create options 

for local governments and school districts to create 401k pension systems for new employees. That 

will create portability for workers and predictability to local governments and taxpayers as to future 

costs.” [2006 Republican Gubernatorial Debate, NY1, 17:00-17:22, 9/26/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso: 401k Plans Should Replace Costly Public Pensions” [AP, 8/01/06] 

 

2008: Said 401(k)’s Should Replace Pensions For New Public Employees. “The Legislature needs to 

enact pension and contract reform. A new Tier 5 pension plan or 401(k) retirement savings plans should 

be offered to new employees. The ‘Triborough’ law that governs how contracts are negotiated needs 

amendment to equalize the bargaining position of school districts and local governments with employee 

unions. Right now, local government and school employees continue to receive raises even when 

contracts expire, providing little incentive to negotiate with employers.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 

7/20/08] 

 

Despite His Rhetoric Against Pensions And The Amount That New York Pays In Pension Costs, 

Faso Voted For Two Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements That Added Billions To New 

York Pension Costs 

 

2006: Voted For “The Two Most Expensive Pension Sweeteners In Recent Memory” That Added 

Billions To New York Pension Costs. “He voted, for instance, for the two most expensive pension 

sweeteners in recent memory, even though he was one of the few lawmakers who usually took a tough 

line on increasing pension benefits. One granted retirees automatic cost-of-living increases tied to the rate 

of inflation. The other allowed most state workers to stop contributing to their pensions after 10 years of 

employment. Together, the two laws have added billions of dollars to the pension costs that are paid for 

by state and local taxpayers. Mr. Faso said that he now regrets supporting the pension enhancements. In 

this campaign for governor, he has called for allowing state and local governments to offer new workers 

401(k)-style savings plans in place of the traditional pensions given to current government workers.” 

[New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

“Faso Supported A Couple Of The Most Expensive Pension Enhancements Of The Last 

Decade.” “As an assemblyman, Mr. Faso supported a couple of the most expensive pension 

enhancements of the last decade. In the interview, he said that he still supported the idea of providing 

automatic annual cost-of-living increases for retirees, because many of the older retirees had seen the 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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purchasing power of their benefits eroded by inflation. But he said he had ‘second thoughts’ about 

another bill he voted for, which allowed many workers to stop contributing to their pension plans after 

10 years. Mr. Faso said the state should consider creating a new tier, or pension system, for new 

employees that would in effect undo that change -- and require the contributions again.” [New York 

Times, 8/23/06] 

 

1996: Co-Authored Bill That Would Repeal Court Decision That Made Workplaces Safer For 

Employees 

 

1996: Co-Authored Bill That Would Have Repealed Dole V. Dow Decision. In 1996, Faso co-authored 

a bill that would have repealed the New York Court of Appeals’ decision to allow third-party suits of 

business owners who were sued by employees. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, 

“SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: … SECTIONS 5-5(I): Prohibits third party liability suits 

against employers under the precedent established by the 1972 Court of Appeals ruling in DOLE V. 

DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY.” [A9302, 3/05/96] 

  

 

Dole V. Dow Allowed Employers To Be Sued By The Makers Of Defective Equipment, Which 

Labor Groups Argued Kept Workplaces Safer. “In the most important case, known as Dole v. 

Dow, the state's highest court, the Court of Appeals, allowed so-called third-party suits against 

employers. Under the decision, a maker of defective equipment who is required to pay damages to an 

injured worker can in turn sue the worker's employer to collect part of those damages. Business 

groups contend that the Dole v. Dow decision has led to expensive and protracted litigation between 

companies. Mr. Pataki said that third-party lawsuits account for about 6 percent, or $300 million, of 

the $5 billion in premiums paid by state businesses each year. In what is likely to be the most hotly 

contested part of his plan, Mr. Pataki calls for repealing the Dole decision. Almost all other states 

prohibit such lawsuits, and Mr. Pataki contends that New York will be hurt in the competition for new 

companies if it does not bar them as well. But union leaders contend that repealing the Dole decision 

would remove an important incentive for employers to keep their workplaces safe.” [New York 

Times, 4/17/96] 

 

Did Not Believe That Public Employees Had The Right To Strike, Would Have Fired Striking 

Transit Workers In 2005 

 

Did Not Believe That Public Employees Had The Right To Strike. In 2011, when asked if public 

employees in New York should have the right to strike, Faso said, “No. … Because it is contrary to the 

public, public safety employees in particular should not have the right to strike. I would argue that you 

could make a case for a right to strike for non-public safety employees, but I would include in that people 

who perform essential services, such as those who might work for the MTA, certainly police and fire, 

etc.” [Rockefeller Institute Debate, 5:29, 3/23/11] 

 

2005: Would Have Fired Striking Transit Workers. “Republican candidates for governor took a page 

from President Reagan’s labor-management playbook and said they would have fired striking transit 

workers in New York City if they were governor. The transit strike that ended Thursday between the 

transit workers union and the state Metropolitan Transportation Authority provided a glimpse of how the 

2006 candidates said they would handle such a crisis. … Republican candidates Patrick Manning and 

John Faso also said they’d issue pink slips, although Faso said he would have allowed workers who 

opposed the union leadership’s decision to return to their jobs. Faso said the MTA should have 

immediately started to seek replacement workers to keep the trains and buses running. He said he would 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://www.nytimes.com/1996/04/17/nyregion/pataki-weighs-alterations-for-workers-insurance.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XW-MDdYMd4
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have considered firing the union leaders who chose to strike, rather than the rank-and-file workers who 

followed.” [AP, 12/22/05] 

 

Decried Law That Held Employers Accountable For Employees Being Injured On The Job 

 

Decried Law That Held Employers Accountable For Employees Being Injured On The Job. “He 

blamed high workers’ compensation costs and the state’s scaffolding law, which holds building owners 

and contractors liable for almost all cases of worker injuries at job sites, for housing shortages.” [New 

York Sun, 8/31/06] 

 

Supported Repealing A Law That Holds Contractors Liable For Job-Related Injuries To Their 

Employees. “For his part, Faso has taken stands on longstanding regulatory debates. In a separate 

interview, he called for repeal of the strict liability clause in sections 240 and 241 of the state’s labor law, 

under which contractors are held liable for job-related injuries regardless of an accident’s cause.” [New 

York Construction, 11/01/06] 

 

Proposed Removing Health Insurance From Collective Bargaining Agreements, Claimed 

Taxpayers Would Save “Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars …Without Diminishing Health Coverage 

For Workers” 

 

Proposed Removing Health Insurance From Collective Bargaining Agreements, Claimed 

Taxpayers Would Save “Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars …Without Diminishing Health Coverage 

For Workers.” “If Albany acted to remove health insurance from collective bargaining and put all local 

government and school district employees into NYSHIP, taxpayers would save hundreds of millions of 

dollars statewide - without diminishing health coverage for workers. Pensions are not subject to collective 

bargaining, since it’s much more practical to deal with these on a statewide basis, and health insurance 

should be the same.” [Newsday, Faso Op-Ed, 3/25/11] 

 

2006: Did Not Support Increasing funding for State Job-Training Programs 

 

2006: Did Not Support Increasing funding for State Job-Training Programs. In 2006, Faso did not 

support increasing “funding for state job-training programs that retrain displaced workers and teach skills 

needed in today’s job market.” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/29/16] 

 

Opposed Wicks Law, Which Required Several Contractors On Public Construction Contracts 

 

Opposed Wicks Law, Which Required Several Contractors On Public Construction Contracts. “He 

would also reform or abolish the Wick’s Law that requires several contractors on public construction and 

the Tri-borough Amendment, which makes it nearly impossible for districts and local governments to 

remove benefits even after a contract expires. Faso has tangible experience as a member of the Buffalo 

Control Board, appointed by Pataki to right that city and school district’s finances. Faso notes provisions 

calling for coverage of cosmetic surgery including face lifts that have continued despite the city’s inability 

to afford them.” [Associated Press, 9/04/06] 

 

Supported Exempting Upstate New York From Contracts With Public Employee Unions 

 

Supported Exempting Upstate New York From Contracts With Public Employee Unions. 
“Candidates were asked where they stand on ‘Unshackle Upstate,’ the slogan of business groups pushing 

for reforms in state government. Would they support legislation to exempt this region from certain state 

http://www.newsday.com/opinion/oped/collective-woes-from-bargaining-1.2782493
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/
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policies -- such as contracts with public employee unions -- that ignore municipalities’ ability to pay? 

‘The answer is absolutely yes,’ replied Faso, a former member of Buffalo’s Fiscal Stability Authority. 

‘The state has made places like Buffalo uncompetitive.’” [Buffalo News, 9/06/06] 

 

Supported Repealing Law That Guaranteed The Term Of A Public Employee Contract Once The 

Contract Expired, Saying That The Law “Silently Picks Taxpayer Pockets” 

 

Supported Repealing Law That Guarantees The Term Of A Public Employee Contract Once The 

Contract Expired, Saying That The Law “Silently Picks Taxpayer Pockets.” “Second, Albany needs 

to repeal the notorious Triborough law, which guarantees that all terms of a public employee contract 

continue upon expiration. This gives unions no incentive to negotiate changes in costly benefits, 

especially in times of economic distress, when such changes are so sorely needed. Unions know they’ll 

continue to receive longevity pay increases and full benefits, even when their contracts expire.” 

[Newsday, Faso Op-Ed, 3/25/11] 

 

Called For An End To The Triborough Law. “Faso, a former Assembly Republican leader from 

Kinderhook, Columbia County, earned applause for calling for eliminating the estate tax and the corporate 

franchise tax on manufacturing. He also called for eliminating the ‘Triborough Amendment,’ a law that 

essentially guarantees annual pay increases to teachers even when union contracts with their districts have 

expired.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 3/29/06] 

 

Triborough Law Allows For Expired Contract Terms To Remain In Effect Until A New Deal Is 

Reached. “Many argue that the law and its accompanying Triborough Amendment – which allows for 

expired contract terms to remain in effect until a new deal is reached – have long given these unions a 

clear edge in negotiations.” [Buffalo News, 10/20/15] 

 

Supported Controlling Local Spending By Relaxing Mandates That Dictated How Officials 

Negotiate Union Contracts 

 

Supported Controlling Local Spending By Relaxing Mandates That Dictated How Officials 

Negotiate Union Contracts. “In keeping with his battle cry for a private-sector style of government, Faso 

- speaking to the same group of mayors - pressed for controls on local spending, particularly through the 

relaxation of state mandates that dictate how local officials negotiate union contracts.” [Newsday, 

6/13/06] 

 

Supported Prohibiting Prevailing Wage Requirements For Projects Under $1 Million 

 

Supported Prohibiting Prevailing Wage Requirements For Projects Under $1 Million. In 2006, Faso 

proposed “exempt[ing] projects under $1 million from prevailing wage requirements.” [Faso for 

Governor, Wayback Machine, snapshotted on 7/11/06] 

 

Described Collective Bargaining Agreements For Agricultural Workers As A “Disaster” 

 

Described Collective Bargaining Agreements For Agricultural Workers As A “Disaster.” In June 

2016, Faso described potential collective bargaining agreements for agricultural workers as a “disaster,” 

saying, “I think one of the things that we shouldn’t do, which is what the Democrats who debated for this 

district say, … have collective bargaining for agricultural workers, which would be a disaster for farms.” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 48:50-49:19, 6/16/16] 

 

http://www.newsday.com/opinion/oped/collective-woes-from-bargaining-1.2782493
http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/buffalo-public-schools/impasse-with-buffalo-teachers-could-result-in-taylor-law-challenge-20151020
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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Allowing Farmworkers To Unionize Would Be A “Disaster.” In June 2016, when asked if he 

supported farmworkers’ efforts to unionize, Faso said, “It would be devastating for many, many 

farmers in the Hudson Valley.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 50:56, 6/16/16] 

 

2011: Said Collective Bargaining In New York Had Gotten “Out Of Control” 

 

2011: Said Collective Bargaining In New York Had Gotten “Out Of Control.” In 2011, during a 

debate, Faso said, “The mayors, along with county executives and other elected officials realized what 

Albany likes to ignore – that collective bargaining has gotten out of control in New York State, and it 

needs reform. Further, they realize that collective bargaining as now practiced in New York unduly tilts 

the negotiating table in favor of employee unions and against the interests of taxpayers.” [Rockefeller 

Institute Debate, 3:45-4:08, 3/23/11] 

 

2011: Supported Wisconsin’s Collective Bargaining Reforms 

 

2011: Supported Wisconsin’s Collective Bargaining Reforms. In 2011, during a debate, Faso said, 

“The issue of limiting or restricting collective bargaining privileges is not confined to Wisconsin. … Here 

in New York, the New York Conference of Mayors – made up largely of Democratic elected officials – 

have embraced Wisconsin-like reforms. The mayors, along with county executives and other elected 

officials, realize what Albany likes to ignore, that collective bargaining has gotten out of control in New 

York State and it needs reform. Further, they realize that collective bargaining as now practiced in New 

York unduly tilts the negotiating table in favor of employee unions and against the interest of taxpayers. 

Like in Wisconsin, collective bargaining as practiced in New York needs reform.” [Rockefeller Institute 

Debate, 3:01-4:20, 3/23/11] 

 

2011: Called For Reforming Health Insurance For State And Local Workers 

 

2011: Called For Reforming Health Insurance For State And Local Workers. In 2011, during a 

debate, Faso said, “What are some of the essential ingredients for reform here in New York? First, health 

insurance. All state and local workers are in the employee retirement system or the teacher’s retirement 

system or the local retirement systems within the City of New York. These are not subject to collective 

bargaining by state law. We should, in my view, remove health insurance as a subject of collective 

bargaining as well. Massive savings could be accrued to these localities all throughout the state if 

everyone was in the NYSHIP program. … Over half of the school employees of New York State and 

many of the local employees of New York State pay nothing for health insurance. It’s any wonder why 

we have escalation in costs for health insurance.” [Rockefeller Institute Debate, 4:30-5:25, 3/23/11] 

 

Opposed 1 Percent Raise For Public Employees And Called For A Cap On Workers Comp 

 

Opposed 1 Percent Raise For Public Employees And Called For A Cap On Workers Comp. “Spitzer 

declined, however, to outline a specific position on two issues dear to the union: to grant public 

employees an automatic 1 percent raise if a government agency is found to have bargained in bad faith 

and to cap the amount of time a worker who is partially disabled on the job can get workers compensation 

benefits. … Faso opposes the 1 percent raise and favors the cap on workers compensation benefits. ‘Some 

of the labor-union bills (the Legislature) enacted are very poor public policy ... and will result in higher 

taxes and more people fleeing New York,’ said the former state assemblyman from Kinderhook, 

Columbia County. He criticized Spitzer for ‘not taking a stand on these egregious bills.’” [Poughkeepsie 

Journal, 6/29/06] 

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3IpA9uvtDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3IpA9uvtDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3IpA9uvtDM
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Sponsored Bill That Would Have Increased Pension Benefits For Columbia County Sheriff’s 

Department Workers 

 

Sponsored Bill That Would Have Increased Pension Benefits For Columbia County Sheriff’s 

Department Workers. “But a close look at Mr. Faso’s record in Albany also suggests that he was not as 

ideologically pure, or reliably conservative, as either his supporters or opponents contend. … And while 

Mr. Faso was often the lone lawmaker opposing pension sweeteners for government workers, he 

sponsored a bill to improve the pensions of some Columbia County Sheriff’s Department workers; Gov. 

George E. Pataki vetoed the bill, saying it was too generous. Mr. Faso said he sponsored the bills at the 

county’s request.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 
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LGBT and Civil Rights Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Opposed same-sex marriage and civil unions 

 

 2006: Would have vetoed same-sex marriage bill as Governor 

 

 Introduced legislation to define marriage, restrict same-sex couples from the 

rights of heterosexual couples 

 

 Supported court ruling against same-sex marriage 

 

 2006: Even some Republicans said “Faso’s record [was] extreme on … civil 

rights” 

 
 

Opposed Same-Sex Marriage And Civil Unions 

 

Opposed Same-Sex Marriage And Civil Unions. “Faso … opposed gay marriage and civil unions, but 

said private-sector employers should be able to offer family benefits to gay couples.” [AP, 2/13/06] 

 

Faso On Video: I’m Against Same-Sex Marriage. In 2006, when asked about his stance on same-

sex marriage, Faso said, “I’m against same-sex marriages. My position on this entire issue is very 

similar in that regard to that of Hillary Clinton’s. She’s against same-sex marriage.” [John Faso on 

Marvin Scott News (Part 3), 1:50-2:20, 6/11/06] 

 

2006: Would Have Vetoed Same-Sex Marriage Bill As Governor. In 2006, when asked what he 

would do as Governor if the state legislature presented him with a bill that would appeal New York’s 

ban on same-sex marriage, Faso said, “I would veto it. … I have a long record of supporting 

nondiscrimination. In fact, when I was in the state legislature, I supported the nondiscrimination bill 

way before most other members of my party did, back in 1993. I also believe however that gay 

marriage is an issue that is contrary to the beliefs of many millions of New Yorkers. And I think it’s a 

testament to Mr. Spitzer’s certainty on all of these types of issues that he says on day one he’s going 

to force gay marriage down the throats of many New Yorkers. … I am open to the concept of civil 

unions but I am not in favor of gay marriage.” [Capital News 9 Gubernatorial Debate, 18:30-19:51, 

9/26/06] 

 

Faso: Same-Sex Marriage Was “Contrary To The Religious Traditions Of Millions Of New 

Yorkers. “Republican candidate John Faso said he is committed to keeping marriage between a man 

and woman. ‘Same sex marriage runs contrary to the religious traditions of millions of New Yorkers 

of all faiths,’ Mr. Faso said.” [New York Sun, 7/07/06] 

 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?194494-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
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Introduced Legislation To Define Marriage, Restrict Same-Sex Couples From The Rights Of 

Heterosexual Couples 

 

Introduced Legislation To Define Marriage, Restrict Same-Sex Couples From Receiving The Same 

Rights To Rent-Controlled Housing. “State Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, said Monday that 

he plans to introduce legislation that would prevent homosexual couples from receiving the same rights to 

rent-controlled housing as traditional husbands and wives. Faso’s proposal comes after a Court of Appeals 

decision prohibiting the eviction of an AIDS victim’s lover from the dead man’s rent-controlled 

apartment. … Faso and Marchi said they would push legislation that would define family in state law as 

meaning a traditional husband and wife.” [Times Union, 8/01/89] 

 

OP-ED HEADLINE: “For Gays, Lesbians Law Doesn’t Define Meaning Of ‘Family.’” “Imagine 

two couples. One heterosexual. One lesbian or gay. Both have a terminally ill partner. The healthy 

partner cares for the ill one - changes the soiled sheets, empties the bedpans and catheter bags, soothes 

the raw nerves, understands the tirades of illness and grieves at the inevitable loss to death. The 

newspaper obituaries for both of the deceased chronicle their lives, civic involvements, church 

affiliations. For the heterosexual couple, the surviving spouse is listed. For the lesbian or gay couple, 

the surviving spouse is not. … But no sooner did the Court of Appeals hand down its decision than 

Sen. John Marchi, a Staten Island Republican, and Assemblyman John Faso, a Kinderhook 

Republican whose district includes Bethlehem in Albany County, introduced bills to define the 

family.” [Libby Post Op-Ed, Times Union] 

 

Supported Court Ruling Against Same-Sex Marriage 

 

Supported State Court Ruling Against Same-Sex Marriage. “The state Court of Appeals ruling against 

gay marriage Thursday dropped a firecracker of an issue into the lap of the state Legislature and set the 

stage for a contentious debate that some advocates of same-sex unions worry could last years. Until now, 

the Legislature has been loathe to get involved in this battle, hoping the courts would settle it instead. 

Bills to legalize gay marriage, to ban it, or to allow civil unions for same-sex couples - something gay 

marriage supporters view as an unpalatable half a loaf - have stalled in the Legislature, in some cases for 

years. … GOP gubernatorial candidate John Faso opposes gay marriage and said the Court of Appeals 

‘correctly interpreted state law.’” [Times Union, 7/07/06] 

 

2006: Even Some Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On … Civil Rights” 

 

2006: Even Some Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On … Civil Rights.” “But 

Democrats -- and even some Republicans who wanted Weld to be the party’s candidate -- say Faso’s 

record is extreme on women’s issues, civil rights and guns.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

Opposed Affirmative Action  

 

Opposed Affirmative Action. In 2016, When asked if race, ethnicity or gender should be taken into 

account in state agencies decisions, Faso said, “No.” [Votesmart.org, John Faso National Political 

Awareness Test, accessed 3/22/16] 

 

Said Spitzer Would “Force Gay Marriage Down The Throats Of New Yorkers” 

 

http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/#.VvG7qOIrLIU
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Said Spitzer Would “Force Gay Marriage Down The Throats Of New Yorkers.” “Faso accused 

Spitzer of wanting to ‘force gay marriage down the throats of New Yorkers,’ eliciting laughter from the 

mostly college-age crowd.” [Times Union, 9/27/06] 

 

Voted For LGBT Anti-Discrimination Bill 

 

Voted For LGBT Anti-Discrimination Bill. “Mr. Faso was not always conservative when it came to 

social issues, either. In 2002, for instance, he broke with many Republicans and supported the bill that 

banned discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Mr. Faso has a gay brother.” [New York Times, 

10/22/06] 
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Seniors’ Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Called for privatizing Social Security, described private accounts as an 

“opportunity” 

 

 Said privatizing Social Security could be a “boon” for Wall Street 

 

 Voted to raise taxes on nursing homes 

 

 Authored budget that cut in-home elderly care and halted the creation of 

nursing homes to pay for tax cuts 

 
  

Called For Privatizing Social Security, Described Private Accounts As An “Opportunity” 

 

2004: Called For Privatizing Social Security, Described Private Accounts As An “Opportunity.” “A 

second Bush term will also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The 

president supports the notion of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social 

Security taxes is invested in individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such 

a system could be a boon to Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically 

vote against Bush initiatives in this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local 

industry and the jobs it creates.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

2016: Refused To Answer Question About How He Would Ensure Social Security’s Solvency. In 

July 2016, when asked how he would solve the issue of Social Security solvency, Faso said, “There 

are a variety of things that should be on the table in order to address this. But I think the important 

thing is to remove it from politics, and to take it out of the hyperbole and the rhetoric and we shouldn’t 

be scaring people who are in retirement or near retirement, because they’re not gonna be affected by 

any changes.” [John Faso on WAMC Radio, 15:30, 7/21/16] 

 

December 2015: More Than 110K Seniors Received Social Security Benefits In New York’s 19th 

Congressional District. In December 2015, according to the Office of Retirement and Disability Policy, 

111,111 seniors in New York’s 19th Congressional District received Social Security benefits. Below is a 

table detailing the Social Security recipients in the district. [December 2015 New York Congressional 

Statistics, Office of Retirement and Disability Policy, accessed 9/06/16] 

 

Number of beneficiaries 

Total monthly benefits (thousands 

of dollars) 
Number of 

beneficiaries 

aged 65 or 

older Total 

Retired 

workers 

Disabled 

workers 

Widow(er)s 

and parents Spouses Children 

All 

beneficiaries 

Retired 

workers 

Widow(er)s 

and parents 

147,635 101,967 19,458 9,422 6,097 10,691 210,948 157,378 13,622 111,111 

 

http://wamc.org/post/capitol-connection-1630#stream/0
https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/factsheets/cong_stats/2015/ny.html
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2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street 

 

2004: Said Privatizing Social Security Could Be A “Boon” For Wall Street. “A second Bush term will 

also involve initiatives to deal with the financing crisis in Social Security. The president supports the 

notion of private accounts for younger workers, under which part of their Social Security taxes is invested 

in individually owned accounts. Democrats generally oppose this idea, but such a system could be a boon 

to Wall Street. That’s why the New York delegation should not automatically vote against Bush 

initiatives in this area. These programs are an opportunity to enhance a key local industry and the jobs it 

creates.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

Voted To Raise Taxes On Nursing Homes 

 

Voted To Raise Taxes On Nursing Homes. “The politics behind last week’s vote on a bill to raise health 

care workers’ pay will be analyzed all the way to the November elections. … Meanwhile, Assembly 

Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook, who is running for comptroller, voted in favor of the bill 

pushed by Pataki even though Faso is known as a fiscal conservative. His spokesman says Faso liked the 

bill ‘on balance,’ but wouldn’t say whether Faso liked the tax increases on cigarettes and nursing homes 

that came with it.” [Times Union, 1/21/02] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut In-Home Elderly Care And Halted The Creation Of Nursing 

Homes To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut In-Home Elderly Care And Halted The Creation Of Nursing 

Homes. “It would place strict limits on Medicaid coverage for home health care, which could force some 

frail patients into nursing homes, but would declare a moratorium on the creation of new nursing home 

beds. … Mr. Pataki has proposed eliminating Medicaid funding for a variety of programs designed to 

provide care for the frail and elderly in their homes, rather than in more expensive nursing homes. But he 

is doing so while proposing a moratorium on the construction or expansion of nursing homes. ‘They’re 

forcing people into nursing homes that don't exist,’ said Anne E. Erickson, legislative coordinator of the 

Greater Upstate Law Project. Carl S. Young, president of the New York Association of Homes and 

Services for the Aging, said that the state's 620 nursing homes, with 110,000 beds, already operate at 

about 98 percent of capacity. The elimination of Medicaid funding for the state's programs for long-term 

home health care, adult day care and assisted living would leave thousands of people without services. As 

part of his plan to save $1.2 billion in Medicaid costs, Mr. Pataki also wants to limit reimbursement for 

in-home personal care.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

Opposed Bill That Would Have Allowed 55-Year-Old Public Employees To Retire At Age 55 

 

Opposed Bill That Would Have Allowed 55-Year-Old Public Employees To Retire At Age 55. 
“Another bill would allow some public employees who are 55 years old to retire with full benefits if 

they’ve put in 25 years of service. Full benefits are now available only to those with 30 years of service. 

Republican candidate for governor John Faso said that unlike prior early retirement proposals, the bill 

doesn’t require abolition of the retiring worker’s job. ‘Generally these types of bills are used with the 

ultimate goal of reducing the state and local workforce and saving taxpayer dollars, but this appears to be 

nothing but a sweetener for the special interests,’ said Faso, a former Assembly minority leader.” [AP, 

7/18/06] 

 

  

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
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State and Local Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 2006 & 2012: Supported eminent domain, allowing the Constitution Pipeline to 

employ eminent domain in its construction 

 

 Voted for “dozens” of bills that “hit state and local governments with 

additional costs” 

 

 1998: Voted against bill that would have required companies that receive 

government funds to meet established goals or else pay the money back, 

prevent companies from leaving the state after receiving such funding 

 

 2006: Supported development in the Adirondack Park 

 
 

2006 & 2012: Supported Eminent Domain 

 

2006: Faso “Cited The Need For Eminent Domain.” “GOP candidate John Faso, however, said 

government should have the power among its tools for economic development, but shouldn’t resort to it 

simply to transfer property to owners who would pay more taxes. He cited the need for eminent domain to 

take commercial properties including strip clubs and porno shops in the renewal of Manhattan’s 42nd 

Street. ‘Weld’s proposals would have precluded the redevelopment of 42nd Street,’ said Faso, the former 

Assembly minority leader, lawyer and one-time lobbyist.” [AP, 3/01/06] 

 

2006: Supported “Limited Use Of Eminent Domain.” “Mr. Faso also outlined plans for counties to 

control Medicaid and said he favors only limited use of eminent domain. … Mr. Faso reiterated his 

opposition to gay marriage and government funding of abortions for poor women and said he wanted 

more charter schools and a larger education tax credit. He said he favors eminent domain in some 

cases, but that property owners need to be protected from government seizures.” [New York Sun, 

5/10/06] 

 

2012: Supported Using Eminent Domain For Construction Of The Constitution Pipeline, A 

Company That He Worked For. “Things normally slow down in the news business over the dog days of 

summer, although we don’t see any letup ahead, largely because of an upcoming flurry of activity 

involving the proposed $750 million Constitution Pipeline. … Along the tentative route for the 

controversial project, some 1,300 landowners would be potentially impacted, if the developers win 

approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. … At the Summit meeting, some residents 

voiced concern about the potential authority of the Constitution Pipeline to acquire property from 

uncooperative landowners’ through eminent domain proceedings. [A] lobbyist for the Constitution 

Pipeline, John Faso, the 2006 GOP nominee for New York governor, assured the gathering that those 

drawing the route want to avoid having the line run close to homes. Faso said any eminent domain 

proceeding would likely be limited to determining the amount of money the land owner should be paid for 

an easement, and would stop short of having the company try to take title of the property. In a rural area, 
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where there is plenty of wiggle room for moving the pipe, he said, ‘It would be astonishing if we went to 

try to take a house.’” [The Daily Star, 6/17/12] 

 

Worked For Constitution Pipeline Project That Would Have Used Eminent Domain. “He 

worked as a public affairs consultant for the Constitution Pipeline project until 2015. That project was 

called off earlier this year. The pipeline would have run through parts of the congressional district 

Faso now seeks to represent. The Constitution Pipeline Co. paid Faso for his work on behalf of the 

Constitution Pipeline project. The proposed pipeline would have transported natural gas from 

Pennsylvania - which allows fracking - through New York State - which has banned fracking. The 

pipeline would have transported gas extracted from fracking. … Homeowners would have received 

compensation if the pipeline crossed their land. If they had not come to an agreement with the 

company, the resident’s land could have possibly been used anyway through eminent domain with 

compensation set by a court.” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Was Paid For His Work On Pipeline Project” [PolitiFact, 7/18/16] 

 

Voted For “Dozens” Of Bills That “Hit State And Local Governments With Additional Costs” 

 

Voted For “Dozens” Of Bills That “Hit State And Local Governments With Additional Costs.” 
Though Faso has offered several specific reforms affecting public employee expenses for state and local 

governments, he nevertheless backed many union-supported measures as minority leader of the Assembly 

from 1998 to 2002. Faso voted for dozens of bills that would, in one way or another, have hit state and 

local governments with additional costs to pay for things like pension sweeteners for certain workers, 

higher disability pay for others and mandatory binding arbitration for several different classes of 

employees, including Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority police and fire workers.” [Buffalo News, 

11/01/06] 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill To Require Companies That Receive Government Funds To Meet 

Established Goals Or Else Pay The Money Back, Prevent Companies From Leaving The State After 

Receiving Such Funding 

 

1998: Voted Against Bill That Would Have Required Companies That Received State Funding To 

Fulfill Terms Of Agreement. “The intent of this legislation is to establish clear requirements for 

companies applying for publicly funded state assistance, to ensure that companies receiving such 

assistance fulfill the terms of economic development contracts, and, during the application process for 

such funds, provide information regarding workplace safety standards, environmental standards and fair 

labor practices.” [A07931A Bill Subject and Purpose, 6/19/98] 

 

Bill Was Meant To Prevent Businesses That Received State Funding From Leaving The State 

Or Not Fulfilling Its Obligations. “Businesses that receive financial incentives from the state and 

subsequently leave the state or otherwise fail to meet agreed upon targets for job creation, job 

retention or other performance objectives should be required to pay back their debt and refund money 

provided for such purposes.  Further, candidates for publicly funded economic development assistance 

can be considered a state investment in the creation and retention of important jobs and should be 

required to maintain certain workplace safety standards, environmental standards and fair labor 

practices.” [A07931A Bill Justification, 6/19/98] 

 

2006: Supported Development In The Adirondack Park 

 

http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
http://www.politifact.com/new-york/statements/2016/jul/18/zephyr-teachout/adding-context-zephyr-teachouts-claim-john-fasos-w/
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2006: Supported Development In The Adirondack Park. In 2006, when asked if the Adirondack Park 

should have remained closed to development, Faso said, “‘No. While the Adirondacks must be preserved, 

the people who live there deserve the same opportunities as other New Yorkers. I am not in favor of fast-

tracking any type of large-scale development, but it is time to create an appropriate economic 

environment for the region that can support prosperous livelihoods for its citizens. It is possible to balance 

necessary development while preserving the environment.’” [Times Union, 9/18/06] 

 

1993: Opposed Gambling 

 

1993: Opposed Gambling. “For more than a decade, the resort owners of the Catskills - a dying breed - 

have argued casino gambling was as important to their survival as liquor licenses, golf courses and indoor 

pools were in the 1940s, ‘50s and ‘60s. And for over a decade, the Legislature has voted against them. But 

this year, the entreaties have gained a sudden urgency because of the spread of casino gambling 

nationwide. Last year, the Mashantucket Pequot Indians opened a casino in Connecticut, 1 of 19 states 

with Indian gambling compacts and the first in the Northeast. … ‘The dynamic is very different than last 

time this came up,’ said Assemblyman John J. Faso, a Republican from Coxsackie who opposes 

gambling. ‘Because of the bad economy and because people see other states doing it, they’re saying, 

‘Let’s jump on the bandwagon.’ Quietly and largely behind the scenes, lobbying for statewide gambling is 

well under way. The Catskills Resort Association, which represents the region’s nine largest hotels, has 

retained one of Albany’s best known lobbyists, Lester M. Shulklapper, for $25,000 a year. A statewide 

hotel association is expected to add its support. And gambling proposals with bipartisan support have 

been introduced in both houses of the Legislature.” [Watertown Daily Times, 4/21/93] 

 

2006: Opposed New York Regional Power Line 

 

2006: Opposed New York Regional Power Line. “Republican John Faso and Libertarian candidate John 

Clifton have joined Democrat Tom Suozzi in throwing cold water on New York Regional Interconnect’s 

proposal to build a 200-mile above-ground power line through Central New York and the Mohawk 

Valley. ‘I’m very skeptical of that line,’ former Assembly Minority Leader Faso said after an Albany 

news conference when asked his position on the plan. ‘I think they have to go back to the drawing 

board.’” [The Post-Standard, 8/02/06] 

 

Supported Allowing Restaurants Selling Alcohol Before Noon On Sundays 

 

Supported Allowing Restaurants Selling Alcohol Before Noon On Sundays. In June 2016, when asked 

if New York should allow restaurants to sell alcohol before noon on Sundays, Faso said, “Yes.” [Time 

Warner Cable Republican Debate, 54:34, 6/16/16] 

 

Advocated For Expanding Broadband Internet In Upstate New York 

 

Advocated For Expanding Broadband Internet In Upstate New York. In June 2016, Faso advocated 

for expanding broadband internet in Upstate New York, saying, “The other big issue that has to be 

addressed is broadband. There are a lot of rural areas that simply don’t have adequate access to 

broadband. So this is something that is going to be critical to the economic viability of our communities 

going forward.” [League of Women Voters Republican Debate, 46:30, 6/09/16] 

 

June 2016: Had Never Hiked Overlook Mountain 

 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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June 2016: Had Never Hiked Overlook Mountain. In June 2016, when asked if he had hiked Overlook 

Mountain, Faso said, “No.” [Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 54:50, 6/16/16] 

 

  

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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Tax Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 1987-2002: Cast 132 votes to either increase taxes or extend tax increases 

 

 1990: Defended yacht tax deduction 

 

 2006: Did not support eliminating gas tax 

 

 Proposed cutting taxes for corporations 

 

 1998: Proposed tax cuts for banks 

 

 Proposed eliminating taxes on capital gains and dividends; Faso: Dividend and 

capital gains tax cuts “helped Wall Street” 

 

 2006: Did not dispute the fact that his tax cuts would mostly benefit the wealthy 

 

 Called for a flat tax 

 

 Authored budget that cut top tax rate and paid for it by slashing education 

funding, Medicaid, and mental health programs 

 

 1995: Raised Columbia County sales taxes 

 

 2006: Did not support providing low interest loans and tax credits for starting, 

expanding, or relocating businesses 

 

 1995: Voted against reducing personal income tax rates and increasing amount of 

earned income credit 

 

 Opposed the idea of taxing the wealthy, falsely claimed that the top 1 percent pay 

40 percent of all taxes 

 

 Defended repealing tax on millionaires, which was estimated to cost New York 

$4.3 in revenue 

 

 Opposed taxing capital gains on estate transactions because millionaires “are the 

very people that helped to create economic activity by their investments” 
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 2006: Faso’s tax plan described as “unworkable” and “difficult to imagine,” with 

Newsday labeling Faso as “too ideological to lead New York” 
 

1987-2002: Cast 132 Votes To Either Increase Taxes Or Extend Tax Increases 

 

1987-2002: Cast 132 Votes To Either Increase Taxes Or Extend Tax Increases. Between 1987 and 

2002, Faso cast at least 132 votes that allowed for the increase of taxes, imposed new taxes, or permitted 

previously enacted tax increases to continue. 

 

Voted 44 Times To Increase Taxes Or Impose New Taxes. Between 1987 and 2002, Faso voted 44 

times to increase taxes or impose new taxes in New York State. Below is a table that details these 

votes.  

 

Bill # Title Date 

Vote 

Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso 

Vote 

S07196B 

Authorizes the county of Seneca to impose an additional one percent sales and 

compensating use tax 6/25/2002 114/33 YEA 

S07584A 

Authorizes the county of Chenango to impose an additional rate of sales and 

compensating use tax 6/25/2002 113/34 YEA 

S07647 

Authorizes the local county legislative body of the county of Dutchess to 

establish a wireless surcharge. Authorizes the local county legislative body of 

the county of Dutchess to establish a wireless surcharge not to exceed thirty 

cents per month on wireless communications service in the county of Dutchess; 

provides such surcharge moneys may be used for the payment of costs 

associated with the design, construction, operation, maintenance and 

administration of public safety communication networks serving such county. 6/25/2002 122/25 YEA 

S06653A 

Authorizes the county of Chemung to impose an additional one percent rate of 

tax 6/20/2002 109/36 YEA 

A10450A 

Authorizes imposition of a hotel or motel tax in the county of Ontario to be used 

for the promotion of tourism and tourist attractions in such county 6/20/2002 110/35 YEA 

S07390B 

Authorizes the county of Niagara to adopt additional hotel and motel taxes in 

the county of Niagara 6/19/2002 113/34 YEA 

A09696B 

Authorizes the imposition of an additional 5/8% sales and compensating use tax 

in the county of Rockland 2/11/2002 97/42 YEA 

A07414 

Increases the rate of hotel or motel tax in Cortland County from three to five 

percent. 6/18/2001 109/37 YEA 

A03473 

To provide increased funding for tourism and cultural activities in Tompkins 

County by authorizing the Tompkins County Board of Representatives to 

increase the Tompkins County hotel or motel room tax from 3 to 5 percent 5/21/2001 106/38 YEA 

A11451 

Increases, extends and reallocates revenue from the hotel and motel taxes in 

Nassau county; establishes entertainment ticket surcharge and accident report 

fee 6/22/2000 104/40 YEA 

S05665A 

Relates to providing for an additional sales and compensating use tax for 

Suffolk county for the payment of certain judgments or settlements or debt 

services on bonds in cases involving LILCO; provides for county of Suffolk to 

issue bonds and notes for such purpose 8/4/1997 120/28 YEA 

S03883 

Authorizes the county of Genesee to impose a hotel/motel tax in the county of 

Genesee in the amount of three percent of the per diem rental rate of each hotel 

room 6/29/1995 138/12 YEA 

S04871A 

Allows Greene county to impose sales and compensating use taxes at a rate 

which is one percent additional to the three percent authorized for the period 

ending August 31, 1997 6/28/1995 134/15 YEA 
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S00253 

Authorizes county of Columbia to impose additional 1% sales and 

compensating use taxes 1/25/1995 76/60 YEA 

A10211B 

Authorizes the county of Genesee to impose an additional one percent of sales 

and compensating use taxes 6/6/1994 138/3 YEA 

A10221A 

Authorizes imposition of an additional one percent sales tax by Herkimer 

county 5/9/1994 136/5 YEA 

A09231B 

Authorizes the county of Broome to impose an additional 1% of sales and use 

taxes 1/31/1994 132/1 YEA 

A08596 Authorizes a hotel and motel tax in Madison county 7/1/1993 142/2 YEA 

S01641B Imposes an occupational health clinic premium tax 7/1/1993 126/18 YEA 

A02384 Directs the Statler Hotel at Cornell to impose sales tax to hotel customers 6/23/1993 114/31 YEA 

A07738A 

Authorizes the city of White Plains to impose an additional one half of one 

percent sales and use tax 5/19/1993 133/4 YEA 

S03940B 

Authorizes the city of White Plains to impose an additional one half of one 

percent sales and use tax 5/19/1993 134/5 YEA 

S02642 

Authorizes the county of Orleans to impose a temporary sales and use tax 

increase 4/28/1993 139/2 YEA 

S00572 Authorizes one half of one percent in Monroe County sales tax 2/8/1993 139/4 YEA 

A02253 

Makes provisions relating to sales and use taxes to be imposed by the county of 

Greene 2/1/1993 135/5 YEA 

A12445 Authorizes the county of Cortland to impose an additional 1% sales and use tax 7/30/1992 107/19 YEA 

A12446 

Authorizes the county of Steuben to impose an additional sales tax 

rate of one percent 7/30/1992 106/20 YEA 

S09022 

Enacts the Monroe County sales tax adjustment act; increases Monroe County 

sales tax; repealer 7/29/1992 116/16 YEA 

A12432 

Authorizes county of Nassau to issue bonds to liquidate debt and to impose a 

county recording tax on obligations secured by a mortgage on real property 7/29/1992 89/44 YEA 

A12419 

Authorizes imposition of additional one percent sales and use tax in the county 

of Oneida 7/28/1992 132/6 YEA 

S08030B 

Provides for the imposition of an additional one percent sales tax in Oneida 

county 7/2/1992 117/21 YEA 

S08819 Authorizes Suffolk county to impose hotel and motel tax 7/2/1992 124/14 YEA 

A06792B 

Authorizes the city of Albany to impose a tax on utilities at a rate not to exceed 

3% 7/2/1992 140/3 YEA 

S07060A 

Authorizes the county of Cayuga to impose an additional 1% of sales and use 

taxes 7/2/1992 119/19 YEA 

A11974 

Authorizes county of Wyoming to impose an additional 1 per cent sales and use 

tax 6/29/1992 139/3 YEA 

A03389A Authorizes the city of White Plains to impose additional taxes on utilities 6/26/1992 133/2 YEA 

A08660 

Increases the rate of hotel and motel occupancy taxes in Onondaga county from 

three to five percent 7/1/1991 145/3 YEA 

A08767 Authorizes the county of St. Lawrence to impose a hotel or motel occupancy tax 7/1/1991 147/1 YEA 

S02338 Authorizes a Rensselaer county hotel/motel tax 7/1/1991 145/2 YEA 

A06720 

Raises Chemung county hotel/motel tax to maximum of 4% for the promotion 

of its economy and the economy of surrounding tourist region 6/25/1991 136/0 YEA 

A08222A Increases to 4% the rate of hotel occupancy tax in Niagara Falls; repealer 6/25/1991 136/2 YEA 

S02671A Authorizes imposition of hotel and motel tax in the city of Canandaigua 6/24/1991 123/0 YEA 

S02011A Authorizes the city of Saratoga Springs to impose an additional hotel tax 6/19/1991 137/1 YEA 

S03724 Authorizes a hotel and motel tax in Ulster county 6/19/1991 138/1 YEA 

[John Faso Voting Record, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/26/16] 
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Voted 88 Times To Extend Tax Increases. Between 1987 and 2002, Faso voted 88 times to extend 

previously enacted tax increases in New York. Below is a table that details these votes.  

 

Bill # Title Date 

Vote Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso 

Vote 

S06040 

Extends Erie County’s authorization to impose a one percent addition to 

the 3% sales and compensating use taxes rate through and including 

February 28, 2003 1/28/2002 101/41 YEA 

S05754 

Relates to enacting various local tax provisions including the imposition of 

sales and compensating use tax by several counties (extends previous tax 

increases) 8/2/2001 114/33 YEA 

A08431A 

Extends for two years the authorization of additional sales and 

compensating use tax for the county of Albany 6/20/2001 108/37 YEA 

A08557 

Extends effectiveness of provisions authorizing Oneida county to impose 

an additional one percent sales tax for two years 5/21/2001 107/37 YEA 

A07033 

Extends authorization of county of Cortland to impose additional 1 percent 

sales tax until 2003 5/7/2001 107/38 YEA 

A07034A 

Extends expiration of provisions authorizing Tompkins county to impose 

additional 1/2 or 1% sales and compensating use taxes 5/7/2001 108/37 YEA 

S05152 

Extends authority to the county of Suffolk to increase its local sales and 

compensating use taxes 5/2/2001 108/39 YEA 

A02599 

Extends authorization for additional one half of one percent sales and use 

tax in the city of White Plains until August 31, 2003 4/17/2001 108/34 YEA 

A00064A 

Extends Erie county’s authorization to impose a one percent addition to the 

3% sales and compensating use tax rate through and including February 28, 

2002 1/8/2001 107/39 YEA 

A00065 

Extends the authority for the imposition of sales and compensating use tax 

in the county of Nassau until November 30, 2003 1/8/2001 110/36 YEA 

S06443 

Relates to extending the authorization for the hotel/motel tax in Suffolk 

county until 2005 6/13/2000 119/29 YEA 

S06898 

Extends authorization to Suffolk county to impose additional sales and use 

tax for Suffolk county drinking water protection program 6/13/2000 122/26 YEA 

S06231 

Extends authorization for one percent addition to sales tax in Erie County 

until February 28, 2001 1/24/2000 108/39 YEA 

S06116 

Extends the authority heretofore granted to various municipalities to 

impose additional sales tax and addresses other local financing 

authorizations 8/5/1999 105/39 YEA 

S05776 

Provides that for the county of Oneida, each enactment of a local law may 

provide for the imposition of a hotel or motel tax for no longer than three 

years; repealer. At the request of the County, this bill would authorize 

Oneida County to impose the hotel tax indefinitely but would require the 

local law to be renewed every three years by the Oneida County Board of 

Legislators. 6/23/1999 117/29 YEA 

A08046 

Extends the authority of the city of New Rochelle to impose an additional 

one percent sales and use tax for an additional two years 6/21/1999 111/36 YEA 

A08118 

Extends for two years the authorization of additional sales and use tax for 

the county of Albany 6/1/1999 114/34 YEA 

S02898 

Extends authorization of county of Cortland to impose additional 1 percent 

sales tax until 2001 5/3/1999 112/36 YEA 

S02068 

Extends expiration of provisions authorizing Tompkins county to impose 

additional 1/2 or 1% sales and compensating use taxes 4/26/1999 110/34 YEA 

A05843 

Extends effectiveness of provisions authorizing Oneida county to impose 

an additional one percent sales tax for two years 4/19/1999 108/37 YEA 

A02103 

Extends for two additional years the authority of the city of White Plains to 

impose sales and compensating use taxes at a rate of an additional one half 

percent 3/24/1999 114/35 YEA 
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S00456 

Extends for one year the authorization of additional sales and use tax for 

the county of Erie 1/25/1999 112/37 YEA 

A08717 

Extends period when county of Erie may impose additional 1 percent sales 

tax until February 28, 19 1/12/1998 108/28 YEA 

S04314B 

Extends authority of county of Nassau to impose additional sales and use 

taxes for two years; includes additional villages in Nassau county local 

assistance program 8/4/1997 117/31 YEA 

S05570 

Extends expiration of provisions authorizing Rensselaer county to impose 

an additional 1% sales and compensating use taxes 8/4/1997 121/27 YEA 

S05748 

Postpones the expiration of city of New York taxes. This bill will extend, 

for two years, the expiration dates for various taxes imposed by the city of 

New York. 8/4/1997 104/44 YEA 

S03234 

Extends authority for Suffolk county to increase its sales tax by three 

fourths of one percent until December 31, 1999 8/2/1997 118/26 YEA 

S04584 

Extends effectiveness of provisions authorizing Oneida county to impose 

an additional one percent sales tax for two years 8/2/1997 111/26 YEA 

S05379 Extends additional 1/2 percent of such taxes in Tioga county 8/2/1997 113/25 YEA 

S03094 

Extends authorization of county of Cortland to impose additional 1 percent 

sales tax until 1999 8/1/1997 119/25 YEA 

S03096 

Extends authorization of county of Herkimer to impose additional 1 

percent sales tax until 1999 8/1/1997 117/26 YEA 

S03248 

Extends Cattaraugus county authorization to increase the rate of sales and 

use taxes 8/1/1997 119/25 YEA 

S05425 Extends additional 1 percent of sales and use taxes in Broome county 8/1/1997 119/25 YEA 

S01747 

Extends expiration of provisions authorizing Tompkins county to impose 

additional 1/2 or 1% sales and compensating use taxes 7/22/1997 118/27 YEA 

S02219 

Extends the additional one percent rate of sales and compensating use taxes 

in the county of Steuben for an additional two years 7/22/1997 119/26 YEA 

S03058 

Extends until August 31, 1999, the one percent increase in sales and 

compensating use taxes in Genesee county 7/22/1997 119/26 YEA 

S03161 

Extends the additional one percent sales tax for Cayuga county for two 

years 7/22/1997 119/26 YEA 

S04216 Extends sales and use taxes by the county of Wyoming for two years 7/22/1997 119/26 YEA 

A08340 

Extends the authority of the city of New Rochelle to impose an additional 

one percent sales and use tax for an additional two years 7/15/1997 120/25 YEA 

S01858 

Relates to the additional one percent sales and compensating use taxes in 

Greene county. Extends for two additional years until August 31, 1999 the 

authorization for the county of Greene to impose an additional one percent 

sales and compensating use taxes. 7/15/1997 118/25 YEA 

S01477 

Extends until November 30, 1999, the authorization for the county of 

Ulster to impose an additional three-quarters of one percent sales and 

compensating use taxes 7/15/1997 118/23 YEA 

S03290 

Makes provisions with respect to the imposition of sales and use taxes by 

the county of Allegany extending such taxes for two additional years 7/1/1997 120/27 YEA 

S02806 

Extends expiration of authority of county of Orleans to impose an 

additional 1% sales and use taxes 6/25/1997 118/23 YEA 

A05682 

Extends expiration of authorization of county of Columbia to impose 

additional 1% sales and use taxes 6/16/1997 122/28 YEA 

A06118 

Extends the authorization for the county of Albany to impose additional 

sales and use tax 6/16/1997 123/27 YEA 

A07548 

Extends the additional one percent sales tax for two years for Monroe 

county 6/16/1997 122/28 YEA 

A08226 

Extends authority of county of Nassau to impose additional sales and use 

taxes for two years 6/16/1997 150/0 YEA 

S05275 

Extends until December 31, 2001 the franchise tax on banking corporations 

imposed by the tax law and the administrative code in the city of New 5/7/1997 85/55 YEA 
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York; and the temporary metropolitan transportation business tax 

surcharges imposed on certain corporations. 

A04796 

Extends the authority for the city of White Plains to impose additional sales 

and use taxes 3/24/1997 119/24 YEA 

S02959 

Postpones the expiration of the tax surcharge imposed under the personal 

income tax on residents of N.Y. city 3/5/1997 147/1 YEA 

A00341 Extends authorization to impose additional sales tax by Erie county 1/21/1997 125/18 YEA 

S07033 

Extends the expiration date for the authority to impose a hotel and motel 

occupancy tax in the county of Oneida for three years 7/3/1996 147/2 YEA 

S05954A Extends the authority to impose hotel and motel tax in Suffolk county 6/3/1996 135/4 YEA 

S05997 

Extends the expiration of hotel and motel tax in Otsego county until 

December 31, 1999 6/3/1996 133/6 YEA 

S03882B 

Extends until August 31, 1997, the one percent increase in sales and 

compensating use taxes in Genesee county 6/29/1995 132/14 YEA 

S04386 

Extends expiration of provisions authorizing Broome county to impose an 

additional 1% sales and compensating use taxes 6/29/1995 139/11 YEA 

S04919 

Authorizes the county of Tioga to impose additional 1/2% sales and use 

taxes for 2 additional years 6/29/1995 137/13 YEA 

S05327 

Provides for the extension of additional one percent sales tax for Oneida 

county until November 30, 1997 and extends provision providing for 

distribution of revenue 6/29/1995 138/12 YEA 

S05333 

Extends expiration of provisions authorizing Rensselaer county to impose 

an additional 1% sales and compensating use taxes 6/29/1995 138/12 YEA 

S05530 

Relates to extending the authorization for imposition of additional taxes in 

the county of Ulster 6/29/1995 137/13 YEA 

A07468 

Extends the authorization for the county of Albany to impose additional 

sales and use tax 6/28/1995 132/13 YEA 

S01625B 

Extends the authorization of the county of Cattaraugus to increase the rate 

of sales and use taxes 6/28/1995 130/11 YEA 

S02016A 

Extends for two years provisions authorizing Tompkins county to impose 

additional 1/2 or 1% sales and compensating use taxes 6/28/1995 134/12 YEA 

S02825A 

Extends for two years provisions authorizing Cortland county to impose 

additional 1% sales and compensating use taxes 6/28/1995 134/12 YEA 

S03172B 

Extends the additional one percent rate of sales and compensating use tax 

in Steuben county 6/28/1995 132/11 YEA 

S03875B Extends additional sales tax in Cayuga county; repealer 6/28/1995 137/12 YEA 

S03890 

Extends the sales and use taxes of the county of Wyoming until November 

30, 1997 6/28/1995 132/12 YEA 

S05304 

Extends authorization to impose additional 1% sales and use taxes in 

county of Herkimer 6/28/1995 135/14 YEA 

S02715A 

Makes provisions relating to the imposition of sales taxes by Allegany 

county to extend authorization of the additional one percent sales tax from 

November 30, 1995 until November 30, 1997 6/28/1995 136/13 YEA 

S04018A 

Makes provisions relating to the imposition of additional sales taxes in the 

county of Orleans extending authorization for an additional one percent 

until November 30, 1997 6/28/1995 135/14 YEA 

S05328A 

Authorizes the extension of sales and compensating use taxes at the 

additional rate of 1% in Monroe county; and provides for the distribution 

of the net collections 6/27/1995 128/19 YEA 

A04105 Extends the sales and use taxes of the city of White Plains to 1997 4/5/1995 136/10 YEA 

S00198 

Extends authorization to impose additional sales tax one year by Erie 

county 1/25/1995 126/12 YEA 

S08493 

Extends one percent sales and use tax increase in Oneida county until 

November 30, 1995 6/30/1994 146/1 YEA 

A09032 

Extends for one year, authorization for Erie county to impose 

additional sales tax 1/10/1994 132/2 YEA 
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A08633 Extends the imposition of sales and use taxes in the county of Albany 7/1/1993 142/2 YEA 

S03921B 

Extends authorization to Cortland county to impose additional 1% 

sales and use taxes 7/1/1993 144/0 YEA 

S04021A 

Extends authorization of Tompkins county to increase the rate of sales and 

compensating use taxes 7/1/1993 143/1 YEA 

S02956A 

Authorizes three year extention of Cattaraugus county sales and 

use taxes 6/30/1993 136/1 YEA 

S05681 

Extends the expiration date for the authorization of a hotel and motel 

occupancy tax in the county of Oneida 6/30/1993 139/1 YEA 

A07608 

Extends the expiration of the hotel and motel tax in Otsego county until 

August 31, 1996 4/28/1993 138/3 YEA 

S00065 Extends authorization for the county of Erie to extend additional sales tax 1/25/1993 143/3 YEA 

A12071 

Extends for one year Allegany county authorization to impose an 

additional one percent tax 6/25/1992 144/1 YEA 

A09030 Extends authorization for the county of Erie to extend additional sales tax 1/27/1992 132/2 YEA 

A00992 

Extends authorization for Erie county to levy additional one percent sales 

and use tax 1/28/1991 136/2 YEA 

A04586 Enables city of Rome to impose additional 1 percent sales tax 4/18/1989 147/0 YEA 

A01549 

Extends for 1 year the authority of Erie county to impose a sales and use 

tax 1/30/1989 141/4 YEA 

S09133 

Extends authority for Suffolk county to impose sales tax at higher rate and 

specifies purposes therefor 8/23/1988 136/3 YEA 

[John Faso Voting Record, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/26/16] 

 

1990: Defended Yacht Tax Deduction 

 

1990: Defended Yacht Tax Deduction. “Pierre A. Rinfret today reneged on a campaign promise to 

release eight years of tax returns, releasing instead only his return for 1989. They showed that he had an 

adjusted gross income of $438,286 and paid $128,237 in Federal, state and New York City taxes. Among 

the tax deductions taken by Mr. Rinfret, an economic consultant who is the Republican candidate for 

governor, was $21,299 for interest paid on a 47-foot yacht, which he designated as his second residence. 

… Mr. Rinfret’s campaign chairman, Assemblyman John J. Faso, today acknowledged that Mr. Rinfret 

had pledged earlier this year to release tax returns dating to 1982, when his opponent, Mario M. Cuomo, 

was first elected governor. But, Mr. Faso said, ‘We changed our minds.’ While conceding that the shift 

might pose credibility problems for Mr. Rinfret, Mr. Faso said it ‘certainly doesn’t rise to the level of 

reneging on a tax cut that was promised,’ referring to a decision by Governor Cuomo and legislative 

leaders this year to forgo a $400 million cut in personal income taxes because of state budget problems. 

Assemblyman Faso, a Republican of Kinderhook, said that compiling eight years of returns would have 

been ‘a time-consuming logistical process’ and added that Mr. Rinfret did not perceive that there was 

great interest in his finances. … Assemblyman Faso said Mr. Rinfret would continue to take the yacht 

deduction. ‘When he’s governor he’ll still take every deduction that he’s entitled to,’ Mr. Faso said.” 

[New York Times, 8/04/90] 

 

2006: Did Not Support Eliminating Gas Tax 

 

2006: Did Not Support Eliminating Gas Tax. “Faso doesn’t support eliminating the gasoline tax and 

wants to use the revenue for a ‘pay-as-you-go’ fund to rebuild highway, bridges and transportation 

systems.” [AP, 5/25/06] 

 

2016 & 2006: Proposed Cutting Taxes For Corporations 
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2016: Proposed Cutting Federal Corporate Tax Rate By 15 Percent. In 2006, according to his 

campaign website, Faso said, “Corporate tax reform should also lower maximum corporate tax rates. Our 

country’s corporate tax rate of 35% is one of the highest in the world. There is bipartisan agreement 

among economists and even in Washington that we should make our rate more competitive but they have 

failed to act. A US corporate rate of 20% with fewer loopholes and deductions will encourage US 

companies to invest based upon expected economic return instead of where investments are motivated 

only by tax considerations.” [Faso for Congress website, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

2006: Proposed Cutting Taxes For Corporations. In 2006, according to his gubernatorial campaign’s 

website, Faso proposed reducing the corporate tax rate “from 7.5 percent to 6.5 percent.” [John Faso 

Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06]  

 

1998: Proposed Tax Cuts For Banks 

 

1998: Proposed Tax Cuts For Banks. “Faso and Farrell both agreed that the budget contains provisions 

that will be helpful to business, including a cut in the top corporate income tax bracket to 7.5% from nine 

percent. But Faso added the state should have cut taxes on banks in order to make New York a more 

attractive location for financial institutions to be headquartered, especially as the merger trend in the 

industry continues.” [The Bond Buyer, 4/16/98] 

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends; Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains 

Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street”  

 

Proposed Eliminating Taxes On Capital Gains And Dividends. “I’ve proposed the first state in the 

nation, we should be the first state in the nation to completely eliminate taxation of capital gains and 

dividends.” [2006 New York Gubernatorial Debate, 22:00-22:07, 10/12/06] 

 

Praised President George W. Bush’s Capital Gains Tax Cut. “Mr. Faso, who narrowly lost to Mr. 

Hevesi when both men ran for the seat being vacated by Carl McCall in 2002, observed that Mr. 

Hevesi recently has taken some swipes at President George W. Bush’s capital-gains tax cut, which 

Mr. Faso said has been ‘a real revenue generator for the state.’” [New York Observer, 3/20/06] 

 

Faso: Dividend And Capital Gains Tax Cuts “Helped Wall Street.” “The dividend and capital gains 

cuts have been tremendous spurs to state and city revenue, by the way. And they’ve also helped Wall 

Street, which is the biggest spur and develop.” [John Faso on City Talk, 24:44, 5/23/06] 

 

Did Not Dispute The Fact That His Tax Cuts Would Mostly Benefit The Wealthy 

 

Did Not Dispute The Fact That His Tax Cuts Would Mostly Benefit The Wealthy. “The Faso 

campaign does not dispute Mr. Spitzer’s assertion that most of dollars from the income tax cuts will flow 

to the richest taxpayers, but it emphasizes that the Faso plan would also fully exempt from taxation 

individuals with incomes of $25,000, or families with incomes of $50,000.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

Called For A Flat Tax 

 

2016: Supported A Flat Tax. “I think a lower, flatter tax system with fewer deductions and exemptions 

would be better because people would pay less money to have taxes done.” [Fios1 News Republican 

Debate, 5:20-5:40, 6/11/16] 

 

https://johnfaso.com/new-york-future/jobs-and-growth-for-upstate/
https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?194824-1/new-york-gubernatorial-debate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMd-xjSSdvs
http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
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Proposed Setting Up A “2 Or 3 Bracket System” For Taxes. “I would say, you could set up a 2 or 

3, probably 3, bracket system whereby higher earners will pay the extra increment of income that’s 

high, they would pay a higher rate on. But making it a simpler, flatter system would benefit the entire 

economy.” [Fios1 News Republican Debate, 6:33-6:50, 6/11/16] 

 

2006: Called For A Flat Tax. “It’s always been a strange paradox that New York, which fancies itself 

the financial capital of the globe, tries to repel capital with high taxes. Mr. Faso will also propose cutting 

the corporate income tax, as well as indexing the personal income tax brackets for inflation while 

chopping the top marginal rate to 6.25% from 6.85% (plus 3.65% if you live in New York City). The Big 

Apple’s top rate would fall below 10% for the first time in decades. ‘When it comes to taxes, the world is 

flat and New York should be too,’ says Mr. Faso, referring to the flat-tax movement sweeping Europe and 

other parts of the world.” [Wall Street Journal, 9/21/06] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate And Paid For It By Slashing Education Funding, 

Medicaid, And Mental Health Programs 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a 

smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would 

reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also proposed income-

tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top tax rate by one-

quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 7.59 percent, from 

7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Higher Education Funding, Medicaid, And Mental Health 

Programs. “Gov. George E. Pataki released the final version of his state budget, merely tinkering around 

the edges of the $32 billion spending plan without making any major spending restorations. … But what 

was perhaps most notable about the amended budget is what it did not include: significant restoration of 

major cuts to the State and City Universities of New York, to Medicaid, the health program for the poor 

and elderly, and to mental health programs.” [New York Times, 3/03/95] 

 

1995: Raised Columbia County Sales Taxes  

 

1995: Raised Columbia County Sales Taxes By 1 Percent. “Hey, big spender. ‘So the first thing the 

Republicans passed was a tax increase,’ glowed Assemb. Herman (Denny) Farrell, the Democratic leader 

of Manhattan.  And the increase was sponsored by Assemb. John Faso, the Republican from Kinderhook.  

Farrell called Faso ‘the pit bull’ of antitax crusaders (who include, of course, Gov. George Pataki). 

There’s a political lesson in this Albany story. Faso’s home county, Columbia, asked for - and got - 

legislative permission to raise its sales tax by 1 percent.  But the Democrats who control the Assembly 

insisted that all the Republicans vote for it. ‘For 20 years, while we had Democratic governors, we had to 

deliver this kind of vote,’ Farrell said.  He heads the ways and means committee, and Faso is the ranking 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB115879931618369564
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/03/nyregion/in-a-final-budget-proposal-pataki-sticks-with-his-cuts.html
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Republican.  They’re friends, but this was too good an opportunity to pass up.  ‘First, we beat him up on 

the floor,’ Farrell said.  ‘Then we gave him just enough Democratic votes to pass it.’” [Newsday, 1/27/95] 

 

Said He Sponsored Bill At The County’s Request. “But a close look at Mr. Faso’s record in Albany 

also suggests that he was not as ideologically pure, or reliably conservative, as either his supporters or 

opponents contend. Mr. Faso, for example, sponsored the law that allowed his home county, 

Columbia County, to raise its local sales tax by 1 percent in 1995 to balance its budget. … Mr. Faso 

said he sponsored the bills at the county’s request.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2006: Did Not Support Providing Low Interest Loans And Tax Credits For Starting, Expanding, 

Or Relocating Businesses  

 

2006: Did Not Support Providing Low Interest Loans And Tax Credits For Starting, Expanding, 

Or Relocating Businesses. In 2006, Faso did not support providing “low interest loans and tax credits for 

starting, expanding, or relocating businesses.” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/29/16] 

 

2006: Did Not Support Tax Credits For Businesses That Provide Child Care For Children In Low-

Income Working Families 

 

2006: Did Not Support Tax Credits For Businesses That Provide Child Care For Children In Low-

Income Working Families. In 2016, Faso did not support providing “tax credits for businesses that 

provide child care for children in low-income working families.” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/29/16] 

 

2006: Did Not Support Increasing Funds For Child Care For Children In Low-Income Working 

Families. In 2016, Faso did not support providing “Increase state funds to provide child care for children 

in low-income working families.” [Project Vote Smart, accessed 7/29/16] 

 

1995: Voted Against Reducing Personal Income Tax Rates And Increasing Amount Of Earned 

Income Credit 

 

1995: Voted Against Reducing Personal Income Tax Rates And Increasing Amount Of Earned 

Income Credit. In 1995, Faso voted against a bill that would have reduced personal income tax rates and 

increased amount of household credit and earned income credit. According to the bill’s memorandum in 

support, “PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: This bill reduces personal income taxes and creates 

a more equitable and fairer personal income tax. The bill specifically creates new tax rate tables, 

maintains the household credit at its 1994 level, accelerates increases in the standard deductions, and 

accelerates increases in the earned income tax credit. The new rate tables effective for years after 1994 

have a lower top rate than the top rate under 1994 law and provide that the top rate applies at a higher 

level of income than under 1994 law. … JUSTIFICATION: The scheduled changes in tax law for 1995 

and thereafter overwhelmingly favor taxpayers in the upper-income levels. Over 60% of the scheduled 

reductions would benefit taxpayers with income over $100,000. This bill would redistribute the tax cut 

more equitably so that lower and middle income taxpayers would receive a fairer share of the tax 

reduction.  At the same time this bill would reduce the overall tax level for all income groups.” [A3471, 

2/27/95] 

 

 

 

http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/
http://votesmart.org/candidate/political-courage-test/4311/john-faso/
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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Opposed The Idea Of Taxing The Wealthy, Falsely Claimed That The Top 1 Percent Pay 40 

Percent Of All Taxes 

 

Opposed The Idea Of Taxing The Wealthy, Falsely Claimed That The Top 1 Percent Pay 40 

Percent Of All Taxes. “This is the classic argument that the left will raise. They’ll say, ‘Oh just raise 

taxes on the successful.’ Right now, the top 1 percent pay about 40 percent of all the taxes that are paid, 

and the top 5 percent pay close to 70 percent of all the taxes that are paid.” [Fios1 News Republican 

Debate, 5:50-6:15, 6/11/16] 

 

PolitiFact: Top 1 Percent Pay 27.9 Percent Of All Taxes. According to PolitiFact, “If we consider 

all federal taxes, the proportion paid by the top 1 percent is less than what was cited by Bush: 27.9 

percent.” [PolitiFact, 10/26/15] 

 

Defended Repealing Tax On Millionaires, Which Was Estimated To Cost New York $4.3 Billion In 

Revenue 

 

Defended Repealing Tax On Millionaires, Which Was Estimated To Cost New York $4.3 Billion In 

Revenue. “For some politicians, a capital gains tax on real estate transactions could be a tempting source 

of revenue if increased costs or deficits surface. According to the city’s department of finance, in the last 

three and a half years, real estate transfers in New York City would have generated a total of $4.3 billion 

in tax revenues if the Cuomo tax - the 10% tax on gains in real estate transfers in place in New York state 

from 1983 to 1996 - was still on the books in Albany. … The Republican candidate for governor, John 

Faso, said the Cuomo tax was a ‘terrible disincentive for economic activity and real estate development. 

Governor Cuomo called it the perfect tax, because it was only for millionaires,’ Mr. Faso said in a 

telephone interview. ‘The fact of the matter is, those are the very people that helped to create economic 

activity by their investments.’ … Mr. Faso was a Republican member of the Assembly when the tax was 

repealed.” [New York Sun, 6/23/06] 

 

Opposed Taxing Capital Gains From Estate Transactions Because “[Millionaires] Are The Very 

People That Helped To Create Economic Activity By Their Investments”  

 

Opposed Taxing Capital Gains From Estate Transactions Because “[Millionaires] Are The Very 

People That Helped To Create Economic Activity By Their Investments.” “For some politicians, a 

capital gains tax on real estate transactions could be a tempting source of revenue if increased costs or 

deficits surface… A spokeswoman for a Democratic candidate for governor, Eliot Spitzer, Christine 

Anderson, said the Democratic nominee was not considering reviving the Cuomo tax, but she would not 

elaborate further. The Republican candidate for governor, John Faso, said the Cuomo tax was a ‘terrible 

disincentive for economic activity and real estate development. Governor Cuomo called it the perfect tax, 

because it was only for millionaires,’ Mr. Faso said in a telephone interview. ‘The fact of the matter is, 

those are the very people that helped to create economic activity by their investments.’” [New York Sun, 

6/23/06]  

 

2006: Faso’s Tax Plan Described As “Unworkable” And “Difficult To Imagine,” With Newsday 

Labeling Faso As “Too Ideological To Lead New York”  

 

Faso’s Tax Cuts “Alarmed Some Budget Experts,” Who Described His Plan As Not “Workable.” 
“Faso’s offers across-the-board cuts and deep income-tax cuts. These income-tax cuts have alarmed some 

budget experts who wonder how the lost revenue would be made up. ‘Fifty to 60 percent of state revenue 

http://www.fios1news.com/lowerhudsonvalley/newsbreakers-GOP-Debate-19th-Cong-District-part1
http://www.politifact.com/florida/statements/2015/oct/26/jeb-bush/jeb-bush-says-top-1-percent-pay-nearly-half-all-ta/
http://www.nysun.com/new-york/lust-for-a-new-tax-on-real-estate-could-tempt/34952/
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comes from the income tax, and Faso wants to cut it [tax] by up to 40 percent,’ said Frank Mauro of the 

liberal Fiscal Policy Institute. ‘I don’t think Faso’s plan is workable.’” [Newsday, 10/31/06] 

 

Newsday: Faso “Lost Us” With His Unrealistic Tax Cuts And Unwillingness To Stop 

“Shortchanging” New York City Schools. “But Faso lost us with his call for unaffordable business tax 

cuts and his unwillingness to settle a court decision to stop shortchanging New York City schools. 

Overall, he seems a bit too ideological to lead New York.” [Editorial, Newsday, 10/22/06] 

 

Op-Ed: Faso’s Budget Plan “Difficult To Imagine.” “‘If we don’t change the cost-drivers’ of the 

budget, Faso told the Poughkeepsie Journal editorial board, ‘we are doomed.’ But Faso also believes he 

can bring tax relief in every form – property, income, and businesses – and still cut the state’s whopping 

debt. That is difficult to imagine.” [Op-Ed, Poughkeepsie Journal, 11/02/06] 

 

2006: Supported Eliminating The Alternative Minimum Tax 

 

2006: Supported Eliminating The Alternative Minimum Tax. In 2006, according to his gubernatorial 

campaign’s website, Faso proposed eliminating the Alternative Minimum Tax. The website stated, 

“Eliminate the Alternative Minimum Tax.” [John Faso Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06]  

 

2006: Supported Eliminating The Estate Tax 

 

2006: Supported Eliminating The Estate Tax. In 2006, according to his gubernatorial campaign’s 

website, Faso proposed “eliminate[ing] the Estate Tax.” [John Faso Campaign Website, archived 7/12/06]  

 

Called For A Repeal Of The Gross Receipts Tax On Gas And Electric Bills 

 

Called For A Repeal Of The Gross Receipts Tax On Gas And Electric Bills. “‘The surplus belongs to 

the taxpayers. It’s not the state government’s money and we should give it back,’ said Assembly Minority 

Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook. He called for repeal of the gross receipts tax on gas and electric bills 

and reserving funds for promised tax cuts.” [Times Union, 4/03/01] 

 

Proposed Cutting New York’s Gross Receipts Tax. “As legislators eye borrowing at least $ 2.5 

billion for transportation, revenues are pouring into the state at double the rate expected by the Pataki 

administration just a few months ago. New York ended the 1999-2000 fiscal year Friday with a $ 1.5 

billion surplus, officials said Monday. Although a marked difference from the $ 5 billion deficit of 

five years ago, the surplus is down for the second year in a row. In 1998 it was slightly more than $ 2 

billion; last year, it fell to $ 1.8 billion. … ‘It’s obvious with the bonuses paid on Wall Street that 

revenues are coming in more robustly than we thought, but that doesn’t mean you go on a spending 

spree when there’s debt reform that needs to take place and we have to cut taxes like the gross receipts 

tax,’ said Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook. He said he could support a 

transportation bond act approved by voters. ‘General obligation debt is certainly a lot more defensible 

and affordable to taxpayers,’ he said. He expects a bond act proposal will be $ 3.5 billion to $ 4 billion 

because of Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver’s interest in a Second Avenue subway and bus fleets for 

upstate transit systems.” [Times Union, 4/04/00] 

 

Criticized Tax Incentives Meant To Attract Businesses To New York 

 

Criticized Tax Incentives Meant To Attract Businesses To New York. In June 2016, during a 

candidate forum, Faso said, “Look at the Cuomo program, Start Up New York – it’s a big fraud. And 

https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20060712034211/http:/www.johnfaso2006.com/cuttaxes.html
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basically what it says is, ‘We have to bribe you with 10 years of tax-free situation for you and your 

employees in order for you to come in. So what does that say to all the businesses that are there paying 

taxes and fulfilling their obligations all those years. They don’t get anything, but he favored one that pays, 

gives a campaign donation to Andrew Cuomo, they get a Start Up New York zone. This is what’s so 

wrong about economic development in New York State.” [League of Women Voters Republican Debate, 

49:24-50:08, 6/09/16] 

 

 

2001: Secured Financial Incentives For Business To Move To New York 

 

2001: Secured Financial Incentives For Business To Move To New York. “A spokesman for state 

Assemblyman John Faso, R-Kinderhook, who helped secure financial incentives for Fernlea, said the 

lawmaker is working with CH Energy Group Inc., parent to Central Hudson Electric & Gas Corp., the 

Poughkeepsie utility, to arrange a fixed price for natural gas delivery to accelerate construction.” [Times 

Union, 3/10/01] 

 

Opposed Five Cent Bottle Tax, Which Funded Recycling And Greenhouse Gas Initiatives 

 

Opposed Five Cent Bottle Tax. “Would have expanded the five-cent bottle deposit to noncarbonated 

beverages, including bottled water. Supporters called it the ‘bigger, better bottle bill.’ Detractors, 

including John Faso, a Republican candidate for governor, likened it to a tax.” [New York Times, 

7/16/06] 

 

Bottle Bill Reduced Litter, Increased Recycling, And Eliminated Greenhouse Gases. “The New 

York State Returnable Container Act, also known as the ‘Bottle Bill’, has been a tremendous success. 

Since its passage, the Bottle Bill has achieved significant impacts to create a cleaner and healthier 

New York. The Bottle Bill: reduces roadside container litter by 70 percent; in 2015 helped to recycle 

4.6 billion plastic, glass and aluminum beverage containers totaling more than 306,000 tons; at no cost 

to local governments; eliminates 200,000 metric tons of greenhouse gases each year.” [New York 

State Department of Environmental Conservation, accessed 7/22/16] 

 

Supported Capping Local School Property Taxes At Four Percent Or The Rate Of Inflation, 

Whichever Was Lower 

 

Supported Capping Local School Property Taxes At Four Percent Or The Rate Of Inflation, 

Whichever Was Lower. “Faso would also double the state’s STAR tax break, which uses state funds to 

reduce local school tax bills. His plan would cut school property taxes by $6.8 billion over four years by 

doubling the STAR tax relief. The plan would cap local school taxes at 4 percent or the rate of inflation, 

whichever is lower, with a provision allowing local taxpayers to override the cap.” [Associated Press, 

11/05/06] 

 

2006: Proposed Cutting New York Taxes By $14 Billion Over 4 Years  

 

2006: Proposed Cutting New York Taxes By $14 Billion Over 4 Years. “Mr. Faso, a Republican and 

former assemblyman, has made cutting taxes the central theme of his campaign, and he is proposing a 

huge array of tax cuts that would accumulate to $14 billion annually within four years. He would cut 

income taxes across the board, property taxes, and taxes on businesses, capital gains and dividend income, 

and would eliminate New York’s estate tax.” [New York Times, 10/19/06] 

 

http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8500.html
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Times Union Columnist: Faso Favored Trickle Down Economics 

 

Times Union Columnist: Faso Favored Trickle Down Economics. “Maybe he’s satisfied in just getting 

out his message, which is Reaganesque to a fault. Trickle-down economics will save the state, he says. 

Cut a wide range of taxes deeply, especially for those who have the capacity to reinvest in the state, and 

that will be the beacon for our recovery. A surprisingly simplistic view, although wed utterly to the 

conservative Republican dogma that wealthy people make all the right things happen. History, though, 

has shown us that more often than not what trickle down does is make all the right things happen for the 

wealthy and not necessarily for the rest of us. Reaganomics, after all, was an economic disaster for which 

we are still paying, not a strategy to be embraced.” [Fred LeBrun Column, Times Union, 10/20/06] 

 

Decried Tax Loopholes And Exemptions 

 

Decried Tax Loopholes And Exemptions. “Faso said the corporate tax system is ineffective because it’s 

filled with loopholes and exemptions. A multinational corporation that brings its profits home, ‘which we 

want them to do,’ is double-taxed, he said. ‘Alone among its competitors, the U.S. has a system whereby 

corporations are taxed abroad and at home again.’ The result is that $7 trillion of corporate earnings are 

locked up abroad, Faso said. ‘This is a place that Democrats and Republicans can work together; I’d like 

to see fewer exemptions and fewer tax breaks.’ For example, he said, if the code were simplified, people 

would spend less money trying to comply; it would lessen the need for tax professionals and the cost for 

small businesses.” [The Daily Mail, 6/08/16]  

 

2006: Proposed Tax Cut On Incomes Of $40,000 To $80,000 

 

2006: Proposed Tax Cut On Incomes Of $40,000 To $80,000. “New Yorkers with taxable incomes of 

more than $40,000 would save money under a tax cut plan unveiled yesterday by a Republican candidate 

for governor, John Faso. Under Mr. Faso’s plan, the highest tax rate - 6.85% - would kick in when taxable 

income reaches $80,000, rather than the $40,000 now on the books. Finance experts say that translates 

into a maximum savings of $380 a year.” [New York Sun, 5/10/06] 

 

2006: Proposed 25 Percent Cut To Personal Income Tax Rate 

 

2006: Proposed 25 Percent Cut To Personal Income Tax Rate. “Faso proposed a 25 percent cut in the 

state personal income tax, to be phased in over four years. Current Gov. George Pataki made a 25 percent 

state income tax cut a central promise in his successful campaign in 1994. Under his plan, Faso said 

married couples making up to $50,000 a year and individuals making up to $25,000 would pay no state 

income tax. He said a married couple filing jointly and making $50,000 a year now pays $1,533 to the 

state in income taxes.” [The Business Review, 9/21/06] 

 

2016: Was Not Open To Raising Taxes 

 

2016: Was Not Open To Raising Taxes. In June 2016, when asked if he was open to the idea of raising 

taxes, Faso said, “No, I’m not going to leave that straw man out there unmolested.” [Time Warner Cable 

Republican Debate, 44:30-44:50, 6/16/16] 

 

Praised Governor Paterson For Embracing Property Tax Reform 

 

Praised Governor Paterson For Embracing Property Tax Reform, Saying “I Care More About The 

End Result Than Who Gets Credit For It.” “Faso pointed out that many of the issues Republicans 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
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could win on in the state were issues highlighted during his 2006 gubernatorial run - namely high 

spending and property tax reform. He lauded Gov. David Paterson, a Democrat, for taking on both issues. 

‘I’m very pleased that this has made it into the mix,’ Faso said. ‘I ran on this, (and) I’m just pleased that 

Gov. Paterson has picked it up. I care more about the end result than who gets credit for it.’” [Times 

Union, 9/03/08]  

 

Praised The Bush Tax Cuts 

 

Praised The Bush Tax Cuts. “President Bush’s plan to cut taxes for all Americans while increasing 

spending on priority programs such as Social Security, Medicare and education is a fair, reasonable and 

responsible approach for America and great news for New York. Because New Yorkers pay 23 percent 

above the national average in taxes per capita and get back only 85 cents out of every dollar sent to 

Washington in federal taxes, we desperately need tax cuts to boost the state economy and provide relief 

for hardworking men and women. Due to New York’s relatively high cost of living and above-average 

incomes, the Bush tax cut would save the average New York household $ 18,296 over the next 10 years, 

among the highest level of savings in the entire nation. The Bush tax cut would provide a tremendous 

boost to the upstate economy, returning between $ 35 billion and $ 40 billion to residents to spend as they 

choose over the next 10 years. That kind of money would have a measurable, lasting impact on our 

economy and the standard of living of upstate families. President Bush’s simple and eloquent vision for 

America also triples education spending, doubles the Medicare budget to protect current programs and 

begin prescription drug coverage for low income seniors, and provides $ 2.6 trillion from the budget 

surplus to protect Social Security. It is clear that we can afford to cut taxes and protect important 

programs at the same time. As President Bush said, Americans have been overcharged and they deserve a 

refund.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 4/09/01]  

http://blog.timesunion.com/capitol/archives/8596/faso-talks-about-the-three-ps/
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Terrorism, Homeland Security, and Privacy Issues  
 

 

Significant Findings 
 

 Called for profiling people at airport security, said “political correctness” 

shouldn’t be considered 

 

 Supported warrantless wire taps 

 

 Supported metadata surveillance program 

 

 Opposed giving undocumented immigrants driver’s licenses because they 

would be used in terrorist attacks 

 
 

Called For Profiling People At Airport Security, Said “Political Correctness” Shouldn’t Be 

Considered 

 

Called For Profiling People At Airport Security, Said “Political Correctness” Shouldn’t Be 

Considered. “As New York girded against terrorist attacks following reports of a foiled plot in London, 

John Faso said Thursday that airport security officials should be allowed to better focus on people ‘with 

the greatest propensity of committing these kinds of acts.’ ‘We need to use traditional law enforcement 

techniques to ascertain who should be subjected to heightened security,’ said Faso, the Republican-

Conservative candidate for governor. He wouldn’t, however, say he supports racial or ethnic profiling. ‘I 

think the terminology is needlessly incendiary,’ Faso told The Associated Press. ‘You have to look at this 

from a law enforcement perspective and not from political correctness.’ … ‘But if someone is from a 

particular part of the world, or someone has traveled to different parts of the world, in an airport screening 

you have to look to those situations,’ he said. For example, Faso said he didn’t think an American citizen 

of Arabic decent who never traveled to the Middle East should be subject to greater scrutiny.” [AP, 

8/10/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Calls For Targeting Some People At Airport Screenings” [AP, 8/10/06] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Advocates Focus On Certain Air Travelers” [Times Union, 8/11/06] 

 

Supported Warrantless Wire Taps 

 

Supported Warrantless Wire Taps. “Homeland Security. Faso supports the Bush administration’s use 

of wiretaps without court approval that drew criticism from Democrats and civil rights organizations.” 

[AP, 8/15/06] 

 

Supported Metadata Surveillance Program 

 

Supported Metadata Surveillance Program. In June 2016, when asked how he wanted to 

combat terrorism, Faso supported using metadata to surveil people, saying, “We have to work 
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very aggressively to root out the people who are here who are the lone wolf attacker, like this 

fellow for instance, and try to root them out using intelligence and surveillance means. And I 

know that many people have objected to the metadata program, but the fact is that we need to 

use all the tools that are available to us from an intelligence and law enforcement basis.” [John 

Faso on CBS 6 News, 00:45-1:15, 6/27/16] 

 

Opposed Giving Illegal Immigrants Drivers Licenses Because They Would Be Used In Terrorist 

Attacks  

 

Opposed Giving Illegal Immigrants Drivers Licenses Because They Would Be Used In Terrorist 

Attacks. “Should illegal immigrants be permitted to get driver’s licenses? The candidates who would be 

governor sharply disagree: … Republican John Faso warned that licenses should never again be the tools 

of terrorists. … ‘Eliot Spitzer wants to license illegal immigrants in New York, even though top security 

officials and the 9/11 Commission say that’s crazy,’ Faso said Monday. ‘Eliot Spitzer needs to explain 

why he is willing to put New Yorkers at added risk of terrorist attack by giving official, government-

issued ID cards to people we don’t know anything about. I find his position totally irresponsible in a post-

9/11 world.’” [AP, 10/30/06] 

 

Did Not Support Trump’s Plan To Ban Muslims  

 

Did Not Support Trump’s Plan To Ban Muslims. In June 2016, when asked if he supported 

Donald Trump’s proposal to ban all Muslims from entering the U.S., Faso said, “I don’t think 

that’s the right approach[.]” [John Faso on CBS6 Albany, 2:37, 6/27/16]  

 

 

 

  

http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
http://cbs6albany.com/news/videos/19th-congressional-district-john-faso
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Trade Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 
 

 Indicated support for Trans Pacific Partnership if a future administration is 

allowed to negotiate it 

 

 Supported giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority 

 
 

2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is Allowed To 

Negotiate It 

 

February 2016: Indicated Support For Trans Pacific Partnership If A Future Administration Is 

Allowed To Negotiate It. In February 2016, when asked if he supported the Trans Pacific Partnership, 

Faso said, “Now on TPP and trade promotion authority, I think that the TPP, a lot of what Andrew and 

Bob said I agree with. The TPP is really meant to counter-balance China[.] … But the issue I have with 

the TPP frankly is the fact that I don’t trust any agreement like this that Obama would have negotiated. … 

But I do think its, in essence, ultimately the Congress has to be the one to approve it. I don’t trust Obama 

and this agreement, so I would be very reticent and opposed to what he is trying to do right now. Put it off 

to the next administration and Congress. I believe that would be a more prudent approach.” [Dutchess 

County Tea Party Debate, 46:34, 2/21/16] 

 

July 2016: Said He “Wasn’t Prepared To Support” TPP, Claimed He Was Still Studying It. 

“Gibson is a strong opponent of the massive trade deal known as the Trans-Pacific Partnership; he 

said he has a two-page critique of it. Faso said he's still studying it. As a congressman, Gibson was 

able to read the document; Faso is still waiting for the opportunity. ‘I’m not prepared to support it at 

this point,’ Faso said. ‘It will be left to the next president and congress to decide.’” [Register-Star, 

7/19/16] 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority 

 

2016: Supported Giving President Obama Trade Promotion Authority. In July 2016, during a 

candidate forum, Faso said, “One piece that I think though is important in this discussion is the Congress 

can’t negotiate. You can’t negotiate trade agreements. The reason we have the structure that they have 

done and it’s been in place since Reagan, the reason they have this trade structure is you can’t possibly 

have the individual legislatures of all these countries negotiating these things because nobody will put 

their last, best, final offer on the table. So the structure is the president has the authority to negotiate and 

Republican and Democratic presidents have had that authority to negotiate and some deals have been 

good for us and some haven’t. But that’s, give them the authority to negotiate but the Congress then has 

the up or down, yes or no vote. Otherwise you would have fifteen legislatures, for instance in this Trans 

Pacific Partnership arrangement, all trying to negotiate with themselves. No one would put their best final 

offer on the table. And having done many negotiations as a lawyer myself I know that that’s the way you 

have to do it.” [Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 2/21/16, 47:46]  

 

https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=46m38s
https://youtu.be/kL6bpf7gasQ?t=47m46s
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2015: Supported The Export-Import Bank, Described It As “Important” 

 

2015: Supported The Export-Import Bank. In 2015, when asked how he would have voted on 

reauthorizing the Export-Import Bank, Faso said, “Well, there hasn’t been a vote yet, and I hope that 

Congress does vote and resolve this question. … It’s very important for GM, it’s very important for 

companies like Boeing, but it’s also – and I’ve talked to a number of companies – it’s very important for 

small businesses that supply products or manufacturers that are trying to sell goods abroad. … I think that 

they need to fix this problem and make it so that our businesses can easily export.” [John Faso on WCNY, 

26:06, 9/18/15] 

 

Supported Pursuing Relations With Cuba 

 

Supported Pursuing Relations With Cuba. “Cuba. My view on this is that the U.S. needs to pursue its 

national interests. If our national interest says we should have relations – trade relations, diplomatic 

relations – with Cuba, then we should do it. If our national interest says that we shouldn’t, we shouldn’t.” 

[Dutchess County Tea Party Debate, 43:00-43:30, 2/21/16] 

 

 

 
 

  

http://www.wcny.org/sept-18-2015-ashley-hupfl-ken-lovett-toby-shelley-john-faso-university-at-buffalo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL6bpf7gasQ
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Transportation and Infrastructure Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 

 

 Opposed eliminating the gas tax 

 

 Voted against gas tax relief 

 

 1995: Authored budget that was projected to cancel or delay “scores of road and 

bridge repairs” and cut funding for Metropolitan Transit Authority to pay for tax 

cuts 

 

 Proposed increasing fares and tolls 

 

 2005: Called for increased Metropolitan Transportation Authority funding; 2003-

2005: Faso lobbied on behalf of the Metropolitan Transit Authority 

 

 2003: Led lobbying effort in Washington, DC to get as much federal 

transportation money as possible, was on $9,000 retainer paid for by New York 

State 

 
 

2006: Opposed Eliminating The Gas Tax 

 

2006: Opposed Eliminating The Gas Tax. “Faso doesn’t support eliminating the gasoline tax and wants 

to use the revenue for a ‘pay-as-you-go’ fund to rebuild highway, bridges and transportation systems.” 

[AP, 5/25/06] 

 

2000: Voted Against Gas Tax Relief 

 

2000: Voted Against Gas Tax Relief. “With gas prices soaring and even topping $2 a gallon at some 

stations in New York City, Assembly Republicans on Wednesday proposed giving motorists a break at 

the pumps this summer by temporarily suspending the 4 percent state tax. The reprieve would last 

throughout the peak summer driving season when gasoline prices traditionally soar -- from Memorial 

Day, May 28, to Labor Day, Sept. 3. It could result in a $132 million savings for drivers in New York, 

according to Assembly Minority Leader John Faso, R-Kinderhook. … But Assembly Speaker Sheldon 

Silver, D-Manhattan, also blamed Faso and his Republican minority for shooting down a similar 

suggestion included in the Assembly’s budget resolution last year. ‘Last year at this time, prices were 

higher, and John Faso and every member of the (minority) conference voted against that proposal last 

summer ... and they offered amendments to kill it as well,’ Silver said. ‘There are no buts. They voted no.’ 

… Faso said Republicans voted against the Assembly majority’s gas tax initiative because it was included 

in the budget resolution and not broken out into separate legislation. The Assembly Republicans had a bill 

that would have eliminated the state sales tax on gas last summer, Faso said, but the Democrats refused to 

let it onto the floor for a vote. ‘The point is, it was presumed within a budget resolution, which was a one-
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house, catch-all that included the kitchen sink in terms of spending,’ Faso said of Silver’s proposal on gas 

tax suspension last year.” [Times Union, 4/26/01] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Cancel Or Delay “Scores Of Road And Bridge 

Repairs” To Pay For Tax Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Was Projected To Cancel Or Delay “Scores Of Road And Bridge 

Repairs.” “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George 

E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers 

and cut spending across the board. … Scores of road and bridge repairs would be canceled or delayed.” 

[New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Funding For Metropolitan Transit Authority To Pay For Tax 

Cuts 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Funding For Metropolitan Transit Authority. “Taking the first 

step toward fulfilling his vision for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 

billion state budget today that would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the 

board. … The proposed cuts include reducing by $128 million state appropriations for the Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority, which has already suffered a $113 million cut in aid from New York City. 

Transit advocates said the additional state cuts would make a 25-cent to 50-cent fare increase for subway 

and bus riders virtually inevitable this year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

1995: Authored “The Most Austere Fiscal Plan.” “Republican John Faso of Kinderhook comes 

from the Assembly, where he has served since 1987 as a dominant voice for fiscal restraints and a 

promoter of Gov. George Pataki’s agenda. He fashioned Pataki’s first budget -- the most austere fiscal 

plan produced during the governor’s eight-year reign.” [Times Union, 10/21/02] 

 

1995: “Pataki administration officials said they had to make difficult choices to close a $4 billion 

budget gap and to pay for a $1 billion tax cut.” [New York Times, 2/04/95] 

 

1995: Authored Budget That Cut Top Tax Rate. “Taking the first step toward fulfilling his vision 

for a smaller state government, Gov. George E. Pataki proposed a $32.4 billion state budget today that 

would reduce taxes for almost all New Yorkers and cut spending across the board. … He also 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/04/nyregion/pataki-s-budget-is-attacked-as-contradictory-in-its-aims.html
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proposed income-tax cuts that would total $1 billion, the first step in a four-year plan to reduce the top 

tax rate by one-quarter and save taxpayers $6.8 billion a year. The top tax rate this year would fall to 

7.59 percent, from 7.87 percent last year.” [New York Times, 2/02/95] 

 

2006: Proposed Increasing Fares And Tolls 

 

2006: Proposed Increasing Fares And Tolls. “Both Mr. Spitzer and Mr. Faso said that the state may 

ultimately have to contribute more to operating costs to help bridge the gap, but added that fare and toll 

increases may also have to be considered. … Mr. Faso also said New Yorkers may have to pay more to 

use mass transit, bridges and tunnels. ‘The budget of the agency has to have an appropriate amount that 

comes from the fare box, state government, city government and other revenue sources of the M.T.A.,’ he 

said.” [New York Times, 10/24/06] 

 

2005: Called For Increased Metropolitan Transportation Authority Funding; 2003-2005: Faso 

Lobbied On Behalf Of The Metropolitan Transit Authority  

 

2005: Called For Increased Metropolitan Transportation Authority Funding. “As governor, Mr. 

Faso said that he would increase Albany’s fiscal commitment to the Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority. He explained that with one-third of the entire nation’s mass transit riders in New York City, it 

was crucial for business and the economy for the transit system to be modernized. Mr. Faso said: ‘There 

are ongoing capital programs of the MTA that need to be enhanced and accelerated. For instance, with 

better signaling, you can increase the throughput of trains, so that the trains run closer together. Modern 

signaling technology allows you to do that. That allows you to move more people in the same amount of 

time that you do now. That will reduce crowding and reduce waiting time.’” [New York Sun, 11/30/05] 

 

2004: Stressed The Importance Of Federal Transportation Dollars And The Reauthorization Of 

Such Funding. “Another area vital to the metropolitan area, and indeed the entire state, is the 

reauthorization of federal programs for highways and mass transit. Back in 1998, our senators at the 

time, Alfonse M. D’Amato and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, used their committee positions and political 

acumen to influence the transportation policy debate and get financing formulas that were favorable to 

New York. As a result of their bipartisan approach, transportation returns more to our State than it 

takes from our taxpayers -- the only federal program that does so. The importance of transportation 

funds cannot be overestimated. One-third of all daily users of mass transportation nationwide ride the 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s subways, buses and commuter railroads. New York’s future 

as a place to do business and as the nation’s financial center depends on efficient transportation. Major 

proposed projects -- like the Long Island Rail Road’s East Side access plan and Kennedy Airport’s 

train link to lower Manhattan -- need major infusions of federal money. Other projects, like the 

Second Avenue subway, will never be completed without billions in federal dollars. Reauthorization 

is now on the agenda, and New York’s Democratic senators must be willing to horse-trade on this and 

other issues to get the needed transportation dollars.” [John Faso Op-Ed, New York Times, 11/28/04] 

 

2003-2005: Faso Lobbied On Behalf Of The Metropolitan Transit Authority. From 2003 to 2005, 

Faso lobbied the federal government to provide funding for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority. 

According to lobbying disclosures, Faso lobbied for the “reauthorization of federal transportation 

legislation.” [Lobbying Disclosure, U.S. House of Representatives, 2003, 2004, 8/2005, and 2/2005]  

 

2003: Criticized For Not Doing Enough To Secure Transportation Funding, Said He Went To 

DC Once A Week. “A band of Washington lawmakers is trying to take $300 million for repairing and 

building roads away from New York and shift it to other states. The lawmakers are looking to change 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/02/nyregion/pataki-budget-overview-pataki-proposes-broad-reductions-state-spending.html
http://disclosures.house.gov/ld/pdfform.aspx?id=8002406
http://disclosures.house.gov/ld/pdfform.aspx?id=8073556
http://disclosures.house.gov/ld/pdfform.aspx?id=9062402
http://disclosures.house.gov/ld/pdfform.aspx?id=8089384
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an obscure formula in the federal Highway Trust Fund, which is supported by an 18.4 cent-per-gallon 

gas tax. Under the current formula, New York and other urban states receive a slightly larger share of 

the gas tax fund money than other states. A bill sponsored by House Majority Leader Tom DeLay (R-

Texas) would change that, mandating that every state get close to what it contributes in gas taxes. … 

Gov. Pataki appointed onetime state comptroller candidate John Faso to take the lead in derailing the 

proposal, but some fellow New York lawmakers complain that he has not done enough. … Faso said 

he goes to D.C. about once a week to lobby lawmakers, and rejected any claim that he’s asleep at the 

switch. ‘We have a very difficult road,’ said Faso yesterday. ‘But we’re going to continue to fight this 

battle. The governor is very committed on this.’” [New York Post, 9/15/03] 

 

2003: Led Lobbying Effort In Washington, DC To Get As Much Federal Transportation Money As 

Possible, Was On $9,000 Retainer Paid For By New York State 

 

Led Lobbying Effort To Get As Much Federal Transportation Money As Possible, Was On $9,000 

Retainer Paid For By New York State. “Former New York state Assembly minority leader John Faso 

has been tapped to spearhead the state’s lobbying effort to hold onto its current share of federal 

transportation money. Faso, a Republican who lost a close election last year for state comptroller, is now a 

partner in a well-connected law firm with offices in Albany, New York City, and Washington. The firm, 

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, is on a $9,000-a-month retainer with the state under a pre-existing arrangement 

with the Metropolitan Transportation Authority. Faso, a close political ally of Gov. George Pataki, will 

lead the state’s effort to secure as much federal money as possible in negotiations for a new 

Transportation Equity Act, a six-year program that delivered more than $11 billion to New York from 

1998 to 2002. … Between 1998 and 2002, the last year for which there are available numbers, New York 

received more than $4 billion in transit money, and more than $7 billion in highway money. … Faso said 

Congress may compromise on a one-year extension of the current program, rather than approve another 

massive 6-year plan. ‘There are always going to be states that look at the current arrangement and try to 

get more,’ said Faso. He said many other federal programs deliver less than New York’s fair share, ‘but in 

this particular program New York does well because the formula is based on need.’” [AP, 4/11/03] 

 

HEADLINE: “Fmr. Minority Leader John Faso Leading DC Lobbying Effort” [AP, 4/11/03] 

 

HEADLINE: “Faso Tapped To Lead Transportation Lobbying” [Times Union, 4/12/03] 

 

2003: Criticized For Not Doing Enough To Secure Transportation Funding, Said He Went To DC 

Once A Week. “A band of Washington lawmakers is trying to take $300 million for repairing and 

building roads away from New York and shift it to other states. The lawmakers are looking to change an 

obscure formula in the federal Highway Trust Fund, which is supported by an 18.4 cent-per-gallon gas 

tax. Under the current formula, New York and other urban states receive a slightly larger share of the gas 

tax fund money than other states. A bill sponsored by House Majority Leader Tom DeLay (R-Texas) 

would change that, mandating that every state get close to what it contributes in gas taxes. … Gov. Pataki 

appointed onetime state comptroller candidate John Faso to take the lead in derailing the proposal, but 

some fellow New York lawmakers complain that he has not done enough. … Faso said he goes to D.C. 

about once a week to lobby lawmakers, and rejected any claim that he’s asleep at the switch. ‘We have a 

very difficult road,’ said Faso yesterday. ‘But we’re going to continue to fight this battle. The governor is 

very committed on this.’” [New York Post, 9/15/03] 

 

2005: Supported Prop 2, Which Would Borrow Money To Pay For Transportation 
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2005: Supported Prop 2, Which Would Borrow Money To Pay For Transportation. “In March, state 

lawmakers announced a five-year transportation-improvement plan and won thunderous applause from 

200 highway officials who had donned orange vests and jammed a budget committee meeting. The 

legislators had just agreed to a giant increase in borrowing for roads, bridges and mass transit and they 

planned to let citizens have a say. The legislators set up a $35.9 billion capital program with $2.9 billion 

coming from borrowing, subject to approval in the form of Proposal 2 on the Nov. 8 ballot. … Proponents 

say the Metropolitan Transportation Authority needs the bond act proceeds to match federal dollars that 

could be available to pay for the MTA’s expansion plans. But that matching money could be replaced 

with non-borrowed resources, said John Faso, the former Republican assemblyman from Kinderhook who 

wants to run for governor. He said if voters pass the bond act, lawmakers don’t have to borrow if they 

realize other resources are available, although that would be unlikely.” [Times Union, 10/30/05] 

 

2006: Proposed Eliminating The Highway Use Tax 

 

2006: Proposed Eliminating The Highway Use Tax. “Business taxes: Faso said he would eliminate the 

estate tax, the corporate franchise tax and the highway use tax paid by truckers.” [The Post-Standard, 

4/14/06] 

 

2016: Proposed A Third Rail Tunnel Under The Hudson River 

 

2016: Proposed A Third Rail Tunnel Under The Hudson River. “The regulatory state is a real 

disincentive to economic growth. Look at Belleayre in Ulster and Delaware counties: It takes 15 years to 

get a project off the ground. We need a third rail tunnel under the Hudson. The planning and 

environmental hearings alone impede progress on basic infrastructure projects needed if we are to move 

ahead. Regulatory change is critical.” [The Millbrook Independent, 4/21/16] 

 

2006: Supported A Second Avenue Subway, An Extension Of A Subway Line, And Replacing The 

Tappan Zee Bridge 

 

2006: Supported A Second Avenue Subway, An Extension Of A Subway Line, And Replacing The 

Tappan Zee Bridge. “A Second Avenue subway? Eliot Spitzer, the Democratic candidate for governor, 

and his Republican opponent, John Faso, want to see it built. … An extension of the No. 7 train to the 

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center financed by the city? They also support that. And they would like to 

see a new Tappan Zee Bridge. When it comes to big crowd-pleasing transportation projects, what’s not 

for a candidate for governor to love? With only slight variations in their approaches, Mr. Spitzer, the state 

attorney general, and Mr. Faso, a former state assemblyman, have declared their support for a list of 

ambitious infrastructure projects. But neither candidate could promise to deliver on the wish list without 

increasing fares and tolls.” [New York Times, 10/24/06] 

 

2006: Opposed Improvement On Long Island Rail Road 

 

2006: Opposed Improvement On Long Island Rail Road. “Mr. Faso did not support another proposed 

improvement on the Long Island Rail Road.” [New York Times, 10/24/06] 

 

  

http://www.themillbrookindependent.com/content/interview-john-faso
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Veterans and Military Personnel Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 
 

 Defended the VA, said the “baby shouldn’t be thrown out with the bathwater” 

 

 Proposed peer-to-peer counseling for veterans despite the fact that such 

programs have existed at the VA since at least 2013 

 

 Proposed extending VA Hours and expanding choice program 

 
 

Defended The VA, Said The “Baby Shouldn’t Be Thrown Out With The Bathwater” 

 

Defended The VA, Said The “Baby Shouldn’t Be Thrown Out With The Bathwater.” “But I also 

think it’s important that we not throw the baby out with the bathwater. There are many, many dedicated 

individuals, medical providers, and other people who work for the VA, and I think the negligence and the 

inadequacies of some should not overshadow the good work that is done.” [League of Women Voters 

Republican Debate, 43:30-43:55, 6/08/16]  

 

Proposed Peer-To-Peer Counseling For Veterans Despite The Fact That Such Programs Have 

Existed At The VA Since At Least 2013 

 

Proposed Peer-To-Peer Counseling For Veterans As A Solution To PTSD Stigma. “It’s also true that 

we need much better mental health services for veterans as they come out of the service, much more peer 

counseling. I proposed a specific program funded out of existing VA resources to provide peer counseling 

to veterans all across this country, and you could do this through county veterans service agencies and 

other nonprofit agencies that provide services to veterans.” [League of Women Voters Republican 

Debate, 42:42-43:13, 6/08/16]  

 

Proposed Peer-To-Peer Counseling For Veterans As A Solution To PTSD Stigma. “My plan to 

reform veterans’ health care uses peer-to-peer counseling to help them overcome the stigma some see 

attached to conditions like PTSD and begin to seek treatment today. It was developed thanks to the 

guidance and advice of combat and noncombat veterans from across upstate New York. Here’s how it 

works: the federal government would establish a competitive grant program and empower nonprofits 

in the community already providing peer-to-peer counseling for veterans. The program would be paid 

for with an estimated $40 million in savings a year from capping the bonuses of senior executives at 

the VA and finding additional savings through an audit of the federal government’s mental health 

programs. There is no state or local matching share to cover.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Poughkeepsie 

Journal, 5/26/16] 

 

Peer Counseling Programs Have Existed At The VA Since At Least 2013. According to the VA’s 

website, peer counseling for veteran’s programs have existed at the VA since at least 2013. [U.S. 

Department of Veterans Affairs, 5/07/13] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9vzJ8FQHvQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9vzJ8FQHvQ
http://www.blogs.va.gov/VAntage/9368/help-fellow-veterans-become-a-va-peer-specialist/
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Proposed Extending VA Hours And Expanding Choice Program 

 

Proposed Extending VA Hours And Expanding Choice Program. “My plan would also extend hours 

at VA outpatient pharmacies nationwide to include nights and weekends, comparable with retail 

pharmacies, and allow veterans to seek immediate behavioral health care outside the VA system for those 

currently eligible for the Veterans Choice Program. The arbitrary rules imposed by the Choice Program 

that force veterans to wait more than 30 days or live over 40 miles away from a clinic in order to use non-

VA resources will hurt those seeking treatment for mental health. This red tape has got to go.” [John Faso 

Op-Ed, Poughkeepsie Journal, 5/26/16] 
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Women’s Issues 
 

 

Significant Findings 
 

 Even Republicans said “Faso’s record [was] extreme on women’s issues” 

 

 1998-2002: Voted 21 times against initiatives to combat pay inequity between men 

and women, cast the lone “no” vote seven times 

 

 2006: Denied having voted against pay equity bills, said that “any accusation to the 

contrary is just a silly accusation,” argued that federal law already protects women 

against pay discrimination 

 

 2016: Wrote op-ed about equal pay that argued “additional laws aren't the 

answer,” described pay equity legislation as “job-killing federal regulations”  

 

 1999: Cast the lone “no” vote against expanding prenatal health care 
 

 Voted against bill that would have improved screening for breast and cervical 

cancer 

 

 1999: Voted against bill that provided millions of dollars for rape crisis centers 

 

 2002: Voted against women’s health bill that would have required health insurers 

cover preventive care services and expanded coverage of mammography services, 

prohibit copayments and deductibles for mammography and cervical screenings 
 

 2002: Criticized for switching vote on bill that sought to combat health insurance 

discrimination against women by improving coverage for breast and cervical cancer 

screening 

 

 1995: Voted against bill that sought to prohibit companies from charging women 

higher premiums for disability income protection 

 

 Voted against bill that would have improved diagnosis for osteoporosis 

 

 1999: Voted against bipartisan anti-stalking legislation 

 

 One of six Assembly Members to vote against bill that would prohibit police from 

requiring rape victims to take lie detector test 
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2006: Even Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On Women’s Issues” 

 

2006: Even Republicans Said “Faso’s Record [Was] Extreme On Women’s Issues” “But Democrats -

- and even some Republicans who wanted Weld to be the party’s candidate -- say Faso’s record is extreme 

on women’s issues, civil rights and guns.” [Poughkeepsie Journal, 6/11/06] 

 

2006: Republicans Described Faso As An “Extremist Conservative” Who “Votes Against Women.” 
“Prominent New York Republicans took steps yesterday to derail John Faso’s bid for the party 

nomination for governor by assailing him as an extremist conservative who would drag down the entire 

Republican slate in the November elections. … The letter outlines Mr. Faso’s voting record on several 

bills under headings like ‘votes against women[.]’ … In some instances, Mr. Faso was the only member 

of the Assembly to vote against the legislation. In 2002, for example, he voted against a bill for 

‘comparable worth’ that would have required equal pay for men and women by setting pay scales for jobs 

in the private sector. (The bill was passed only by the Democratic-controlled Assembly and never became 

law.)” [New York Times, 5/18/06] 

 

1998-2002: Voted 21 Times Against Initiatives To Combat Pay Inequity Between Men And Women, 

Cast The Lone “No” Vote Seven Times  

 

1998-2002: Cast 21 Votes Against Initiatives To Combat Pay Inequity Between Men And Women. 

From 1998 to 2002, Faso cast 21 votes against bills that would have combatted pay disparity between 

women and men. [John Faso Voting Records, New York State Assembly, accessed 7/22/16] 

 

NOTE: Below is a table detailing Faso’ s votes on the subject. 

 

Bill # Title Date 

Vote 

Tally 

(Y/N) 

Faso 

Vote 

A00810 Establishes policy of equal pay for both sexes and comparability of value of work 4/6/98 148/1 NAY 

A07939 Proposes an amendment to the constitution relating to equal pay for equal work 4/6/98 145/3 NAY 

A09821 

Makes it a discriminatory practice to compensate employees of different sexes 

differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/6/98 148/1 NAY 

A09822 

Makes it a discriminatory practice for public employers to compensate employees 

of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/6/98 147/1 NAY 

A09824A 

Makes provision with respect to the discriminatory practice of compensating 

employees of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/6/98 148/1 NAY 

A04171 

Establishes policy of equal pay for both sexes and comparability of value of work 

and directs the taking of corrective action 4/12/99 140/3 NAY 

A00818 Proposes an amendment to the constitution relating to equal pay for equal work 4/12/99 140/4 NAY 

A05031 

Makes it a discriminatory practice to compensate employees of different sexes 

differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/12/99 142/2 NAY 

A05147 

Makes provision with respect to the discriminatory practice of compensating 

employees of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/12/99 142/2 NAY 

A01337 

Makes it a discriminatory practice for public employers to compensate employees 

of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/12/99 142/2 NAY 

A04171 

Establishes policy of equal pay for both sexes and comparability of value of work 

and directs the taking of corrective action 5/10/00 145/2 NAY 

A05031 

Makes it a discriminatory practice to compensate employees of different sexes 

differently for work that is of comparable worth 5/10/00 145/2 NAY 

A05147 

Makes provision with respect to the discriminatory practice of compensating 

employees of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 5/10/00 145/2 NAY 
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A01337 

Makes it a discriminatory practice for public employers to compensate employees 

of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 5/10/00 145/2 NAY 

A00236 

Establishes policy of equal pay for both sexes and comparability of value of work 

and directs the taking of corrective action 4/4/01 139/1 YEA 

A00290 Proposes an amendment to the constitution relating to equal pay for equal work 4/4/01 77/63 NAY 

A00290 

Proposes an amendment to the constitution relating to equal pay for equal work. 

Pay Equity This bill would amend Article One of the state Constitution to require 

equal pay for equal work of comparable skill under similar working conditions. The 

bill aims to correct wage disparity and provide pay equity for all people who 

perform work of comparable skill, effort and responsibility. The measure addresses 

the current men to women pay disparity, a condition that discriminates against New 

York State women who receive only seventy-three cents for every dollar earned by 

men. The bill is part of the Assembly pay equity legislative initiative. (A.290; 

Passed Assembly). 4/4/01 137/3 NAY 

A05416 

Makes it a discriminatory practice to compensate employees of different sexes 

differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/4/01 138/2 NAY 

A07012 

Makes it a discriminatory practice for public employers to compensate employees 

of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/4/01 139/1 YEA 

A07432 

Makes provision with respect to the discriminatory practice of compensating 

employees of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth. 

Comparable Worth Pay Protection The bill would protect individuals from being 

paid less than their fellow employees who are performing comparable work. The 

legislation aims to reverse work place conditions that pay workers less than other 

employees even though their job performance, skills and qualifications are similar. 

The bill is part of the Assembly's pay equity legislative initiative. (A.7432; Passed 

Assembly / S.486; Labor). 4/4/01 138/2 NAY 

A00236 

Establishes policy of equal pay for both sexes and comparability of value of work 

and directs the taking of corrective action. Civil Service Pay Equity This bill would 

require state civil service laws to implement a salary policy that equally 

compensates state employees for work of comparable value by eliminating wage 

inequality in job titles. The measure aims to remove current wage inequalities in 

state workforce job titles and classifications, which are based on segregating 

employees by sex, race or national origin. The bill is part of the Assembly pay 

equity legislative initiative. (A.236; Passed Assembly). 4/15/02 142/0 YEA 

A00290 

Proposes an amendment to the constitution relating to equal pay for equal work. 

Pay Equity This bill would amend Article I of the state Constitution to require 

equal pay for equal work of comparable skill under similar working conditions. The 

bill aims to correct wage disparity and provide pay equity for all people who 

perform work of comparable skill, effort and responsibility. The measure addresses 

the current men to women pay disparity, a condition that discriminates against New 

York State women who receive only 73 cents for every dollar earned by men. The 

bill is part of the Assembly pay equity legislative initiative. (A.290; Passed 

Assembly).  4/15/02 141/1 NAY 

A05416 

Makes it a discriminatory practice to compensate employees of different sexes 

differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/15/02 141/1 NAY 

A07012 

Makes it a discriminatory practice for public employers to compensate employees 

of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth. Pay 

Discrimination Prevention This bill would prohibit public employers from 

compensating employees of different sexes differently for work that is of 

comparable worth. Under the bill, employers would measure the worth of various 

jobs by measuring the skill, effort and responsibility normally required in the 

performance of work and the conditions under which the work is normally 

performed. (A.7012; Passed Assembly/S.483; Civil Service and Pensions.). 4/15/02 142/0 YEA 

A07432 

Makes provision with respect to the discriminatory practice of compensating 

employees of different sexes differently for work that is of comparable worth 4/15/02 141/1 NAY 

A06691A 

Enacts the New York state fair pay act. Under this bill, employers would be 

specifically prohibited from paying women of any racial or ethnic background less 

money than men for work of equal or comparable worth. 4/22/02 110/36 NAY 
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HEADLINE: “Faso Voted Against ‘Equal Pay’” [New York Post, 5/17/06] 

 

New York Times Called Out Faso For Being The Lone “No” Vote On Equal Pay Bill. New York 

Times: “When every other member of the Assembly voted for legislation declaring that men and women 

should get equal pay for comparable work, Mr. Faso voted no.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

2002: Only Assembly Member Who Voted Against Amendment To N.Y. Constitution Providing 

Equal Pay Bill.  “John Faso was the only member of the Assembly to vote against providing women with 

equal pay for equal work.” Bill passed 141 to 1 and stalled in the Senate. [AB 290, 4/15/02; Post-

Standard, 4/17/02] 

 

New York Post: 1999-2001: Voted Against Equal Pay For Comparable Work Four Times In New 

York State Assembly. “Faso voted four times against bills that would have made it the law for employers 

to give both sexes the same wages for work that was considered of ‘comparable worth,’ a review by The 

Post showed. The votes were cast in the late 1990s and in 2000 and 2002, the review showed.” [New 

York Post, 5/17/06] 

 

Consistently Denied Having Voted Against Equal Pay For Women, Said That “Any Accusation To 

The Contrary Is Just A Silly Accusation” 

 

2016: Said It Was “False” That He Had Voted Against Equal Pay Bills, Claimed The Bills He Voted 

Against Was “Equal Pay For Different Work.” In August 2016, according to an op-ed written by Faso, 

“Democrat congressional candidate, Zephyr Teachout, has begun her general election campaign by telling 

a whopper. She contends that as a member of the assembly, I voted against "equal pay for equal work: on 

four different occasions (Register Star, 7/29/16). This allegation is false. As a husband and father, I fully 

support and expect equality for women in the workforce. A New York City law professor such as Ms. 

Teachout should know that equal pay for equal work has been federal law since it was signed in 1963 by 

President John Kennedy. It is also New York State law. I did disagree strongly with bills pushed by 

disgraced former Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver which purported to promote equal pay but were 

actually equal pay for different work. These proposals, which were never enacted, would have the state 

compare different jobs and attempt to devise a scheme to equalize pay for different work. These plans 

would have state bureaucrats, not employers, decide what a particular job was worth.” [John Faso Op-Ed, 

Register-Star, 8/16/16] 

 

2005: Denied Having Voted For Equal Pay Bill. In 2005, when asked if he had voted against a pay 

equity bill, Faso said, “Absolutely not. I am totally for equal pay for equal work. That’s federal and state 

law. It is a gross distortion and mischaracterization. There was a bill that’s, in Albany parlance, called a 

‘one house bill’ that says that the private sector should be told by the government how much it should pay 

different job categories. It’s a concept called ‘comparable work.’ It’s not equal pay for equal work.”  

[John Faso on News 55, 6:00-6:40, 5/28/05] 

 

 

 

2006: Denied Having Voted Against Pay Equity Bills, Said That “Any Accusation To The Contrary 

Is Just A Silly Accusation.” In 2006, when asked if he had voted against a bill thought would have 

“provided equal pay for women doing the same job as men,” Faso said, “Absolutely not. I totally support 

equal pay for equal work, and any accusation to the contrary is just a silly accusation. That was a totally 

http://nypost.com/2006/05/17/faso-voted-against-equal-pay/
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A00290&term=2001&Summary=Y&Votes=Y&Memo=Y
http://nypost.com/2006/05/17/faso-voted-against-equal-pay/
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different bill that would have had the government deciding for the private sector, how it shall pay wages 

for different categories of employers. The private sector marketplace should determine how much people 

get paid. But equal pay for equal work I absolutely support it. And by the way that is forty years federal 

and state law. … The fact is, the private sector economy sets wages, and not the government.” [WNBC 4 

NY, 5:42-7:00, 6/02/06] 

 

 

 

2016: Said He Had “Always Been In Favor Of” Equal Pay For Women. In June 2016, when asked if 

he would vote for an equal pay for women bill in Congress, Faso said, “I’ve always been in favor of that.” 

[Time Warner Cable Republican Debate, 31:10, 6/16/16] 

 

2006: Argued That Federal Law Already Protects Women Against Pay Discrimination. “Democrats 

say Faso voted against a bill that would require equal pay for equal work to protect women who are often 

underpaid. But Faso said he feels equal pay is already protected under federal law. He said he voted 

against the Democrats’ proposal because government shouldn’t dictate wages to be paid by private 

businesses for comparable jobs.” [Associated Press, 6/08/06] 

 

2016: Wrote Op-Ed About Equal Pay That Argued “Additional Laws Aren't The Answer,” 

Described Pay Equity Legislation As “Job-Killing Federal Regulations” And Claimed The 1963 

Equal Pay Act Already Required Companies To Pay Women The Same As Men 

 

2016: Wrote Op-Ed About Equal Pay That Argued “Additional Laws Aren't The Answer,” 

Described Pay Equity Legislation As “Job-Killing Federal Regulations” And Claimed The 1963 

Equal Pay Act Already Required Companies To Pay Women The Same As Men. In August 2016, 

Faso wrote an op-ed defending his opposition to equal pay legislation, arguing that laws were already on 

the books to prohibit such discrimination and “additional laws aren’t the answer.” According to his op-ed, 

“As a husband and father, I fully support and expect equality for women in the workforce, which includes 

earning the same compensation as men for doing the same job, with similar experience. Unfortunately, we 

know that's not always the case — unequal pay can still exist. … Democrats say they have a simple 

solution: By modifying the law by changing some terminology, such as forcing equal pay for comparable 

work, the gender gap will finally be eliminated. While the goal is laudable, their approach won't address 

the problem. There are better, 21st-century solutions that don't involve more potentially job-killing federal 

regulations. The Equal Pay Act, signed into law by President John F. Kennedy, has been law since 1963. 

It makes it illegal in the United States to pay men and women differently when they are working for the 

same company and the jobs require equal skill, effort, experience and responsibility. Additional laws 

aren't the answer. Indeed, if laws aren't written carefully, they can often achieve an opposite effect than 

the one intended. … The better way to achieve income parity between men and women is to let modern-

day, free market technology inform the issue. … Another practical solution would be to allow, even 

encourage, employees to discuss what they earn for a given job. We must be careful about enacting public 

policies that can backfire, dilute competition and subject employers to expensive litigation, among other 

unintended consequences. I have always supported equal pay for equal work, and I also believe in a 

competitive free market system. These two ideas are not incompatible. Fortunately, we can have both 

today.” [John Faso Op-Ed, Times Union, 8/09/16] 

 

Op-Ed Criticized Faso’s Commentary For Implausibly Expecting That Providing Information 

About Salaries Would Solve The Gender Gap. In August 2016, Joan Mandle, the Executive 

Director of Democracy Matters, argued against Faso’s op-ed, saying, “In his recent commentary, John 

Faso implausibly concludes that, if women are provided with information about how much employers 

http://www.twcnews.com/nys/capital-region/capital-tonight-show/2016/06/16/ny-19-republican-primary-debate-061615.html
http://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-opinion/article/Pay-equity-possible-in-free-market-9132133.php
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pay their workers, the problem of the gender pay gap will be solved. The fact is employer 

discrimination is the single most important obstacle to pay equity for women. Providing us with 

information about the extent of that discrimination does nothing to solve the problem. Only new laws 

like the one John Faso voted against four times when he was in the Assembly, as well as vigorous 

enforcement of the laws already on the books, are what is really needed.” [Joan Mandle Op-Ed, 

Times-Union, 8/16/16] 

 

1999: Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care  

 

1999: Cast The Lone “No” Vote Against Expanding Prenatal Health Care. “During his 16 years in 

the State Assembly, Mr. Faso voted time and again against bills that even most of his fellow Republicans 

supported. In an Assembly with 150 members, he cast the lone no vote more than two dozen times. Mr. 

Faso, the Republican candidate for governor, voted against bills to expand prenatal care; educate 

homeless children; give more generous pensions to government workers; create check-off boxes on state 

tax forms for contributions to diabetes research; and tree planting” The bill passed 148 to 1 and stalled in 

Senate. Faso was the only Assembly member to veto. [AB 4707, 6/22/99; The New York Times, 

10/22/06] 

 

Voted Against Bill That Would Have Improved Screening For Breast And Cervical Cancer 

 

Voted Against Bill That Would Have Improved Screening For Breast And Cervical Cancer. 
“DeProspo also said Faso was the only member of the Assembly to vote against a bill requiring equal pay 

for equal work, against a bill fighting discrimination of women in the workplace, against improving 

screening for breast and cervical cancer, and against improving the diagnosis for osteoporosis, a bone 

deficiency that afflicts women. DeProspo also wrote that Faso voted against improving education for 

homeless children, against building youth centers, ‘even voted against lunch periods for kids in schools.’ 

DeProspo also listed Faso votes against requiring that the Irish Potato Famine be taught in schools and 

against some environmental and education bills.” [AP, 5/18/06] 

 

1999: Voted Against Bill That Provided Millions Of Dollars For Rape Crisis Centers 

 

1999: Voted Against Bill That Provided Millions Of Dollars For Rape Crisis Centers. In 1999, Faso 

voted against the Public Protection, Health and Mental Hygiene budget for New York State, which 

included $2,101,300 in funding for rape crisis centers. Below is a table with the direct language of the 

budget and the amount that was appropriated to each program. On August 3rd, 1999, Faso voted “no” on 

this bill. [S3287C, 8/03/99] 

 

Appropriation Amount 

Comprehensive Assault, Abuse and Rape Unit $75,000 

For services and expenses: of the Citizens Committee on Rape, Sexual Assault and Abuse $50,000 

Rape Crisis Service of Warren and Hamilton Counties $3,800 

Rensselaer County Rape Crisis Center $25,000 

For grants to rape crisis centers for services to rape victims and programs to prevent rape. Of the amount  

appropriated herein, up to 5 percent may be transferred to the general  fund  -  state  purposes account for  

the administration of  this program 

$1,073,500 

For additional grants to rape crisis centers for  services to rape victims and programs to prevent rape $150,000 

For grants to rape crisis  centers   for services  to  rape victims and programs to prevent rape Of the  

amount  appropriated herein, up to 5 percent may be transferred to  the  general  fund  -  state  purposes 

account for  the  administration  of   

$131,000 

For additional grants to rape crisis centers for services to rape victims and  programs to prevent rape $185,000 

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=A04707&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/22/nyregion/22faso.html?pagewanted=print
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&leg_video=&bn=S03287&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Committee%26nbspVotes=Y&Floor%26nbspVotes=Y&Memo=Y&Text=Y
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Rape and Abuse Crisis Svc of  the Yates Community $8,000 

Rape Crisis Center of the Southern Tier $5,000 

For additional grants to rape crisis  centers  for  services  to  rape victims and programs to prevent rape $335,000 

For  services and expenses related to the Children's Rape Crisis Counseling Program $50,000 

Mt. Sinai Rape Crisis Center $5,000 

Rape Intervention Services & Education of Sullivan County $5,000 

Total: $2,101,300 

 

2002: Voted Against Women’s Health Bill That Would Have Required Health Insurers Cover 

Preventive Care Services And Expanded Coverage Of Mammography Services, Prohibit 

Copayments And Deductibles For Mammography And Cervical Screenings  

 

2002: Voted Against Women’s Health Bill That Would Have Required Health Insurers Cover 

Preventive Care Services And Expanded Coverage Of Mammography Services, Prohibit 

Copayments And Deductibles For Mammography And Cervical Screenings. In 2002, Faso voted 

against a women’s health bill that would have required health insurers cover preventive care services and 

expanded coverage of mammography services while also prohibiting copayments and deductibles for 

mammography and cervical screenings. According to the bill’s memorandum in support, “SUMMARY 

OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS: This bill would: Require insurers and HMOs to notify all insureds and 

enrollees that they are entitled to direct access to obstetric and gynecologic services, for at least two 

examinations annually, for care and services related to pregnancy, as a result of annual examinations, 

and/or as a result of an acute gynecologic condition; Expand coverage of annual mammography screening 

to women aged forty and over; Expand the classification of insurance policies that would be required to 

cover mammographies and cervical cytology screening to include policies that cover persons employed in 

more than one state or that are subject to collective bargaining agreements; Prohibit insurers from 

imposing copayments and deductibles for mammography screening and cervical cytology screening.” 

[S06265, 4/08/02] 

 

 

2002: Criticized For Switching Vote On Bill That Sought To Combat Health Insurance 

Discrimination Against Women By Improving Coverage For Breast And Cervical Cancer 

Screening  

 

2002: Criticized For Switching Vote On Bill That Sought To Combat Health Insurance 

Discrimination Against Women By Improving Coverage For Breast And Cervical Cancer 

Screening. In 2002, in an op-ed authored by the New York chapter of Planned Parenthood leader Pat 

McGeown, Faso was criticized for switching his vote on a women’s health bill and accused of doing so 

because he was running for comptroller and tried to appeal to the Conservative party. According to the 

op-ed, “Regarding Assemblyman John Faso's announcement that he's running for state comptroller, I 

think people should know that he has been switching his votes on at least one key women's health issue. 

Last year, and earlier this year, Faso voted in favor of the Women's Health and Wellness bill. This bill, 

which most Republicans and Democrats in both houses support, would attack health insurance 

discrimination against women by improving coverage for breast and cervical cancer screening, for 

prescription birth control, and for osteoporosis diagnosis. Suddenly, in April, when another vote came up, 

and after the Conservative Party started railing against the bill, Faso switched and voted ‘no.’ Why the 

change of heart, I wonder? Is Faso so eager for the Conservative Party endorsement in his race for 

comptroller that he is willing to abandon women's health needs?” [Pat McGeown Op-Ed, Times Union, 

5/14/02] 

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
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1995: Voted Against Bill That Sought To Prohibit Companies From Charging Women Higher 

Premiums For Disability Income Protection 

 

1995: Voted Against Bill That Sought To Prohibit Companies From Charging Women Higher 

Premiums For Disability Income Protection. In 1995, Faso voted against a bill that sought to prohibit 

insurance companies from charging women higher premiums for disability income protection. According 

to the bill’s memorandum in support, “PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: To prohibit gender 

discrimination in underwriting of individual disability income insurance. SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC 

PROVISIONS: Section 1 of the bill amends the insurance law by adding a new section 3215-a.  

Subdivision (a) prohibits gender discrimination by any licensed insurer issuing individual disability 

income insurance.  Subdivision (b) of Section 3215-a prohibits the payment of different fees to agents or 

brokers for writing or renewing policies that vary only in the gender of the insured. Subdivision (c) of 

Section 3215-a defines individual disability income insurance. Section 2 contains the effective date.” Faso 

voted “no” on this bill. [Memorandum in Support of Legislation, A6346A, 6/27/95] 

 

Bill Sponsor Argued That Insurers Used Sex-Distinct Pricing Tables, Charging Women Higher 

Premiums. “JUSTIFICATION: In the early 1980's, most major insurers introduced unisex pricing 

tables for individual disability income insurance. In the 1990's, 52 percent of the major insurers had 

instituted sex-distinct pricing tables - charging women on the average 50 percent more. Gender should 

not be construed as a condition or risk for which a higher rate or premium could be charged. This 

practice unfairly discourages businesses from hiring women because their individual disability 

insurance premiums are substantially higher than premiums for men.” [Memorandum in Support of 

Legislation, A6346A, 6/27/95] 

 

 

Voted Against Bill That Would Have Improved Diagnosis For Osteoporosis  

 

Voted Against Bill That Would Have Improved Diagnosis For Osteoporosis. “DeProspo also said 

Faso was the only member of the Assembly to vote against a bill requiring equal pay for equal work, 

against a bill fighting discrimination of women in the workplace, against improving screening for breast 

and cervical cancer, and against improving the diagnosis for osteoporosis, a bone deficiency that afflicts 

women. DeProspo also wrote that Faso voted against improving education for homeless children, against 

building youth centers, ‘even voted against lunch periods for kids in schools.’ DeProspo also listed Faso 

votes against requiring that the Irish Potato Famine be taught in schools and against some environmental 

and education bills.” [AP, 5/18/06] 

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Anti-Stalking Legislation  

 

1999: Voted Against Bipartisan Anti-Stalking Legislation. “Stalkers and people who block the path to 

abortion clinics and churches will face new criminal penalties in New York, Gov. George Pataki said 

Monday as he signed into a law a measure that the Legislature negotiated during the closing days of this 

year’s session. The ‘Clinic Access and Anti-stalking Act of 1999’ came together when a deal was struck 

between Senate Republicans, seeking a law to combat stalking, and Assembly Democrats, favoring 

legislation to penalize blocking access to abortion clinics. … The clinic access vote tended to split the 

Assembly along party lines. Indeed, when it passed this year 116-28, the Capital Region’s Republican 

delegation followed their minority leader, John Faso of Kinderhook, and voted against the measure.” The 

bill passed and was signed by Governor Pataki in November 1999. [AB9036, 8/5/99; Times Union, 

11/23/99]  

 

http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/navigate.cgi?NVDTO:
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=A09036&term=1999&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Votes=Y
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One Of 28 Votes Against Anti-Stalking Bill. “In 1999, Faso was among 28 members of the 

Assembly to vote against an anti-stalking act that was broadly written to include increased penalties 

for threatening or obstructing patients or doctors who attend women’s health clinics.” [AP, 9/14/06] 

 

Divisive GOP Efforts Failed, Measure Passed 54-5 In GOP-Led Senate. “‘We were told it would 

be a cold day in hell before the Senate passed it,’ said Lynn Grefe, national director of the Republican 

Pro-Choice Coalition. Yet the measure passed 54-5 in the GOP-led Senate, thanks to its linkage to 

anti-stalking legislation sought by the majority.” [Times Union, 11/23/99]  

 

One Of Six Assembly Members To Vote Against Bill That Would Prohibit Police From Requiring 

Rape Victims To Take Lie Detector Test 

 

One Of Six Assembly Members To Vote Against Bill That Would Prohibit Police From Requiring 

Rape Victims To Take Lie Detector Test. “Mr. Faso was, for instance, one of only six legislators who 

voted against a bill to prohibit law enforcement agencies from asking rape victims to take lie detector 

tests. Mr. Faso said in the interview that the agencies were already prohibited from requiring such tests, 

and that he thought prohibiting them from even requesting the tests could tie their hands in cases where 

they were trying to buttress a victim’s case.” [New York Times, 10/22/06] 

 

Switched Vote On Women’s Wellness Bill That Required Insurers To Cover Contraceptives 

 

Switched Vote On Women’s Wellness Bill That Required Insurers To Cover Contraceptives. “‘We 

have every intention of making his record an issue,’ said Kelli Conlin, executive director of the National 

Abortion & Reproductive Rights Action League. She contended that, because the comptroller controls the 

release of state funds for family planning organizations, he could hold up money. … Conlin also chided 

Faso for switching his vote on a women’s wellness bill to yes to stand with the vast majority who 

supported the measure, which requires insurers to cover contraceptives. Gov. George Pataki signed the 

bill Tuesday evening.” [Times Union, 9/19/02] 
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Appendix I – Campaign Finance 
 

 

Items of Interest 

 
 2016: Rejected pledge “to forego super PAC money,” said such money is “free 

speech” and insinuated that campaign finance reform would amount to “tyranny” 

 

 2016: Supported by Super PAC funded by three wealthy donors, raised more than 

$1 million with donations of $500,000 

 

 2014: Founded “mystery” super PAC, refused to say who was financing it 

 

 2015: Paid himself $57,938 with funds from a super PAC that he founded for 

“strategic consulting” 

 

 2003-2005 & 2007-2010: Spent more than $116,000 from state campaign account 

despite not being a candidate 
 

 2007: Co-founded state-level PAC 

 
 

2016: Campaign for New York’s 19th Congressional District 

 

Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money,” Said Such Money Is “Free Speech” And 

Insinuated That Campaign Finance Reform Would Amount To “Tyranny” 

 

2016: Rejected Pledge “To Forego Super PAC Money,” Said Such Money Is “Free Speech” And 

Insinuated That Campaign Finance Reform Would Amount To “Tyranny.” “Congressional 

candidate Zephyr Teachout has thrown down the gauntlet to her opponents in the 19th Congressional 

District, calling for all to forego super PAC money. Her challenge comes in the face of the fact that one of 

the most formidable contenders, former Assembly Minority Leader John Faso of Kinderhook, himself 

started a super PAC, New York 2014, in 2014. The exchange between Teachout and Faso suggested the 

election could turn into a forum on the place of big money in politics. … Faso answered Teachout’s 

suggestion in his own letter. He suggested she was ‘aiming at the wrong target,’ and equated the money 

given out by a super PAC with free speech. The Sunlight Foundation reported in 2014 that Faso’s PAC 

was funded by politically active hedge-fund millionaires. The PAC provided support to Republican 

candidates in Syracuse and the north country. ‘Self-styled campaign reformers such as yourself have since 

Buckley v. Valeo lamented the role of money in elections,’ Faso said. ‘Yet every ‘reform’ you have 

advanced has led to much higher campaign spending and the diminishment of political parties along with 

the rise of spending by outside groups. Now you are at it again with your efforts to grant additional 

powers to the government in order to restrain political speech,’ he said. ‘Most shockingly, your proposed 

solution to the issue of money in politics entails amending the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

This amendment would put the government in complete control of the elections process and severely 

restrict the ability of citizens and groups to participate in the political process. Government control of 
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political spending and free speech will invariably lead us to a dramatic reduction in free speech and could 

put the U.S. on the road to tyranny. I adamantly oppose tinkering with the First Amendment and reject 

your call to do so,’ Faso said. ‘I urge you to leave the work of James Madison, Alexander Hamilton and 

their fellow Founders alone. The people of the 19th District need more jobs and a better economy,’ he 

said. ‘Amending the First Amendment is not a good idea and I believe most of the people in this district 

would share my viewpoint on the matter.’” [The Daily Mail, 2/04/16] 

 

Said The Pledge Was An Attempt To “Obstruct Free Speech.” “Zephyr Teachout tried to swing 

the momentum to her side early in the campaign for Congress by challenging her presumed opponents 

to reject all super PAC funds. Former Assemblyman John Faso, Teachout’s most visible foe, called 

her remarks an attempt to obstruct free speech.” [Editorial, The Daily Mail, 2/05/16] 

 

As Of August 2016: Raised More Than $1.4 Million, Spent $1.2 Million 

 

As Of August 2016: Raised More Than $1.4 Million, Spent $1.2 Million. According to the FEC, as of 

August 2016, Faso’s campaign raised $1,400,550 and spent $1,252,597. [FEC, accessed 8/31/16] 

 

Supported By Super PAC Funded By Three Wealthy Donors, Raised More Than $1 Million With 

Donations Of $500,000 

 

Supported By Super PAC Funded By Three Wealthy Donors, Raised More Than $1 Million With 

Donations Of $500,000. According to the FEC, New York Wins PAC raised $1,175,000 million as of 

July 2016. The Super PAC was funded by three wealthy donors and spent nearly $1 million as of July 

2016.  [FEC, accessed 8/29/16] 

 

Contributor Name Employer Occupation 

Receipt 

Date Amount 

H.J.K. LLC     6/01/16 $25,000  

KALIKOW, PETER S. H. J. KALIKOW & COMPANY, LLC PRESIDENT 6/01/16 $25,000  

MERCER, ROBERT RENASSIANCE TECHNOLOGIES LLC 

FINANCIAL 

CONSULTANT 1/29/16 $500,000  

SINGER, PAUL E. 

ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT 

CORPORATION CEO 5/13/16 $500,000  

SINGER, PAUL E. 

ELLIOTT MANAGEMENT 

CORPORATION CEO 6/15/16 $100,000 

TISCH, THOMAS J. FLF ASSOCIATES 

MAMAGING 

PARTNER 6/20/16 $25,000 

Total: $1,175,000 

 

Backed By Super PAC That Spent $890,000 In Republican Primary And Was Financed By 

Billionaire Hedge Fund Managers 

 

Backed By Super PAC That Spent $890,000 In Republican Primary And Was Financed By 

Billionaire Hedge Fund Managers. “Faso received backing in the Republican primary from the NY 

Wins PAC, which spent about $890,000 on advertising attacking Republican Andrew Heaney, financing 

it from donations of $500,000 each from billionaire hedge fund managers Paul E. Singer and Robert 

Mercer.” [Press & Sun-Bulletin, 7/14/16] 

 

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?201607159020488957
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Accepted Donations From Hedge Fund Executive And Ted Cruz Donor Robert Mercer; Mercer 

Had Contributed To Faso’s PAC And Ran Ads Against Faso’s Opponent 

 

Accepted Donations From Hedge Fund Executive And Ted Cruz Donor Robert Mercer; Mercer 

Had Contributed To Faso’s PAC And Ran Ads Against Faso’s Opponent. “Republican mega-donor 

Robert Mercer, the East Setauket hedge fund executive best known for putting $13.5 million into a super 

PAC backing Texas Sen. Ted Cruz’s presidential ambitions, is also weighing in on the GOP primary to 

re-place retiring Rep. Chris Gibson (R-Kinderhook) in the Hudson Valley. On Thursday, Mercer’s New 

York Wins PAC reported a third $20,000 mailing opposing GOP candidate Andrew Heaney. In effect, 

Mercer is backing Heaney’s rival John Faso, a lobbyist and the 2006 GOP candidate for governor. Since 

mid-May, Mercer’s PAC has spent $563,430 - which includes $407,500 for TV ads - against Heaney. In 

the last election, Mercer gave $350,000 to Faso’s super PAC, New York 2014.” [Newsday, 6/06/16] 

 

2015: Accepted $2,700 Donation From Carl Paladino 

 

2015: Accepted $2,700 Donation From Carl Paladino. “Faso, who ran for governor in 2006, received 

$2,700 apiece from former New York City mayoral candidate Joe Lhota and his wife, plus 2010 

gubernatorial candidate Carl Paladino.” [Times Union, 10/22/15] 

 

2014: New York 2014 Super PAC 

 

2014: Founded “Mystery” Super PAC, Refused To Say Who Was Financing It 

 

Founded ‘New York 2014’ Super PAC And Refused To Disclose Information About Its Purpose 

And Funders, Was Described As A “Mystery” Super PAC. “New York 2014, a super PAC started by 

former state Assemblyman and gubernatorial candidate John Faso (R), will support Republican House 

candidates in New York this cycle. Faso declined to say specifically which candidates or how much it will 

raise. ‘We are gonna pick and choose what races we get into,’ he said. ‘We are going to look to get into 

races where we can make a difference.’ The group was called a ‘mystery’ super PAC after it registered 

but did not provide information on its plans or officers. ( Daily News ) The PAC made its first 

independent expenditure  this week, spending over $200,000 on a media buy supporting businesswoman 

Elise Stefanik (R) in NY-21, where she has a primary against two-time candidate Matt Doheny (R).” [The 

Hotline, 5/22/14] 

 

HEADLINE: “Former State Assembly Speaker Starts Super PAC” [Register-Star, 5/29/14] 

 

2014: New York 2014 Super PAC Raised More Than $1.5 Million From 10 Rich Donors 

 

2014: New York 2014 Super PAC Raised More Than $1.5 Million From 10 Donors. In 2014, Faso’s 

New York 2014 Super PAC raised $1,535,000 from 10 wealthy donors. 

 
Contributor 

Name 
Employer Occupation City State 

Receipt 

Date 
Amount 

ASNESS, CLIFF AQR CAPTIAL PRINCIPAL NEW YORK NY 5/19/14 $50,000  

DRIVERS 

VILLAGE INC. 
    CICERO NY 11/3/14 $20,000  

GRIFFIN, 

KENNETH C. 
CITADEL LLC FOUNDER/CEO CHICAGO IL 5/29/14 $150,000  

GRIFFIN, 

KENNETH C. 
CITADEL LLC FOUNDER/CEO CHICAGO IL 9/22/14 $100,000  
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HUBBARD, 

ALLAN B. 

E&A INDUSTRIES 

INC. 
CHAIRMAN/OWNER INDIANAPOLIS IN 5/30/14 $10,000  

LOEB, DAN 
THIRD POINT LLC 

INVESTMENT 

BANKER 
NEW YORK NY 9/22/14 $250,000  

MCMAHON, 

LINDA E. 
WWE EXECUTIVE GREENWICH CT 6/3/14 $25,000  

MCMAHON, 

LINDA E. 
WWE EXECUTIVE GREENWICH CT 9/19/14 $100,000  

MERCER, 

ROBERT 

RENAISSANCE 

TECHNOLOGIES 
FINANCE 

EAST 

SETAUCKET 
NY 5/16/14 $100,000  

MERCER, 

ROBERT 

RENAISSANCE 

TECHNOLOGIES 
FINANCE 

EAST 

SETAUKET 
NY 10/24/14 $250,000  

RICKETTS, J. 

JOE 
SELF 

BUSINESS 

EXECUTIVE 
BONDURANT NY 9/22/14 $125,000  

SINGER, PAUL 

ELLIOTT 

MANAGEMENT 
EXECUTIVE NEW YORK NY 5/14/14 $100,000  

SINGER, PAUL 

ELLIOTT 

MANAGEMENT 
EXECUTIVE NEW YORK NY 9/25/14 $250,000  

STERN, 

ELIZABETH M. 
N/A RETIRED SCARSDALE NY 9/17/14 $5,000  

Total: $1,535,000  

 

2014: New York 2014 Super PAC Spent More Than $988K Supporting Republicans Elise Stefanik, 

John Katko, And Bruce Blakeman 

 

2014: New York 2014 Super PAC Spent More Than $988K Supporting Republicans Elise Stefanik, 

John Katko, And Bruce Blakeman. In 2014, Faso’s New York 2014 super PAC spent $988,773 support 

Republican congressional candidates Elise Stefanik, John Katko, and Bruce Blakeman. The table below 

provides details on the super PAC’s expenditures. [FEC, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

Payee Name Purpose City State 
Payment 

Date 
Amount 

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-STEFANIK-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 6/17/14 $5,966  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-STEFANIK-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 6/17/14 $5,924  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-STEFANIK-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 6/17/14 $5,966  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-STEFANIK-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 6/17/14 $5,966  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-STEFANIK-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 6/17/14 $5,966  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-KATKO-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 10/21/14 $2,128  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-KATKO-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 10/27/14 $2,130  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-KATKO-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 10/29/14 $9,123  

DIGITAL X-PRESS IE-BLAKEMAN-DIRECT MAIL ALBANY NY 10/30/14 $5,130  

JAMESTOWN 

ASSOCIATES 
IE-KATKO-MEDIA PRODUCTION PRINCETON NJ 10/15/14 $7,000  

JAMESTOWN 

ASSOCIATES 
IE-KATKO-MEDIA PRODUCTION PRINCETON NJ 10/16/14 $7,000  

JAMESTOWN 

ASSOCIATES 
IE-BLAKEMAN-DIRECT MAIL PRINCETON NJ 10/30/14 $1,000  

JAMESTOWN 

ASSOCIATES 
IE-KATKO-MEDIA PRODUCTION PRINCETON NJ 11/24/14 $8,000  

RICK REED MEDIA INC. 

IE-STEFANIK-MEDIA 

PRODUCTION 
ARLINGTON VA 5/21/14 $15,184  

TARGET ENTERPRISES 
IE-STEFANIK-MEDIA BUY 

SHERMAN 

OAKS 
CA 5/16/14 $90,000  
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TARGET ENTERPRISES 
IE-STEFANIK-MEDIA BUY 

SHERMAN 

OAKS 
CA 5/19/14 $100,000  

TARGET ENTERPRISES 
IE-STEFANIK-MEDIA BUY 

SHERMAN 

OAKS 
CA 5/20/14 $12,510  

TARGET ENTERPRISES 
IE-STEFANIK-MEDIA BUY 

SHERMAN 

OAKS 
CA 6/3/14 $124,780  

TARGET ENTERPRISES 
IE-KATKO-MEDIA BUY 

SHERMAN 

OAKS 
CA 10/15/14 $240,000  

TARGET ENTERPRISES 
IE-KATKO-MEDIA BUY 

SHERMAN 

OAKS 
CA 10/24/14 $225,000  

THOMPSON 

COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

IE-WOOLF-MEDIA BUY/MEDIA 

PRODUCTION 
MARSHFIELD MO 9/24/14 $110,000  

Total: $988,773  

 

October 2015: Reps. Stefanik And Katko, Beneficiaries Of Faso’s 2014 Super PAC, Hosted 

Fundraiser With New York Congressional Delegation For Faso In Washington DC. “Faso said he 

hasn’t had any discussions with anyone about anything  regarding New York 2014 donors potentially 

supporting his congressional bid. Other prominent donors to New York 2014 included wrestling magnate 

Linda McMahon and TD Ameritrade founder Joe Ricketts. But two beneficiaries of Faso s super PAC 

have already helped his campaign: Freshman GOP Reps. Elise Stefanik and John Katko, the beneficiaries 

of most of New York 2014 s spending last year, recently cohosted a Faso fundraiser in Washington, along 

with six other New York Republicans in Congress.” [The Atlantic, 10/12/15] 

 

New York 2014 PAC Spent $366,299 In Support Of Elise Stefanik, Accepted $100,000 From Hedge 

Fund Manager Paul Singer. “Paul Singer, a billionaire hedge fund manager a Republican donor, has 

contributed to a third political action committee supporting congressional candidate Elise M. Stefanik. On 

May 14, Mr. Singer donated $100,000 to New York 2014, a PAC connected with John Faso, a 2006 

gubernatorial candidate for New York state. New York 2014 has spent $366,299 on direct mail and 

television advertising supporting Ms. Stefanik in the Republican primary election.” [Watertown Daily 

Times, 6/20/14] 

 

New York 2014 PAC Forced Out Republican Primary Challenger, Who Blamed Ads For His 

Departure And Said Stefanik Was Backed By Washington Insiders. “Matthew A. Doheny hung 

up his political armor Friday, announcing to a small crowd in front of his office that he is abandoning 

his grail-like quest for the north country’s congressional seat. He said that out of "fairness and 

principle," he is throwing his support behind Elise M. Stefanik, who defeated him in the June 24 

Republican primary, and asked his supporters to do the same. … [A] PAC under the direction of John 

Faso also sponsored ads criticizing the fellow Republican. Mr. Doheny, on the night of the primary, 

directly blamed the ads for his defeat, and said they proved that Ms. Stefanik is a political insider 

whose candidacy was developed in Washington, D.C., corridors of power.” [Advance-News, 7/27/14] 

 

HEADLINE: “Candidates With Super PAC Connections Face Off In New York GOP House 

Primary” [The Atlantic, 10/12/15]  

 

 

2015: Paid Himself $57,938 For “Strategic Consulting” 

 

2015: Paid Himself $57,938 For “Strategic Consulting.” In May of 2015, Faso received $57,938 from 

New York 2014 for “strategic consulting.” [FEC, date of disbursement 5/31/15] 

 

http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/10/candidates-with-super-pac-connections-face-off-in-new-york-gop-house-primary/435540/
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/10/candidates-with-super-pac-connections-face-off-in-new-york-gop-house-primary/435540/
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?15971203173
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2014: Donated $400,000 To American Crossroads 

 

2014: Donated $400,000 To American Crossroads. In 2014, New York 2014 donated $400,000 to 

American Crossroads, the super PAC led by Karl Rove. [FEC, accessed 7/24/16] 

 

New York 2014 Spent More Than $1 Million On Congressional Race Alongside American 

Crossroads. “American Crossroads, a PAC associated with former George W. Bush adviser Karl 

Rove, and New York 2014, a super PAC headed by 2006 gubernatorial candidate John J. Faso, spent 

more than $1.2 million on the primary campaign between Ms. Stefanik and Matthew A. Doheny. 

[Watertown Daily Times (New York), 10/9/14]  

 

2007: New Yorkers For Growth PAC 

 

2007: Co-Founded State-Level PAC That Raised Money And Influenced Campaigns 

 

2007: Co-Founded State-Level PAC That Raised Money And Influenced Campaigns. In 2007, Faso 

founded a state-level PAC called New Yorkers for Growth. “The knives are out for the Working Families 

Party. … ‘We’re not going to fix this state by following an agenda of higher taxes and spending that will 

pour gasoline on the fire, and that's the Working Families Party's agenda,’ said former Assembly Minority 

Leader John Faso. ‘Anyone who takes their endorsement indicates to me a nonseriousness about trying to 

solve the state's problems.’ Faso, the 2006 GOP gubernatorial nominee, co-founded a PAC with Cox 

called New Yorkers for Growth. The PAC sent out a fund-raising appeal in July pledging to ‘expose’ the 

WFP as a ‘collection of spending interests masquerading as a political party and bleeding New York 

dry.’” [Daily News, 9/14/09] 

 

2007-13: New Yorkers For Growth Raised More Than $590K, Spent More Than $533K 

 

2007-13: New Yorkers For Growth Raised More Than $590K, Spent More Than $533K. Between 

2007 and 2013, Faso’s New Yorkers for Growth PAC raised $590,816 and spent $533,088 on state-level 

issues in New York State. [New Yorkers for Growth Expenditures, New York State Board of Elections, 

accessed 8/30/16; New Yorkers for Growth Expenditures, New York State Board of Elections, accessed 

8/30/16] 

 

 

2003-10: New York State Campaign Accounts 

 

2003-2005 & 2007-2010: Spent More Than $116,000 From State Campaign Account Despite Not 

Being A Candidate 

 

2003-2005: Spent $50,794 From State Campaign Account Despite Not Running For Office. Between 

his unsuccessful run for New York comptroller and his gubernatorial campaign in 2005, Faso spent 

$50,794 from his state campaign account despite not running for any New York public office. [New York 

State Board of Elections, accessed 7/21/16] 

 

2007-2010: Spent $65,519 From State Campaign Account Despite Not Running For Office. Between 

his unsuccessful New York gubernatorial campaign and 2010, Faso spent $65,519 from his state campaign 

account despite not running for any New York public office. [New York State Board of Elections, 

7/21/16]    

 

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?14952762236
http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20141009/DCO/141008422
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A36102&date_From=01/01/2000&date_to=8/30/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/CONTRIBUTORA_COUNTY?ID_in=A36102&date_From=01/01/1966&date_to=8/30/2016&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D&CATEGORY_IN=ALL
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
http://www.elections.ny.gov:8080/plsql_browser/EXPENSESA_county?ID_in=A12382&date_From=01/01/1960&date_to=7/21/2016&OFFICE_in=ALL&AMOUNT_From=0&AMOUNT_to=9999999999999&ZIP1=&ZIP2=&ORDERBY_IN=D
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New York Times: Former State Legislators Spend Campaign Funds With “Little Or No Scrutiny.” 

“A review of campaign expenditures at the State Board of Elections found other former officeholders 

whose unused campaign cash has been put to uses that their contributors probably never envisioned — 

and with little or no scrutiny from state regulators. While the officeholders are required to report all 

expenditures from their committees to the board, purchases can be listed only by general category and, 

when described, often without much detail. … New York’s campaign finance laws have been widely 

criticized by public interest groups as being riddled with loopholes that permit excessive contributions 

from special interests and inappropriate expenses by candidates. Over the years, the Board of Elections 

has lent its approval to candidates who wanted to spend money on car payments and repairs, baby-sitting 

expenses and luxury gifts, provided such expenses were somehow connected to political activities. The 

law does prohibit candidates from converting campaign contributions to personal use “unrelated to a 

political campaign or the holding of a public office or party position.” But the elections board has 

interpreted that to mean that former officeholders can keep spending money on the chance, however slim, 

that they will one day run again.” [New York Times, 2/24/07] 

 

HEADLINE: “Politicians Spend Unused Campaign Funds” [New York Times, 2/24/07] 

 

2006: Accepted Donations From Law Firm Under Investigation For Kickbacks Tied To Securities-

Fraud Cases 

 

2006: Accepted Donations From Law Firm Under Investigation For Kickbacks Tied To Securities-

Fraud Cases. “The head of the state Republican Party yesterday called on Eliot Spitzer to return nearly 

$84,000 in donations to his gubernatorial campaign from a prominent law firm reportedly under 

investigation for kickbacks tied to securities-fraud cases. … The federal investigation into Milberg Weiss 

originally centered on whether lawyer Melvyn Weiss and former partner William Lerach paid kickbacks 

to witnesses in securities-fraud cases. According to media reports yesterday, the two were informed by 

federal prosecutors that they would not be indicted. But the same reports said that two partners at Milberg 

Weiss - David Bershad and Steven Schulman - as well as the firm itself are facing possible indictment as 

a result of a five-year federal investigation. … A Post review of campaign filings also showed that the 

firm and its lawyers gave to a number of Republicans in 2002, including … then-Assembly Minority 

Leader John Faso, who is seeking the GOP nod for governor this year.” [New York Post, 2/23/06] 

 

Accepted Donations From Businessman Who Did Business With The State Of New York 

 

Accepted Donations From Businessman Who Did Business With The State Of New York. 
“Republican John Faso, who has criticized Democrat Eliot Spitzer’s use of a lobbyist’s jet for campaign 

travel, also has flown on the wings of a campaign contributor who does business with the state, records 

show. The Faso flight in 2002 is the latest development in an increasingly acrimonious governor’s race 

between the Republican and Spitzer, one of two Democrats in the race and the overall front-runner in the 

polls. In 2002, when Faso was running for state comptroller, he used the turboprop aircraft of Cushing 

Stone Co. at least twice during two important points in the unsuccessful campaign. The jet, owned by 

John Tesiero Jr., was used around the time of Faso’s multi-city announcement that he would run, and 

again in a multi-city campaign trip that included Faso’s endorsement by former New York City Mayor 

Rudolph Giuliani, state election records show. Faso’s campaign legally reported the flights as in-kind 

services provided by Tesiero. The businessman billed the campaign for $1,314 around March 21, 2002, 

and $2,299 around May 3, 2002. Tesiero has also provided cash contributions to Faso and other 

Republicans. Cushing Stone has landed 26 contracts with the state in recent years, according to state 

comptroller’s office records. In 2002, Cushing Stone exceeded the $5,000 limit for contributions by a 

company. In 2005, the Faso campaign had to return $2,713, confirmed Faso spokeswoman Susan Del 

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/24/nyregion/24retire.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/24/nyregion/24retire.html
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Percio. Three other Tesiero companies also reached the limit for Faso in 2002, state election records 

show. Faso, as Assembly minority leader, had also reappointed Tesiero to an unpaid state job where he is 

chairman of the Racing Commission and an ex-officio member of the state Thoroughbred Breeding and 

Development Corp. The breeding entity provides grants to breeders and supports New York racing. 

Tesiero’s wife, Elizabeth, is a thoroughbred horse breeder, according to racing reports. Tesiero didn’t 

return calls to his company seeking comment. ‘I have a high regard for him, his reputation in the 

community, and I have had a long-standing relationship with him,’ Faso said Friday. ‘He is an honorable 

man.’ … Faso valued the 2002 trips at $1,314 and $2,299.” [AP, 9/01/06] 

 

Accepted $30,000 From Developer Who Lobbied New York For Mall And Bonds 

 

Accepted $30,000 From Developer Who Lobbied New York For Mall And Bonds. “For the last few 

years, as a developer trying to build the nation’s largest mall has touted its capacity to transform the 

upstate economy, there has been a nagging question about who would finance the ambitious project. A 

year ago, the developer, Robert J. Congel, one of the founders of the Pyramid mall empire, insisted Wall 

Street would back his dream of an oversized shopping center and resort on a patch of derelict lakefront 

land in Syracuse. But now executives in his company say finding private investors to underwrite the 

whole $2.2 billion project will be difficult, and they have mounted a massive lobbying campaign to 

persuade the Legislature that state taxpayers should guarantee bonds for a large part of it. The developer 

has won some crucial support, starting with that of Gov. George E. Pataki, who supports Mr. Congel’s 

concept of guaranteeing about $1.5 billion worth of bonds for the project with property tax rebates the 

developer is entitled to receive under the state’s Empire Zone program, the governor’s aides said. If such 

a plan were enacted, as Mr. Congel wants, it would be the first time state funds meant to reimburse 

struggling businesses for property taxes were used as collateral for bonds, a financing plan some critics 

say amounts to a special gift for Mr. Congel. … He, his companies and family members gave an 

additional $20,000 to the Republican minority in the Assembly and $30,000 to former Assembly Minority 

Leader John Faso, the Republican candidate for comptroller last year and a close ally of the governor.” 

[New York Times, 6/11/03] 

 

2006: Accepted $10,000 From Wall Street Executive 

 

2006: Accepted $10,000 From Wall Street Executive. “Faso’s contributions included $10,000 from 

former Wall Street executive John Whitehead, who has accused Spitzer of threatening him.” [AP, 

10/06/06] 

 

2006: Accepted $25,000 From Hedge Fund Manager 

 

2006: Accepted $25,000 From Hedge Fund Manager. “Even when it comes to politics, some hedge 

fund managers like to swing for the fences. Consider Bruce Kovner, the billionaire founder and manager 

of one large fund group, Caxton Associates, and chairman of the Juilliard School in Manhattan. … But 

Mr. Kovner has donated to two Republicans seen as long shots. With $25,000 going to John J. Faso, 

former Assembly minority leader[.]” [New York Times, 1/29/06] 

 

2006: Accepted $4,000 From AIG Executive Who Was Under Investigation 

 

2006: Accepted $4,000 From AIG Executive Who Was Under Investigation. “Sending a message to 

Spitzer may also be a motivator for some. Spitzer has earned his share of enemies in the financial 

community after his investigations of Wall Street and other industries. One of his most famous legal 

targets is Maurice ‘Hank’ Greenberg, the former American International Group chairman who has been 
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accused by Spitzer of running a company that manipulated its accounting methods to move its stock 

prices higher. The case against Greenberg is still pending. Faso has touted it as a publicity-hunting probe, 

to which Spitzer has said Faso sounds like an apologist for corporate corruption. On July 19, Greenberg 

and his wife, Connie, gave Faso $4,000 at an event co-hosted by Henry Kissinger.” [Buffalo News, 

10/23/06] 

 

Accepted Donations From Financial Executive Who Was Involved In Pension Pay-To-Play Scandal 

 

Accepted Donations From Financial Executive Who Was Involved In Pension Pay-To-Play Scandal. 
“During an ongoing probe into the state pension fund, a financial-services firm with ties to a top 

consultant to former state Comptroller Alan Hevesi amended its federal filings to disclose it had received 

over $6 million more in fees than it originally reported, The Post has learned. Searle & Co., of Greenwich, 

Conn., which sources say is ‘associated’ with Democratic political consultant Hank Morris, reported in 

November that it took in $1.3 million in ‘fee income’ last year as part of its an annual Securities and 

Exchange Commission filing. But just as a joint investigation by the Albany County District Attorney’s 

Office and the Attorney General’s Office into the pension fund was heating up, the firm last month 

submitted a revised report to the SEC. That July 23 filing, obtained by The Post, identified ‘placement-fee 

income’ that totaled $7.7 million - more than $6 million above what was originally reported. The report 

does not detail who paid Searle & Co. the fees, but the income represented nearly 70 percent of the firm’s 

$11.2 million total revenue cited in the revised filing. The Post reported yesterday that sources said 

investigators have learned that Morris pocketed a share of at least $13 million in pension-fund fees paid to 

Searle. … Searle, who lives in a pricey Greenwich home with his wife and two teenage daughters, is 

active in local Republican politics and has donated to candidates in both parties, including John Faso, a 

Republican who lost to Eliot Spitzer last year in the governor’s race.” [New York Post, 8/17/06] 

 

Accepted $10,000 From Individual Involved In Public Corruption Case 

 

2002: Accepted $10,000 Donation From Joseph Anderson. “Joseph M. ‘Smokin’ Joe’ Anderson knows 

how to make money and how to spread it around. … Joseph M.’Smokin’ Joe’ Anderson has spent money 

on politicians throughout Western New York, mostly through contributions made in his company’s name. 

Here are some of the political figures and groups to which he has donated: … John J. Faso: $10,000 

(2002)[.]” [Buffalo News, 11/09/08] 

 

2011: Joe Anderson Pled Guilty To Involvement In Public Corruption Case. “Tuscarora businessman 

Joseph ‘Smokin Joe’ Anderson is known for making savvy business deals. But it appears the best deal he 

may have ever made will pay off today when a federal judge is expected to sentence him to probation for 

his role in a public corruption case involving former Niagara Falls Mayor Vince Anello. Anderson will be 

sentenced by Chief U.S. District Court Judge William Skretny for his guilty plea, in November 2008, to a 

single count of scheme to deprive honest services. The charge stems from Anderson’s role in making 

$40,000 in unreported loans to Anello that weren’t repaid.” [Niagara Gazette, 2/02/11] 

 

Personal and Campaign Committees’ Donations 

 

Has Contributed $22,902 To Federal Candidates, $12,274 To State Candidates 

 

Had Donated $12,274 To New York Candidates. According to the National Institute on Money in State 

Politics, Faso has given $12,274 to state-level candidates and committees.  

 

Date Candidate Party Amount 

http://www.niagara-gazette.com/news/local_news/smokin-joe-anderson-scheduled-to-be-sentenced-thursday/article_d2ce2981-3df0-56b5-afa3-f0709eb36607.html
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2014 Thomas W. Libous (Senate District 052) R 1250 

9/28/14 Rob Astorino and Chris Moss (Gov./Lieutenant Gov.) R 1000 

9/21/00 Francis T. Corcoran (Assembly District 089) R 1000 

6/16/14 Rob Astorino and Chris Moss (Gov./Lieutenant Gov.) R 500 

5/9/14 New York State Republican Party R 250 

10/8/99 Republican Assembly Campaign Committee of NY R 797 

9/17/12 Roy J. McDonald (Senate District 043)  I 350 

3/22/05 Arnold Schwarzenegger (Governor) R 300 

3/16/06 Peter D. Lopez (Assembly District 127) R 250 

7/7/12 Steven F. McLaughlin (Assembly District 107) R 250 

8/28/14 Michel N. Kelsey (Assembly District 106)  R 250 

6/27/12 Roy J. McDonald (Senate District 043) I 250 

7/14/12 David Byrne (Assembly District 106) R 250 

6/29/12 Robert J Cohen (Assembly District 37) R 250 

6/29/12 Robert J Castelli (Assembly District 93)  R 250 

2/13/12 Shelley B Mayer (Assembly District 93) D 250 

4/13/11 Kemp Hannon (Senate District 6)  R 250 

10/24/12 Kathleen A. Marchione (Senate District 43)  R 250 

4/15/13 Joseph J. Lhota (Mayor) R 250 

7/7/14 John Cahill (Attorney General) R 250 

9/29/14 John Cahill (Attorney General) R 250 

3/21/14 Kathleen A. Marchione (Senate District 43) R 250 

9/24/14 Hugh T. Farley (Senate District 49) R 250 

9/29/14 Gary D. Finch (Assembly District 126)  R 250 

9/11/10 Dean G Skelos (Senate District 9)  R 200 

9/8/10 Steven F. McLaughlin (Assembly District 108) R 200 

10/9/12 Steven F. McLaughlin (Assembly District 107) R 200 

3/27/14 Susan J Serino (Senate District 41)  R 200 

7/7/14 John J. Bonacic (Senate District 42) R 200 

4/8/14 Peter D. Lopez (Assembly District 102) R 200 

10/4/01 John J Faso (Comptroller) R 170 

12/9/01 John J Faso (Comptroller) R 170 

3/1/01 John J Faso (Comptroller) R 170 

4/1/01 John J Faso (Comptroller) R 170 

7/17/00 John J Faso (Assembly District 102) R 165 

6/7/00 Republican Assembly Campaign Committee of NY R 132 

9/5/12 Kemp Hannon (Senate District 6) R 150 

8/25/14 Robert Antonacci (Comptroller)  R 125 

9/22/08 Steven F. McLaughlin (Assembly District 108) R 100 

3/26/12 Jennifer Whalen (Assembly District 110) R 100 

5/15/10 Steven F. McLaughlin (Assembly District 108) R 100 

9/23/13 Dennis J Safran (City Council District 19)  R 50 

7/20/07 Marcus J Molinaro (Assembly District 103) R 25 

  TOTAL 12,274 

 [National Institute on Money in State Politics, accessed 8/17/15] 
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Has Donated $22,902 To Federal Candidates. According to CQ Moneyline, Faso has given $22,652 to 

federal political candidates and committees. 

 

Recipient Party Date Amount 

Carly For President  
REP 6/29/2015 

$500 (Presidential) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 10/24/2014 

$250 (NY/19) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 9/24/2013 

$387 (NY/19) 

Randy Altschuler For Congress  
REP 10/15/2012 

$250 (NY/01) 

Romney For President Inc  
REP 7/10/2012 

$1,000 (Presidential) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  6/28/2012 

$540 (PAC) 

Romney For President Inc  
REP 6/18/2012 

$1,000 (Presidential) 

National Republican Congressional Committee  
REP 4/11/2012 

$250 (Party) 

Wendy Long For New York  
REP 3/31/2012 

$250 (NY/Senate) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 12/12/2011 

$500 (NY/19) 

Kevin Mccarthy For Congress  
REP 12/8/2011 

$250 (CA/23) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  6/16/2011 

$540 (PAC) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 10/16/2010 

$500 (NY/20) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 9/20/2010 

$300 (NY/20) 

New York Republican Federal Campaign Committee  
REP 9/17/2010 

$500 (Party) 

David Malpass For Senate  

REP 8/18/2010 

$250 
(NY/Senate) 

David Malpass For Senate  

REP 8/18/2010 

$250 
(NY/Senate) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 8/16/2010 

$500 (NY/20) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  5/24/2010 

$540 (PAC) 

Chris Gibson For Congress  
REP 3/30/2010 

$500 (NY/20) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  7/31/2009 

$540 (PAC) 
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Jennifer Horn For Congress  
REP 10/21/2008 

$250 (NH/02) 

Treadwell For Congress  
REP 9/20/2008 

$805 (NY/20) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  7/10/2008 

$500 (PAC) 

Jim Buhrmaster For Congress  
REP 4/3/2008 

$250 (NY/21) 

Treadwell For Congress  
REP 3/26/2008 

$250 (NY/20) 

John Mccain 2008 Inc  
REP 3/18/2008 

$1,000 (Presidential) 

Rudy Giuliani Presidential Committee Inc  

REP 12/17/2007 

$1,300 
(Presidential) 

Rudy Giuliani Presidential Committee Inc  

REP 6/30/2007 

$1,000 
(Presidential) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  6/8/2007 

$500 (PAC) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  4/13/2006 

$500 (PAC) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  6/14/2005 

$500 (PAC) 

Keep Our Majority PAC  
  6/8/2005 

$500 (PAC) 

Reynolds For Congress  
REP 3/18/2005 

$500 (NY/26) 

21st Century Freedom PAC Federal  
  3/4/2005 

$250 (PAC) 

New York Republican Federal Campaign Committee  
REP 2/18/2005 

$500 (Party) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  8/13/2004 

$600 (PAC) 

Bush-Cheney '04 Inc  
REP 7/15/2004 

$1,000 
(Presidential) 

Jim Gerlach For Congress Committee  REP 11/15/2003 
$250 (PA/06) 

Golden State Political Action Committee  
  7/9/2003 

$600 (PAC) 

Bush-Cheney '04 Inc  

REP 6/23/2003 

$1,000 
(Presidential) 

David Langston For Congress  
REP 4/21/2003 

$250 (TX/19) 

SWEENEY FOR CONGRESS  
REP 8/20/1998 

$500 (NY/22) 

HAGEL FOR NEBRASKA COMMITTEE  
REP 10/25/1996 

$250 (NE/Senate) 
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HAGEL FOR NEBRASKA COMMITTEE  
REP 5/2/1995 

$250 (NE/Senate) 

Total: $22,902 

[CQ Political Moneyline, accessed 8/17/15] 
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Appendix II – Paid Media Summary 
 

2016 General Election for New York’s 19th Congressional District 

 

John Faso for Congress 

 

“Plan” 

8/24/16 

 

NARRATOR: For decades he’s called Upstate home. Starting his career, raising a family. John Faso. He 

knows the challenges forcing our young people to leave, as families and small businesses struggle. John 

will work to keep the jobs we have and get the economy growing. His plan: Simplify the tax code, end 

corporate welfare, incentivize investment in small businesses, and stop Washington’s regulatory madness. 

John Faso. One of us. Fighting for us.  

 

JOHN FASO: I’m John Faso and I approve this message.  

 

2016 Republican Primary for New York’s 19th Congressional District 

 

John Faso for Congress 

 

“Outrageous” 

5/23/16 

 

JOHN FASO: I’m John Faso and I approve this message.  

 

FRED DICKER: Andrew Heaney’s been lobbing bombs. Faso is being smeared. 

 

NARRATOR: Andrew Heaney, New York City millionaire. The Albany Times-Union called his false 

attacks on John Faso, ‘Outrageous,’ ‘Serious hypocrisy.’ It was Heaney who donated thousands to elect 

Barack Obama president. 

 

ANDREW HEANY: I did make a contribution to Barack Obama. 

 

NARRATOR: Now he’s falsely attacking John Faso. 

 

FRED DICKER: There’s no indication that Faso is guilty of the things that Heaney’s accusing him of.     

 

TEXT: Approved by John Faso and paid for by John Faso for Congress. 

 

John Faso for Congress 

 

“Better Off” 

4/12/16 

 

BARACK OBAMA: By almost every economic measure, we are significantly better off. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U57FD1yMNh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32kejXblfFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuFafenp-Vc
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JOHN FASO: Tell that to the family struggling in Kingston or the small business in the Catskills scraping 

to make payroll. I’m John Faso. My plan to get the economy growing again? Simplify the tax code, end 

corporate welfare, promote small business investment, and end Washington’s regulatory madness. 

President Obama doesn’t get it. You can’t fix a problem if you keep ignoring it. I’m John Faso and I 

approve this message. 

 

John Faso for Congress 

 

“Challenge” 

4/03/16 

 

NARRATOR: A fighter never shies away from the challenge. He advocates for our families, veterans; 

stands up for farmers and small businesses. In the Assembly, John Faso helped eliminate a $5 billion 

deficit, wrote the first budget to cut spending in 50 years, and worked to create the STAR property tax cut 

for homeowners. The challenges in Washington are not going away, but we’ve got a fighter ready for the 

challenge.  

 

JOHN FASO: I’m John Faso and I approve this message. 

 

Heaney for Congress 

 

“A Clear Choice” 

6/21/16 

 

NARRATOR: On June 28th, there’s a choice for Congress, Republicans John Faso and Andrew Heaney. 

The difference? Andrew Heaney is a businessman, John Faso is a lobbyist; Heaney’s not a politician, 

Faso spent 30 years in Albany; Heaney opposes tax increases, Faso voted to raise taxes 12 times. Faso 

and Heaney – a lobbyist and a businessman. On June 28th, vote for who can fix Washington. 

 

ANDREW HEANEY: I’m Andrew Heaney, and I approve this message. 

 

Heaney for Congress 

 

“Why You Should Think Twice Before Voting Faso” 

6/16/16 

 

TEXT: Think twice before voting for John Faso. Joe Cavallaro’s story. 

 

JOE CAVALLARO: My name is Joe Cavallaro. My wife and I own Twilight General Store since 1973, 

and we also have a motel that, the High Peak Motel, which is right next to our store. I reached out to my 

Assemblyman, John Faso, for some help, and I called the Albany office that happens to be his main 

office. They took the information, someone answered the phone and took the information. I call back,  

‘Oh this is Joe Cava…,’ click, before I can finish saying my name, and she continued to hang up on me 

for probably about another seven or eight times, until finally, I was rolled over to a state trooper, ‘They 

don’t want to talk to you.’ They don’t want to talk to me? What do you mean they don’t want to talk to 

me? ‘They don’t want to talk to you.’ You know who these people are? ‘Yeah, that’s your assemblyman. 

They don’t want to talk to you.’ So, let me ask you a question, what are they there for? ‘Well, write them 

a letter.’ I am gonna exercise my right, my rights under the Constitution of the United States and New 

York State. I am gonna exercise my rights to reach out to my representative. He says, ‘Well, I’m gonna 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ve7V2MCmLLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j25_qXX8q04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JubZIt9Aw_s
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have to arrest you.’ I think it’s important, it’s essential, not just important, but it’s essential that people are 

gonna have to confront tyranny. You cannot let it go. 

 

TEXT: Think before you vote! Paid for Heaney for Congress.  

 

Heaney for Congress 

 

“Same Attacks” 

5/27/16 

 

NARRATOR: John Faso’s friends are attacking Andrew Heaney, just like they attacked Donald Trump. 

 

ANDREW HEANEY: That’s because Donald Trump and I represent everything that John Faso and his 

cronies hate; we won’t take special interest money and we can’t be bought.  

 

NARRATOR: John Faso’s been in politics 30 years, and despite collecting a big salary and pension, he 

missed 1,400 votes. When voters rejected Faso, he became a lobbyist. 

 

ANDREW HEANEY: I’m Andrew Heaney and I approve this message, because the last thing we need in 

Washington is another lobbyist.  

 

Heaney for Congress 

 

“Stop John Faso!” 

5/16/16 

 

TEXT: Failed Albany politician John Faso is lying about Andrew Heaney’s record. We don’t need any 

more lobbyists in Washington. Faso should be ashamed. Get the facts about Andrew Heaney’s 

conservative record. Stop John Faso. Paid for by Heaney for Congress. 

 

2006 New York Gubernatorial Campaign 

 

Friends of John Faso 

 

John Faso for Governor 

10/30/06 

 

TEXT: John Faso. 

 

JOHN FASO: Taxes in New York are 53 percent above the national average, and people are leaving this 

state. The solution: Cut taxes to make New York more competitive. Under my plan, a couple making less 

than $50,000 will pay no tax. Everyone earning more will see a 25 percent tax cut and will eliminate 

capital gains taxes to help create new jobs. You can bank on the fact that Elliot Spitzer will raise your 

taxes. I will cut them. I’m John Faso and I ask for your vote. 

 

TEXT: The Faso tax plan. No tax for couples earning up to $50,000. 25% income tax cut for everyone 

else. Eliminate capital gains on new investment to create jobs. Paid for by Friends of John Faso. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IqCEErxHiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j25_qXX8q04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcrcJ-WNFmE
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Turn Out the Lights 

9/22/06 

 

NARRATOR: “New Yorkers already pay some of the highest taxes in the nation. Our kids are moving 

elsewhere for better jobs, and some can’t even pay the taxes on their homes. Now, candidate Elliot Spitzer 

is making promises to his special interest friends. Almost $70 billion in new spending. His new spending 

will mean thousands in new taxes. If Elliot Spitzer gets his way, it may be time for the last one in Upstate 

New York to turn out the light.  

 

TEXT: Paid for by Friends of John Faso.  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-cdKEHPQKE
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Appendix III – Office Expenditures 
 

1996-2002: Faso Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer Dollars As State Assemblyman, 

Received Stipend, State Vehicle, And Travel Reimbursements 

 

1996-2002: Faso’s State Assembly Office Spent More Than $1.8 Million Of Taxpayer 

Dollars. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso’s official office 

spent a total of $1,865,302. Below is a table that details the politically relevant expenditures 

Faso’s office made but does not include things such as office supplies. The “Total Office 

Expenditures” section includes all expenditures Faso’s office made, including those that were 

not politically relevant. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16]  

 

Expenditure Description Amount 

John Faso, Member of Assembly (Salary) $491,605.75  

John Faso, Leadership Stipend Payment $178,709.57  

State Vehicle (Gas/Oil; Auto Service/Repair) $5,974.96  

Travel Expenditures $27,375  

Total Office Expenditures (Includes expenditures not mentioned above) $1,865,302.95  

 

 

1996-2002: Received More Than $670K From Salary And Leadership Stipend. 
Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a salary of 

$491,605 and a stipend of $178,709.  [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, 

accessed 8/30/16] 

 

New York State Assembly Members Were Eligible For Stipends For Being In 

Leadership Position. “New York lawmakers get their base pay and $172 for each day 

they spend at the Capitol for food and lodging. If they are in leadership posts, they can 

get an annual stipend between $9,000 and $41,500.” [Democrat and Chronicle, 

11/22/14] 

 

1996-2002: Used A State Vehicle, Charged Taxpayers $5,974 For Gas/Oil And Auto 

Service. Between 1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso received a state 

vehicle and charged taxpayers $5,974 for gas/oil and auto service/repair on that state 

vehicle. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

1996-2002: Charged Taxpayers More Than $27K For Travel Expenditures. Between 

1996 and 2002, as a New York State Assemblyman, Faso charged taxpayers $27,375 for 

travel expenditures. [Expenditure Reports, New York State Assembly, accessed 8/30/16] 

 

 

 

 

http://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/local/2014/11/22/new-york-legislator-pay-increase/19369551/

